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A FEW FACTS ABOUT CERTIFIED PUBLIC ACCOUNTANTS 
AND THE ACCOUNTING PROFESSION
THE AMERICAN INSTITUTE
The American Institute of Certified Public Accountants is the national 
professional society of CPAs. This geographical directory lists firms all of 
whose partners are members of the Institute, and individual practitioners 
who are members.
First licensed in this country in 1896 in New York, CPAs are members 
of a profession which has more than tripled in size in the past two decades 
(to an estimated 140,000). It is expected that the number will increase 
to almost 200,000 by 1980.
At present, about 100,000 CPAs are members of the American Institute. 
The organization was established in 1887—nine years before the first CPA 
law was passed—as the American Association of Public Accountants.
COMPETENCE OF THE CPA
In order to become a CPA, one must satisfy education and, in many 
states, experience requirements, specified by state law, and pass a difficult 
two-and-a-half-day written examination. The examination is prepared and 
graded by the American Institute and is uniform in all states, territories and 
the District of Columbia. Virtually all successful CPA candidates are college 
graduates.
The Institute also sponsors and administers a continuing education pro­
gram in which some 35,000 members of CPA firms participated last year.
PROFESSIONAL ETHICS
CPAs are subject to discipline under state laws and rules promulgated 
by state boards of accountancy. In addition, the individual practitioners 
and firms listed in this directory are subject to the American Institute’s 
Code of Professional Ethics.
The conduct toward which Institute members strive is embodied in these 
broad Concepts:
Independence, integrity and objectivity. A certified public accountant 
should maintain his integrity and objectivity and, when engaged in 
the practice of public accounting, be independent of those he serves.
Competence and technical standards. He should observe the pro­
fession’s technical standards and strive continually to improve his 
competence and the quality of his services.
Responsibilities to clients. He should be fair and candid with his 
clients and serve them to the best of his ability, with professional con­
cern for their best interests, consistent with his responsibilities to the 
public.
Responsibilities to colleagues. He should conduct himself so as to pro­
mote cooperation and good relations among members of the profession.
Other responsibilities and practices. He should conduct himself so as 
to enhance the stature of the profession and its ability to serve the 
public.
The broad Concepts constitute the philosophical foundation upon which 
the Institute’s enforceable Rules of Conduct and related Interpretations of 
the Division of Professional Ethics are based. The Concepts, Rules and 
Interpretations are found in the American Institute’s Code of Professional 
Ethics. Single copies are available free upon request.
ENFORCEMENT
Complaints alleging violation of the Code of Professional Ethics are 
accepted by the Institute from any source. Names of complainants are held 
in confidence. If, after investigation, the Division of Professional Ethics 
believes a violation has occurred, the respondent is summoned before the 
Trial Board for a hearing. If found guilty, he may be admonished, sus­
pended or expelled from Institute membership.
State CPA societies have similar disciplinary machinery.
State licensing boards may suspend or revoke CPA certificates for viola­
tion of provisions in state accountancy laws or rules of conduct of the 
regulatory board.
The Institute welcomes inquiries on any aspect of professional conduct 
and will respect confidences when requested.
PRACTICE REVIEW COMMITTEE
This committee, which performs an education function within the pro­
fession, will review alleged substandard reports by CPAs received from 
any source and will point out any departures from standards to the CPA 
concerned. Names of persons submitting such matters to the committee 
will not be disclosed.
OTHER INSTITUTE ACTIVITIES
143 AICPA boards, committees and task forces are assigned to studies 
of various aspects of the profession.
The Institute publishes Americas leading accounting periodical, The 
Journal of Accountancy, as well as The Tax Adviser, another monthly mag­
azine, and the bimonthly Management Adviser. The Journal has a circu­
lation of over 165,000 accountants, business managers, government officials 
and educators.
The Institute’s headquarters houses one of the most comprehensive 
libraries on accounting in the world.
In addition to their Institute membership, most CPAs belong to a state 
CPA society. While not formally affiliated with the Institute, the state 
societies work closely with it.
FINANCIAL ACCOUNTING STANDARDS BOARD
The Financial Accounting Standards Board is an independent organiza­
tion supported by the Institute, accounting firms, the business community 
and the general public and is the leading authority on what constitutes 
“generally accepted accounting principles” through formal pronouncements 
on the accounting treatment to be applied to financial statements.
The Council, governing body of the Institute, has ruled that the FASB’s 
pronouncements are binding on Institute members.

GEOGRAPHICAL LIST OF FIRMS AND INDIVIDUAL PRACTITIONERSALABAMA
ALABASTER
MACKLE, ELDREDGE. MCINTOSH. SPLAWN 
A BENCE. B. M. K. BLDG. BROWNSCIRCLE 
(35007)
ALBERTVILLE
GANT. MCGRIFF. CROFT A BORDERS. 201 
RADIO BLDG. (35950)
STEWART. MARVIN D.. 310 N. CARLISLE ST. 
(35950)
ALEXANDER CITY
KAUFMANN AND ZEANAH, Ill CHEROKEE 
PLAZA (35010)
ALICEVILLE
SPILLER. MARVIN J.. 310 BROAD ST. 
(35442)
ANDALUSIA
JONES, GORDON 3.. 1509 E. THREE NOTCH 
ST. (36420)
RABREN A RABREN. 226 DUNSON ST. 
(36420)
ANNISTON
ANDREWS. WILLIAM F.. JR.. P. O. BOX 996 
(36201)
BROOKE A FREEMAN. 303 E. 11TH ST. 
(36201)
BURKE. MARVIN C., 1316 NOBLEST. (36201)
KIRKLAND. SMITH. TAYLOR A PAYNE. 818 
LEIGHTON AVE. (36201)
LEHMANN. ULLMAN AND BARCLAY. 200 
JOE ZIC BLDG. (36201)
MCBRAYER. CLAUDE B.. JR.. CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE BLDG. (36201)
ATHENS
CHRISTOPHER. T. C., 207 GREEN ST. (3561 1)
WALLACE, JOHN L.. 310 S. MARION ST. 
(35611)
ATMORE
WALLER. HAL K.. JR.. 208 S. PENSACOLA 
AVE. (36502)
BAY MINETTE
HARRIS. JOHNSON. DEES AND ASSOCIATES.
P. A.. P. O. BOX 970 (36507)
JONES. LAURENS W.. P. O. BOX 588 (36507)
WOOD. CLIFFORD M.. P. O. DRAWER 691 
(36507)
BIRMINGHAM
ANDERSEN. ARTHUR A CO.. 1100 DANIEL 
BLDG. (35233)
BERK, LISCHKOFF & CO., 1020 WOODWARD 
BLDG. (35203)
BLANKENSHIP. BOUTON & JAMES, 1329 
BROWN-MARX BLDG. (35203)
BORLAND. BENEFIELD A CRAWFORD, 803 
CITY FEDERAL BLDG. (35203)
BROWDER. E. O.. JR., 1411 DANIEL BLDG. 15
S. 20 ST. (35233)
BURTON. CANADAY A MOORE. 2130 
HIGHLAND AVE. STE. 202 (35205)
CHERRY, BEKAERT A HOLLAND, 1505 
FIRST NATL. SOUTHERN NATURAL 
BLDG. (35203)
COOPERS A LYBRAND. 1125 FIRST 
NATIONAL-SOUTHERN NATURAL BLDG. 
(35203)
CRAWFORD, W. E.. 1226 BROWNING AVE. 
(35213)
DAVIS. DARWIN D., 3 OFFICE PARK DR. 
STE. Ill (35223)
DENT. BAKER A MCDOWELL. 504 BROWN 
MARX BLDG. (35203)
DOOLEY. ANN C.. 2336 LAUREL VIEW DR. 
(35216)
DUDLEY. HOPTON-JONES, SIMS & 
FREEMAN. 2101 MAGNOLIA AVE. S. STE. 
312 (35205)
DUVAL A DAWSON, 2131 MAGNOLIA AVE. 
(35205)
ELDREDGE. EDWIN R.. 2246 ROYAL CREST 
DR. (35216)
ELLIS AND JOHNSON. 1025 S. 17 ST. (35205)
ERNST A ERNST. 1800 FIRST NATL. 
SOUTHERN NATURAL BLDG. (35203)
EVANS. CHARLES R.. BANK FOR SAVINGS 
STE. 660 (35203)
EVANS. JOHN E.. 707-708 FARLEY BLDG. 
1929 THIRD AVE. N. (35203)
FRANKLIN. TURNER A CARNATHAN, 220 
BANK FOR SAVINGS BLDG. (35203)
GOLDSTEIN A BOOHAKER, P. A., 724 S. 37 
ST. (35222)
GOOLSBY A WALKLEY, 248 BROWN MARX 
BLDG. (35203)
HARWELL. ALBERT L.. 701 S. 37 ST. (35222)
HASKINS A SELLS. 4 OFFICE PARK CIRCLE 
(35223)
HERLONG. JOHN A.. 2919 LINDEN AVE. 
(35209)
HERZBERG. H.. JR.. 1602 JOHN A. HAND 
BLDG. (35203)
KASSOUF. L. PAUL A CO.. P. A.. 2208 
EIGHTH AVE. S. (35233)
KIRKLAND, SMITH, TAYLOR A PAYNE, 3521 
SEVENTH AVE. S. (35222)
LAMAR, LAW. 2211 HIGHLAND AVE. (35205)
LANCASTER A HASSLER, SUITE 214 GULF 
BLDG. 2151 HIGHLAND AVE. (35205)
LAPIDUS, HUGHES A TATE. 2705 FOURTH 
AVE. N. (35233)
LEHMANN. ULLMAN AND BARCLAY. 511 S. 
20 ST. (35233)
LOVOY, STEVE P., CITY FEDERAL BLDG. 
(35203)
LUKASIK, LEO F.. 3609 FIFTH AVE. S. 
(35222)
MACKLE, ELDREDGE. MCINTOSH. SPLAWN 
A BENCE. 1102 CENTRAL BANK BLDG. 
(35233)
MCCALLUM. RICHARD E.. 3343 ROSEMARY 
LANE (35216)
MOSES. PHILLIPS, YOUNG AND 
DONALDSON. 200 OFFICE PARK DR. STE. 
110 (35223)
OHNICH A BIRDYSHAW, P. A.. 1610 
JACKSON BLVD. (35217)
PATTON. RAYMOND A.. 937 BANK FOR 
SAVINGS BLDG. (35203)
PEARCE A SUMMERFORD. P. O. BOX 2592 
(35202)
PEAT, MARWICK. MITCHELL A CO., 900 
CENTRAL BANK BLDG. 701 S. 20 ST. 
(35233)
PETERS. TROY W., 4200 OAKVIEW LN. 
(35243)
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PLOTKA AND COMPANY. 2715 18 PLACE S. 
(35209)
POWELL. RICHARD M.. BLDG. 6 STE. 206 
OFFICE PARK CIRCLE (35223)
POYTHRESS. CLIFTON 0.. 1525 2121 BLDG. 
(35203)
PRICE WATERHOUSE A CO.. 1200 FIRST 
NATL. SOUTHERN NATURAL BLDG. 
(35203)
PUTNAM. WILLIAM 0.. JR., 2013 CENTER 
POINT RD. (35215)
RABURN, H. L. A COMPANY. 1600 CITY 
FEDERAL BLDG. (35203)
RIDLEY. HORTON A LEE. BANK FOR 
SAVINGS BLDG. (35203)
SHUGERMAN. JOSEPH. 701 S. 37TH ST. STE.
5 (35222)
SNOW. STEWART A BRADFORD, 1400 BANK 
FOR SAVINGS BLDG. (35203)
THOMAS-WEBSTER A COMPANY. 244 
GOODWIN CREST STE. 320 (35209)
TOUCHE ROSS A CO.. 1300 BANK FOR SVGS. 
BLDG. (35203)
WALDROP-JOHNSON COMPANY. 2304 12 
AVE. N. (35234)
WEBSTER. RICHARD L.. III, 3324 
PEMBROOKE LN. (35226.)
WEINBERG. WARD A BEAM. 3529 SEVENTH 
AVE. S. (35222)
WHITE, S. HAROLD. 1903 HOOVER COURT 
(35226)
YOUNG. ARTHUR A COMPANY, 2110 FIRST 
NATIONAL-SOUTHERN NATURAL BLDG. 
(35203)
BREWTON
MCDOWELL AND MCDOWELL. 222 
BELLEVILLE AVE. (36426)
CHICKASAW
CHASON, LUCY PALMER, 301 S. CRAFT 
HWY. (36611)
CLANTON
BURKETT. RONALD. P. O. BOX 1320 (35045)
DAY. THOMAS R.. 502 SECOND AVE. S. 
(35045)
CULLMAN
BURTON. CANADAY A MOORE. DOWNTOWN 
PLAZA (35055)
WEAR. HOWELL A FRICKE. 203-B 
DOWNTOWN PLAZA (35055)
DECATUR
ALFORD. PAUL W.. 12 E. MOULTON ST. 
(35601)
COOPER, GEORGE A., EASTER BLDG. STE. 
202 445 E. MOULTON ST. (35601)
GILBERT, MACON H., P. O. BOX 414 (35601)
SELF A FAULKNER. 424 E. MOULTON ST. 
(35601)
TUCKER A BROWDER. 420 E. MOULTON ST. 
(35601)
WEAR. HOWELL A FRICKE, 717 BANK ST. 
(35601)
YOUNG. WILLIS E.. JR.. 2 E. MOULTON ST. 
(35601)
DOTHAN
CARPENTFR AND CARPENTER, P. 0. BOX 
281 (36301)
MCCLINTOCK, RICHMOND C., 308 W. ADAMS 
ST. (36301)
MCDANIEL A COMPANY, 103 N. OATES ST.
(36301)
SKEEN, CHARLES E.. 401 S. FOSTER ST. 
(36301)
STUTTS. EDWARD C.. P. 0. BOX 1003 (36301)
ENTERPRISE
BARR AND MARSH. 107 S. EDWARDS ST. 
(36330)
CAIN, D. E., JR.. 404 GLOVER AVE. (36330)
EUFAULA
BOYETTE, RICHARD A., ONE FRONT ST 
(36027)
COATES, MARTIN E., 200 MARINA DR. 
(36027)
HARTZOG, G. CLETUS, 201 E. BROAD ST.
(36027)
FAYETTE
COLLINS. THOMAS F., 311 N. TEMPLE AVE. 
(35555)
MORRISON. JAMES R.. 508 CAINE ST.
(35555)
FLORENCE
FL1PP0 AND ROBBINS. P. 0. BOX 1221
(35630)
HUFF. COMPTON AND SMITH, 516 E. 
MOBILE ST. (35630)
JONES. HENRY J. A CO.. 885 FLORENCE 
BLVD. (35630)
MCCUTCHEON, THOMAS W.. 206 S. PINE ST. 
(35630)
RUTLEDGE AND JOHNSON. 315 GREATER 
ALABAMA BLDG. (35630)
WEBB. ROY. JR., 412 S. COURT ST. (35630)
WHITMON, 0. C.. 409 E. MOBILE ST. (35630)
FOLEY
HARRIS, JOHNSON, DEES A ASSOCIATES, 
P.A.. HWY. 98 WEST (36576)
PARKER & WHITE, 1725 N. MCKENZIE ST.
DRAWER 609 (36535)
FORT PAYNE
GANT, MCGRIFF, CROFT AND BORDERS.
310 GRAND AVE. S. (35967)
GADSDEN
HALL. JERRY L.. STATE NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(35901)
HARWOOD &. HARWOOD, P. A.. P. 0. BOX 768
(35902)
KIRKLAND, SMITH, TAYLOR AND PAYNE.
269 S. SEVENTH ST. (35901)
KLEIN, LAMBERT & EVANS, 752 CHESTNUT 
ST. (35901)
MORGAN, CHARLES A.. 309 S. FIFTH ST. 
(35901)
GENEVA
COX A FAULK. 100 S. LIVEOAK (36340)
GREENVILLE
LEHMANN. ULLMAN A BARCLAY. 108 W. 
COMMERCE ST. (36037)
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GUNTERSVILLE
HYATT, C. WADE, JR., 914 BLOUNT AVE. 
(35976)
VASS, ROBERT J., FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (35976)
HALEYVILLE
WILLIAMS, PHILLIP 0., P. 0. BOX 459 
(35565)
HAMILTON
LAWLER, JOHNNY M., FOWLER BLDG. 
(35570)
RIGGS, WAYNE L., P. 0. DRAWER M. (35570)
HARTSELLE
PHILLIPS, FREDERICK E., 402 LONGHORN 
PASS (35640)
HUEYTOWN
ROBERSON, DONALD R., P. 0. BOX 3016 
(35020)
HUNTSVILLE
CLENDENON, L. C., 2 TRAYLOR ISLAND 
(35801)
COMSTOCK, EARL D., 401 LOWELL DR. S. E. 
(35801)
DANIELL, DWIGHT, JR., 2 TRAYLOR 
ISLAND (35801)
DUDLEY, HOPTON-JONES, SIMS & 
FREEMAN, 3322 MEMORIAL PKWY. S. W. 
STE. 7 (35801)
ERNST & ERNST, 920 STATE NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. (35801)
HENRY, GEORGE A., III, FIDELITY 
FEDERAL BLDG. STE. 3 206 EUSTIS AVE. 
(35804)
HONEYCUTT, CLAUDE B., 2613 W. CLINTON 
AVE. (35805)
HYATT AND MULLINS, 2216 OAKWOOD 
AVE. N. W. (35810)
JOHNSTON, BROWN & COMPANY, 444 
CENTRAL BANK BLDG. (35801)
KASTENS, BIBB & COMPANY, 3322 
MEMORIAL PKWY. S. W. (35801)
LA RUSSA, PETE A., 2 TRAYLOR ISLAND 
(35801)
MELVIN AND PUTMAN, 401 FRANKLIN ST. 
SE. (35801)
SELF, SANDERSON, JOHNSON & WHITE, 910 
ADAMS ST. SE. (35801)
SMITH, BILLIE R., 352 STATE NATL. BANK 
BLDG. WEST COURT SQ. (35801)
TAYLOR. SNYDER & COMPANY, 2021 
CLINTON AVE. W. (35807)
THOMPSON, ALTON F., JR., FRANKLIN 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 408 FRANKLIN 
ST. (35801)
JASPER
BROTHERTON, FRANK A., P. 0. BOX 347 
(35501)
MACKLE, ELDREDGE, MCINTOSH, SPLAWN 
& BENCE, FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(35501)
LAFAYETTE
WALTON, L. FRANK, P. 0. BOX 115 (36862)
MOBILE
BOGGAN, MELTON & BELLEW, 507 
COMMERCE BUILDING (36601)
BURDEN, TANNER AND ASSOC., P. A., 3
OFFICE PARK BLDG. STE. 104 (36609)
CUNNINGHAM, GREER & WOOD, 50 
MIDTOWN DR. (36616)
DILL, BOND A PLUMSTEAD, 11 MIDTOWN
PARK EAST (36616)
DUFFEE, JULIAN, JR., P. 0. BOX 421 (36601)
ERNST A ERNST, 2910 FIRST NATL. BANK
BLDG. 109 ST. FRANCIS ST. (36601)
GAY, JOHN C., P. 0. BOX 372 (36601)
GIBBONS A HILLERY, 3161 MIDTOWN PARK
SOUTH (36606)
GODWIN A NICHOLAS, TWO OFFICE PARK 
STE. 202 (36609)
GODWIN, ROBERT L., SR., 216 ST. MICHAEL 
ST. (36602)
HALL, JAMES H., 2470 A. COMMERCIAL
PARK DR. (36606)
HAROLD, RALPH A., 408-409 FIRST
FEDERAL TOWER BEL AIR MALL (36616)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER A COMPANY, 61 
ST. JOSEPH ST. (36601)
HASKINS A SELLS, 2800 FIRST NATL. BANK
BLDG. (36602)
HOFHEINS AND TRICE, 320 S. SAGE AVE. 
(36606)
KELLY, MARSHALL A ASSOCIATES, ONE 
OFFICE PARK SUITE 208 (36609)
KLEIN, LAMBERT A EVANS, 3753 COTTAGE
HILL RD. (36609)
LAWRENCE A LAWRENCE, P. A., 2472
COMMERCIAL PARK DR. (36606) 
MAYTON, JAMES, P. 0. BOX 316 (36601) 
MCKENZIE, HUDSON AND GAILLARD, 
214-218 ST. MICHAEL ST. (36602)
MORRISON AND SMITH, 905 COMMERCE 
BLDG. 118 N ROYAL ST. (36601)
PARTRIDGE, THAD, 311 MOHAWK ST. 
(36606)
PONDER AND WOOD, 758 AZALEA RD. 
(36609)
REDD AND DEES, 452 GOVERNMENT ST. 
(36601)
SMITH, DUKES AND BUCKALEW, 2606 FIRST
NATL. BANK BLDG. (36601)
STRICKLAND, JERRE W„ 201 N.
CONCEPTION ST. (36603)
VAN SLYKE, WILLIAM R., 3500 COTTAGE
HILL RD. (36609)
VRACHALUS, ELIZABETH P., 317 ST.
JOSEPH ST. (36602)
WALLACE, FRANK E., 3304-C OLD SHELL
RD. (36607)
WIIK, REIMER & SWEET, SUITE 305 ONE
OFFICE PARK (36609)
WINKLER AND PAPER, 1509 GOVERNMENT 
ST. SUITE 201 (36604)
WOOD & SINGLETON, 3209 MIDTOWN PARK
SOUTH (36606)
MONROEVILLE
ANDERSON, GEORGE H., MONROE COUNTY
BANK BLDG. (36460)
MONTGOMERY
ALDRIDGE, BORDEN AND COMPANY. PO.
DRAWER 1590 (36102)
BLACKWELL, HERMAN N., 240 ADAMS AVE. 
(36104)
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CRANE, WILLIAM H. &. COMPANY, P. A., 200 
S. HULL ST. (36104)
DIAMOND, KELLEY & CO., P. A., 513 
MADISON AVE. (36107)
GADILHE, BROOKS A., 421 BELL BLDG. 
(36104)
HILL AND FLURRY, 625 BELL BLDG. 
(36104)
HOLLAND, JACK B., 409 BELL BLDG. (36104)
JACKSON, THORNTON A CO., 428 S. PERRY 
ST. (36104)
KENT, NOBLES A MARTIN, 551 S. HULL ST. 
(36104)
POWELL, JOHN ROLFE, 507 EXECUTIVE 
BLDG. 312 MONTGOMERY ST. (36104)
RICHARD AND HARRIS, 444 S. PERRY ST. 
(36102)
ROBINETT, CARL C., JR., 715-726 BELL 
BLDG. 207 MONTGOMERY ST. (36104)
TROY, ROBERT E., JR., 207 MONTGOMERY 
ST. (36104)
WILLIAMS, HOWARD M., P. A., 115 JULIA ST. 
(36104)
WILLIAMSON, CHARLES G., 458 S.
LAWRENCE ST. (36104)
WILSON, PRICE, BARRANCO &
BILLINGSLEY, 456 S. COURT ST. (36104)
MOULTON
CHENAULT, DON, 208 MARKET ST. (35650)
NORTHPORT
MILLER, MARGARET L., 2725 BRIDGE AVE. 
(35476)
ONEONTA
HUIE, HOWARD MAX, 311 FIRST AVE. EAST 
(35121)
OPELIKA
CAULEY, WOODHAM W., OPELIKA NATL.
BANK BLDG. SOUTH EIGHTH ST. (36801)
PELL CITY
LAUDERDALE, THOMAS V., HIGHWAY 231 
N. (35125)
MILLS, TED F.. 9 S. 18 ST. (35125)
PHENIX CITY
GRESHAM AND SCARBOROUGH, AUMONT 
BLDG. (36867)
SMITH, W. B.. JR., PHENIX GIRARD BANK 
RM. 201 801 13 ST. (36867)
PRATTVILLE
KIRKLAND A STEWART, 410 S. 
NORTHINGTON ST. (36067)
RED BAY
STRICKLAND, GLEN H. A ASSOCIATES. 
GOLDEN RD. (35582)
ROANOKE
EDWARDS. ROBERT K.. P. 0. BOX 9 (36274)
RUSSELLVILLE
FANCHER. JERRY D.. 105 S. JACKSON AVE. 
(35653)
STRICKLAND. GLEN H. A ASSOCIATES. 510 
ST. CLAIR ST. S. E. (35653)
SARALAND
RENFROE. WILLIAM HENRY. P. 0. BOX 5692 
(36571)
SCOTTSBORO
GANT. MCGRIFF. CROFT A BORDERS. 611 E. 
LAUREL ST. (35768)
VICKERS. MICHEAL J.. PROCTOR BLDG. 501 
S. MARKET ST. (35768)
SELMA
BARFIELD, THOMAS F., JR.. CITY 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (36701)
FURNISS, VAUGHAN A CO.. 113 CHURCH ST. 
(36701)
JACKSON, THORNTON A CO.. 534 
WASHINGTON ST. (36701)
STACK A CALAME, 706 ALABAMA AVE. 
(36701)
SHEFFIELD
LEIGH, JAMES G.. SUITE 202 LOVE BLDG. 
MONTGOMERY AT THIRD (35660)
SYLACAUGA
MCDOWELL, BILL W., 529 N. BROADWAY 
(35150)
TUSCALOOSA
COONS, WILLIAM D., 412 QUEEN CITY AVE. 
(35401)
COOPER, LONNIE N.. FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (35401)
JAMISON, MONEY, FARMER A CO.. 2619 
UNIVERSITY BLVD. (35401)
JESSUP AND PALMER. 510 27TH AVE. 
(35401)
LEE, OTIS R., 1507 SIXTH AVE. EAST 
(35401)
MCCLENNY, JERRY A., 410 FIRST FEDERAL 
BLDG. (35401)
MCWHIRTER, ROBERT. 522 FIRST FEDERAL 
BLDG. (35401)
MORRISON AND SMITH, 1809 UNIVERSITY
BLVD. (35401)
NORTON. J. R.. 1218 25 AVE. (35401)
SENNA AND COMPANY. 2201 EIGHTH ST.
(35401)
TATE, WILLIAM A.. 2015 11 TH ST. (35401)
TIDMORE AND HARRISON. 917
UNIVERSITY LANE (35401)
WALLS, FRANK P., 2108 1/2 6TH ST. (35401)
WAY, CHISM AND WAY. P. 0. BOX 2709 
(35401)
YEAGER. JOHN F.. JR., 4 OFFICE PK. (35401)
TUSCUMBIA
DONILON & LEWIS, 107 E. FIFTH ST. (35674)
WINFIELD




BIGLER, HAWKINS & OBENDORF, 204 E. 
FIFTH AVE. RM. 204 (99501) 
BUNNELL, MARY ROBERTA. 3207 
RASPBERRY RD. #4 (99502) 
BURNETT, J. A.. 429 D. ST. STE. 202 (99501)
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COLE, DONALD E., 903 W. NORTHERN 
LIGHTS BLVD. (99503)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, CENTURY PLAZA 
BLDG. 120 E. 3RD AVE. (99501)
CUTSHALL, VIRGINIA K., 2932 C. STREET 
(99503)
ERNST A ERNST. 1016 W. SIXTH AVE.
(99501)
EVANS, RICHARD W. & CO., 3100 E. 80TH
AVE. (99507)
FISHER, VELTKAMP & CO., P. C., 2207
SPENARD RD. (99503)
GETTY, HAROLD T., BOX 3.337 (99501)
JOHNSON AND MORGAN, 419 BARROW ST.
(99501)
MAIN LAFRENTZ 4 CO., 509 W. THIRD AVE.
(99501)
MOLITOR, DOREMUS & HANLIN, 545 E.
FOURTH AVE. (99501)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 736 G.
STREET (99501)
PORTER, MARION B., 2932 C. ST. (99503)
ROMPA, WILLIAM H., 213 W. SIXTH AVE.
STE. 1 (99501)
ROOT, WILLIAM L., 7337 OLD SEWARD
HWY. (99502)
THOMAS, HEAD & GREISEN, INC., 717 K.
STREET STE. 202 (99501)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 345 SIXTH AVE.
(99501)
YOUNG. ARTHUR A COMPANY, 730 I. ST.
(99501)
COLLEGE
STOCK, RICHARD J., P. O. BOX 80853
(99701)
FAIRBANKS
COX, E. M., 1410 CUSHMAN ST. (99701)
KOHLER, RAY & CO., NERLAND BLDG. 543 
THIRD AVE. (99701)
MAIN LAFRENTZ A CO., 127 1/2 MINNIE ST.
(99701)
TREVITHICK, RONALD J., 619 11 AVE. STE.
A. (99701)
JUNEAU
DANIELS, ROBERT L., PO. BOX 51 1 (99801)
DYER & FUNK, PO. BOX 1807 (99801)
SCHMITZ A KLINE, 206 NATL. BK. OF
ALASKA BLDG. (99801)
KENAI
ARNESS, JAMES A., P. O. BOX 1059 (99611)
EVANS, ARTHUR C., KENAI PROFESSIONAL 
BLDG. (99611)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., BENCO BLDG. (99611)
KETCHIKAN
FULLAN, WILLIAM J., 320 BAWDEN ST. STE. 
313 (99901)
JOHNSON, ELMER G. & CO., 215 MAIN ST. 
(99901)
SHUHAM, WALTER W., P. C., 101
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. III STEMAN ST. 
(99901)
SEWARD
JOHNSON & MORGAN; P. O. BOX 396 (99664)
SOLDOTNA
DEPNER, FRANK B., LEIKER BLDG. PO. BOX 
427 (99669)
VALDEZ
LA PAGE, CHARLES F., P. O. BOX 40 (99686)ARIZONA
BENSON
MCKAY, THOMAS J., P. O. BOX 1049 (85602)
BISBEE
COCHRAN, ROBERT H., 73 PIMA DR. (85603)
CAREFREE
KENTON, AGNES, 3 SPANISH VILLAGE 
(85331)
CASA GRANDE
BEIMDIEK & ANDERSEN, 711 N. PARK AVE. 
(85222)
HENRY & HORNE, 110-C E. FLORENCE
BLVD. (85222)
CHANDLER
KRUTCKOFF, GERALD A CO., CENTRAL
PLAZA BLDG. STE. A (85224)
WESTOVER, ORLANDO K., 920 N. ARIZONA
AVE. STE. 2 (85224)
COOLIDGE
DIXON & MASTERS, 250 W. PINKLEY (85228)
HENRY A HORNE, 347 W. CENTRAL AVE. 
(85228)
DOUGLAS
HEISEY, J, RICHARD, LTD., 1932 11TH ST. 
(85607)
MESSENGER, WILLIAM, 459 ELEVENTH ST. 
(85607)
ELOY
HENRY A HORNE, 515 1/2 N. MAIN ST. (85231)
FLAGSTAFF
LITZLER, GARDNER, LAWRENCE A CLARY, 
823 N. LEROUX (86001)
OBERHEU, DAVID M., 705 N. LEROUX 
(86001)
PFLUEGER, PAPPAS A WILSON, 519 N.
LEROUX (86001)
WILSON, DONALD E., SPRUCE
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. (86001)
GLENDALE
COLLIER, J. WILLIAM, 5803 W. PALMAIRE
AVE. 8 (85301)
HORNER, BARBARA E., 4921 W. VISTA AVE. 
(85301)
MARTINY, ROBERT L., 4306 W. NORTHERN 
AVE. STE. B. B. (85301)
ROCHFORD, RICHARD E., 4930 W.
GLENDALE AVE. STE. 3 (85301)
SEELY, MULLINS, GARRARD A CO., 5824
WEST GLENN DR. (85301)
GLOBE
CARNELL, WILLIAM E.. P. O. BOX 527 
(85501)
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KINGMAN
WIENKE & PEPITON, 315 E. OAK ST. (86401)
LAKE HAVASU CITY
FLEET A SMITH. 2000 MCCULLOCH BLVD.  
(86403)
MASDEN, FRANK D., JR.. P. 0. BOX 1714 
(86403)
MESA
BROOKS. RAY A VANCE. 59 S. HORNE STE.
2 (85204)
BROWN A WEEKLEY. 117 E. FIRST ST. STE.
B. (85201)
HENRY A HORNE. 12 N. CENTER (85201)
NELSON. HORNE A WEATHERLY. LA
OFICINA 86 W. UNIVERSITY DR. (85201)
OLVIS. WILLIAM L.. 27 S. STAPLEY DR. STE. 
D. (85204)
SHEPPARD A WALKER. P. C.. 44 S.
MACDONALD ST. (85202)
WILLIAMS, TED L.. 24 N. ALMA SCHOOL RD.
STE. A. (85201)
YAV1TT. RICHARD E., 126 N. HIBBERT
(85201)
NOGALES
FOX. ELMER A COMPANY. 147 TERRACE 
AVE. (85621)
PATAGONIA
BOWDON, LYNNE G., 135 S. THIRD (85624)
PHOENIX
ACOSTA, CORDOVA A PITTMAN, P. A., 4747
N. 16TH ST. STE. B. 138 (85016)
ALLEN, JAMES R., 6516 N. SEVENTH ST.
STE. H. (85014)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR A CO., 34 W. MONROE
ST. (85003)
ANDERSON, DENNIS, 2541 W. NORTHERN 
(85021)
ANDERSON A FLINN, 5104 N. SEVENTH ST.
(85014)
BERRY, MICHAEL B., 14-A W. CAMELBACK 
RD. (85013)
BIGHAM, WILLIAM L., 1528 E. MISSOURI
(85014)
BOLAN, VASSAR A CO., 222 W. OSBORN RD.
(85013)
BOLLARD, RICHARD D., 3338 N. 16TH ST.
(85016)
BOOKER, LOUIS FINCH, JR., 2201 W.
CATALINA DR. (85015)
BROWN, J. GORDON, 3800 N. CENTRAL AVE. 
STE. 900 (85012)
CLOUSER, WAYNE H., 222 W. OSBORN RD.
STE. 218 (85013)
COHEN, MURRAY A CO., 3300 N. CENTRAL 
AVE. (85012)
COLE AND GAY, 391 E. CORONADO (85004)
COOPER, MILLER. RACEY A CO., 777 E.
CAMELBACK RD. STE. 109 (85014)
COOPERS A LYBRAND, VALLEY CTR. STE.
2500 (85073)
CRIMMINS A VERES. 2515 E. THOMAS #21 
(85016)
CULBERT A VEN ROOY. 8346 N. SEVENTH 
ST. (85020)
DAVIS A MORGAN. 301 W. INDIAN SCHOOL 
RD. STE. 126 (85013)
DE BENEDETTI, AL. 5627 N. 16 ST. APT Cl
(85016)
DE MARCUS. CECIL A. A ASSOC., LUHRS
BLDG. STE. 507 1 1 W. JEFFERSON (85003)
DENEN, RICHARD C.. 3201 N. 16 ST. (85014) 
DENIOUS, GEORGE B.. 2627 E. THOMAS RD.
(85016)
DENNIS, SCHMICH A CO.. 1800 N. CENTRAL
AVE. (85004)
DI VITO. MICHAEL E.. 417 UNITED BANK
BLDG. 3550 N. CENTRAL AVE. (85012) 
DOLMAGE. JOHN H., 3660 N. THIRD ST.
(85012)
DUSKIN, BERNARD C.. 800 N. SEVENTH
AVE. (85007)
EASTLICK, GASTINEAU A JORGENSEN. 3003
N. CENTRAL AVE. STE. 603 (85012) 
ERNST A ERNST, 100 W. WASHINGTON STE.
1500 (85003)
FINGER. PAUL A.. P. A., 3113 N. THIRD ST.
(85012)
FISHER. RICHARD A., 111 W. OSBORN RD.
#210 (85013)
FORREST. HUGH L., SUITE 307 444 W.
CAMELBACK RD. (85013)
FOX, ELMER A COMPANY, 401 DEL WEBB
BLDG. 3800 N. CENTRAL AVE. (85012)
GALLANT. FARROW A GREENE. P. C.. 3601
N. SEVENTH AVE. (85013)
GELLER, EARL. LTD., UNITED BANK BLDG.
3550 N. CENTRAL (85012)
GERSHON, SAMUEL, CHARTERED, 3300 N.
CENTRAL AVE. (85012)
GILCHRIST, HOMER R., 4211 E. WHITTON
AVE. (85018)
GOLDMAN, MILTON H., 5201 N. 19TH AVE.
(85015)
GOLDSMITH, PHILIP. 3550 N. CENTRAL
AVE. (85012)
GRANT, ALEXANDER A COMPANY. 1870
FIRST NATL. BK. PLAZA (85003)
GREER, RICHARD R.. 3003 N. CENTRAL
AVE. STE. 600 (85012)
HAHN. GEORGE A. A CO., 3550 N. CENTRAL
STE. 1300 (85012)
HALL A BOWER, OSBORN PLAZA BLDG.
STE. 412 222 W. OSBORN RD. (85013)
HASKINS A SELLS, FIRST NATL. BANK
PLAZA STE. 1900 (85003)
HEIL, SCOTT, JR., 2621 E. AIRE LIBRE LN.
(85032)
HENGES, LYNN R., 2034 N. THIRD ST.
(85004)
HENRICKS, R. KEITH, 301 W. INDIAN
SCHOOL RD. (85013)
HENRY AND HORNE, 222 W. OSBORN RD.
(85013)
HODES, SAMUEL. 1250 E. NORTHERN STE. D
(85020)
HOENES A JOERDING, LTD., 5102 N.
SEVENTH ST. (85014)
HOGSETT, CARL W„ 3514 E. INDIAN
SCHOOL RD. STE. E. (85018)
KRAMER, GERALD L., LTD., 802 UNITED
BANK BLDG. 3550 N. CENTRAL AVE.
(85012)
KROHN, VICTOR F., 1611 EAST CAMELBACK
ROAD (85016)
KRUTCKOFF, GERALD A CO., 11 W.
JEFFERSON (85003)
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LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH & 
HORWATH, 3003 N. CENTRAL STE. 800 
(85012)
LEONARD, JAMES A., 5045 N. 12TH ST. 
(85014)
LEUBA & WOLD, 3300 N. CENTRAL AVE. 
#220 (85012)
LIEM, JAMES H., LTD., 5102 N. SEVENTH ST. 
(85014)
LUCAS A SCHWARZ, 3550 N. CENTRAL AVE. 
STE. 1212 (85012)
MACKEY, K. E. & CO., 37 W. THOMAS RD. 
(85013)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., STE. 410 LAWYERS 
TILE BLDG. 2200 N. CENTRAL AVE. 
(85004)
MARIN, JOHN S., P. C., 2920 N. SEVENTH ST. 
(85014)
MARKOW, SIDNEY, 3300 N. CENTRAL AVE. 
(85012)
MARTINEZ, WALTER A., LTD., 2034 N. 
THIRD ST. (85004)
MATTESON, THOMAS P., 500 SECURITY 
CTR. BLDG. 222 N. CENTRAL AVE. 
(85004)
MCDONALD, JOE T., 336 E. THOMAS RD. 
(85012)
MCGEE, JOSEPH S., 5757 N. BLACK CANYON 
(85015)
MCHENRY, RALPH E., UNITED BANK BLDG. 
3550 N. CENTRAL STE. 1212 (85012)
MCLAREN & GUTHRIE. 3606 N. 24 ST. 
(85016)
MEEHAN, ARTHUR W., JR., 4209 N. 16 DR. 
(85015)
MEEK, JOE W., 377 E. ALVARADO RD. 
(85004)
MIKKELSON, EUGENE S., P. C., 3840 NORTH 
32 ST. STE. 7 (85018)
MILLER AND MCCOLLOM, 3550 N. CENTRAL 
AVE. STE. 1309 (85012)
MITCHELL, ROBERT K., 1095 E. INDIAN 
SCHOOL RD. (85014)
MURRAY A MURRAY, 534 E. THOMAS RD. 
(85012)
NELSON, HORNE & WEATHERLY, MAYER 
CENTRAL STE. 109 3033 N. CENTRAL 
(85012)
NEVELN, NORRIS C., 2642 E. THOMAS RD. 
STE. B. (85016)
NORMAN A EVANS, LTD., 3550 N. CENTRAL 
AVE. (85012)
OLSON, C. REX, 4747 N. 22 ST. STE. 305 
(85016)
OLSON, DEAN M., 5800 N. 19TH AVE. STE. 
210 (85015)
PAPPAS & HANKERSON, LTD., 100 E. 
MITCHELL DR. (85012)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL A CO., 100 W. 
CLARENDON (85013)
PRICE WATERHOUSE A CO., 1800 VALLEY 
CTR. (85073)
RHUE, ROBERT E., P. C., DEL E WEBB BLDG. 
3800 N. CENTRAL AVE. STE. 1407 (85012)
ROBINSON AND ROBINSON, 4131 N. 24 ST. 
(85016)
RUBIN A RIBET, 111 W. OSBORNE RD. 
(85013)
SCHULMAN, PAUL A CO., P. C., DEL WEBB 
BLDG. 3800 N. CENTRAL AVE. STE. 716 
(85012)
SCHWARTZ, RUSH A COMPANY. 111 W. 
OSBORN RD. STE. 210 (85013)
SEGAL, COHEN COMPANY, P. C.. 4502 N. 
CENTRAL AVE. STE. 309 (85012)
SEIDMAN A SEIDMAN. 3003 N. CENTRAL 
AVE. (85012)
TIPPETS, WAYNE M„ 219 E. LEXINGTON 
(85012)
TOLLIVER, WARREN O., 222 N. CENTRAL 
AVE. STE. 500 (85004)
TOUCHE ROSS A CO., 2700 VALLEY CTR. 
(85073)
TROBMAN, BERTRAM J., UNITED BANK 
BLDG. STE. 1208 3550 N. CENTRAL AVE. 
(85012)
VOGEL, JAMES A. A CO., LTD.. 301 W. 
INDIAN SCHOOL RD. (85013)
WALKER A ARMSTRONG. 706 ARIZONA 
TITLE BLDG. (85003)
WALMSLEY, EIKNER A PELLEY. 1525 N. 
CENTRAL STE. 202 (85004)
WITTE, LESTER A COMPANY. 3003 N. 
CENTRAL AVE. STE. 1604 (85012)
WORLEY, ROBERT B., UNITED BANK BLDG. 
STE. 1234 3550 N. CENTRAL AVE. (85012)
WULFTANGE A ROBERTSON. 100 W. 
CLARENDON STE. 1504 (85013)
YANCEY, JOE D., 3514 E. INDIAN SCHOOL 
RD. (85018)
YOUNG, ARTHUR A COMPANY. 111 W. 
MONROE ST. (85003)
PRESCOTT
BAKER, PRICE AND NORTON. 843 MILLER 
RD. (86301)
HOLLEMAN, PETER W.. 324 GREAT 
WESTERN BLDG. (86301)
TEWKSBURY. CHARLES H.. 222 GREAT 
WESTERN BANK BLDG. (86301)
SAFFORD
ALLRED, BILLIE J., P. O. BOX 840 (85546)
SPALSBURY A DUFFY. 411 FIFTH (85546)
SCOTTSDALE
CARNELL, WILLIAM E.. 2921 N. 68TH ST. 
(85251)
DAVIS, GERALD R., 4215 WINFIELD SCOTT 
PLAZA (85251)
HAMMOND A SWEENEY. P. C.. 3013 N. 67TH 
PLACE (85251)
HAYNES, HINTON W., 4821 N. SCOTTSDALE 
RD. STE. A-l (85251)
HENRY A HORNE, 4320 N. SCOTTSDALE RD. 
(85251)
JOHNSON, JAMES L., 7000 E. CAMELBACK 
RD. STE. 211 (85251)
NATHAN, S. A., JR., P. O. BOX 1523 (85252)
NIELSEN, GORDON L., STE. 211 LENART 
BLDG. 7000 E. CAMELBACK RD. (85251)
RAYMOND A BOOTH, 2924 N. 68 ST. (85251)
TISOR, CARL D., 6710 E. CAMELBACK RD. 
#106 (85251)
TRAHAN & MEHEN, 2918 N. 67 PLACE 
(85252)
YAVITT, RICHARD E., NUSS BLDG. STE. 206 
4419 N. SCOTTSDALE RD. (85251)
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SEDONA
FROST A FOOTE. P. C., P. 0. BOX 1090 
(86336)
* SHOW LOW
CRAMPTON. JAMES L., 16 C. S. WHITE MTN. 
RD. (85901)
SIERRA VISTA
HAYMORE AND BUSBY, P. C., 200 E. FRY 
BLVD. (85635)
SUN CITY
BROOKS, WALDO E., 10948 TROPICANA 
CIRCLE (85351)
JEWELL, CLARENCE D., 10718 TROPICANA
CIRCLE (85351)
MANSKE, EDWIN F., P. 0. BOX 631 (85351)
MERCHANT, JOHN N., 13456 EMBERWOOD 
DRIVE (85351)
MONHEIT, HOWARD S., 10773 W. PEORIA 
AVE. (85351)
SEELY, MULLINS, GARRARD A CO.. 10323 
COGGINS DRIVE (85351)
ZAGARIA, SAMUEL N., 9424 GREENWAY 
RD. (85351)
TEMPE
ANDERSON, CHRISTY A CO., UNIVERSITY 
SQ. STE. 211 225 W. UNIVERSITY DR. 
(85281)
BROOKS, RAY A VANCE, 424 W. BROADWAY 
(85282)
HALLETT, ROBERT H., JR., 2101 S. 
MCCLINTOCK DR. (85282)
LINDELL, JOHN E., 2121 S. MILL AVE. STE. 
214 (85282)
LOFGREEN, TORRY D., JR., P. C., 3910 SO. 
RURAL STE. M. (85282)
MILLER, JOSEPH M., 424 W. BROADWAY 
STE. 5 (85282)
ROGERS, KEITH F., 428 E. ALAMEDA DR. 
(85282)
TUCSON
BAILEY, SAMUEL HARRISON, 6772 E. 
TANQUE VERDE (85715)
BRYSON, WILLIAM, 40 N. SWAN BLDG. STE.
Ill (85711)
BUGE, E. W., 4444 E. WHITMAN (85711)
CRABLE A PARSONS, P. C., 2033 E. GRANT 
RD. (85719)
DOLGAARD, KEITH E. A CO., P. C.. 4501 E. 
FIFTH ST (85711)
ERNST A ERNST. TUCSON FEDERAL 
SAVINGS TOWER 32 N STONE AVE. STE. 
1800 (85701)
FLINN A WATSON. 2343 E. BROADWAY STE. 
209 (85719)
FOX, ELMER A COMPANY, 259 N. MEYER 
(85701)
GREER A DE FOOR, 5343 E. PIMA (85712)
GR1MBLE, LUTHER C.. LTD.. 102 CALLE DE 
JARDIN (85711)
HANEY, J. WILLIAM. 2309 E. BROADWAY 
(85719)
HAWLEY A ORY, 505 N. ALVERNON WAY 
(85711)
HAYMORE AND BUSBY, P. C., 4832 E. 
SPEEDWAY BLVD. (85712)
HOOKER, JOHN, 920 W. WANDA VISTA RD. 
(85704)
HUNNICUTT. JOHN A., 5447 E. FIFTH ST. 
(85711)
JEFFREY, DONALD M., ALAMEDA PLAZA 
BLDG. STE. 404 100 E. ALAMEDA ST. 
(85701)
KAEMPFER, KARL K., ROUTE 9 BOX 540 
(85704)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 177 N. CHURCH AVE. STE. 
1000 (85701)
LAWTON, FORD, COBB A ROGERS. TUCSON 
FEDERAL TOWERS STE. 702 (85701)
MINDELL, ROBERT E., PO. BOX 12946 
(85711)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL A CO.. VALLEY 
NATL. BLDG. (85701)
REIDY, REIDY A SAINZ, LTD., 2474 N. 
TUCSON BLVD. (85716)
RIORDON, CROUSE A COLLINS. 1005 
VALLEY NAT’L. BLDG. (85701)
SANDBERG. ROY W.. 3836 E. SECOND ST. 
(85716)
SAYRE, LYONS A COMPANY, 505 LAWYERS 
TITLE BLDG. (85701)
SEBY, M. J., LTD., 111 S. CHURCH AVE. STE. 
220 (85701)
SUBRIN, LAWRENCE I., 45 W. PENNINGTON 
STE. 206 (85701)
SULLIVAN A FOX. 7002 E. BROADWAY 
(85710)
SULLIVAN A FOX. 6204 E. SPEEDWAY 
(85711)
TIZZARD, SILL, PLOTKIN A CO.. P. C., 1132 
E. BROADWAY (85719)
TRAHAN A MEHEN, 1501 N. MIRACLE MILE 
(85705)
UNRAU AND REGIER, TUCSON FEDERAL 
SAVINGS TOWER SUITE 1509 (85701)
WEZELMAN & SHOOK, PIMA PLAZA 2030 E. 
BROADWAY STE. 7 (85719)
WULFTANGE, ROBERTSON A THOMPSON 
2941 N. COUNTRY CLUB RD. (85716)
WICKENBURG
TRAHAN A MEHEN, 510 SAVAGE (85358)
WILLCOX
DOSS, GORDON J., 230 S. CURTIS (85643)
WINSLOW
PRUETT, NORMAN A., 218 E. THIRD ST. 
(86047)
YUMA
HINKLE AND PERIUS, 345 EIGHTH ST. 
(85364)
SCHWARK A VAUGHAN, 53 W. SECOND ST. 
(85364)
WULFTANGE & ROBERTSON, 330 W. 24 ST. 
(85364) ARKANSAS
ALMA
MCGEE, KATHERINE G., ROUTE 3 BOX 105 
(72921)
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ARKADELPHIA
WILLIAMS, S.O. & CO., P. A., 623 PINE ST. 
(71923)
BATESVILLE
CARTER, A. EUGENE, P. 0. BOX 24 182 N. 
FIFTH (72501)
MERGING, E. L. A CO., P. 0. BOX 1515 
(72501)
MITCHUM, JOHNNY B., 945 ST. LOUIS ST. 
(72501)
BENTONVILLE
HENRY, JAMES T., 109 WEST CENTRAL 
(72712)
BLYTHEVILLE
EVANS, BRADSHAW A EDWARDS, 530 
LUMERATE ST. (72315)
STILES, ROBERT L., 510 WEST MAIN (72315)
BOONEVILLE
REAVES, GORDON T., 1109 EASTWOOD DR. 
W. (72927)
CAMDEN
MOLL, WILLIAM CHARLES, 119 JEFFERSON 
ST. S. W. (71701)
CLARKSVILLE
KING A KING, 110 S. FULTON ST. (72830)
CONWAY
MALPICA, SHOCK A CO., 1223 FRONT ST. 
(72032)
REYNOLDS, FRANCIS B., 1120 OAK ST. 
(72032)
DERMOTT
COURTNEY, CHESTER J., 102 E. PEDDICORD 
(71638)
MCQUEEN, RALPH A COMPANY, 100 W. 
DANIELS ST. (71638)
EL DORADO
ALEXANDER, ROBERT L., 404 FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (71730)
COOK, WILLIAM P., 300-05 FIRST NAT’L. 
BANK BLDG. (71730)
HEAD, REESE C., WASHINGTON SQUARE 
BLDG. 301 N. WASHINGTON (71730)
ROREX, ROBERT E., 410 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (71730)
STEWART A ROBERTSON, 308 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (71730)
WADSWORTH, HARRY, 441 N. WASHINGTON 
(71730)
FAYETTEVILLE
BROWN A DESKIN, 401 W. EMMA AVE. 
(72764)
BROWN A DESKIN, 114 S. COLLEGE AVE. 
(72701)
GADDY A COMPANY, 908 ROLLING HILLS 
DR. (72701)
MCCURDY, WORSHAM A GUINN, 
HATHCOCK BLDG. STE. 101 BLOCK A 
DICKSON STS. (72701)
SCARBROUGH AND LANCE, 115 NORTH 
BLOCK ST. (72701)
STUART, RUPERT A. A COMPANY, 36 E. 
CENTER ST. (72701)
WALKER, DOUGLAS A CO., 201 N. EAST 
AVE. (72701)
FORREST CITY 
COPE, ROBERT L., P. O. BOX 564 (72335)
FORT SMITH
ALVAREZ, JOHN G., 303 SOUTHWESTERN 
HOUSE 920 ROGERS AVE. (72901)
BAIRD, KURTZ A DOBSON, 555 FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (72901)
BELL AND MAGRUDER, PROFESSIONAL 
LIFE BLDG. (72901)
BRACKEN A GARDNER, 509 GARRISON 
AVE. (72901)
LOSS, JOHN ,1615 DODSON AVE. (72901)
REYNOLDS, WILLIAM G., CENTRAL MALL 
STE. 234 (72901)
RICE, ROBERT L., 231 N. GREENWOOD AVE. 
(72901)
VAIL AND BEALL, 418 S. 17 ST. (72901)
WALKER, DOUGLAS A CO., 603 MERCHANTS
BANK BLDG. 623 GARRISON AVE. (72901)
WESTPHAL, ROBERT A CO., 109 N. SIXTH 
ST. (72901)
HAMBURG
SANDERLIN, JAMES L., 401 N. MAIN (71646)
HARRISON
BECHHOLD AND JOHNSON, 811 N. VINE ST. 
(72601)
SAVILLE, VITA M., 113 E. RUSH ST. STE. 118 
(72601)
HEBER SPRINGS
REYNOLDS, FRANCIS B., 102 S. FIFTH ST. 
(72543)
HELENA
FITZHUGH, H. CARVILL, JR., 327 YORK ST. 
(72342)
MCCARTY, C. PATRICK, JR., HELENA NATL. 
BANK BLDG. STE. 406 (72342)
HOPE
THOMAS AND THOMAS, CITIZENS NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (71801)
HOT SPRINGS
HOGABOOM AND KECK, 462 W. GRAND 
AVE. (71901)
HUDLOW, WALTER L., 110 HAWTHORNE ST. 
(71901)
JORDAN, WOOSLEY, CRONE A CO., 1321 
CENTRAL AVE. (71901)
LUEBBEN, KEATON & COMPANY. 623 
CENTRAL AVE. (71901)
PATHMANN, FRED W., MEYER BLDG. STE.
100 (71901)
JONESBORO
GWALTNEY, CARL C., 450 SOUTHWEST DR. 
(72401)
JOHNSTON, FREEMAN A JONES, 903 UNION 
(72401)
WEBB, KNOX L., P. O. BOX 1281 (72401)
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LITTLE ROCK
BALCH, PRATT, PRIDDY A CO., 902 
WALLACE BLDG. (72201)
BORENGASSER, R. H., 1515 WEST SEVENTH 
STREET (72202)
BROWN & ROGERS, 1220 TOWER BLDG.
FOURTH A CENTER STS. (72201)
BROWN, RUSSELL A COMPANY, 900 BOYLE 
BLDG. (72201)
CALLAWAY, JAY C., COMMERCIAL NAT'L.
BANK BLDG. (72201)
CHISM A HART, 414 S. PULASKI (72201)
COBB, JOHN P., 2170 WORTHEN BANK 
BLDG. (72201)
COOPER, LEWIS R., 210 COMMERCIAL 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (72201)
COTHAM, WYMAN A HOWLAND, 804 
PYRAMID LIFE BLDG. (72201)
CROSS AND COMPANY, 9 FL. TOWER BLDG. 
(72201)
CULLUM, E. L. A CO., 309 STATE ST. (72201)
DOBBS, ALBRIGHT A COMPANY, TOWER
BLDG. STE. 555 4 A CENTER STS. (72201)
ELDRIDGE, WILLIAM H. CO., 7626 BASELINE 
RD. (72209)
ELLIS, D. C. A CO., 1250 TOWER BLDG. 
(72201)
ERNST A ERNST, 1800 WORTHEN BANK
BLDG. (72201)
ESTES, C. H., 7710 WESTWOOD AVE. (72204)
FINDLEY AND FASON, 800 WORTHEN BANK 
BLDG. (72201)
FRAZEE, FOX A DODGE, 701 PYRAMID 
BLDG. (72201)
GAUNT, E. L. A CO., 923 PYRAMID BLDG. 
(72201)
HOUSE, IRA, 527 PYRAMID BLDG. (72201)
KEITH, ALLEN A FLETCHER, 200 SOUTH 
CROSS (72201)
KINLEY, DAVID G., SOUTHWEST CITY MALL
GEYER SPRINGS RD. & I-30 (72209)
KIRTLEY, GEORGE W., 5620 W. 12TH ST. 
(72204)
KREMER A SPIVEY, 430 TOWER BLDG. 
(72201)
LLOYD, LYNN A CO., 3700 CANTRELL RD. 
(72202)
LOVETT, BAER A KELLY, 807 W. THIRD ST. 
(72203)
MADIGAN, JAMES A COMPANY, 1230 W. 
FOURTH ST. (72201)
MAGINN, RICHARD F. & CO., 1529 S.
UNIVERSITY AVE. (72204)
MAPES AND EDMISTON, 909 UNIV. TOWER 
BLDG. (72204)
MASSEY, G. R., 604 DONAGHEY BLDG.
(72201)
MCAULEY, JAMES A., 10600 YOSEMITE 
VALLEY DR. (72207)
MCILROY A MCILROY, 3300 FAIR PARK
BLVD. (72204)
MERCING, E. L. A CO., 601 PYRAMID LIFE 
BLDG. (72201)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL A CO., 1150
TOWER BLDG. (72201)
PERRY, BOBBY J., 1515 W. SEVENTH ST. 
#1 17 (72202)
RECTOR, GEORGE L. A CO., 5620 W. 12 ST.
(72204)
TANNEBERGER, RICK J., 4611 ASHER AVE. 
(72204)
THOMAS, L. COTTON A COMPANY, 200 
UNION LIFE BLDG. (72201)
TRUEMPER A SMITH, 301 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (72201)
WALKER, LOYD W., 210 COMMERCIAL 
NATL. BK. BLDG. (72201)
WARREN, CARL E., 960 TOWER BLDG. 
(72201)
YANIGER & WINBURNE, 301 FIVE MAIN 
PLACE (72201)
LONOKE
KEITH, ALLEN A FLETCHER, 112 
JEFFERSON (72086)
MAGNOLIA
JORDAN, J. FRED, OIL AND GAS BLDG. 
(71753)
PORTER, VERNON C., 135 S. JACKSON 
(71753)
WOOD, K. DALE, 119 N. PINE (71753)
MALVERN
WILLIAMS, TAYLOR A LEMONS, 728 E.
PAGE (72104)
MARIANNA
ANDREWS A GENTRY, 15 N. POPLAR ST. 
(72360)
FONG, GERALD B., GERRARD BLDG.
(72360)
MOUNTAIN HOME
AGEE, ANN A ASSOCIATES, 116 E. NINTH 
(72653)
NASHVILLE
FEEMSTER, ROBERT E., P. O. BOX 209 
(71852)
NEWPORT
GODWIN, ELBERT E., P. O. BOX 679 (72112)
NORTH LITTLE ROCK
DIGBY, ROBERT D., 1623 MAIN ST. (72114)
MONTGOMERY, G. M. MIKE, 801 CYPRESS 
(72114)
OSCEOLA
EVANS, BRADSHAW A EDWARDS, 111 N.
WALNUT (72370)
PARAGOULD
SCHREIT A ANDERSON, 218 W. COURT ST. 
(72450)
WILCOX, FRED W., P. O. BOX 246 (72450)
PINE BLUFF
BAIRD, KURTZ A DOBSON, 620 LAUREL ST. 
(71601)
FERRELL, ALFRED C., FIFTH AVE. BLDG. 
RM. #102 (71601)
HOLLIS, MCCLAIN A HOWELL, 701 W. SIXTH 
(71601)
NEWTON AND OWEN, 909 SIMMONS BLDG. 
(71601)
OWEN, DAVID, 621 E. EIGHTH ST. (71601)
RAILSBACK, GLENN A. AND CO., 408 NATL. 
BLDG. (71601)
SMITH, RALPH J., FIFTH AVE. BLDG. 115 E. 
FIFTH AVE. (71601)
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SMITH. WILLIAM H.. SIMMONS FIRST NATL. 
BLDG. (71601)
TALBOT. JOHN H., P. 0. BOX 7876 (71601)
ROGERS
MCCURDY. WORSHAM & GUINN. 212 N.
SECOND (72756)
ROBERTSON AND MUSKRAT. 101 S. THIRD
(72756)
RUSSELLVILLE
DALE. HOYT R.. 201 W. MAIN (72801)
GARRETT AND JONES. 128 E. THIRD (72801)
WALKER. DOUGLAS A CO.. 305 W. SECOND 
ST. (72801)
SEARCY
ANGEL A HUMPHREY. 120 W. RACE AVE.
(72143)
SILOAM SPRINGS
GADDY A COMPANY. PROFESSIONAL CTR.
711 S. MT. OLIVE (72761)
REED. GLEN E.. 117 N. BROADWAY (72761)
SPRINGDALE
ALLEN, JOHN HENRY, FIRST STATE BANK 
BLDG. 20114 E. EMMA (72764)
LEWIS. KEITH L.. 516 S. THOMPSON (72764)
STUTTGART
JACKSON, CHARLES F.. 208 E. THIRD ST. 
(72160)
TRAHIN, JEAN H.. 2018 SOUTH BUERKLE
ST. (72160)
TEXARKANA
THOMAS AND THOMAS. 701 ARKANSAS 
BLVD. (75501)
VAN BUREN
DAUGHERTY A LOWE. BROADWAY SQ.
(72956)
WALDRON
WATKINS. L. J., P. O. BOX 690 (72958)
WARREN
MILTON. CHARLES A., 101 S. MYRTLE 
(71671)
WEST MEMPHIS
DODGE A CLINTON. 506 E. BROADWAY 
(72301)
THOMAS. WILLIAM KENDALL. 506 E. 
BROADWAY (72301)
WILKERSON A SKINNER. 220 EAST BOND 
(72301) CALIFORNIA
ALAMEDA
AGENO, MICHAEL E., BANK OF AMERICA 
BLDG. 2411 SANTA CLARA AVE. (94501)
HACKLEMAN, GEORGE A., 2000 SANTA
CLARA AVE. (94501)
JONES, TED, 2516 SANTA CLARA AVE.
(94501)
KIMBELL, FARIS. MCKENNA A VON 
KASCHNITZ, 2411 SANTA CLARA AVE. 
(94501)
ORTNER. JAMES R.. 1642 MORELAND DR. 
(94501)
SUMAN, AGAR, NAGAREDA A ALLEN. 2447 
SANTA CLARA AVE. (94501)
ALBANY
KERR, WILLIAM A.. 1223 SOLANO AVE. 
(94706)
SEARS, WALTER K.. 904 MASONIC AVE. 
(94706)
ALHAMBRA
BROWN, LLOYD AND STEVENSON, 15 S. 
CHAPEL AVE. (91801)
COLE. R. W. E. A CO.. 1212 S. GARFIELD 
AVE. (91801)
LIBMAN, ARNOLD C.. 1510 S. STONEMAN 
AVE. (91801)
MARRIOTT A HELD. 1045 S. GARFIELD 
AVE. (91801)
STRAUSS AND HOFFMAN. 731 S. GARFIELD 
STE. A. (91801)
ANAHEIM
ALLEN, THOMAS O.. 710 N. EUCLID STE. 207 
(92801)
BURNARD, ROBERT D.. 1678 W. BROADWAY 
STE. 107 (92802)
DUNN. DEBERRY. SHARP A CO.. 1782 W. 
LINCOLN STE. B. (92801)
HADOBAS, JAMES E. CO.. 531 S. HARBOR 
BLVD. (92805)
HOYE, GRAVES, BAILEY AND COMPANY. 
2141 W. LA PALMA STE. K. (92801)
KILE. JAMES D., 512 E. VERMONT AVE. 
(92805)
KIRELIUK, WILLIAM O., 847 S. DANBROOK 
DR. (92804)
LAMBETH. ROBERT G., 870 S. ANAHEIM 
BLVD. (92805)
LUNDQUIST. RALPH E., 1360 S. ANAHEIM 
BLVD. (92805)
MARSHALL, JAMES E., 870 S. ANAHEIM 
BLVD. (92805)
MCELRATH, STEPHEN L.. 9776 KATELLA 
AVE. STE. T (92804)
MCGREW. JAMES, 730 N. EUCLID ST. STE. 
317 (92801)
NICHOLAS. MICHAEL D.. 151 W. LINCOLN 
(92805)
PEDLAR. A. DUANE, INC., 1009 E. LINCOLN 
AVE. (92805)
REICH, HERMAN G., 1418 N. CENTRAL 
PARK AVE. (92802)
RICKERTSEN, O., 841 N. HARBOR BLVD. 
(92805)
SULLENS, WALTER T.. 401 N. BROOKHURST 
#114 (92801)
VIERREGGER. HENRY E.. 300 S. HARBOR 
BLVD. # 803 (92805)
WHITE AND NELSON. 1678 W. BROADWAY 
#102 (92802)
WOOD, DONALD H., 300 S. HARBOR STE. 806 
(928G5)
APTOS
BREGANTE. RICHARD J.. 219 BALDWIN 
DRIVE (95003)
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DAMON. SIDNEY R., 10 RANCHO DEL MAR
CENTER (95003)
ROUNDS 4 LAMBERT. 8048 SOQUEL DR. 
(95003)
VERNAZZA, J. BEN. 9083 SOQUEL DR.
(95003)
ARCADIA
BERBERIAN, O. R.. 145 N. SANTA ANITA 
AVE. (91006)
BLACK. LOUIS P.. 1043 W. HUNTINGTON DR. 
(91006)
BRUBAKER. MARY F., 415 CORTEZ RD. 
(91006)
CHRISTIANSEN. H. E.. 150 N. SANTA ANITA 
AVE. STE. 650 (91006)
FRAKER, FULLER 4 MANAHAN, A. C.. 150
N. SANTA ANITA AVE. STE. 630 (91006)
JACKMAN. HARRY. 650 W. DUARTE RD. 
(91006)
JENKINS, LLOYD D.. 150 N. SANTA ANITA 
(91006)
LARSSON. LYNDALL. 1043 W. HUNTINGTON 
DR. (91006)
SCHAEFER. MARK, 501 S. FIRST AVE. 
(91006)
ARCATA
NUNNEMAKER, LUCAS AND HARRIS. 901 
SAMOA BLVD. (95521)
RIEWERTS, CARSON & THOMAS, 822 G. ST.
(95521)
ARLETA
RISENMAN, DAVID. 9444 SANDUSKY AVE.
(91331)
ARROYO GRANDE
DIEHL. EVANS AND COMPANY. 104 E.
BRANCH ST. (93420)
ARTESIA
ECKLES, J. MARVIN & CO., 18311 PIONEER 
BLVD. (90701)
MALLORY AND RAY. 18012 PIONEER BLVD.
(90701)
ATASCADERO
BURKHARDT. PAUL L., 6275 PALMA AVE. 
(93422)
ATHERTON
RINTALA, RUDOLPH A., 37 EUCLID AVE. 
(94025)
ATWATER
GARNER, H. J., 1101 BROADWAY (95301)
AUBURN
CARLISLE. JAMES E., P. O. BOX 788 (95603)
BAKERSFIELD
CASSADY, EUGENE F. & CO.. 5405
STOCKDALE HWY. STE. 111 (93309)
DAILLAK, MICHAEL JOHN, 2511 FOURTH 
ST. (93304)
DANIELLS, PHILLIPS, GARNER & 
VAUGHAN. 1601 G. ST. (93301)
FOX. ELMER 4 COMPANY. 610 GREAT 
WESTERN SAVINGS BLDG. (93301)
HARBIN & HALL, 801 18 ST. (93301)
HAUSLEIN, GEORGE H., 2000 NORRIS RD. 
(93308)
HODEL, CLIFFORD H., 1407 LOCUST
RAVINE (93306)
KNIFFEN, RICHARD L.. 31 H ST. (93304) 
MAYS. DAN W., 2118 F ST. (93301) 
MCCOWN. JOE. 254 HABERFELDE BLDG.
(93301)
MCCOWN 4 KRAUSE. GREAT WESTERN 
SAVINGS 4 LOAN 1415 18 ST. STE. 506 
(93301)
MCWHORTER. JOHN T.. 817 TRUXTUN AVE.
(93301)
MEEKS, WM. LEON. A. C.. 225 CHESTER 
AVE. SUITE 204 (93301)
MICKEY, WM. E. 4 CO.. 2520 L ST. (93301)
MONSON, ROBERT G., 1001 H ST. (93304)
MOORE, ABBOTT & BARBICH. 1107
TRUXTUN AVE. (93301)
RAY, CLARENCE A., P. O. BOX 1525 (93302)
REISCHMAN, HENDERSON, PENNEY 4
DANEY, 1006 TRUXTUN AVE. (93301) 
SHEATS, J. M., 1728 I6TH ST. (93301) 
SMITH, ROHMILLER, SWENSON & CLARK,
1126 TRUXTUN AVE. (93301)
TYRWHITT, PHILIP A., P. O. BOX 6365
(93306)
WHEATLEY, WILLIAM D., JR., 1717 28TH ST.
(93301)
WILLMAN, EDWIN A., 1810 OAK ST. (93301)
BELLFLOWER
F1SHBEIN, JASON R., 9442 E. FLOWER 
(90706)
FRAZER AND TORBET, 10358 E. ARTESIA
(90706)
JACKSON, DAVID L., A. C., 9849 FLOWER ST.
(90706)
MENKES, DAVID. 9832 E. BELMONT AVE.
(90706)
MILLER. JOHN A.. 16446 S. WOODRUFF 
AVE. (90706)
PETTIE. STIRITZ, WARD 4 CO., 17158 
BELLFLOWER BLVD. (90706)
BELMONT
HIGHAM, MERRILL F., 1035 ALAMEDA 
(94002)
BEN LOMOND
ANDERSON. LEWIS A., 125 CLEMENT ST.
(95005)
BERKELEY
ANDREWS. WILLIAMS 4 CO.. 1533 
SHATTUCK AVE. (94709)
ARDING & ICHINAGA, 2171 SHATTUCK 
AVE. (94704)
BOCK. CHARLES K. 4 COMPANY. 2855 
TELEGRAPH AVE. STE. 211 (94705)
BYERS, GORDON L., 2043 FRANCISCO ST. 
(94709)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 1930 SHATTUCK
AVE. (94704)
PEARSON. THEODORE I.. 1760 SOLANO 
AVE. (94707)
RITZ, ERWIN M.. 220 HILLCREST RD. 
(94705)
WADMAN, JOHN C.. 1216 BONITA AVE.
(94709)
WHITEHEAD, GORDON H.. 2576 SHATTUCK 
AVE. (94704)
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BEVERLY HILLS
ABRAMS, CHARLES R.. 9603 HEATHER RD. 
(90210)
ALEXANDER, MAITLAND A CO., 170 S. 
BEVERLY BLVD. (90212)
AREND, ARNOLD L., 9808 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90212)
BARON, WEISS, SINGER A CO., 9100 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 220 (90212)
BASH, BARKIN & GESAS, 9401 WILSHIRE
BLVD. STE. 700 (90212)
BERLFEIN, HAROLD M. A CO., 315 S.
BEVERLY DR. STE. 400 (90212)
BERMAN, ABRAHAM I., 160 S. ROBERTSON
BLVD. (90211)
BERNSTEIN, DANIEL L., 8912 OLYMPIC
BLVD. (90211)
BLACK, ALEX, 400 S. BEVERLY DR. RM. 212
(90212)
BLOOM, YOUNT, KIMMEL A CO., 8670 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 100 (90211)
BOHR, BENJAMIN C., 8383 WILSHIRE BLVD.
STE. 352 (90211)
BOVILL, ALPER A FEYTEL, 9171 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. #350. (90210)
BOZAJIAN, ROBERT P., 8909 OLYMPIC
BLVD. (90211)
BRANDES, BEN, 9777 WILSHIRE BLVD. STE.
1009 (90212)
BROWN, KRAFT A CO., 8530 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 303 (90211)
BRUMER, ALLEN S., 260 S. BEVERLY DR. 
STE. 312 (90212)
CARLIN, LEVY AND COMPANY, 449 S. 
BEVERLY DR. (90212)
CHILKOV, SAMUEL N., 280 S. BEVERLY DR.
#513 (90212)
COHEN, JOSEPH H., 260 S. BEVERLY DR. 
(90212)
CUTROW, WHITE, LICHTMAN A CO., 9401 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 760 (90212)
DANIELS, MORTON J., 9025 WILSHIRE
BLVD. (90211)
DUBIN-ROSE A COMPANY, 8500 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 505 (90211)
FEIGER, IRVING, 315 SO. BEVERLY DR. 
(90212)
FERRIS, CHAUNCEY C., 260 SOUTH 
BEVERLY DR. (90212)
FINDLAY, JACK R., 315 S. BEVERLY DR.
STE. 506 (90212)
FINK, EUGENE D., 9301 WILSHIRE BLVD.
STE. 407 (90210)
FINKEL AND FINKEL, 8421 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 201 (90211)
FIRESTONE, PHILIP, 8383 WILSHIRE BLVD.
STE. 424 (90211)
FLESCH, THEODORE T.. 307 S. ROBERTSON 
BLVD. (90211)
FREEMAN, NEILL W., 9100 WILSHIRE BLVD.
#500 (90212)
GEORGE, JACK O., 111 N. LA CIENEGA 
BLVD. (90211)
GETZOFF, STEPHEN N., 9595 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 410 (90212)
GITTLER & GREENFIELD, 9777 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 707 (90212)
GLASS, KART A COMPANY, 8665 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 404 (90211)
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GOMER. ROCKOFF A ROSEN. 315 S. 
BEVERLY DR. STE. 406 (90212)
GORDON. HILLARD W., 190 N. CANON DR. 
STE. 400 (90210)
GOTTFRIED. GEORGE J.. 9025 WILSHIRE
BLVD. (90211)
GRANT. ALEXANDER A COMPANY. 8920 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 418 (90211)
HANKIN. HARRY G. L.. A. C., 8907 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 300 (90211)
HEISMAN. ARTHUR L.. 9401 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 735 (90212)
HERBERT, JOSEPH S. A COMPANY. 9744
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90212)
HOCK, SAMUEL, 275 S. BEVERLY DR. 
(90212)
HODGE. ROBERT, 9301 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 405 (90210)
HOGAN, KENNETH C.. 449 S. BEVERLY DR. 
STE. 206 (90212)
HOWARD. LEO J.. 9350 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90212)
HUBBS, DONALD H.. 9896-A WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90210)
HYMES, MYLES E.. 8665 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 409 (90211)
KAHAN. SELTZER AND ECKSTEIN. 9025 
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90211)
KALES. RALPH. 420 S. BEVERLY DR. 
(90212)
KAPLAN. JULES B., P. O. BOX 5392 (90210)
KARDELL AND SHAPIRO, 8665 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90211)
KELLOGG & ANDELSON, A. C.. 8383 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 630 (90211)
KENT AND KENT, 8601 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 1101 (90211)
KLAIMAN, M., A. C., 8920 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 620 (90211)
KOFFMAN AND SCHIFF, 9171 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 340 (90210)
KORY, IRVING L., 9033 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90211)
KREMS, BERNARD, 9601 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 740 (90210)
KRESHEK, REINSCHREIBER A COMPANY.
9025 WILSHIRE BLVD. #200 (90211)
KRUPNICK, STEPHEN. 8920 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 333 (90211)
KUHN, EUGENE J., 9808 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 208 (90212)
LANDSMAN, FRANK AND SINCLAIR. A. C., 
9595 WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 400 (90212)
LAUTER, GAYNOR, EDISON A SAGER. 433 S. 
BEVERLY DR. STE. 104 (90212)
LEDERMAN, RONALD, 113 N. SAN VICENTE 
BLVD. (90211)
LEFKOWITZ, JULIUS AND CO.. 9171
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90210)
LEFTON, ROBERT B.. 333 S. BEVERLY DR. 
(90212)
LEVER, ANKER AND ASSOCIATES. 9201 
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90210)
LEVITT. LAWRENCE L.. 450 N. ROXBURY 
DR. STE. 1030 (90210)
LEWIS, HOLLANDER A CO.. 9808 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 208 (90212)
LINSK, KIMMEL A SAYLES. 433 S. BEVERLY 
DR. (90212)
LITZ. POSNER. ARMOUR A LITZ. 8906 W.
OLYMPIC BLVD. (90211)
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MACK. MACK & CO.. 509 S. BEVERLY DR. 
(90212)
MAIDY AND LEDERMAN. 8383 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. RM. 517 (90211)
MOSS. ROBERT M.. A. C.. 9595 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 601 (90212)
MULLER & KING. INC., 9401 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 700 (90212)
NAMSON, CHARLES. 9441 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 216 (90212)
NANAS, STERN. BIERS AND CO.. 9454 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 405 (90212)
NORTH. ALAN E.. 139 S. BEVERLY DR. 
(90212)
OSTERMANN, GEORGE J., 325 S. WETHERLY 
DR. (90211)
OSTROW, JACK M., UNITED CALIF BANK 
BLDG. #322 9601 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90210)
PARNESS, RICHARD B., 190 N. CANON DR. 
(90210)
PAVER, SHERMAN D.. 280 S. BEVERLY DR. 
(90212)
PERELMAN & BLOOM, 215 S. LA C1ENEGA 
BLVD. STE. 200 (90211)
PERRY & NEIDORF, 315 S. BEVERLY DR. 
SUITE 211 (90212)
RAINESS, CLARENCE & CO.. 9100 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90212)
RAND, STANLEY D., 9465 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 610 (90212)
RAPPAPORT, FRANK G.. A. C.. 8920 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 401 (90211)
REE, HOWARD YEONGIL, 8670 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 100 (90211)
ROOTENBERG, GETZ 4 CO.. 9350 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 300 (90212)
ROSS, SIMEN, ZUSMAN & SIGALL, 9171 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 508 (90210)
RUBIN, HAROLD. 9025 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90211)
SCHACHTER. IRVING G., 373 S. ROBERTSON 
BLVD. (90211)
SCHWARTZ. ABRAM I.. 493 S. ROBERTSON 
BLVD. (90211)
SCOTT, HENRY LOUIS AND CO.. 9454 
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90212)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 9100 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90212)
SERLIN, HENRY, 8730 WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 
220 (90211)
SHEINART AND KAPLAN, 315 S. BEVERLY 
DR. STE. 305 (90212)
SHERMAN, NATHAN 4 COMPANY. 8447 
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90211)
SINGER. TIANO & CO.. 9595 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 410 (90212)
STERLING & ALTMAN. 260 S. BEVERLY DR. 
(90212)
STERN, DAVID K. & CO., 400 S. BEVERLY 
DR. (90212)
STONE, EDWARD. 8383 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 424 (90211)
STOTSENBERG, EDW. G.. 9418 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 400 (90212)
TELLER, C. P.. A. C., 214 N. CANON DR. 
(90210)
TROULMAN, HANKEY & LEVY, 465 S. 
BEVERLY DR. (90212)
TRUST. IRWIN L., 292 S. LACIENEGA BLVD. 
(90211)
WAGMAN, BARRY E.. 9100 WILSHIRE BLVD.
STE. 204 (90212)
WAIN, PHILIP H., BOX W. (90213)
WAYNE. LARRY. 8383 WILSHIRE BLVD.
SUITE 352 (90211)
WEISSBROD, ROSEN & CO., 9171 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90210)
WIEN. SALES AND KAPLAN. A. C., 447 S. 
ROBERTSON BLVD. (90211)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY. 433 N. 
CAMDEN DR. (90210)
YOUNG. MARTIN D. & CO.. 160 N. 
CRESCENT DR. (90210)
ZIGMOND, RAY & COMPANY. 8920 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 500 (90211)
ZIMMERMAN. SATIN 4 ROGOVIN, 9454 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 611 (90212)
BISHOP
REGET, FRANK J., A. C., 106 S. MAIN ST. 
(93514)
SNYDER, W. R., 162 GROVE ST. STE. I. 
(93514)
BONITA
YOUMANS. E. GLENN 4 CO.. 4064 BONITA 
RD. STE. 201 (92002)
BRAWLEY
CALDERON. VICTOR M., 119 S. PLAZA 
(92227)
HURLBURT, WILLIAM W., 108 S. PLAZA 
(92227)
TRIMM, BOB G., 202 E. ST. (92227)
BREA
SOMERVILLE, ROBERT H.. 1419 N.
WARDMAN DR. (92621)
BUELLTON
TEASLEY. AUSTIN I., P. O. BOX 202 (93427)
BUENA PARK
STOWELL. CHARLES H.. 7920
ORANGETHORPE AVE. STE-210 (90621)
BURBANK
BODO. CLARENCE H.. 99 E. MAGNOLIA 
BLVD. (91502)
DECKER, ROBERT D., A. C.. 1539 W. 
MAGNOLIA BLVD. (91506)
DENHAMMER, KING & CO., 99 E. MAGNOLIA 
BLVD. STE. 212 (91502)
FINE. HELLER, KAFTAL & BURSTEIN, A. C.. 
2401 W. OLIVE AVE. (91506)
LAMBERT, PAUL H. 4 CO.. 99 EAST 
MAGNOLIA BLVD. (91502)
MANNING AND WARNER. 99 E. MAGNOLIA 
BLVD. STE. 112 (91502)
PFAFFL, JOHN F., 301 E. OLIVE STE. 102 
(91502)
STEPHENSON, JEAN E., 837 VICTORIA PL. 
(91504)
STRAUSS. HOWARD. 910 N. HOLLYWOOD 
WAY (91505)
TESTA, JOSEPH. 1811 N. PEPPER ST. (91505)
VENNER, ELEANOR. 2615 W. MAGNOLIA 
BLVD. (915G5)
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BURLINGAME
BITTER, FRANCIS A., 1515 TROUSDALE DR. 
#215 (94010)
BURROWS, WILSON A ROUDABUSH, 1243 
BROADWAY (94010)
COHN AND LANE, 1813 EL CAMINO REAL 
(94010)
GOLDFINGER, ALLAN M., MILLS ESTATE 
OFFICE BLDG. 1838 EL CAMINO REAL 
STE. 119 (94010)
KLIMEN, ALEX F., 2301 VALDIVIA WAY 
(94010)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1777 
MURCHISON DR. (94010)
ROCKWOOD, RONALD D., 1838 EL CAMINO 
REAL STE. 101 (94010)
CALISTOGA
SEIBERLICH, G. & J. & CO., 1345 LINCOLN 
AVE. (94515)
CAMARILLO
LOUGHMAN, LAWRENCE D., 397 MOBIL #3 
(93010)
CAMPBELL
BROWER, WILLIAM F. & COMPANY, PRUNE 
YARD TOWERS STE. 410 1901 S. BASCOM 
AVE. (95008)
BULLARD, ROBERT A., JR., 100 W. RINCON 
AVE. STE. 211 (95008)
ROSENTHAL, PEARL M., PRUNEYARD 
TOWERS 1901 S. BASCOM AVE. (95008)
CANOGA PARK
HAMMAR & BAKER, 7143 OWENSMOUTH 
AVE. (91303)
KUHN, S. LUTHER, 8540 EATOUGH AVE. 
(91304)
MCHUGH, DANIEL J., 24633 GILMORE ST. 
(91304)
PHILLIPS, THOMAS O., 7252 REMMET AVE. 
(91303)
CARLSBAD
GAISER, JAMES M., 2965 ROOSEVELT ST. 
(92008)
HICKEY, HAROLD D., P. O. BOX 1182 (92008)
CARMEL
EYRE, J. GORDON, PATTERSON BLDG. 6 ST. 
BETWEEN DOLORES A LINCOLN (93921)
HECKENLAIBLE, APGER, PAIK & JENNINGS, 
CARMEL RANCHO CTR. (93921)
WHITE, HANSON & ASSOCIATES, P. O. BOX 
4056 (93921)
CARMICHAEL
BUCKLEY, D. PAUL, 6448 FAIR OAKS BLVD. 
STE. #7 (95608)
CARSON
ELLIS, MERRITT H., 259 E. LOMITA BLVD. 
(90745)
CASTRO VALLEY
BAUER, EDWIN L., 20908 REDWOOD RD. 
(94546)
NESBITT, VIVIAN E., 22101 REDWOOD RD. 
(94546)
CENTURY CITY
ERNST A ERNST, 1800 CENTURY PARK 
EAST (90067)
LEVENSON & GITLIN, A. C., 1880 CENTURY 
PARK E. STE. 218 (90067)
CERRITOS
HOWARD, SHELDON YEU, 18408 S. 
WINSLOW PL. (90701)
NELSON, RAYMOND W., 13033 E. PALM 
PLACE (90701)
CHATSWORTH
SAFT, MAXINE ANN, 20717 E. LEMARSH 
(91311)
CHICO
AHLSWEDE, MOHLE A HARRISON, 255 E. 
FOURTH ST. (95926)
MATSON, ISOM A COMPANY. 466 
VALLOMBROSA AVE. (95926)
PARKER, DELBERT, 189 E. FIFTH ST. 
(95926)
SHELDON, ROGER B., 905 WALL ST. (95926)
SLOVER A DAILEY, A. C., 1124 MANGROVE 
AVE. (95926)
CHINO
FRAZER AND TORBET, 4471 RIVERSIDE 
DR. (91710)
CHULA VISTA
BROCCOLI, JOSEPH A., 311 F ST. (92012) 
YAMAMOTO, KENGO, 240 WOODLAWN AVE.
SUITE 3 (92010)
CITRUS HEIGHTS
ANTOS, ALAN J., 5414 SUNRISE BLVD. 
(95610)
WESTPHAL, VIOLET M., 7541 PRATT AVE. 
(95610)
CITY OF INDUSTRY
LAFRANCE, WALKER, JACKLEY A SAVILLE, 
15626 OLD VALLEY BLVD. (91744)
CLAREMONT
BECK, FREDERICK W., 959 W. FOOTHILL 
BLVD. (91711)
COYLE, HARLAN, 414G YALE AVE. (91711)
GIBBS, GEORGE, 212 YALE AVE. (91711)
COLTON
ROSEBERRY, ROBERT F., 1265 N. LA 
CADENA DR. STE. 2 (92324)
COLUSA
MORRIS, B. J., 605 JAY ST. (95932)
COMPTON
LITTLE, ROSENTHAL, DODSON A GRAY, 
2515 N. SANTA FE AVE. (90222)
CONCORD
BERKOMPAS, THEODORE, 2975 TREAT 
BLVD. D-l (94518)
COWDEN, CHESTER L., CAPRI OFFICE 
CENTER 1655 WILLOW PASS RD. STE. 212 
(94521)
KOSKINEN, EDWARD W., 1655 WILLOW PASS 
RD. #211 (94520)
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MACY, CHARLES W., 2751 CONCORD BLVD. 
(94524)
WESTENRIDER, GEORGE E., JR., 1955 
PARKSIDE DR. (94519)
CORCORAN
THURMAN, BERNIE, 1115 CHASE AVE. 
(93212)
CORNING
OLIVEIRA, JOHN B., 711 FOURTH ST. 
(96021)
CORONA
BOARD, JOHN W., 424 E. SIXTH ST. STE. 1 
(91720)
PARSONS, LLOYD R., 624 E. GRAND BLVD. 
(91720)
SHEPPARD, REYNOLDS & SHOLL. 675 S. 
MAIN ST. (91720)
CORONA DEL MAR
HUBBARD, HARRY H., 2333 E. COAST HWY. 
SUITE G. (92625)
CORTE MADERA
KRUCK, FERN I., 520 OAKDALE AVE. 
(94925)
COSTA MESA
CARLYLE AND SMITH, 2790 HARBOR BLVD. 
(92626)
CARROLL A BRANTLEY, ASSOC., 1756 
ORANGE AVE. (92627)
CRINGLE, SWIFT, GRIMLEY A CO., 350 E. 
SEVENTEENTH ST. (92627)
IVERSON, RABE & CO., 1756 ORANGE AVE. 
(92627)
LINDER, K. DAVID, 1551 BAKER ST. (92626)
PEDERSON, RALPH W., 1758 ORANGE AVE. 
(92627)
SPARKS & COMPANY, 1500 ADAMS AVE. 
STE. 206 (92626)
COVINA
NUCKOLLS, THOMAS S., 281 E. WORKMAN 
AVE. STE. 201 (91722)
ROGERS, PETERSON AND DAUBENBIS, A. 
C., 230 W. COLLEGE ST. (91722)
SCHULTZ, A. B., A. C., 271 E. WORKMAN ST. 
(91723)
CRESCENT CITY
LOVAAS, DARRYL, A. C., 786 H ST. (95531)
CULVER CITY
BURKE, HARRY L., 9801 WASHINGTON 
BLVD. (90230)
CUPERTINO
JACOBS, ROBERT S., 10311 S. SARATOGA 
SUNNYVALE RD. (95014)
NOVAK, ALEXANDER W., 10930 N.
SARATOGA SUNNYVALE RD. (95014)
DALY CITY
MCNULTY, JOSEPH A., 375 S. MAYFAIR 
AVE. (94015)
MENZEL, ELFREDA J., 375 S. MAYFAIR 
AVE. (94015)
DANVILLE
HEILIG, TAD M., CREEKSIDE 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 185 FRONT ST. 
STE. 107 (94526)
KIMBALL, C. BLAINE, 170 OAK RD. (94526)
DAVIS
LUCAS, LANDUCCI & RICHTER, 237 D ST. 
(95616)
ROSE, RICHARD J., A. C., 357 SECOND ST. 
(95616)
DELANO
FRANK, RIMERMAN A CO., 830 TENTH AVE. 
(93215)
MCCLAIN & COMPANY, 925 13 AVE. (93215)
DINUBA
JANZEN, GUS C., JR., 561 NORTH ALTA 
AVE. (93618)
DOS PALOS
EHRMAN, PETER A., P. O. BOX 95 (93620)
DOWNEY
BAKER, WARREN H.. 8221 E. THIRD ST. STE. 
300 (90241)
BERNOTAS, KENNETH R.. 10901
PARAMOUNT BLVD. (90241)
BOMAN, CICCHILLO A CO.. IMPERIAL LAW 
CENTER 8607 E. IMPERIAL HWY. STE. 200 
(90242)
COATES. ROBERT J.. 8520 E. FLORENCE 
AVE. STE. D. (90240)
GILLETT, JAMES E.. 9616 BROOKSHIRE 
AVE. (90240)
HAUSER. JULIUS. 10249 S. PARAMOUNT 
BLVD. (90241)
HUTCHINSON. CHARLES R., 8221 THIRD ST. 
STE. 306 (90241)
JAMES, DENNIS, 8321 THIRD ST. STE. B. 
(90241)
RICHARDS. WILLIAM A., 8032 IMPERIAL 
HWY. STE. 101 (90242)
ROSE, W. HENRY, 10901 PARAMOUNT 
BLVD. (90241)
RUFFNER. W. E., 9900 S. LAKEWOOD BLVD. 
STE. 107 (90240)
VAN RIPER. HENDREN. MCGARRITY A CO..
8221 E. THIRD ST. SUITE 303 (90241)
DUBLIN
HEILIG. TAD M., 6990 VILLAGE PKWY. STE. 
200 (94566)
EL CAJON
DRUMMOND. DARYL. 1472 LAKERIDGE LN. 
(92020)
EGGERT AND BAUGHMAN. 275 W. MADISON 
AVE. (92020)
FRANK. ROBERT L.. 2526 FLETCHER PKWY. 
STE. A. (92020)
MASTERS AND COSSOLIAS, 1293 W. MAIN 
ST. (92020)
PRIESTLEY, PHILLIP A., 413 S. MAGNOLIA 
AVE. (92020)
STEMEN, EDGAR M., 180 REA ST. STE. B. 
(92020)
EL CENTRO
CAMPBELL, THOMAS A., 444 S. EIGHTH ST. 
(92243)
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FOSS, MACKLIN & KING, 656 STATE ST. 
(92243)
HUTCHINSON AND BLOODGOOD, 1030 
BROADWAY (92243)
MONROY, JOHNSTON & CO., 1681 MAIN ST. 
STE. 402 (92243)
STEVENSON, C. P., JR., 257 N. EIGHTH ST. 
(92243)
EL CERRITO
DONAHUE, EDWIN J., 10504 SAN PABLO 
AVE. (94530)
HIRANO, HIRO, 222 PROFESSIONAL BLDG.
EL CERRITO PLAZA S. (94530)
EL MONTE
HARMAN AND COMPANY, 9550 FLAIR DR. 
STE. 504 (91731)
JORDAN, HEBERT 4 COMPANY, 9550 FLAIR 
DR. STE. 303 (91731)
EL SEGUNDO
CORBETT, PAUL HARVEY, P. O. BOX 421 
(90245)
FIEDEKE, PATRICK E., 999 N. SEPULVEDA 
BLVD. (90245)
FRYE, COE AND COMPANY, 999 N. 
SEPULVEDA BLVD. STE. 610 (90245)
EL SOBRANTE
NEELY, GERALD E„ 4997 APPIAN WAY 
(94803)
EL TORO
BLACK AND MITCHELL, 23861 EL TORO RD.
STE. 403 (92630)
ELSINORE
ENGBERSON, MERLE, 20620 GRAND AVE.
(92330)
EMERYVILLE
FISCHER, HARRY C., 3 COMMODORE DR.
#359 (94608)
ENCINITAS
LARSEN, GERALD G., INC., 642 SECOND ST. 
(92024)
ENCINO
ABRAMS, MARVIN S., 15910 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 1613 (91316)
ARKIN, SNEDDON 4 CO., 16055 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 700 (91316)
BAILEY. ARTHUR H., 16000 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 201 (91316)
BERKE, DANIEL, 15840 VENTURA BLVD. 
STE. 216 (91316)
BLOOMFIELD, NORMAN, A. C., 16255 
VENTURA BLVD. STE. 1000 (91316)
BORSOOK, BEN, 15720 VENTURA BLVD. 
STE. 320 (91316)
BROWN, MARTIN ROBERT, WELLS FARGO 
BLDG. STE. 1209 16055 VENTURA BLVD. 
(91316)
CHASE, BIERMAN, SOLOMON 4 ROSS, A. C., 
16255 VENTURA BLVD. STE. 503 (91316)
CLEMENTSON, LEROY H. & CO.. 16633 
VENTURA BLVD. STE. 920 (91316)
ENTOUS, ALLAN, 16255 VENTURA BLVD. 
STE. 1000 (91316)
FAY, JAMES G., 4102 VALLEY MEADOW RD. 
(91316)
FRIEDKIN, ALVIN, 16633 VENTURA BLVD. 
STE. 1030 (91316)
GREENSTEIN, JERALD, A. C., 16400 
VENTURA BLVD. (91316)
HACKLEY, BART, A. C., 16055 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 1209 (91316)
HERZOG, BERNARD B., 16055 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 630 (91316)
HORN, ROY J., 16661 VENTURA BLVD. #425 
(91316)
KINKLE, LUCILLE M., 16055 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 409 (91316)
LIPPERT, GEORGE, 15910 VENTURA BLVD. 
#1403 (91316)
LYNN, A. DEAN, LINCOLN BK. BLDG. 16255 
VENTURA BLVD. STE. 219 (91316)
MANDLER, COHEN 4 COMPANY, 16400 
VENTURA BLVD. (91316)
MILLER, HANDZEL & CO., 16633 VENTURA 
BLVD. (91633)
MINUCK, JACK, 16200 VENTURA BLVD. APT 
323 (91316)
MUENNICHOW, HERMANN, LINCOLN BANK 
BLDG. STE. 608 16255 VENTURA BLVD. 
(91316)
OSTROW, BOWMAN, THORSEN AND 
CHAPKIS, A. C., 16633 VENTURA BLVD. 
STE. 930 (91316)
POWELL, LOUIS I., 16661 VENTURA BLVD. 
STE. 210 (91316)
RIEDY, CHARLES E., JR., WELLS FARGO 
BLDG. STE. 409 16055 VENTURA BLVD. 
(91316)
ROSS, HAROLD M., 16055 VENTURA BLVD. 
SUITE 602 (91316)
SCHALL, LYNN J., 16633 VENTURA BLVD. 
STE. 1440 (91316)
SEFTEL, MARTIN, 16055 VENTURA BLVD. 
STE. 602 (91316)
SLOMAN, STANLEY, A. C., 16633 VENTURA 
BLVD. (91316)
SPITZER AND BARDACK, 16633 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 510 (91316)
STERMAN, BURTON N., 15910 VENTURA 
BLVD. #1112 (91316)
STERN, DEXTER AND CO., WELLS FARGO 
BUILDING 16055 VENTURA BLVD. SUITE 
925 (91316)
STRIN, MARVIN, 16633 VENTURA BLVD. 
STE. 1325 (91316)
SYLVERS, SCHUYLER. 18075 VENTURA 
BLVD. (91316)
TRAIGER, CRASN1CK 4 CO., 16055
VENTURA BLVD. (91316)
WISOTZKY, SIDNEY. 16033 VENTURA BLVD. 
(91316)
ZIPPERSTEIN, R. M., 15720 VENTURA BLVD. 
(91316)
ESCONDIDO
COLTON, JOSEPH O. & CO., 257 EAST 4TH 
AVE. (92025)
DIBOS, ROBERT J., 451 E. GRAND AVE. 
(92025)
FREEMAN, CLYDE N., JR., 332 S. JUNIPER 
ST. STE. 106 (92025)
GARRETT, LARRY KIRBY, 325 EAST 
GRAND (92025)
MCDAVID, ROBERT E., 365 W. SECOND AVE. 
(92025)
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RESCHLY AND CONKLE, 320 E. SECOND 
AVE. (92025)
SINGLETON, ARNOLD D., 333 S. JUNIPER 
STE. 208 (92025)
SMUTZ, DONALD C., 305 E. SECOND AVE.
(92025)
WHEELER, DUANE W., 333 S. JUNIPER ST.
STE. 100 (92025)
EUREKA
BEAN AND STANHOPE, 630 H ST. (95501)
FEELY, GLENN D., 507 F ST. (95501) 
MOONIE, DAVID L. & CO., 350 E ST. (95501) 
NESS, CHARLES, 507 F ST. RM. 401 (95501) 
SNYDER A STORRE, 2837 F ST. (95501)
EXETER
BLOHM & GILMAN, 233 E. MAPLE ST. 
(93221)
FAIRFIELD
JOHNSON, MILLER A ANDERSON, 1234 
TRAVIS BLVD. (94533)
SMITH, DROAST A CONNOLLY, 1590 
WEBSTER ST. (94533)
FALLBROOK
BROWN, MELVIN G., 140 W. HAWTHORNE 
ST. (92028)
LARSEN, GERALD G., INC., 1026 S. MAIN ST.
(92028)
FERNDALE
WIERSIG, SHERWIN H., RT. 1 BOX 4 (95536)
FONTANA
SCHUETZ, MELLON A JOHNSON, P. O. BOX 
486 (92335)
FORT BRAGG
HANDELIN, ERNEST E., 300 N. HARRISON 
ST. (95437)
LOOMIS, FRANK C., 319 N. MAIN ST. (95437)
FORTUNA
LUCAS & HARRIS, 1338 MAIN ST. (95540)
RODRIGUE, ANDERSON & SOMERVILLE, 
610 NINTH ST. (95540)
FOSTER CITY
GILBERT, ALAN M., 399 PORT ROYAL 
(94404)
FOUNTAIN VALLEY
SCHERER, PEARL A., 9092 TALBERT AVE. 
STE. 5 (92708)
FREMONT
AUSTIN, WILLARD H., JR., 1900 MOWRY 
AVE. STE. 208 (94538)
BARTLETT, KENNETH A., 2191 MOWRY
AVE. (94536)
COWELL, EUGENE C., 37323 FREMONT
BLVD. (94536)
FLEGAL, CARL W. A CO., 37272 MAPLE ST. 
(94536)
OLWELL, LELAND E., 4585 DE SILVA ST. 
(94538)
FRESNO
BAKER, PETERSON A FRANKLIN. 
GUARANTEE SAVINGS BLDG. (93721)
BAKER, RAYMOND J., 2125 AMADOR ST. 
(93721)
BEETON, FRANK A., 3915 E. OLIVE AVE.
(93702)
BELYEA, GEORGE F., P. C., 216 SECURITY 
BANK BLDG. 1060 FULTON MALL (93721)
BYRD A DUNNING, A. C., 2005 N. WISHON 
(93704)
BYRD, RICHARD, 2023 SO. M1NNEWAWA 
(93727)
CARDENAS, MICHAEL, 703 N. FULTON STE. 
A (93728)
CIVIELLO A ROBERT, 87 E. OLIVE AVE.
STE. 2-A (93728)
CUMMINGS, DON L., 1202 SECURITY BK.
BLDG. (93721)
DANIEL, DALE W., 1234 P ST. (93721)
DEMERA, DEMERA A CAMERON, 927 N.
FULTON ST. (93728)
FINCH, J. MICHAEL, INC., 1300 E. SHAW STE. 
125 (93710)
FOX, ELMER A COMPANY, 191 W. SHAW 
AVE. (93704)
GRANT, DOTSON A CO., 1300 W. SHAW AVE. 
STE. 4-E (93705)
GUNTNER, LEROY H. A COMPANY, 1295 N.
WISHON STE. G. (93728)
HORG A GRAY, 1300 EAST SHAW AVE. STE. 
113 (93710)
JOHNSON, HARLAN L., 666 W. SHAW STE.
107 (93704)
KELLOGG A DEES, 1551 E. SHAW AVE. STE.
105 (93710)
LEWIS, SHELDON P. A CO., 999 N. VAN NESS 
AVE. (93728)
LINDHE, ANDERS, 1100 W. SHAW STE. 116 
(93705)
LIPS, GEORGE H., 3253 N. DIANA ST. (93726)
MCCARGAR, HUGH A., JR., 1477 E. SHAW 
AVE. STE. 116 (93710)
MEYERS, ROBERT H., 600 W. SHAW STE. 220 
(93704)
MIKSCH, GEORGE L., 4470 E. ILLINOIS AVE. 
(93702)
MOTT A WISE, 830 T. W. PATTERSON BLDG. 
(93721)
ROBERSON, MARTIN, RYCKMAN, ROUCH A 
LINGER, 1650 L ST. (93721)
RYAN, JOSEPH A. A COMPANY, 2930 NO.
MAROA AVE. (93704)
SHREWSBURY, CLAYTON K., 2409 MERCED 
ST. SUITE 1 (93721)
SIMONIAN AND GRIFFIN, 417 HELM BLDG. 
(93721)
SPENCE, J. DAVID, FIRST FEDERAL BLDG.
STE. 104 1533 E. SHAW AVE. (93710)
STOCK, RODRIC L., 612 E. SHIELDS (93704)
STOUGHTON, DENHARTOG, DAVIDSON A 
COWAN, 2115 AMADOR ST. (93721)
STROHM, HILLS A RENAUT, ROWELL BLDG.
STE. 410 (93721)
TAKIKAWA, TONY Y., 4270 N. BLACKSTONE 
STE. 212 (93726)
TAMIYASU, GEORGE M., DEL WEBB CENTER
STE. 635 (93721)
TORIGIAN, MILTON, 1315 P ST. (93721)
TOUCHE ROSS A CO., 1550 EAST SHAW AVE.
STE. 107 (93710)
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WATTS, WAYMON E., 4348 E. SHIELDS 
(93726)
WING, CALVIN C., 288 N. FRESNO ST. 
(93701)
WOMACK, ROBERT M., 4270 N.
BLACKSTONE STE. 205 (93726)
FULLERTON
ANDERSON, A. LEON, A. C., LEATHERBY 
BLDG. 1400 N. HARBOR STE. 424 (92632)
BATES AND COMPANY, 140 W. AMERIGE 
AVE. STE. A. (92632)
COUGHTRY & KENEFICK, 905 S. EUCLID
#213 (92633)
ELLIOTT, K. DUANE, 2555 E. CHAPMAN 
AVE. STE. 500 (92631)
GIBSON, FRED L., 1400 N. HARBOR #225 
(92635)
HENLEY & FORD, 2545 E. CHAPMAN AVE. 
(92631)
JEAN, JOSEPH ADRIEN, JR., 2555 E. 
CHAPMAN STE. 601 (92631)
NEWMAN, GERALD L., 1400 N. HARBOR 
BLVD. STE. 424 (92635)
SKALLA, RAYMOND W., 1741 LADERA
VISTA DR. (92631)
SKIDMORE, CLEL A., 1524 W.
COMMONWEALTH AVE. (92632)
TERRELL, RENDEL R., 133 W. CHAPMAN 
AVE. STE. I. (92632)
WAGNER, ROBERT A., 2555 E. CHAPMAN 
AVE. STE. 500 (92631)
WILLIAMS, EDMOND H., 1400 N. HARBOR 
BLVD. STE. 640 (92635)
GARBERVILLE
FOX, EUGENE LEROY, 444 CHURCH ST. 
(95440)
GARDEN GROVE
KRAUTH, FRITZ L., 12570 BROOKHURST ST.
#5 (92640)
GARDENA
BARRETT, CHAMBERLAIN & CO., 14717 S. 
WESTERN AVE. (90249)
OKUMA, HANAOKA, MAYEKAWA & CO., 
15112 1/2 S. WESTERN AVE. (90249)
GILROY
FILICE & JIMENEZ, A. C., P. O. BOX 1807 
(95020)
KAZANJIAN, SMITH & CO., 7790 
EIGLEBERRY ST. (95020)
GLENDALE
ANDERSEN, DOUGLAS E., 411 N. CENTRAL 
AVE. #202 (91203)
BOOTH, BRUCE ROBERT, 543 W. 
GLENOAKES BLVD. (91202)
BRUNS, GEORGE T., 102 N. BRAND (91203)
COCHRAN, J. WILLIAM, 102 N. BRAND 
BLVD. STE. 302 (91203)
CORCORAN, JAMES W., 336 N. CENTRAL 
AVE. STE. 6-B (91203)
DAY, PATRICK J., 416 N. GLENDALE AVE. 
(91206)
DIXON, RICHARD E., 1239 CARMEN DR. 
(91207)
FENNELL, WILLIAM R., 3436 N. VERDUGO 
RD. (91208)
GILPIN, JEANNE R., 118 E. WILSON AVE. 
(91206)
HARRISON, BERNARD E., 3436 N. VERDUGO 
RD. (91208)
HOHLY, ROBERT & CO., 604 S. GLENDALE 
AVE. (91205)
HOWENSTEIN, GEORGE H., 223 E.
BROADWAY STE. 305 (91205)
HUTCHINSON AND BLOODGOOD, 420 N. 
BRAND BLVD. STE. 600 (91203)
KRESS, CHARLES S., 1614 VICTORY BLVD. 
STE. 111 (91201)
PHILLIPS, WILLIAM D., 431 N. BRAND BLVD. 
STE. 302 (91203)
RUDOLPH, DOMINIC JOHN, SECURITY 
BLDG. 102 N. BRAND BLVD. STE. 512 
(91203)
RUMBURG, KENNETH P., 401 N. BRAND 
BLVD. STE. 324 (91203)
RUSS & RUSS, 610 GLENDALE FEDERAL 
BLDG. 401 N. BRAND BLVD. (91203)
SOKOL, WILLIAM H., 3223 N. VERDUGO RD. 
(91208)
WALKER, WILLIAM LEONARD, 551 
CUMBERLAND RD. (91202)
WOOD, RAYMOND T., 201 S. CENTRAL AVE. 
STE. 210 (91204)
YORK, SMITH & COMPANY, 401 N. BRAND 
BLVD. STE. 614 (91203)
GOLETA
AHLSTRAND, ROBERT S., 5918 HOLLISTER 
AVE. (93017)
FISCHER, ROBERT JAY, 5730 HOLLISTER 
AVE. STE. B. (93017)
GONZALES
KAZANJIAN, SMITH & CO., 21 FOURTH ST. 
(93926)
GRANADA HILLS
FELDMAN, ALBERT H., 17268 BOSWELL PL. 
(91344)
KRAVITZ, GERALD E., 17145 MIDWOOD 
DRIVE (91344)
MORSE, LAWRENCE D., 17306 BRONTE 
PLACE (91344)
SAXE, NOAH T., 17122 ARMSTEAD ST. 
(91344)
GRASS VALLEY
TAYLOR, THOMAS H., 123 NEAL ST. (95945)
GREENFIELD
GREEN, THOMAS H., P. O. BOX 698 (93927)
GRIDLEY
MARTA, JOHN A.,\ 300 SPRUCE ST. (95948)
MCCLANAHAN, HERBERT J., 540 VERMONT 
ST. (95948)
HANFORD
MATHIS, PRYOR M., JR., 321 N. DOUTY ST. 
RM. 22 (93230)
OCKEY, JOHN W., P. O. BOX 1268 (93230)
WILTSHIRE, RAYMOND E., JR.. 800 NORTH 
IRWIN (93230)
HAWTHORNE
FRIEDMAN AND RHEINGOLD, 12730 S. 
HAWTHORNE BLVD. (90250)
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HAYWARD
ANDERSON, RALPH H., 22525 CHARLENE 
WAY (94546)
CRILL, MEARL A., 24301 SOUTHLAND DR.
#507 (94545)
DIGBY A JANOWSKY, 731 SYCAMORE AVE. 
(94544)
HANSEN & COMPANY, 1079 B ST. (94541)
MAISEL & BOHN, 1331 B ST. (94543)
THIEL, DAVID A., 24301 SOUTHLAND DR. 
RM. 406 (94545)
VAN BLARICOM, ROGERS A CO., 1346 A ST.
(94541)
HEMET
COBB, WALTER F., P. C., 1001 MORTON 
PLACE (92343)
COX A BATTEY, 1201/2 E. FLORIDA AVE. 
(92343)
PEHL, JOSEPH DAMIAN, 900 EAST MORTON 
PL. (92343)
HOLLISTER
KING AND ROBINSON, 976 SAN BENITO ST. 
(95023)
HOLLYWOOD
DALLONS, MARGARET MOUDARY, 3836 
FREDONIA DR. (90068)
DEUTSCH, LURENA W., 1800 N. HIGHLAND 
AVE. #406 (90028)
FRUG, RAYMOND A., 6922 HOLLYWOOD 
BLVD. STE. 503 (90028)
GREEN, IDA, 3518 CAHUENGA BLVD. W. 
(90068)
KELMAN, GREENBERG A CO., 7060 
HOLLYWOOD BLVD. (90028)
MURPHY, ALLEN W., 1830 TAFT AVE.
(90028)
PERRIN & SENNA, 1741 IVAR AVE. #109 
(90028)
PRIVEN, ACCOUNTANCY CORP., 1800 N. 
HIGHLAND AVE. STE. 300* (90028)
SCOTT, WALTER R., 6430 SUNSET BLVD. 
STE. 607 (90028)
YESSNER, HUGHES & NORBY, 7080 
HOLLYWOOD BLVD. (90028)
HOT SPRINGS
RUBIN, MELVIN H., 38401 VIA ESCARLRTE 
MURRIETA (92362)
HUNTINGTON BEACH
BAUMGARTEN, JUDITH A., 21841
WINDSONG CIRCLE (92646)
DRANEY, B. A., TOWN & COUNTRY SQ.
18582 BEACH BLVD. STE. 208 (92646)
HORNE, JOHN O., 16581 CAROUSEL LANE 
(92649)
HOWARD, NANCY J., 6551 MORNING TIDE 
DR. (92648)
JONES, WILLIAM L., 7660 LIBERTY AVE. 
(92647)
LEACH, IRWIN, 17612 BEACH BLVD. (92647)
SCOVILLE, VAL S., 19779 COVENTRY LANE 
(92646)
HUNTINGTON PARK
LATIMER, ROBERT W., 6316 RITA AVE. 
(90255)
WACHBRIT & GROLL, P. C., 2616 
CLARENDON AVE. (90255)
INDIO
BUCCHINO & HARRINGTON, 45-561 OASIS 
ST. (92201)
ELLIS, WADE G., 81-531 INDUSTRIAL PL. 
(92201)
JOHNSON, GEORGE M., 81-855 HIGHWAY 
111 STE. 2 K. (92201)
INGLEWOOD
ALEXANDER, RONALD, 614 E.
MANCHESTER B-l (90301)
BERGER, SCHULTZ, CHODOR & MILLER, 
332 E. KELSO (90301)
MALLOS, C. THOMAS, 1621 CENTINELA 
AVE. STE. 3 (90302)
MASON A GATTO, 3405 W. IMPERIAL HWY. 
(90303)
RODGERS, GATES & CHU, 708 E. 
MANCHESTER BLVD. (90301)
SAVOIAN, HARRY, 1626 CENTINELA AVE. 
(90302)
WILKIN, FRED W., 255 S. LA BREA AVE. 
STE. 103 (90301)
IRVINE
ANDERSON, ALBERT W., 18552 MAC 
ARTHUR BLVD. STE. 441 (92707)
ELLIOTT, FLACK A CO., AIRPORT CENTER - 
NORTH 18552 MAC ARTHUR BLVD. STE. 
495 (92707)
GREEN, NORMAN H. A COMPANY, 18662 
MAC ARTHUR BLVD. STE. 360 (92707)
LITTLE, ROSENTHAL, DODSON & GRAY, 
A.C., 18662 MAC ARTHUR BLVD. STE. 310 
(92707)
MIHAYLO, CHARLES, A. C., 17802 SKY PARK 
BLVD. STE. 109 (92707)
TOSH AND BROWN, INC., 18552 MAC 
ARTHUR BLVD. (92707)
KINGS BEACH
KIRBY, GEORGE A., 441 BEAR ST. (95719)
LA CANADA
KISNER, GEORGE R., 1403 FOOTHILL BLVD. 
(91011)
PURVES, GRACE & COMPANY, 4526 
INDIANOLA WAY (91011)
SHAW A RICE, 4526 INDIANOLA WAY 
(91011)
LA HABRA
BLAIR, JOHN B., 301 W. LA HABRA BLVD. 
(90631)
JOHNSTON, ROBERT, 2160 VISTA ROAD 
(90631)
LINDEMANS, MILLER A CO., 643 S. BEACH 
BLVD. (90631)
SOMERVILLE, ROBERT H., 2318 W.
WHITTIER BLVD. (90631)
LA JOLLA
BECKWITH, R. VERN, 7539 HIGH ST. (92037)
BE1SER, FRANK L., LA JOLLA FEDERAL 
SAVINGS BLDG. 7911 HERSCHEL AVE. 
(92037)
BRADY, THOMAS J., P. O. BOX 2341 (92037)
EISENBERG, NORMAN J., 8080 EL PASEO 
GRANDE (92037)
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LASHER AND CORTNEY, 7855 IVANHOE 
AVE. STE. 220 (92037)
MCGILL. BETTY T., 7718 HERSCHEL AVE.
STE. F. (92037)
MILLER, SHOCKEY A CO., 8060 LA JOLLA 
SHORES DR. (92037)
PETERSON, GEORGE A. & CO., 7816 
IVANHOE AVE. (92037)
SHERLOCK, SOULE A PFUHL, A. C., 7861 
HERSCHEL AVE. (92037)
LA MESA
ASAY, CLIFFORD H., JR., A. C., 4690 NEBO 
DR. (92041)
CHRISTENSEN & OFTEDAHL, 7590 EL 
CAJON BLVD. (92041)
CHRISTENSEN A OFTEDAHL, 8304 
UNIVERSITY AVE. (92041)
COLLURA, A. J. & CO., 8359 LA MESA BLVD. 
(92041)
EGGERT AND BAUGHMAN, 9001 
GROSSMONT BLVD. (92041)
GOTSES, DANNY, 8334 CENTER DR. (92041)
MALLORY & NEWSON, 7435 UNIVERSITY 
AVE. (92041)
PARKS AND JENSEN, 9325 EL CAJON BLVD. 
(92041)
LA MIRADA
BLOOM, TED B., 15052 ROSECRANS AVE. 
(90637)
SHIELDS, WILLIAM G., 15052 ROSECRANS 
AVE. STE. 211 (90638)
LA PUENTE
RADZIK, ROBERT JOHN, LA PUENTE 
ARCADE BLDG. 15919 EAST MAIN ST. 
(91744)
LA VERNE
COLLINS, MILTON P., 4321 ST. MARKS AVE. 
(91750)
VICENTI, LLOYD & STUTZMAN, 2175 
FOOTHILL BLVD. (91750)
LAFAYETTE
ANDREWS, EDWIN E., 985 MORAGA RD. 
(94549)
GALLAS, FRANK B., 3433 GOLDEN GATE 
WAY (94549)
HILDEBRAND, BURNS, 3755 SUNDALE RD. 
(94549)
ROSI, LEO R., 4020 MARIO WAY (94549)
VERNON, JOHN L., 975 OAKLAND ST. 
(94549)
LAGUNA BEACH
GAMEZ, ROBERT L., 1360 GLENNEYRE ST. 
(92651)
JORDAN, HEBERT & COMPANY, 401 
GLENNEYRE AVE. (92651)
KNOX, LESLIE B., 550 S. COAST HWY. STE. 5 
(92651)
MILLS, JAMES I., 465 FOREST AVE. STE. I. 
(92652)
LAKE SAN MARCOS
MCGILL, BETTY T., 1145 SAN MARINO DR. 
STE. 113 (92069)
LAKEPORT
CARPENTER & TURNER, 200 N. MAIN 
STREET (95453)
LAKEWOOD
DARBY, DOROTHA M., 4306 STEVELY 
(90713)
DUNCAN, JOHN W., 20926 CORTNER AVE. 
(90715)
GREEN, NORMAN H. & CO., 5505 E. CARSON 
ST. STE. 315 (90713)
MALLEY, RICHARD A., 3703 ARBOR RD. 
(90712)
REID, FEODORA R., 4613 COLDBROOK AVE. 
(90713)
LANCASTER
BURKEY & HERMAN, 44814 N. CEDAR AVE.
COBB, WARD W., 44554 TENTH ST. WEST 
(93534)
HUFFMIRE, GEORGE C., 44415 FERN AVE. 
(93534)
WHEELER, KNOX & CO., 44733 DATE AVE. 
(93534)
LARKSPUR
WIKEL, PETER JAMES, 275 MAGNOLIA AVE. 
(94939)
LINDSAY
GISVOLD, BENSON & COMPANY, P. O. BOX 
759 (93247)
LIVERMORE
ATKINSON, LEE & FANELLI, A. C., 379 S. 
LIVERMORE AVE. (94550)
SHARP, ROBERT, 1793 FOURTH ST. (94550)
LODI
KIDD, RIEGER & COMPANY, 404 W. PINE ST. 
(95240)
LINDNER, GELDERT & DONOVAN, 330 W. 
LODI AVE. (95240)
LINN, DONALD L., 405 W. PINE ST. (95240)
LYMAN & KEISTER, 115 W. WALNUT ST. 
(95240)
SWINNEY, GERALD R., 225 W. ELM STREET 
(95240)
LOMA LINDA
WAGNER, RAYMOND A., P. O. BOX 66 
(92354)
LOMITA
CARMICHAEL, WALTER F., 25039
NARBONNE AVE. (90717)
LOMPOC
INOUYE, JEAN S., 308 NORTH H ST. (93436)
LONE PINE
SHAFER, FRED C., 101 N. MAIN ST. (93545)
LONG BEACH
BERG, WALLACE G., 3840 LONG BEACH 
BLVD. (90807)
BREWER, LLOYD H., 4320 ATLANTIC AVE. 
(90807)
BYRD, GERALD DU WAYNE, 5855 NAPLES 
PLAZA STE. 103 (90803)
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COHEE, CRISELL & CO., 444 W. OCEAN 
BLVD. STE. 1416 (90802)
CUTLER, MOORE & LINFORD, 3711 LONG 
BEACH BLVD. STE. 822 (90807)
DAVIS, KENNETH L., 2841 E. BROADWAY 
(90803)
FLANDERS, JACK W., 940 PINE AVE. (90813)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 3711 LONG 
BEACH BLVD. STE. 501 (90807)
GARR, GEORGE E., 4014 LONG BEACH 
BLVD. (90807)
GAUGLER & GOODBAN, 3505 LONG BEACH 
BLVD. STE. 2H (90807)
HARMON, FLORENCE LEE, 4105 E. 
BROADWAY #120 (90803)
HAUCK, WHITE, GALVAN, MCDOWELL AND 
CO., 100 OCEANGATE STE. 1020 (90802)
IVEY, ROBERT E., 5659 CORSO DI NAPOLI 
(90803)
JENSEN, JOHN R. & CO., 555 E. OCEAN 
BLVD. STE. 212 (90802)
KEELEY, MARILYN J., 5855 NAPLES PLAZA 
STE. 208 (90803)
KING, BUNCH & CO., 100 E. OCEAN BLVD. 
STE. 908 (90802)
MARINCOVICH, ANDREW P. & CO., 920 
ATLANTIC AVE. (90813)
MCNAUGHT, DAVID A., 4008 ORANGE AVE. 
(90807)
MURCHISON & HILLMAN, INC., GREAT 
WESTERN BLDG. 5202 E. SECOND ST. 
(90803)
NELSON & REESE, 3605 LONG BEACH BLVD. 
STE. 335 (90807)
OLSON, HAROLD A., 3851 LONG BEACH
BLVD. (90807)
ORRICK, L. E., 821 PACIFIC AVE. (90813)
POITRAS, HENRY S., 2750 BELLFLOWER 
BLVD. (90815)
ROBINSON, JAY ALBERT, 743 ATLANTIC 
AVE. (90813)
ROBINSON, WEINBERGER, PILICHI, 
REIZNER & CO., 741 ATLANTIC AVE. 
(90813)
ROSE, EDWARD H., III, 5479 ABBEYFIELD 
ST. STE. 1 (90815)
SCARBOROUGH, C. R., INC., 4201 LONG 
BEACH BLVD. STE. 405 (90807)
SCOTT, W. A., 5545 E. SEVENTH ST. (90804)
SMITH, GRANVILLE B., 306 ELM AVE. 
(90812)
WALSH, JOHN J., 444 W. OCEAN BLVD. STE. 
1510 (90802)
WILBUR, DUNCAN & HUNNICUTT, A. C., 150 
WARDLOW RD. (90807)
WINDES, MCCLAUGHRY & CO., 444 W. 
OCEAN BLVD. (90802)
LOS ALAMITOS
ANDERSON, R. L., 4662 KATELLA AVE. STE.
B. (90720)
BEERS, WILLIAM L., 11831 WEMBLEY RD. 
(90720)
BREKSA, ANDREW P., 10900 LOS ALAMITOS 
BLVD. #206 (90720)
DUFFAUT, RONALD R., 3772 KATELLA 
AVE. STE. 107 (90720)
WURTZ, LELAND H., III 10 LOS ALAMITOS 
BLVD. # 208 (90720)
LOS ALTOS
JOHN, VERNON M., 175 S. SAN ANTONIO 
RD. #124-B (94022)
LOS ANGELES
ACKERMAN, MACOFSKY & COMPANY, 1180
S. BEVERLY DR. (90035)
ACKERMAN, RICHARD W., 11661 SAN 
VICENTE BLVD. STE. 615 (90049)
ADAMS, GERARD G., 1800 AVENUE OF THE 
STARS #830 (90067)
ADAMS, WILLIAM B., 8516 ALLENWOOD RD. 
(90046)
ADAMSON, WARREN AND CO., 210 W. 
SEVENTH ST. STE. 1025 (90014)
ADLER, LEO, 1285 S. BARRY AVE. (90025)
ALDER, GENSER & HASSON, 10920
WILSHIRE BLVD. SECOND FL. (90024)
ALLEN, AARON A., 3550 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 1020 (90010)
AMIRIAN, SEBOUH, 5300 SANTA MONICA 
BLVD. STE. 201 (90029)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 1320 W. THIRD 
ST. (90017)
ARKIN, LYNN A., 310 S. ALMONT DR. #104 
(90048)
ARNOLD & ADAMS, 3345 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 506 (90010)
ASIMOW, RAMIN & CO., 6420 WILSHIRE
BLVD. (90048)
BAILEY, MERCER & CO., 5670 WILSHIRE
BLVD. (90036)
BELINKOFF AND BELINKOFF, A. C., 9060 
SANTA MONICA BLVD. (90069)
BELLOWS, ALEX & CO., 1800 CENTURY 
PARK EAST (90067)
BENNETT, CHRISTOPHER N., 2515
OCEANVIEW AVE. #108 (90057)
BERESS, SIDNEY, 8455 W. BEVERLY BLVD. 
(90048)
BERGLUND, DOUGLAS, 2875 GLENDALE 
BLVD. (90039;
BERGSTROM, FRIEDMAN & CO., 1264 W.
FIRST ST. (90026)
BERK, M. LAWRENCE, 1801 AVE. OF THE 
STARS STE. 1035 (90067)
BERKIN, LARRY, 1901 AVE. OF THE STARS 
SUITE 1040 CENTURY CITY (90067)
BERNSTEIN, SALKIN & CO., 1900 AVE. OF 
THE STARS STE. 1630 (90067)
BISGEIER, BRESLAUER & CO., 9134 SUNSET 
BLVD. (90069)
BLECH, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 5900 
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90036)
BLOCH, SLONE & CO., 3030 W. TEMPLE ST. 
(90026)
BLOOM, YOUNT, KIMMEL & CO., 6030 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 200 (90036)
BODENHEIMER, FRED S., 6380 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. 804 (90048)
BONDEROFF, ALLAN M., 9000 SUNSET
BLVD. (90069)
BRAY, FRANK K., 10889 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90024)
BRODY, DAVID, 5670 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90036)
BROTEMARKLE & CO., 417 S. HILL ST. STE. 
761 (90013)
BROUT & COMPANY, 1900 AVENUE OF THE 
STARS (90067)
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BROWN, LEIFER & SLATKIN, 8425 W. THIRD 
ST. STE. 201 (90048)
BROWN, WILLIAM E., 1314 WESTWOOD
BLVD. (90024)
BROWNELL, SIDNEY R., 1557 BEVERLY
BLVD. (90026)
BRYANT, E. F., 412 W. SIXTH ST. RM. 1318 
(90014)
BUCHALTER, IRVING, 10880 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. #903 (90024)
CAMPBELL, WIDMANN, TICE & CO., 1300 W.
OLYMPIC BLVD. (90015)
CANNON, GRANT & CO., 1263 WESTWOOD
BLVD. (90024)
CARLIN, KLEIN AND ASSOCIATES, 6300 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 1105 (90048)
CAROL, J. H., A. C., 7449 MELROSE AVE. 
(90046)
CHEAN, SAMUEL, 1680 N. VINE ST. (90028)
CHIAVERINI, DANIEL R., 5900 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 700 (90036)
CHOSAK, LEVINE AND COMPANY, 1880 
CENTURY PARK E. (90067)
CHUMNEY, HENRY D., JR., 9800 S.
SEPULVEDA BLVD. STE. 816 (90045)
CLAPHAM, ROBERT G., 3600 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90010)
COBUN, BALDWIN & VILMURE, 1539 
BEVERLY BLVD. (90026)
COLLINS, WILLIAM D., 3685 CRENSHAW
BLVD. (90016)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 555 S. FLOWER 
(90017)
CRUZ, CHARLES M., 5321 BEVERLY BLVD. 
(90022)
CUPINGOOD, MORTON, 9000 SUNSET BLVD. 
STE. 910 (90069)
CYRAN, NICHOLAS M., 10889 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90024)
DALEY, LIONEL & COMPANY, 1880 
CENTURY PK. EAST STE. 1111 (90067)
DAVIS AND ASHJIAN, TISHMAN-WESTWOOD
10960 WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 1610 (90024)
DE CERVANTES, GEORGE, 3550 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90005)
DELL, JULIUS, 4055 WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 
405 (90010)
DELLIS, DAVID C., 727 W. 7 ST. (90017)
DEUTSCH, LINDERMAN & KATZ, 8417 W.
BEVERLY BLVD. (90048)
DONALDSON, IVAN, 1722 COLORADO 
BLVD. (90041)
DOUGLAS, DONALD D., 800 N. MARIPOSA 
AVE. STE. 224 (90029)
DOWNS, WILLIAM H., 9200 SUNSET BLVD. 
STE. 401 (90069)
DUBA, RONALD F., P. C., 444 N. 
LARCHMONT BLVD. STE. 202 (90004)
EISENBERG, SOL, 3243 WILSHIRE BLVD.
#406 (90010)
ERNST & ERNST, ARCO TOWER 515 S. 
FLOWER (90017)
FAORO, WARD A., 4311 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 605 (90010)
FERGUSON, LEUNG & CO., 3870 CRENSHAW 
BLVD. STE. 212 (90008)
FINER, HARRY, 10100 SANTA MONICA 
BLVD. CENTURY CITY STE. 224 (90067)
FINKEL AND LEWIS, 1880 CENTURY PARK 
EAST STE. 411 (90067)
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FLIGSTEN, NATHAN & CO., 5710 W. 
MANCHESTER AVE. #107 (90045)
FLUSTER, WOZNIAK & CO., 8221 W. THIRD 
ST. (90048)
FOONBERG, MAURICE & COMPANY, 6404 
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90048)
FORBES, JOHN F. & COMPANY. 615 S. 
FLOWER ST. (90017)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY. 1880 CENTURY 
PK. EAST STE. 814 (90067)
FRANKLIN, LEEDS & CO., 10889 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90024)
FRAZER AND TORBET, 400 NATL. OIL 
BLDG. 609 S. GRAND AVE. (90017)
FREEDMAN, MARVIN HAROLD. 10835 
SANTA MONICA BLVD. (90025)
FRIEDMAN, BLUMENFELD, WEISER, BUNDY 
A MILLS, 6505 WILSHIRE BLVD. (90048)
FRIEDMAN, FRANKLIN, 10100 SANTA 
MONICA BLVD. STE. 1060 CENTURY CITY 
(90067)
FUKUWA, HARRY S., 8921 S. SEPULVEDA 
BLVD. STE. 113 (90045)
FURUTA AND NISHIMURA, 250 EAST FIRST 
ST. STE. 510 (90012)
GEFFNER, ARNOLD. 11052 QUEENSLAND 
(90034)
GELBER, HERBERT & KENNETH, 5670 
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90036)
GELFAND, MACNOW, RENNERT & 
FELDMAN, 1880 CENTURY PARK E. 
(90067)
GERTZ, SOLOMON &. SCHNEIDER, 10920 
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90024)
GERWIN, JAMNER & PARISER, 760 N. LA 
CIENAGA BLVD. (90069)
GILBERT & LEVINE, 1901 AVENUE OF THE 
STARS (90067)
GILMAN, IRWIN I., 8455 BEVERLY BLVD. 
(90048)
GITTELMAN & OBEDOWSKI, 6303 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90048)
GLUCK, E. ROBERT, 1100 GLENDON AVE. 
(90024)
GOLD, EISENBERG & CO., 10680 W. PICO 
BLVD. (90064)
GOLDBERG, MARSHALL, LAMM & CO., 8105
W. THIRD ST. (90048)
GOLDFINGER, JACOB. 5410 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 810 (90036)
GOLDMAN, GIDEON, 8417 W. BEVERLY 
BLVD. #20-1 (90048)
GOLDMAN, ROBERT, 10000 SANTA MONICA 
BLVD. (90067)
GOLDSMITH, JAMES K., 1509 N. CRESCENT 
HEIGHTS BLVD. #8 (90046)
GOLDSTEIN, HARRY G., 724 S. SPRING ST. 
#400 (90014)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY. 3435 
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90010)
GREEN, ARTHUR, P. C., THE EQUITABLE 
BLDG. STE. 21 18 3435 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90010)
GREENFIELD, DAVID, 434 S. SAN VICENTE 
BLVD. (90048)
GREENFIELD, J. ARTHUR & CO., 10880 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 506 (90024)
GROSFLAM. COLEMAN W., 3303 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90701)
GUMBINER, SAVETT & CO., 7731 SANTA 
MONICA BLVD. (90046)
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GURSEY, MORGAN & CO., 3810 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 824 (90010)
GURSKY, EMPRINGHAM & CO., 9553 W. PICO 
BLVD. (90035)
HAMMA AND NELSON, 448 S. HILL ST. RM. 
812 (90013)
HARKER, WILLIAM C., 510 S. SPRING ST. 
(90013)
HARMATZ AND HODOWSKI, 1800 N. 
ARGYLE AVE. (90028)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 727 
W. SEVENTH ST. (90017)
HARTUNG, J. W., 215 W. 7TH ST. (90014) 
HASKINS & SELLS, ONE WILSHIRE BLDG.
(90060)
HELIKER, EVERT E., 1728 S. LA CIENEGA 
BLVD. (90035)
HELLMANN, BERNARD. 3345 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 1105 (90010)
HEYMAN, HERBERT & CO., 730 S. WESTERN 
AVE. (90005)
HIGA, ROBERT K., 768 WALL ST. (90014)
HINDS & COMPANY, 650 S. SPRING ST. 
(90014)
HOAG & CASTILLO, 11866 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
#200 (90025)
HUNNICUTT, GERALD D., 3436
MOUNTAINVIEW AVE. (90066)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, ONE 
WILSHIRE BLDG. STE. 2720 (90017)
HWANG, HENRY, A. C., 5521 N.
HUNTINGTON DR. (90032)
UNO, SHO, P. C., AHAMANSON CENTER 
WEST 3731 WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 601 
(90010)
INGBER, LLOYD STEVEN, 8383 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. #216 (90211)
INGRAM, GLENN & COMPANY, 458 S. 
SPRING ST. (90013)
IRWIN, DALE J., 615 S. FLOWER ST. STE. 
1108 (90017)
ISHIZUKA, MATSUMOTO & CO., 250 E. FIRST 
ST. STE. 1112 (90012)
JACKMAN AND JOSEPH, A. C., 6505 
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90048)
JEFFREY. SHERDA & CO., 649 S. CLIVE ST. 
STE. 1200 (90014)
JENKINS, WILLIAM, III, 3685 CRENSHAW 
BLVD. STE. 503 (90016)
JOHNSON & HARBAND, 10920 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90024)
JONES, HEAUME & BLANKE, 10889 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 840 (90024)
JONES, ROBERT E., 6777 HOLLYWOOD 
BLVD. STE. 501 (90028)
JORDAN & GOLDBERG, 6505 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 508 (90048)
KAHN, HERMAN N., 1435 N. FAIRFAX AVE. 
(90046)
KANTOR, STAN S., 10510 WOODBINE ST. 
STE. 201 (90034)
KAPLAN, BENJAMIN AND CO., 1880 
CENTURY PARK EAST #1411 (90067)
KAPLAN & SHERMAN, 6022 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90036)
KARAGOZIAN, ALBERT, STE. 1048 
KIRKEBY CTR. 10889 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90024)
KAUFMAN, IRVING, 9200 SUNSET BLVD. 
STE. 417 (90069)
KELEMAN, MYER, 210 W. SEVENTH ST. STE. 
500 (90014)
KENDALL, J. A. & CO., 3345 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 411 (90010)
KERSTEIN, JAY M., 6380 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 1407 (90048)
KINOSHITA, DENNIS K., 250 E. FIRST ST. 
STE. 1112 (90012)
KIYOMURA, TADASHI, 6025 S. LA BREA 
AVE. (90056)
KNAPP, CHARLES H., 243 N. LUCERNE 
BLVD. (90004)
KODAMA, Y. GEORGE, 5300 SANTA MONICA 
BLVD. (90029)
KOONIN, STEPHEN R., 1880 CENTURY PARK 
E. STE. 1411 (90067)
KORNFELD, RAYMOND J., 6380 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 804 (90048)
KOTK1N, BERNARD & COMPANY, 520 S.
VIRGIL AVE. (90020)
KRAMER, HAROLD, 6505 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90048)
KUSTIN AND KATZ, 550 S. VERMONT AVE. 
(90020)
LAMB & GOODE, 11661 SAN VICENTE BLVD. 
#400 (90049)
LANDAU, FRED & CO., 6922 HOLLYWOOD 
BLVD. (90028)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 1800 CENTURY 
PARK EAST (90067)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 3700 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90005)
LE DEUC, ALBERT L., INC., 650 S. GRAND 
AVE. (90017)
LEE, EDWARD M., JR., 5979 W. THIRD ST. 
(90036)
LEE, SPERLING, BROWN & HISAMUNE, 2600 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 411 (90057)
LEHMANN, WOLFF, A. C., 10880 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. 9TH FL. (90024)
LEIBOWITZ, PAKULL, SILVER & CO., 520 S. 
LAFAYETTE PARK PL. #320 (90057)
LEIDESDORF, S. D. & CO., 1900 AVE. OF 
STARS CENTURY CITY (90067)
LEONARD, ANSON & CO., 10960 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 1806 (90024)
LERMAN, OSHEROFF & CO., 1180 S. 
BEVERLY DR. STE. 410 (90035)
LEROY, DOLAN AND KOLB, 1888 CENTURY 
PARK E. STE. 1812 (90067)
LEVENSON & GITLIN, A. C., 1880 CENTURY 
PARK E. STE. 218 (90067)
LEVENTHAL, KENNETH & CO., 1800 AVE. 
OF THE STARS #410 (90067)
LEVIN, COOPER, SPIEGEL & CO., 3550 
WILSHIRE BLVD. SUITE 1420 (90010)
LEVY, ISRAEL AARON, 511 N. LACIENEGA 
BLVD. (90048)
LEW, BILLY W., 1057 S. SAN PEDRO ST. 
(90015)
LEWIS, HOLLANDER & CO., 9808 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 208 (90036)
LEWIS, WILLIAM H., 5979 WEST THIRD ST. 
STE. 203 (90036)
LIU, CHARLES K., 1880 CENTURY PARK 
EAST (90067)
LIVINGSTON, RICHARD R., 710 KIRKEBY 
CENTER 10889 WILSHIRE BLVD. (90024)
LONDON, EDWARD R., 11661 SAN VICENTE 
BLVD. #900 (90049)
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LONDON, WEIL & CO., 8727 W. THIRD ST. 
(90048)
LONG, DAVID M., 615 S. FLOWER ST. STE. 
1108 (90017)
LONGMAID, MARIE L., 949 S. HUDSON AVE. 
(90019)
LOONIS, MCCALLUM & COMPANY, 412 W. 
6TH ST. #1210 (90014)
MAC CALLUM, GUSS & COMPANY, 11665 W. 
OLYMPIC BLVD. STE. 104 (90064)
MAC REYNOLDS, ROBERT L. & CO., 1541 
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90017)
MACINTYRE, DONALD S., 1303 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90017)
MADOK, GEORGE P., 12011 SAN VICENTE 
BLVD. #505 (90049)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 2600 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90057)
MALIN, WILLIAM S., 639 S. SPRING ST. 
(90014)
MANDELBAUM, LEONARD M., 6210
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90048)
MANN AND APPEL, 3255 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90010)
MANNHEIM, ACCOUNTANCY CORP., P. O. 
BOX 25247 (90025)
MANNING, AL G., E. S. P. LAB BLDG. 7559 
SANTA MONICA BLVD. (90046)
MARDER, JOHN & COMPANY, 310 N. SAN 
VICENTE BLVD. (90048)
MARGOLIS, HAROLD B., 1880 CENTURY 
PARK EAST (90067)
MARSELLA, ARMANDO, 8272 SUNSET 
BLVD. STE. 12 (90046)
MARSHALL, BYRNE & CO., 9021 MELROSE 
AVE. STE. 307 (90069)
MARTEK, FRANK R., 10889 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90024)
MARUYAMA, KIYOSHI, 321 E. SECOND ST. 
STE. 601 (90012)
MCCLURE, RALPH A., 639 S. SPRING ST. 
(90014)
MCKEEHAN, HALLSTEIN & HALLOWELL, 
1730 W. OLYMPIC (90015)
MENNILLO, ARNOLD E., 6331 HOLLYWOOD 
BLVD. (90028)
MEYER, MARVIN, 1880 CENTURY PARK 
EAST (90067)
MILLER & CO., 1256 WESTWOOD BLVD. 
(90024)
MILLER, HANDZEL & COMPANY, 16633 
VENTURA BLVD. (91316)
MITCHELL, WALTER A., 617 S. OLIVE ST. 
STE. 504 (90014)
MIYASAKA, YOSHIHIRO, 324 E. FIRST ST. 
STE. 303 (90012)
MORGAN, DONALD T., 1101 S. CRENSHAW 
BLVD. STE. 204 (90019)
MOSS, ADAMS & CO., 3700 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 525 (90005)
MOSS & FRIEDMAN, 417 SOUTH HILL ST. 
(90013)
MUCHA, CHRISTIANSEN & CHENG, T. W. A.
TOWER 1545 WILSHIRE BLVD. (90017)
MUELLER & CORTESE, 3660 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. PH-M (90010)
MURPHY, EARNHARDT & LOCKE, 3600 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 2200 (90010)
NEFSKY, MELVYN, 521 N. LA CIENEGA 
BLVD. STE. 202 (90048)
NENNEY, MILTON J. & CO., 11520 SAN 
VINCENTE BLVD. STE. 206 (90049)
OKAZAKI, NAKATA & CO., ONE WILSHIRE 
BLDG. STE. 2207 (90017)
OPPENHEIM, APPEL, DIXON & CO., 1888 
CENTURY PARK EAST STE. 1808 (90067) 
ORONA, FELIX, 611 W. SIXTH ST. (90017) 
ORVIS & DOUGLAS, 727 W. SEVENTH ST.
955 (90017)
OZENNE, MICHAEL, 4126 CRENSHAW BLVD. 
(90008)
PADVEEN AND PADVEEN, 10835 SANTA 
MONICA BLVD. #100 (90025)
PASTERNACK, ABRAHAM, 7700 SUNSET 
BLVD. SUITE 205 (90046)
PEARLMAN, SAMUEL W., 3345 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90010)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1800 
CENTURY PARK EAST (90067)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 555 S. 
FLOWER ST. (90017)
PEDERSEN, LEAHY & HOOD, 1303 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90017)
PERLER & MARSHALL. 6151 W. CENTURY 
BLVD. (90045)
PERMAN, CHARLES J., P. C., 2365 
WESTWOOD BLVD. STE. 1 (90064)
PETERSON, C. C. & COMPANY, 7060 
HOLLYWOOD BLVD. STE. 505 (90046)
PHILLIPS, DONALD E. & CO., 1850 
WESTWOOD BLVD. (90025)
PHILLIPS, ROBINSON AND CO., 1880 
CENTURY PARK EAST (90067)
PHILLIPS, RUDOLPH A., 1543 W. OLYMPIC 
BLVD. STE. 421 (90015)
POMERANTZ, IRWIN & ASSOC., 7700 
SUNSET BLVD. STE. 205 (90046)
POWELL, EDWARD J., 2120 W. EIGHTH ST. 
STE. 308 (90057)
PRAGER AND FENTON, 6363 SUNSET BLVD. 
(90028)
PRICE, JAMES W., 4336 LEIMART BLVD. 
(90008)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 606 S. OLIVE 
ST. (90014)
PULVERS, HARVEY D., 511 N. LA CIENEGA 
BLVD. (90048)
PYNES, ABRAMS & COMPANY, 6420 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 1010 (90048)
RADER & CORNWALL, 6505 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90048)
RAYMOND, ALF, 8350 MELROSE AVE. 
(90069)
RISHEBERGER, J. HERBERT, 425 S. 
KENMORE AVE. (90020)
RITCHIE AND KENNEDY, 3670 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 404 (90010)
ROBINSON & STEVENS, 432 S. SAN VICENTE 
BLVD. (90048)
RODEN, HARRY R., III, 6430 SUNSET BLVD. 
STE. 1008 (90028)
RONISS, BINN & GERSTENFELD, 7060 
HOLLYWOOD BLVD. STE. 903 (90028)
ROSEN, IRVING L. & CO., 9056 SANTA 
MONICA BLVD. (90069)
ROTHMAN AND BENDER, 6210 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. STE. 311 (90048)
ROTTGER, KENNETH W., 3974 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. (90010)
SADLER, BURDETTE, 3636 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90010)
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SAIN & SNYDER, INC., 1880 CENTURY PARK 
E. STE. 515 (90067)
SAKS, SINGER & BALLENGER, 1120 S. 
OLIVE ST. (90015)
SAVIOAN, HENRY, 6565 SUNSET BLVD. STE. 
214 (90028)
SCHERVEM, VERNONE G., 1730 W. OLYMPIC 
BLVD. (90015)
SCHLUTER & RAVIN, 444 N. LARCHMONT 
BLVD. #204 (90004)
SCHOLTE, JAN H., 8703 LA TIJERA BLVD. 
STE. 206 (90045)
SCHWARTZ, RUDOLPH, 724 S. SPRING ST. 
STE. 710 (90014)
SCHWARTZ, SHERWIN L., 1880 CENTURY 
PARK EAST #315 (90067)
SEAVER, SYDNEY, 3670 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90010)
SEGEL, RUBINSTEIN & GORDON, 9200 
SUNSET TOWERS 9200 SUNSET BLVD. 
STE. 1000 (90069)
SELIG, JAMES M., 6380 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90048)
SHAIN AND COHEN, 10960 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90024)
SHAPIRO, MORRIS, 6135 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90048)
SILVERMAN, KATZ & CO., CENTURY CITY 
NORTH BLDG. 10100 SANTA MONICA 
BLVD. #1060 (90067)
SILVERTON, RONALD R., 304 S. MUIRFIELD 
RD. (90020)
SINGER, LEWAK, GREENBAUM AND 
GOLDSTEIN, 10960 WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 
826 (90024)
SIRUS, GEORGE A., 849 SOUTH BROADWAY 
(90014)
SMITH AND HELMS, 458 S. SPRING ST. 
(90013)
SONBERG, ERVIN C., 3008 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90010)
SPIEGEL, JACOB M., 4133 CITY TERRACE 
DR. (90063)
STARR, LAWRENCE B. & CO., 12011 SAN 
VICENTE BLVD. (90049)
STEIN, S. W., A. C., TAFT BLDG. STE. 600 
1680 N. VINE ST. (90028)
STEPHENSON, GRAHAM M., 11661 SAN 
VICENTE BLVD. STE. 600 (90049)
SUMIDA, CALVIN T., 2288 WESTWOOD 
BLVD. (90064)
SWARTZ, JERRY B., 1901 AVE. OF STARS 
STE. 930 (90067)
TAKAHASHI, GEORGE S., 250 E. FIRST ST. 
SUITE 812 (90012)
TAKEDA, SHIGEJI, 123 WELLER ST. (90012)
TEJADA, JOSEPH G., 1880 CENTURY PARK 
E. STE. 211 (90067)
TEMKIN, RONALD NORMAN, A. C., 1901 
AVENUE OF THE STARS #530 (90067)
TILLES AND GEST, 6380 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
STE. 1115 (90048)
TILLEY & ROTH, 1314 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90017)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 3700 WILSHIRE BLVD. 
(90010)
TUGGEY, MILDRED I., 1901 AVE. OF STARS 
STE. 1132 (90067)
TURK, FRED J., 3352 W. OLYMPIC BLVD. 
(90019)
VANDER HORST, G., 1543 W. OLYMPIC
BLVD. (90015)
VARON, JOE N., 9145 SAWYER ST. (90035)
VASQUEZ, GILBERT & COMPANY, 5406
EAST BEVERLY BLVD. (90022)
VELTRI, KNIEP, HOWARD & CO., 3550
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 1636 (90010)
VILLEE & THORNE, 3200 WILSHIRE BLVD.
(90010)
WAKUMOTO, DAVID K., 12333-1/4 W.
WASHINGTON BLVD. (90066)
WANG, WONG & HALL. 1543 W. OLYMPIC
BLVD. (90015)
WASSERMAN, S. T., 3440 WILSHIRE BLVD.
STE. 813 (90010)
WEBER, LIPSHIE AND COMPANY, 3345 
WILSHIRE BLVD. (90010)
WEESNER, ROBERT D., 7805 SUNSET BLVD.
(90046)
WEISS, LEON. 800 S. ROBERTSON BLVD.
(90035)
WESTHEIMER, FINE, BERGER & CO., 1880
CENTURY PARK E. STE. 600 (90067)
WHITE, KAHN AND PATTIN, 6430 SUNSET
BLVD. STE. 1010 (90028)
WHITMAN, JAMES D., 12121 WILSHIRE
BLVD. STE. 207 (90025)
WICKS, ROBERT, 10880 WILSHIRE BLVD.
(90024)
WIDEMAN, FEIMAN & CO., 6505 WILSHIRE 
BLVD. #209 (90048)
WILK, ASCHER, 800 S. ROBERTSON BLVD.
(90035)
WILLHEIM, ZIMMERMAN & COMPANY, 608
S. HILL ST. (90014)
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, 5900 
WILSHIRE BLVD. STE. 700 (90036)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 1545 WILSHIRE
BLVD. STE. 600 (90017)
WRIGHT, CHARLES HUGH, 840 LONGWOOD
AVE. (90005)
WU, MAY K., 3008 WILSHIRE BLVD. (90010)
YAMADA, HENRY T., 9701 W. PICO BLVD.
(90035)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 515 S. 
FLOWER ST. (90017)
YOUNG AND HENDERSON, 1730 W.
OLYMPIC BLVD. STE. 614 (90015)
ZIDELL, JACK, 5410 WILSHIRE BLVD.
(90036)
ZIPPERSTEIN, EDWARD, 7372 BEVERLY
BLVD. (90036)
ZIVETZ, HAROLD J., A. C., 1801 AVE. OF 
THE STARS STE. 615 (90067)
ZWEIG, HERMAN J., 1140 CRENSHAW BLVD.
(90019)
LOS BANOS
SHEETS, O. RAY, A. C., 535 J ST. (93635)
LOS GATOS
PATTERSON, ERNEST G., 236 N. SANTA
CRUZ AVE. STE. 107 (95030)
LYNWOOD
HALL, J. LAWRENCE & ASSOC., 11599
ATLANTIC AVE. (90262)
HICKS, JACK B., 10844 S. ATLANTIC AVE.
(90262)
SWART, CHESTER A., 12110 LONG BEACH
BLVD. (90262)
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MADERA
BRADDY. RICHARD L., 516 E. YOSEMITE 
AVE. (93637)
PORTER, JACK W., 401 W. YOSEMITE AVE. 
(93637)
MAMMOTH LAKES
GARDNER, WILLIAM BLAIR, P. 0. BOX 1315 
(93546)
MANHATTAN BEACH
RHIND, JOHN J., 1212 HIGHLAND AVE. 
(90266)
MANTECA
GATTO, JACK E., 152 N. GRANT AVE. 
(95336)
MARINA DEL RAY
MCCAULEY, ACCOUNTANCY CORP., 4676 
ADMIRALTY WAY (90291)
MARSHALL
RUBENSTEIN, MARTIN & CO., P. 0. BOX 786 
(94940)
MARTINEZ
GRIFFIN AND CHRISTIANSEN, 900 COURT 
ST. (94553)
HERUTH & MCNEELY, 835 CASTRO ST. 
(94553)
MARYSVILLE
EDWARD, IAN L., 319 SIXTH ST. (95901)
KNAPP, WINFRED A., 225 SIXTH ST. (95901)
NICHOLS, ANTHONY M., A. C., 331 FIFTH ST. 
(95901)
OWEN, FRANCES S., 616 C ST. (95901)
STENGER, JAMES A., 225 SIXTH ST. (95901)
MAYWOOD
HUFFSTETLER, TRACY, BARNES & CO., 
4347 E. SLAUSON AVE. (90270)
MENLO PARK
BURRIS, MARCELLA L., 648 MENLO AVE. 
(94025)
CARY, JUNIUS, 883 SANTA CRUZ AVE. 
(94025)
GLASSGOW, CHAS. F., 275 WAVERLEY ST. 
(94025)
HART, CHESTER AND OKNER, A. C., 770 
MENLO AVE. (94025)
MCKELLIP, JOHN, 661 LIVE OAK AVE. 
(94025)
RASMUSSEN, DAVID L., 648 MENLO AVE. 
(94025)
REILLY, FRANK J., 1170 CHESTNUT ST. 
(94025)
MILL VALLEY
MANNING, MICHAEL M., 169 MILLER AVE. 
(94941)
ROSE, MORTON S., 170 STANFORD AVE. 
(94941)
STOREY, ROBERT F., KEYSTONE BLDG. 
(949'
VANDAMENT, CONSTANCE, 150 SHORELINE 
HWY. #21 (94941)
MILLBRAE
MYERS, JAY, 484 ANITA DR. (94030)
POKORNY, FRANK, 316 BROADWAY (94030)
WARMAN, ISIDORE, 833 MORNINGSIDE DR.
(94030)
MIRALESTE
FUJII, TERUYUKI, 6112 VIA SUBIDA (90732)
MODESTO
BERTOZZI & KIESBUY, P. C., 1207 I. ST.
(95354)
CLIFTON, GUNDERSON & CO., 910 12TH ST.
(95354)
COREY AND REGAN, 906 13 ST. (95354)
DAVIDSON, JAMES A., 25A MC HENRY
VILLAGE (95350)
DUNKER, MARK L., 1015 12TH ST. SUITE 4
(95354)
KALUNIAN, ARTHUR, 1220 13TH ST. (95354)
LINFORD, JACK P., 1220 13TH ST. (95354)
MARTIN, ROBERT G., 109 NEEDHAM AVE. 
(95354)
NATTINGER, LOWRY & COMPANY, 1400 K.
ST. (95354)
RISTAU, DAVID CARL, 1400 K. ST. (95354)
WITHUHN, ATHERTON, LUDLOW, 
ROSTOMILY & SCHONHOFF, 1935 G ST. 
(95354)
MONROVIA
BERNABO, LOUIS, 128 S. MYRTLE AVE. 
(91016)
HUDSON, RAYMOND W., A. C., III E. 
COLORADO BLVD. (91016)
MONTEBELLO
SILVA, RUDOLPH F., A. C., 921 W. BEVERLY 
BLVD. (90640)
TEMPLIN, H. BYRON, 923 WHITTIER BLVD. 
(90640)
WHITNEY, MICHAEL, 2425 W. WHITTIER
BLVD. (90640)
ZAZUETA, OSTERHOUT & CO., III S.
GARFIELD AVE. (90640)
MONTEREY
CARVER & WEFSO, 1010 CASS ST. (93940)
DE VERSECY, CHARLES G., 1340 MUNRAS 
AVE. STE. 300 (93940)
RISTAU, CARL H., PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 
(93940)
WORK & ROBINSON, 400 CAMINO 
AGUAJITO (93940)
MONTEREY PARK
HAYDON, JAMES L., 119 W. GARVEY AVE. 
STE-H (91754)
ROBERTS, MARGARET M., 755 S. ATLANTIC 
BLVD. (91754)
RONISS, SOL, 631 S. ATLANTIC BLVD. 
(91754)
RUMMEL, WILLIAM D., 2414 S. GARFIELD
AVE. (91754)
MOORPARK
MOODY, ARTHUR A. M., P. O. BOX G. (93021)
MORAGA
MALTZMAN, MEL, P. O. BOX 64 (94556)
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MORRO BAY
WILLEFORD, M. E., 888 NAPA (93442)
MOUNT SHASTA
MILLINGTON, RICHARD, 421 CHESTNUT ST. 
(96067)
MOUNTAIN VIEW
ERICSON AND MINSHALL, 1166 
INDEPENDENCE AVE. (94040)
FIELDING, BRUCE G. & CO., 1043 STIERLIN 
ROAD (94040)
PETERSEN, CHAS. H. & CO., 419 BAILEY 
AVE. (94040)
NAPA
BERRY, CAROLE J., 1130 FIRST ST. #232 
(94558)
ERWIN, HAROLD O., A. C., 1412 SECOND ST. 
(94558)
GOODWIN, RODNEY E., 2033 FIRST ST. 
(94558)
JACOB AND FERGUSON, 1420 SECOND ST. 
(94558)
LEHMAN, EVERETT V., ROBERT LOUIS 
STEVENSON PLAZA 1700 SECOND ST. 
STE. 344 (94558)
PATTERSON, JACK R., 815 MAIN ST. (94558)
SEIBERLICH, G. & L. & CO., 2205 
JEFFERSON ST. (94558)
SOUTHERN, THEODORE C., 2018
COOMBSVILLE RD. (94558)
NATIONAL CITY
BOWERING, WALTER, 1247 HIGHLAND AVE. 
STE. 6 (92050)
SUE, EDWARD K. M., A. C., P. 0. BOX 656 
(92050)
NEWARK
PRICE, JAMES R., 6222 THORNTON AVE. 
(94560)
NEWPORT BEACH
BELDEN, ROBERT M., 505 30TH ST. (92660)
BRENNAN, CHARNE & CO., 3822 CAMPUS 
DR. STE. 123 (92664)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 610 NEWPORT 
CENTER DR. (92660)
DUNN, DEBERRY, SHARP & CO., BANK OF 
CALIFORNIA BLDG. 1401 DOVE ST. 
(92660)
ELLIOTT, MALCOLM R., 301 MARINE AVE. 
STE. 7 BALBOA ISLAND (92662)
GIFFORD, DON, 500 NEWPORT CENTER DR. 
#507 (92660)
GUILL, BLANKENBAKER & LAWSON, 500 
NEWPORT CENTER DR. N. 655 (92660)
GWILLIAM, ELWOOD A., 369 SAN MIGUEL 
DR. #320 (92660)
GWILLIAM, KARL W., 369 SAN MIGUEL DR. 
#320 (92660)
HOLMGREN AND SAWYER, UNION BANK 
BLDG. STE. 1550 610 NEWPORT CENTER 
DR. (92660)
JANSSEN, J. ROBLEY, 2804 W. OCEAN 
FRONT (92660)
LEIDESDORF, S. D. & CO., 610 NEWPORT 
CENTER DR. (92660)
LEVINE, PITTS & COMPANY, 2230 HEATHER 
LN. (92660)
LITTLE, ROSENTHAL, DODSON & GRAY. 
504 N. NEWPORT BLVD. STE. 101 (92660)
MARLETTE, L. G. & CO., 3333 WEST COAST 
HWY. STE. 302 (92660)
MATSON, J. E., UNION BANK BLDG. STE. 655 
610 NEWPORT CENTER DR. (92660)
MESTYANEK & MESTYANEK, 3822 CAMPUS 
DR. STE. 204 (92660)
NELSON, ANDREW J., 3990 WESTERLY 
PLACE STE. 135 (92660)
SENG, PAUL R., 4120 BIRCH ST. (92660)
SIEBERT, SIMONIS ACCOUNTANTS, INC., 
610 NEWPORT CENTER DR. #1325 
(92660)
SMITH & LINDEN, 500 NEWPORT CENTER 
DR. (92660)
STEGALL, PARKE & GUPTILL, INC., 881 
DOVER DR. STE. 30 (92660)
SWENSON, CLARK & CO., 4120 BIRCH ST. 
STE. 123 (92660)
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, 230 NEWPORT 
CTR. DR. (92660)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 1617 WESTCLIFF DR. 
(92660)
NORTH HOLLYWOOD
CHALEFF, SAMUEL, 12722 RIVERSIDE DR. 
STE. 204 (91607)
CRANE & ASSOCIATES, 5710 LANKERSHIM 
BLVD. (91606)
FRIEDMAN & FORMAN, 12650 RIVERSIDE 
DR. #203 (91607)
GOLDWEBER, ELBERT, 10850 RIVERSIDE 
DR. (91602)
KAPITANOFF, WILLIAM M., 5414 SIMPSON 
AVE. (91607)
KAPPAS AND VOURNAS, 12716 RIVERSIDE 
DR. (91607)
ORELL, NORMAN N., 10850 RIVERSIDE DR. 
STE. 505 (91602)
RIDINGER, RUTH E., 10850 RIVERSIDE DR. 
(91602)
SA FRANEK AND ROSEN, 12722 RIVERSIDE 
DR. STE. 205 (91607)
SANDERS, LIONEL B., 12722 RIVERSIDE DR. 
STE. 101 (91607)
SCOTT, GORDON M., 10850 RIVERSIDE: DR. 
STE. 505 (91602)
SUNDERMAN, MILLER, FISCHER & CO., 3779 
CAHUENGA BLVD. (91604)
WOHL, BENSON, 12722 RIVERSIDE DR. STE. 
204 (91607)
NORTHRIDGE
LEVENTHAL, JEROME V., 19547 GERMAIN 
STREET (91324)
REGET, FRANK J., A. C., P. O. BOX J (93514)
NORWALK
SHARPE, DAVIS & COMPANY, 13819 SAN 
ANTONIO DR. (90650)
NOVATO
EVENSEN, ACCOUNTANCY CORP., 1001 
FOURTH ST. (94947)
PRATT, PHILIP E., EXECUTIVE BLDG. 1001 
FOURTH ST. (94947)
OAKDALE
ACED, DAVID A., 316 WEST F ST. STE. D 
(95361)
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OAKHURST
STARNER, ROBERT H., CIRCLE B. RD. 
(93644)
OAKLAND
ALBERT, GEORGE, 731 77TH AVE. (94621)
ANGELI, LARRY P., BROADWAY BLDG. 1419 
BROADWAY (94612)
ARNOLD, EDWARD J., A. C., 1939 HARRISON 
ST. STE. 601 (94612)
BEDIG, BRUCE E., FINANCIAL CTR. BLDG. 
#500 405-14 ST. (94612)
BETTS & HAMMILL, 158 SANTA CLARA 
AVE. (94610)
BOYLE, COWAN & CO., 1610 HARRISON ST. 
(94612)
BUNDY, LEWIS & CO., 150 CENTRAL BLDG. 
436 - 14TH ST. (94612)
CLARK, WONG, FOULKES & BARBIERI, 80 
GRAND AVENUE (94612)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 1330 BROADWAY 
(94612)
ERNST & ERNST, UNITED CALIFORNIA 
BANK BLDG. 1330 BROADWAY (94612)
FORBES, JOHN F. & COMPANY, FINANCIAL 
CENTER BLDG. (94612)
FRANKLIN, GEORGE E., 1939 HARRISON ST. 
STE. 408 (94612)
GARCIA & ERWIN, 1924 BROADWAY RM. 
934 (94612)
GREEN, NAKAHARA & ARNOLD, 1330 
BROADWAY SUITE 1211 (94612)
HAMPTON, DONALD J., 3655 GRAND AVE. 
(94610)
HART, PETER G., 1970 BROADWAY STE. 
1205 (94612)
HIROSE & OTO, 3014 LAKESHORE AVE. 
#201 (94610)
HOTCHKISS, JAMES M., JR., 5758 
BROADWAY (94618)
KALMAN, H. S., 3419 GRAND AVE. (94610)
KELLEHER, MORTIMER A., JR., 1939 
HARRISON ST. STE. 408 (94612)
LABORDE & HOOVER, 400 30TH ST. (94609)
LEIBER & RIKSHEIM, UNITED CALIF BANK 
BLDG. 1330 BROADWAY - SUITE 740 
(94612)
LOWE, STANLEY G., 3021 HUMBOLDT AVE. 
(94602)
MORAN, EDWARD F., 1939 HARRISON ST. 
(94612)
PARKER, WILBUR M., 1706 BROADWAY 
(94612)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 2150 
VALDEZ ST. (94612)
PERRY, ROBERT A., 366 GRAND AVE. 
(94610)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., ORDWAY 
BLDG, SUITE 1425 2150 VALDEZ ST. 
(94612)
QUITTMAN, PHILIP D., 1540 SAN PABLO 
AVE. (94612)
RAPP, MARTIN, 235 W. MACARTHUR BLVD. 
(94611)
RINEHART, RAY, 1446 LEIMERT BLVD. 
(94602)
ROBINSON, WILLIAM G. & COMPANY, 2000 
FRANKLIN ST. (94612)
ROONEY, IDA, NOLT AND AHERN, 1805 
HARRISON ST. (94612)
SARGENT, D. A., 1212 BROADWAY (94612) 
SIDEMAN, BERNARD E., JACK LONDON 
SQUARE 111 BROADWAY (94607)
SWANSON & SHERMAN, 320 HEGENBERGER 
ROAD (94621)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., ORDWAY BLDG. 
(94612)
WARREN AND LONG, 1419 BROADWAY 
(94612)
WEINBERG, FRANK F., 1008 ASHMOUNT 
AVE. (94610)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1330 
BROADWAY (94612)
OCEANSIDE
BIEBUSH, WILLIAM F., 605 VISTA WAY 
(92054)
JUDD, MAX D., 605 VISTA WAY (92054)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO. 705 
THIRD ST. (92054)
ROTHERHAM, RONALD J., STE. 207 W. 
COAST NATL. BANK (92054)
SIGRIST, WILLIAM C., 804 THIRD ST. (92054)
ULLOA, WALTER GONZALEZ, 1930 S. HILL 
ST. (92054)
OJAI
HAWKINS, ROBERT L., 204 S. FULTON ST. 
(93023)
ONTARIO
BRENNAN, J. M. & CO., 1049 W. 
HAWTHORNE ST. (91762)
DALTON AND DAY, 604 N. EUCLID AVE. 
(91761)
GROSSBERG, DELEDONNE & CO., 1047 W. 
SIXTH ST. (91762)
MOTT, VICTOR R., 609 N. LEMON AVE. 
(91764)
SPERSKE, ALPHONSE JEROME, 752 W. 
FLORA (91762)
WILLIAMS, LAWRENCE R., 1143 N. GROVE 
AVE. (91764)
ORANGE
BRESKIN, ROBERT B., 1107 E. CHAPMAN 
AVE. (92666)
BROUSSARD, JOHN G., 908 UNION BANK 
SOUTH TOWER (92668)
CAMPBELL, WIDMANN, TICE AND CO., 1016 
N. TOWER UNION BANK SQUARE (92668) 
CHO, JAMES, STE. 503 NORTH TOWER
UNION BANK SQ. (92668)
CRINGLE, SWIFT, GRIMLEY & CO., 102 E. 
CHAPMAN AVE. (92666)
DIAL, THOMAS L., 260 N. TUSTIN ST. 
(92667)
GAUGLER & GOODBAN, 1 CITY 
BOULEVARD W. STE. 925 (92668)
JENSEN, CHESTER N., 550-C E. CHAPMAN 
(92667)
JUDD, VIRGIL D., 510 CENTRAL TOWER 
UNION BANK SQ. (92668)
LEICHTFUSS AND LITTLE, 260 N. GLASSELL 
ST. (92666)
MARTIN, GRIMSHAW, A. C., 450 E. 
CHAPMAN AVE. (92666)
MULLEN, NORMAN, 220 S. TUSTIN ST. 
(92666)
ROHM, JOHN H., 636 E. CHAPMAN AVE. 
(92666)
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ROSSI, PAT, 908 UNION BANK SQ. ST. 
(92668)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, BANK OF AMERICA 
TOWER #901 ONE CITY BLVD. W. (92668)
WILLIAMS & GLASS, A. C., 1085 N. MAIN ST. 
STE. C. (92667)
WILLS-WATKINS, H., 1610 SANTA ANA
CANYON RD. (92665)
ORANGEVALE
ALLGOR, CLARENCE, 9242 GREENBACK LN. 
(95662)
NADLER, RICHARD L., 8905 GREENBACK 
LANE (95662)
ORINDA
DRESSEL, LLOYD C., ONE CAMINO 
SOBRANTE (94563)
PROVENCHER, R. E., 99 BROOKWOOD RD. 
SUITE 4 (94563)
OROVILLE
HAMMON, PARKER & CO., 2080 MYERS ST. 
(95965)
OLIVER, MELVIN E., 1950 BRIDGE ST. 
(95965)
OXNARD
BROCK, CHARLES O., A. C., 110 SOUTH A. 
ST. (93030)
CONWAY, CHARLES J., 5701 W. GONZALES 
RD. (93030)
CRUSER AND MISKEL, 635 NORTH & ST. 
(93030)
DERING, JOHN E., 613 SOUTH C ST. (93030)
DOMES, DOLORES W., 315 NORTH & ST. 
(93030)
HASKINS & SELLS, UNITED CALIFORNIA 
BANK BLDG. 300 W. THIRD ST. STE. 300 
(93030)
HENRIKSEN, PAUL H., A. C., 141 SOUTH A. 
ST. (93030)
MANZER, EARL E., JR., 1500 SO. SAVIERS 
RD. (93030)
MUNRO & STAPP, A. C., 300 W. THIRD ST. 
STE. 310 (93030)
SOARES, SANDALL, BERNACCHI A 
PETROVICH, 301 NORTH & ST. STE. B 
(93032)
PACIFIC GROVE
FALGE, RICHARD A., 207 16TH ST. (93950)
PACIFIC PALISADES
DANZIGER, HARVEY AND MAY, 15415 
SUNSET BLVD. (90272)
OBROW, NORMAN C., A. C., 17315 SUNSET 
BLVD. (90272)
PACIFICA
PEDERSEN, FRANK T., 80 EUREKA SQ. STE. 
110 (94044)
PALM DESERT
BUCCHINO & HARRINGTON, 73-833 EL 
PASEO (92260)
BUTTCANE & JENSEN, 74-275 HIGHWAY 111 
(92260)
PALM SPRINGS
LUND & GUTTRY, 668 N. PALM CANYON 
DR. (92262)
MARYANOV AND JABLOW, 500 S. PALM 
CANYON DR. (92262)
STEWART, ROBERT, 247 E. TAHQUITZ 
MCCALLUM WAY (92262)
PALO ALTO
ALLEN, VIC, 550 HAMILTON AVE. (94301)
BALLANTINE & JOHNSON, 550 HAMILTON 
AVE. #230 (94301)
BLACK, DONALD C., 261 HAMILTON AVE. 
(94301)
CARNEY, CLARENCE V., 2508 ASH ST. 
(94306)
CATHCART, WALLACE D., 1249 PINE ST. 
(94301)
CLERK, FRANKLYN, 1032 ELWELL CT. #234 
(94303)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, TWO PALO ALTO 
SQUARE STE. 400 (94304)
FERNANDEZ & MOORE. 550 HAMILTON 
AVE. STE. 202 (94301)
FOX, RICHARD K., 550 HAMILTON AVE. 
#230 (94301)
FRANK, RIMERMAN & CO., 770 WELCH RD. 
(94304)
GARMAN, CALLAHAN & PARIS, #2 PALO 
ALTO SQ. STE. 326 (94304)
LAMONT, WENTWORTH & CO., 285 
HAMILTON AVE. (94301)
LEDWITH, CHAGARIS & CO., 220
CALIFORNIA AVE. (94306)
MCGUIRE, CHARLES E., 900 WELCH RD. 
STE. 208 (94304)
MERWIN, MARLIN V., A. C., 540 COWPER ST. 
(94301)
MOCK, EDWARD H., 230 CALIFORNIA AVE. 
(94306)
MOON, DONALD ]., 2600 EL CAMINO REAL 
STE. 301 (94306)
MOONIE, DAVID L. & CO., 750 WELCH RD. 
(94304)
MUNNIKS, HANS, 3488 SOUTH COURT 
(94306)
ROSS, GLENN J., 2555 PARK BLVD. STE. 5 
(94306)
STITES & MARCUSSEN, INC., 900 WELCH 
ROAD (94304)
TIMS, F. B., A. C., 2 PALO ALTO SQ. #326 
(94304)
VAN ORSDOL, WILLIAM F., STANFORD 
FINANCIAL SQUARE 2600 EL CAMINO 
REAL (94306)
VOGEL, GEORGE W., 230 CALIFORNIA AVE. 
STE. 108 (94306)
WEINBERGER, EDWARD L., 537
MIDDLEFIELD RD. (94301)
WOOD, NYE & CO., P. O. BOX 1274 (94302)
PALOS VERDES PENINSULA
DEULIN, THOMAS F., 27438 ELMBRIDGE DR. 
(90274)
JACKSON, DUBUQUE & BENDER, A. C., 
GOLDEN COVE CENTER 31244 PALOS 
VERDES DR. W. (90274)
MATSEN, JOHN M., 7 CELESTE PLACE 
(90274)
ROOKS, L. J., 28622 QUAILHILL DR. (90274)
SIMON, MARTIN, A. C., 777 SILVER SPUR 
RD. (90274)
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PANORAMA CITY 
NIELSEN. T. W., WESTERN FEDERAL S. k L. 
BLDG. 14600 ROSCOE BLVD. (91402)
PARADISE
CUNKLE, L., 6023 SKYWAY (95969)
PARAMOUNT
CUNNINGHAM, WALTER J., 15733
PARAMOUNT BLVD. (90723)
GENTILE. SAM J., 16437 S. PARAMOUNT 
BLVD. (90723)
PASADENA
ALNE, WARNICK k MAYHEW. 80 S. LAKE 
AVE. STE. 801 (91101)
ARCHER. BULMAHN & CO., 99 S. LAKE AVE. 
STE. 360 (91 101)
BLAINE. ARNOLD, 99 S. LAKE AVE. #360 
(91101)
BOWEN. T. CLAYTON, 150 S. LOS ROBLES 
STE. 470 (91101)
BREDAL, ROBERT H., 127 NO. MADISON 
AVE. SUITE 107 (91101)
BROWN. ROGER A., 251 SOUTH LAKE AVE. 
STE. 713 (91101)
CARRUTHERS. ROBERT E., 1000 E. WALNUT 
ST. STE. 213 (91106)
CHIASSON, HAROLD W., 251 S. LAKE AVE. 
(91101)
EAGER, W. H. k CO., MUTUAL SAVINGS 
BLDG. 301 E. COLORADO BLVD. (91101) 
EBY, BLAKE k CULLEN, 16 N. MARENGO 
AVE. STE. 303 (91101)
ENYEDI, GEORGE, A. C., 3858 E. COLORADO 
BLVD. (91107)
FECHTNER, MCFADDEN k CO., 80 S. LAKE 
ST. STE. 819 (91101)
GUILL, BLANKENBAKER k LAWSON, 260 S. 
LOS ROBLES AVE. (91101)
GUILTINAN AND GREENBERG, A. C., CALIF 
FED. SAV & LOAN BLDG. 283 S. LAKE 
AVE. (91101)
KAPP, CLAYTON E., A. C., 80 S. LAKE AVE. 
STE. 825 (91101)
LAMPE. ERWIN. 1442 HILLCREST AVE. 
(91106)
LEWIS. EUGENE W., 2674 E. WALNUT ST. 
(91107)
LEWIS. M. E., 1199 S. EL MOLINO AVE. 
(91106)
MAGINNIS, BELL. KNECHTEL & MCINTYRE. 
251 S. LAKE AVE. STE. 721 (91101) 
MARTIN, WERBELOW, PYLE & SCHLINGER, 
490 E. WALNUT ST. STE. 8 (91101)
MARTIN. WERBELOW. PYLE k SCHLINGER. 
747 E. GREEN ST. STE. 100 (91101) 
MCKEON. GORDON J., 180 S. LAKE AVE.
(91101) 
MONTOYA. RICHARD R., 774 E. GREEN ST.
(91101)
MORGAN. THOMAS H., 1270 S. EL MOLINO 
AVE. (91106)
MYLANDER, THOMAS J., 15 N. OAKLAND 
AVE. (91101)
ORSBURN, WARREN T., 222 S. GRAND AVE. 
(91105)
SIMPSON. JAMES W., 80 S. LAKE AVE. STE. 
825 (91101)
SWITZER. WM. R. & CO., 460 S. ARROYO 
PKWY. (91105)
TAPP, JOHN D., 283 S. LAKE AVE. STE. 200 
(91101)
THORPE, RALPH A., 515 TAMARAC DR. 
(91105)
TOMASO, S. EDWARD, ACCTS. INC., 201 S. 
LAKE AVE. STE. 405 (91101)
VANLEY, JERRY T., 1021 E. WALNUT ST. 
(91106)
WOLVECK, BERNAY & CO., 116 S. EUCLID 
AVE. (91101)
YOUNG, ROBERT T., 80 S. LAKE AVE. STE. 
825 (91101)
PASO ROBLES 
PHELPS, PAUL WILLIAM, P. O. BOX 733 
(93446)
PERRIS 
SCHLUNDT, HOWARD A., 146 EAST FOURTH 
ST. (92370)
PETALUMA 
BALDWIN, GARY E., 133 1/2 KENTUCKY ST. 
(94952) 
WADSWORTH, SMITH, MOHRMAN AND 
DADO, 410 PETALUMA BLVD. S. (94952)
PICO RIVERA
BAER, S. J., 8437 ROSEMEAD BLVD. (90660)
PITTSBURG
KNAAK, WILLIS AND CARLSON, 3018 
RAILROAD AVE. (94565)
THYKEN, ROBERT J., 5 E. FIFTH ST. (94565)
PLACENTIA 
WENZELL, WILLIAM W., 1319 MONTEVIDEO 
AVE. (92670)
PLACERVILLE 
EHLMAN, JOHN W., 3182 CEDAR RAVINE 
(95667)
GARCIA, DOLORES A., ONE RESERVOIR ST. 
(95667)
TAMMI & SANDERS, A. C., 601 MAIN ST. 
(95667)
PLAYA DEL REY
LINSCOTT, CARL A., 8405 PERSHING DR. 
STE. . 203 (90291)
STUMP, DAVIS, GREENBERG & CO., 8405 
PERSHING DR. STE. 301 (90291)
PLEASANT HILL 
FRANCESCHI, ENZO & CO., 2246 
MONUMENT BLVD. (94523)
PLEASANTON 
OLSON, HENRY W., 91 W. NEAL ST. (94566) 
POMONA 
GIBSON, B. JOAN, P. C., 1977 N. GAREY STE. 
D (91767) 
KEARNEY, BALLMAN & GREGORY, 1177 N. 
PARK AVE. (91768) 
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 1890 N. GAREY 
AVE. (91767) 
NOURSE & SKINNER, 100 POMONA MALL W. 
STE. 308 (91766)
SIDDEL, GEORGE F., 100 POMONA MALL 
WEST (91766)
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SUMMERS, FRANK G., JR., A. C., 2040 
NORTH TOWNE AVE. (91767)
SWANSON, RAY 0. & CO., 256 S. GAREY 
AVE. STE. 211 (91766)
PORTERVILLE
DUNCAN, BILL L., 553 N. MAIN ST. (93257)
MALONEY, MILBURN W., 348 N. F. ST. 
(93257)
SOREY, GORDON C., 130 E. MILL AVE. 
(93257)
VOLLMER, CANFIELD, WESTENRIDER A 
DANIEL, 241 N. HOCKETT ST. (93257)
POWAY
HENRY, LLOYD W., P. 0. BOX 744 (92064)
QUINCY
BEQUETTE, JAMES F., 65 W. MAIN ST. 
(95971)
RANCHO SANTA FE
WILSON, CAROL M., 312 LINEA DEL CIELO 
(92067)
RED BLUFF
BLACKWOOD, JAMES R. & CO., 756 
HICKORY ST. (96080)
STRICKER, HISKEN & CO., 243
WASHINGTON ST. (96080) 
REDDING
CHRISTENSEN, DARWIN E., 1330 WEST ST. 
(96001)
DOLLARD, JACK F., 1415 COURT ST. (96001)
FITZGERALD, JOHN G., 1610 WEST ST. STE. 
F. (96001)
GREENWELL, GANDY & SCOTT, 1400 
OREGON ST. (96001)
MCDANIEL, ANDERSON & MADDALENA, 
1815 YUBA SUITE A. (96001)
MOORE, MILLER & EVANHOE, 1937 PINE ST. 
(96001)
NYSTROM & COMPANY, 1726 COURT ST. 
(96001)
RAFALOVICH, ALEXANDER, 1800 PINE ST. 
(96001)
REDLANDS
BISHOP, C. W., 685 E. PALM AVE. (92373)
BLUMENTHAL, ROBERT, 1 REDLANDS 
PLAZA STE. 208 (92373)
LUYSTER, W. LE ROY, 101 S. SIXTH ST. 
(92373)
SKEEN, EVAN F., 105 1/2 ORANGE ST. (92373)
Z1ILCH, CHARLES N., 105 1/2 ORANGE ST. 
(92373)
REDONDO BEACH
GIBSON, THOMAS E., 1801 S. CATALINA 
AVE. STE. 207 (90277)
HULL, J. GREGORY, 1611 S. PACIFIC COAST 
HWY. #305 (90277)
JOHNSON, JOHN W., 1815 VIA EL PRADO 
(90277)
JUDGE, JOHN E., PLAZA PROFESSIONAL 
BLDG. 1711 VIA EL PRADO (90277)
RUCKER, RAY G., 1926 S. PACIFIC COAST 
HWY. (90277)
REDWOOD CITY
CLOW, ACCOUNTANCY CORP., 702 
MARSHALL STE. 416 (94063)
DEMATTEIS, JOSEPH J., 1520 TACOMA WAY 
(94063)
EFSAIF, WALTER W., 626 JEFFERSON AVE. 
(94063)
SEILER, DONALD H. & CO., 1000 MARSHALL 
ST. (94063)
SPECTOR, JEROME B., 680 WARREN ST.
SUITE C. (94063)
SUHRKE, ELTON H., 48 CLINTON ST. (94062)
UHLENBERG, C. G. & CO., 647 VETERANS 
BLVD. (94063)
REEDLEY
JUST, KENNETH L., 1713 11 ST. (93654)
RESEDA
BALDUC, JAMES E., 18710 SHERMAN WAY 
(91335)
EIDSON, RICHARD E., 18735 ERWIN ST.
(91335)
RIALTO
BAYLESS, GLENDA M., 239 N. RIVERSIDE 
AVE. (92376)
RIDGECREST
TURNER, GEORGE E., III, 207 W. FRENCH 
AVE. (93555)
RIO VISTA
KUWAYE, Y. BUDDY, 6 N. FRONT ST. 
(94571)
RIVERSIDE
ANDERSON, CARL S., 5563 MISSION BLVD. 
(92509)
ATKIN, MAURICE D., MILE SQUARE BLDG.
STE. 17 4333 ORANGE ST. (92501)
CRABTREE, KARLEN & ARZOO, 6355 
RIVERSIDE AVE. (92506)
GRAMLICH & JAEHNIG, 6370 MAGNOLIA 
AVE. STE. 221 (92506)
MORRIS, JAMES A. & COMPANY, 7111-A 
MAGNOLIA AVE. (92504)
PORTER & WAGNER, 7130 MAGNOLIA AVE.
STE. F (92504)
RODGERS AND HALL, A. C., 3638
UNIVERSITY AVE. STE. 236 (92501)
ROSS, LANDIS & PAUW, 3845 MARKET ST. 
(92501)
SHARP, B. R. AND COMPANY, 3380 14 ST. 
STE. 200 (92501)
SWEARINGTON & CLARKE, INC., 3601
UNIVERSITY AVE. STE. 200 (92501)
ROSEVILLE
HOWE, ROBERT W., 531 OAK ST. (95678)
MCMAHON, JOSEPH FRANCIS, 531 OAK ST. 
(95678)
SMITH, JEROME B., 218 ESTATES DR.
(95678)
SACRAMENTO
ATKINSON, GROVER & DEASON, 2701 
COTTAGE WAY STE. 6 (95825)
BLUCHER, BENNETT & CO., 2206 K. ST. 
(95816)
CARLSON, WILLIAMSON CO., 1007 SEVENTH 
ST. STE. 216 (95814)
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CARROTHERS. STANLEY M., 2007 0. ST. 
(95814)
COHN & COMPANY, 1004 18 ST. (95814)
COON, J. STUART, 2740 ARDEN WAY STE. 
216 (95825)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 1507 21ST ST. 
(95814)
DAMORE, VINCENT T., STRAINE BLDG. 1435 
ALHAMBRA BLVD. (95816)
DAVIS, A. CLAYTON, 1400 SEVENTH AVE. 
(95818)
ENGILIS-POMARES, A. C., TEICHERT BLDG. 
3500 AMERICAN RIVER DR. #205 (95825) 
ERNST & ERNST, 455 CAPITOL MALL SUITE 
705 (95814)
ESSARY, DAL PORTO & LOWE, 555 CAPITOL 
MALL STE. 1170 (95814)
FORBES, JOHN F. & COMPANY, 555 CAPITOL 
MALL (95814)
GALLAGHER, JOHN D. & CO., 8925 FOLSOM 
BLVD. STE. & (95826)
GALLINA, S. J. & CO., 3500 AMERICAN 
RIVER DR. #205 (95825)
GOODELL, RICHARD J., 2701 COTTAGE 
WAY (95825)
GRAY, D. HERBERT, A. C., 3500 AMERICAN 
RIVER DR. (95825)
GROVER & DEASON. 2717 COTTAGE WAY 
#21 (95825)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 555 CAPITOL 
MALL STE. 1025 (95814)
LAHEY, JAMES A., PARK EXECUTIVE BLDG. 
925 L. ST. STE. 315 (95814)
LIPPMAN. IRVING & CO., 930 JAY ST. 
(95816)
LOVE & SIMONS. 2222 SIERRA BLVD. #15 
(95825)
MAYNARD. RICHARD D., 2740 ARDEN WAY 
STE. 216 (95825)
MCENERNEY, ACCOUNTANCY CORP., 2617 
K. ST. SUITE 2 (95816)
NEWTON. MORGAN & ISLIP. A. C., 2717 
COTTAGE WAY STE. 4 (95825)
OATES. L. WILLIAM. SIERRA BLDG. 401 
WATT AVE. (95825)
PEAT. MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 555 
CAPITOL MALL (95814)
PILAS, STANLEY J., JR., 2131 CAPITOL AVE. 
STE. 208 (95816)
POMARES, W. J. & CO., HOWE PLAZA SOUTH 
2222 SIERRA BLVD. (95825)
PORTERFIELD & CO., 555 CAPITOL MALL 
STE. 725 (95814)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 455 CAPITOL 
MALL STE. 635 (95814)
ROBINSON, FORREST E., 2649 10TH AVE. 
(95818)
SAMPSEL, RUTTER & CO., 555 CAPITOL 
MALL STE. 410 (95814)
SHIRLEY AND DE BOO, 2701 K. ST. SUITE 1 
(95816)
SLACK, GEORGE R., 1616 J. ST. (95816)
SLATER. BAGLEY & SNORTLAND. 1900 K 
ST. STE. 201 (95814)
STANBROUGH, LESTER L., 2717 COTTAGE 
WAY RM. 22 (95825)
STANSFIELD, JACK H., 2523 J. ST. STE. 3 
(95816)
STRAINE & CO., 1435 ALHAMBRA BLVD.
(95816)
SYPOLT, MICHAEL G., A. C., 8915 FOLSOM 
BLVD. STE. D. (95826)
THOMPSON. NOBLE & GLIKO, 1900 K. ST. 
STE. 110 (95814)
TOMS AND HALBROOK, 2701 COTTAGE 
WAY STE. 9 (95825)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 455 CAPITOL MALL 
(95814)
WADDELL, JOHN & CO., 2424 K. ST. (95816)
WHEATLEY, ROBERT M. & CO., 2214 WATT
AVE. (95825)
WRIGHT, JAY L., JR., 1217 24 ST. (95816)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 520
CAPITOL MALL (95814)
SALINAS
BRANDON AND TIBBS, P. C., STEINBECK 
PLAZA 137 CENTRAL AVE. (93901)
DEEN, JACKSON & COMPANY, 420 LINCOLN 
AVE. (93901)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, CROCKER BANK 
BLDG. STE. 610 (93901)
LAWRENCE, WM., 333 SALINAS ST. RM. 12 
(93901)
MANESS. HONTALAS & SRSEN, 237 SALINAS 
ST. (93901)
SCOVIL, W. H. & COMPANY, 1124 PAJARO 
ST. (93901)
TIMMINS AND ANDERSON, CIVIC CENTER 
BLDG. 333 SALINAS ST. STE. 30 (93901)
WILLIAMS AND ARNOLD. 341 MAIN ST. 
(93901)
SAN ANSELMO
LAUGENOUR, B. C., BOX 213 (94960)
PALMARINI, RAYMOND P., 53 BERKELEY 
AVE. (94960)
SAN BERNARDINO
BARNES. D. E., 1600 N. ARROWHEAD AVE. 
SUITE 14 (92405)
BECKY. JOHN W., 1594 NORTH D ST. (92405)
BRANNFORS, WHITE. ROGERS & CO., 2039 
NORTH D ST. STE. 206 (92405)
BRASSFIELD & GODDARD, 1186 F. ST. 
(92410)
BREKHUS, STANLEY R., 1019 W. THIRD ST. 
(92410)
EADIE AND PAYNE. 330 NORTH D. (92401)
EASLEY & MARTIN, A. C., 363 W. SIXTH ST. 
(92401)
FENSTER AND REITER. A. C., 560 N. 
ARROWHEAD AVE. STE. 8 (92401)
HEYWOOD, FRED A., JR., 1385 E. ORCHID
DR. (92404)
NEWBY, CLARENCE R., A. C., 813 N. D. 
STREET STE. 101 (92401)
SAUER. DUDLEY. MCKENZIE & BOVEE, 1495
N. ARROWHEAD AVE. STE. & (92405)
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, 255 NORTH D 
ST. (92401)
SAN CARLOS
COLEMAN, ROBERT P., 655 SKYWAY (94070)
DENNIS, JOHN W., 1313 LAUREL AVE. #5 
(94070)
OYER, EZRA J., 1313 LAUREL ST. STE. 22 
(94070)
PHILPOT. RICHARD V., 1749 A. LAUREL ST. 
(94070)
STEINER, MELVIN L., 1622 SAN CARLOS 
AVE. STE. E. (94070)
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WOLF AND COMPANY. 1347 LAUREL 
STREET (94070)
SAN CLEMENTE
ARNOLD, JAMES E., 100 S. OLA VISTA 
(92672)
HAYDEN AND NAREY, 540 N. EL CAMINO 
REAL (92672)
METZLEUR, BALDWIN AND VILMURE. 214-A 
AVENIDA DEL MAR (92672)
OSTERMILLER. RONALD L., 102 ALGODON 
STE. 5 (92672)
REAM. NORMAN J., 511 AVENIDA SAN JUAN 
EAST (92672)
WILLIAMS, LAWRENCE A., 647 CAMINO DE 
LOS MARES #109 (92672)
SAN DIEGO
ADKINS. AL. 111 ELM ST. RM. 204 (92101)
BALSAM. RICHARD H., 530 B. ST. ROOM 
2130 (92101)
BARANOV & BARANOV, A. C., COSGROVE 
BLDG. 411 BROADWAY STE. 204 (92101)
BENNETT. ALBERT H., FIFTH AVE. 
FINANCIAL CENTRE 2550 FIFTH AVE. 
SUITE 1022 (92103)
BRANDENBURG & UNANUE, 1333 CAMINO 
DEL RIO S. STE. 306 (92110)
BRANSON & DAY, 1212 LAW ST. (92109)
BROZEY, LOIS A., 1001 TENTH AVE. (92101)
COLLURA, ANTHONY JOHN. 4045 EL CAJON 
BLVD. (92105)
CONSIDINE AND CONSIDINE. A. C., 123 
CAMINO DE LA REINA S-295 (92108)
COOPERS & LYBRAND. BANK OF 
CALIFORNIA PLAZA 110 W. A. ST. (92101)
DEADERICK AND WALLACE. 625 
BROADWAY STE. 616 (92101)
DEVEREUX. CHARLES R., 7250
CLAIREMONT MESA BLVD. (92111)
DILLON. JAMES F., 2960 MAIN ST. (92113)
E’GOLF, MARVIN A., 881 CAMINO DEL RIO 
S. (92108)
ERNST & ERNST. 1010 SECOND AVE. 
(92101)
FENSTON, SAMUEL, 6304 UNIVERSITY AVE. 
(92115)
GILL, MAREE, 1007 FIFTH AVE. STE. 904 
(92101)
GRANT. ALEXANDER & COMPANY, U. S. 
FINANCIAL CENTER 1250 SIXTH AVE. 
#1000 (92101)
HAEGEN. JOHN W., JR., 1333 CAMINO DEL 
RIO SOUTH (92108)
HANN, SANDRA J., 11178 POBLADO ROAD 
(92127)
HARRIS. KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 625 
BROADWAY (92101)
HASKINS & SELLS, 625 BROADWAY (92101)
HEBERT. GORDON E., 3445 30 ST. (92104)
HURLEY. JAMES R., 3443 CAMINODEL RIO 
S. STE. 311 (92108)
HURWITZ. MAYNARD B., 2423 CAMINO DEL 
RIO S. STE. 202 (92108)
HUTCHINSON AND BLOODGOOD, 1902A 
CHARTER OIL BLDG. 110 WEST C ST. 
(92101)
JOHNSTON & CO., 1000 U. S. NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (92101)
KELLOGG & MCARTHUR. 841 BANK OF 
AMERICA BLDG. (92101)
KORNFELD. M. & COMPANY. 770 B. ST. STE. 
450 (92101)
KRAMER & ZUCKER. 405 CALIFORNIA 
THEATRE BLDG. 1122 FOURTH AVE. 
(92101)
LAVENTHOL. KREKSTEIN. HORWATH & 
HORWATH. 1200 THIRD AVE. STE. 1424 
(92101)
LEAF AND COLE, 4134 VOLTAIRE ST. 
(92107)
LEIDESDORF, S. D. & CO., 110 WEST C ST. 
(92101)
LEVITZ, S. A. & COMPANY, 525 B. ST. STE. 
2210 (92101)
LOCKWOOD. JAMES E., 4375 30 ST. (92104)
MAXEY. RICHARD D., 1357 ROSECRANS ST. 
STE. B. (92106)
METZLER. DONALD J., 7906 RAYTHEON RD. 
(92111)
MILLER, SHOCKEY & CO., 2550 FIFTH AVE. 
STE. 800 (92103)
MOODY AND BUCHER, UNION BANK BLDG. 
STE. 342 525 B. ST. (92101)
NIELSEN. ELMER F., 6125 EL CAJON BLVD. 
(92115)
NOWINSKI. BEVERLY, 625 BROADWAY STE. 
915 (92101)
PEAT. MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., 1850 
FIFTH AVE. (92101)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 110 WEST A. ST. 
(92101)
QUINCEY, FRANK A., 6139 EL CAJON BLVD. 
STE. 201 (92115)
RUSK. ROBERT H., 2550 FIFTH AVE. STE. 
1022 (92103)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 110 WEST & ST. STE. 
1110 (92101)
SKINNER. DONALD DOY, 6304 UNIVERSITY 
AVE. (92115)
SKINNER. WENDEL S., 4410 GLACIER AVE. 
STE. 108 (92120)
SMATHERS & NUTTER. 4655 CASS ST. STE. 
410 (92109)
STERRENBURG & HARRIS. 1520 STATE ST. 
STE. 115 (92101)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 900 SOUTHERN 
CALIFORNIA FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(92101)
WEST. JAMES H., A. C., 2550 FIFTH AVE. 
STE. 1009 (92103)
WILLIS. LEDERER AND LANG. A. C., 525 B. 
ST. STE. 528 (92101)
YOUNG. ARTHUR & COMPANY, 110 WEST A. 
ST. STE. 1400 (92101)
SAN FERNANDO
BEAULIEU. RICHARD P., 1129 CELIS ST. 
(91340)
SWENSON. CLARK & COMPANY. 811 SAN 
FERNANDO RD. STE. 203 (91340)
SAN FRANCISCO
AARON AND BLUM. 1220 RUSS BLDG. 235 
MONTGOMERY ST. (94104)
ANDERSEN. ARTHUR & CO., 650 
CALIFORNIA STREET (94108)
ANDREWS, F. T. & CO., 111 SUTTER ST. 
(94104)
ANTONINI, ORLANDO J., 680 BEACH ST. 
STE. 414 (94109)
ASMUSSEN & ANDERSON. 2300 MASON ST. 
(94133)
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BACHECKI, GERALD W., 235 MONTGOMERY 
ST. (94104)
BAILEY, KOKJER & BERRY. 405 
MONTGOMERY ST. (94104)
BARCKLAY & BARCKLAY, 120 
MONTGOMERY ST. (94104)
BELL, AUDREY K., 401 FELTON ST. (94134)
BENSON & NEFF, CROCKER PLAZA 10TH 
FLOOR (94104)
BIDDLE, DONALD P., 728 MONTGOMERY ST. 
(94111)
BLAIR, FAY H., 220 MONTGOMERY ST. 
(94104)
BLOKKER, ANDERSON & STEINER. 244 
KEARNY ST. FLR 7 (94108)
BOWDISH. MARK ALEXANDER, 1611 
NORIEGA ST. (94122)
BOWEN. CHARLES C. & CO., 235 
MONTGOMERY ST. (94104)
BOWERS, HAROLD K., 1333 GOUGH ST. APT 
8F (94109)
BOWLES, ROBERT D., 111 SUTTER ST. STE. 
829 (94104)
BOYDSTUN & KLINGNER, 1410 CROCKER 
PLAZA (94104)
BUCHDRUKER, ELLIOTT D., 910 FOX PLAZA 
(94102)
BUNN, COBERLY & GANE, 920 RUSS BLDG. 
235 MONTGOMERY ST. (94104)
CALEGARI, CALEGARI, MASTERS A 
MORRIS, A. C., HEARST BLDG. STE. 1117 
THIRD AND MARKET STREETS (94103)
CALLAHAN, HAROLD P., 1 355 MARKET ST. 
(94103)
CAPPIS AND HEXBERG, 68 POST STREET 
(94104)
CECCHI & SCHEIBNER, 2134 VAN NESS AVE. 
(94109)
CELESKI, EDMUND, 3450 GEARY BLVD. 
(94118)
CHENG, PAUL S. Y., 2107 VAN NESS AVE. 
(94109)
CHINN, ELMER D., 563 CLAY ST. (94111)
CLOW, ACCOUNTANCY CORP., 601 
CALIFORNIA ST. (94108)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, ONE BUSH ST. 
(94104)
COPPERSMITH, MICHAEL P., 1575 INDIANA 
ST. (94107)
CRAIG, BERTORELLI & ASIANO BROS., 100 
PINE ST. STE. 2150 (94111)
DAVIDSON, DREYER & HOPKINS, 111 
SUTTER ST. STE. 733 (94104)
DAVIS AND EHRMAN, MERCHANTS 
EXCHANGE BLDG. 465 CALIFORNIA ST. 
(94104)
DEN HERDER, EDWARD, 1355 MARKET ST. 
(94103)
DODGE & DEVLIN, 351 CALIFORNIA ST. RM. 
1307 (94104)
DUGGAN, ROBERT B., 12 GEARY ST. RM. 
507 (94108)
DUNN, THOMAS B., 120 MONTGOMERY ST.
STE. 1300 (94104)
EAGAR, LENORA A., 9 SUTTER ST. (94104)
EISEN, WILLIAM & CO., 3031 STEINER ST. 
(94123)
ELDRIDGE, JOHN H., RUSS BLDG. STE. 1640 
235 MONTGOMERY ST. (94104)
ELEFANT & HANDLER. 605 MARKET ST.
(94105)
EMERSON, LINTON L., JR., 405 
MONTGOMERY ST. (94104)
ERNST & ERNST, 555 CALIFORNIA ST.
(94104)
EVJE, ARNOLD W., 12 GEARY ST. RM. 607 
(94108)
EWER, ANN H., 625 MARKET ST. STE. 702 
(94105)
FARQUHAR & HEIMBUCHER. 1500 MILLS
TOWER (94104)
FELIX & FELIX, 120 MONTGOMERY ST. STE. 
1075 (94104)
FERGUSON & BACIGALUPI, 703 MARKET 
ST. STE. 702 (94103)
FORBES, JOHN F. & COMPANY. 111 SUTTER 
ST. (94104)
GANZ, GERALD I., ONE CALIFORNIA ST.
(94111)
GRANT. ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 1 
CALIFORNIA ST. STE. 2100 (94111)
GREENFIELD, EDWARDS AND BELSTOCK, 
THE HEARST BLDG. STE. 616 (94103)
HARB, LEVY, WEILAND & RING, 235 
MONTGOMERY ST. #1230 (94104)
HARRINGTON, DENIS C., 220 BUSH ST.
(94104)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 425 
CALIFORNIA ST. (94104)
HASKINS & SELLS, 44 MONTGOMERY ST.
(94104)
HASS, ANDREW T., JR., 111 SUTTER ST. STE. 
829 (94104)
HEMMING, MORSE & CO., 1207 RUSS BLDG.
(94104)
HERRILL, GENEVIEVE, 24 CALIFORNIA ST.
STE. 408 (94111)
HIROSE, JACK, 532 PARKER AVE. (94118) 
HIRSCHFELD, HERMANN H., 323 GEARY ST.
(94102)
HOERTKORN, HAROLD T., 24 CALIFORNIA 
ST. (94111)
HOLLINGS, WALTER J., 681 MARKET ST.
(94105)
HOLTON, EDGAR, 235 MONTGOMERY ST.
STE. 858 (94104)
HONIG, VICTOR, 88 FIRST ST. RM. 210 
(94105)
HOOD AND STRONG, 555 CALIFORNIA ST.
STE. 3280 (94104)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 650 
CALIFORNIA STREET (94108)
IRELAN, URI, MAYER & SHEPPIE, 350 
SANSOME ST. - 960 (94104)
JAEGER, BRUCE J., 235 MONTGOMERY ST.
RM. 2001 (94104)
JATON, KENNETH L., 285 6TH AVE. (94118)
JENSEN, ALICE N., 495 BEACH ST. (94133) 
JOELSON, M. D., 5010 MISSION ST. (94112) 
JONES, SCHILLER & PORTER, CIVIC
CENTER BLDG. 507 POLK ST. (94102)
JORGENSON & TONNEMACHER, 1200
GOUGH ST. (94109)
KANE, HAROLD B., 870 MARKET ST. (94102)
KARATZ, STANLEY A., 114 WALNUT ST.
(94118)
KASSON, RAY E., 830 MARKET ST. RM. 505
(94102)
KASTIGAR, JOSEPH L., 9 SUTTER ST.
(94104)
KHAN, MAHBOOB M., 35 MASON ST. (94102)
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KROHN, DONALD, 680 BEACH ST. #462 
(94109)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 1 CALIFORNIA 
ST. (94111)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, ONE CALIFORNIA ST. STE. 
2450 (94111)
LEVENTHAL, KENNETH & CO., 555 
CALIFORNIA ST. STE. 2780 (94104)
LINDQUIST, VON HUSEN AND JOYCE, 120 
MONTGOMERY ST. STE. 1300 (94104)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., ONE CALIFORNIA 
ST. (94111)
MANNING, WALTER D., 605 MARKET ST. 
RM. 1111 (94105)
MARCINIAK, WM. J., 120 MONTGOMERY ST. 
STE. 1010 (94104)
MARCUS, WILLIAM, 870 MARKET ST. 
(94102)
MAXWELL, THOMAS & SHATTUCK, 625 
MARKET ST. RM. 309 (94105)
MAYER, CHARLES A., INC., 350 SANSOME 
ST. STE. 960 (94104)
MCKEAN, JOHN R., P. C., FOX PLAZA STE. 
902 (94102)
MCMILAN, ZELVA A., 870 MARKET ST. 
(94102)
MENDELSON, SAMUEL, 47 KEARNY ST. 
(94108)
METTIER AND KENNAUGH, 235 
MONTGOMERY ST. STE. 2001 (94104)
MEYER. ESTELLE, 25 TAYLOR ST. (94102) 
MILLER, MICHAEL D., FOX PLAZA ROOM 
1124 (94102)
MORRIS & MORRIS, 870 MARKET ST. 
(94102)
MOSS, ADAMS & CO., 625 MARKET ST. 
(94105)
MUCHA, CHRISTIANSEN & CHENG, 465 
CALIFORNIA ST. STE. 506 (94104)
MUNCY, MCPHERSON. MCCUNE A 
DIECKMAN & CO., 44 MONTGOMERY ST. 
STE. 2800 (94104)
NATHAN, MARVIN & CO., HEARST BLDG. 
PENTHOUSE (94103)
OKAZAKI, NAKATA & CO., 400 
MONTGOMERY ST. STE. 622 (94104)
O’KEEFE & LALANNE, 44 MONTGOMERY 
ST. STE. 1717 (94104)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 601 
CALIFORNIA ST. (94108)
PITCAIRN & MCLOUGHLIN, INC., 16 
CALIFORNIA ST. (94111)
POMERANTZ, D. E., 400 MONTGOMERY ST. 
(94104)
PRICE, R. E. & CO., 703 MARKET ST. STE. 
1200 (94103)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 555 
CALIFORNIA ST. 36TH FL. (94104)
PRIOR & MCCLELLAN, 703 MARKET ST. 
#1000 (94103)
REALE, MICHAEL V., 451 JACKSON ST. 
(94111)
REGENSBURGER, M. L. & CO., 300 
MONTGOMERY ST. STE. 817 (94104)
RICH, BENSON & CO., 369 PINE ST. RM. 400 
(94104)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, ONE CALIFORNIA 
ST. RM. 2200 (94111)
SEILER, DONALD H. & CO., 220 
MONTGOMERY ST. (94104)
SELLINGER, ALBERT A., A. C., 995 MARKET 
ST. (94103)
SHEA & SHEA, 80 STONESTOWN STE. 118 
(94132)
SHEIN, HAROLD, 870 MARKET ST. RM. B42 
(94102)
SIEGEL, NATHAN B., 3406 GEARY BLVD. 
(94118)
SILVER, HARRY, 870 MARKET ST. RM. 884 
(94102)
SILVERMAN, HERBERT, 582 MARKET ST. 
(94104)
SILVERMAN, RICHARD E., VAN NESS ELLIS 
PRO BLDG. 899 ELLIS ST. (94109)
SWINSON, CALVIN R., 562 ASHBURY ST. 
(94117)
TAPIA, DANTE F., 61 LA GRANDE AVE. 
(94112)
TICK, WALTER R., 111 SUTTER ST. (94104)
TIRET, HORACE M., 2225 TARAVAL ST. 
(94116)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., ALCOA BLDG. STE. 
1900 ONE MARITIME PLAZA (94111)
TRIPODES AND LOWE, 1 EMBARCADERO 
CENTER STE. 1305 (94102)
TRITASAVIT, SUTHEE S., 3450 GEARY 
BLVD. (94118)
TROUSDALE, H. K. & CO., 2950 CROCKER 
PLAZA (94104)
VERBARG, WILLIAM D., 2390 20TH AVE. 
(94116)
WAALAND AND WAALAND, 400 
MONTGOMERY ST. (94104)
WEBB & WEBB, 215 MARKET ST. STE. 1515 
(94105)
WEBSTER & BUECHNER, 555 CALIFORNIA 
ST. #4740 (94104)
WEINSTEIN, JEROME, 44 MONTGOMERY ST. 
(94104)
WIENER, STANLEY G., HEARST BLDG. RM. 
420 THIRD & MARKET STS. (94103)
WILKINS, LOYD B., 111 SUTTER ST. RM. 740 
(94104)
WITTE, LESTER & CO., 235 MONTGOMERY 
ST. STE. 1902 (94104)
WOHLFEILER AND BECK, 1255 POST ST. 
(94109)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 100 PINE ST. (94111)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, CROCKER
PLAZA POST AT MONTGOMERY (94104)
ZIMMERMAN, SATIN & ROGOVIN, BANK OF 
AMERICA BLDG. 555 CALIFORNIA ST. 
STE. 3170 (94104)
SAN GABRIEL
BINKLEY, CHARLES H., 351 N. DUANE AVE. 
(91775)
FERGUSON, HOWARD L., 321 E. LIVE OAK 
STE. 1 (91776)
SAN JOSE
AMATO AND ROSSO, 1264 LINCOLN AVE. 
STE. D. (95125)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 100 PARK 
CENTER PLAZA (95113)
ANGELL, BELL & CO., 1276 LINCOLN AVE. 
(95125)
ATHERTON, JOHN E., 28 N. FIRST ST. STE. 
202 (95113)
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ATKINSON, LEE & FANELLI. A. C., WELLS 
FARGO BLDG. 121 PARK CENTER PLAZA 
(95113)
BERGER, LEWIS AND COMPANY, 777 N. 
FIRST ST. (95112)
BICKERTON, EARL C., RM. 819 BANK OF 
AMERICA BLDG. 12 S. FIRST ST. (95113)
BRADY & AMICK, A. C., 1211 PARK AVE. 
STE. 101 (95126)
BROOKS, STEDNITZ & RHODES, 1625 THE 
ALAMEDA STE. 301 (95126)
ERICKSON & PELLASCIO, 675 N. FIRST ST. 
(95112)
ERNST & ERNST, 675 N. FIRST ST. (95113)
FERGUSON & YOUNG, 1625 THE ALAMEDA 
SUITE 401 (95126)
GARMAN, CALLAHAN & PARIS, 1299 DEL 
MAR AVE. (95128)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 100 
PARK CENTER PLAZA (95113)
HAMILTON, GEORGE, 100 PARK CENTER 
PLAZA STE. 449 (95113)
HANDLEY, BOVONE & CO., 260 MERIDIAN 
AVE. STE. 103 (95126)
HARDEN, BACKSTROM & CO., 2411 FOREST 
AVE. (95128)
HASKINS & SELLS, 700 COMMUNITY BANK 
BLDG. (95113)
HILL, JULIAN L., A. C., 1760 THE ALAMEDA 
STE. 230 (95126)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 675 N. FIRST 
ST. (95112)
IPPOLITO & HANIKA, A. C., 871 COLEMAN 
AVE. (95110)
JENKINS, WILLIAM M., 4250 WILLIAMS RD. 
(95129)
KELLER, STANLEY P., 101 PARK CENTER 
PLAZA STE. 621 (951 13)
LAJALA, EDWARD J., 2787 MOORPARK AVE. 
(95128)
LONEY, KEVIN A., 888 SARATOGA AVE. 
STE. 21 (95129)
LUCKHARDT, JOHN D., 1108 BANK OF 
AMERICA BLDG. 12 S. FIRST ST. (95113)
MCCAHAN, J. BRUCE, A. C., 1655 WILLOW 
#1 (95125)
MCFARLANE, BRANTON & FITCH, 349 S. 
MONROE ST. (95128)
METCALF & GIANNI, 415 W. HEDDING ST. 
(95110)
MINOR, ORVAL E., 1500 CAMINO MONDE 
(95125)
NOWLIN, EUGENE H., 969 CURTNER AVE. 
(95125)
O’BRIEN & TANDOC, BANK OF AMERICA 
BLDG. STE. 318 (95113)
OPPENHEIM, M. D. & COMPANY, THE 
TOWERS STE. 349 (95150)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 675 N. 
FIRST ST. (95112)
PFAHNL, JOHN C., A. C., 1777 HAMILTON 
AVE. STE. 207 (95125)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 121 PARK 
CENTER PLAZA (95113)
RATNER, HARRY A., 1777 HAMILTON AVE. 
(95125)
ROBERTS & EXBERGER, 1799 HAMILTON 
AVE. #105 (95125)
ROSENTHAL & WEINTRAUB, 1671 THE 
ALAMEDA (95126)
RUZZO, SCHOLL & MURPHY, 777 N. FIRST 
ST. #620 (95112)
SCHAEFFER, RICHARD H., 3031 TISCH WAY 
(95128)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 100 PARK CENTER 
PLAZA STE. 450 (95113)
WALL, BERT A., 841 MALONE RD. (95125)
WILLHEIM, ZIMMERMAN & CO., 1975 
HAMILTON AVE. (95125)
WILLIAMS, ALLEN B., 1211 PARK AVE. STE. 
110 (95126)
WOOD, NYE & CO., 380 N. FIRST ST. (95112)
WORDEN, JOHN T., 1671 THE ALAMEDA 
STE. 210 (95126)
YAMATE AND SEKIGAHAMA, A. C., 1737 N. 
FIRST ST. #555 (95112)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 101 PARK 
CENTER PLAZA (95113)
ZEISS, THOMAS & SCRUGGS, 1655 WILLOW 
ST. STE. 2 (95125)
SAN LEANDRO
ANDERSON, PAUL C., 1743 ARENA ST. 
(94579)
ARMANINO & JONES, 1124 E. 14TH ST. STE. 
A. (94577)
BERG, MARSHALL L., 400 ESTUDILLO AVE. 
(94577)
LANDIS, GEORGE L., 211 JOAQUIN AVE. 
(94577)
MINGER, GIROUX & DAVINI, 220 JUANA 
AVE. (94577)
SAN LUIS OBISPO
BELCHER, CHARLES & CO., 1159 MARSH ST. 
(93401)
BOURDON, ARTHUR, JR., 1029 PACIFIC ST. 
(93401)
GLENN, BURDETTE, SCHUETZE, & BOOKER.
INC., 1250 PEACH ST. STE. B. (93401)
KNIGHT, TOWLE & SAGE, 860 PACIFIC ST. 
(93401)
LUND & GUTTRY, 1310 OSOS ST. (93401)
MCLINN, DOROTHY M., 533 MITCHELL DR.
LOS OSOS (93401)
SAN MARINO
COLLINS, PATRICK F., 2360 HUNTINGTON 
DR. STE. 300 (91108)
CONE, C. BURTON, 2299 HUNTINGTON DR. 
(91108)
EYRAUD, GORDON J., 2299 HUNTINGTON 
DR. (91108)
MATTHEWS, MARVIN K., 2325 ROANOKE 
(91108)
SMITH, OSCAR A., JR., 1945 SYCAMORE DR. 
(91108)
SAN MATEO
ABBOTT, JOHN THOMAS, THE PETRI 
BLDG-PENTHOUSE C. 4 W. FOURTH AVE. 
(94401)
ALLEN, R. EDWARD, 1650 BOREL PLACE 
STE. 235 (94402)
BACIGALUPI, RAY J., 112 W. 25TH AVE. 
(94403)
BURGIS, RICCI & CO., 4 W. FOURTH AVE. 
(94402)
CUMMINGS, B. J., 1117 S. B. ST. (94402)
DAY, ALBERT J., 706 EDGEWOOD RD. 
(94402)
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GATES. FRANCIS A., 4 WEST FOURTH AVE. 
(94402)
HEMMING, MORSE & CO., 155 BOVET RD. 
(94402)
KLEIN, HUGO ALBERT, 2030 PIONEER CT 
(94403)
LOPEZ, ANTHONY, 1611 BOREL PLACE STE. 
251 (94402)
MADDUX, JOHN G., 18 SECOND AVE. (94401)
OHLSON, ROBERT D., 2070 PIONEER CT 
(94402)
SCHWARTZ & GOODMAN, 161 W. 25TH AVE. 
(94403)
SCHWARTZ, LEE E., 161 W. 25 ST. (94403)
SEIDEMAN, ARTHUR C., 1650 BOREL PL. 
STE. 123 (94402)
THIELMEYER, HERBERT R., 205 E. THIRD 
AVE. (94401)
WAIN, SAMUEL & CO., 1941 O'FARRELL ST. 
(94403)
WEISS, RAYMOND F., 140 SOUTH BLVD. 
(94402)
WINGO, LUCILLE, 2575 FLORES ST. (94403)
SAN PABLO
DE REYNIER, FRANCES, 1914 CHURCH 
LANE (94806)
SAN PEDRO
BERNARD, PHILLIP J. & CO., 840 W. NINTH 
ST. (90731)
CHRISTENSEN, RICHARD A., 841 W. NINTH 
ST. (90731)
DRUMMOND, GILBERT, 1428 W. SEVENTH 
ST. STE. A. (90732)
GUARDADO, JOHN, 801 WEST 9TH ST. 
(90731)
HUDSON, DAVE, 29000 SO. WESTERN AVE. 
STE. 400 (90732)
O'BRIEN, PATRICK C., 29000 S. WESTERN 
AVE. STE. 304 (90732)
POCH, VIRGIL R., S. SHORES 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 2403 MORAY AVE. 
(90732)
RINARD, ERNEST W., CALIF BANK BLDG. 
413 WEST SEVENTH ST. RM. 218 (90731)
SAN RAFAEL
ASMUSSEN & ANDERSON, P. O. BOX 52 
(94901)
CASSIDY, THERESA, 4340 REDWOOD HWY. 
STE. 304 (94903)
CLOW ACCOUNTANCY CORP., 818 FIFTH 
AVE. (94901)
COOPER & KERR, 4340 REDWOOD 
HIGHWAY (94903)
DUNLAP, JOHN R., 900 MISSION AVE. 
(94901)
FRASER, ROBERT, A. C., 880 LAS GALLINAS 
AVE. (94903)
LAKRITZ, HERBERT, HOLIDAY PLAZA 
BLDG. STE. 100 1050 NORTHGATE DR. 
(94903)
MARTINELLI, EARL F., 1050 NORTHGATE 
DR. STE. 100 (94080)
MARTZ, RICHARD Y., 25 MITCHELL BLVD. 
SUITE 0 (94903)
MININBERG, H. BRUCE, 4340 REDWOOD 
HWY. (94903)
MORRIS, RICHARD, P. O. BOX 4189 (94903)
SLEEZER & ECKHOFF, 874 FOURTH ST. 
(94901)
SMITH, RICHARD E„ HOLIDAY PLAZA 1050
NORTHGATE (94903)
SODERBLOM, ROBERT J., A. C., 900 MISSION 
AVE. (94902)
STAIR, ERNEST T., 1724 LINCOLN AVE.
(94901)
SANGER
VOLLMER, CANFIELD, WESTENRIDER A 
DANIEL, 614 N. ST. (93657)
SANTA ANA
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 1666 N. MAIN 
ST. (92701)
CARDWELL, HARVEY, 1971 E. FOURTH ST.
#20 (92705)
CRINGLE, SWIFT, GRIMLEY & CO., 888 N.
MAIN ST. STE. 900 (92701)
CROSBY, HOLLINGSWORTH & CO., 2510 N.
GRAND AVE. (92701)
DIEHL, EVANS AND COMPANY, 1910 N.
BUSH ST. (92706)
EDWARDS, R. C. AND CO., 1010 N. MAIN ST. 
STE. 708 (92702)
EDWARDS, RAY, 2021 E. FOURTH ST. STE. 
200 (92705)
ERNST & ERNST, FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. 
STE. 1000 1055 N. MAIN ST. (92701)
FINLEY AND ROWLEY, 1222 N. BROADWAY 
(92701)
FISHER, SHELDON M., 2323 N. BROADWAY 
STE. 410 (92706)
GATES, CALVIN FORST, 1600 N. 
BROADWAY STE. 420 (92706)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, PO. BOX 
2006 (92707)
HARDY-WILLIAMS & CO., 2100 N. 
BROADWAY STE. 302 (92706)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1055 N. MAIN ST. (92701)
HELSLEY, SENECAL & CO., 1608 N.
SPURGEON ST. (92701) 
HUFFSTETLER, TRACY, BARNES & CO., 
1505 E. 17TH ST. (92701)
JOHNSON, COURTLAND E., 1441 E. 17 ST.
STE. C. (92701)
JOHNSON, DOUGLAS B., 2021 E. 4TH ST. 
#212 (92705)
KILLAM, DE VALK AND COMPANY, 2101 E.
FOURTH ST. STE. 125 (92705)
KONDRIS, SEELEY J., 1212 N. BROADWAY 
(92701)
LARGENT, B. L., 1509 N. BRISTOL (92706)
LENAHAN, GEORGE I., 1125 E. 17TH ST.
SUITE 2A (92701)
MAC NEIL, WILLIAM L., 1212 N. BROADWAY 
STE. 123 (92701)
MERMELSTEIN, MILTON G., PENTHOUSE 
SUITE 2020 N. BROADWAY (92706)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 888 
NORTH MAIN ST. (92701)
POOLE, RASMUSSEN, INC., 1971 E. FOURTH 
ST. STE. 20 (92705)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 401 CIVIC 
CENTER DRIVE W. (92702)
RAMIREZ & LOPEZ, 1505 E. 17 ST. (92701)
SCHWARY, MITCHELL L., JR., 888 N. MAIN 
ST. STE. 701 (92701)
SLATE, RONALD D., 1441 E. 17 ST. (92701)
SMITH, ALLEN R., 1617 E. 17TH ST. STE. 15 
(92701)
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SMITH AND HELMS, 900 N. BROADWAY 
SUITE 825 (92701)
SOLOMON, SHELDON, 2323 N. BROADWAY 
STE. 410 (92706)
TAKENAGA, GILBERT M., 1631 N. BRISTOL 
ST. (92706)
TEERLINK, RICHARD, 10432 SHADYRIDGE 
DR. (92705)
TOSH AND BROWN, INC., 18552 
MACARTHUR BLVD. STE. 375 (92707)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., CROCKER BANK 
BLDG. 1200 N. MAIN ST. (92701)
TRACY AND MCLUCAS, 1605 N. SPURGEON 
STE. L (92701)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1055 N. 
MAIN ST. (92701)
SANTA BARBARA
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 200 E. 
CARRILLO ST. (93101)
BARTLETT, PRINGLE & WOLF, 26 W. 
FIGUEROA ST. (93101)
BERTI-DUNCAN & COMPANY, 2936 DE LA 
VINA ST. (93103)
CARGILL, JOHN D., 2942 DE LA VINA ST. 
(93105)
CORNING, STANLEY B. & CO., 102 E. 
VICTORIA ST. (93101)
GUNTERMANN, JOHNSTON, .BALL & 
THOMPSON, INC., 308 E. CARRILLO ST. 
(93101)
HALLOR, EDWARD B., 283 LA ARCADA 
BLDG. (93104)
JARABIN, GAGGS & HUNT, 8 E. FIGUEROA 
ST. STE. 320 (93101)
KENDALL, WILLIAM D., 2942 DE LA VINA 
ST. (93105)
KLOCK, ILES AND COMPANY, 127 E. 
CARRILLO ST. (93101)
MAC FARLANE, KUENY & CO., 1018 
GARDEN ST. (93101)
MCGOWAN, THOMPSON & STARLIN, 209 E. 
VICTORIA ST. (93101)
PARKER, G. VAUGHAN, 921 MISSION RIDGE 
RD. (93103)
WAHL, WILLIAM R., 1018 GARDEN ST. #108 
(93101)
SANTA CLARA
BOITANO, SARGENT AND LAWRENCE, 2620 
THE ALAMEDA (95050)
CALLAN, DELUCCHI & SWANSON, 1271 
FRANKLIN MALL (95050)
FARMAN, CARL E., 122 SARATOGA AVE. 
STE. 14 (95050)
JONES, PERRY E., 3000 SCOTT BLVD. STE. 
116 (95050)
LEWIS, DANIEL L., 2351 SUSAN DR. (95051)
TRIESENBERG, ANNA J., 1670 NEWHALL ST. 
STE. 107 (95050)
VELAZQUEZ, HERMAN M., 1550 LOS 
PADRES BLVD. (95050)
WORLEY, T. C., 122 SARATOGA AVE. STE. 
26 (95050)
SANTA CRUZ
DEUTSCHER, MERVIN K., 3611 PORTOLA 
DR. (95060)
HOULAHAN, CHARLES W„ WELLS FARGO 
BANK BLDG. 74 RIVER ST. S. (95060)
MORK, NORMAN E., 55 RIVER STE. 205
(95060)
WOOD, NYE &. CO., 900 CENTER ST. (95060)
SANTA MARIA
DIEHL, EVANS AND COMPANY, 705 E. MAIN 
ST. (93454)
LAPP, KEITH V., A. C., 106 EAST BOONE
STREET (93454)
SANTA MONICA
CAMPBELL, ROBERT E., 401 WILSHIRE
BLVD. #409 (90401)
FASSENFELT & LEACH, 1213 LINCOLN
BLVD. (90401)
KNIGHT, JOHN B. & CO., 2926 SANTA
MONICA BLVD. (90404)
MAXWELL, DAVID S., 710 WILSHIRE BLVD.
#212 (90401)
NOURSE, HARRY L., AUDIT CO., 409 SANTA
MONICA BLVD. STE. 222 (90401)
ROMBACH, MARTIN & CO., 100 WILSHIRE
BLVD. #450 (90401)
RUBENSTEIN, MARTIN &. CO., 1930 OCEAN
AVE. (90405)
TRAISTER, AARON L., 1523 SIXTH ST.
(90401)
WHITING, PHILIP E., 528 21ST ST. (90402)
WILBER, HAROLD F., 2444 WILSHIRE BLVD.
STE. 410 (90403)
WOLK, ALVIN B., 401 WILSHIRE BLVD.
(90401)
SANTA PAULA




CARINALLI, CLEMENT C., 838 FOURTH ST.
(95404)
CATES, KASHUBECK & BERNSTEIN, 1180
YULUPA AVE. (95405)
CORNELL, WM. E., JR., 614 COLLEGE AVE.
STE. B. (95404)
GUGGIANA, CLEMENT R., 631-A
HEALDSBURG AVE. (95401)
KAUFHOLD, JOHN C., JR., 2380
PROFESSIONAL DR. STE. 1 (95401)
KOONCE & CLARK, P. O. BOX 1923 (95403)
LIST, FRANK V., 746 SECOND ST. (95404)
MITCHELL, ROY F. & ASSOCIATES, 831
FOURTH ST. (95402)
PISENTI & BRINKER, 2410 COUNTY CENTER
DR. (95401)
SEVERNS, LOREN, JR., 718 SPRING ST.
(95404)
STONE, WESLEY A., 50 SANTA ROSE AVE.
STE. 425 (95403)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 2841 CLEVELAND
AVE. (95401)
VIESSELMAN, BURT W., P. O. BOX 244
(95402)
WARMERDAM, PETER M., 315 DOYLE PARK
DR. (95405)
SEAL BEACH
BROCKETT, LOIS, 117 YALE LANE (90740)
HARRELL, RONALD J., 4297 ELDER AVE.
(90740)
MARSHALL, PHILIP N., 945 DRIFTWOOD 
AVE. (90740)
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PEASLEY. GERALD W., A. C., 322 MAIN ST.
STE. 4 (90740)
SEASIDE
VUCINA, JOHN M., JR., 1230 PLAYA AVE. 
(93955)
SELMA
KROUSKUP, DONALD W., 1816 E. FRONT ST. 
(93662)
SHAFTER
TUDOR. REX M., 560 CENTRAL AVE. (93263)
SHERMAN OAKS
BEER. PETER, 13701 RIVERSIDE DR. (91403)
BELL. WYNNER ACCTS., P. C., 14724 
VENTURA BLVD. SUITE 805 (91403)
BLUESTEIN, JEROME D., 15233 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 712 (91403)
BRAVERMAN AND KLING. 14724 VENTURA 
BLVD. (91403)
CALL & CALL. P. C., THE BANK OF 
CALIFORNIA BLDG. 15250 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 500 (91403)
DELLINGER. ARTHUR J., 4565 SHERMAN 
OAKS AVE. (91403)
EICHENBAUM, PRICE. DANZIGER & 
COMPANY, 14755 VENTURA BLVD. 
(91403)
FERRIN, WILLIAM J., UNION BANK BLDG. 
15233 VENTURA BLVD. (91403)
FIENBERG, MALCOLM R., A. C., 15300 
VENTURA BLVD. STE. 523 (91403)
FREEDMAN. MORSE. HOROWITZ AND 
GOOD. 15300 VENTURA BLVD. #515 
(91403)
GARFIELD, MASSOTH & FRANK. 14011 
VENTURA BLVD. STE. 502 (91403)
GERSHEN, AVRON D., 4642 WILLIS AVE. 
#106 (91403)
GREY. BREGMAN & CO., 14724 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 901 (91403)
GROBSTEIN, BRIDGE, GOLDMAN & CO., 
UNION BANK PLAZA 15233 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 912 (91403)
GROVES. FRED A., 4645 VAN NUYS BLVD. 
STE. 4 (91403)
HAAS. MORTON ALAN, 13720 RIVERSIDE 
DR. #304 (91403)
HAMMAR AND BAKER, 13720 RIVERSIDE 
DR. (91403)
JORDAN, DONALD F., 13720 RIVERSIDE DR. 
(91403)
KAIN, JAMES A., 4854 VAN NUYS BLVD. 
STE. 5 (91403)
KELSON & NEHAMEN, 918 UNION BANK 
PLAZA 15233 VENTURA BLVD. (91403)
KIRSCH. STEIN & CO., 15300 VENTURA 
BLVD. #523 (91403)
LAX, ALBERT S., 15233 VENTURA BLVD. 
STE. 814 (91403)
O’KRENT, GARY H., STE. 712 UNION BANK 
PLAZA 15233 VENTURA BLVD. (91403)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 15233 
VENTURA BLVD. (91403)
PINHORN. JOHN P., 14011 VENTURA BLVD. 
(91403)
POLLAK. NORMAN L., A. C., UNION BANK 
PLAZA STE. 918 15233 VENTURA BLVD. 
(91403)
ROTHMAN AND ROTHMAN. 15233 
VENTURA BLVD. STE. 714 (91403)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN. 14724 VENTURA 
BLVD. (91403)
SPOOR. R. DOUGLAS. 13437 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 214 (91403)
VILLANO, JOHN A., 15344 WEDDINGTON ST.
#117 (91403)
WANK. MELVIN S. & CO., PENTHOUSE 7 
14724 VENTURA BLVD. (91403)
SIERRA MADRE
CORSELLO, ROBERT G., 348 W. SIERRA 
MADRE BLVD. (91024)
WEINSTEIN, MANUEL. 490 E. LAUREL AVE. 
(91024)
SOLVANG
BARTLETT. PRINGLE & WOLF. 1623 
MISSION DR. (93463)
MOORE, JESS W., JR., 1623 MISSION DR.
STE. 15 (93463)
SONOMA
JOLLY, JERRY D., 588 FIRST ST. WEST 
(95476)
MOSES, FLOYD A., 491 FIRST ST. W. (95476)
THOMSSEN, RICHARD M., 706 BROADWAY 
(95476)
SONORA
FREEZE, WILLIAM, 219 SOUTH ST. (95370)
SOUTH EL MONTE
GRESS, ROBERT J., 1852 N. TYLER AVE. 
(91733)
SOUTH GATE
BACH. J. GORDON, 8667 SAN MIGUEL AVE. 
(90280)
BLAIN, GERALD, 3621 LIBERTY BLVD.
(90280)
CLARKE, ROBERT D., 10132 CALIFORNIA 
AVE. (90280)
MULLER & KING, INC., 3175 TWEEDY BLVD.
(90280)
TASSARI, PATRICK C., 9207 SAN LUIS 
(90280)
SOUTH LAKE TAHOE
CONLON, WILLIAM PATRICK, DEE WALT 
BLDG. (95729)
LIMB. PIERETTI, WILSON AND CO., 3377
LAKE TAHOE BLVD. (95705)
SOUTH PASADENA
DICE. ROBERT V., 1810 FAIR OAKS AVE. 
(91030)
ISHAM & GOEHNER, 2130 HUNTINGTON DR. 
STE. 201 (91030)
LUCAS. WILLIAM R. & COMPANY. 1015 
FREMONT (91030)
MACKEY AND MACKEY. 1502 HUNTINGTON 
DR. (91030)
RAUM, HEFFNER. A. C., 1499 HUNTINGTON 
DR. STE. 400 (91030)
WATT. CHARLES R., 711 ORANGE GROVE 
AVE. STE. 305 (91030)
SOUTH SAN FRANCISCO
BLUMENTHAL. ALBERT. 384 GRAND AVE. 
(94080)
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GOOD & FOWLER, 363 EL CAMINO REAL 
STE. 100 (94080)
HOULIHAN, CALLISTUS V., 423 GRAND 
AVE. (94080)
LEDWITH, CHAGARIS & CO., 363 EL CAMINO 
REAL (94080)
SPRING VALLEY
BEDNAR, ROBERT H., 9549 KENWOOD DR.
STE. B. (92077)
STOCKTON
BLEDSOE, EMMETT E., 1129 N. WILSON WAY 
(95205)
BRIGNARDELLO & MORRIS, 245 DORRIS 
PLACE (95204)
BUXTON AND GROOM, 716 BANK OF 
AMERICA BLDG. (95202)
DAVENPORT, ROBERT F., 1325 N. CENTER 
STE. 4 (95202)
DONLEY, DAVID M., 8310 COLONIAL DR. 
(95207)
DOWDEN, LELAND A., 1330 W. ROBINHOOD 
DR. (95207)
KELLER, RUSSELL C., ROBINHOOD PROF.
CENTER 1330 W. ROBINHOOD DR. (95207)
LIBHART, COOK & ASSOCIATES, 1330 W. 
ROBINHOOD DR. (95207)
LINDNER, FRANK, 669 W. EUCLID AVE. 
(95204)
LYMAN AND KEISTER, 816 BANK OF 
AMERICA BLDG. (95202)
MASTEN, LINDA M., 9227 NASSANO DR. 
(95205)
OSCAR, BUDD, KLEINFELD & CO., 7 W. 
ACACIA ST. (95202)
OSTERDOCK, W. A., 343 E. MAIN STE-423 
(95202)
RUE, HUTCHISON, WILLEY & CO., 1140 N. 
EL DORADO ST. (95204)
SNELL, ARTHUR & CO., 1313 W. 
ROBINHOOD DR. STE. 2 (95207)
SNYDER, JACK D., 1325 N. CENTER #10 
(95202)
THOMPSON, GEORGE H., 1325 N. CENTER
ST. (95202)
STUDIO CITY
FLEISCHER, BLANKSTEIN AND THRELKEL, 
12423 VENTURA BLVD. (91604)
GLEICHER, M. MANNY, 3733 GOODLAND 
AVE. (91604)
KAUFMAN & ENZER, ACCTS, INC., 13107
VENTURA BLVD. (91604)
REID, WM. G., JR., 11447 DONA CECILIA DR. 
(91604)
SUNNYVALE
FARROW, A. VICTOR, 599 N. MATHILDA 
AVE. (94086)
HAYES, DENIS T., 1095 E. DUANE AVE. STE.
109 (94086)
RODRIGUES, SHERWOOD T., 1506 S. 
BERNARDO AVE. (94087)
UHLENBERG, C. G. & CO., 525 W. 
REMINGTON DR. STE. 130 (94087)
TAFT
LEONARD, JACK M., 522 FINLEY DR. 
(93268)
TAHOE CITY
SEALE, ROBERT L., 3210 N. LAKE BLVD. 
(95730)
SEWELL, MARK S., 395 N. LAKE BLVD. 
(95730)
TOMS AND HALBROOK, 3190 N. LAKE 
BLVD. (95730)
TARZANA
HAMILTON, ROYCE L., 18345 VENTURA 
BLVD. (91356)
TEMPLE CITY
PISTOLE, JAMES A., 9170 LAS TUNAS DR. 
(91780)
THOUSAND OAKS
LIESS, TENZER, BODDING, OAKLAND 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 1429 THOUSAND 
OAKS BLVD. #111 (91360)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 60 W. OLSEN RD. 
(91360)
WILSON, FRED P., 104 THOUSAND OAKS 
BLVD. (91360)
TORRANCE
BRIGANTE, CLARK & CO., 3812 SEPULVEDA 
BLVD. STE. 200 (90505)
CUMMINS & CURRENT, UNION BANK 
TOWERS 1120 (90503)
FINKEL, J. WILLIAM, 3555 TORRANCE 
BLVD. (90503)
GERLOCK, RAYMOND D., DEL AMO 
FINANCIAL CTR. #400-27 21515
HAWTHORNE BLVD. (90503)
ISA, DAVID L., 3142 PACIFIC COAST HWY. 
(90505)
LIEB, THOMAS J., WELLS FARGO BANK 
BLDG. DEL AMO FINANCIAL CENTER 
(90503)
MCDONOUGH, CHARLES D., A. C., 418 
UNION BANK TOWER 21515 HAWTHORNE 
BLVD. (90503)
MEADWAY & MEADWAY, 1329 SARTORI 
AVE. (90501)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., UNION 
BANK TOWER (90503)
PETTIE, STIRITZ, WARD & CO., 630 UNION 
BANK BLDG. 21515 HAWTHORNE BLVD. 
(90503)
PLISKA, ALAN T., 2271 TORRANCE BLVD. 
STE. 5 (90501)
WILLIAMS, H. ARCH. JR., 2502 HIGHCLIFF 
DR. (90505)
ZDONEK, HENRY. 21535 HAWTHORNE 
BLVD. #312 (90503)
TRACY
WALTER, HELEN J., 1126 EL PORTAL ST. 
(95376)
TUJUNGA
ANDERSON, THEODORE W., 10021
COMMERCE AVE. (91042)
TULARE
ADAIR & EVANS, 121 E. KERN ST. (93274) 
JONCOALTZ, RAYMOND, 145 NORTH N. ST. 
(93274)
TURLOCK
HILLBERG, C. E., 151 NORTH THOR (95380)
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TUSTIN
AMY. ROBERT C., JR., 17401 IRVINE BLVD. 
STE. J. (92680)
DORSEY. LANG & CO., 17772 E. 17 ST. 
(92680)
FINKELMAN, SOL, P. 0. BOX 1067 (92680)
FRAGNOLI, GINO F., 18002 IRVINE BLVD. 
(92680)
FRIEDL, HAL E., 17461 IRVINE BLVD. STE. 
L. (92680)
HANSON, PETERSON, COWLES & 
SYLVESTER, 653 SOUTH B. ST. (92680)
HOWARD. HENRY E., 17411 IRVINE BLVD. 
STE. K. (92680)
MILLS & ELLIOTT. A. C., 17452 IRVINE 
BLVD. STE. F. (92680)
ROBERTS, ROBERT H., 17802 IRVINE BLVD. 
# 105 (92680)
STERMAN & HIGASHI, A. C., 17581 IRVINE
BLVD. (92680)
UKIAH
CAKE. JOAN T., 1460 KNOB HILL ROAD 
(95482)
CROOK. MOORE & KNUDSEN, 532 S. 
SCHOOL ST. (95482)
WHITE, CLARENCE R., JR., 304 E. GOBBI ST. 
(95482)
UPLAND
REARDON & MCCALLUM, 846 W. FOOTHILL 
BLVD. (91786)
THRALL, LAVANTY AND BASEEL, 325 N. 
SECOND AVE. (91768)
VALLEJO
KATZ, EUGENE, A. C., 1407 TENNESSEE ST. 
(94590)
SCHMIDT, JOSEPH J., 1103 GEORGIA ST. 
(94590)
SMITH, DROAST 4 CONNOLLY, 1330 MARIN 
ST. (94590)
WOODBURY. D. M., 2604 SPRINGS RD. 
(94590)
VAN NUYS
ANDERSON, JAMES R. & COMPANY, 6842
VAN NUYS BLVD. STE. 617 (91364)
ASBURY & HOLMES. 5430 VAN NUYS BLVD. 
(91401)
BROWN & HECOX. 6740 VESPER AVE. 
(91405)
CHESLEY 4 WEST. A. C„ 15243 VANOWEN 
ST. STE. 306 (91405)
GRANT, ALEXANDER 4 COMPANY, 6842 
VAN NUYS BLVD. (91405)
GREENSPAN, DONALD H., 7022
CANTALOUPE AVE. (91405)
HAYATA, BUNJI, 15460 SHERMAN WAY 
(91406)
LAINER, NAHUM, 16215 KITTRIDGE ST. 
(91406)
MCHALE, ROBERT E., VICTORY 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 14416 VICTORY 
BLVD. (91401)
PECK, WILLIAM M., 6510 PEACH AVE. 
(91406)
POMERANTZ & KAVINOKY, 6818 KESTER 
AVE. (91405)
TAMKIN, WILLIAM, 5431 KATHERINE AVE. 
(91401)
TURNER, CLEARY 4 ARTZ, 8155 VAN NUYS 
BLVD. (91402)
WARREN, JUNE A., VICTORY SQUARE 
BLDG. 13609 VICTORY BLVD. STE. 238 
(91401)
WASSERMAN, RONALD, 6742 VAN NUYS 
BLVD. (91407)
VENTURA
ARNOLD, ROBERT W., 2749 OCEAN AVE. 
(93003)
BEST, RICHARD R., 2343 E. MAIN ST. 
(93003)
CRUSER AND MISKEL, 2895 LOMA VISTA 
RD. STE. E. (93003)
DUNLAP, ROBERT M., 3212 LOMA VISTA 
RD. (93003)
EULAU, M. FRANK, 1451 E. MAIN ST. 
(93001)
HEY, CLIFFORD E., 1147 E. MAIN ST. 
(93001)
LEONARD, GEORGE W., 151 VERDI RD. 
(93003)
SOARES, SANDALL, BERNACCHI 4 
PETROVICH, 1241 E. MAIN ST. (93001)
VANCE, THRIFT 4 BILLER, 60 S. 
CALIFORNIA ST. (93001)
VERNON
SCHIFFER, HENRY, 2905 LEONIS BLVD.
(90058)
VICTORVILLE
WRIGHT, WARREN W., HOME SAVINGS 
BLDG. 14919 SEVENTH ST. (92307)
VISALIA
ARTIS, RICHARD J., 1525 H. SO. MOONEY 
BLVD. (93277)
COTTER, JOSEPH F., 1830 S. MOONEY BLVD. 
STE. C-120 (93277)
MCCULLOUGH, GREER, SCIACCA 4 SCOTT, 
229 N. WEST ST. (93277)
MCLAUGHLIN, CALVIN B., 321 W. OAK ST. 
(93277)
MCQUEEN, FOREST A., 2626 S. MOONEY
BLVD. STE. B-l (93277)
NEWMAN AND NEWMAN, 506 W. ACEQUIA 
ST. (93277)
SHEKLIAN, NESHAN N., P. O. BOX 772 
(93277)
TRESSLER, EARNEST D., 319 W. OAK 
(93277)
VOLLMER, CANFIELD, WESTENRIDER 4 
DANIEL, 823 W. CTR. ST. (93277)
WESTBROOK, DONALD W., 2929 W. MAIN ST.
STE. D. (93277)
VISTA
COOK, STANLEY M., 1025 E. VISTA WAY 
(92083)
WALNUT CREEK
BOODELL, JAMES P., 33 QUAIL COURT 
(94596)
BRETHAUER, PETER D., 1615 BONANZA ST. 
(94596)
CARMASSI, HERMAN L., FINANCIAL CTR. 
BLDG. 1615 BONANZA ST. (94596)
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COX, WILLIAM E., 1196 BOULEVARD WAY 
(94595)
HARRELL. ROGER, 1339 LOCUST ST. 
(94596)
HUFFORD, KENNETH W., 1615 BONANZA 
ST. STE. 203 (94596)
HULME, DAVID K., A. C., 2263 BELFORD 
DRIVE (94598)
JOHNSTON, ROBERT A., 1615 BONANZA 
STE. 209 (94596)
KELLY, DAVID R., 1904 OLYMPIC BLVD. 
STE. 108 (94596)
KING, WHITE & COMPANY, 1475 N. 
BROADWAY RM. 201 (94596)
KLENOW, LAWRENCE R., 1425 PINE ST. 
(94596)
KOHLER, WALTER, JR., WALNUT CREEK 
PLAZA STE. 954 1990 N. CALIFORNIA 
BLVD. (94596)
LASKA, JEROME A., 1904 OLYMPIC BLVD. 
(94596)
MOORE, RICHARD E., 316 FINANCIAL CTR. 
BLDG. 1615 BONAZA ST. (94596)
WASCO
MEEKS, WM. LEON, A. C., 456 E. ST. (93280)
WATSONVILLE
ROUNDS AND LAMBERT, 240A E. LAKE 
AVE. (95076)
SAPRO, PETER J., 536 MAIN ST. (95076)
WEAVERVILLE
MCDANIEL, ANDERSON & MADDALENA, 
523 MAIN ST. (96093)
WEST COVINA
BERTRAM, MAHLON H., 305 N. AZUSA AVE. 
(91791)
BREGMAN, BERNARD, 1500 W. COVINA 
PKWY. W. (91790)
GRATTON, RICHARD, 305 N. AZUSA AVE. 
(91791)
HACKER, RAMMELL & CO., 2672 EAST 
GARVEY AVE. (91791)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 225 N. 
BARRANCA ST. (91790)
MICHAEL, ROBERT E., 1500 W. COVINA 
PKWY. STE. 207 (91790)
MILLER, GILBERT R., 260 S. GLENDORA 
AVE. STE. 201 (91790)
STEGALL, PARKE & GUPTILL, INC., 2626 E.
GARVEY BLVD. STE. 205 (91791)
WEST LOS ANGELES
HOPP, PETER W., 1263 WESTWOOD BLVD. 
(90024)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 1880 CENTURY 
PARK E. CENTURY CITY (90067)
WESTLAKE VILLAGE
GEWIRTZ, STEVEN A., 1026 TRIUNFO 
CANYON RD. (91361)
POLLAK, NORMAN Z., A. C., 971 WESTLAKE 
BLVD. STE. B (91361)
WHITTIER
ANDERSON, RAYMOND, WHITTIER SQUARE 
PENTHOUSE 13215 E. PENN ST. (90602)
ANDERSON, RICHARD J., WHITTIER SQ. 
STE. 507 13215 E. PENN ST. (90602)
BESSENGER, FRANK H., 6019 ALTA AVE. 
(90601)
BRAMER, J. R., 13128 PHILADELPHIA ST. 
(90608)
DARLING, WOLD & AGEE, 7239 S. 
WASHINGTON AVE. (90608)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 13317 E. 
WARDMAN (90607)
FREITAG. ARTHUR H., 12819 BRANGE DR. 
(90601)
HASKELL, JAMES H., 14442 E. WHITTIER 
BLVD. (90607)
HOLMGREN AND SAWYER, PENTHOUSE 
13215 E. PENN ST. (90602)
LANCE, SOLL & LUNGHARD, 13215 E. PENN 
#520 (90602)
MINSON, CLAUDIA L., CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE BLDG. 13601 E. WHITTIER 
BLVD. (90605)
POONS, ROBERT A., 12501 E.
PHILADELPHIA ST. (90601)
YOUNG, HARVEY E., JR., 16262 E. 
WHITTIER BLVD. (90603)
WILLITS
HUNT, GAYLE S., 99 S. MAIN ST. (95490)
WILMINGTON
BROWN, HALLET F., 1318 N. AVALON BLVD. 
(90744)
RAFALOVICH, ALEXANDER, 1459 N. 
AVALON BLVD. (90744)
WOODLAND
CAMPOS, SEBASTIAN, 221 W. MAIN (95695)
LUCAS, LANDUCCI & RICHTER, 828 COURT 
ST. (95695)
MATKIN AND GRIFFITH, 601 COURT ST. 
(95695)
WOODLAND HILLS
BARNBAUM, GARY M., 21241 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 244 (91364)
BECKER & BAUCH, P. C., 6355 TOPANGA 
CANYON BLVD. #333 (91364)
FERGUSON, GEORGE, A. C., 21015 OXNARD 
ST. (91364)
FOSTER, ROBERT H., STE. 410 6355 
TOPANGA CANYON BLVD. (91364)
GROBSTEIN, MICHAEL J., 5006 LLANO DR. 
(91364)
GROSSMAN, SHELDON, 21241 VENTURA 
BLVD. #244 (91364)
HECKADON, FRANK F., 21241 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 180 (91364)
KUSHNER, MAURICE, 6355 TOPANGA BLVD. 
STE. 204 (91364)
LEGGETT, GEMBERLING & CARSON, 21241 
VENTURA BLVD. STE. 188 (91364)
RATNER, HYLAN S., 5547 EL CANON AVE. 
(91364)
RICH, MARTIN AND COMPANY, 19900 
VENTURA BLVD. (91364)
RICHARDS, LAWRENCE L., 21241 VENTURA
BLVD. (91364)
SHIAMAN, MELVYN E., 21241 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 290 (91364)
STEIN AND OPDAHL, 21243 VENTURA 
BLVD. STE. 215 (91364)
TESAR, DENNIS V., 5353 SARDRING AVE. 
(91364)
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YREKA
CARLSON, DALE E., 122 S. OREGON (96097)
MARLOW, GARY L., P. 0. BOX 829 (96032)
YUBA CITY
BINNINGER, ROBERT B., 1139A GRAY AVE. 
(95991)
CHIPMAN, RENFROW, GRIFFIN, 
ALEXANDER, RUDD & REIMERS, INC., 
470 DEL NORTE AVE. (95991)
GRIFFIN, RAYMOND E., 697 N. PACORA 
STE. & (95991)
TURANO, DONALD J., 950 CLARK AVE. 
(95991) COLORADO
ALAMOSA
GARRIS, ROBERT W., 402 SAN JUAN AVE. 
(81101)
ARVADA
FAUT, F. F., JR., 7800 RALSTON ROAD 
(80002)
HINES, CONDON & ASSOCIATES, 5800 CODY 
COURT (80004)
MEISEL, WALTER H., 6020 KIPLING (80002)
SCHLAPMAN, BILL C., 5627 KENDALL CT 
(80002)
SCHUTZ, FREDERICK M., 8100 RALSTON 
RD. (80002)
ASPEN
ABBLETT, RICHARD A., P. 0. BOX 3417 
(81611)
DAGGS, JAMES & ASSOCIATES, BOX 3678 
(81611)
HENRY, REESE H., JR., 424 E. COOPER AVE. 
(81611)
AURORA
HUTCHISON, HORN & COMPANY, 1465 
BOSTON ST. (80010)
SMITH, DENNIS D., INC., 1350 CHAMBERS 
RD. STE. 207 (80011)
BOULDER
ANDERSON, HUNTER, THOMTE & KURTZ, 
2300 CANYON BLVD. (80302)
BICKELL & COOK, 2300 CANYON BLVD. 
(80302)
BROCK, CORDLE AND ASSOCIATES. 2305 
CANYON BLVD. STE. 103 (80302)
CLIFTON. GUNDERSON & CO., 1300 
CANYON BLVD. (80302)
EMMONS. GENE C., 2111 30 ST. STE. D. 
(80301)
ENRIGHT & OZENBERGER, 2260 BASELINE 
ROAD (80302)
HULL, WUNSCH AND ASSOCIATES. 1305 
WALNUT ST. STE. 102 (80302)
PASSALACQUA, FORD & FITZPATRICK, 
2040 BROADWAY STE. 210 (80302)
RHODE, TITCHENAL, BAUMANN A 
SCRIPTER, NEW BRITAIN BLDG. 1101 
ARAPAHOE (80302)
RUSSELL, DON L., 2355 CANYON BLVD. 
STE. 203 (80302)
SCHONE, A. W., 1600 CANYON BLVD. 
(80302)
TAYLOR, CHARLES A., 6700 LOOKOUT RD.
STE. 7 (80301) 
WALKER, WENDELL T., COURT SQUARE
BLDG. 1301 SPRUCE ST. #101 (80302)
BRECKENRIDGE
PINE & DUFFY, CIVIC CENTER 103 S.
HARRIS (80424)
BRIGHTON
BRADY, JAMES C., MAJESTIC SAVINGS 
BLDG. 21 N. FIRST AVE. (80601)
CLIFTON, GUNDERSON & CO., 1821 E.
BRIDGE ST. (80601)
BROOMFIELD
WHEELER, LELAND D., 80 GARDEN OFFICE 
CTR. (80020)
CANON CITY
MCDONALD, HALBIG & ASSOC., INC., FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. STE. B. 531 MAIN ST. 
(81212)
CASCADE
BUMPAS, G. HARLAN, P. O. BOX 779 (80809)
SPENCER, WILLIAM F., 7860 SEVERY LANE 
(80909)
COLORADO SPRINGS
AULD, F. S., INC., 209 MINING EXCHANGE 
BLDG. EIGHT S. NEVADA (80902)
BAKER, EDWIN C., IBM BLDG. 525 N.
CASCADE STE. 200 (80902)
CARTER, J. BRAXTON, GARDEN VALLEY
CENTER JANITELL ONE STE. 244 (80906) 
DAHLSTEDT, SMITH & CO., 3622 EAST
GALLEY RD. RM. 212 (80909) 
ENGER, SCHAEFER & REYNOLDS, INC., 
4045 S. NONCHALANT CIRCLE (80917) 
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, EXCHANGE
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (80902)
GOMOLSKI, JOSEPH R., 228 N. CASCADE 
AVE. (80902)
GREGORY, EDGAR P., 524 S. CASCADE AVE.
STE. 7 (80903)
HASKINS & SELLS, 100 CHASE STONE CTR. 
(80902)
KEAVENY, DAVIS & COMPANY, 448 
INDEPENDENCE BLDG. (80902)
MARTING, FREDRIC W., SUITE 200 IBM
BLDG. 525 NORTH CASCADE AVE. 
(80902)
NYGREN, SEARS AND COMPANY, 101 N.
CASCADE AVE. STE. 200 (80902)
PERRY, RUDNICK AND CO., 524 S. CASCADE
AVE. STE. B. (80903)
PHEASANT & KINTZ, 1316 N. ACADEMY
BLVD. (80909)
PRICE, MOELLER AND MAYBERRY. 215 
INDEPENDENCE BLDG. (80902)
STONE, GRAY AND COMPANY, THE 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 105 E. VERMIJO 
AVE. (80902)
TAYLOR & CAMPBELL, 313 MINING 
EXCHANGE BLDG. (80902)
TAYLOR, HASSEL, 3622 GALLEY RD.
(80909)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 315 FIRST NATL.
BANK BLDG. (80902)
TRICHAK, TRAINOR & TILLMAN, 15 S.
SEVENTH ST. (80905)
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WEAVER, ARTHUR T., 3622 GALLEY RD. 
STE. 201 (80909)
CORTEZ
GREENLEE, GALE W., WILSON BLDG. 
(81321)
HUTCHISON AND JOHNSTON, WILSON 
BLDG. 10 W. MAIN (81321)
MCCOMB, JERRY L., 827 W. SEVENTH 
(81321)
CRAIG
HAMILTON, GREGORY A., 11 W. VICTORY 
WAY (81625)
RAZZANO, RALPH P., 580 PERSHING ST. 
(81625)
DEL NORTE
METZGER, ROY H., 550 SPRUCE ST. (81132)
DELTA
CALHOUN, JOHN C. & ASSOCIATES, 
FOURTH & MAIN (81416)
DENVER
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 1600 
BROADWAY STE. 2000 (80202)
ARTERBURN, MCGUIRE AND CO., 1140 
DELAWARE ST. (80204)
ASHBY, LUCIUS A., JR., ONE PARK 
CENTRAL STE. 354 1515 ARAPAHOE 
(80202)
BALDWIN, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 909 17TH 
ST. #620 (80202)
BALLER AND ASSOCIATES, INC., 1780 S. 
BELLAIRE ST. STE. 135 (80222)
BARRETT, WALLACE L., 737 REPUBLIC 
BLDG. 1612 TREMONT PL. (80202)
BAUMAN, KELLOGG & CO., INC., 1190 S. 
COLORADO BLVD. (80222)
BENDER, HAROLD J., UNITED BANK 
CENTER STE. 2309 1700 BROADWAY 
(80202)
BINSTOCK, ROBERT A., INC., 280 
COLUMBINE ST. (80206)
BRIBER, GARY E., 1301 S. WASHINGTON ST. 
(80210)
BROCKMANN & TALLEY, 1200 LINCOLN ST. 
STE. 535 (80203)
BROWN, WHITLEY & TODD, 618 GUARANTY 
BANK BLDG. 817 17TH ST. (80202)
BYRNE, JOHN M. & COMPANY, 560 
METROPOLITAN BLDG. (80202)
CARVILL, GORDON S. & ASSOCIATES, 2480 
W. 26 AVE. #28-B (80211)
CLASQUIN, W. L. & CO., PETROLEUM CLUB 
BLDG. (80202)
CLIFTON, GUNDERSON &. CO., 10701 
MELODY DR. STE. 601 (80234)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 2300 PRUDENTIAL 
PLAZA (80202)
CORDLE & ASSOCIATES, 1400 WESTERN 
FEDERAL SAVINGS BLDG. (80202)
CROSS, ALLAN M., INC., 562 OGDEN ST. 
(80218)
CROWLEY, JOHN P., 840 EQUITABLE BLDG. 
(80202)
DAVIES, RYAN & GUNSAULS, 5500 EAST
YALE AVE. (80222)
DOWLING, ARTHUR J., 34-I BROOKS TOWER 
(80202)
DUDINSZKY, LASZLO M., 1301 E. COLFAX 
AVE. (80218)
DULACKI, EDWARD J., 900 CAPITOL LIFE 
CENTER (80206)
EARLY, NORMAN F., 316 SYMES BLDG. 820 
SIXTEENTH ST. (80202)
EPPINGER, LIN D., 825 S. JACKSON ST. 
(80209)
EPSTEIN, JEROME, COLORADO BLDG. 1615 
CALIFORNIA ST. (80202)
ERNST & ERNST, 1741 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. 621 17 ST. (80202)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY. 1660 LINCOLN 
STE. 2600 (80203)
FOX. LOUIS L. & COMPANY. 4101 E. 
LOUISIANA AVE. #100 (80222)
FRIED. BENJAMIN L., 217 DENHAM BLDG. 
1812 CALIFORNIA ST. (80202)
GALKE, ADOLF A., 7665 NAPA PLACE 
(80237)
GARBER. EMANUEL. 1330 LEYDEN ST. 
(80220)
GEIS. CUSICK & COMPANY. 2120 WEST FED. 
SAVINGS BLDG. (80202)
GERRETSON, WALKER & CO., 1760 
LAFAYETTE ST. (80218)
GINSBERG, IDELBERG & CO., INC., 70 WEST 
SIXTH AVE. STE. 415 (80204)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 1600 
BROADWAY (80202)
HALLIBURTON, HUNTER & ERICKSON. 745 
SHERMAN ST. (80203)
HAMM AND NELSON, 1510 UNITED BANK 
CENTER 1700 BROADWAY (80202)
HANSON, JOHN M. & COMPANY, 222 
MILWAUKEE ST. (80206)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY. 518 
17 ST. (80202)
HASKINS. JAMES F., STE. 115 WRITERS 
CENTER II 1805 S. BELLAIRE ST. (80220) 
HASKINS & SELLS. 621 17 ST. STE. 600 
(80202)
HAVILL. J. R., 710 E. SPEER BLVD. (80203)
HEIDER AND COMPANY. 1390 LOGAN ST. 
(80203)
HENDEE, FRANK C., 2111 E. VIRGINIA AVE. 
(80209)
HETRICK & MOORE. 412 EXECUTIVE CLUB 
BLDG. 1776 S. JACKSON (80210)
HOGAN, EDWARD W., 1649 VINE ST. (80206) 
HOPKINS & HINKLE. DIAMOND HILL STE. 
180 2480 WEST 26TH AVE. (80211)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 1350 FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (80202)
JENKS. BENTLEY. 1565 ALLISON (80215) 
JOHNSON. ERNEST F., 666 SHERMAN ST. 
(80203)
KENNEDY AND WILSON. 1200 LINCOLN ST. 
STE. 535 (80203)
KLEMPERA, CHARLES G., 1250 HUMBOLDT 
ST. APT. 1003 (80218)
KRIEGER. BENJ. S., 520 UNIVERSITY BLDG. 
(80202)
KRING, TIETZE & CO., 1200 LINCOLN ST. 
(80203)
KUMAGAI, SAMUEL, 1649 VINE ST. (80206)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY. 1200 LINCOLN 
ST. #711 (80203)
LESAN, PRYOR & SAWYER. 4155 E. JEWELL 
AVE. #1100 (80222)
LEVINE & KREISMAN, 6444 EAST HAMPDEN 
AVE. STE. 4 (80222)
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LEVINE, SCOGNAMILLO & CO., 2040 S.
ONEIDA ST. (80220)
LINDBLOOM, WARREN G., 5701 E. EVANS
AVE. STE. 22 (80222)
LOGAN, ARNOLD, 260 KEARNEY ST. (80220)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 817 SEVENTH ST.
STE. 710 (80202)
MCEWEN, PAUL G. & COMPANY, INC., 1200 
LINCOLN ST. STE. 700 (80203)
MCGRAW BROTHERS, LAKESIDE NATL.
BANK BLDG. 4704 HARLAN ST. (80212)
MCGRAW, ROBERT J., NORTH VALLEY
SHOPPING CTR. 500 E. 84TH AVE. (80229)
MCMANUS, RICHARD J., 900 E. LOUISIANA 
(80210)
MENDENHALL, GEORGE E., JR. & CO., 2300 
WESTERN FEDERAL BLDG. 718 17TH ST. 
(80202)
MERTSCHING, WM. A., 1224 BANNOCK ST.
(80204)
MILES, ROBERT J., 1649 VINE ST. (80206) 
MILLER 4 WARD, 333 LOGAN ST. (80203) 
MILZER, NAKAZONO, GELFOND 4 SIGMAN, 
1915 CLARKSON ST. (80218)
OLSON, SHULTZ 4 FLOWERS, 2 PARK 
CENTRAL STE. 756 1515 ARAPAHOE ST. 
(80202)
OZAKI, F. M., 2025 YORK ST. (80205)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL 4 CO., 1600
BROADWAY (80202)
PEDICORD 4 ASSOCIATES, INC., 210
CLAYTON ST. (80206)
PENNINGTON, DARRELL C., GUARANTY 
BANK BLDG. (80202)
POWERS, RODRIGUEZ 4 ASSOC., 2430 S.
UNIVERSITY BLVD. # 200A (80210)
PRICE WATERHOUSE 4 CO., 1601 FIRST
NATL. BANK BLDG. (80202)
QUINETTE, WM. H., 750 DENVER CLUB
BLDG. (80202)
RAIZEN & FROLICH, 470 S. COLORADO
BLVD. (80222)
RANDLE, HAROLD E., 930 MIDLAND
SAVINGS BLDG. (80202)
RAY, OWEN BUFORD, LAKESIDE NATL.
BANK BLDG. 4704 HARLAN - STE. 365 
(80212)
RIPPY, DEWEY A., 1601 S. FEDERAL BLVD.
(80219)
ROTH & BUHRDORF, 4155 E. JEWELL AVE. 
STE. 403 (80222)
SCHNEIDER, FRANK L., 822 MAJESTIC 
BLDG. 902 16 ST. (80202)
SEIDMAN 4 SEIDMAN, 123 MADISON ST.
(80206)
SIECKE, NEWMAN & CO., INC., DENVER
CENTER BLDG. 1776 LINCOLN ST.
STE.701 (80203)
SLOVEN, SAM S., 1600 BROADWAY STE.
1640 (80202)
SMITH AND BROOKS, 1595 HARLAN ST.
(80214)
STARK, HOCHSTADT, KARK & COMPANY,
INC., 4155 E. JEWELL AVE. STE. 714 
(80222)
STEELE, RALPH R., 1355 BELLAIRE ST.
(80220)
STEPHENSON & ASSOCIATES, 222
MILWAUKEE ST. STE. 302 (80206)
STEWART, ROBERT D., 904 MAJESTIC BLDG. 
209 16TH ST. (80202)
STONE, GRAY AND COMPANY, 101 S. 
MADISON ST. (80209)
SUMERWELL & MULHERN, 431 W. COLFAX 
AVE. (80204)
SUTTON, RICHARD K., 1190 S. COLORADO 
BLVD. (80222)
TODD, DAVID D., JR., 222 MILWAUKEE ST. 
STE. 405 (80206)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 400 UNITED BANK 
CENTER 1700 BROADWAY (80202)
TRUITT, GRIFFIN & ASSOCIATES, 702 
COLORADO CLUB BLDG. 4155 E. JEWELL 
AVE. (80222)
TURNAGE, CLARK AND COMPANY, 701 S. 
LOGAN ST (80209)
VALENTINE AND ASSOCIATES, LAKESIDE 
NATL. BANK BLDG. 4704 HARLAN ST. 
STE. 245 (80212)
VANDER PLOEG, J. D., 405 GUARANTY 
BANK BLDG. 817 17 ST. (80202)
VAUPEL, GARRELS, TINUCCI & VAN 
ZETTEN, 918 SECURITY LIFE BLDG. 
(80202)
VICKERS, PHILIP A., 70 W. SIXTH AVE. #219 
(80204)
WARD, THOMAS A. & COMPANY, 320 
GUARANTY BANK BLDG. (80202)
WATERS, ROBERT B., 1509 DENVER CLUB 
BLDG. (80202)
WEISS, ROSEMARY E., 1865 S. POPLAR ST. 
(80222)
WENNER, SILVESTAIN, HORNSTEIN & CO., 
2715 S. LOCUST STE. 110 (80222)
WESTBLADE, MAYNARD, 2186 S. HOLLY ST. 
(80222)
WHITTEMORE, LESLIE E. & CO., INC., 1700 
BROADWAY STE. 1008 (80202)
WILCH, SMITH & BROCK, 9 FLAGS CHERRY 
CREEK BLDG. 180 COOK ST. (80206)
WILKINS, CHARLES M., 200 FILLMORE ST. 
STE. 307 (80206)
WITTE, LESTER & CO., PRUDENTIAL PLAZA
#1706 1050 SEVENTEENTH ST. (80202)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 909 17 ST. STE. 620 
(80202)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 2100 
SECURITY LIFE BLDG. (80202)
ZICK, DUFTY & CO., INC., 910 S. DEXTER 
(80222)
DURANGO
COOPER, STOLBERG & WILLEY, INC., 205 W. 
PARK AVE. (81301)
MCCLENDON, PHILLIP • R., THE JARVIS 
BLDG. 125 W. TENTH ST. (81301)
MCKENNA, ROBERT L., 776 SECOND AVE. 
(81301)
EADS
WOODWARD, GARY L., FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (81036)
ENGLEWOOD
COMBELLICK, O‘CONNOR & CO., 780
CONTINENTAL NATL. BANK BLDG. 3333 
S. BANNOCK (80110)
HEIDER AND COMPANY, 850 CONTINENTAL 
NATL. BK. BLDG. (80110)
KRAUSMAN & ASSOCIATES, INC., P. O. BOX 
29 (80110)
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MULLEN, JOHN H., MARTIN BLDG. 4045 
SOUTH BROADWAY (80110)
VAN SCHOONEVELD, SHEPHERD AND CO., 
900 CONTINENTAL NATL. BANK BLDG. 
3333 S. BANNOCK (80110)
EVERGREEN
CORWIN, R. EDWARD, PO. BOX 1066 (80439)
EXBY, ROBERT T., P. O. BOX 1066 (80439)
FLORENCE
WILBAR, W. PEYTON, 225 E. MAIN ST. 
(81226)
FORT COLLINS
ANDERSON, HUNTER, THOMTE & KURTZ, 
116 W. HARVARD (80521)
BENNETT & MOELLENBERG, SAVINGS 
BLDG. (80521)
GREAGER, HAROLD C., P. O. BOX M (80521)
GREAGER, ST. CROIX, RAY AND COMPANY, 
419 W. MOUNTAIN AVE. (80521)
HALLIBURTON, HUNTER & ERICKSON, 790 
SAVINGS BLDG. (80521)
KRUCHTEN AND MAGNUSON, FIRST NATL. 
TOWER BLDG. FLR. 8 (80521)
SCHOONOVER, RONALD P., 1520 S.
COLLEGE AVE. (80521)
WEIBEL & HENDRICK, SAVINGS BLDG. 
(80521)
FORT MORGAN
KRUCHTEN AND MAGNUSON, 231 MAIN ST. 
(80701)
GLENWOOD SPRINGS
DALBY, WENDLAND & JENSEN, 818 
COLORADO AVE. STE. 3 (81601)
MONAHAN, RAYMOND E., 719 GRAND AVE. 
(81601)
GRAND JUNCTION
ATKINSON AND CROSS, 753 ROOD AVE. 
(81501)
COE, SHORE AND LYMAN, P. O. BOX 1888 
(81501)
DALBY, WENDLAND & JENSEN, 400 FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (81501)
MAXFIELD, MILLER, BRINEGAR & LOWE, 
443 N. SIXTH ST. (81501)
MCNULTY, CHADWICK & STEINKIRCHNER, 
200 NORTH SIXTH (81501)
TOFT, JERRY R., 345 MAIN ST. (81501)
GREELEY
ANDERSON, HUNTER, THOMTE & KURTZ, 
724 EIGHTH ST. (80631)
ANDERSON & WHITNEY, UNITED BANK 
BLDG. 1000 TENTH ST. (80631)
BERGENDAHL, WALTER A., 1002 NINTH ST. 
(80631)
HUNEKE & ODSTRCIL, 1002 NINTH ST. 
(80631)
KRUCHTEN AND MAGNUSON, FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. 1025 NINTH AVE. RM. 316 
(80631)
MILLER, ALBERT R., 903 TENTH AVE. 
(80631)
SHEEHY, FRANK J., UNITED BANK BLDG. 
(80631)
SIECKE, NEWMAN & CO., INC., 724 EIGHTH 
ST. (80631)
THOMPSON AND HOOVER, 1705 NINTH ST. 
(80631)
JULESBURG
MAYNES, BERNARD C., 106 E. FIRST ST. 
(80737)
LA JUNTA
BICKEL, JOHN O., EIGHT TOWN SQ. MALL 
208 SANTA FE BLDG. (81050)
GRIMSLEY, J. W. & ASSOC., 17 W. SECOND 
ST. (81050)
ROLLINS, ROBERT W., 709 COLORADO AVE. 
(81050)
LAKEWOOD
BATH, JOHN W., 1401 SAULSBURY G-13 
(80215)
BOLSHOUN, HARVEY, 1595 HARLAN ST.
(80214)
BROMGARD, WARNER D., 7180 W. 14TH 
AVE. (80215)
CONNOLLY, REX E., WESTLAND BANK 
BLDG. (80215)
DUNHAM, CHARLES, INC., 7610 W. FIFTH
AVE. (80226)
KNECHT, ROBERT A., 1677 WADSWORTH
BLVD. (80215)
KNOTT, JOAN, 9266 W. UTAH AVE. (80226)
OLSON, SHULTZ & FLOWERS, 7675 W. 14 
AVE. (80215)
PARENT, ROBERT L., 345 S. UNION BLVD. 
STE. 109 (80228)
WEBER & COMPANY, 1827 WADSWORTH 
BLVD. (80215)
LAMAR
STRAIT, CRIMOND & CO., JOHNSON-STRAIT 
BLDG. (81052)
LEADVILLE
MCCLAVE, WALL AND MCMAHAN, P. O. BOX 
24 (80461)
LITTLETON
BERNSTEIN, HARRY S., 2275 E. APAPAHOE 
RD. (80122)
CORDLE AND ASSOCIATES, 709 W. 
LITTLETON BLVD. (80120)
HILL, HENRY B., 1900 W. LITTLETON BLVD. 
(80120)
LAFRANCE, WALKER, JACKLEY & SAVILLE, 
2275 E. ARAPAHOE RD. (80122)
MELVILLE, JAMES H., 6902 S. ADAMS WAY 
(80122)
SCHMITT, DOUGLAS J., 1100 WEST
LITTLETON BLVD. #308 (80120)
SCOFIELD, GARY A., 5604 S. PRINCE ST.
(80120)
ZENTNER, DUANE E., 1380 W. LITTLETON 
BLVD. (80120)
LONGMONT
BROCK, CORDLE AND ASSOCIATES. FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (80501)
CLIFTON, GUNDERSON & CO., 515 
KIMBARK (80501)
CONLY, WILLIAM E., JR., 424 KIMBARK ST. 
(80501)
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WRIGHT, ROBERT E., WOOLWORTH BLDG. 
STE. 215-216 527 FOURTH AVE. (80501)
LOVELAND
GREGG & SIMMONS, 350 E. SEVENTH STE. 
15 (80537)
HALLIBURTON, HUNTER & ERICKSON, 754 
LINCOLN (80537)
HEINZE, DAVID M., 920 WEST 8TH ST. 
(80537)
WELSH, J. W. & ASSOCIATES. INC., 203 E. 
SEVENTH ST. (80537)
MONTE VISTA
COCHRAN, JOSEPH H., 118 WASHINGTON 
(81144)
MONTROSE
ANDREW & WHITLEY, 439 SO. SECOND 
(81401)
PAGOSA SPRINGS
DENEN, RICHARD C., P. 0. BOX 645 (81147)
PUEBLO
BECKER, HERRICK & CO., INC., 315 W. 
EIGHTH ST. (81003)
DELL, PETER, INC., P. 0. BOX 142 (81002)
FREDRICKSON, R. G., P. 0. BOX 1454 
(81002)
GARREN, STANIFER AND ASSOC., 
THATCHER BLDG. STE. 414 (81002)
HARPER, RODGER D., 329 THATCHER 
BLDG. (81002)
KINCAIDE, F. GEORGE, 3606 MORRIS #104 
(81008)
MCDONALD. HALBIG AND ASSOCIATES, 
INC., 629 THATCHER BLDG. (81003)
NUNN, JAMES & CO., INC., 601 N. MAIN ST. 
STE. 207 (81003)
SCHMIDT, MCCORMACK & ASSOCIATES, 
INC., 119 COLORADO AVE. (81004)
RIFLE
HANDY, DAN M. & ASSOCIATES, 100 W.
THIRD ST. (81650)
ROCKY FORD
GRIMSLEY, J. W. & ASSOCIATES. 605 N.
NINTH ST. (81067)
STEAMBOAT SPRINGS
BARNETT, JOHN H., SEQUOIA CLUB BLDG. 
141 NINTH ST. (80477)
GOSS, ROBERT E., 468 SEVENTH ST. (80477)
STRAUGHAN & YEAGER, P. 0. BOX 69 
(80477)
YOUMANS, BRUCE, STEAMBOAT SQ. 2 
LINCOLN AVE. (80477)
STERLING
EARNHART & GORMAN, 232 W. MAIN ST. 
(80751)
TRINIDAD
DIXON, WHITTEMORE & CO., INC., 164 E. 
MAIN (81082)
VAIL
HIXSON, JONINE M., P. 0. BOX 1947 (81657)
WEST VILLAGE
ACEBO, JOSE M., P. 0. BOX 5010 (81615)
WESTMINSTER
BOGLINO, HENRY E., 3915 W. 73 AVE. 
(80030)
MYERS, LLOYD R., 3050 W. 71 AVE. STE. 1 
(80030)
WHEAT RIDGE
BAILEY, MARGARET L., 4485 WADSWORTH 
(80033)
WILLIAMS, ALBERT S., 4315 WADSWORTH 
BLVD. STE. C. (80033)CONNECTICUT
ANSONIA
D'ALESSIO, GEORGE T., 171 MAIN ST. 
(06401)
EINBINDER AND YOUNG, P. C., 497 MAIN 
ST. (06401)
AVON
CAREY, NEWTON B., 29 CLIMAX HEIGHTS 
RD. (06001)
BLOOMFIELD
HOBERMAN, MARVIN L., 44 JEROME AVE. 
(06002)
LIEBERMAN, BERGMAN & COMPANY, 2 
WINTONBURY MALL (06002)
BRANFORD
ALBRECHT & LITSKY, & PINE ORCHARD RD. 
(06405)
ALLING, ROGER D., 171 MONTOWESE ST. 
(06405)
BRIDGEPORT
BONITATI, CHARLES J., 1301 WOOD AVE. 
(06604)
BUCKLEY, JEREMIAH S., 955 MAIN ST. 
(06604)
CAPOSSELA, COHEN, ENGELSON A 
COLMAN, 177 STATE ST. (06603)
CODY, JOHN F., 955 MAIN ST. (06604)
FARRAR, GERMAIN & GRIFFIN, 500 STATE 
ST. (06603)
FRIEDBERG, MILTON H., SMITH & CO., 880 
MAIN ST. (06604)
GABRIEL, JOSEPH, 114 STATE ST. STE. 309 
(06604)
GASP1ERIK, EDWARD, 1301 WOOD AVE. 
(06601)
HOPE, J. WILLIAM & CO., 1200 BROAD ST. 
(06603)
ISAACS, EDWARD & COMPANY, 265 
CONGRESS ST. (06604)
KRAWITZ, GERALD S., 734 CLINTON AVE. 
(06604)
NESTOR, SARKA & SCHURMAN, 1140
FAIRFIELD AVE. (06605)
NISHBALL AND CARP, 945 MAIN ST. (06603)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 855 MAIN ST. 
(06603)
SREBNICK AND ZALUDA. 96 GOLDEN HILL 
ST. (06603)
STERN & STERN, P. C., 945 MAIN ST. (06603)
VENMAN, JOHN H. & CO., 114 STATE ST. 
(06603)
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YAFFIE, ARTHUR H., 1115 MAIN ST. (06603)
ZIMMER AND ZIMMER. 1115 MAIN ST. 
(06604)
ZOLAN, BERNSTEIN. DWORKEN & KLEIN, 
1330 FAIRFIELD AVE. (06605)
BRISTOL
ABLESKI, RAYMOND F., 481 NORTH MAIN 
ST. (06010)
CHAMBERLIN. CARTER R., 161 STEARNS 
ST. (06010)
DUDZIK. ALBERT J. & COMPANY, 160 
FARMINGTON AVE. (06010)
ROULEAU, BERTRAND L., 51 BURLINGTON 
AVE. (06010)
BROOKFIELD CENTER
AIZLEY, DANIEL, 108 DROVER RD. (06805)
CHESHIRE
MEYERHANS, BUDWITZ & MEYERJACK, 416 
HIGHLAND AVE. (06410)
CLINTON
ALBRECHT & LITSKY, 87 W. MAIN ST. 
(06413)
GOODSTEIN, MARTIN E., P. C., 145 E. MAIN 
ST. (06413)
DANBURY
ALDRICH & HUB, 6 PARK PL. (06810) 
ALLEN, LEO, 1 PADANARAM RD. (06810) 
CHUVALA, JOHN W., 205 MAIN ST. (06810) 
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 330 MAIN ST. 
(06810)
LARSEN & DURGY, P. C., 432 MAIN ST. 
(06810)
ROBINSON, FREDERICK F., 59 MAIN ST. 
(06810)
SEWARD AND MONDE, 234 MAIN ST. (06810)
SHOWAH, SAMUEL, JR., 44 NORTH ST. 
(06810)
DARIEN
GARR, LEON J., 1324 POST RD. (06820)
PARR, WILLIAM H. & COMPANY, 381 POST 
RD. (06820)
EAST HAMPTON
PARKIN, WILLIAM, ALDEN'S CROSSING 
(06424)
EAST HARTFORD
COLEMAN, HENRY T., 45 CONNECTICUT 
BLVD. (06108)
PERLOFF, GERALD M., 96 CONNECTICUT 
BLVD. (06108)
ROSSITTO, CASSEL AND COMPANY, 65 
CONNECTICUT BLVD. (06108)
ELMWOOD
VALENTI, JERRY J., 1100 NEW BRITAIN 
AVE. (06110)
ENFIELD
BEGLEY, NEIL T., OLIVER ROAD (06082) 
MERCIK & VIOLA, 639 ENFIELD ST. (06082)
FAIRFIELD
BLAGYS & RICKETTS, 1887 POST RD. 
(06430)
CLAUSON, HENRY E. & CO., 1305 POST RD. 
STE. 208 (06430)
FABRY, JOSEPH, JR., 1889 POST RD. (06430)
FELIS, AUSTIN S., 1838 BLACK ROCK TPKE. 
(06430)
MORRELL, PETER P., 439 ROUND HILL RD. 
(06430)
ROOF, RICHARD F., 1305 POST RD. (06430)
RYBACK, A. F., 25 PIERCE ST. (06430)
SCHWARTZ AND SAX, 1595 BLACK ROCK 
TPKE. (06430)
FARMINGTON
LUEDEE, RICHARD J., THE EXCHANGE 
FARMINGTON AVE. (06032)
SCHWARTZ & NESBITT, THE EXCHANGE 
FARMINGTON AVE. (06032)
GLASTONBURY
LYSIK, RICHARD S., GLASTONBURY 
PROFESSIONAL PLAZA 124 HEBRON 
AVE. (06033)
GREENWICH
AIN, DAVID, 283 GREENWICH AVE. (06830)
ALLEN, ARTHUR T., ONE EAST PUTNAM 
(06830)
BASSETT, JAMES L., 124 GREENWICH AVE. 
(06830)
ETTLINGER, ROBERT N., 12 BYFIELD LN. 
(06830)
GORDON, BRUCE & CO., P. C., 962 EAST 
PUTNAM AVE. (06830)
GRUBER AND WITT, 71 LEWIS ST. (06830)
PARR, WILLIAM H. & COMPANY, 35 MASON 
ST. (06830)
SIOLES, LOUIS W., 45 EAST PUTNAM AVE. 
(06830)
WEIGNER, ARTHUR C., SMITH BLDG. 289 
GREENWICH AVE. (06830)
WIENDIECK & CO., SMITH BLDG. 
GREENWICH AVE. (06830)
GROTON
GOTTESDIENER, MARTIN & CO., 595 
POQUONNOCK RD. (06340)
RIBNER, ROBERT S., P. C., 17 THAMES ST. 
(06340)
GUILFORD
REIMER & NAHMANSON. P. C., 1200 BOSTON 
POST RD. (06437)
HAMDEN
ALPERT, HEIBERGER & MIREL, 2200 
WHITNEY AVE. (06518)
BYXBEE, T. M. CO., 20 CIRCULAR AVE. 
(06514)
CHIZZICK, BURTON B., 3013 DIXWELL AVE. 
(06518)
CRISCUOLO, FRED J., 3013 DIXWELL AVE. 
(06518)
DORFMAN, MORTON, 1942 STATE ST. 
(06511)
FRESENIUS, PHILIP J., 295 TREADWELL ST. 
(06514)
LEVENE, A. CHARLES, 2911 DIXWELL AVE. 
(06518)
NOWAK, GEORGE J. & CO., 995 SHERMAN 
AVE. (06518)
PERLROTH, DONALD L., 295 TREADWELL 
ST. (06514)
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SIMIONE & SIMIONE. 3074 WHITNEY AVE.
(06518)
HARTFORD
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 100 
CONSTITUTION PLAZA (06103)
APTER & FRANKLIN, 99 PRATT ST. RM. 304 
(06103)
BONADIES, FRANCIS T., 15 LEWIS ST.
(06103)
BOTTUM A CELENTANO, 15 LEWIS ST.
(06103)
CARPENTER, DARWIN R., 242 TRUMBULL 
ST. (06103)
CASE, DELUCA & PERL, 999 ASYLUM AVE. 
(06111)
COLE, FRAG AND CO., 44 GILLETT ST.
(06105)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 1 CONSTITUTION 
PLAZA (06103)
EISENBERG, BERNARD, 119 ANN ST. (06103)
ERNST A ERNST, ONE CONSTITUTION
PLAZA (06103)
GLOTZER, WILLIAM B., 1 CONSTITUTION
PLAZA (06103)
HASKINS A SELLS, 60 WASHINGTON ST. 
(06106)
JACOBS, HARRY AND CO., 242 TRUMBULL 
ST. (06103)
KASIN, KENT AND RAPPORT, 410 ASYLUM 
ST. (06103)
KLING A ORENSTEIN, 945 ASYLUM AVE. 
(06105)
KRAVET, GORDON E., 650 FARMINGTON 
AVE. (06105)
MACRI, R. T. A CO., 750 MAIN ST. (06103) 
MASSA AND HINSLEY, 799 MAIN ST. (06103) 
MCGANN, WINSTON C., 15 LEWIS ST. (06103) 
PAGE, HOWARD L. A CO., 37 LEWIS ST.
(06103)
PASTERNACK, SAUL M., 69 GILLETT ST.
(06105)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL A CO., 100 
CONSTITUTION PLAZA (06103)
PERLOFF, LEE, 36 RUSS ST. (06106) 
PRICE WATERHOUSE A CO., 799 MAIN ST.
(06103)
PRIMASON A WEINER, 664 PROSPECT AVE. 
(06105)
RATNER A GERROL, 244 PROSPECT AVE. 
(06106)
REYNOLDS, WILLIAM C. A CO., 880 ASYLUM 
AVE. (06105)
RHODES, RICE AND COMPANY, 15 LEWIS 
ST. STE. 414 (06103)
ROSEN, LASSOFF A FLASTER, P. C., ONE 
CONSTITUTION PLAZA (06103)
SHAPIRO, ROSENTHAL A KAUFMAN, 621 
FARMINGTON AVE. (06105)
SISKIN, SHAPIRO A COMPANY, 33 LEWIS ST. 
(06103)
SLADE, MACE A CO., 799 MAIN ST. (06103)
SPITZ, SULLIVAN, WACHTEL AND 
FALCETTA, 120 OXFORD ST. (06105)
WHITTLESEY A HADLEY, 15 LEWIS ST. 
(06103)
WOLF, SAMUEL, 641 FARMINGTON AVE. 
(06105)
YOUNG, ARTHUR A COMPANY, 60 
WASHINGTON ST. (06102)
LAKEVILLE
WHITTLESEY A HADLEY, MAIN ST. (06039) 
MANCHESTER
BASKIN, JEROME I. A COMPANY, 63 E.
CENTER ST. (06040)
BORGIDA, CHARLES A., 113 E. CENTER ST. 
(06040)
MROSEK, GEORGE E., 101 MIDDLE TPKE. W. 
(06040)
OKRANT, GERALD, 257 E. CENTER ST. 
(06040)
O’NEAL A WALSH, 79 E. CENTER ST. (06040)
MERIDEN
FIONDELLA, MICHAEL, JR.. 384 PRATT ST. 
(06450)
KESSLER, RICHARD S., 147 W. MAIN ST. 
(06450)
MERCALDI AND COMPANY, VICTORIA 
TOWERS 410 E. MAIN ST. (06450)
SEWARD AND MONDE. 71 CATLIN ST. 
(06450)
WASSERMAN. LEON. 71 CATLIN ST. STE.
205 (06450)
MIDDLEBURY
WHITE, THOMAS, JR., 28 JENSEN DR. 
(06762)
MIDDLETOWN
DAYTON, PIERCEY A KNAPP. 363 MAIN ST. 
(06457)
GUILMARTIN, WELLES R., P. O. BOX 558 
(06457)
JACOBS, HARRY A COMPANY, 243 MAIN ST. 
(06457)
SWEET, DAVID T., 176 COURT ST. (06457)
TAYLOR, WOLLACK A COMPANY. 164 
COURT ST. (06457)
MILFORD
BOURDEAU, RICHARD MEDA, 84 BROAD ST. 
(06460)
FRAUENHOFER A DISCENZA, 266 BROAD 
ST. (06460)
MONROE
HULL, DUANE C., 1 BROOKSIDE DR. (06468) 
VARHOLY, STEPHEN V., 41 HILLCREST RD. 
(06468)
NEW BRITAIN
LINK AND KRYSTOPA, 233 MAIN ST. (06051)
MORRELL, REGINALD B., 39 S. HIGH ST. 
(06050)
MUGFORD, ROBERT A., 69 EAST STREET 
(06051)
NEW CANAAN
DAPICE, J. J., 315 ELM ST. (06840)
KELEMEN, W. J„ 119 OVERLOOK DR. 
(06840)
SQU1TIERI, LOUIS, 122 MAIN ST. (06840) 
NEW HAVEN
BAILEY, MOORE A GLAZER, 1294 CHAPEL 
ST. (06511)
BECKER, ELY. 900 CHAPEL ST. (06510)
BLUMENTHAL. MYRON A CO.. 419 
WHALLEY AVE. (06511)
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BRAVERMAN & HOFFENBERG, 38 
TRUMBULL ST. (06510)
BUA, NICHOLAS J. & COMPANY, UNION 
TRUST COMPANY BLDG. 205 CHURCH ST. 
(06510)
CANN, GERARD T., 900 CHAPEL ST. (06510)
CONLON, FRANCIS X., 62 TRUMBULL ST. 
(06510)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 900 CHAPEL ST. 
(06510)
ERNST & ERNST, CHAPEL SQ. 900 CHAPEL 
ST. (06509)
FISCHER, FREDERICK F., 129 CHURCH ST. 
RM. 519 (06510)
GESSNER & STOCK, 55 NORTON ST. (06511)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1 COLUMBUS PLAZA 
(06510)
HORTON, ROBERT S., 1184 CHAPEL ST. 
(06511)
KIRBY, EDWARD J., 89 HOWE ST. (06511)
KIRCADLIE, RANDALL & MCNAB, 900 
CHAPEL ST. (06510)
KLEIN, MORRIS AND COMPANY, 135 
COLLEGE ST. (06510)
KRALL, MORRIS, 354 WHALLEY AVENUE 
(06511)
MENDELSOHN, GEORGE, 195 DYER ST. 
(06511)
MENDILLO, G. E., JR., ORCHARD MEDICAL 
BLDG. 301 ORCHARD ST. (06511)
MEYERS & HARRISON, 1184 CHAPEL ST. 
RM. 206 (06511)
NOVARO & COMPANY, 18 TRUMBULL ST. 
(06509)
PERTA, SAMUEL, 89 HOWE ST. (06511)
POSSIDENTE, MARINO, 205 CHURCH ST. 
(06510)
RAWLINS, RICHARD R., 1303 CHAPEL ST. 
(06511)
ROLNICK AND GOLDBERG, 390 WHALLEY 
AVE. (06511)
SAGAL, JACOBS & CO., 47 COLLEGE ST. 
(06510)
SAGAL, KATHRYN, 20 MUMFORD RD. 
(06515)
SICLARI, PASQUALE R., 205 CHURCH ST. 
(06510)
NEW LONDON
BELLER, SHEPATIN & CO., 302 STATE ST. 
(06320)
BOTNICK, MARTIN A., MOHICAN HOTEL 
BLDG. STE. 307 (06320)
DOHERTY AND COMPANY, P. C., 187 
WILLIAMS ST. (06320)
EBERSOLE, WILLIAM J., JR., 111 
HUNTINGTON ST. (06320)
MCGARRY, THOMAS A., 309 STATE ST. 
(06320)
SEWARD AND MONDE, TWO UNION PLAZA 
(06320)
WURMAN, RIELLA & CO., 325 STATE ST. 
(06320)
NEWINGTON
SEAGREN, J. ROY, 43 MARKET SQ. (06111)
NEWTOWN
O’BYRNE, JOHN P., JR., 50 S. MAIN ST. 
(06470)
NIANTIC
KENNY, DANIEL E., 81 PENNSYLVANIA 
AVE. (06357)
NORTH BRANFORD
BURZENSKI, JOHN R., 72 BEECH ST. (06471)
NORTH HAVEN
LUPPI & MAHON, 22 BROADWAY (06473)
SEWARD AND MONDE, 269 MAIN ST. (06473)
NORWALK
GIACOMINI, HALLORAN, CECCHINI & CO., 
153 EAST AVE. (06851)
MACALUSO AND NARDI, 7-9 ISAAC ST. 
(06850)
MITCHELL, WILLIAM J., 67 CONNECTICUT 
AVE. (06851)
PALMER, EVERETT H., 69 OSBORNE AVE. 
(06855)
ROBINSON, PREECE & COMPANY, 10 RIVER 
ST. (06850)
SCHULMAN, GEORGE, 114 EAST AVE. 
(06851)
SCHWARTZ & HOFFLICH, 83 EAST AVE. 
(06851)
SMITH, JESSE P., 114 EAST AVE. (06851)
TIERNEY, JOHN L., 520 WEST AVE. (06850)
WEBERG, PETER J., Ill EAST AVE. (06851)
NORWICH
BOTNICK, MARTIN A., RT. 82 (06360)
KIVELL, PAUL, 16 FRANKLIN ST. (06360)
MEYERS, JOHN C., 1 THAMES PLAZA 
(06360)
PAPPAS, PETER J., 482 W. MAIN ST. (06360)
SULLIVAN, EUGENE F., 120 BROADWAY 
(06360)
OLD SAYBROOK
BRODEUR, DONALD S., SPRINGBROOK RD. 
(06475)
MCVERRY, THOMAS J., 27 N. MAIN ST. 
(06475)
TAYLOR, WOLLACK & COMPANY, 11 
COULTER ST. (06475)
ORANGE
LEMKIN, EDWARD, 500 BOSTON POST RD. 
(06477)
SAHL, HERMAN J., 227 HARVESTER RD. 
(06477)
SAHL, PAUL, 404 FAIRLEA RD. (06477)
SPITZBARD, MILTON, P. C., 500 BOSTON 
POST ROAD (06477)
PLAINVILLE
BROSS, AUGUST F., 124 E. MAIN ST. (06062)
PROSPECT
GARRITY, JOHN J., RT. 69 PROSPECT 
COUNTRY PLAZA (06712)
PUTNAM
SIGAL, TRAGER, GURNE & KAUFMAN, 168 
MAIN ST. (06260)
ROCKY HILL
GOODSTEIN, MARTIN E., P. C., 750 OLD 
MAIN ST. (06067)
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SHELTON
CONNERY. JAMES S., JR., 43 SHELTON AVE. 
(06484)
RITCH, GREENBERG & HASSAN, 70 PLATT 
RD. (06484)
SIMSBURY
DAYTON, PIERCEY & KNAPP. 53 QUARRY 
RD. (06070)
SOUTH NORWALK
CAPOSSELA, COHEN. ENGELSON 4
COLMAN. 20 N. MAIN ST. (06856)
SOUTH WINDSOR
BOUCHER AND YOUNG. 35 OAKLAND RD. 
(06074)
SOUTHPORT
MCGLOON, JOHN H., 29 CEDAR RD. (06490)
STAMFORD
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 101 BROAD ST. 
(06901)
BAYNE. PHILIP R., 112 HOYT ST. (06905)
BLUM. IRVING M., 25 THIRD ST. (06905)
BRAMAN, BREGMAN & COMPANY. 101 
BROAD ST. (06901)
BRUNEAU, ROBERT J., 760 SUMMER ST. 
(06901)
CANTORE, J. MICHAEL. 1172 BEDFORD ST. 
(06905)
CAPORIZZO, ANTHONY W., 1 BANK ST. 
(06901)
DAVIDSON. ROBERT G., 1200 SUMMER ST.
(06905)
GLUSS, NORMAN. 589 BEDFORD ST. (06901)
HADLEY, J. D., 40 ROLLING RIDGE RD. 
(06903)
HAIMS, SAMUEL H. & CO., 123 HIGH RIDGE 
RD. (06905)
KAHAN, ROBERT B. & COMPANY, 2135 
SUMMER ST. (06905)
KARP, LIONETTI & COMPANY. 92 FOREST
ST. (06902)
KWESKIN, BERNARD & CO., 1700 BEDFORD-
ST. (06905)
LANG, JOSHUA & CO., 1234 SUMMER ST.
STE. 300 (06905)
LONDON, MILTON R, 1365 WASHINGTON 
BLVD. (06902)
MAIDA, A. ALBERT. 57 RALSEY ROAD 
(06902)
MASOTTI & MASOTTI. 847 HOPE ST. (06907)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 986 BEDFORD 
ST. (06905)
STEIGER & STEIGER. 2135 SUMMER ST. 
(06905)
STRADA & STRADA, 733 SUMMER ST. 
(06901)
VAN BRUNT, DUBIAGO & CO., 760 SUMMER 
ST. (06901)
VERRASTRO, MARK J., 1265 MAIN ST. 
(06904)
WALTER. F. RICHARD, 1200 SUMMER ST. 
(06905)
WHITE, KENNETH I., 1074 HOPE ST. (06907)
YOUNG. ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1011 HIGH
RIDGE RD. (06905)
STRATFORD
ALBER. CARL J., 1247 BARNUM AVE. 
(06497)
COLANDREA, MICHAEL A., 730 BARNUM 
AVE. CUTOFF (06497)
JOHNSON, CARL R., 2362 MAIN ST. (06497)
PJURA, PAUL P., 225 LORDSHIP RD. (06497)
TORRINGTON
ADORNO. MARSHALL S., 1144 E. MAIN ST. 
(06790)
CHRISTIAN, GEORGE H., 115 MIGEON AVE. 
(06790)
TRUMBULL
KASKIE, THOMAS V., PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 
TRUMBULL CTR. (06611)
LE DONNE, JOHN J., JR., 935 WHITE PLAINS 
RD. (06611)
VERNON
PUE, ROBERT J. & CO., VERNON 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 281 HARTFORD 
TURNPIKE (06066)
WALLINGFORD
FARRELL, WILLIAM J., 133 E. MAIN ST. 
(06492)
WATERBURY
ALEXANDER AND WOLK, 20 STATE ST. 
(06720)
BRICK & TAYLOR. 355 MERIDEN RD. 
(06705)
COHEN. KADISH & OBERNIER, 38 GROVE 
ST. (06720)
DEANGELIS. LOMBARDI & KELLY. 132 
GROVE ST. (06710)
HEAVEN. CHARLES & CO., 155 GROVE ST. 
(06710)
LENKOWSKI, LONERGAN & CO., 22 CHASE 
RIVER RD. (06714)
LYMAN. ROBERT P. AND COMPANY. 132 
WILLOW ST. (06710)
MEYERHANS, BUDWITZ & MEYER JACK. 153 
PROSPECT ST. (06702)
ODENDAHL, WM. J., JR., 20 E. MAIN ST. 
(06720)
PEAT, MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., 36 N. 
MAIN ST. (06702)
POLANCER, MERRILL W., 20 E. MAIN ST. 
(06702)
RYDZIK, PETER, 155 GROVE ST. (06710)
SILVERMAN AND ZACKIN, 36 N. MAIN ST. 
(06702)
ZUCKER, BERNARD J. & CO., 49 
LEAVENWORTH ST. (06702)
WATERFORD
YESKE, ERNEST A., JR., 737 BROAD ST. 
(06385)
WEATOGUE
SENGER, ROBERT I., 373 HOPMEADOW ST. 
(06089)
WEST HARTFORD
BLUM, GAVENS AND KAPLAN. 29 N. MAIN 
ST. (06107)
COHEN, ROSENFELD & CO., 345 N. MAIN ST. 
(06117)
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COLLINS. ARTHUR J., JR., 45 S. MAIN ST. 
(06107)
DIAKON, ROMAN, 124 LASALLE RD. (06107)
DICKSTEIN, HERBERT. 17 TANGLEWOOD 
ROAD (06117)
EPSTEIN. COHN & RUSTIN. 777
FARMINGTON AVE. (06119)
FILOMENO & OSTOP, 76 LA SALLE RD.
(06107)
FIRESTONE & ROSEN. 345 N. MAIN ST.
(06117)
FULCO, GITLIN, HALPERN & CAMPISE, 62
LA SALLE RD. (06107)
GUINAN. JOSEPH M., 998 FARMINGTON
AVE. (06107)
KLEMAN, GEORGE J., 967 FARMINGTON
AVE. (06107)
MILLER. ROBERT D., 59 WHITEHILL DR. 
(06117)
PEARSON AND VOSBURGH, 779
FARMINGTON AVE. (06107)
ROLLER. SIDNEY C., BISHOP’S CORNER
BRANCH (06117)
SCHWARTZ. DAVID. 345 N. MAIN ST. (06117)
SIGAL, TRAGER, GURNE & KAUFMAN. 740
N. MAIN ST. (06117)
WEINSTEIN, SAUNDER D., 345 N. MAIN ST.
STE. 310 (06117)
WEST HAVEN
FINSMITH, BRODNER & CO., 295 MAIN ST. 
(06516)
FITZPATRICK. THOMAS F., 62 COMPASS 
LANE (06516)
WEINSTEIN & ANASTASIO, P. C., 461 DERBY
AVE. (06516)
WESTPORT
BERKMAN. IRVING C., 246 EAST STATE ST. 
(06880)
BUFFERD, SHELDON B., 21 CHARLES ST. 
(06880)
BURKE, THOMAS G. & COMPANY, 20 
IMPERIAL AVE. (06880)
DONOVAN. JOHN J., 6 DAYBREAK LANE 
(06880)
GORDON. GABRIEL, 287 RIVERSIDE AVE. 
(06880)
MEYERS, HARRY, 19 MAYFLOWER PKWY. 
(06880)
MILLER, LEN, 72 CHURCH LN. (06880)
WETHERSFIELD
HALLISEY AND D’AGOSTINO. 364 SILAS 
DEANE HWY. (06109)
KIRCALD1E, RANDALL & MCNAB. 185 SILAS
DEANE HWY. (06109)
WILLIMANTIC
PAGE. WAYNE L., P. O. BOX 762 (06226)
SHANE. KENNETH E., 22 WALNUT ST.
(06226)
WINDSOR LOCKS
MCGEE, LOUIS P., 46 ELM ST. (06096)
WINSTED
RIISKA, OSCAR J., 23 UNION ST. (06098)
WOODBRIDGE
FINER. LEMKIN & CO., 264 AMITY RD. 
(06525)
LEVITSKY & BERNEY, 100 BRADLEY RD. 
(06525)
ZEMPSKY, BURTON L., 264 AMITY RD. 
(06525) DELAWARE
BRIDGEVILLE
TORKELSON, JOHN G., 404 S. CANNON ST. 
(19933)
CLAYMONT
DODD. LEO E., 7505 GOVERNOR PRINTZ 
BLVD. (19703)
DOVER
BOOK & BAMBERGER. 431 S. NEW ST. 
(19901)
GRANGER, FAW & COMPANY, BANK OF 
DELAWARE BLDG. (19901)
MANTER. WILLIAM R., 426 S. STATE ST. 
(19901)
RICHARDSON. ALDEN B., III, BANK OF 
DELAWARE BLDG. (19901)
GEORGETOWN
MOFFITT. LORICCO & BALLARD. 14 THE 
CIRCLE (19947)
MILFORD
KERR. VERNON W., 1 S. E. FRONT ST. 
(19963)
NEWARK
GREGG, ROBERT B., CAVALIER C. C. APTS. 
23-B GOLFVIEW DR. (19711)
MCMULLAN, J. FRANKLIN S., 337 E. MAIN 
ST. (19711)
REHOBOTH BEACH
HOYT. ROBERT M. & COMPANY. REHOBOTH 
AVE. EXTENDED (19971)
JONES. T. THEODORE & COMPANY. 63 
REHOBOTH AVE. (19971)
SEAFORD
BENNETT. WILLIAM M., STEPHANY BLDG. 
(19973)
WILMINGTON
BALICK, SOL, 1209 KING ST. (19801)
BELFINT, LYONS & SHUMAN, 1404 BK. OF 
DELAWARE BLDG. 300 DELAWARE AVE. 
(19801)
CANNON. JAMES T., JR., 3301-A CONCORD 
PIKE (19803)
CARUCCI. PASS & COMPANY, 301 S. DUPONT 
ROAD (19804)
COMER AND WHISMAN. 4115 CONCORD 
PIKE (19803)
COVER & COMPANY. 200 W. NINTH ST. 
(19801)
DANEY, BERNARD J., 1205 KING ST. (19801)
EASTMAN. GEORGE, 6 LYNDHURST AVE. 
(19803)
FINK & LEBOVITZ. 234 PHILADELPHIA PK. 
(19809)
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GREENWALD, THOMAS S., 1600
PENNSYLVANIA AVE. (19806)
GUNNIP, FRANK A. & COMPANY, 2625
CONCORD PIKE (19803)
HAGGERTY &. HAGGERTY, 1011
WASHINGTON ST. (19801)
HASKINS & SELLS, 300 DELAWARE AVE.
STE. 1012 (19801)
KRIEGER, DWARES & STEIN, 1001 WEST ST. 
(19801)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 3411 
SILVERSIDE RD. (19810)
LONDON, SAMUEL J., 82 INDEPENDENCE 
MALL 1601 CONCORD PIKE (19803)
LOVETT, PAUL D., JR., 4005 KENNETT PIKE 
(19807)
LUKENS, BUMPERS & SAYERS, 200 WELDIN 
BLDG. 3411 SILVERSIDE RD. (19810)
MEITZLER, R. A., 61 INDEPENDENCE MALL 
(19803)
O’KANE, HUNT AND COMPANY, 1815 
NEWPORT GAP PIKE (19808)
PARKER, J. COUNCIL, 1218 MARKET ST. 
(19801)
ROEBERG, JABLOW & COMPANY, 1112 KING
ST. (19801)
ROSE, HAROLD, 219 W. 14 ST. (19801)
ROWLAND, HERBERT W., 3301 A CONCORD
PIKE (19803)
SCHIAVI, PATTERSON, HORTY & CO., 3403
LANCASTER PIKE (19805)
SUBLETTE, SAMUEL J., JR., INDEPENDENCE
MALL STE. 36-B (19803)
WILLIAMS, DAVID H., 4708 KIRKWOOD 
HWY. (19808)
WOLKIND, IRVING B., 1103 MADISON AVE. 
(19801)
ZENKER AND STYER, 1601 CONCORD PIKE 
STE. 56 (19803)DISTRICT OF COLUMBIA
WASHINGTON
ABENSOHN, S. S. & COMPANY, 5028
WISCONSIN AVE. NW. (20016)
ADDABBO, JOHN J., 1329 E ST. N. W. (20004)
ADOFF, STANLEY, 1518 K ST. N. W. (20005)
ANDERSEN,  ARTHUR & CO., 815
CONNECTICUT AVE. N. W. (20006)
BECKER, BENJAMIN E., 4626 WISCONSIN
AVE. NW. (20016)
BECKER, WEINSTEIN, KAUFMAN, 4201
CONNECTICUT AVE. N. W. (20008)
BERNSTEIN, I. B., 1329 E ST. N. W. (20004)
BISSELLE, MEADE & COMPANY,
COMMONWEALTH BLDG. #904 1625 K ST.
N. W. (20006)
BOND, BEEBE, BARTON & MUCKELBAUER, 
4115 CHESAPEAKE ST. N. W. (20016)
BORNSTEIN, JOSEPH P., 2401 VIRGINIA 
AVE. NW. STE. 303 (20037)
BOSSIN, SAMUEL, 403 WASHINGTON BLDG.
(20005)
BOYARSKY & WASSER, 730 BARLOW BLDG.
5454 WISCONSIN AVE. (20015)
BROWN, JOSEPH L., 301 HOMES BLDG. 7826
EASTERN AVE. NW. (20012)
BUCHANAN AND COMPANY, WATERGATE 
600 600 NEW HAMPSHIRE AVE. NW. 
(20037)
BURNS AND BUCHANAN, 1000 VERMONT 
AVE. NW. (20005)
CHARLTON, MILLARD T. & COMPANY. 1111 
E ST. N. W. (20004)
COHEN, HENRY MICHAEL, SUBURBAN 
TRUST BLDG. 7316 WISCONSIN AVE. 
(20014)
COHEN, SANDLER AND STAFFIN, 4201 
CONNECTICUT AVE. NW. (20008)
COLE, RALPH, 4027 BRANDYWINE ST. NW. 
(20016)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 1100 CONNECTICUT 
AVE. NW. (20036)
CORDER, HERMAN O., VAN NESS CTR. STE. 
455 4301 CONNECTICUT AVE. N. W. 
(20008)
COUNCILOR, BUCHANAN & MITCHELL, 3900 
WISCONSIN AVE. NW. (20016)
DAVIS, LA VAUGHN T., 1025 CONNECTICUT 
AVE. NW. (20036)
EMANUEL, MEYER M., JR., 1156 15 ST. NW. 
STE. 1100 (20005)
ERNST & ERNST, 1225 CONNECTICUT AVE.
N. W. (20036)
FAGAN, MORRIS, DENRIKE BLDG. STE. 
312-314 1010 VERMONT AVE. N. W. 
(20005)
FAINBERG, HAROLD, 3000 CONNECTICUT 
AVE. N. W. (20008)
FERGUSON, DEMBO & CO., EQUILIFE BLDG.
3900 WISCONSIN AVE. NW. (20016)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 540 INVESTMENT 
BLDG. (20005)
FRANTZ, FRANK C. & CO., 1000 VERMONT 
AVE. NW. (20005)
FUTROVSKY & SANTOS, 1211
CONNECTICUT AVE. NW. (20036)
GRAHAM, G. P. & COMPANY, 5034 
WISCONSIN AVE. N. W. (20016)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 1776 K 
ST. N. W. (20006)
GRUBER, DAVID M. & COMPANY, 1025 
VERMONT AVE. NW. (20005)
HARAB, KAMEROW & SERBER, 1425 H ST. 
N.W. (20005)
HARITON, M. B. AND COMPANY, 1101 17 ST. 
N. W. STE. 1200 (20036).
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 
1725 K ST. N. W. (20006)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1100 CONNECTICUT 
AVE. NW. #420 (20036)
HAYMAKER, JOHN S., JR., 805 15 ST. N. W. 
(20005)
HENDERSON, JOHN & CO., 1025 
CONNECTICUT AVE. (20036)
HOWELL AND COMPANY, 1010 VERMONT 
AVE. NW. (20005)
HUEY, HARVEY L., 5301 WISCONSIN AVE. 
NW. (20015)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN. 1800 K ST. 
N.W. (20006)
JANSSON, ERIC G. & CO., 815 15TH ST. NW. 
(20005)
KEST, LEWIS K., 1730 M ST. N. W. (20036)
KOBACK, JOHN J., 734 1 5 ST. N. W. (20005)
KOHL, TERRANCE L., 1101 VERMONT AVE. 
N. W. (20005)
KOSTER, MARINUS, 3408 WISCONSIN AVE. 
NW. (20016)
LAMBERT AND JONES, 7315 WISCONSIN 
AVE. (20014)
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LANG. RAYMOND E. & COMPANY, 904 
CHEVY CHASE LAKE BLDG. 8401 
CONNECTICUT AVE. (20015)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 4201 
CONNECTICUT AVE. NW. (20008)
LAVIERI AND MOSTOW, 4418 MAC ARTHUR 
BLVD. NW. (20007)
LEE, HENDRICKS & COMPANY, 1025 
VERMONT AVE. NW. (20005)
LEOPOLD & LINOWES, 1120 CONNECTICUT 
AVE. NW. (20036)
LEVENTHAL, KENNETH & CO., 1133 15TH 
ST. NW. (20005)
LEWIS. PHILLIP S., 4201 CONNECTICUT 
AVE. N. W. #610 (20008)
LORENZ & LORENZ, 1025 CONN. AVE. NW. 
STE. 309-A (20036)
LUCAS. TUCKER & CO., 1101 17TH ST. NW. 
STE. 307 (20036)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 1334 G ST. N. W. 
(20005)
MATTHEWS. CARTER AND BOYCE, 1828 L 
ST. N. W. (20036)
MCGANN. THEODORE, 1000 CONNECTICUT 
AVE. NW. (20036)
MCGINLEY, ROCHE & MALLORY, 4301 
CONN. AVE. NW. STE. 432 (20008)
MCGIVERN, RAYMOND H., 1523 L ST. N. W. 
(20005)
MENDELSON & MENDELSON, 1730 M ST. 
N.W. (20036)
MENEFEE, HOLTZ AND KLASSETT, 1832 M 
ST. N. W. (20036)
MERMELSTEIN, DAVID, 1120 CONNECTICUT 
AVE N. W. #930 (20036)
MILLER AND GALATE, 815 15 STREET NW. 
(20005)
MUGMON, ALVIN L., 1730 M ST. N. W. STE. 
802 (20036)
MURRAY AND CAVANAUGH, WIRE BLDG. 
1000 VERMONT AVE. N. W. STE. 900 
(20005)
NARON, WAGNER & VOSLOW, CHARTERED, 
1250 CONN. AVE. NW. STE. 435 (20036)
OEHMANN. J. HENRY & CO., 5530 
WISCONSIN AVE. STE. 520 (20015)
OLSHAN & OLSHAN, 224 E. CAPITOL ST. 
(20003)
OWENS, HENRY S. & CO., 437 VAN NESS 
CTR. 4301 CONNECTICUT AVE. NW. 
(20008)
PASKIN, BERNARD S., 5100 WISCONSIN 
AVE. NW. STE. 515 (20016)
PEAT. MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., 1025 
CONNECTICUT AVE. NW. (20036)
PLAYER, CHARLES R., JR., 2649 WOODLEY 
PL. NW. (20008)
PORTER. WILLIAM L., 907-6TH ST. SW. 
#701-703 (20024)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 1801 K ST. N. W. 
(20006)
REGARDIE, BROOKS & LEWIS, 3900 
WISCONSIN AVE. NW. (20016)
ROBERTS, HAROLD S., 908-09 WOODWARD 
BLDG. (20005)
ROTHMAN & LESTER, 5100 WISCONSIN 
AVE. NW. STE. 309 (20016)
RUDDEN, MATTHEW P., 4201 CONNECTICUT 
AVE. NW. (20008)
SALTER & COMPANY, EXECUTIVE BLDG. 
1030 15 ST. N. W. STE. 740 (20005)
SCHUMAKER, THOMAS EDMUND, 1701 
PENNSYLVANIA AVE. NW. #560 (20006)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, RING BLDG. 1200 
18TH ST. NW. 510 (20036)
SINKER, JULIUS, 847 WASHINGTON BLDG. 
(20005)
SINROD & TASH, 1705 DE SALES ST. NW. 
(20036)
SMITH AND HARDER, 1000 CONNECTICUT 
AVE. (20036)
SNYDER, NEWRATH & CO., 919 18TH ST. 
NW. (20006)
STOVALL, CLYDE B., 905 16TH ST. NW. 
(20006)
STOY, MALONE & COMPANY, 7315 
WISCONSIN AVE. (20014)
STUART, ALFRED D., 1523 L ST. N. W. 
(20005)
SWITKES, JOSEPH N., SUBURBAN TRUST 
PENTHOUSE 7316 WISCONSIN AVE. 
(20014)
TEDDER, HEALEY & HORMAN, 1010 
VERMONT AVE. N. W. (20005)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 1776 K ST. N. W. STE. 
200 (20006)
UNDERSTEIN, JACK. CHARTERED, 600 
INVESTMENT BLDG. 1511 K ST. N. W. 
(20005)
WESTHEIMER, FINE, BERGER & CO., 1030 15 
ST. NW. STE. 800 (20005)
WILLIS, T. LELAND, 4000 ALBEMARLE ST. 
NW. (20016)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 1101 17TH STREET 
NW. (20036)
YATES & ROSS. EQUITABLE LIFE BLDG. # 
N. 210 3900 WISCONSIN AVE. NW. (20016)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1025 
CONNECTICUT AVE. NW. (20036)FLORIDA
ALACHUA
PETTIT, MARION A., P. O. BOX 176 (32615)
ALTAMONTE SPRINGS
BLAKE, PHILIP E., 616 E. SEMORAN STE. 215 
(32701)
LISTER, RICHARD W., 501 SAVONA CT. 
(32701)
SPILLANE, SNYDER & GRAHAM, 204 E.
ALTAMONTE AVE. (32701)
BELLE GLADE
ARMSTRONG, JOHN C., 1407 W. AVE. A. 
(33430)
RHODES, WILLIAM B., 250 SE. FIRST ST. 
(33430)
WEEKS, B. E., 333 SE. SECOND ST. (33430) 
BOCA RATON
BENTON, HUGH H., 106 NE. SECOND ST. 
(33432)
COOK, MARY ANN, 124 ORCHARD RIDGE 
LANE (33432)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 150 E. PALMETTO 
PK. RD. STE. 715 (33432)
CRUICKSHANK, WM. A., 125 E. BOCA RATON 
RD. (33432)
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GUTHRIE. JACOBS & EUBANKS. P. A., 115 
CRAWFORD BLVD. (33432)
HOMRICH, SCHMIDT & MIEL, 400 CAMENO 
GARDENS BLVD. (33432)
MAHER. JAMES A., 131 E. PALMETTO PARK 
ROAD (33432)
WALL. BARBARA A., 212 WEIR PLAZA 
BLDG. 855 S. FEDERAL HWY. (33432)
BRADENTON
ANDERSON. HARRY M., JR., 510 TENTH ST. 
W. (33506)
ARNOLD & CO., MANATEE NATL. BANK 
BLDG. 920 MANATEE AVE. W. STE. 51 
(33506)
MONETTE. WILLIAM M., 442 12 ST. W. 
(33506)
POOL. JOHN R., 5715 SECOND AVE. N. W. 
(33505)
PRATT. HARRY C. AND COMPANY. PERRINE 
PLAZA 417 12TH ST. W. (33505)
VALDES. MCLAIN. PRATT & GRAY, P. O. 
BOX 699 (33505)
WHITCOMB & HARRISON, FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. STE. 401 (33505)
BRANDON
MAZAS, ENRIQUE R., 154 W. ROBERTSON 
ST. (33511)
CASSELBERRY
SECKINGER, L. ROY, P. O. BOX 25 (32707)
CLEARWATER
BURKHOLDER, M. D., 1701 DREW ST. STE. 2 
(33515)
CAMPAS & MINK, P. A., 1221 TURNER ST. 
STE. 101 (33517)
DE JANE & TAYLOR, 314 S. MISSOURI AVE. 
STE. 104 (33516)
HARPER & VANSCOIK, FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. 1 N. OSCEOLA AVE. (33515)
JOHNSTON, THOMAS J., 1626 PALMWOOD 
DR. (33516)
MORRISON & DELARBRE, P. A., 1618 S.
HIGHLAND AVE. (33516)
PLASKETT, GERALD R., 2364 SUNSET PT 
RD. (33515)
STONESIFER, C. C., 211-A S. GARDEN AVE. 
(33516)
TURNBURKE, BROCK AND GADNEY, 1173 
NE. CLEVELAND ST. (33515)
CLERMONT
BLANCHARD, JOHN D., 632 MONTROSE ST. 
(32711)
GREENLEE, PAUL & FURNAS, P. O. BOX 400 
(32711)
COCOA
DAVIES, HOUSER & COMPANY, 9 
MAGNOLIA ST. (32922)
SCHWARTZ, GILBERT, P. A., INDIAN RIVER 
CO. FED. S&L BLDG. 814 DIXON BLVD. 
(32922)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 535 
DELANNOY AVE. (32922)
COCOA BEACH
BRAY, RONALD E., 103 N. ATLANTIC AVE. 
(32931)
CORAL GABLES
ANDERSON, ALBERT U., GIFFEN BLDG. 
STE. 102 250 BIRD RD. (33146)
ARAZOZA, CARLOS, 814 PONCE DE LEON 
BLVD. (33134)
BARRY, JOHN J., 401 CORAL WAY STE. 409 
(33134)
BURT AND BOYLE, 1553 SAN IGNACIO AVE. 
(33146)
CARLILE AND CARLILE, 316 MINORCA 
AVE. (33134)
CAVAGNARO, GEORGE J., P. A., 1570 
MADRUGA AVE. #PH2 (33146)
CROSS, J. ALAN, JR., 1702 PONCE DE LEON 
BLDG. (33134)
EBERLE, MARIO A., 144 ALMERIA AVE. 
(33134)
FORMAN, MAX, 304 PALERMO (33134)
GOLDSTEIN AND WISH, 299 ALHAMBRA 
CIRCLE RM. 218 (33134)
GONZALEZ, RAFAEL E., 1622 PONCE DE 
LEON BLVD. (33134)
HASENCAMP, J. ROBB, 2625 PONCE DE 
LEON BLVD. (33134)
HECK AND DIXON, 175 MAJORCA AVE. 
(33134)
LANDOW, LAURENCE, 161 ARAGON AVE. 
(33134)
LOTTERMAN AND WAGNER, CONTINENTAL 
BLDG. 5915 PONCE DE LEON BLVD. 
(33146)
MAGRAM, GARY R., 304 PALERMO AVE. 
(33134)
METZGER AND WELLISCH, P. A., 161 
ALMERIA AVE. (33134)
OLIN, GOTTLIEB, GROSS & BREIER, 
GABLES TOWER ONE 1320 SOUTH DIXIE 
HWY. (33146)
PFEIFER, HUTTO AND RAWLS, 145 
ALMERIA AVE. (33134)
PRESS, JOSEPH B., 218 ALCAZAR AVE. 
(33134)
RIERA, JOSE L., 350 SEVILLA STE. 109 
(33134)
RITTER, WILLIAM J., 5910 CELLINI ST. 
(33146)
RODRIGUEZ, CLAUDIO AND ASSOCIATES. 
P. A., 266 GIRALDA AVE. (33134)
ROTH AND JACOBS, 1550 S. DIXIE HWY. 
STE. 209 (33146)
SHARFF, WITTMER & KURTZ, P. A., 35 
ALMERIA AVE. (33134)
SHENKMAN, BERNARD, 161 ARAGON AVE. 
(33134)
SHILLINGTON & FAY, 3251 PONCE DE LEON 
BLVD. (33134)
STEIN, ABRAHAM, 220 MIRACLE MILE 
(33134)
STEIN AND HIPSMAN, P. A., 5915 PONCE DE 
LEON BLVD. (33146)
STOKES, ALBERT L. H., 265 UNIVERSITY 
DR. STE. 104 (33134)
TERRY, LELAND E., 299 ALHAMBRA 
CIRCLE (33134)
ULMER & GRAHAM, 315 PALERMO AVE. 
(33134)
WALZ, RAY J., 495 BILTMORE WAY (33134)
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CORAL SPRINGS
KEEFE, MCCULLOUGH AND CARPENTER, 
ALAMONT BLDG. 9675 W. SAMPLE RD. 
(33065)
CRESTVIEW
ALLEN, PACE A., 426 E. PINE AVE. (32536)
CRYSTAL RIVER
PRICE, P. W., PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 502 NE. 
CITRUS AVE. (32629)
DADE CITY
BROWN & FENTON, 112 S. SIXTH ST. (33525)
DAVIE
BERG, WILLIAM, HOLLYWOOD FEDERAL 
BLDG. 6100 GRIFFIN RD. (33314)
BORENSTEIN, BEN, 4148 SW 64 ST. (33314)
DAYTONA BEACH
BATTEN, ALFRED E., 327 MAGNOLIA AVE. 
(32014)
BURGESS, JOHN H., 326 S. GRANDVIEW 
AVE. (32018)
GREENE, FAIRCLOTH, POLLITZ & HOUGH, 
400 S. PALMETTO AVE. (32014)
HOGLE AND VOGT, 236 N. RIDGEWOOD 
AVE. (32014)
MAY, ZIMA & CO., 211 N. RIDGEWOOD AVE. 
(32015)
PHELAN & LERAS, 623 N. GRANDVIEW AVE. 
(32020)
TURNEY AND DUPREE, 501 N. GRANDVIEW 
AVE. (32018)
DE LAND
COHEN, ROBERT L., 125 E. INDIANA AVE. 
(32720)
MILLER AND DREGGORS, 228 W. NEW 
YORK AVE. (32720)
DELRAY BEACH
HALVERSON, ROGER W„ ONE S. E. FOURTH 
AVE. RM. 205 (33444)
HIMES & HIMES, P. O. DRAWER HH (33444)
DUNEDIN
HOLJES, RALPH W., P. A., THE
PROFESSIONAL CENTER 1964
BAYSHORE BLVD (33528)
JOSLIN AND ROBERTS, 1130 D PINEHURST 
RD. (33528)
MILLOTT, HUNTER & RAGUCCI, P. A., 525 S. 
PAULA DR. (33528)
EUSTIS
GREENLEE, PAUL & FURNAS, 421 N. BAY 
ST. (32726)
FERN PARK
WATSKY, HAROLD S., 234 DOVERWOOD RD. 
(32730)
FORT LAUDERDALE
BRANDIS, THOMAS WILLIAM, 4324 E. 
TRADEWINDS AVE. (33308)
CASLOW, RAYMOND L., P. A., 3471 N.
FEDERAL HWY. (33306)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, ONE FINANCIAL 
PLAZA STE. 2500 (33394)
DRAUGHON, WILLIE R., MARWAYNE 
OFFICE PLAZA 2425 E. COMMERCIAL 
BLVD. (33308)
EATON, PEED, KNUDSEN & HUGHES, 2817 E. 
OAKLAND PARK BLVD. (33306)
ERNST & ERNST, 1 FINANCIAL PLAZA STE. 
2102 (33394)
ERNST, WILLIAM D., 2300 W. OAKLAND PK. 
BLVD. STE. Al (3331 1)
FLEDER, SAMUEL, MERCEDE S. BLDG. STE. 
208 2740 E. OAKLAND PK. BLVD. (33306)
GIBSON, WILLIAM MCKENNEY, JR., 2366 W. 
OAKLAND PARK BLVD. (33311)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, ONE 
FINANCIAL PLAZA 2002 (33394)
GUIDO, GENE, 2601 EAST OAKLAND PARK 
BLVD. (33306)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & CO., ONE 
FINANCIAL PLAZA (33394)
HASKINS & SELLS, 502 BROWARD NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (33301)
HOCH, FREY & ZUGMAN, 1415 E. SUNRISE 
BLVD. (33304)
JOHNSON, HORACE STEVEN, III, THE 
TENNIS CLUB 600 N. W. 19 ST. (33311)
KANE, C. VERNON, 2120 NE. 21ST ST. 
(33305)
KORNMEIER, RICHARD, 3623 N. ANDREWS 
AVE. (33309)
LINFORS, WAITE & COMPANY, 100 NE. 
THIRD AVE. (33301)
MADSEN, SAPP & BARNES, 727 N. E. THIRD 
AVE. (33304)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., ONE FINANCIAL 
PLAZA STE. 1802 (33394)
MAURER, W. S., 503 FIRST FEDERAL BLDG. 
(33301)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & CO., 4280 
N. OCEAN BLVD. (33308)
MCMILLAN, UNRUH & KOEHNER, 2601 E. 
OAKLAND PARK BLVD. (33306)
MUNNS AND MONTGOMERY, FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. ONE FINANCIAL PLAZA 
STE. 1406 (33394)
NEWTON, DONALD S., SR., 3000 N. 
FEDERAL HWY. BLDG. #8 (33306)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 2455 E. 
SUNRISE BLVD. (33304)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY, 4528 N. 
FEDERAL HWY. (33308)
REEHIL, JOHN J., 1133 SE. THIRD AVE. 
(33316)
RINGEL, HEEB & CO., 2020 NE. 48TH COURT 
(33308)
SANDLER, PAUL R., 910 NW. 10TH PL. 
(33311)
SCHWEIGER, STANLEY, P. A., 2691 E. 
OAKLAND PARK BLVD. (33306)
SHAFFER, KENNETH S., 1750 E.
COMMERCIAL BLVD. STE. & (33308)
SIEFERMAN, RISMILLER AND GERHARD,
2701 E. SUNRISE BLVD. (33304)
SOKOLOW, SOL, 4750 NORTH FEDERAL 
HIGHWAY (33308)
SPICKETT, WILLIAM J., 1920 S. OCEAN DR. 
APT. 511 (33316)
STOCKWELL, DAVID I., 2701 E. SUNRISE 
BLVD. STE. 306 (33304)
TENENBAUM, TOPPING & COMPANY, 2810 E. 
OAKLAND PARK BLVD. (33306>
THOMAS, KENNETH A., 2430 W. OAKLAND 
PARK BLVD. (33311)
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TUNICK, EDWIN, INTERNATIONAL BLDG.
2455 E. SUNRISE BLVD. STE. 809 (33304)
WEISER & REIBEL, P. A., 3101 N. FEDERAL 
HWY. (33306)
WITTE, LESTER & CO., ADAMS BLDG. 2601
E. OAKLAND PK. BLVD. (33306)
FORT MYERS
DAVIS AND PROBE, 3900 BROADWAY 
(33901)
GILBERT, BROWN, WALLACE AND 
STEWART, 2040 VIRGINIA AVE. (33902)
HART, WILLIAM E., 2070 MAIN ST. STE. 206 
(33901)
JONES, DANIEL J., 6333 MCGREGOR BLVD.
#5 (33901)
MCGHAN, LELAND A., P. O. BOX 697 (33902)
METHENY & YON, 1429 COLONIAL BLVD. 
(33902)
TAYLOR, EDENFIELD, GILLIAM A
WILTSHIRE, 2075 W. FIRST ST. (33902) 
2149 MCGREGOR BLVD. (33902)
FORT PIERCE
MCALPIN, CURTIS & O’HAIRE, 207 ORANGE 
AVE. (33450)
FORT WALTON BEACH
DE BRUHL & JOHNSON, COMMONWEALTH 
BLDG. 13 MEMORIAL PKWY. (32548) 
SALTMARSH, CLEAVELAND & GUND, 127 
MIRACLE STRIP PKWY. SE. (32548)
GAINESVILLE
AUSTIN, KEITH C. & ASSOCIATES, 
CHARTERED, 633 N. W. EIGHTH AVE. 
(32601)
BUDD, HARVEY M., BLVD. PLAZA OFFICES 
1135-G NW. 23 AVE. (32601)
MAUZY & STEVENSON, 1219 N. W. 16 AVE. 
(32601)
MCCACHREN, JAMES R., JR., 288-5 CORRY 
VILLAGE (32601)
PURVIS, GRAY AND COMPANY, 222 NE. 
FIRST ST. (32601)
RICHARDSON AND ELLISON, 537 NE. FIRST 
ST. (32601)
SMITH, JOHN HENRY, 4020 NEWBERRY RD.
(32607)
HAINES CITY
HALL, ROBERT LEONARD, 802 HINSON 
AVE. (33844)
HALLANDALE
SHE1NFELD, ALAN L., SUITE 709 1920 E. 
HALLANDALE BCH. BLVD. (33009)
SPINA, JOSEPH P., HOME FEDERAL BLDG. 
2100 E. BEACH BLVD. STE. 400 (33009)
HIALEAH
GONZALEZ, FLORENTINO L. & ASSOC., 250 
W. 47TH ST. (33012)
KINARD, K. R., 6500 W. FOURTH AVE. 
(33012)
KRUTMAN, BEHREN, BERMAN AND 
COMPANY, 401 W. 49TH ST. (33012)
HOLLYWOOD
CARDONE, F. V., 1203 S. 21 AVE. (33020) 
CATZ, IRA H., HOLLYWOOD BREAD BLDG. 
STE. 800 1747 VAN BUREN ST. (33020)
DINABURG, ALLAN, 1400 S. OCEAN DR. 
(33020)
EATON, PEED, KNUDSEN & HUGHES, 1909 
TYLER ST. #500 (33020)
FRIEDMAN, MILTON G., 6151 MIRAMAR 
PKWY. STE. 304 (33023)
ILOWIT & ILOWIT, 2514 HOLLYWOOD BLVD. 
(33020)
LEIGHTON, L. R., 1112 N. 13 CT. (33020)
POLLAK, SIEGEL, ZOLLER & KOROSS, P. A., 
2435 HOLLYWOOD BLVD. (33020)
POWELL, DONALD F., 1101 S. 21ST AVE. 
(33020)
RASKIN & WAXMAN, 1926 HARRISON ST.
(33020)
SADOFF, ROTHCHILD, LEVIN & MYERS, 
1940 HARRISON ST. ft 201 (33020)
SALTER, ABRAHAM J., 1230 ADAMS ST. 
(33020)
SCHOTT, ELWIN L., 1720 HARRISON STE. 
17-D (33020)
SELDINE AND INGBER, 6011 RODMAN ST. 
(33023)
SIEGEL, AL, 1615 S. 14 AVE. (33020)
SWIMMER, JOSEPH S., 1915 HARRISON ST. 
(33020)
TAYLOR, CHARLES L., 1214 N. 26TH AVE. 
(33020)
TENENBAUM, TOPPING & COMPANY, 
HOLLYWOOD FEDERAL BLDG. 5950 
WASHINGTON ST. (33023)
TERRY, ANDREW J., 1909 HARRISON ST. 
(33020)
VOGELSANG & SILVERMAN, 1940 
HARRISON ST. (33020)
HOMESTEAD
GOLDSTEIN, COVIN, BEER & PARNES, P. A.,
45 N. W. EIGHTH ST. (33030)
JACKSONVILLE
ARMSTRONG, PENDLETON R., 921 FLORIDA 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (32202)
BEIDELMAN, R. R., 1539 PARENTAL HOME 
RD. (32216)
BLITCH, G ARTSIDE AND TUERK, 1230 
HENDRICKS AVE. STE. 100 (32207)
BLOIS, JOHN B., 2110 PARK ST. (32204)
BRYAN, JOHN C., 3733 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
W. #201 (32217)
CARTER & PRESLEY, 311 W. ASHLEY ST.
STE. 1208 (32201)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 720 GILMORE ST. 
(32203)
DANESE, JOHN BISHOP, 6501 ARLINGTON 
EXPY. STE. 103 (32211)
DAVIS, PRESSER & LA FAYE, 1710 GULF 
LIFE TOWER (32207)
DUPREE, ROBERT E., 4151 WOODCOCK DR. 
STE. 101 (32207)
ERNST & ERNST, 612 BARNETT BANK 
BLDG. (32202)
HARMS, JULIUS A., JR., 6501 ARLINGTON 
EXPY. STE. 104 (32211)
HARTMAN, JOSEPH & ASSOC., 1112 
UNIVERSAL MARION BLDG. (32202)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1312 SEABOARD 
COASTLINE BLDG. {32202)
HOCHMAN, RALPH J., 6855 OLD ST. 
AUGUSTINE RD. (32217)
HOOD, REO M., 5913 GREEN HILL LANE 
(32211)
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HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, BARNETT 
BANK BLDG. (32202)
HURWITZ. MELVIN N., 4040 WOODCOCK DR. 
STE. 150 (32207)
JAMES & HARRIS. 636 FLORIDA NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (32202)
JOHNSON, CHARLES W„ JR., C. A., 637 PARK 
ST. (32204)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 1405 
UNIVERSAL MARION BLDG. (32202)
LUCAS. HERNDON. HYERS & PENNYWITT. 
1800 ATLANTIC BLVD. (32207)
LUCAS. JACK W., WOODCOCK BLDG. STE. 
256 4040 WOODCOCK DR. (32207)
MASTERS, SMITH & WISBY, P. A., 1827 GULF 
LIFE TOWER (32207)
MEEK AND MCLEOD. 3250 BEACH
BOULEVARD (32207)
MORRIS. BYRON. 908 FLORIDA TITLE 
BLDG. (32202)
NOLAN, JACK C., BARNETT BANK BLDG. 
(32202)
OOSTERHOUDT, ALLEN C., 1639 ATLANTIC 
BLVD. RM. 205 (32207)
PATRICK. STITES & WELLS. P. A., 1336 
HAINES ST. (32206)
PEAT, MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., 1000 
RIVERSIDE AVE. (32204)
PRICE. ROBERT M., 2125 GILMORE ST. 
(32204)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 649 FLORIDA 
NATIONAL BK. BLDG. (32201)
RALSTON. ROBERT E., 637 PARK ST. 
(32204)
SMOAK. DAVIS & NIXON. 1514 NIRA ST. 
(32207)
STEGER, HENRY H., 3122 BEACH BLVD. 
(32207)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., FLORIDA NATL. BK. 
BLDG. (32202)
URBAN, 0. RICHARD. 2111 LIBERTY ST. 
(32206)
WATSON. MAX T., JR., 4609 HIGHWAY AVE. 
(32205)
WETHERINGTON. CARLTON A., 721
FLORIDA TITLE BLDG. (32202)
WHITLOW. JOHN D., 4077 WOODCOCK DR. 
STE. 114 (32207)
WOLFSON. ALBERT I., 1210 UNIVERSAL 
MARION BLDG. (32202)
WOMACK, M. D., JR., 2236 GULF LIFE 
TOWER 3910 BOULEVARD CENTER DR. 
(32207)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY. 737 FLA. 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (32202)
JACKSONVILLE BEACH
CURTIS, FANCHER & WHITE. 228 THIRD 
AVE. N. (32250)
KEY LARGO
WOODALL. WILLIAM H., PORT LARGO 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. P. 0. BOX 1348 
(33037)
KEY WEST
KEMP. ORVIS M., 615-A UNITED ST. (33040)
PARKS & BISHOP. 207 DUVAL ST. (33040)
KISSIMMEE
ROGERS & GAY. 10 E. MONUMENT AVE. 
(32741)
LAKE CITY
CARTER. MICHAEL. 100 W. MADISON ST. 
(32055)
DARBY, ODOM & COMPANY. 1420 S. FIRST
ST. (32055)
SMOAK, DAVIS & NIXON. FIRST & MADISON 
STS. (32055)
WHEELER, WENDELL W., 419 N. MARION ST. 
(32055)
LAKE PLACID
WICKS AND KNOX. 14 S. MAIN ST. (33852)
LAKE WALES
BUNTING, TRIPP & INGLEY, 230 E. TILLMAN 
AVE. (33853)
LAKE WORTH
VARNES, COLIN K., 1125 NORTH DIXIE 
(33460)
LAKELAND
BARNES, J. WAYNE, RT-1 BOX 725 (33803)
BUNTING, TRIPP & INGLEY, 307 ARCADE 
BLDG. (33801)
EVANS & OTTINGER. 800 ARCADE BLDG. 
(33801)
HAMIC & HAMIC, 1905 S. FLORIDA AVE. 
(33803)
NUNEZ. DAVIS, TEDDER & COLLINS. 211 1/2 
S. TENNESSEE AVE. (33801)
THOMAS. HAROLD L., GROVE COLONIAL 
BLDG. STE. 3 1526 COMMERCIAL PARK 
DR. (33803)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY. 507 
ARCADE BLDG. (33801)
LARGO
BRYANT. WINSTON E., 2400 W. BAY DR. 
STE. 110 (33540)
LEACH. JOHN K., 422 W. BAY DR. (33540)
LAUDERDALE BY THE SEA
BRANDIS. THOMAS WILLIAM, 4324 E. 
TRADEWINDS AVE. (33308)
LEESBURG
BURKE, ARTHUR L., 400 N. 14 ST. (32748) 
REAM. WALTER T., 918 W. DIXIE AVE. 
(32748)
SHAW & BROOKS. 122 N. 14TH ST. (32748)
LIVE OAK
CASEY, WILLIAM J., 941 NORTH OHIO AVE. 
(32060)
LONGWOOD
FALCONETTI, FRANK A., JR., 308 
TIMBERCOVE CIRCLE (32750)
HYDER, ARLEN D., 880 E. SANDLANDO 
SPRINGS DR. (32750)
MAITLAND
ALTIZER, KEITH, 111 S. MAITLAND AVE. 
(32751)
KAST, MILTON B., 235 MAITLAND AVE. STE. 
107 (32751)
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MCMILLEN, WARREN N., JR., 900 MOJAVE 
TRAIL (32751)
RASSMANN, FREDERICK W., P. 0. BOX 814 
(32751)
MARATHON
PARKS AND BISHOP, 5195 OVERSEAS HWY. 
(33050)
MARGATE
KEEFE, MCCULLOUGH AND CARPENTER, 
400 N. STATE RD. 7 STE. 340 (33063)
MARIANNA
DELOZIER, REBOE J., P. 0. BOX 1087 
(32446)
MCCREA, HENRY V., P. 0. BOX 951 (32446)
MELBOURNE
HENTSCHEL & CHOATE, P. 0. BOX 476 
(32901)
MERRITT ISLAND
BERMAN, SHAPIRO AND COMPANY, 
MERRITT PROFESSIONAL BLDG. (32952)
DOBSON & JONES, P. A., 245 MAGNOLIA 
AVE. STE. 1 (32952)
FLIEDER, CLAIR E., 250 E. MERRITT ISL. 
CWAY. (32952)
GEORGE, JOHN B. AND JOHN C. ANDY, 313 
MAGNOLIA AVE. (32780)
MIAMI
AMDUR, HOWARD M., 9300 S. DADELAND 
BLVD. STE. 316 (33156)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 150 SE. 
SECOND AVE. (33101)
ATWILL, JACK A., P. A., 8400 NW. 52 ST. STE. 
200 (33166)
AUGUST, WEINTRAUB & SAFRA, BISCAYNE 
BLDG. STE. 506 19 W. FLAGLER ST. 
(33130)
BAMBERG AND SUPERSTEIN, 717 
INGRAHAM BLDG. (33131)
BERNSTEIN & PATCHEN, 150 SE. SECOND 
AVE. STE. 604 (33131)
BLITT, ISIDORE IRA, 2242 CORAL WAY 
(33145)
BLUESTEIN AND COMPANY, 300 BRICKELL 
EXECUTIVE TOWER 1428 BRICKELL AVE. 
(33131)
BROMBERG, ARONOW & CO., 693 NE. 79TH 
ST. (33138)
BROWN AND PFEIFFER, P. A., DADE 
FEDERAL BLDG. 10301 S. DIXIE HWY. 
(33156)
CALLAHAN, W. J., 922 INGRAHAM BLDG. 25 
SE. SECOND AVE. (33131)
CAPLAN, MORRISON, BROWN AND 
KRISSEL, P. A., 9795 S. DIXIE HWY. 
(33156)
COLOSI, RONALD J., P. A., 5111 SW. EIGHTH 
ST. (33134)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, FIRST NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. (33101)
CUSPILICH & LEWIS, 1122 ALFRED I. 
DUPONT BLDG. (33131)
DECKER, EDWARD & COMPANY, REDWOOD 
BLDG. 14680 NW. SEVENTH AVE. (33168)
DESSAINT, LOUIS M., 7600 SW. RED RD. 
ROOM 212 (33143)
EBER, VICTOR I., P. A., 1101 BRICKELL AVE. 
STE. 306 (33131)
EISENBERG, DONALD L., 111 N. E. FIRST ST. 
STE. 403 (33132)
EISNER & LUBIN, 1444 BISCAYNE BLVD.
(33132)
ELLIS, WILLIAM R. & CO., 1210 AINSLEY 
BLDG. 14 NE. FIRST AVE. (33132)
ERNST & ERNST, 100 BISCAYNE TOWER 100 
BISCAYNE BLVD. NORTH (33132)
FELD, MAX P., DADELAND TOWERS N. P. H. 
STE. 20 9200 S. DADELAND BLVD.
(33156)
FINKEL, MARK J., 1012 AINSLEY BLDG. 14
N. E. FIRST AVE. (33132)
FISKE, ALAN P., P. A., BRICKELL 
EXECUTIVE TOWER 1428 BRICKELL AVE.
STE. 618 (33131)
FOX, ARTHUR E., 245 S. E. FIRST ST. 
(33131)
FRIEDLAND, MAURICE, P. A., THE PILE 9703 
SOUTH DIXIE HWY. (33156)
GILLMAN, GILLMAN & FRIED, 7100 N. 
KENDALL DR. STE. 201 (33156)
GOLDSTEIN, COVIN, BEER & PARNES, P. A., 
14 NE. FIRST AVE. STE. 1200 (33132)
GOMES AND MULLEN, 8748 SW. 133 ST. 
(33156)
GRAHAM, GEORGE G. & CO., INGRAHAM 
BLDG. 25 S. E. SECOND AVE. (33131)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 1000 
BRICKELL AVE. (33131)
GRAVIER, LEONARDO, P. O. BOX 1463 
(33101)
HARALAMBIDES, JOHN A., 1710 S. W. 27TH 
AVE. (33145)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 
4700 BISCAYNE BLVD. (33137)
HASKINS & SELLS, 100 BISCAYNE TOWER 
STE. 3007 (33132)
HERRIS & ROSEN, 209 PAN AMERICAN 
BANK BLDG. (33131)
HERZOG & GORDEN, P. A., 424 N. W. 27TH 
AVE. (33125)
HEYMAN, HOWARD S., 9300 S. DIXIE HWY. 
STE. 107 (33156)
HOLTZ & COMPANY, 291 SW. 27 AVE. 
(33135)
INFELD, LURIE AND MITCHELL, 5801 
BISCAYNE BLVD. (33137)
JACOBSON, LOUIS, 6741 SW. 91ST AVE.
(33143)
KAUFMAN AND ROSSIN, 150 SE. SECOND 
AVE. STE. 600 (33131)
KICKLIGHTER, WARREN W., BISCAY BLDG.
300 1040 BISCAYNE BLVD. (33132)
KNOWLES, CHARLES JAMES, SR., 2771 
CORAL WAY (33145)
LA PADULA, DANIEL J., 5599 BISCAYNE 
BLVD. (33138)
LAP1DES, GLENN F., 7777 SW. 86 ST. STE.
214 (33143)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, BRICKELL 
EXECUTIVE TOWER 1428 BRICKELL AVE.
STE. 400 (33131)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH 4 
HORWATH, 999 SOUTH BAYSHORE DR. 
(33131)
LEARNER, HOWARD, 9655 S. DIXIE HWY. 
(33156)
LEVIE, GEORGE RICHARD, DUPONT PLAZA 
CTR. STE. 1012 (33131)
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LEVINE, COHN, FEUER & LEVINE, 1401 N. 
W. 17TH AVE. (33125)
LEXOW, CLAUSSON PORTER, P. A., 1444 
BISCAYNE BLVD. (33132)
LYNSKEY AND STROUPE, 3325 SW. 97 ST. 
(33165)
MACKENDREE, RONALD 0., 4100 W. 
FLAGLER STE. K-3 (33134)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 666 ROBERTS 
BLDG. 28 W. FLAGLER ST. (33130)
MALLAH, FURMAN & CO., 2351 NE. SECOND 
AVE. (33137)
MARQUES, RAFAEL C., 5111 SW. EIGHTH 
ST. STE. 109 (33134)
MARTIN, MAJ. J. WM., 6441 SW. 62ND TER. 
(33143)
MARVAN, FRED, 901 DUPONT PLAZA 
CENTER (33131)
MAYERS, EUGENE, 1820 S. W. THIRD AVE. 
(33129)
MCCLAIN AND COMPANY, 1107 ALFRED I. 
DUPONT BLDG. 169 E. FLAGLER ST. 
(33133)
MCNAMARA & MARSH, 1102 CITY NATL. 
BANK BLDG. 25 W. FLAGLER ST. (33130)
MENDEZ-INSUA & PRATS, 1401 SW. FIRST 
ST. STE. 201 (33135)
MENDIVE, A. G., JR., 9445 BIRD RD. (33165)
MERLO, THOMAS J. & CO., 2138 BISCAYNE 
BLVD. (33137)
MERMELL, MAC, 1900 S. W. THIRD AVE. 
(33129)
MESH, DICK, BAUM & COMPANY, 8740 N. 
KENDALL DR. STE. 218 (33156)
MEYERS, BLANCHE D., KENDALL MALL 
BLDG. 8881 SW. 107 AVE. STE. 219 
(33156)
MILLER, GEORGE B., 9060 N. E. SIXTH AVE. 
(33138)
MISHKIN AND HOROWITZ, KOGER 
EXECUTIVE CENTER 8400 NW. 52 ST. 
(33166)
NEWMAN, LEVINE & PURISCH, CALDWELL 
PLAZA 7000 S. W. 62 AVE. (33143)
PABREY, WILLIAM J., 1542 DUPONT BLDG. 
(33131)
PARRY, ARTHUR E., 2020 S. W. FIRST ST. 
(33135)
PEARLMAN, MARVIN, P. A., 1010
LANGFORD BLDG. (33131)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1000 
BRICKELL AVE. (33131)
PECK, JOHN R., 10080 NW. SECOND AVE. 
(33150)
PHILLIPS, HOWARD M., 1110 S. W. 22ND ST. 
(33129)
POLLEY, ALAN J., 280 NW. 183 ST. (33169)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 330 BISCAYNE 
BLVD. (33101)
RACHLIN & COMPANY, 6075 SUNSET DR. 
(33143)
RAWLS. BERNARD, 1430 A. I. DU PONT 
BLDG. (33131)
RIBBLER, WILLIAM, 3601 SW. 60TH AVE. 
(33155)
ROBERTS & MORROW, 953 S. W. FIRST ST. 
(33130)
ROWLEY & ASSOCIATES, P. A., DADELAND 
TOWERS N. P. H. STE. 20 9200 S. 
DADELAND BLVD. (33156)
RUSS, DENIS A., HARBOR HILL-223 2539 S.
BAYSHORE DR. (33133)
SACHS AND ORTEGA, 3009 CORAL WAY 
(33145)
SADOFF, ROTHCHILD, LEVIN AND MYERS, 
119 E. FLAGLER ST. (33131)
SAMMONS, CLEM H., JR., 901 LANGFORD 
BLDG. 121 SE. FIRST ST. (33131)
SANTALO, JUAN B., 7801 CORAL WAY STE. 
126 (33155)
SCHECHTER, BEAME, PFEIFFER & CO., 
BISCAYNE BLDG. STE. 705 19 W.
FLAGLER ST. (33130)
SCHWARTZ & RABIN, P. A., 8970 SW. 87 CT
STE. 2 (33156)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 207 FLORIDA NATL.
BANK BLDG. 169 MIRACLE MILE (CORAL 
GABLES) (33134)
SHAW & KERNESS, 1012 AINSLEY BLDG. 14 
NE. FIRST AVE. (33132)
SOK GLOW, JERRY, ELEVEN FIFTY BLDG. 
1150 S. W. 1ST ST. (33130)
SPEAR, SHELDON, SAFER & CO., 5700 NE.
FOURTH CT. (33137)
STERNSHEIN, LEWIS, 3030 S. MIAMI AVE.
(33129)
STRANG, ROBERT A., P. A., 9300 S.
DADELAND BLVD. (33156)
TENENBAUM & THAW. P. A., ANDOVER
BLDG. 20451 N. W. SECOND AVE. (33169) 
THOMPSON AND NICHOLS, 3000 BISCAYNE
BLVD. (33137)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 1201 CITY NATL.
BANK BLDG. 25 W. FLAGLER ST. (33130) 
WALLACH & CASSELHOFF, FORTE PLAZA 
1401 BRICKELL AVE. STE. 1105 (33131) 
WEINBERG, MORRIS W., 3531 E. GLENCOE
ST. (33133)
WEINER, BENJAMIN, 2010 S. MIAMI AVE.
(33129)
WESTHEIMER, FINE, BERGER & CO., 14 N. E.
FIRST AVE. (33132)
WHELAN & CO., ONE BISCAYNE TOWER 
(33131)
WHYTE, NELSON L., 8340 NE. SECOND AVE.
(33138)
WIENER, STERN & HANTMAN, 3050 
BISCAYNE BLVD. STE. 900 (33137)
WILLIAMS AND KAISER, CAPITAL BANK 
BLDG. 117 NE. FIRST AVE. (33132)
WILSON, STONBERG, RADLER & COMPANY.
4700 BISCAYNE BLVD. STE. 300 (33137) 
WOLFE. LARRY, 7110 N. KENDALL DR. STE.
110 (33156)
WRAY, WILLIAM K., 9111 SW. 60TH TERR.
(33143)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 100
BISCAYNE TOWER STE. 1700 100
BISCAYNE BOULEVARD N. (33132) 
ZAIAC, MANUEL, 150 S. E. SECOND AVE.
(33135)
MIAMI BEACH
BENJAMIN, EDWARD W., P. O. BOX 560 
(33139)
BERENFELD, BERGMAN & SPRITZER. 407
LINCOLN RD. (33139)
BRESLOW & SHECHTER, 407 LINCOLN RD.
(33139)
CODD AND HUGHES. 1005 KANE
CONCOURSE (33154)
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DAVIDSON, BERNARD B, 420 LINCOLN RD. 
(33139)
EHRENBERG, MURRAY B, 1688 MERIDIAN 
AVE. (33139)
FURMAN, M. G, BARNETT BANK BLDG. 
263-4 420 LINCOLN RD. MALL (33139)
GERSON, GARY R. & CO., P. A., 666 
SEVENTY FIRST ST. (33141)
GOODKIN AND ROSE, 927 LINCOLN RD. 
(33139)
HIRSCH, KOHN & DORFMAN, 1701 
MERIDIAN AVE. (33139)
KRATISH & TEITELBAUM, P. A., 350 
LINCOLN RD. STE. 508 (33139)
LANDIS, LEO, P. A., 541 LINCOLN ROAD 
MALL STE. 310 (33139)
LEVENSON, FRIEDLANDER AND KATZIN, 
17070 COLLINS AVE. (33160)
PERWIN, RICHARD I, 940 LINCOLN RD. 
(33139)
RESNEK, ABRAHAM, 1020 MERIDIAN AVE. 
APT 413 (33139)
RISKIN, MANUEL, 1666 KENNEDY 
CAUSEWAY (33141)
SCHAFER, ABRAHAM, 1688 MERIDIAN AVE. 
(33139)
SHAPIRO, DAVID & CO., 420 LINCOLN RD. 
(33139)
SINGER, ARTHUR AND COMPANY, 1 
LINCOLN RD. BLDG. (33139)
SINGER, SOBEL AND HUNTER, 420 
LINCOLN RD. (33139)
TRAGER, S. GEORGE, 301 ARTHUR 
GODFREY RD. (33140)
MIAMI SHORES
GOETZ, MARTIN J., JR., 10626 N. E. TENTH 
PL. (33138)
MESE & MCCALL, 9822 NE. SECOND AVE. 
(33138)
TAIT, EDWARD B. & COMPANY, STE. 106 
SHOREVIEW BLDG. 9999 NE. SECOND 
AVE. (33138)
WHEELER, PARKER & CO., 9301 NE. SIXTH 
AVE. (33138)
MIAMI SPRINGS
ASHFORD, CHARLES D, 122 FERN WAY 
(33166)
MILLER, ROLLIN, 9 CORYDON DR. (33166)
MILTON
DAVIS, LEO V., JR., P. O. DRAWER 750 
(32570)
MIRAMAR
FRIEDMAN AND SEWELL, PARKWAY 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 6151 MIRAMAR 
PKWY. STE. 304 (33023)
MOUNT DORA
GREENLEE. PAUL & FURNAS, 103 W. THIRD 
AVE. (32757)
SHEPPARD, WILSON G, 717 N. DONNELLY 
ST. (32757)
NAPLES
ASHLEY, WEGNER & HOLCHER, 900 SIXTH 
ST. S. STE. 301 (33940)
BECKER, LEE, 1329 28 AVE. N. (33940)
HACKNEY, WENTZEL & ERICKSON, P. A., 
1262 THIRD ST. S. (33940)
ROBBINS, LAWRENCE A., 531-A THIRD ST.
SOUTH (33940)
ROGERS, MOON & TOWNSEND, P. A., 649
FIFTH AVE. S. (33940)
SILVA, KENNETH J., STE. 25 THE 660 BLDG.
660 NINTH ST. N. (33940)
NEW PORT RICHEY
ROTHERMEL, WESLEY J., JR, P. O. BOX 278 
(33552)
NORTH BAY VILLAGE
BERGMAN, A. C, 1666 79 ST. CAUSEWAY 
(33141)
NORTH MIAMI
BOLGER & FISHER, 1100 N. E. 125 ST.
(33161)
DEMOS, JAMES P., 145 NE. 127TH ST. (33161) 
MONI, WILLIAM J, 1550 NE. 139TH ST.
(33161)
MOSS, GERARD G, 1195 N. E. 125 ST.
(33161)
PASCAL, MICHAEL EUGENE, 1175 NE. 
125TH ST. (33161)
ROSENBAUM AND HOROWITZ, 12550 
BISCAYNE BLVD. (33161)
ROSENBLATT, IRVING L, 1450 N. E. 123 ST.
STE. 102 (33161)
ROSS, STUART G, PRESIDENT BLDG. P. O.
BOX 1641 (33161)
SCHANFALD, PERLESS & ROTH, P.A, 1035 
NE. 125TH ST. STE. 205 (33161)
TAXMAN, FRED, 1035 N. E. 125 ST. SUITE 
205 (33161)
NORTH MIAMI BEACH
BLODINGER, GERALD, 1820 NE. 163 ST.
(33162)
BLOOM, ENGEL & SCHINDER, 1881 NE. 
164TH ST. (33162)
BOOKMAN, RAYMOND A, 2040 N. E. 163RD 
ST. (33162)
BUDOWSKY, BENJAMIN, WASHINGTON 
FEDERAL TOWERS 633 NE. 167TH ST. 
STE. 321 (33162)
COHEN, STANLEY L. & COMPANY, 633
NORTHEAST 167TH ST. # 700 (33162) 
COVE, DOUGLAS, 2040 NE. 163 ST. (33160) 
FERSTEN, SIDNEY, 879 N. E. 195 ST. (33162) 
GETZLER, JOSEPH, 633 NE. 167 ST. (33162) 
GOCH, IVAN J, 2040 NE. 163 ST. (33162) 
GORDON & SWIFT, P. A, 1820 N. E. 163RD
ST. (33162)
GRAHAM, PHILIP L, 16457 W. DIXIE HWY.
(33160)
LANGBERG, BERNARD, 1551 N. E. 167 ST.
(33162)
LEADER, JERRY & CO, 1893 N. E. 164TH ST.
(33162)
LOFF & HIRSCHBERG, WASHINGTON 
FEDERAL TOWER 633 NE. 167 ST. STE. 
1018 (33162)
PAUL, PHILIP, 16880 N. E. 19TH AVE.
(33162)
ROSENBERG, EUGENE, INTERAMA BLDG.
16666 NE. 19TH AVE. (33162) 
STEINBERG, JODNEY, 1110 NE. 163 ST.
(33162)
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WEXLER, MARSHALL F., 1110 NE. 163RD 
STREET STE. 221 (33162)
NORTH PALM BEACH
BATEMAN & PARSONS, 537 U. S. HWY. ONE 
(33408)
LAMN, GORDON & KRIELOW, 321 
NORTHLAKE BLVD. (33408)
LYNSKEY & STROUPE, 784 U. S. HIGHWAY 
# 1 (33408)
OCALA
CORMIER, THEODORE A., 1736 SW. PINE 
AVE. (32670)
CRIPPEN, REITER & BERRYHILL, 17 
NORTHEAST FIRST AVE. (32670)
DUGGAN, JOINER, BIRKENMEYER & WOOD, 
P. A., 334 NW. THIRD AVE. (32670)
MCDONALD, WILLIAM H., 1108 S. E. 16 ST. 
(32670)
MITCHELL, IRIS GLENN, 1019 E. SILVER 
SPRINGS BLVD. (32670)
TURNER, GREENE & NORMAN, 109 SE. 
FIRST AVE. (32670)
WILSON, PAUL E., JR., 21 WENONA AVE. 
(32670)
ORLANDO
ALVES, REX D., P. O. BOX 1381 (32802)
BALLAS, JOHN & CO., 601 N. FERNCREEK 
(32803)
BRICKMAN AND FRASHER, 14 E. 
WASHINGTON ST. (32801)
BROWN, STEPHEN G., 934 N. MAGNOLIA 
AVE. STE. 318 (32803)
COHEN, STEPHEN E., 1221 LEE RD. STE. 212 
(32810)
COLLEY, TRUMBOWER & HOWELL, 33 EAST 
ROBINSON ST. (32801)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 775 THE HARTFORD 
BLDG. (32801)
DALEY, W. O. & CO., 419 N. MAGNOLIA AVE. 
(32802)
DOLIVE, SILAS G., 15 W. WASHINGTON ST. 
(32801)
EHRLICH, ALVIN A., P. 0. BOX 1423 (32802)
ERNST & ERNST, 332 N. MAGNOLIA AVE. 
(32802)
EVANS, A. ROSS, 90 E. LIVINGSTON ST. 
(32801)
FORNESS AND SAPP, 705 CITIZENS BANK 
BLDG. (32801)
FREEMAN, DANIEL C., 7001 LAKE ELLENOR 
DR. STE. 136 (32809)
GRIFFITH & JOHNSTON, 320 N. MAGNOLIA 
DR. (32801)
HASKINS & SELLS, ONE NORTH ORANGE 
BLDG. (32801)
HEYL, RICHARD L., 2615 E. CONWAY RD. 
(32806)
KATZ & DAITZMAN, 1010 EXECUTIVE 
CENTER DRIVE (32803)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 3319 MAGUIRE 
BLVD. (32803)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH 4 
HORWATH, 900 CITIZENS NATL. BK. 
BLDG. (32801)
NEWMAN & FENDER, 227 N. MAGNOLIA 
STE. 206 (32801)
OSBURN, HENNING & COMPANY, 617 E. 
COLONIAL DR. (32803)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1151 
CNA TOWER (32801)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 1100 CITIZENS 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (32801)
RIPPARD, ROUADI & TIDWELL. 641 N. RIO 
GRANDE AVE. (32805)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN. 975 HARTFORD 
BLDG. (32801)
STANALAND, W. W., JR., 5400 DIPLOMAT 
CIRCLE STE. 271 (32810)
TONRY, ROBERT B., P. 0. BOX 2382 (32802)
TORNWALL, LANG & LEE, 1420 HARTFORD 
BLDG. (32802)
WALDEN, HAGLER & KUHN, 6900 S. 
ORANGE BLOSSOM TRAIL (32807)
WARREN, LENNIS M., 8000 S. ORANGE AVE. 
(32809)
WEINSTEIN & MOSS, 723 E. COLONIAL DR. 
(32803)
WELLS, LANEY, BAER & MEYER. 1137 
EDGEWATER DR. (32804)
WISE, REGINALD M., 5275 CURRY FORD RD. 
(32806)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1720 S. 
ORANGE AVE. STE. 201 (32806)
ORMOND BEACH
STOCKHAUSEN, LAWRENCE R., 110 E. 
GRANADA AVE. STE. 102 (32074)
PALATKA
MOORE, COBB & COMPANY, 1301 REID ST. 
(32077)
PALM BEACH
DE WOODY & HAMNER, P. A., 249 ROYAL 
PALM WAY (33480)
DIVINE & BLALOCK, 324 ROYAL PALM WAY 
# 203 (33480)
GANZ, BRENNER, LUSTIG, OKEN 4 
ANDERSON, P.A., 122 N. COUNTY RD. 
(33480)
HAIZEL, LOUIS, JR., 44 COCOANUT ROW 
(33480)
HASKINS & SELLS, PLAZA CTR. 249 ROYAL 
PALM WAY (33480)
RAMPELL, EDWARD, 225 PERUVIAN AVE. 
(33480)
PALMETTO
ARNOLD & COMPANY, 610 SEVENTH ST. 
(33561)
PANAMA CITY
BUSH, J. EARL, 659 JENKS AVE. (32401) 
HAMLIN, RONALD B., 1609 LISENBY AVE. 
(32401)
SALTMARSH, CLEAVELAND & GUND, P. 0. 
BOX 327 (32401)
SEGERS, JERRY C., 203 E. FOURTH ST. 
(32401)
PENSACOLA
BAGGETT & BARFIELD, 2806 W. GADSDEN 
ST. (32505)
BENZ, ROBERT A. & CO., P. A., 102 E. 
GARDEN ST. (32502)
BRADFORD-JOHNSON COMPANY. 203 CARY 
BLDG. 2 N. PALAFOX (32501)
BROWN, FITZPATRICK AND BROWN. 
CHARTERED, 4900 BAYOU BLVD. STE. 
104 (32503)
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CRABTREE. JAMES R., 410 E. CERVANTES 
ST. (32501)
DENNISON AND SANSOM. P. A.. 107 N. 
PALAFOX ST. (32501)
FAIRCHILD, CHARLES H., MEATPACKER 
BLDG. SUITE 2 115 EAST GARDEN ST. 
(32501)
LUNDY. MINNICH A LINNVILLE. 213 S. 
BAYLEN ST. (32501)
MCABEE. WILLIAM W., 801 W. GARDEN ST. 
(32501)
PITTS. DOYLE. 204 PLZ. BLDG. (32505)
SALTMARSH. CLEAVELAND A GUND, 217 W. 
GARDEN ST. (32501)
SHIELL AND BIZZELL, 314 N. SPRING ST. 
(32501)
TORNWALL, LANG A LEE. 21 S. 
TARRAGONA ST. (32574)
WILLIAMS. ALBERT R.. JR.. 222 S. 
TARRAGONA ST. (32501)
WILLIAMS. JOHN R.. 8590 C N. DAVIS HWY. 
(32504)
PERRINE
KUBLIN A KUBLIN, 9851 E. FERN ST. 
(33157)
PERRY
DAVIS. WILLIAMS A WATTERSON. DIXIE 
TAYLOR BLDG. (32347)
PLANT CITY
BELLA, HERMIDA. OLIVER A GILLMAN. 
1707 W. REYNOLDS (33566)
EDWARDS. CHARLES L., 111 W. REYNOLDS 
ST. (33566)
JACKSON. JAMES C.. 210 N. COLLINS ST. 
(33566)
POMPANO BEACH
DENUNZIO. DON. CHARTERED. 950 N. 
FEDERAL HWY. (33062)
FAUST. JAMES M.. 3650 N. FEDERAL HWY. 
RM. 209 (33064)
FRIEDMAN, MILTON. 1930 N. E. 34 CT. 
(33064)
GERARDIS, LOUIS J.. 3350 E. ATLANTIC 
BLVD. (33062)
KURTZ. JASCO A WEBB. 1471 SOUTHWEST 
12TH AVE. (33060)
LINDFORS, WAITE A COMPANY, 950 N. 
FEDERAL HWY. (33062)
MCCALL. P. F.. P. A.. 1201 E. ATLANTIC 
BLVD. (33060)
SOKOLOWSKI, THEODOR M.. 2407 E. 
ATLANTIC BLVD. (33062)
WHEELER AND MCCALLA. P. A.. 1314 E. 
ATLANTIC BLVD. (33060)
PUNTA GORDA
CLARK. JAMES P., JR.. 222 NESBIT ST. 
(33950)
QUINCY
BELL A DOONER, 113 N. MADISON ST. 
(32351)
JETTON AND WOODBERY, 110 E. 
WASHINGTON ST. (32351)
SANFORD
FITZPATRICK A HARTSOCK. 1311 E. 
SECOND ST. (32771)
GREENE. JACK I., P. O. BOX 1239 (32771)
SARASOTA
ARNOLD A COMPANY. P. O. BOX 3229 
(33578)
ARTHUR A SWEARINGEN. FIRST FEDERAL 
BLDG. (33578)
CAVANAUGH, GERALD J., 713 S. ORANGE 
ST. (33577)
COLEMAN. CLAUDE D.. 1747 ARLINGTON 
ST. (33578)
ENDRISS, JAMES W., 810 SARASOTA BANK 
BLDG. (33577)
FOKES, JAMES C., JR.. 1747½ ARLINGTON 
ST. (33579)
FOX, MARK, 1272 N. PALM AVE. (33577)
GOAR. JAMES C.. 810 SARASOTA BANK 
BLDG. (33577)
GRIFFIN. JAMES E.. 2607 GROVE ST. (33577)
HORSBURGH, DAVID G., 201 S. PALM AVE. 
(33577)
KERKERING AND BARBERIO, 400 MADISON 
DR. (33578)
KIRSTEIN, PAUL H.. SARASOTA BANK 
BLDG. 1605 MAIN ST. (33577)
LICHTENSTEIN. ALLAN M.. P. A.. 1900 MAIN 
ST. STE. 314 (33577)
MASON, M. D. A COMPANY, CHARTERED. 
1620 MAIN ST. STE. 10 (33577)
MOORE. LYNN J.. 3380 MARKRIDGE RD. 
(33581)
SHAPIRO. DAVID A CO., 1900 MAIN ST. 
(33577)
SPARKMAN, S. M.. STE. 710 SARASOTA 
BANK BLDG. 9 (33578)
STONE A DIEKON, 2080 RINGLING BLVD. 
STE. 201 B. (33577)
TORNWALL, LANG A LEE. 902 FIRST 
FEDERAL BLDG. (33578)
VALDES. MCLAIN. PRATT A GRAY. 40 S. 
PINEAPPLE AVE. (33577)
SEBRING
WICKS A WICKS. 140 S. COMMERCE AVE. 
(33870)
SEMINOLE
DONOVAN, GEORGE C.. JR.. 8920 SEMINOLE 
BLVD. (33542)
GASSNER, GASSNER A SHARER. 7861 
SEMINOLE BLVD. (33542)
HURD. ROBERT L.. 8770 118 WAY N. (33542)
MOLL. MILTON M., 7979 131 ST. N. (33542)
SOUTH MIAMI
BIGMAN. IRA I.. 7800 RED RD. STE. 206 
(33143)
ERWIN, CHESTER D., P. O. BOX 895 (33143)
GOODMAN A ABRAMSON. 9200 S. 
DADELAND BLVD. STE. 204 (33156)
MELVIN. THOMAS R., 6135 SUNSET DR. 
(33143)
NEWMAN. LEVINE AND PURISCH. 
CALDWELL PLAZA 7000 S. W. 62 AVE. 
(33143)
PALMER, GEORGE. 7800 SW. 57TH AVE. 
(33143)
RAPPORT, MILTON H.. STE. 304 SUNSET 
HOUSE 5825 SUNSET DR. (33143)
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ROLAND. CHARLES E., 7211 S. W. 62 AVE.
STE. 204 (33143)
SAMEE, DAVID L., P. 0. BOX 1290 (33143)
SELDITCH, NATHAN, 6241 SW. 61 ST.
(33143)
SHAW, RAY M., 5830 S. W. 73 ST. STE. 206 
(33143)
STAHL, HARVEY H., 7800 RED RD. SUITE 
206 (33143)
ST. PETERSBURG
CANNING, WELLS & SALZER, 440 FIRST 
AVE. S. SUITE 800 (33701)
DEAN, EVERETT K., 335 22ND AVE. N. 
(33704)
DEE & STUPP, 3110 FIRST AVE. NORTH STE. 
2G (33713)
DIORIO, JOSEPH A., 3603 CENTRAL AVE.
(33713)
FRASER, HALL & MILLER, 300 BLDG. WEST 
(33733)
GASSNER, GASSNER & SHARER, 503 
FLORIDA NATL. BANK BLDG. 700 
CENTRAL AVE. (33701)
JOSLIN AND ROBERTS, 5210 CENTRAL AVE.
(33733)
LESTER, RONALD F., 6657 BOUGAINVILLA 
AVE. S. (33707)
MARKS. LOUIS A., 11 42ND ST. NORTH 
(33713)
MCKELVEY, ULRICH AND WILSON, 646 
SECOND AVE. S. (33701)
MERRITT, WYLIE C., JR., 101 SECOND AVE. 
N. STE. 205 (33701)
MILLOTT, HUNTER & RAGUCCI, P. A., 1644 
FIRST AVE. N. (33713)
MIZRAHI, RALPH, 4504 CENTRAL AVE.
(33713)
NORTON, KENNETH E., 4620 CENTRAL AVE. 
(33711)
PALMER & MOORE, MADISON BLDG. STE.
103 9600 GANDY BLVD. (33707)
PATTERSON, SWEET AND MURPHY, 3773 
CENTRAL AVE. (33733)
PINNEY, GARCIA, DURKIN & ORTIZ, 9500 
GANDY BLVD. (33702)
RICE AND LOWE, 7237 CENTRAL AVE.
(33710)
TORNWALL, LANG & LEE, 800 FIRST 
FEDERAL BLDG. (33701)
VAN MIDDLESWORTH AND COMPANY, 1000 
CENTRAL AVE. (33705)
STUART
FLETCHER AND JOHNS, FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. RM. 200 (33494)
HOOS, JAMES A., MONTEREY PLAZA STE. 
38-39 399 W. MONTEREY RD. (33494)
WACHA, FRANK A., 201 W. OCEAN BLVD. 
(33494)
SUNRISE
ROTH, LESLIE HOWARD, 8980 NW. 24 CT. 
(33313)
TALLAHASSEE
BELL & DOONER, 314 N. GADSDEN ST. 
(32303)
BETTS, GARDNER & HARTSFIELD, 
CHARTERED, P. O. BOX 1368 (32302)
BRUCKNER, THOMAS, 2520-1 1 1 N. MONROE 
(32303)
CATLEDGE, JETT & SANDERS, 256 EAST 
SIXTH AVE. (32303)
COMEAUX AND LEHMAN, 327 OFFICE 
PLAZA STE. 109 (32301)
COSTIN, LEONARD C., P. A., 325 JON KNOX 
RD. BLDG. F-157 (32303)
ERVIN, JAMES M„ P. O. BOX 1532 (32302) 
FOX, WILBUR STEVENS, 310 EXCHANGE 
BLDG. 201 S. MONROE ST. (32301) 
HOLLEY, J. D. A. & CO., P. O. BOX 1387 
(32300)
KELLEY, J. EUGENE, CHARTERED, 1051/2 E.
COLLEGE AVE. (32301)
KETCHAM, BILLY F., P. A., 1707 S.
GADSDEN ST. (32301)
KRAUSE, GLENN L., 222 E. PERSHING ST.
(32301)
MAYBIN, LAURENCE V., 327 OFFICE PLAZA 
(32301)
PRIESTER & MILLER, CHARTERED. 1030 E.
LAFAYETTE (32303)
SKELTON & THOMAS. CHARTERED. 346 
OFFICE PLAZA (32301)
THOMSON, W. FREDERICK, 309 OFFICE 
PLAZA (32302)
WALKER, BARINEAU AND WALKER, 1114 
THOMASVILLE RD. (32303)
WILLIAMS, WATTERSON, COX, WEIDNER 
AND COX, 369 OFFICE PLAZA (32301)
TAMPA
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 111 MADISON 
ST. (33602)
ANDRETTA, WALSH & GLOVER, P. A., 807 
TAMPA THEATER BLDG. 709 FRANKLIN 
ST. (33622)
ANTON, L. M. & COMPANY, P. A., 520 
MARINE BK. BLDG. (33602)
BAKER & CAMPBELL, 308 TAMPA ST.
(33602)
BELLA, HERMIDA, OLIVER & GILLMAN, 307 
HYDE PARK AVE. (33606)
BLANCO AND ZACK. 1920 E.
HILLSBOROUGH AVE. (33610) 
BORGES, HEARNE, RYALS AND PEREZ, 
1220 FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. (33602) 
BUCHMAN & BILBY, P. A., CHASE BLDG.
1518 W. KENNEDY BLVD. (33606) 
CANTRELL. JAMES F., 3001 GRANADA ST.
(33609)
COOPERS & LYBRAND. EXCHANGE NATL.
BANK BLDG. (33602)
COWLES, CRAIG, SILVERMAN & WOOTEN.
FIRST FINANCIAL TOWER #2717 (33602)
DARBY, ODOM & COMPANY, 611 MAGNOLIA 
AVE. (33606)
DEAROLF & ZIEGLER, FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. 416 FRANKLIN ST. (33602) 
EDWARDS & OSBORNE, 2915 W.
HILLSBOROUGH AVE. (33614)
ENNIS & COMPANY, 416 FIRST NATL. BANK
BLDG. (33602)
ERNST & ERNST, 910 MARINE BANK BLDG. 
(33602)
FISCHER, JIMMY C. & COMPANY, P. A., 4600
WEST KENNEDY BLVD. (33609)
FLEMINGS, RICHARD D., 5420 BAY CENTER
DR. (33609)
GIUNTA, SAM A., 3037 W. KENNEDY BLVD.
(33609)
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HANNA. EDWARD M., 608 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (33602)
HARDEN & MCKELLAR, 5600 MARINER ST. 
STE. 226 (33609)
HARVEY & HARVEY, 307 STOVALL 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. (33602)
HASKINS & SELLS, 807 MARINE BANK 
BLDG. (33602)
HORNE, EVERETTE W., 5725 NEBRASKA 
AVE. (33604)
KESSLER, WALTER H., P. O. BOX 2409 
(33601)
KRAEMER, THOMAS C., 4101 ESTRELLA 
(33609)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, FIRST FINANCIAL TWR. STE. 
2124 (33602)
LITTLE, ROBERT M., 1616 EXCHANGE BANK 
BLDG. (33602)
MARKS, DAVID L. & COMPANY, 1620 
EXCHANGE NATL. BANK BLDG. 610 N. 
FLORIDA AVE. (33602)
MEIGHEN, REX & CO., 1111 EXCHANGE 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (33602)
MILLER AND WOLF, 35 DAVIS BLVD. 
(33606)
MORRISON & DELARBRE, P. A., 5420 BAY 
CENTER DR. (33609)
NIETO, ALBERT B., 15011/2 S. DALE MABRY 
HWY. (33609)
NORD, JOHN, 4800 LEMON ST. (33609)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 607 
MAGNOLIA ST. (33601)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 818 MARINE 
BANK BLDG. (33602)
QUINN, JIM & FLAWS, FIRST FINANCIAL 
TOWER STE. 2110 (33602)
RASH AND SMITH, NORTHSIDE BANK 
BLDG. 10050 FLORIDA AVE. STE. 404 
(33612)
ROGERS, ARNOLD C., 6304 NEBRASKA AVE. 
(33604)
STAFFORD, JESSE E., 202 WEST ELM ST. 
(33604)
SWANN & STRICKLAND, P. A., MADISON 
BLDG. 412 MADISON ST. STE. 1106 
(33601)
TUXWORTH, RALPH C., 3601 SWAN AVE. 
RM. 213 (33609)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 915 ASHLEY 
DR. STE. 401 (33602)
TARPON SPRINGS
BAILLIE, JOHN S., 912 BUENA VISTA LANE 
(33589)
TEMPLE TERRACE
DURKIN, WILLIAM H., 10913 63 ST. (33617)
VENICE
ARNOLD & COMPANY, 132 TURPIN ST. 
(33595)
HOUGH, D. GRADY, JR., 248 S. NOKOMIS 
AVE. (33595)
SNYDER, C. JACK, 213 NASSAU S. (33595)
VERO BEACH
BRACKINS, A. J., BURKS BLDG. 2003 TENTH 
AVE. (32960)
DALEY, W. O. & COMPANY, 97 ROYAL PALM 
BLVD. (32960)
MCALPIN, CURTIS & O’HAIRE, 2145 15TH
AVE. (32960)
OFFUTT & EDWARDS, 969A BEACHLAND
BLVD. (32960)
WAUCHULA
DOKE, GENE B., 915 N. HWY. 17 (33873)
WEST PALM BEACH
BUCHER & WAHNER, STE. 201 2247 PALM
BEACH LAKES BLVD. (33401)
CALLAWAY, CARPENTER, MAY & CO., 205
DATURA ST. STE. 403 (33401) 
COCHRANE, THOMAS E., 439 FERN ST.
(33402)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 1675 PALM BEACH
LAKES BLVD. (33401)
GUTHRIE, JACOBS & EUBANKS, P. A., 221
SOUTHERN BLVD. (33405)
HAWKINS & HAMILTON, 324 DATURA ST.
STE. 315 (33401)
HIMES & HIMES, 205 DATURA ST. STE. 203
(33401)
LEFF1NGWELL, THOMAS A., 718 COMEAU
BLDG. (33401)
MONCHICK, HAROLD, COMMERCE
BUILDING 324 DATURA STREET (33401)
NOWLEN, LYNCH & STEWART, 220
FLAGLER COURT BLDG. (33401) 
PAGAN, DONALD, P. A., 417 SEVENTH ST.
(33401)
QUENTIN, LAWRENCE D., 211 COMEAU 
BLDG. (33401)
SHAPIRO, SIDNEY C., LEGAL ARTS BLDG.
2139 PALM BEACH LAKES BLVD. (33401) 
SHEPARD, LEE C., P. O. BOX 6636 (33405) 
VINCENT, HUGH S., JR., 1675 PALM BEACH
LAKES BLVD. (33401)
YORSTON, H. PHILLIP, 2025 OKEECHOBEE
BLVD. (33401)
WILTON MANORS
WILSON, FANCHER & WILKINS, 1601 NE. 26
ST. (33305)
WINTER GARDEN
CLOUGHLEY, D. G. & COMPANY, 308 S.
DILLARD ST. (32787)
WINTER HAVEN
CAMPBELL, E. M., JR., 201 AVENUE G. SW.
(33880)
HARRIS, ARTHUR W., 122 W. CENTRAL AVE.
(33880)
NUNEZ, DAVIS, TEDDER & COLLINS.
SECURITY SQUARE STE. 209 (33880) 
WILLIAMS, GEORGE H., JR., P. A., 511 AVE.
F. NW. (33880)
WOODS, CLARENCE G., 2230 CYPRESS
GARDENS RD. (33880)
WINTER PARK
ANDERSON, GEORGE W. & CO., 225 W.
FAIRBANKS AVE. (32789)
BLANKENSHIP, WENDELL A., 4101
GOLFSIDE VILLAS (32789)
CLANTON, GEORGE D., JR.„ 122 PARK AVE.
N. (32789)
FLETCHER, DEAN R., P. A., 200 N.
MAITLAND AVE. (32789)
MCAULIFFE, JAMES J., 205 W. FAIRBANKS
AVE. (32789)
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SMOAK, DAVIS & NIXON, 400 N. NEW YORK 
AVE. (32789)
WILLIAMS & PRICHER, 1950 LEE RD. STE.
210 (32789) GEORGIA
ALBANY
CARTER & SULLIVAN, 308 RESIDENCE AVE. 
(31701)
DAVIS, DOUGLAS A., 819 HIGHLAND AVE. 
(31701)
DRAFFIN, TUCKER, BILTON & RUIS, 100 S.
MAGNOLIA ST. (31702)
JOHNSON, ROBERT L., P. O. BOX 3069 
(31706)
MAULDIN & JENKINS, 1110 W. BROAD AVE. 
(31705)
MCALPINE, EUGENE E., 216 BROAD AVE. 
(31701)
MERCHANT & HENDERSON, 313 SOCIETY 
AVE. (31705)
PUCKETT & PIERCE, 509 FLINT AVE. 
(31701)
TATE, ARTHUR S., PO. BOX 581 (31702)
WIGZELL & MARTIN, 219 TIFT AVE. (31702) 
ALMA
TINDOL, WILSON, COOKE & MONGIN, P. O.
BOX 407 (31510)
ALPHARETTA
JOHNSON, DAVID J., 145 MANNING CIRCLE 
(30201)
AMERICUS
HODGES, BROWN, 123 N. JACKSON ST. 
(31709)
PERRY, CHAMBLISS AND SUTTON, 
REMBERT BLDG. (31709)
WELLS, RALPH, CABLEVISION BLDG. 
(31709)
ASHBURN
SHINGLER, MARTHA G., 360 E.
WASHINGTON ST. (31714)
ATHENS
BARRENTINE, JOHN C., JR., 394 S.
MILLEDGE AVE. (30601)
BEASLEY AND RICE, 618 SOUTHERN
MUTUAL BLDG. (30601)
COOLEY, MCWHORTER S., 618 SOUTHERN
MUTUAL BLDG. (30601)
HILL, JERRY, 210 SOUTHERN MUTUAL
BLDG. (30601)
JERKINS, ELDRIDGE & CO., 701 SOUTHERN
MUTUAL BLDG. (30601)
LESTER, Q. F. & CO., SOUTHERN MUTUAL
BLDG. (30601)
LEWIS & MOODY, P. C., NEWTON BRIDGE
RD. (30601)
LYON, CHARLES L., 824 S. MILLEDGE AVE. 
(30604)
ATLANTA
ADAMS, HOWARD, BANKS & CO., 2675
CUMBERLAND PKWY. NW. #218 (30339)
ALSAKER, EDWIN T., 443 EAST PACES 
FERRY RD. NE. (30305)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 25 PRYOR ST. 
NE. (30303)
ARONIN, VAN HOUTEN & BELL. 620 
PEACHTREE ST. N. E. (30308)
BACH, JAMES & CO., 1430 FIRST NATL.
BANK TOWER (30303)
BAGLEY, CHARLES P. & CO., 909 ATLANTA 
FEDERAL BLDG. (30303)
BANKS, FINLEY, THOMAS & WHITE, 2391 
SEWELL RD. SW. STE. 2 (30311)
BANSLEY, JOHN D. & CO., 2173 PIEDMONT 
RD. NE. STE. B. (30324)
BENSON, FARMAKIS & HAZEL. 1950 
CENTURY BLVD. NE. STE. 2 (30345)
BERCH, MORRIS M., 1581 PHOENIX BLVD. 
STE. 6 (30349)
BERMAN, DOWNING, 1644 TULLIE CIR NE. 
STE. 116 (30329)
BERMAN, MILLS & CO., P. C., 90 LOMBARDY 
WAY NE. (30309)
BICKMAN, CUNNANE, LIBBY & THOMAS. 
100 PEACHTREE NW. (30303)
BIRDSONG, RALPH H. & ASSOC., STE. 250 17 
EXECUTIVE PARK DR. N. E. (30329)
BOORSTIN, M. RONALD, 2960 N. DRUID 
HILLS RD. NE. (30329)
BOULWARE, JAMES & COMPANY, 3098 
PIEDMONT RD. NE. STE. 310 (30305)
BRADFORD-JOHNSON COMPANY. 2200 
CENTURY PKWY. NE. STE. 810 (30345)
BRENNER, MALCOLM, COMPANY, STE. 1607 
22 MARIETTA ST. NW. (30303)
BROWN, RONALD N., 8 PERIMETER CTR. E. 
STE. 8024 (30346)
BUTLER, A. P., P. O. BOX 11769 (30305)
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, SUITE 
2001 100 COLONY SQUARE 1175
PEACHTREE ST. NE. (30309)
COLTON, RUSSELL D., 6065 ROSWELL RD. 
NE. (30328)
CONNALLY, PECHTER AND COMPANY, P. C., 
1459 PEACHTREE ST. N. E. STE. 315 
(30309)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 2200 FIRST NATL. 
BANK TOWER (30303)
CUTCLIFFE & SIMONS, FOUR EXECUTIVE 
PARK E. STE. 440 (30329)
DUGGAN & SAVAGE, 17 EXCUTIVE PK. DR. 
NE. STE. 550 (30329)
EDDINS, THOMAS KENNETH, JR., 949 
BUCKINGHAM CIRCLE NW. (30327)
EIDSON & GADDIS, 910 CARNEGIE BLDG. 
(30303)
ELLIOTT, JAS. M. ASSOCIATES, 615 
PEACHTREE ST. NE. STE. 810 (30308)
ERNST & ERNST, 3600 FIRST NATL. BK. 
TWR. 2 PEACHTREE ST. NW. (30303)
FAUCETT, JACKSON & BLAZER, 621 LENOX 
TOWERS II. 3400 PEACHTREE RD. NE. 
(30326)
FREMAN & COLEMAN, 1350 SPRING ST. NW 
RM. 703 (30309)
FRIEND, DAVID H., 3376 PEACHTREE RD. 
NE. (30326)
FULLER AND DELOACH, 1600 WILLIAM 
OLIVER BLDG. (30303)
GACITSKI, THOMAS B., P. O. BOX 52534 
(30305)
GOTTENSTRATER & MCCLAIN, 2675 
CUMBERLAND PKY. NW. #150 (30339)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, NATL. 
BK. OF GEORGIA BLDG. (30303)
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GREENBERG & TRUMP, 3580 PIEDMONT RD. 
NE. STE. 213 (30305)
GROVER, WRIGHT AND COMPANY, 1401
WEST PACES FERRY RD. NW. (30327)
GRUBER, J. BURTON, 72 PERIMETER CTR. 
EAST NE. (30346)
HABIF, AROGETI & WYNNE, STE. 101 1073 
W. PEACHTREE ST. NE. (30309)
HALBERG & COMPANY, 225 PEACHTREE ST. 
NE. STE. 820 (30303)
HALVORSON & FISHER, 3390 PEACHTREE 
RD. NE. STE. 1002 (30326)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 
5775-B GLENRIDGE DR. N. E. (30303)
HARRIS, SMITH & CO., 603 WALTON BLDG. 
(30303)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1300 THE CITIZEN & 
SOUTHERN NATL. BANK BLDG. (30303)
HEMRICK, HUDSON & LE ROY, P. C., 2964 
PEACHTREE RD. NW. (30305)
HERRING & WHITMIRE, 17 EXECUTIVE 
PARK DR. NE. (30329)
HESSE, FRED W., 2600 PEACHTREE RD. NW. 
(30305)
HIRSCH, BABUSH, NEIMAN & KORNMAN, 
1720 PEACHTREE RD. NW. STE. 301 
(30309)
HOFFAR, ANCUS M., 782 WILDWOOD RD. 
NE. (30324)
JACKSON, E. S., 3158 MAPLE DR. NE. (30305)
JACKSON, STANLEY, JR., 1349 NORTHSIDE 
DR. NW. (30318)
JACOBSON, DISQUE & GIFFORD, 1610 
FULTON NATL. BANK BLDG. (30303)
JAMISON, CHARLES W., 1327 FIRST NATL. 
BANK TOWER 2 PEACHTREE ST. (30303)
JENKINS, FRAZIER & WRIGHT, 1699 TULLY 
CIRCLE NE. STE. 124 (30329)
JOHNSON, ATWATER & CO., 1800 
PEACHTREE RD. NW. (30309)
KANES, BENATOR & EMERSON, P. O. BOX 
13422 (30324)
KIMBROUGH, E. GAINES, 440 LENOX 
TOWERS W. 3390 PEACHTREE RD. NE. 
(30326)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 72 PERIMETER 
CENTER RD. NE. (30346)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 777 W. PEACHTREE ST. N. E. 
(30308)
LEMMONS, PERRY O., FULTON FEDERAL 
BLDG. (30303)
LEWIS, NAT E., 130 W. WIEUCA RD. NE. 
(30342)
MAGARO, PEEL & GROSS, 3688 WILTON 
AVE. N. E. STE. 210 (30340)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., ATLANTA 
FEDERAL SAVINGS BLDG. 20 MARIETTA 
ST. N. W. (30303)
MAY, ZIMA & CO., 1175 PEACHTREE ST. N.E. 
(30309)
MCMULLAN, JOHN F., 2501 EQUITABLE 
BLDG. 100 PEACHTREE ST. NW. (30303)
MCNAIR, JOHN R. & ASSOCIATES, 901 
FULTON FEDERAL BLDG. 11 PRYOR ST. 
SW. (30303)
MICHELMORE, WM. T., 807 GEORGIA 
SAVINGS BK. BLDG. (30303)
MITCHELL AND NEAL, 910 RHODES 
HAVERTY BLDG. 134 PEACHTREE ST. 
(30303)
MITCHELL & TATUM, EQUITABLE BLDG. 
STE. 1727 100 PEACHTREE ST. NW. 
(30303)
NELSON, BRUCE AND COMPANY, KOGER 
EXECUTIVE CTR. #118 2965 FLOWERS 
RD. S. (30341)
NORTON, LAWRENCE & ROBBINS, 414 
PONCE DE LEON AVE. NE. (30308)
O’NEAL AND METCALF, 2845 CLEARVIEW 
PL. STE. 600 (30340)
OUZTS, MARTIN COMPANY, 2724 FIRST 
NATL. BANK TOWER (30303)
PATRICK. RAY H., JR., 1786 NORTHEAST 
FRWY. NE. (30329)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 225 
PEACHTREE ST. N. E. (30303)
PELZER, F. J., 3130 MAPLE DR. N. W. STE. 
204 (30305)
PENNINGTON, GEORGE A. & CO., 1210 GAS 
LIGHT TOWER 235 PEACHTREE ST. NE. 
(30303)
PHILLIPS & CURTIS, 2964 PEACHTREE RD. 
STE. 750 (30305)
PORTER, WILLIAM S., SCOTT HUDGENS 
BLDG. SUITE 613 2420 WHIPPLE AVE. 
(30354)
POWELL, THOMAS H., 2200 CENTURY 
PKWY. NE. STE. 564 (30345)
PRESSMAN, MANUEL, 1720 PEACHTREE ST. 
NW. (30309)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 3700 FIRST 
NATL. BANK TOWER (30303)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY, 1700 CANDLER 
BLDG. (30303)
RAINES, JOHN D. & COMPANY, 810 
CANDLER BLDG. 127 PEACHTREE ST. NE. 
(30303)
RAYBURN, PATRICK M., P. O. BOX 29513 
(30329)
REESE, ROBERT P., 2145 FIRST NATL. BANK 
TOWER 2 PEACHTREE ST. (30303)
RICHARDSON, W. E., 46 JEPTHA ST. S. W. 
(30314)
RICKETSON, GEORGE L. & COMPANY, 6427 
ROSWELL RD. N. E. (30328)
RICKS, TARICA & MOORE, 6065 ROSWELL 
RD. STE. 440 (30328)
ROESER, ROBERT F., 3272 PEACHTREE RD. 
NE. (30305)
ROSE, RICHARD S., JR., 847 HUNTER ST. 
NW. (30314)
RUSSELL AND MANN, 2900 PEACHTREE RD. 
NW. (30305)
SCHULTZ. WEISSMAN & CO., 1447 
PEACHTREE ST. N. E. (30309)
SEARS, WILLIAM R., 3031 BOXWOOD DR. 
NE. (30345)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 235 PEACHTREE ST. 
NE. (30303)
SHEATS AND SMITH, 5299 ROSWELL RD. 
(30342)
SHIVERS, LUCHEL O. & ASSOCIATES, 5105 
PEACHTREE INDUSTRIAL BLVD. (30341)
SHURE, JEROME J. & COMPANY, 1280 W. 
PEACHTREE NW. STE. 390 (30309)
SIEGEL & SIEGEL, 1955 CLIFF VALLEY WAY 
NE. #150 (30329)
SMITH, ADCOCK AND COMPANY, 795
PEACHTREE BLDG. N. E. STE. 634 (30308)
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SMITH AND HOWARD, 918 
RHODES-HAVERTY BLDG. (30303)
SMITH, RALPH B., & EXECUTIVE PARK EAST 
NE. #390 (30329)
SPIELBERG & HERMAN, 1410 HEALEY 
BLDG. (30303)
STERLING & LUCAS, 100 COLONY SQ. STE. 
911 (30361)
STONE, JACK A., 3568 CLOUDLAND DR. NW. 
(30327)
TAUBER AND BALSER, 1252 W. PEACHTREE 
ST. STE. 552 (30309)
TAYLOR, F. T., JR., 3182 PEACHTREE RD. 
(30305)
THOMAS, CHARLES E., 4617 ROSWELL RD. 
NE. (30342)
TOMLIN, CLARK L. COMPANY, 500 
NORTHSIDE TOWER 6065 ROSWELL RD. 
NE. (30328)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 225 PEACHTREE ST. 
NE. STE. 1400 (30303)
VARNER, G. THOMAS, 1801 PEACHTREE ST. 
N. E. #215 (30309)
WEINBERG, SAUL, 2200 CENTURY PKWY. 
N.E. STE. 526 (30345)
WEINMAN, JOE M., 133 CARNEGIE WAY NW. 
(30303)
WHITELOCK, R. H., 2230 RINGSMITH DR. 
(30345)
WILLIFORD, WINDHAM & STONE, 3384 
PEACHTREE RD. (30326)
WILSON, ROSS, 180 ALLEN RD. NE. STE. 203 
(30328)
WINDHAM, BRANNON, CASHIN & DUVAL, 
615 PEACHTREE ST. N. E. STE. 604 
(30308)
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, 6065 
ROSWELL RD. NE. (30328)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 1409 PEACHTREE 
NE. (30309)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 2100 GAS 
LIGHT TOWER 235 PEACHTREE ST. N. E. 
(30303)
AUGUSTA
BAIRD, GEORGE C. & CO., 900 MARION 
BLDG. 739 BROAD ST. (30902)
BEDINGFIELD AND MCCUTCHEON, 1224 
D’ANTIGNAC ST. (30901)
BRYAN AND MOBLEY, 1121 GREENE ST. 
(30901)
BURDELL, BOBBY E., 314 INDIAN TRAIL CT. 
(30907)
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, 
COMMERCE BLDG. BROAD & SEVENTH 
STS. (30902)
COURSEY, ROBERT S., 346 HEATH DR. 
(30904)
FERRIS, HOLTON K., 916 GREENE ST. 
(30902)
HENDERSON, SHAW AND CO., GEORGIA 
BANK BLDG. STE. 805 (30902)
HUFFMAN, STEVE J., MARION BLDG. STE. 
609 (30902)
JONES, J. THOMAS, 616 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (30902)
MARKWALTER, VICTOR & CO., 610 S. F C. 
BLDG. (30902)
MCCLELLAN, ZAIDEE P., 611 TELFAIR ST. 
(30902)
MORGAN, T. L., 915 DRUID PARK AVE. 
(30904)
SEROTTA, MADDOCKS & SEROTTA, P. C., 
406-500 BLDG. (30902)
AVONDALE ESTATES
BUDER, BILLUPS K., 3 N. CLARENDON RD. 
(30002)
REDD, THOMAS I., 1157 DUNWICK DR.
(30002)
BAINBRIDGE
WESLEY, CATLEDGE & COMPANY, 
ASSOCIATED. 501 SOUTH ST. (31717)
BLACKSHEAR
WARD, ALVIN R., P. O. BOX 427 (31516)
BLAKELY
BURKE-BRUNER & COMPANY, 231 
MAGNOLIA ST. (31723)
BREMEN
WASDIN AND DARNELL, P. O. DRAWER 645 
(30110)
BRUNSWICK
BARGER AND CARMICHAEL, 1406 
REYNOLDS ST. (31520)
FULLER AND DELOACH, 1417 UNION ST. 
(31520)
SCHELL & HOGAN, 1969-C GLYNN AVE.
(31520)
CAIRO
DAVIS, CRITTENDEN, RICHTER AND 
FLETCHER, 329 FIRST AVE. N. E. (31728)
CALHOUN
DOBBS, R. M., P. C., 352 S. PIEDMONT 
(30701)
CANTON
PINYAN, ALLEN, EXECUTIVE BLDG. (30114)
CARROLLTON
THREADGILL, GARRETT, STEWART A 
KIDD, 106 CEDAR ST. (30117)
CARTERSVILLE
DANIEL AND INGRAM, P. O. BOX 712 
(30120)
CEDARTOWN
BRENNER, MALCOLM, COMPANY. 
NORTHSIDE BLDG. (30125)
MADDEN, BRITT, 108 GRACE ST. (30125)
CHAMBLEE
FENN AND GORDON, 2508 CARROLL AVE. 
STE. 104 (30341)
GLOVER, CARLTON H., 3646 CLAIRMONT 
RD. (3034
HOWARD, JOSEPH L., 326 JACKSON REALTY 
BLDG. 2511 CARROLL AVE. (30341)
CHATSWORTH
CARTER, LUTHER E., 1171/2 MARKET ST. 
(30705)
COCHRAN
SHEPHERD, GIDDENS & COMPANY. 312 
FIRST ST. (31014)
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MABRY. ELIZABETH C., 5410 SCOFIELD
ROAD (30349)
PYKE & PIERCE, 3754 SE. MAIN ST. (30337) 
RICHARDSON AND HARPER. 3815 MAIN ST.
(30337)
COLUMBUS
BAKER. CLARENCE E., JR., 1501 13 ST.
(31901)
BLACKMON. GUY R., JR., 416 BUILDING
(31901)
BRINSON, CAREY O., 1414 14 ST. (31902)
ERNST & ERNST. 22 12 ST. (31901)
FAVORS. HEMPSTEAD, BUNDRICK & CO.,
1350 15 AVE. (31902)
FOUNTAIN & BROGDON, 2210 WYNNTON
RD. (31902)
JENNINGS, WALTER R., 1509 FOURTH AVE.
(31902)
O’KELLEY, EDW. E., PLAZA OFFICE PARK
STE. 1 (31907)
POPE. JOSEPH E., GEORGIA POWER BLDG.
STE. 805 (31901)
PRESTON & HARRELL. 1220 PEACOCK AVE.
(31902)
ROBINSON & OLIVER. 2601 CROSS
COUNTRY DR. (31907)
ROSS. JAMES T., 1601 13TH ST. (31907)
SATLOF, HIRSCH & FINGERHUT. 1022
SECOND AVE. (31901)
SELF, JAMES R., JR., 1509 FOURTH AVE.
(31901)
WELLBORN, GRIMES & SNYPES, 208 11 ST.
(31902)
CONYERS
HAMMONDS, WILLIAM GERALD, 1064 OLD
COVINGTON HWY. (30207)
HARRIS, PAUL AND COMPANY, 1297 GREEN
ST. (30207)
WOLFF. LAROY W., JR., 958 S. MAIN ST.
(30207)
CORDELE
EAST AND WATTS, 110 SEVENTH ST.
(31015)
WILLIAMS. COLUMBUS LEE. ROUTE 1 BOX 2
(31015)
CORNELIA
IRBY & AMOS, 127 WAYSIDE ST. (30531)
COVINGTON
WINN. WM. M., JR., RM. 210 BANK OF 
COVINGTON BLDG. (30209)
CUMMING
HAMPSON, DOUGLAS F., 109 DAHLONEGA
ST. (30130)
CUTHBERT
CRITTENDEN. T. J. & COMPANY. P. O. BOX
343 (31740)
DALTON
ACREE. ERNEST M. & CO., P. O. BOX 39
(30720)
FINNEY, AUSTIN & COMPANY, 507 S.
THORNTON AVE. (30720)
HATHCOCK. W. P. & COMPANY. P. C., 316 W. 
WAUGH ST. (30720)
HUDGINS. DAVID L., 101 THORNTON BLDG. 
101 N. THORNTON AVE. (30720)
MARTIN & FLOURNOY, 126 W. GORDON ST. 
(30720)
PURYEAR, CARL J., FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. STE. 402 (30720)
ROBERTSON & ANDERSON. FIDELITY 
FEDERAL BLDG. 108 S. HAMILTON ST. 
(30720)
WHITMIRE. C. D. AND COMPANY, 126 W. 
GORDON ST. SECOND FL. (30720)
DAWSON
CRITTENDEN, T. J. & CO., EAST JOHNSON 
ST. (31742)
DECATUR
BERRY AND WOOD. 569 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (30030)
BRESCIA & LOVELL. 4285 MEMORIAL DR. 
STE. E. (30032)
CLAYTON, GERALD L., 125 TRINITY PL. 
(30030)
HARRIS, PAUL & COMPANY, ONE W. COURT 
SQ. STE. 585 (30030)
LAND. JAMES D., 5304 PANOLA
INDUSTRIAL BLVD. (30032)
MILLS, F. J., JR., 1840 COLUMBIA DR. 
(30032)
MORDT, DAVIS & COMPANY, 4283 
MEMORIAL DR. STE. I (30032)
RHODES & ASSOCIATES. DECATUR 
FEDERAL BLDG. 250 E. PONCE DE LEON 
(30030)
SERFLING, HELEN G., 840 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (30030)
SHERWOOD. ALEX LEO. 205 W. BENSON ST. 
(30030)
SMITH. HOUSTON D., JR., 325 DECATUR 
FEDERAL BLDG. (30030)
TABOR & CO., P. O. BOX 369 (30031)
WATTERS, R. M., JR., 340 W. PONCE DE 
LEON AVE. #115 (30030)
WILLIAMS, JAMES E., 721 FIRST NATL. BK. 
BLDG. (30030)
DONALSONVILLE
BURKE-BRUNER & COMPANY, 208 
WOOLFORK AVE. (31745)
DOUGLAS
HURST, HINELY & HURST, DAVIS BLDG. 405 
N. PETERSON AVE. (31533)
SCHELL & HOGAN, COFFEE COUNTY BANK 
BLDG. NORTH PETERSON AVE. (31533)
DOUGLASVILLE
SHIPP, J. WESSON. 6374 FAIRBURN RD. 
(30134)
DUBLIN
DRISKELL, M. ORVIS. JR., 119 S. LAWRENCE 
ST. (31021)
GRAHAM & BARRENTINE. 410 ACADEMY 
AVE. (31021)
JONES, ERNEST F., JR., 1630 BELLEVUE RD. 
(31021)
JONES & THIGPEN. 509 PROFESSIONAL 
GROUP BLDG. (31021)
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EAST POINT
HAYNES. DAVID. 2523 BEN HILL RD. 
(30044)
HEBERT. MAURICE. COMPANY. 2721 E. 
POINT ST. (30344)
JOHNSON. T. DAN. 1311 CLEVELAND AVE. 
(30344)
KIRK. PAUL. 411 KING PROFESSIONAL 
BLDG. 1311 CLEVELAND AVE. (30344)
POST & BRICK. P. A., 2981 CHURCH ST. STE. 
210 (30344)
WILKES. GEORGE B., 2981 CHURCH ST. STE.
216 (30344)
ELBERTON
ETHRIDGE, JOHN C., 312 OLD FIRST NATL. 
BK. BLDG. (30635)
FORTSON, MARION. & N. OLIVER ST. 
(30635)
FITZGERALD
QUINNEY, QUINNEY & WORTHINGTON. 109 
S. GRANT ST. (31750)
FOREST PARK
BRUMLOW AND NEAL, 198 MAIN ST. (30050)
GAINESVILLE
ALEXANDER, GORDON L., JR., 162 ENOTA 
AVE. (30501)
BATES. BETTS & CARTER. 203 WISTERIA 
DR. NE. (30501)
ELLARD, P. MARTIN, P. O. BOX E. (30501)
FELTON, ROY M., LANIER BLDG. 500 
SPRING ST. NE. (30501)
MOUNT, E. M., P. 0. BOX 994 (30501)
GRIFFIN
GREENWAY, ROBINSON & CO., 310 
COMMERCIAL BANK BLDG. (30223)
GREGORY & HINSON, 112 W. POPLAR ST. 
(30223)
HAPEVILLE
BLACKWELL & POOLE. 535 CENTRAL AVE. 
STE. 205 (30354)
HAWKINSVILLE
VICKERS. DONNIE MAXWELL. 351 BROAD 
ST. (31036)
HAZLEHURST
HURST. HINELY AND HURST. COFFEE ST. 
(31539)
JESUP
BARR, CHARLES F., 246 E. CHERRY ST. 
(31545)
FULLER AND DELOACH. P. O. BOX 448 
(31545)
TINDOL, WILSON, COOKE & MONGIN. P. 0. 
BOX 664 (31545)
KINGSLAND
MULLIS, ROSCOE H., P. 0. BOX 217 (31548)
LA GRANGE
BOATWRIGHT, J. K. & CO., MALLORY BLDG. 
(30240)
GAY. SIDNEY MICHAEL. 114 HILL ST. 
(30240)
HOGAN, LUTHER A., P. 0. BOX 1328 (30240)
LAWRENCEVILLE
YOUNG, ROBERT A., 147 CLAYTON ST. S. E. 
(30245)
MACON
BACKER. SIDNEY. 851 WALNUT ST. (31201)
BENNETT. GILBERT. 990 GEORGIA AVE. 
(31201)
CLIFTON & MCNAIR. 833 WALNUT ST. 
(31201)
FLOURNOY AND MARTIN. 1055 WALNUT 
ST. (31201)
HANSFORD, BUTLER, WILLIAMS & WYCHE, 
412 SOUTHERN TRUST BLDG. (31201)
MCLEMORE. MCLEMORE A
MIDDLEBROOKS. 857 ORANGE TERR. 
(31201)
MCMULLAN & MCMULLAN. 1094 GEORGIA 
AVE. (31208)
MITCHELL, HENDERSON AND SHAW. 705 
GEORGIA POWER BLDG. (31201)
MOORE, DAWSON A., JR., 210 SOUTHERN 
TRUST BLDG. (31201)
MULLIS, OLIVER J., P. 0. BOX 5354 (31208)
PARKER, CHARLES & CO., 1208 GEORGIA 
POWER BLDG. (31201)
TAYLOR. GEORGE H., 562 COLLEGE ST. 
(31201)
WALKER, MEADORS, GARRETT & LANEY, 
141 NEW STREET (31201)
MADISON
TREADWELL. J. M., JR., P. 0. BOX 268 
(30650)
MARIETTA
ANDERSON. SAMUEL G., SOUTHERN BELL 
BLDG. STE. 205 66 WHITLOCK AVE. NW. 
(30060)
COLLINS & CO., 191 ROSWELL ST. (30060)
KNIGHTON. MARGARET R., 4233
EDGEWOOD CT. INDIAN HILLS (30062)
SHIVER & COMPANY. 218 ROSWELL ST. 
(30060)
WEISS, MOORE & CUBBEDGE, 225 LAWYERS 
BLDG. (30060)
MCRAE 
MCGINTY. JACK E., 205 S. SECOND AVE. 
(31055)
MILLEDGEVILLE
GRANT, JAMES M., 131 S. WAYNE ST. 
(31061)
ROZIER, WM. S., P. C., TWIN MAGNOLIAS 
PROF. BLDG. 221 S. WILKINSON ST. 
(31061)
MILLEN
REDDICK, HAYMAN L., 98 E. WINTHROPE 
AVE. (30442)
MOULTRIE
DRAFFIN. TUCKER. BILTON & RUIS, 911 
FIRST ST. SE. (31768)
KIRK. JAMES L., II. P. 0. BOX 707 (31768)
MOULTRY
PAULK. JAMES A., SOUTH MAIN ST. (31768)
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NEWNAN
GREENWAY, ROBINSON & CO., 6 LEE ST. 
(30263)
NORCROSS
SIMMONS, E. C., 544 BUFORD HWY. (30071)
WILLIAMS, EMORY D., 6185 S. BUFORD 
HWY. STE. C-135 (30071)
OCILLA
MEEKS, ROBERTS & SPICER, 225 E. FOURTH 
ST. (31774)
PAULK, JAMES A., SOUTH CHERRY ST. 
(31774)
ROME
HAYNES, J. BRADLEY & CO., 200 W. FIFTH 
AVE. (30161)
READ, MARTIN & SLICKMAN, 304 E. SIXTH 
AVE. (30161)
RUDERT, ERNEST J. & COMPANY, FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. STE. 302 (30161)
TANKERSLEY, JAMES C., METRO BLDG. 
STE. B-2 EAST THIRD AVE. (30161)
VANLANDINGHAM & WHITTINGTON, 237 N. 
FIFTH AVE. (30161)
ROSWELL
SMITH, VICTOR C., P. O. BOX 795 (30075)
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, 984 CANTON 
ST. (30075)
SANDERSVILLE
RICKS AND WRIGHT, 11 ARTS & COMMERCE 
BLDG. (31082)
SAVANNAH
BREWIN, BOSWELL & BRAGG, 29 
ABERCORN ST. (31401)
DAVIS, LAMAR W., 5112 PAULSEN ST. SUITE 
201 (31405)
HANCOCK, MAZO & ASKEW, 570 E. YORK 
ST. (31401)
HASKINS & SELLS, FIRST FEDERAL BLDG. 
(31402)
HENNESSEE, BILLY M., 6605 ABERCORN 
(31405)
HOFFMAN, PHILIP, 801 REALTY BLDG. 
(31401)
KARP & KARP, 815 REALTY BLDG. (31401)
LAZARD, LAZARD, CURLEE & BENNETT. 
322 E. BRYAN ST. (31401)
O’BRIEN. THOMAS K., 121 E. GORDON ST. 
(31401)
PROPER. JAMES & HODGES, 224 EAST BAY 
ST. (31401)
SLOTIN, HIRSCH AND COMPANY, 325 
TATHALL ST. (31401)
SPILLANE, RHOADS, LEBEY, CANN & SIEG, 
1307 SAVANNAH BANK BLDG. (31401)
STEIN. WOLFE AND COMPANY, EXECUTIVE 
COURT BLDG. STE. 125 5105 PAULSEN 
ST. (31405)
THOMPSON AND BENKEN, 144 DRAYTON 
ST. (31402)
TINDOL, WILSON, COOKE & MONGIN, 
JACKSON BLDG. 1 E. JACKSON BLVD. 
STE. A. (31405)
SMYRNA
GRODEN, ALFRED, 105 ANGLA DR. (30080)
NEWMAN & FOWLER, 2950 ATLANTA ST. 
(30080)
SIERA, JAMES L., 2861 S. ATLANTA ST. 
(30080)
SPRINGFIELD
TINDOL, WILSON, COOKE AND MONGIN, 
LAUREL ST. (31329)
STATESBORO
DABBS & DEAL, 7 CHURCH ST. (30458)
FULLER AND DELOACH, 119 SAVANNAH 
AVE. (30455)
SWAINSBORO
PITTMAN, GARRY C., 205 S. MAIN ST. 
(30401)
WATSON & PURVIS, CORNER ROBERTS A 
PINE (30401)
THOMASTON
GREENWAY, ROBINSON & CO., P. C., 616 N. 
CHURCH ST. (30286)
THOMASVILLE
DAVIS, CRITTENDEN, RICHTER AND 
FLETCHER, 612 S. BROAD ST. (31792)
GUY, JOHN B., P. C., 414 GORDON AVE. 
(31792)
MCCOLLUM & SIMMONS, 220 E. JACKSON 
ST. (31792)
TIFTON
ALLEN & WILLIAMS, 616 NORTH RIDGE 
AVENUE (31794)
DOSS, HOWARD G., 211 W. FOURTH ST. 
(31794)
HERRING, GERALD N., JR., 212 W. SECOND 
ST. (31794)
QUINNEY, QUINNEY & WORTHINGTON, 603 
W. SECOND ST. (31794)
TOCCOA
JOHNSON, JULIUS M., P. C.» 329 E. DOYLE 
ST. (30577)
TUCKER
BIRD & HALEY, 5 LAVISTA PERIMETER 
OFFICE PK. (30084)
JOYNER, OVERALL & CO., P. C., P. O. BOX 46 
(30084)
MIDDLETON & FRAIN, 2 LAVISTA 
PERIMETER OFFICE PARK 107 (30084)
RICH & YANCEY, 2321 FOURTH ST. (30084)
VALDOSTA
BRANDON, DAVID L., 101 W. NORTHSIDE 
DR. (31601)
COOK, CARTER, CHAPMAN & DAVIS, 901 N. 
TOOMBS ST. (31601)
GANDY, H. WILLIAM, 1201 N. OAK ST. 
(31601)
GODDARD, ROBERT A., JR., PARK AVE. BK. 
BLDG. (31601)
KENT, LELAND J., JR., 1515 WILLIAMS ST. 
(31601)
LAMON & MELTON, 400 W. CENTRAL AVE. 
(31601)
MAY, JOHN H. AND COMPANY, 112 W. 
ADAIR ST. (31601)
MOORE, LELAND S., JR., 1612 N. 
PATTERSON ST. (31601)
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STEWART, GILES & COMPANY, 2110 N.
PATTERSON ST. (31601)
VIDALIA
JONES & THIGPEN, P. 0. BOX 129 (30474)
SALTER, MILLER & MCLAIN, 605 JACKSON 
ST. (30474)
WAYCROSS
DU BOSE & COMPANY, 608 DU BOSE BLDG. 
(31501)
DUBOSE, ELTON, 607 ISABELLA ST. (31501)
HURST, HURST, HIGGINSON & SHIPES, 900
JANE ST. (31501)
WAYNESBORO
COSTANTINI, R. L., 220 E. SIXTH ST. (30830)
WEST POINT
NOVELLI, ANGELO E., 206 W. NINTH ST. 
(31833)
SCROGGS, LESLIE W„ P. 0. BOX 3 (31833)
WINDER
AUSTIN, ERNEST RUDOLPH, CANDLER ST. 
(30680)
RAINES AND JENKINS, CANDLER ST. 
(30680) HAWAII
HILO
HASKINS & SELLS, 26 WAIANUENUE AVE. 
(96720)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 120 
PAUAHI ST. RM. 312 (96720)
SAKAMOTO & NAKAYAMA, 80 PAUAHI ST. 
RM. 206 (96720)
HONOLULU
AKAMINE, ROBERT N., 1806 S. KING ST. 
(96814)
ARAKI, MAKIYA & FUJIMORI, CITY BANK 
BLDG. STE. 701 810 RICHARDS ST. 
(96813)
AU, ALFRED, AUDIT CLINIC, 1153 TWELFTH 
AVE. RM. 1 (96816)
CHO, SAMUEL S., HAWAII BLDG. STE. 618 
745 FORT ST. (96813)
CHONG, WILFRED W. C., 1144 KOKO HEAD 
AVE. RM. 2 (96816)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, PACIFIC TRADE 
CENTER STE. 2500 (96813)
ERNST & ERNST, FINANCIAL PLAZA OF 
THE PACIFIC 915 FORT ST. (96813)
FERRIS & WARREN, 1136 UNION MALL STE. 
302 (96813)
FUJIOKA & TSUCHIYAMA, HAWAIIAN LIFE 
BLDG. 1311 KAPIOLANI BLVD. STE. 400 
(96814)
GILBERT, VIVIEN K., P. O. BOX 3294 (96801)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 620 
ALEXANDER YOUNG BLDG. (96813)
HANSON, RAUN & HANSON, 430 
DILLINGHAM TRNSPTN. BLDG. 735 
BISHOP ST. (96813)
HARA, WILLIAM T., 1149 BETHEL ST. RM. 
414 (96813)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 700 
BISHOP ST. (96813)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1000 HAWAII BLDG. 745 
FORT ST. (96813)
HATTORI, IKEDA & TESHIMA, PACIFIC 
TRADE CTR. STE. 1390 (96813)
INAGAKI, MUKAI, FO & MORIKAWA, 1000 
BISHOP ST. STE. 909 (96813)
ISHIMOTO, IMAMOTO & CO., 1370 
KAPIOLANI BLVD. (96814)
JACOBS, ROBERT H., PACIFIC TRADE 
CENTER STE. 1414 190 S. KING ST. 
(96813)
KASHIWADA, JAMES T., 210 WARD AVE. 
SUITE 334 (96814)
KAYA, UTO, NAGANUMA & SENDA, 1654 S. 
KING ST. (96814)
KOHASHI, LAWRENCE, 1370 KAPIOLANI 
BLVD. (96814)
KOHASHI, THEODORE T. & CO., INC., 1370 
KAPIOLANI BLVD. (96814)
KOMESU, KIYOMORI, 850 KAPIOLANI BLVD. 
(96813)
LAU, CLARENCE L. K., 827 S. BERETANIA 
ST. RM. 206 (96813)
LAU, HIRAM C., 510 PIIKOI ST. STE. 204 
(96814)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH 4 
HORWATH, 645 HALEKAUWILA ST. 
(96813)
LEMKE & COMPANY, 914 ALA MOANA 
BLVD. STE. 105 (96814)
LIU, ROGER KIM SINS, P. O. BOX 1953 
(96805)
LOUI, OWEN & CO., 770 KAPIOLANI BLDG. 
STE. 402 (96813)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 1149 BETHEL ST. 
801 (96813)
MAKISHIMA, LAWRENCE T., 1010 S. KING 
ST. (96814)
MATAYOSHI, STANLEY R., INC., 1150 S. 
KING ST. STE. 702 (96814)
MIHARA, ROBERT K., 2065 S. KING ST. RM. 
204 (96814)
NAGAUE & NAGAUE, INC., 1507 S. KING ST. 
STE. 304 (96814)
NUNOTANI, THOMAS R., 742 AUAHI ST. 
(96813)
OHATA, YOKOTE, CHUN & OBARA, 1126 12 
AVE. STE. 305 (96816)
OKUBO, RICHARD T., 1023 PENSACOLA ST. 
(96814)
OKUMOTO & MAKINODAN, 1136 UNION 
MALL STE. 202 (96813)
OKUMURA, BARBARA K., 1150 S. KING ST. 
STE. 304B (96814)
OYADOMARI, KENNETH S., 1650 LILIHA ST. 
RM. 209 (96817)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 130 
MERCHANT ST. (96813)
RHYS, JOHN H., 666 ALA MOANA BLVD. 
STE. 202 (96813)
ROSENBERG, MARTIN I., INC., DILLINGHAM
BLDG. 735 BISHOP ST. RM. 415 (96813)
SATO, SHIGEJI, 1210 QUEEN ST. (96814)
SCHROEDER, HANS H., 1109 BETHEL ST. 
RM. 215 (96813)
SHIGEMURA, ROY H., BISHOP INSURANCE 
BLDG. 33 S. KING ST. STE. 402 (96813)
SHIMIZU, ALLEN Y., 1210 AUAHI ST. STE. 
108 (96814)
SHIROMA, HARRY S., 1451 S. KING ST. 
(96814)
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SMELKER, ROBERT T., 116 S. KING ST. 
(96813)
TAKAHASHI, KENNETH M., 745 FORT ST. 
STE. 816 (96813)
TAKIGUCHI, HERBERT J., INC., 770 
KAPIOLANI BLVD. STE. 601 (96813)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 841 BISHOP ST. STE. 
1525 (96813)
TSUHAKO AND WATANABE, PIONEER 
TOWER BLDG. 1136 UNION MALL STE. 
802 (96813)
TSUZAKI, HIROSHI, 1744 LILIHA ST. ROOM 
306 (96817)
WONG, EUTON S. Y., 1491 S. KING ST. RM. 5 
(96814)
WONG & SHEA, 1575 S. BERETANIA ST. 
(96814)
WONG, WALTER C. K., 1060 YOUNG ST. STE. 
316 (96714)
YAMAMOTO, RICHARD F., 1270 QUEEN 
EMMA ST. RM. 603 (96813)
YEE, CLEMENT L. I., 765 AMANA ST. STE. 
300 (96814)
YOSHIOKA & NISHIHAMA, 438 ALEXANDER 
YOUNG BLDG. (96813)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, AMFAC 
BLDG. STE. 800 700 BISHOP ST. (96813)
KAHULUI
HASKINS & SELLS, 87 S. PUUNENE AVE. 
(96732)
MILLER AND CO., 73-6 PUUNENE AVE. 
(96732)
THAYER AND MATSUSHITA, 74 LONO AVE. 
STE. 201 (96732)
KAILUA
NAKAMA, ROBERT M., 43 ONEAWA RM. 203 
B. (96734)
KAILUA-KONA
TASHIMA, SADAHARU, P. O. BOX 2052 
(96740)
KAMUELA
FITCH, DEON E., P. 0. BOX 944 (96743)
KANEOHE
CHOO & RAMOS, 46 018 KAM HWY. (96744)
KULA MAUI
HESTAND, CHARLES C., R. R. 1 BOX 447 
CRATER RD. (96790)
LAHAINA
SCHUETZ, C. R., 205 MAUI SAVINGS & LOAN 
BLDG. (96761)
LIHUE
HASKINS & SELLS, LIHUE SHOPPING CTR. 
OFFICE BLDG. (96766)
KAYA, UTO, NAGANUMA & SENDA, 3088 
AKAHI ST. (96766)
STIGLMEIER, ALBERT W., P. 0. BOX 1031 
(96766)
WAILUKU
KOBAYASHI, BRYAN H., 37 CENTRAL AVE. 
(96793)




EXETER & FINLEY, P. 0. BOX 1030 (83221)
GARDNER, SAMUEL D., 291 N. BROADWAY 
(83221)
RALPHS, LLOYD T., 714 W. BRIDGE (83221)
BOISE
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 702 IDAHO ST. 
(83702)
BRADY, CHARLES 0., 518 BANK OF IDAHO 
BLDG. 702 IDAHO ST. (83701)
CORNWELL, RALPH L., BOX 8493 (83707)
CROMWELL & HOBART, 310 W. MYRTLE ST. 
(83701)
CROSSLAND, JONES & CO., 436 FIRST 
SECURITY BLDG. (83702)
ERNST & ERNST, 260 SONNA BLDG. 910 
MAIN ST. (83701)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 515 BANK OF 
IDAHO BLDG. (83702)
JOHNSON, BONNIE SIMS, 930 ARGYLL 
(83702)
MARSHALL, GILL & HEAZLE, P. 0. BOX 2603 
(83701)
MILLER, W. FRANKLIN, CHARTERED, 627 
IDAHO BLDG. (83702)
MONNETTE, J. B., 410 IDAHO FIRST NATL. 
BLDG. (83702)
MOORE, JERRY A., 1078 N. COLE (83704)
O’BRIEN, REYNOLDS & CO., HOME 
FEDERAL SAVINGS BLDG. 800 STATE ST. 
(83702)
OLSON, WM. A., 203 IDAHO BLDG. (83702)
RIFE, WILSON & PRYZBYLSK1, 219 N. 17TH 
ST. (83706)
SIMMONS & SIELAFF, 1618 VISTA AVE. 
(83705)
SMITH, BAILEY & HANSON, 214 IDAHO 
BLDG. (83702)
TONKIN, SWENSON & JOHNSON, 1419 W.
BANNOCK ST. STE. B. (83706)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 400 PROVIDENT 
FEDERAL BLDG. (83702)
BUHL
SNOW & WALDRON, 1012 MAIN ST. (83316)
TULLIS & SCHABOT, 1020 MAIN ST. (83316)
BURLEY
NELSON, SAGERS, ANDERSON & KING, 1710 
OVERLAND AVE. (83318)
WALSTON, REINCKE & OSTERHOUT, 2225 
OVERLAND AVE. (83318)
WESTFALL, DONALD E., 1329 ALBION AVE. 
(83318)
CALDWELL
ALLEN, EDWARD R., 112 E. PINE ST. (83605)
JACKSON, MESSURI & BATES, 1803 ELLIS 
AVE. (83605)
SCHMELZER, PAUL F., 103 ALBERT ST. 
(83605)
SWANSON & KAYE, NINTH & DEARBORN 
(83605)
TONKIN, SWENSON & JOHNSON, 811 MAIN 
ST. (83605)
COEUR D’ALENE
ANDERSON & DEATON, ELDER BLDG. 
(83814)
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BERMAN, ROBERT J., STE. 215 ELDER 
BLDG. (83814)
MAGNUSON, H. F. & COMPANY, P. 0. BOX 
519 (83814)
COTTONWOOD
HATTRUP, VINCENT B., SEUBERT BLDG. 406 
KING ST. (83522)
IDAHO FALLS
BURNETT, HUMPHERYS & MASON, 490 
MEMORIAL DR. (83401)
GALUSHA, HIGGINS & GALUSHA, 255 B ST. 
(83401)
JONES, GERALD M., 2100 BELMONT AVE. 
(83401)
ROMACK, RICHARD E., 705 JOHN ADAMS 
PKWY. (83401)
WILLIAMS, FERGUSON & CO., P. A., 480 
MEMORIAL DR. (83401)
YOUNG, NOLAN G., 560 11 ST. (83401)
JEROME
MAHAN, THOMAS P., 221 S. LINCOLN 
(83338)
KELLOGG
ANDERSON & DEATON, 3 NORTH DIVISION 
(83837)
MAGNUSON, H. F. & COMPANY, P. O. BOX 
660 (83837)
LEWISTON
FITZGERALD & NELSON, 1045 21 ST. 
(83501)
JUNES & SWEENEY, FIRST SECURITY BANK 
BLDG. NINTH & MAIN (83501)
KELLY, ROBERTS & CO., 1915 IDAHO ST. 
(83501)
MORRIS, LEE & CO., FIRST SECURITY BANK 
BLDG. (83501)
PRESNELL, FAIRLEY & GAGE, 1219 IDAHO 
ST. (83501)
MOSCOW
HAYDEN & ROSS, 127 S. WASHINGTON 
(83843)
NAMPA
FOWLER & BLEDSOE, 721 E. ROOSEVELT 
(83651)
SEVERN, RIPLEY, DOORN & CO., P. 0. BOX 
446 (83651)
SMITH, BAILEY & HANSON, 812 12TH AVE.
S. (83651)
PARMA
STONE, JERRY D., 120 THIRD ST. (83660)
PAYETTE
DENENK & CHENEY, 229 S. EIGHTH ST. 
(83661)
ROSE, CLYDE L., 102 N. EIGHTH ST. (83661)
POCATELLO
BARNETT AND ENGLESON, SPAULDING 
BLDG. P. 0. BOX 1304 (83201)
CARTER, KEN V. & CO., 442 S. ARTHUR 
(83201)
DEATON, M. T. & COMPANY, 425 EAST 
BENTON (83201)
JONES, DALE D., 1420 E. ELM (83201)
JORDAN & VAN ORDEN, 408 SPAULDING 
BLDG. (83201)
OBREY, VERNON E., 377 YELLOWSTONE 
AVE. (83201)
RUPERT
NUTTING, CLIFFORD, 608 FREMONT AVE. 
(83350)
SALMON
HAVENS, H. DENNIS, 109 S. CENTER ST. 
(83467)
TULLIS & HEIDEMANN, 404 MAIN ST. 
(83467)
SODA SPRINGS
CONLIN, WM. BART, P. 0. BOX 753 (83276)
SUN VALLEY
RENFRO, LYNN LEE, P. O. BOX 1327 (83353)
TWIN FALLS
CANNON, HELEN, 203 THIRD AVE. EAST 
(83301)
CHALK AND LAWLEY, 864 FILER AVE. 
(83301)
EVANS, WILLIAM K., 131 SHOSHONE ST. N. 
(83301)
PETERSON, SEAMONS, STACEY A 
BANCROFT, 228 FOURTH AVE. N. (83301) 
RAHE, DONALD, 630 BLUE LAKES BLVD. N. 
(83301)
RIDDLE, ROTH & EVANS, 122 THIRD AVE. 
N. (83301)
SEVERN, RIPLEY, DOORN & CO., 133 
SHOSHONE ST. N. (83301)
SNOW & WALDRON, BANK OF IDAHO BLDG. 
(83301)
WAEGELIN & RUSSELL, 140 SECOND ST. E. 
(83301)
WALLACE
MAGNUSON, H. F. & COMPANY, SCOTT 
BLDG. (83873)
WEISER
JACKSON & ADAM3, 25 E. MAIN ST. (83672)
JOHNSON, RICHARD E., 430 STATE ST. 
(83672)
POYNOR & PIKE, 320 STATE ST. (83672)ILLINOIS
ADDISON
KROICHICK, MICHAEL A., 332 W.
INTERSTATE RD. (60101)
STALA, MATTHEW E., 886 S. WISCONSIN 
AVE. (60101)
ALTON
SCHEFFEL, R. C. & COMPANY, 307 HENRY 
ST. (62002)
SCHLOSSER, C. J. & CO., 211 MARKET ST. 
(62002)
ANTIOCH
JEDELE, NORMAN S., TIFFANY RD. (60002)
ARLINGTON HEIGHTS
ALBANESE, JAMES B., 912 E. MARION 
(60004)
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BARK, DONALD E., 201 S. ARLINGTON HTS 
RD. (60005)
EILBRACHT, MARGARET E., 100 REGENCY 
DRIVE EAST (60004)
MEAD, THOMAS E., 120 W. EASTMAN ST. 
(60006)
WILLNER, JAMES W., 1422 N. SALEM BLVD. 
(60004)
ARTHUR
RICHARDSON, KARLOSKI, PINKLEY A 
KUPPLER, 110 EAST ILLINOIS (61911)
AURORA
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 111 W. DOWNER PL. 
(60504)
MOORE, G. WILLIAM, FIRST AMERICAN 
BANK BLDG. 1851 W. GALENA BLVD. 
(60504)
NICKELS, GERALD C., AURORA NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. (60504)
PODOLAK, HOOPER, KERR & CO., OLD 
SECOND NATL. BNK BLDG. (60504)
BARRINGTON
DAVIS, HUGH M., JR., 720 N. LAKE SHORE 
DR. (60010)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
P. O. BOX G 834 S. NORTHWEST HWY. 
(60010)
RUEHLE, FRANK A., 102 N. COOK ST.
(60010)
BELLEVILLE
BECHERER & STEIN, BELLEVILLE NATL. 
BANK BLDG. PUBLIC SQ. RM. 203 (62220)
BOYLE, J. W. & CO., 65 S. 65 ST. (62223)
FIETSAM, R. C. & CO., 325 WEST MAIN ST. 
(62220)
HITCHCOCK, WILLIAM A., LTD., 3907 W. 
MAIN ST. (62223)
RICE, SULLIVAN & MARTI, 202 S. HIGH ST. 
(62221)
ROGERS, JEAN W., 325 WEST MAIN ST. 
(62220)
BELVIDERE
POLLARD & WHEELER-HARMS & ELLIOTT, 
438 SCOTTS ARMY TRAIL (61008)
SADEWATER, NORMAN R., 115 E. NINTH ST. 
(61008)
BERWYN
NOVAK, ROBERT E., 3248 S. CUYLER AVE. 
(60402)
BLOOMINGTON
ALLSUP, VOLLBRACHT & COFFMAN, P. C., 
300 UNITY BLDG. (61701)
CARPENTER, DOUGLAS R., 707 W.
CHESTNUT ST. (61701)
DUNBAR, CHARLES V., 412 UNITY BLDG. 
(61701)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 210 E. 
WASHINGTON ST. (61701)
GUTHOFF & COMPANY. LTD., 211 S. 
PROSPECT (61701)
HAMILTON, JOHN M., 2205 E. WASHINGTON 
(61701)
HENNING, STROUSE, JORDAN & SULASKI, 
2310 EAST OAKLAND AVE. (61701)
STRIEGEL, BONHAM & THOENNES, 600 
GREISHIEM BLDG. (61701)
BRADLEY
MONTAGUE, R. J., JR., 196 N. GRAND AVE. 
(60915)
CALUMET CITY
CUTRARA, SAMUEL J., 80 RIVER OAKS DR.
(60409)
CANTON
HOCKER, GEORGE O., 143 W. CHESTNUT ST. 
(61520)
CARBONDALE
KEMPER, FISHER, FAUST, LAWRENCE A 
CO., 203 E. MAIN ST. (62901)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN. HORWATH A 
HORWATH, P. O. BOX 2618 (62901)
ROSENTHAL. DAVID I., 306 W. MAIN ST. 
(62901)
SCHMIDT. DONALD R., 109 S. TOWER RD. 
(62901)
SHELNUTT, J. HUGH, 417 W. MAIN ST.
(62901)
CARMI
CUNNINGHAM. TRACY. CARMI LIGHT A 
WATER BLDG. (62821)
KEMPER. FISHER, FAUST. LAWRENCE A 
CO., 203 S. CHURCH ST. (62821)
CENTRALIA
GLASS AND SHUFFETT, 326 E. BROADWAY 
(62801)
HOLT, RICHARD K., 326 E. BROADWAY 
(62801)
WIGGS, THOMAS A., 203 E. THIRD ST.
(62801)
CHAMPAIGN
FILBEY, SUMMERS, ABOLT, GOOD A 
KIDDOO, 507 S. SECOND (61820)
MURPHEY, JENNE & JONES. 501 W. CHURCH 
ST. (61820)
PEER. HUNT & CURZON. 203 W. CLARK ST. 
(61820)
SHLENS, EDMUND, 210 W. SPRINGFIELD 
(61820)
TANNER, LEWIS, 44 MAIN (61820) 
WINAKOR, BATES & BRUNSON, 502 W. 
CLARK (61820)
CHARLESTON
LARSSON, WOODYARD & HENSON, 716 
JACKSON ST. (61920)
REPLOGLE, REGINALD LEE. 711 MONROE 
ST. (61920)
CHICAGO
ABBELL, MAXWELL & COMPANY, 111 W. 
WASHINGTON ST. (60602)
ADLER, R. S. AND COMPANY, 5715 N. 
LINCOLN AVE. (60659)
ALTSCHULER. MELVOIN AND GLASSER. 69 
W. WASHINGTON ST. (60602)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 69 W. 
WASHINGTON (60602)
ANGELL, KAPLAN & ZAIDMAN, 105 W. 
MADISON ST. (60602)
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ANSPACH, OPPENHEIM & CO., 10 S. 
LASALLE ST. (60603)
ARMSTRONG, CORBETT & COMPANY, 10035
S. WESTERN AVE. (60643)
ASHER, CHARLES H., 11 S. LASALLE ST. 
(60603)
ASTROF, EDWARD I., 1525 E. 53RD ST.
(60615)
AUERBACH & AUERBACH, 6200 N.
HIAWATHA AVE. (60646)
BABETCH, BURTON L., 77 W. WASHINGTON 
ST. (60602)
BAGLEY, GEORGE AND COMPANY, 10 S. 
LASALLE ST. (60603)
BANSLEY AND KIENER, 300 W. 
WASHINGTON BLVD. (60606)
BECKERMAN, TERRELL & CO., 10 S. 
RIVERSIDE PLAZA (60606)
BECKET, CHARLES A., 4655 S. MICHIGAN
AVE. (60653)
BERGER, HERBERT A., JR., 5502 W. 
LAWRENCE (60630)
BERMAN AND BERMAN, 505 N. LAKE 
SHORE DR. STE. 6503 (60611)
BERMAN, SHELDON, 330 S. WELLS ST. 
(60606)
BERNHEIM, HUBERT L., LTD., 5901 N. 
CICERO AVE. (60646)
BERNSTEIN, BERNSTEIN & BANK, LTD., 
6200 N. HIAWATHA (60646)
BERNSTEIN, CHARLES M. & CO., 130 N. 
WELLS ST. (60606)
BERNSTEIN, H. M. & COMPANY, 120 S. 
RIVERSIDE PLAZA (60606)
BIEDERMAN, IRWIN J., 100 S. WACKER DR. 
(60606)
BIRKENSTEIN, LUSTIGSON, LTD., 72 W. 
ADAMS ST. (60603)
BLACKMAN, KALLICK & CO., 188 
RANDOLPH TOWER (60601)
BLANCHFIELD, THOMAS F. & CO., 10540 S.
WESTERN AVE. (60643)
BLOOM, LANDY, GOLDMAN & CO., 221 N. 
LA SALLE ST. (60601)
BLUMENFELD, WEISER, FRIEDMAN & CO., 
ONE I. B. M. PLAZA STE. 3625 (60601)
BOHON, ELLIS G., 140 S. DEARBORN RM. 
466 (60603)
BOHRMAN, SYLVIA K., 1360 N. SANDBURG 
TERR. (60610)
BORDEN, RONALD J., 176 W. ADAMS STE.
1900 (60603)
BORENSTEIN, LOUIS & PRICE, ONE I. B. M. 
PLAZA STE. 1431 (60611)
BOUGAS, ANDREW P., 5765 N. LINCOLN 
AVE. (60659)
BOULTER, WM. B. & CO., 20 N. WACKER DR.
# 1462 (60606)
BOURKE, EDGAR R., 222 W. ADAMS ST. STE.
1354 (60606)
BRABENEC, YASUS, TAGUE & CO., 6336 S.
WESTERN AVE. (60636)
BROUTMAN, RATTNER & SANDLOW, 188 W. 
RANDOLPH (60601)
BURKE, JOHN E. & CO., 208 S. LA SALLE ST. 
(60604)
BURLINGAME & COMPANY, 105 W. ADAMS 
ST. (60603)
BUTLER, A. B., 435 N. MICHIGAN AVE. STE. 
2014 (60611)
BUTSBACK, MARGARET GORNEY, 4056 N. 
MAJOR AVE. (60634)
BYRD, COHEN AND COMPANY, 7249 N.
WESTERN AVE. (60645)
CAHAN, SYDNEY W., 77 W. WASHINGTON 
ST. (60602)
CAHN, KENNETH M., 33 N. LASALLE ST. 
(60602)
CALDWELL, JOHNATHAN Q., 8 S. MICHIGAN 
AVE. (60603)
CAMPBELL, DONALD F., 221 N. LASALLE 
(60601)
CATRON, CURTIS W., 645 N. MICHIGAN AVE. 
STE. 916 (60611)
CHANCELLOR, SOPRANO & COMPANY, 6326
N. CICERO AVE. (60646)
CHECKERS, SIMON & ROSNER, 33 N.
LASALLE ST. (60602)
CICHOWSKI, JOSEPH F., 8 S. MICHIGAN AVE. 
(60603)
CLEARY & VANDENBERG, 1701 W. 87TH ST. 
(60620)
CLEMETSEN, LLOYD T., 4750 N.
MILWAUKEE AVE. (60630)
COCALAS AND MANN, P. C., 221 N. LA 
SALLE ST. (60601)
COGEN, KRONER & CO., 708 N. DEARBORN 
ST. (60610)
COLEMAN, EPSTEIN & COMPANY, 2616 W.
PETERSON (60659)
CONDOS, GUS A., 4915 N. WASHTENAW AVE. 
(60625)
COOPER, WINSLOW & DAVIS, 39 S. LASALLE 
ST. (60603)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 222 S. RIVERSIDE 
PLAZA (60606)
CORN, SAMUEL M., 6160 N. CICERO AVE.
STE. 624 (60646)
CORREN, WILLIAM R., 3601 WEST DEVON
AVE. (60659)
COTTLE AND COTTLE, 120 S. LASALLE ST. 
(60603)
CULLINANE & MCKEOWN, 111 W.
WASHINGTON ST. (60602)
CUMMINGS, GEORGE C., 6134 N.
MILWAUKEE AVE. (60646)
CUNNINGHAM, E. J., JR., 7522 N. OAKLEY 
(60645)
DACCARDO, JAMES A., 205 W. WACKER DR. 
(60606)
DAMOND, ROBERT V., 100 N. LASALLE ST. 
(606C2)
DANIELS, DANIEL, 79 W. MONROE ST. 
(60603)
DE GRAFF, KAPLAN & COMPANY, 173 W. 
MADISON ST. STE. 1100 (60602)
DESMOND AND AHERN, 9108 S. ASHLAND
AVE. (60620)
DI MONTE, ERNEST D., 7 S. DEARBORN ST. 
(60603)
DOTY, JARROW & CO., 20 N. WACKER DR.
RM. 2720 (60606)
DREB1N, LINDQUIST & GERVASIO, 3959 N.
LINCOLN AVE. (60613)
DROEGEMUELLER, ARTHUR C., 100 W. 
MONROE ST. STE. 806 (60603)
DUBIN, SAM H., 79 W. MONROE ST. STE. 700 
(60603)
DUBOW, JOSEPH C., 2640 TOUHY AVE. 
(60645)
DUHL, SAMUEL H., 6326 N. CICERO AVE.
(60646)
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DUTTON & COMPANY. 105 W. ADAMS ST. 
(60603)
EHRLICH. IRWIN. 33 N. LASALLE ST. 
(60602)
ERNST & ERNST. 150 S. WACKER DR. 
(60606)
EVANS. MARSHALL AND PEASE. 33 N. 
LASALLE ST. (60602)
FIELDS AND FIELDS. ONE E. WACKER DR. 
(60601)
FIRESTONE. S. F. & CO., 188 W. RANDOLPH 
ST. (60601)
FISCHER. RANDALL E., 228 N. LA SALLE ST. 
(60601)
FISHER. LAWRENCE H., 1930 BOARD OF 
TRADE BLDG. 141 W. JACKSON BLVD. 
(60604)
FLAXMAN. S. & CO., 105 W. MADISON ST. 
(60602)
FLINK, ROBERT B., 20 N. WACKER DR. RM. 
1500 (60606)
FOLEY. THOMAS F., 130 N. WELLS ST. 
(60606)
FRALE, C. W. & CO., 208 S. LA SALLE ST. 
(60604)
FREDRICK, ELEANORE L., BELLEVUE 
MEDICAL ARTS BLDG. 10830 S. HALSTED 
ST. (60628)
FREEDKIN, MARVIN E., 2640 W. TOUHY 
AVE. (60645)
FREEMAN, ROBERT, 2900 W. PETERSON
AVE. (60659)
FRIEDMAN, DONALD. 188 W. RANDOLPH 
ST. (60601)
FRIEDMAN, EISENSTEIN, RAEMER A 
SCHWARTZ. Ill E. WACKER DR. STE. 
2724 (60601)
FRIEDMAN, GALEN AND COMPANY. 221 N. 
LA SALLE (60601)
FROST, RUTTENBERG AND ROTHBLATT, 
6416 N. RIDGEWAY AVE. (60645)
GALE, TAKAHASHI & CHANNON, 110 S. 
DEARBORN ST. (60603)
GARFINKLE, PHILIP G. & CO., 1737 W.
HOWARD ST. (60626)
GEISMAN, MORRISON & WINE, 5783 N.
LINCOLN AVE. (60659)
GILBY, JOHN H., 5832 S. STONY ISLAND 
AVE. (60637)
GIMBEL, SIDNEY L., 134 N. LASALLE ST. 
(60602)
GIVENS, WALTER AND COMPANY, GOLF 
MILL OFFICE 211 (60648)
GLASS, HERBERT B., 6160 N. CICERO STE. 
502 (60646)
GLICK, BERCOON, BLONDER AND 
GREISMAN, 111 E. WACKER DR. (60601)
GOETTSCHE, TRANEN & CO., 5252 N. 
BROADWAY (60640)
GOLDBERG. ARTHUR J., 1550 N. LAKE 
SHORE DR. (60610)
GOLDBERG, GEISER, MARDER & EGERT, 
150 N. WACKER DR. (60606)
GOLDMAN, OSHERMAN & CO., 3525 W. 
PETERSON (60659)
GOLDMAN AND WEISS. 77 W. WASHINGTON 
ST. STE. 1222 (60602)
GOLDSTEIN. ABE. 3601 W. DEVON AVE. 
(60659)
GOLDSTEIN, ENGERMAN & SHANE, 3300 W. 
PETERSON AVE. (60659)
GOLDSTEIN, POTESHMAN & CO., 6160 N.
CICERO AVE. (60646)
GOLMAN, BROOKSTONE & CO., BANKERS 
BLDG. 105 W. ADAMS ST. (60603)
GOODMAN. COOPERMAN AND COMPANY, 
228 N. LASALLE ST. (60601)
GOODMAN. MORRIS, 150 N. WACKER DR. 
STE. 2536 (60606)
GORMAN, KAREN R., 1920 N. LINCOLN AVE. 
(60614)
GOSS. RISKIN & CO., 3601 W. DEVON AVE. 
(60659)
GRAFF, WEISS & COMPANY, 6160 CICERO 
AVE. (60646)
GRANT. ALEXANDER & COMPANY. ONE 
FIRST NATL. PLAZA (60601)
GRANT. ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 
PRUDENTIAL PLAZA (60601)
GRAY, HUNTER, STENN & CO., 35 E. 
WACKER DR. (60601)
GREEN. BOLOTIN & BEZARK, 221 N. 
LASALLE ST. (60601)
GREENBERG. ARTHUR A., 10 S. LASALLE 
ST. (60603)
GREENMAN, ARTHUR, 69 W. WASHINGTON 
ST. (60602)
GROH. GOUGH & COMPANY, 105 W. ADAMS 
ST. RM. 2800 (60603)
GROSSMAN, FERTEL & CO., 75 E. WACKER 
DR. (60601)
HAMER, ARTHUR & CO., 9035 S. WESTERN 
AVE. (60620)
HANEY, ROBERT F., 3019 WEST 111TH ST. 
(60655)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY. 310 
S. MICHIGAN AVE. (60604)
HASKINS & SELLS. BOARD OF TRADE 
BLDG. (60604)
HAVEY, THOMAS W. & CO., 105 W. ADAMS 
ST. (60603)
HEINS1MER AND YUDLER, 222 W. ADAMS 
ST. (60606)
HERMAN. SAMUEL E., 37 S. WABASH AVE. 
(60603)
HERSHMAN, MARVIN A., 327 S. LASALLE 
ST. (60604)
HILL. JAMES. JR., 1937 E. 87TH ST. (60617)
HILLSMAN, OTTO & CO., LTD., ONE NORTH 
LASALLE ST. (60602)
HOFFMAN, JOHN H. & CO., 1 N. LASALLE 
ST. (60602)
HORWICH, ARNOLD S., 6310 N. LINCOLN
AVE. (60645)
HORWITZ & HORWITZ. 3601 W. DEVON AVE. 
(60659)
HORWITZ, MICHAEL DAVID, 2600 W. 
PETERSON AVE. STE. 201 (60659)
HOWARD. RAY A. & COMPANY, 75 E. 
WACKER DR. (60601)
HOYT. GREENBERG AND FRIEDMAN. 221 N. 
LASALLE ST. RM. 1906 (60601)
HUGHES, EXBY & CO., 230 W. MONROE ST. 
STE. 638 (60606)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 100 S. 
WACKER DR. (60606)
HUTCHENS. EDWARD J., 1636 N. WELLS ST. 
(60614)
HUTTON, NELSON & MCDONALD, 100 W. 
MONROE ST. (60603)
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HYMAN, ETHON, RYDEL & CO., 150 S.
WACKER DRIVE (60606)
HYMAN, MONTY I., 2738 W. 85TH ST. 
(60652)
INGRAM, GLENN & CO., 150 N. WACKER DR. 
(60606)
JACOBS, AUBREY S., 4101 N. ROCKWELL ST. 
(60618)
JACOBSON, IRWIN, 221 N. LASALLE ST. 
(60601)
JAMIESON, CHARLES J. & CO., 55 E. 
WASHINGTON ST. (60602)
JOFFE, BERNARD & COMPANY, 105 W.
MADISON ST. (60602)
JOHNSON, ATWATER & COMPANY, 150 N.
WACKER DR. (60606)
JONES, NORRIS E., 10719 S. CALIFORNIA 
AVE. (60655)
KAMINS, HARRY E., 4800 S. CHICAGO 
BEACH DR. (60615)
KANE, SHAPIRO & LEON, 188 W. RANDOLPH 
TOWERS (60601)
KANER, LEO L., EXECUTIVE TOWERS SUITE 
100 5901 N. CICERO AVE. (60646)
KAPLAN & COMPANY, 330 S. WELLS (60606)
KAPLAN, ERNEST & CO., 221 N. LA SALLE 
(60601)
KAPPLE, VIRNICH & COMPANY, 150 S. 
WACKER DR. STE. 525 (60606)
KASPAR, ROY & BAUSCHELT, 180 N.
LASALLE ST. (60601)
KATCH, TYSON & COMPANY, 221 N.
LASALLE ST. (60601)
KEARNEY, BERNARD F., 1928 IRVING PARK 
RD. (60613)
KERMAN, ALPORT & COMPANY, 11 S.
LASALLE ST. (60603)
KILLAM, DE VALK AND COMPANY, 120 S. 
RIVERSIDE PLAZA (60606)
KING, BRAUDE & SHARPE, 228 N. LASALLE 
ST. (60601)
KLEGERMAN, JACK B., 5053 W. FULLERTON 
AVE. (60639)
KOHLER, ERIC L., 8 S. MICHIGAN AVE. 
(60603)
KOPEL, RICHARD G., 633 W. FULLERTON 
PKWY. (60614)
KRUPNICK, BOKOR & COMPANY, 134 N. LA 
SALLE ST. (60602)
KULWIN, IRWIN & COMPANY, 120 W. 
MADISON ST. (60602)
LALLY, THOMAS D., 5151 N. HARLEM AVE. 
(60656)
LANDAU & BARTELSTEIN, 222 W. ADAMS 
ST. STE. 1627 (60606)
LANDAU, FRED & CO., 221 N. LASALLE ST. 
(60601)
LANG & SHANDLER, 111 W. MONROE ST. 
(60603)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY. 230 N. 
MICHIGAN AVE. (60601)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 111 E. WACKER DR. (60101)
LAVIN, DUBIN AND COMPANY, 327 S. LA 
SALLE ST. STE. 1232 (60604)
LEAF, DAHL AND COMPANY, LTD., 3550 W.
PETERSON AVE. (60659)
LEIDESDORF, S. D. & CO., 111 E. WACKER 
DR. (60601)
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LENIHAN, JOHN P., 7516 N. EASTLAKE 
TERRACE (60626)
LEVENSON, SAMUEL D., 33 N. DEARBORN 
ST. (60602)
LEVIN, JOSEPH F., 33 N. LASALLE ST. 
(60602)
LEVIN & LANDE, 201 N. WELLS ST. (60606)
LEVIN, MILLER, LTD., 188 W. RANDOLPH 
ST. (60601)
LIPSCHULTZ & LIPSCHULTZ, 77 W. 
WASHINGTON ST. STE. 916 (60602)
LITWIN, ALBERT J., 2701 W. HOWARD ST. 
(60645)
LOGAN, MALTER & CO., 10 S. LASALLE ST. 
(60603)
MACFARLANE, ALFRED T., 10742 S. 
WESTERN AVE. STE. A. (60643)
MACLENNAN & COMPANY, 20 N. WACKER 
DR. (60606)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 33 N. DEARBORN 
ST. (60602)
MANOWITZ, SIDNEY, ONE FIRST NATL. 
PLAZA RM. 4576 (60670)
MARANTO, VINCENT R., 5151 N. HARLEM 
AVE. (60656)
MARCUS, LOUIS, 6322 N. CICERO AVE. 
(60646)
MARTIN, JOHNSON & BOLTON, 10 S. 
LASALLE ST. (60603)
MATANKY, ROBERT, BRUNSWICK BLDG. 69 
WASHINGTON ST. (60602)
MCCOY, HOLLAND AND SEAVEY, 208 S. LA 
SALLE ST. (60604)
MCCRACKEN, CAULFIELD & DE LE VAN, 
134 N. LASALLE ST. (60602)
MCLEAN, KOHN & COMPANY, 35 E. WACKER 
DR. RM. 216 (60601)
MEJIA, ROBERT, 3118 N. LOWELL AVE. 
(60641)
MENDELL, WILLIAM G., 176 W. ADAMS ST. 
(60603)
MEYERLAND, HARRY, 407 S. DEARBORN 
RM. 745 (60605)
MEYERS, SLABODKIN & COMPANY, 105 W. 
ADAMS ST. (60603)
MILANO, CARMEN R., 10540 S. WESTERN 
AVE. (60643)
MILLER, COOPER & COMPANY, 105 W. 
ADAMS ST. (60603)
MITTENTHAL, GOLDMAN & CO., 3525 W. 
PETERSON AVE. (60659)
MORRISON & MORRISON, 1 N. LA SALLE ST. 
RM. 1525 (60602)
MURPHY, LANIER & QUINN, 135 S. 
LASALLE ST. (60603)
NAIMAN, HYMAN M., 6418 N. SACRAMENTO 
AVE. (60645)
NEIMARK, KRAUS & NOPARSTAK, 4001 
DEVON RM. 406 (60646)
NEWMAN, SAMUEL, 6515 N. WINCHESTER 
(60626)
NIEBERGALL, MARVIN & CULL, 20 N. 
WACKER DR. (60606)
OAKES, EDMUND J., 120 W. MADISON ST. 
(60602)
OBERMAN, IKE, 69 W. WASHINGTON ST. 
(60602)
OLSON, ABNEY & SMITH, LTD., 208 S. LA 
SALLE ST. STE. 1186 (60604)
OPPENHEIM, APPEL, DIXON & CO., 222 S. 
RIVERSIDE PLAZA STE. 800 (60606)
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OSWALD, JOSEPH R., 10922 S. WESTERN
AVE. (60643)
PACKER, PAUL R. & CO., 8550 W. BRYN
MAWR (60631)
PASTERNACK, MINOW & CO., 230 W. 
MONROE (60606)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 222 S. 
RIVERSIDE PLAZA (60606)
PERRY, LEE & MALONE, 9730 S. WESTERN
AVE. (60642)
PETERSON AND HACKE, 6655 N.
AVONDALE AVE. (60631)
PINZUR, BERNSTEIN, PAULL & WOLOSHIN, 
100 W. MONROE ST. STE. 1904 (60603)
PODELL, PADDACK & PARTNERS, 2945 W.
PETERSON AVE. (60659)
POMPIAN, PAUL, 5412 N. CLARK ST. (60640)
PRESSNER, L. J. & CO., LTD., 3601 W.
DEVON AVE. (60659)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 200 E. 
RANDOLPH DR. (60601)
PYSHOS, C. S., 1737 W. HOWARD ST. (60626)
RAPACZ, LINDA CAROL, 509 S. WABASH 
AVE. (60605)
REES, ROBERT L., 410 N. MICHIGAN AVE. 
STE. 1080 (60611)
REID, MENSCH, EMO & CO., 10 S. LASALLE 
ST. (60603)
REIFLER, S. & COMPANY, 100 S. WACKER 
DR. (60606)
REMPERT, SIM & SCHMITT, 141 W. JACKSON 
BLVD. (60604)
REVSINE, VICTOR B., P. C., 6538 N. 
SACRAMENTO (60645)
ROBBINS, BAER & BAYGOOD, 39 S. 
LASALLE ST. (60603)
ROME AND ZEITLIN, 79 W. MONROE ST. 
(60603)
ROOTBERG, PHILIP & COMPANY, 10 S. LA 
SALLE ST. STE. 990 (60603)
ROSENBERG, B. L. AND COMPANY, 134 N. 
LASALLE ST. (60602)
ROSENBERG, COHN & CO., 1 N. LASALLE 
ST. (60602)
ROSENBLOOM, WILLIAM, 2601 W.
PETERSON AVE. (60659)
ROSENSTROCK, PHILIP & CO., 79 W. 
MONROE ST. (60603)
ROTTMAN, BURTON, 79 W. MONROE ST. 
(60603)
RUBIN, BERNARD A. & COMPANY, 79 W. 
MONROE STE. 614 (60602)
RUBIN, SHELDON B., 188 W. RANDOLPH ST. 
(60601)
SABATH, TROTSKY, LTD., 2606 W. 
PETERSON AVE. (60659)
SABIN, BELL AND CO., 228 N. LA SALLE ST. 
(60601)
SANDERS AND SCHAUL, 4537 N. ELSTON 
AVE. (60630)
SANTONI & SANTONI, 141 W. JACKSON 
BLVD. (60604)
SAYRE, KRAKO & CO., 645 N. MICHIGAN 
AVE. (60611)
SCHACHTMAN, JACOBS & CO., 33 N. 
LASALLE ST. (60602)
SCHALLMAN, GEORGE C., 222 S. RIVERSIDE 
PLAZA (60606)
SCHNEIDER, RUSSELL & ASSOCIATES, 150 
NORTH WACKER DR. (60606)
SCHORN, ARNOLD N. & CO., 332 S. 
MICHIGAN AVE. STE. 858 (60604)
SCHULTZ AND CHEZ, 10 S. LA SALLE ST. 
(60603)
SCHUR, HAUPTMAN & CO.., 230 W. MONROE 
STREET STE. 2238 (60606)
SCHWARTZ, BLUM AND COMPANY, 7249 
NORTH WESTERN AVE. (60645)
SCHWARTZ, FRUMM & MILLMAN, 509 S. 
WABASH AVE. (60605)
SCHWARTZ, NORMAN N. & CO., 105 W. 
ADAMS ST. STE. 820 (60603)
SEELY & EVANS, 79 W. MONROE ST. (60603)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, MID-CONTINENTAL 
PLAZA 55 E. MONROE ST. (60603)
SEYBOLD, JOHN & CO., 4904 N. WESTERN 
AVE. (60625)
SHEA, HARRY K. & CO., 10 S. LASALLE ST. 
(60603)
SHEPARD, SCHWARTZ, HARRIS & GILL, 150 
N. WACKER DR. (60606)
SHERE, LOUIS H., 4250 MARINE DR. APT 
333 (60613)
SIEGEL, GILBERT, 6310 N. LINCOLN AVE. 
(60645)
SIEGEL, HYMAN, 30 W. WASHINGTON ST. 
(60602)
SIEGEL, MARVIN X., 173 W. MADISON ST. 
ROOM 612 (60602)
SIGEL, EDWIN C., LTD., 77 W. WASHINGTON 
ST. (60602)
SIGEL, J. D. & CO., 77 W. WASHINGTON ST. 
(60602)
SIGMAN, PHILIP, 505 N. LAKESHORE DR. 
(60611)
SILBERMAN, BEN, 1 N. LA SALLE ST. RM. 
2225 (60602)
SILVER, MICHAEL & COMPANY, 134 N. LA 
SALLE ST. (60602)
SILVERTRUST, COHLER, CHULOCK A 
HERSH, 188 W. RANDOLPH ST. (60601)
SIMON, MAX, 5715 N. LINCOLN AVE. (60659)
SINGER, LANDES AND CO., 5526 N. 
LINCOLN AVE. (60625)
SKALITZKY & NOONAN, 3225 WEST 111TH 
ST. (60655)
SLEDZ, DANIEL M., O’HARE PLAZA STE. 425 
5725 EAST RIVER RD. (60631)
SMITH AND HARDER, 100 S. WACKER DR. 
(60606)
SOLAR, EUGENE J., 53 W. JACKSON BLVD. 
(60604)
SOMMER, WILLIAM J. & CO., 4250 N. 
LINCOLN AVE. (60618)
ST. LEGER, THEODORE R., JR., 28 E. 
JACKSON BLVD. RM. 812 (60604)
STEADMAN, GLYNN RAY, 6101 SHERIDAN 
RD. E. #31 B. (60660)
STOLLSTORF, ROY, 9939 SOUTH DAMEN 
AVE. (60643)
SULLIVAN, CLIFFORD J., 1701 W. 87TH ST. 
(60620)
SULLIVAN, RAYMOND J., 7537 S.
TRUMBULL AVE. (60652)
SWANSON, OGILVIE & MCKENZIE, 176 W. 
ADAMS ST. (60603)
SWARZTRAUBER, A. D. & CO., 208 S. LA 
SALLE ST. STE. 1186 (60604)
SWIFT, MORTON F. & COMPANY, ONE N. LA 
SALLE ST. (60602)
TANDY, WAGNER AND COMPANY, 228 N. 
LASALLE ST. (60601)
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TOBIN, MEYER, 6641 N. TALMAN AVE. 
(60645)
TONER, HUGH F., JR., 1350 N. WALLER AVE. 
(60651)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., ONE ILLINOIS 
CENTER 111 E. WACKER DR. STE. 1000 
(60601)
TOWER, CARLETON M. & CO., LTD., 33 N. 
DEARBORN ST. STE. 1900 (60602)
TRESSEL, HARRY S., 10 S. LASALLE ST. 
(60603)
TULSKY, SCHECHTMAN, SEGAL, 
BENDITZSON, JACOBSON & ASSOC., 4747 
W. PETERSON AVE. (60646)
VEATCH, RICH & NADLER, 221 N. LA SALLE 
ST. (60601)
VOGEL, MILTON, 11 S. LASALLE ST. (60603)
WAGNER, WYNN M. & CO., 150 S. WACKER 
DR. (60606)
WAIN, PHILIP AND COMPANY, 10 S. 
RIVERSIDE PLAZA (60606)
WALLER, SIDNEY, 5787 N. LINCOLN AVE. 
(60659)
WALTON, JOPLIN, LANGER & CO., 111 W. 
MONROE ST. RM. 1358 (60603)
WARADY & DAVIS, 7383 N. LINCOLN AVE. 
(60646)
WASHINGTON, MARY T. & CO., 10800 S. 
WALLACE ST. (60628)
WASSERMAN, KULBARSH AND COMPANY, 
33 NORTH LA SALLE ST. STE. 1708 
(60602)
WATERS, JOHN R., 221 N. LA SALLE ST. 
STE. 1700 (60601)
WEISBARD, STRAUSS & SNIDER, 11 S. 
LASALLE ST. 800 (60603)
WESTHEIMER, FINE, BERGER & CO., 205 W. 
WACKER DR. (60606)
WHITMAL, NATHANIEL, 333 NORTH 
MICHIGAN AVE. (60601)
WINER, MORTON S., 33 N. DEARBORN ST. 
STF. 815 (60602)
WITTE, LESTER & CO., 150 S. WACKER DR. 
(60606)
WOLF AND COMPANY, SEVEN SOUTH 
DEARBORN ST. (60603)
WOLFF, CHAZIN & CO., 208 S. LASALLE ST. 
(60604)
WOLGEL, JOSEPH D., 7 S. DEARBORN ST. 
(60603)
WOOD, SCHILDT & CO., 105 W. ADAMS ST. 
(60603)
WOODS & SMITH, LTD., 135 S. LASALLE ST. 
(60603)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, ONE I. B. M. 
PLAZA (60611)
ZIEGLER, MORRIS D. & CO., 180 N. 
LASALLE ST. (60602)
ZISOCK, JERROLD R., LTD., 176 W. ADAMS 
ST. (60602)
ZLOTNIK, CHARLES, I N. LASALLE ST. 
(60602)
ZUNAMON, SIMON, TWO FIRST NATL. 
PLAZA (60670)
CICERO
JUDKINS, JOHN W., 5816 W. CERMAK RD. 
(60650)
WESLOW, ROBERT F., 4929 W. 31 ST. (60650)
CLINTON
FRENCH & MAY, 202 W. ADAMS (61727)
COLLINSVILLE
RICE, SULLIVAN & MARTI. 407 E. MAIN ST. 
(62234)
COLUMBIA
SCHORB, EUGENE J., 518 N. MAIN (62236)
COUNTRYSIDE
ZEIHER, WALTER E., 6600 BRAINARD 
(60525)
CRYSTAL LAKE
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
451 COVENTRY GREEN (60014)
STAMPLER, FRANCIS WILLIAM. 6405 
WALKUP LN. (60014)
DANVILLE
CLIFTON, GUNDERSON & CO., 41 N. 
VERMILION P. O. BOX 16 (61832)
KESLER, CLIFFORD R. & CO., LTD., 139 N. 
VERMILION ST. (61832)
MASIOKAS, FRANK M., 212 W. FAIRCHILD 
ST. (61832)
NORTON, MERRILL G., 1101 BRESEE 
TOWER 4-N VERMILION (61832)
SWISHER & CARTEE, 211 N. WALNUT 
(61832)
DECATUR
BAKER, ROBERT L., 123 S. WATER (62523)
CASTLEMAN, RICHARD L., 363 SO. MAIN ST. 
(62526)
CHAMBLIN & DIEHL, 345 W. PRAIRIE ST. 
STE. #5 (62522)
DOUDERA, THOMAS W., 2153 HOME PARK
AVE. (62526)
FRENCH & MAY, 132 S. WATER (62523)
GRAY, PIRAINO & SMITH, MILLIKIN CT STE. 
310 (62523)
KLIEBER, JOSEPH M., 135 S. WATER ST. 
(62523)
MURPHEY, JENNE & JONES, 240 N. CHURCH 
(62525)
PAINE, RICHARD C., 1276 W. MARIETTA 
(62522)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 500 
CITIZENS BLDG. (62525)
RICHARDSON, KARLOSKI, PINKLEY A 
KUPPLER, 334 WEST ELDORADO ST. 
(62522)
SLEEPER, NALEFSKI & CATLIN, 322 
CITIZENS BLDG. (62523)
DEERFIELD
NIEMI, OLAVI 0., 400 LAKE COOK RD. 
(60015)
DEKALB
KOACH, JOHN S., 317 E. LOCUST ST. (60115)
SCHAFER AND MORRASY, 901 N. FIRST ST. 
(60115)
DES PLAINES
AHLBECK, HAROLD A., 1651 ELK BLVD. 
(60016)
BLUMBERG, ROBERT D., 8856 N. SHORE DR. 
(60016)
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BOXLEITNER, KNOPF & COMPANY, 1585
ELLINWOOD ST. (60016)
CAPPADAIS, GEORGE N., 2200 E. DEVON 
AVE. RM. 354 (60018)
OEHRLEIN, BURKE M., 2454 DEMPSTER ST.
(60016)
RUBIN, STUART R., 1102 LEE ST. (60016) 
WEBSTER & MCCARTHY, 678 LEE ST.
(60016)
DIXON
LINDGREN, HAMILTON & CALLIHAN, 96
GALENA AVE. (61021)
DOWNERS GROVE
MURPHY, RICHARD J., 4932 MAIN ST.
(60515)
PYBURN, RICHARD E., 5202 WASHINGTON
ST. (60515)
DUNDEE
ERLANDSON, ROBERT W., 156 KIMBERLY
RD. (60118)
DUQUOIN
CRAVENS, JAMES R., 15 N. DIVISION ST.
(62832)
EAST MOLINE
BENGSTON & DOUGLAS, 301 42 AVE.
(61244)
EAST PEORIA
UNDERWOOD, RONALD MAX, 402 TIMBER 
LANE (61611)
EFFINGHAM
BRUMLEVE AND DABBS, 304 E. JEFFERSON 
(62401)
ELGIN
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 301 DUNDEE 
AVE. (60120)
GLEESON, EPSTEEN, SKLAR & SAWYERS, 
707 DAVIS RD. (60121)
MUELLER, SIERACKI, KAUN & CO., 1814 
GRANDSTAND PL. (60120)
ELK GROVE VILLAGE
GOLDBERG, JERRY L., LTD., 1585 
GREENLEAF AVE. (60007)
SIMON, RONALD H., 112 TURNER AVE. 
(60007)
ELMHURST
KILLAM, DE VALK AND COMPANY, 122 N. 
YORK RD. (60126)
MARKWELL, BERYL W., 188 INDUSTRIAL 
DR. STE. 224 (60126)
ELMWOOD PARK
RAUSCH, J. J. & COMPANY, 7310 W. NORTH 
AVE. (60635)
EVANSTON
BERGMAN, FREEMAN & CO., 1580 
SHERMAN (60201)
BROWN, COLEMAN AND HALE, STATE 
NATIONAL PLAZA 1603 ORRINGTON 
AVE. STE. 360 (60601)
DELASHMUTT, KEITH. 1603 ORRINGTON 
AVE. (60201)
HART, PURKY & CO., FIRST NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. 1580 SHERMAN AVE. 
(60201)
HEISLER, PESTINE & COMPANY. 1723 
HOWARD ST. (60202)
KELLING, ROBERT S., STATE NATIONAL 
BANK PLAZA 1618 ORRINGTON AVE. RM. 
209 (60201)
KENT, MICHAEL C., 1718 SHERMAN AVE. 
(60201)
OAKLEY AND GETHMANN, 1603 
ORRINGTON AVE. (60201)
EVERGREEN PARK
COSTIN, CAHILL & CO., 9318 S. KEDZIE 
AVE. (60642)
TARRANT, NEIL J., 3350 W. 95TH ST. (606,42)
FAIRFIELD
LOY AND FLEMING. 117 N. E. THIRD ST. 
(62837)
FLORA
LEYMONE, HARDCASTLE & CO., 832 WEST 
NORTH AVE. (62839)
FREEPORT
CARLILE, ROBERT L., 50 W. DOUGLAS 
(61032)
GILL, DONALD E. & COMPANY, 308 SMITH 
BLDG. (61032)
POLLARD AND WHEELER- HARMS A 
ELLIOTT, 608 SMITH BLDG. (61032)
GALESBURG
KAMERER, HERBERT F., 69 N. CHAMBERS 
ST. (61401)
KELLY, JONES, PARK & CO., 315 HILL 
ARCADE BLDG. 250 E. MAIN ST. (61401)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 220 
BONDI BLDG. (61401)
TOBIN, CLARK AND FLANAGAN. P. C., 520 
BONDI BLDG. (61401)
GENEVA
CRANDALL & LYDON, 312 W. STATE ST. 
(60134)
VAN AELST, FRANK L., 312 W. STATE ST. 
(60134)
GILMAN
POTTER, ERNEST G., 230 E. PARK ST. 
(60938)
GLEN ELLYN
CHEFFER, GERARD W., 751 ROOSEVELT 
RD. STE. 112 (60137)
TEICH, MITCHELL, 493 DUANE ST. (60137)
GLENCOE
JOHNSON. RALPH R., 830 GROVE ST. 
(60022)
GLENVIEW
JORDAN, WILLIAM J., 617 HILL CIRCLE 
(60025)
LAFRANCE. WALKER. JACKLEY & SAVILLE. 
2640 GOLF RD. (60025)
LAINE, VAINO E., 1155 PLEASANT RD. 
(60025)
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ROSENFELD, MARTIN E., 1245 WAUKEGAN 
RD. (60025)
SCHOENBURG, FRED E., 2640 GOLF RD. 
STE. 250 (60025)
SCIORTINO, JOSEPH A., LAKE & 
WAUKEGAN OFFICE CENTER 1701 LAKE 
AVE. STE. 210 (60025)
HARRISBURG
KEMPER, FISHER, FAUST, LAWRENCE & 
CO., 202 S. GRANGER ST. (62946)
HARVEY
WILKES, BESTERFIELD & CO., LTD., 15406 
LEXINGTON AVE. (60426)
HERRIN
CLANAHAN, JAMES V., PROFESSIONAL 
BLDG. 121 N. 13 ST. (62948)
SWINFORD, DONALD R., 219 W. MONROE 
ST. (62948)
HICKORY HILLS
KOTT, CASIMIR H., 7924 W. 97TH PL. (60457)
HIGHLAND
RICE, SULLIVAN & MARTI, 811 BROADWAY 
(62249)
HIGHLAND PARK
ANSPACH, OPPENHEIM & CO., 1935 
SHERIDAN RD. (60035)
ARGOSH, LAWRENCE & CO., 508 CENTRAL 
AVE. (60035)
FIRESTONE, N. U., 777 CENTRAL AVE. 
(60035)
HILLSIDE
EVENHOUSE, JOHN H., 517 N. WOLF RD. 
(60162)
NUZZO, ANTHONY P., 552 N. MANNHEIM 
RD. (60162)
HOFFMAN ESTATES
MILLER, COOPER & COMPANY, 28 
GOLF-ROSE MALL (60172)
HOMEWOOD
MAREK, ROBERT F., 17713 LARKSPUR 
LANE (60430)
MORAN, THOMAS J., 18656 DIXIE HWY. 
(60430)
NEUSCHULER, ROBERT, 18656 DIXIE 
HIGHWAY (60430)
PATCHAK, RUSSELL G., PROFESSIONAL 
ARTS BLDG. 18227 HARWOOD AVE. 
(60430)
THIEME & MAJOR, 18154 HARWOOD AVE. 
(60430)
ITASCA
MCLEAN, DONALD D., CHARTERED, ITASCA 
STATE BANK BLDG. (60143)
JACKSONVILLE
CANNELL, CANNELL & ZUMBAHLEN, 816 W. 
STATE ST. (62650)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
211 W. STATE ST. (62650)
JOLIET
CLIFTON, GUNDERSON & CO., 81 N. 
CHICAGO ST. (60431)
GASSENSMITH, JAMES A., 68 N. CHICAGO 
ST. (60431)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY. 
4 E. CLINTON ST. (60431)
MUNCHALFEN, F. J., 155 N. SCOTT ST. 
(60434)
WERMER, ROGERS AND MAHER. 57 N. 
OTTAWA ST. (60431)
KANKAKEE
BACON, DONALD D., 110 S. GREENWOOD 
AVE. (60901)
HAYUM, JULIAN F., 352 E. COURT ST. 
(60901)
MIEDEMA & LEMNA, 1370 W. COURT BOX 
429 (60901)
MONTAGUE, ROBERT J., 197 S. WEST AVE. 
(60901)
TOPPING, GIANOTTI & PAYNE, 187 S. 
SCHUYLER AVE. (60901)
KEWANEE
CLIFTON, GUNDERSON & CO., 716 ELLIOTT 
ST. (61443)
JOHNSON, DARRELL R., 315 S. TREMONT 
ST. (61443)
LA GRANGE
KUHN, ALEXANDER X. & CO., 14 S. LA 
GRANGE RD. (60525)
MALONE, T. BRIAN, 26 W. CALENDAR 
(60525)
SKOGLUND, COX & CO., 905 W. HILLGROVE 
AVE. (60525)
VANASEK, MILO, 72 S. LA GRANGE RD. 
(60525)
LA SALLE
HOFMANN, IMIG & GEMBERLING, 505 FIRST 
ST. (61301)
WILCOXSON & COMPANY, 206 MARQUETTE 
ST. (61301)
LAKE FOREST
LYNCH, JOHN A., 725 N. MCKINLEY RD. 
(60045)
LANSING
HANCOCK & SCHLETZ, 3253 RIDGE RD. 
(60438)
LAWRENCEVILLE
KEMPER, FISHER, FAUST, LAWRENCE & CO. 
1100 LEXINGTON ST. (62439)
LINCOLN
GAFFNEY & SCHMIDT, GRIESHEIM BLDG. 
(62656)
LINCOLNWOOD
EATMAN & JACOBS, LTD., 7366 LINCOLN 
AVE. (60646)
GLEESON, EPSTEEN, SKLAR & SAWYERS. 
6677 N. LINCOLN AVE. (60645)
GOLDENBERG AND BARASCH, P. C., 4433 W. 
TOUHY AVE. (60646)
SCHENCKER & SCHENCKER, BANK OF 
LINCOLNWOOD BLDG. 4433 WEST TOUHY 
AVE. STE. 101 (60646)
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WOLF, WEIS, TATTLEMAN & FRAZIN, 7380 
N. LINCOLN AVE. (60646)
LISLE
SIMONSON, KENNETH R., 1813
BURLINGTON AVE. (60532)
LITCHFIELD
FLEMING, DAVID W., 215 N. STATE ST. 
(62056)
KEMPER, FISHER, FAUST, LAWRENCE & 
CO., 117 E. RYDER (62056)
LOMBARD
COMAN, EDWARD J. & ASSOC., P. C., 116 S. 
MAIN ST. (60148)
LA ROSE, R. B., 200 E. ST. CHARLES RD. 
(60148)
LOVES PARK
KARBERG, FRED C., JR., 6434 N. SECOND 
ST. (61111)
WAUGH, WILLIAM R., 6434 N. SECOND ST.
(61111)
MACOMB
CLIFTON, GUNDERSON & CO., 121 N.
MCARTHUR (61455)
MARION
GRAY, HUNTER, STENN & CO., P. O. BOX 
417 (62959)
MUELLER, WILLIAM L., 108 E. DEYOUNG 
ST. (62959)
ROSS, JERRY A., 1010 W. DE YOUNG (62959)
MATTESON
SKINGER & SKINGER, 4009 W. 204TH ST. 
(60443)
MATTOON
MURPHEY, JENNE & JONES, 1632
BROADWAY AVE. P. O. BOX 628 (61938)
METROPOLIS
WEHRMEYER, ALLAN, 1171/2 W. SIXTH ST. 
(62960)
MIDLOTHIAN
HEARNE, DAVID J., JR., 4610 W. 147 ST.
(60445)
MOLINE
CARPENTIER & MARSHALL, 524 15TH ST. 
(61265)
CRIPPEN & HOOVER, 1518 FIFTH AVE. STE. 
405 (61265)
DEBURN, DONALD E., 1520 SEVENTH ST. 
(61265)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & CO., 306 
FIFTH AVE. BLDG. (61265)
MOMENCE
MONTAGUE, ROBERT J., 103 N. DIXIE HWY. 
(60954)
MONMOUTH
MURPHEY, JENNE & JONES, 1025 E. 
BROADWAY (61462)
SHOEMAKER, HOMER L., 104 S. 1ST ST. 
(61462)
MORRIS
ALLEN, ALBERT J., 115 W. MAIN ST. (60450)
SMITH, MARVIN J., 105 EAST MAIN ST. 302 
(60450)
MORTON GROVE
GOLDSAND, STUART R., 7947 W. LAKE ST. 
(60053)
SCHUMAN, ROBERT. 7801 N. LINDER AVE. 
(60053)
MOUNT CARMEL
KEMPER, FISHER, FAUST, LAWRENCE A 
CO., PETROLEUM BLDG. (62863)
MOUNT PROSPECT
HEDRICK, JOSEPH F. & CO., 105 N. MAIN ST. 
(60056)
ROTH, DONALD P., 701 WEST GOLF RD. 
(60056)
MOUNT VERNON
KREHBIEL, WAYNE L. & CO., FIRST BANK & 
TRUST BLDG. (62864)
PRICE, KARL D., P. O. DRAWER G. (62864)
NAPERVILLE
SCHILLERSTROM & SOWA, 111 E. 
JEFFERSON ST. (60540)
SNYDER, RICHARD C., 440 S. JULIAN 
(60540)
NEWTON
KOCHER, RITA M., 101 JOURDAN ST. 
(62448)
NILES
BARNES, WILLIAM J. & CO., LTD., GOLF 
MILL OFFICE BLDG. (60648)
NORTH AURORA
STOPPS, WILLIAM E., 106 S. LINCOLNWAY 
(60542)
NORTH RIVERSIDE
BROWN, ROBERT C., 2257 S. DES PLAINES 
(60546)
NORTHBROOK
BRANSLEY, ROBERT A., 2511 ST. STEPHENS 
GREEN (60062)
EMMERMAN, SKOLNIK & COMPANY, 801 
SKOKIE BLVD. (60062)
JOHNSTON, GEORGE W., FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. 1300 MEADOW RD. STE. 207 
(60062)
RIEGER, ARVIN L., 2801 FLORAL DR. 
(60062)
WELLS, MELBOURNE D., 135 BIRCHWOOD 
RD. (60062)
NORTHFIELD
CHUNOWITZ, WILLIAM S., WILLOW HILL 
EXECUTIVE CTR. 550 FRONTAGE RD. 
(60093)
FRIMAN, M. W. & ASSOCIATES, 540 
FRONTAGE RD. (60093)
GOLDBERG, GENE J., WILLOW HILL 
EXECUTIVE BLDG. 550 FRONTAGE RD. 
RM. 399 (60093)
KASSIN & TRILLING, 540 FRONTAGE RD. 
(60093)
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SHEARER, WARNER & CO., 550 FRONTAGE 
RD. RM. 2020 (60093)
OAK BROOK
BRADLEY, ARTHUR T., JR., 2210 CAMDEN 
CT. (60521)
COOK, FREDERICK J., JR., 900 JORIE BLVD. 
STE. 192 (60521)
CRAY, KAISER, LTD., MCDONALD PLAZA 
2121 ENCO DR. (60521)
DESIMONE, RICHARD T., OAK BROOK BANK 
BLDG. 2021 SPRING RD. (60521)
DIBBLE, FRANK W., OAK BROOK 
EXECUTIVE PLAZA 1211 W. 22 ST. 
(60521)
DICKE AND BALDWIN, EXECUTIVE PLAZA 
1301 W. 22ND ST. (60521)
HANSEN, FRANKS & CO., 1200 HARGER RD. 
STE. 815 (60521)
WEIS, THOMAS J., 2000 SPRING ROAD STE. 
300 (60521)
OAK FOREST
RENDAK, ROBERT H., 5706 ALBERT DR. 
(60452)
OAK LAWN
HAVEY, THOMAS W. & CO., 5210 W. 95 ST. 
(60453)
O’MALLEY, ROBERT E., 5615 W. 95TH ST. 
STE. 202 (60453)
OAK PARK
ARNDT, MANN & SWEENEY, 6429 NORTH 
AVE. (60302)
CAZOLAS & ASSOCIATES, 840 S. OAK PARK 
AVE. (60304)
KUSAR, MARTIN & CO., 6609 W. NORTH 
AVE. (60302)
MEJIA, ROBERT, 330 LAKE ST. (60302)
NEWTON, WALTER J., 181 S. OAK PARK 
AVE. (60302)
SASSETTI, FRANK L. & CO., 6611 W. NORTH 
AVE. (60302)
VAN THORRE, JAMES L., 518 S. HIGHLAND 
AVE. (60304)
WINTER, JULIUS, 833 N. HARLEM AVE. 
(60302)
OAKBROOK TERRACE
MALONE, CASEY, 17 W. 556 MORNINGSIDE 
DR. (60181)
OLNEY
KEMPER, FISHER, FAUST, LAWRENCE & 
CO., BOX 447 (62450)
OTTAWA
STISSER & KURZ, 7051/2 LASALLE ST. 
(61350)
PALATINE
WALSH, MARTIN THOMAS. 1674 S. 
BROCKWAY ST. (60067)
PALOS HEIGHTS
JANKOVICH, NICHOLAS A., 7300 W. 
COLLEGE DR. (60463)
REGAN AND REGAN, 12750 S. HARLEM 
AVE. (60463)
PALOS HILLS
MAVRINAC, THOMAS R., 10027 S. 86 TERR. 
APT. 20-315 (60464)
PARIS
HOUSTON AND ASSOCIATES, LTD., 210 S. 
MAIN ST. (61944)
LARSSON, WOODYARD & HENSON. P. O. 
BOX 291 (61944)
PARRISH, WILLIAM A. & ASSOC., 121 E. 
WASHINGTON ST. (61944)
PARK RIDGE
DOURAS AND OLZANSKI. 2249 WOODVIEW 
LN. (60068)
KRUPP. LEO J. & CO., 888 BUSSE HWY. 
(60068)
MARTIN & MARTIN, 1550 NORTHWEST 
HWY. (60068)
SCANDORA, ROBERT MICHAEL, 1800 
POTTER RD. (60068)
PEKIN
CLOW, ROBERT S., 609 N. FIFTH (61554) 
MILLER, ROBERT R., 403 S. EIGHTH ST. 
(61554)
WILLOCK, DEAN. 101 PARKWAY DR. (61554)
PEORIA
BARBER. POTTS & COMPANY. FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. P. O. BOX 1167 
(61602)
BAUMANN, GLENN L., 5906 S. ADAMS ST. 
(61607)
CLIFTON. GUNDERSON & CO., 900 
COMMERCIAL NATL. BK. BLDG. (61602)
GINOLI & COMPANY, 1716 SVGS. CENTER 
TWR. (61602)
GORENZ, LEO J., JR., 1909 N. SHERIDAN RD. 
(61604)
HEINOLD-BANWART, 1700 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (61602)
LANDY & ROTHBAUM, 502 COMMERCIAL 
BANK BLDG. (61602)
MCGLADREY. HANSEN. DUNN & COMPANY. 
101 SW. ADAMS ST. (61602)
MURPHEY, JENNE & JONES, 1800 SAVINGS 
CTR. TOWER (61602)
O’SHEA, THOMAS J., 5202 N. SHERIDAN RD. 
(61614)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1100 
COMMERCIAL NAT’L. BANK BL (61602)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 321 LIBERTY 
ST. (61602)
SCHWINDENHAMMER, CLARENCE E., 1814 
N. KNOXVILLE AVE. (61603)
SHER, SANFORD, STE. 415 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (61602)
PERU
MCGLADREY, HANSEN. DUNN & COMPANY. 
1106 PEORIA ST. (61354)
PONTIAC
GREENWOOD. ROARTY & HINMAN. 208 N. 
OAK ST. (61764)
MONICAL, GEORGE D., 821 N. LADD ST. 
(61764)
PRINCETON
LIVEY & NOBLE, 9 PARK AVE. EAST (61356)
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QUINCY
BERTOGLIO & MIDDENDORF, LTD., 901 
YORK ST. (62301)
GRAY, HUNTER, STENN & CO., 7301/2 MAINE 
ST. (62301)
RIVER FOREST
LYNSKEY, JOSEPH V., 527 THATCHER AVE. 
(60305)
RIVERSIDE
LONIGRO, FRED A., 7330 W. OGDEN APT 6 
(60546)
RADICE, GERARD V., 402 AUDUBON RD. 
(60546)
ROCHELLE
SCOTT, R. NEIL, P. O. BOX 70 (61068)
ROCK ISLAND
HARTWICK, RUSSELL L., 519 SAFETY BLDG. 
1800 THIRD AVE. (61201)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
116 W. 17TH ST. (61201)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 322 
CLEAVELAND BLDG. (61201)
ROCKFORD
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 1415 E. STATE ST. 
(61108)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, CITY 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (61104)
LINDGREN, HAMILTON & CALLIHAN, 
CAMELOT TOWER STE. 614 1415 E. 
STATE (61108)
MARION, CRAIG L., 3600 E. STATE ST. 
(61108)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
AMERICAN NATL. BANK BLDG. 503 
SEVENTH ST. (62701)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 206 W. 
STATE ST. STE. 700 (61101)
POLLARD AND WHEELER-HARMS AND 
ELLIOTT, 515 N. COURT ST. (61105)
SCHWEISBERGER, STUART A., 995 N. MAIN 
ST. (61103)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 730 N. CHURCH ST. 
(61103)
TAYLOR, RALPH D. & CO., 3600 N. MAIN ST. 
(61103)
ZUBA, CLAUDE C., 626 W. JEFFERSON 
(61103)
SALEM
HARDCASTLE, LEYMONE & CO., 200 W. 
MAIN ST. (62881)
RAKERD, GEORGE C., RT. 50 WEST (62881)
SCHAUMBURG
SIMON, WALLHOFF & CO., 1443 W. 
SCHAUMBURG RD. (60172)
SCHILLER PARK
HOEY, JAMES V., 4849 SCOTT ST. STE. 114 
(60176)
SHELBYVILLE
RICHARDSON, KARLOSKI, PINKLEY A 
KUPPLER, 244 E. MAIN (62565)
SKOKIE
BAIM, MORRIS M., 8401 N. CRAWFORD 
(60076)
CHAPPE, COHEN & FRANK, LTD., 4711 GOLF 
RD. (60067)
GINSBURG, SHELDON H., 4849 W. GOLF RD. 
(60076)
GOLDBERG, I. WM. AND COMPANY, 8401 N. 
CRAWFORD (60076)
HOKE, RICHARD E. & CO., 5200 MAIN ST.
(60076)
HOKE, TINEN & CO., 5200 MAIN ST. (60076)
ROSENBERG, SHELDON H., 3424 W. MAIN 
ST. (60076)
TINEN, W. J. & CO., 5200 MAIN ST. (60076)
WEINER, LAURENCE F., 3541 ARCADIA
(60203)
SOUTH HOLLAND
DREYER AND OOMS, P. O. BOX 411 (60473)
HOMER, RUSSELL J. & CO., 15435 S. PARK 
AVE. (60473)
O’NEILL & GASPARDO, 837 E. 162ND ST.
(60473)
SPRINGFIELD
BLAZIS AND GREGURICH, 2465 SOUTH 
FIFTH (62703)
CLIFTON, GUNDERSON & CO., 420 LELAND 
BLDG. (62701)
ERNST & ERNST, 306 FIRST NATL. BANK
BLDG. 205 SOUTH FIFTH ST. (62701)
ESTES, BRIDGEWATER & LEGG, 703 MYERS 
BLDG. (62701)
KIESLING, A. G. & ASSOCIATES, 504 E. 
MONROE ST. (62701)
KLEIN, BROWN & CARTER, 1029 S. FOURTH 
ST. (62703)
LANGAN, GEORGE P., JR., 622 E. LAUREL 
(62703)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
917 MYERS BLDG. (62701)
MURPHEY, JENNE & JONES, 531 E. 
WASHINGTON ST. (62704)
PATTERSON, CAMERON AND LONDRIGAN, 
939 S. EIGHTH ST. (62703)
PEHLMAN & DOLD, 100 N. AMOS AVE. 
(62705)
SNYDER, ELMORE W., 1017 MYERS BLDG. 
ONE W. OLD CAPITOL PLAZA (62701)
STORCK, HAROLD G., 409 THRIFTY BLDG. 
(62701)
TURNBULL & SCHUSSELE, 1625 S. SIXTH 
ST. (62705)
ST. CHARLES
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 1405 N. FIFTH 
AVE. (60174)
PELMAN, FRANCIS W., RM. 303 STATE
BANK BLDG. ONE EAST MAIN ST. (60174)
STERLING
CLIFTON, GUNDERSON & CO., LAWRENCE 
BLDG. (61081)
SULLIVAN
STONE, ANNET HLAVNA, 16 S. 
WASHINGTON (61951)
TINLEY PARK
DIAMOND, JOSEPH E., 16850 OAK PARK 
AVE. (60477)
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JONKER, DANIEL R., 16551 S. OAK PARK 
AVE. (60477)
URBANA
FILBEY, SUMMERS. ABOLT, GOOD A 
KIDDOO, 202 BUSEY BANK BLDG. (61801)
WATSEKA
CALAS, JOHN R., 1021/2 S. FOURTH ST. 
(60970)
WAUKEGAN
EVOY, KAMSCHULTE, JACOBS & CO., 2122
YEOMAN ST. (60085)
GEISLER, DOYLE, PAUL PETTENGILL & CO., 
4 S. GENESEE ST. STE. 711 (60085)
LITZ, DENNIS R., 309 STANLEY (60085) 
ROSE, CHRISTENSON AND CAIN, 1109 
GREENWOOD AVE. (60085)
SWARZTRAUBER, A. D. & CO., 110 N. 
GENESEE ST. (60085)
WILSON, ARNIE U., 224 WASHINGTON ST. 
(60085)
WEST FRANKFORT
MARCHILDON AND RICE, 114 SOUTH EMMA 
(62896)
WESTCHESTER
HAACK, WAYNE W. & CO., 1127 S. MANHEIM 
(60153)
KRUZIC, ANTON E., 2619 S. SUNNYSIDE 
(60153)
STEIN, WILLIAM C., 9999 ROOSEVELT RD. 
(60153)
SWIATLO, EDWIN C., 2907 MAYFAIR (60153)
WESTERN SPRINGS
DOTY, KENNETH G., 901 BURLINGTON AVE. 
(60558)
NAEGEL, WILLIAM E., 5237 ERNST COURT 
(60558)
WHEATON
INGRAM, GLENN & CO., 330 S. NAPERVILLE 
(60187)
SHEA, HARRY F. & CO., 130 W. LIBERTY DR. 
(60187)
VOLPE & COMPANY, LTD., 213 S. WHEATON 
AVE. (60187)
WILMETTE
RANGAVES, A. THOMAS, SUITE 6 1137
CENTRAL AVE. (60391)
SOHN, ROBERT D., 641 LAMON (60091) 
SOLOWAY, LEONARD, 415 GREEN BAY RD.
(60091)
STUMPF, ROBERT N., EDENS EXECUTIVE 
CENTER SUITE 215 (60091)
WINNETKA
CORNYN, JOHN E. & CO., LTD., 126 
BERTLING LN. (60093)
RUSIN, BRON J., 1086 ASH ST. (60093)
WOODSTOCK
CHADWICK, KENNETH I., 106 CASS (60098)
WORTH
COCALAS, JAMES, 6844 W. 111TH ST. 
(60482)
ZALE, JAMES G., 6844 W. 111TH ST. (60482)INDIANA
ANDERSON
CHASTAIN, DUE & THOMAS, 416 W. 
ELEVENTH ST. (46016)
FARIS, BROWN, ASHBY & CO., 629 NICHOL 
AVE. (46016)
KARDATZKE, RICHARD B., 808 E. NINTH ST. 
(46012)
MCMAHAN, FORREST E., 11 E. NINTH ST. 
(46016)
WHITINGER R. J. AND COMPANY, 254 
CITIZENS BANK BLDG. (46015)
WILSON, JAMES N., 6 WEST EIGHTH ST. 
(46015)
ANGOLA
COOPER, BRANDT, BRUNNER, FANGER, 
GASKILL AND HARTMAN, 1107 W. 
MAUMEE (46703)
ZERBY, RICHARD O., 113 S. MARTHR 
(46703)
AUBURN
COOPER, BRANDT, BRUNNER, FANGER, 
GASKILL AND HARTMAN, 116 W. SIXTH 
ST. (46706)
BEDFORD
CROUCH, JOHN J., 207 STONE CITY 
NATIONAL BANK (47421)
BLOOMINGTON
CAPSHEW, ROBERT M., 118 S. ROGERS ST. 
RM. 2 (47401)
DIETERLE & CINKOSKE, 621 N. WALNUT ST. 
(47401)
GREENE, G. E. & CO., 1111 N. WALNUT ST. 
(47401)
HATHAWAY, M. PHIL, 606 WEST 17TH ST. 
(47401)
RAEBER, THOMAS M., 515 WOODSCREST 
DR. (47401)
YOST, GEORGE A., 339 S. LINCOLN ST. 
(47401)
BLUFFTON
HONEGGER, KENNETH F., 1056 FORT
WAYNE RD. (46714)
BREMEN
STARR, ERNEST R., 119 N. CENTER ST. 
(46506)
CARMEL
ANDERSON, N. KEITH, 21 W. MAIN ST. 
(46032)
MAUDLIN, RONALD R., 240 S. RANGELINE 
RD. (46032)
CHESTERTON
DOGAN, ROBY & CO., 1091/2 N. CALUMET RD. 
(46304)
CLINTON
RIECHES, HAROLD R., P. O. BOX 246 (47842)
COLUMBIA CITY
BEHRENS, OTTO K., JR., 112 N. MAIN ST. 
(46725)
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COLUMBUS
CLIFTON. GUNDERSON & CO., 2510 
SANDCREST BLVD. P. O. BOX 528 (47201)
PARIS, ROBERT G., 4221/2 FIFTH ST. (47201) 
SHAHIN, LOREN E., 4221/2 FIFTH ST. (47201)
CORYDON
TUCKER, TOM R., 116 E. CHESTNUT ST. 
(47112)
CRAWFORDSVILLE
OATS. CHARLES S., STE. 313 BEN HUR 
BLDG. (46933)
CROWN POINT
SLOSSON, FRED R., 2000 N. MAIN ST. 
(46307)
DANVILLE
DONOVAN. ROBERT M., 255 W. MAIN ST. 
(46122)
DECATUR
COOPER, BRANDT, BRUNNER. FANGER, 
GASKILL AND HARTMAN, 522 S. 13 ST. 
(46733)
ELKHART
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 419 S. MAIN ST. 
(46514)
CROWE, CHIZEK & COMPANY, 500 N. 
NAPPANEE ST. (46514)
HERRING, DAVID F., 276 MARYDON LANE 
R. R. 3 (46514)
HOGAN, ROBERT D., 405 S. SECOND ST. 
(46514)
HOLDEMAN, FULMER & COMPANY, 3038 W. 
LEXINGTON (46514)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
722 BRISTOL ST. STE. G BOX 99 (46514)
EVANSVILLE
BERRY, JOHN F., 221 NW. FIFTH ST. (47714)
BRIEL & REYNOLDS, 2700 E. WALNUT ST. 
(47714)
BURKS, DONALD L., 215 FIRST AVE. (47710)
BUTTRUM, LEO E., ONE NORTH MAIN 
BLDG. STE. 7 ONE NORTH MAIN ST. 
(47711)
CASSIDY & UMBACH, 1303 OLD NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (47712)
COBB, ROY C., 315 S. E. FIRST ST. (47713)
DEUTSCH, DONALD G., 1010 S. WEINBACH 
AVE. (47714)
GAITHER, HORTIN & KOEWLER, 1500 OLD 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (47708)
JOHNSON, KENNETH E., 2709 WASHINGTON 
AVE. (47714)
KOTIS AND NAAS, 1229 BELLEMEADE AVE. 
(47714)
KRUSE, KENNETH C., 521 SYCAMORE ST. 
(47701)
LIEBERMAN, NATHAN I., 7401 TAYLOR 
AVE. (47715)
MCDANIEL, G. V., 1409 N. FARES AVE. 
(47711)
MEMMER, JACK H., 1920 E. MORGAN AVE. 
(47711)
MILES, GOULD & LOEHR, 5011 
WASHINGTON AVE. (47715)
OLIVE, GEO. S. & CO., 501 MAIN ST. (47708)
ROACH, JAMES L., 1229 BELLEMEADE AVE. 
(47714)
ROBINSON, RONALD W., 115 N. WEINBACH 
AVE. (47711)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 1202 OLD NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. (47708)
FORT WAYNE
ANDORFER, LEONARD J. & CO., 1625 
LINCOLN BANK TOWER (46802)
BORGER, DONALD H. & CO., ANTHONY 
WAYNE BANK BLDG. STE. 720-730 
(46802)
CERNEY, RAYMOND S. & CO., 906 
ANTHONY WAYNE BK. BLDG. (46802)
CHRISTEN, RAMM & COMPANY, 2420 
COLISEUM BLVD. N. (46805)
COOPER, BRANDT, BRUNNER, FANGER, 
GASKILL AND HARTMAN, 1114 
ANTHONY BANK BLDG. (46802)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 490 LINCOLN BANK 
TOWER (46802)
DREES, ROBINSON & PERUGINI, 1806 FT.
WAYNE NATL. BANK BLDG. (46802)
DULIN, WARD & DE WALD, 1610 SPY RUN 
AVE. (46805)
ERNST & ERNST, 2300 FORT WAYNE NATL.
BANK BLDG. 110 W. BERRY ST. (46802)
FISHER, RICHARD R., 730 INDIANA BANK 
BLDG. (46802)
FRECK, DARWIN G., 11114 TRAILS N. 
(46825)
GREIDER, CLARENCE L., 203 CENTRAL 
BLDG. 203. W. WAYNE ST. (46802)
HASLACHER, MARX & CO., 1201 ANTHONY 
WAYNE BANK BLDG. (46802)
HOULIHAN, JAMES J., 435 STANDARD 
BLDG. (46802)
KERN, LINNEMEIER & COMPANY, 3705 
RUPP DR. (46805)
KOENEMAN, KROUSE, DINIUS, ERB.
CONRAD & KAUFFMAN, 1516 
MAGNAVOX WAY (46804)
LENZ, HERBERT V., 142.8 E. RUDISILL 
BLVD. (46806)
OLIVE, GEO. S. & CO., 300 COMMERCE 
BLDG. (46802)
PATTISON, H. G., 2118 INWOOD DR. (46805)
REINKING, RONALD L., 1810 FORT WAYNE 
NATL. BK. BLDG. (46802)
SAUER, ROBERT E., 730 INDIANA BANK 
BLDG. (46802)
WADE, DAVID L., 4004 N. CLINTON ST. 
(46805)
FRANKLIN
DAWSON, EUGENE P., 153 E. JEFFERSON ST. 
(46131)
JONES, DONALD L., 250 E. JEFFERSON ST. 
(46131)
GARY
DEUTSCH, EUGENE H., 3601 GRANT ST. 
(46408)
SWARTZ, RETSON, LINDHOLM, & KETTAS, 
504 BROADWAY (46402)
THOMAS, JAMES, 3508 BROADWAY (46408)
GOSHEN
CH1DDISTER & TUDOR, SPOHN BLDG. MAIN 
AND CLINTON STS. (46526)
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GREENCASTLE
STANLEY, JESSE R., RR #1 FAIRVIEW DR. 
(46135)
GREENFIELD
BOYLE, JOHN T., 32 S. STATE ST. (46140)
DOUGHERTY, ARTHUR B., 19 E. MCKENZIE 
RD. (46140)
MARTIN, WM. LARRY, 701 E. MAIN ST. 
(46140)
GREENSBURG
MILLMAN, LOUIS M., 312 W. MAIN ST. 
(47240)
GREENWOOD
CAPIN AND CROUSE, 710 EXECUTIVE PARK 
DR. (46142)
CRAWFORD, DUCOTE & COMPANY, 1000
MADISON AVE. (46142)
HAMMOND
DUFON & KRUSE, 5253 HOHMAN AVE. 
(46320)
GLOTZBACH, JOSEPH F., 5243 HOHMAN 
AVE. (46320)
MEYERS, ROBERT F., 248 165TH ST. (46324)
NEWBERG, MAZUR, AHLF & STEIBER, 5231 
HOHMAN AVE. (46320)
SELVA, ROBERT A., 7110 KENNEDY AVE. 
(46323)
ST. PIERRE, GARY R., 6719 NEBRASKA 
(46323)
HIGHLAND
EWEN & FRATTER, 2833 LINCOLN ST. 
(46322)
REGENOVICH, PAUL, 2806 HIGHWAY AVE.
(46322)
HUNTINGBURG
CRAIG, KENNETH W., 5C2 FOURTH ST. 
(47542)
HUNTINGTON
CULP, DAVID & CO., 101 U. B. BLDG. (46750)
FISCHER, DONALD G. & COMPANY, 723 
WARREN ST. (46750)
RUCKMAN, ROYCE L., 305 WARREN ST. 
(46750)
INDIANAPOLIS
ALLEN, GORDON M., 6263 WINTHROP AVE. 
(46220)
ALLENTHARP, ROBERT R., 2511 E. 46 ST. 
STE. C-6 (46205)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., ONE INDIANA 
SQ. (46204)
BAILEY, CORD AND WILLIAMS, 905 
THOMAS BLDG. (46204)
BIXBY, RICHARD E., 5330 MADISON AVE. 
(46227)
BLUE & CO., 5546 SHOREWOOD DR. (46220)
BORNSTEIN, MARVIN T., 717 CIRCLE
TOWER BLDG. 5 E. MARKET ST. (46204)
BOYD, JERRY E., 5555 NORTH TACOMA 
AVE. STE. 001 (46220)
CARTER, KIRLIN & MERRILL, 129 E. 
MARKET ST. STE. 300 (46204)
CASSEN, M. S. & CO., 1828 N. MERIDIAN ST. 
2ND FLOOR (46202)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, ONE INDIANA 
SQUARE STE. 2200 (46204)
DEAN, CLIFFORD C., 2040 N. DREXEL AVE. 
(46218)
DEHMEL, PETER K., 5303 CHEVIOT PL.
(46226)
DIEHR, MAURICE A., 819 E. 64 ST. (46220)
DUNBAR, WILLIAM E., 6060 E.
WASHINGTON ST. (46219)
EICHER, PHILIP K., 5505 N. KEYSTONE AVE.
(46220)
ENGEL, HENRY K. & CO., 1454 
CONSOLIDATED BLDG. (46204)
ERNST & ERNST, ONE INDIANA SQ. STE. 
3400 (46204)
FARREN, O’CONNOR & CO., 2102 E. 52ND 
ST. (46205)
FIELD, ARTHUR F., III, 2506 WILLOWBROOK 
PKWY. STE. 310 (46205)
FINN, ROBERT M. AND COMPANY, ONE 
INDIANA SQ. STE. 2335 (46204)
FISCHER, HERMAN W., 5310 E. 79TH ST. 
(46250)
FOWLER, SUTTLES & COMPANY, 2211 E. 
54TH ST. (46220)
GRISWOLD, JAMES N., 260 GLENDALE 
BLDG. 6100 N. KEYSTONE AVE. (46220)
HAMAKER, JOSEPH E., 2102 E. 52 ST. STE. B. 
(46205)
HARTMANN, FRED J., DUNNINGTON BLDG. 
1111 E. 54TH ST. (46220)
HASKINS & SELLS, 11 S. MERIDIAN ST. STE. 
1015 (46204)
HAYES, O. L., 2102 E. 52ND ST. STE. B. 
(46205)
HENDERSON, JOHN & CO., 1815 N.
MERIDIAN ST. (46202)
HENDERSON, L. M. & CO., 714 MERCHANTS 
BANK BLDG. (46204)
HERDRICH, BOGGS AND CO., 743 ELECTRIC 
BLDG. (46204)
HOSIER, SCOTT FOYE, JR., 3460 W. 16TH ST. 
(46222)
JERMAN & GALLAGHER, 107 N.
PENNSYLVANIA ST. STE. 604 (46204)
KATZ, IRWIN & CO., 2218 N. MERIDIAN ST.
(46208)
KELLER AND GAUGHAN, 3460 W. 16TH ST.
(46222)
KELLEY, W. H. AND COMPANY, 921 N.
DELAWARE STE. 201 (46202)
LEVITON, JEROME S., 300 E. FALL CREEK 
PKWY. (46205)
LIVENGOOD, HAMILTON & LIVENGOOD, 
410 BOARD OF TRADE BLDG. (46204)
MCGEE, JOHN V., 1822 W. 16TH ST. (46207)
NIXON, HOWARD R., 5023 E. 56 ST. STE. 204 
(46226)
NYIKOS & LATZ, 4801 W. 37 ST. (46224)
OLENICK, JOHN, 712 E. 65 ST. (46220)
OLIVE, GEO. S. & CO., 320 N. MERIDIAN ST. 
(46204)
PARRISH, K. B. & COMPANY, 825 BOARD OF 
TRADE BLDG. (46204)
PEARLMAN, ALBERT W., 648 HOLLIDAY 
LANE (46260)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 111 
MONUMENT CIRCLE (46204)
PILE, ROY J. & CO., 1010 MERCHANTS BANK
BLDG. (46204)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., ONE INDIANA 
SQ. STE. 3230 (46204)
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PRITCHARD, MOONEY & CO., 5945 GUION 
RD. (46254)
RICHTER, L. H., 2802 N. DELAWARE ST. 
(46205)
RIDER & FORD, 908 KING COLE BLDG. 7 N. 
MERIDIAN ST. (46204)
SCHREIER, MAX, 6321 EVANSTON AVE. 
(46220)
SCHWARTZ, SEYMOUR, 3602 N. MERIDIAN 
ST. (46208)
SHAUB, ROBERT E., 5610
CRAWFORDSVILLE RD. 103 (46224)
SMITH, A. L. & CO., 4040 S. MERIDIAN ST. 
(46217)
SMITH, JOHN R., 8049 CHILTERN DRIVE 
(46268)
STEWART, PFEIFER & CO., 1919 E. 52ND ST. 
(46205)
SYKES, JAMES L., 6060 E. WASHINGTON ST. 
(46219)
THOMAS, HOWARD D., 5143 E. 65 ST. 
(46220)
TOWNSEND, JAMES D., 6144 N. HILLSIDE 
STE. #9 (46220)
TRINKLE, WILLIAM E., 9335 E. 82 ST. 
(46256)
UMBAUGH, H. J. & ASSOCIATES, 822 CIRCLE 
TOWER (46204)
WALKER & WEBER, ONE INDIANA SQ.
#1950 (46204)
WHIPPLE, ROBERT K. & CO., 2500 E. 46TH
ST. (46205)
WILSON & LANGDON, 6505 E. 82 ST. (46250)
WITTE, LESTER & CO., 820 FORT WAYNE 
AVE. (46204)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 115 N. 
PENNSYLVANIA (46204)
WOODS, HENRY A., 2015 BROAD RIPPLE 
AVE. (46220)
WRIGHT, ROBERT B., 427 PEOPLES BANK 
BLDG. (46208)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, ONE 
INDIANA SQUARE STE. 2320 (46204)
JASPER
DEATON, JAMES C., HIGHWAY *162 S. 
(47546)
KENDALLVILLE
GAGE, FRED H., 212 S. MAIN ST. (46755)
KOKOMO
BOND & LESHER, 415 W. SYCAMORE ST. 
(46901)
EASTERDAY, L. A., 510 W. SUPERIOR ST. 
(46901)
KENDALL, JOSEPH W., 200 LINCOLN BLDG. 
(46901)
POINT, CLEON E., 3702 & S. LA FOUNTAIN 
ST. (46901)
LA PORTE
BERNTH, HAMMER AND COMPANY, FOX 
VILLAGE STE. 6A 301 WILE ST. (46350)
HINTON, ALBERT V., JR., 101 W. 18 ST. 
(46350)
LAFAYETTE
GIRARDOT & HATCHER, 709 PURDUE 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (47901)
HUTH, RONALD T. & CO., 10 N. SEVENTH 
ST. (47901)
KLEMME, LEO F., 22 LAFAYETTE BK. A 
TRUST BLDG. (47901)
MELLON, JACK D. AND COMPANY, 1100 N. 
NINTH ST. (47904)
PAINTER, LAWRENCE E., 401 N. NINTH ST. 
(47902)
SMITH, REED & CO., 427 N. SIXTH ST. 
(47902)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 914 PURDUE NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (47902)
LAGRANGE
TROWBRIDGE, R. E., JR., 800 S. DETROIT ST. 
(46761)
LAWRENCEBURG
LAMBERS AND LAMBERS & CO., 204 SHORT 
ST. (47025)
LEBANON
OATS, CHARLES S., 312 HEFLIN BLDG. 
(46052)
ROCKSTROH, KENNETH W., 320 N. EAST ST.
(46052)
LINTON
GREENE, G. E. & CO., 77 & ST. N. E. (47441)
LOGANSPORT
BRINK, RICHARD T., 209 BARNES BLDG. 
(46947)
MADISON
SCOTT & SHERMAN, 210 W. THIRD ST. 
(47250)
MARION
OYLER, REA & CO., 506 MARION NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (46952)
MARTINSVILLE
FARREN, O’CONNOR & CO., 570 E. MORGAN 
ST. (46151)
JOHNSON, HARRY R., 539 E. HARRISON 
(46151)
MERRILLVILLE
COLLINS, ANDREW J., 119 W. 53RD (46410)
DOGAN, ROBY & CO., TWIN TOWERS \00 E.
80 PLACE STE. 409 (46410)
HORWITZ, RAMUSACK & CO., 7863 
BROADWAY STE. 240 (46410)
THOMAS, NICK, 40 WEST 73 AVE. (46410)
TSANGARIS, NATHAN MIKE, TWIN TOWERS 
NORTH 1000 EAST 80TH AVE. (46410)
MICHIGAN CITY
CROWE, CHIZEK AND COMPANY. 
FRANKLIN SQ. (46360)
MCGEE. BRUCE C., 206 LAFAYETTE ST. 
(46360)
MILLER, WILBUR F., 2302 E. MICHIGAN 
BLVD. (46360)
MISHAWAKA
DEAN, FRANCIS M.,. 616 SOUTH SMITH 
STREET (46544)
MITCHELL
HORN, JEROME H., 1210 OAK ST. (47446)
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MONTICELLO
CARTER, THOMAS S., C. R. #6 (47960)
MUNCIE
AUGBURN, MARY W., 516 N. MARTIN AVE. 
(47303)
MANSFIELD, PERRY S., 108 E. WASHINGTON 
ST. (47305)
OLIVE, GEO. S. & CO., 110 E. CHARLES ST. 
(47305)
SIMMONS, W. ALAN & CO., CENTURY BLDG. 
330 E. MAIN ST. (47305)
WHITINGER, R. J. AND COMPANY, 114 S. 
FRANKLIN ST. (47305)
WILLIS AND THONN, 122 N. MULBERRY ST. 
(47305)
MUNSTER
DALY, HAVEY & CO., 8148 CALUMET 
(46321)
MCMAHON, TERRY W., 9735 FRAN-LIN 
PKWY. (46321)
NEW ALBANY
MCGRAIN & MCCAULEY, 2585 
CHARLESTOWN ROAD (47150)
MELHISER & ENDRES, BANK & SPRING STS. 
(47150)
MONROE, SHINN & CO., EAST MARKET AT 
THIRD ST. (47150)
NEW CASTLE
BOYLE, JOHN T., 1911 REX COURT (47362)
NOBLESVILLE
BASTIN, CHARLES W., 824 LOGAN ST. 
(46060)
WILSON & LANGDON, 914 MAPLE AVE. 
(46060)
NORTH MANCHESTER
GILBERT, NARAGON & CO., 113 WALNUT 
ST. (46962)
NORTH VERNON
MILLMAN. LOUIS M., 540 EAST O & M AVE. 
(47205)
OAKLAND CITY
SIEFERT, SEITZ & CO., PROFESSIONAL 
BLDG. (47660)
ODON
DOYLE, THOMAS E., JR., 100 S. SPRING ST. 
(47562)
PERU
COMERFORD, JACK K., 25 COURT ST. 
(46970)
PLAINFIELD
RADER, RUSSELL L., JR., R. R. 2 BOX 420 
(46168)
PLYMOUTH
MANNAN, BIEGHLER & CO., 218 W. LA 
PORTE ST. (46563)
UMBAUGH, H. J. & ASSOCIATES. 115 W. 
GARRO ST. (46563)
PRINCETON
BYERS, MARION F., 125 E. STATE ST. 
(47670)
RENSSELAER
BLUE & CO., COLLEGE & PARK (47978)
RICHMOND
FULLE & PROSSER, 514 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (47374)
OLIVE, GEO. S. & CO., 808 SOUTH & ST. 
(47374)
WARE, L. L. & CO., ONE . WOODSIDE DR. 
(47374)
ROCHESTER
SHORE, BYRON B., 1204 MAIN ST. (46975)
SMITH, DAVID W., 105 KNAPP BLDG. (46975)
SALEM
BUTTON, ROBERT A., 210 N. MAIN ST. 
(47167)
WOZNIAK, JOSEPH J., FARMERS CITIZENS 
BK. BLDG. (47167)
SCHERERVILLE
BORTO, FELIX H., TEIBEL PLAZA 833 W. 
LINCOLN HWY. (46375)
SCOTTSBURG
REARDON, E. I., 440 S. GARDNER (47170)
SEYMOUR
BLUE & CO., 210 W. SECOND ST. (47274)
SHELBYVILLE
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, 201 CARNEY 
BLDG. (46176)
SOUTH BEND
BERNTH, HAMMER AND COMPANY, 1205 ST.
JOSEPH BANK BLDG. (46601)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 2200 AMERICAN 
NAT’L. BK. BLDG. (46601)
CRADDICK, MILES T., 120 W. LA SALLE STE.
1002 (46601)
CROWE, CHIZEK & CO., 210 N. IRONWOOD 
DR. (46615)
DINCOLO, STUMP & WILLSON, 109-111 N. 
TAYLOR ST. (46601)
DOBSON, JOHN & COMPANY, 511 
WHITCOMB-KELLER BLDG. (46601)
HEPPENHEIMER, HARRY, 404 TOWER BLDG. 
(46601)
KRUGGEL, HERMAN K., 1416 MISHAWAKA 
AVE. (46615)
LOMAX, HAROLD W., 120 LASALLE W. RM.
1002 (46601)
MAGNER, CHARLES W., 818 ODD FELLOWS 
BLDG. (46601)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY.
304 NATL. BANK BLDG. (46601)
METZGER & COMPANY, 401 COMMERCE 
BLDG. (46601)
OLCOTT, JOHN Z., 307 COMMERCE BLDG. 
103 W. WAYNE ST. (46601)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 202 S. 
MICHIGAN ST. (46601)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 202 S. 
MICHIGAN ST. 10TH FL. (46601)
WILLSON, RICHARD L., 109 N. TAYLOR ST. 
(46601)
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WOLFE. M. 0. & CO., 516 FIRST BANK BLDG. 
(46601)
SPENCER
CLEMONS, WILLIAM E., 279 HILLSIDE AVE. 
(47460)
TERRE HAUTE
DIX, GERALD L., 1701-C S. SEVENTH ST. 
(47802)
ERNST & ERNST. 500 MERCHANTS NATL. 
BANK BLDG. 701 WABASH AVE. (47807)
HAHN. HARRIET R., 102 SYCAMORE BLDG.
19 S. SIXTH ST. (47807)
MCGLONE. FRANK I., 310 STAR BLDG. 
(47807)
MIER, EBLE & BONOMO, 221 SOUTH 19TH 
ST. (47807)
RICHESON, ROBERT L., STAR BLDG. RM. 
415 SIXTH AND OHIO (47807)
SACKRIDER. HOLLER, TRUMMEL A 
MUENCH. 1925 WABASH AVE. (47807)
SIMMA, THOMAS F., R. R. 31 BOX 303 
(47803)
TERRELL. DUANE L., 2615 POPLAR ST.
(47803)
VALPARAISO
DOGAN, ROBY & CO., 21 LINCOLNWAY 
(46383)
VINCENNES
KIXMILLER, H. F. & CO., 321 SECURITY 
BANK BLDG. (47591)
MILLER & COMPANY. AMERICAN BK. BLDG. 
3RD FLOOR (47591)
WABASH
OYLER. REA & CO., 54 W. HILL (46992)
WARSAW
BERNTH. HAMMER AND COMPANY, 644 S. 
BUFFALO ST. (46580)
WASHINGTON
DOYLE. THOMAS E., JR., 410 E. MAIN ST. 
(47501)
KEMPER, FISHER. FAUST, LAWRENCE AND 
COMPANY. 510 E. SOUTH ST. (47501)
WEST LAFAYETTE
BLUE & CO., 510E SAGAMORE PKWY. 
(47906) IOWA
AMES
DOUGHERTY, GENE E., EXECUTIVE OFFICE
BLDG. 413 KELLOGG (50010)
ANAMOSA
ORTGIES, DAVID G., 201 W. MAIN (52205)
ATLANTIC
DUTTON & ASSOCIATES. P. C., 320 WALNUT 
ST. (50022)
BAXTER
KOONS, JERRY D., P. O. BOX 378 (50028)
BELMOND
ANDERS. LLOYD H., 412 E. MAIN (50421)
BETTENDORF
MERIWETHER, WILSON AND SITRICK. 2501 
18TH ST. (52722)
BLOOMFIELD
SCOTT. CHARLES F., 104 N. WASHINGTON 
ST. (52537)
BOONE
HENKEL. JAMES L., CITIZENS NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (50036)
WILSON, CHARLES D., 204 BOONE
NATIONAL BLDG. (50036)
BURLINGTON
JONES. PARK & COMPANY, 2001 S. MAIN ST. 
(52601)
MCGLADREY. HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY. 
204 N. FIFTH ST. BOX 1008 (52601)
CARROLL
OLSEN & CO., 910 NORTH HWY. 71 (51401)
CEDAR FALLS
HURLEY AND MCCOMBS. 3313 TERRACE 
DR. (50613)
ROGERS. F. CLARK, P. C., 704 MAIN ST. 
(50613)
CEDAR RAPIDS
BELL. WENDELL D., 312 COMMERCE 
EXCHANGE BLDG. (52402)
BLYTHE. ROBERT C., 214 GUARANTY 
BLDG. (52401)
BREEN. MAURICE T. COMPANY. 400 
EXECUTIVE PLAZA BLDG. 4403 FIRST 
AVE. S. E. (52402)
DEE, GOSLING & COMPANY. 1820 FIRST 
AVE. N. E. (52401)
MCGLADREY. HANSEN. DUNN & COMPANY, 
826 MERCHANTS NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(52401)
MOSEBACH, GRIFFITH & CO., 523 
GUARANTY BLDG. (52401)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1901 I.
E. TOWER 200 FIRST ST. S. E. (52401)
CHARLES CITY
BURKE. SAUNDERS & CO., 117 N. JACKSON 
ST. (50616)
COX. R. W. AND COMPANY. 305 CEDAR
MALL (50616)
CHEROKEE
CURTIS, WARREN E., 734 WALNUT ST. 
(51012)
RYUN, GIVENS AND COMPANY, 793 N. 
SECOND (51012)
CLEAR LAKE
JONES. RICHARD L., 512 MAIN AVE. (50428)
CLINTON
DEE. GOSLING & CO., 2320 N. SECOND ST. 
(52732)
MCGLADREY. HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY. 
223 WILSON BLDG. (52732)
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COUNCIL BLUFFS
FREEMAN, PHILIP J., 512 PARK BLDG. 
(51501)
JUDD, KEISER & LEBARON, 202 COUNCIL 
BLUFFS SVGS. BK. BL (51501)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
504 FIRST FED. SVGS. & LOAN BLDG. 
(51502)
TELPNER, ZEPH, 427 E. WASHINGTON AVE. 
(51501)
CRESCO
DEE, GOSLING & COMPANY, P. O. BOX 240 
(52136)
DAVENPORT
BIEBER, OTTO A., 9 PROFESSIONAL ARTS 
BLDG. 121 W. LOCUST ST. (52803)
DOYLE & KEENAN, 1101 DAVENPORT BANK 
BLDG. (52801)
DRUEHL, HUCKFELDT & GREENWALT, 226 
W. 15 ST. (52803)
HIEBING & MATHIAS, 514 E. GEO. 
WASHINGTON BLVD. (52803)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
908 DAVENPORT BANK BLDG. (52801)
PAULSEN. R. W., THE CO., 717 KAHL BLDG. 
(52801)
PEAT MARWICK MITCHELL & CO., 
DAVENPORT BANK BLDG. (52801)
SHAPLEY, JENNINGS & CO., 1414 W. LOCUST 
ST. (52804)
DECORAH
HACKER AND NELSON, 1041/2 WINNEBAGO 
ST. (52101)
DELWEIN
STEBBINS & CO., 14 E. CHARLES ST. (50662)
DENISON
WOODBURY, & CO., 203 N. MAIN (51442)
DES MOINES
AUGUSTINE & CO., 2413 GRAND AVE. 
(50312)
BOGENRIEF, GEORGE W. CO., 2600 
HARDING RD. (50310)
BRIESE, RONALD E., 229 JEWETT BLDG. 
(50309)
BYERS, R. ROBERT, 1641 38TH ST. (50310)
CLOUTIER, ROGER R., 318 EQUITABLE 
BLDG. (50309)
CONRAD & ASSOCIATES, P. C., 1490 NW. 
86TH ST. (5031 1)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 2940 INGERSOLL 
AVE. (50312)
DENMAN & COMPANY, 2903 INGERSOLL 
AVE. (50312)
ERNST & ERNST, 1200 CENTRAL NATL. BK.
BLDG. SIXTH AND LOCUST STS. (50309)
FELLMAN, CARL L., 8170 HICKMAN RD 
STE. #1 (50322)
GALINSKY AND COMPANY, 4900
UNIVERSITY AVE. (5031 1)
GALLAGHER, VOLBERDING A 
WADSWORTH, 5731 URBANDALE AVE. 
(50310)
GARDINER, DANIEL, 8170 HICKMAN RD. 
SUITE 6 (50322)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 310 
INSURANCE EXCHANGE BLDG. (50309) 
HALLIDAY & VROMAN, 620 EMPIRE BLDG.
(50309)
HOFFBAUER & CO., 1022 SAVINGS & LOAN 
BLDG. (50309)
JORDAN, WESLEY D., 1150 POLK BLVD. 
(50311)
KIESLING, A. G. & ASSOCIATES, 900 DES 
MOINES BLDG. (50309)
KNUTZON, IRVIN J., 3839 MERLE HAY RD. 
(50310)
KOURI, ANDERSON & CO., FLEMING BLDG. 
SIXTH AND WALNUT (50309)
LEVY, GERALD, 909 BANKERS TRUST 
BLDG. (50309)
MARTENS, MERLE F., 807 EQUITABLE 
BLDG. (50309)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
1114 SAVINGS & LOAN BLDG. (50307) 
MERIWETHER, WILSON & SITRICK, 1001 
HIGH ST. (50309)
MOSGBACH, GRIFFITH, SIMMER & CO., 1515 
LINDEN ST. (50309)
MULLINS, HERBERT J. & CO., 1120 
MULBERRY RM. 209 (50309)
NOLTE, CORNMAN AND COMPANY, 908 
BANKERS TRUST BLDG. (50309)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 
HUBBELL BLDG. (50303)
POLLARD, SCHAER AND COMPANY. 508 
TENTH ST. (50309)
REESE & COMPANY, 550 39 STE. 304 (50312)
ROSE, WILBUR R., 3829 MERLE HAY RD. 
(50310)
SMITH, SIDNEY B. AND CO., 2210 GRAND 
AVE. (50312)
STROMWELL, M. G., 2905 INGERSOLL AVE. 
(50312)
STUDER, DON M., 8555 HARBACH BLVD. 
STE. 301 (50311)
TROXEL, LELAND W., 321 STEPHENS BLDG. 
(50309)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 1036 DES MOINES 
BLDG. (50309)
WOOD, KENNETH J., 3209 INGERSOLL 
(50312)
DUBUQUE
DEE, GOSLING & CO., 533 FISCHER BLDG. 
(52001)
FAHEY AND TOOHEY, 155 S. LOCUST ST. 
(52001)
KOLF, ROBERT J., 450 FISCHER BLDG. 
(52001)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
805 FISCHER BLDG. (52001)
O’CONNOR, BROOKS & CO., 256 W. TENTH 
ST. (52001)
EMMETSBURG
ANDERSON AND COMPANY, 2119 MAIN 
(50536)
ESTHERVILLE
RINGSDORF & ASSOCIATES, 1011/2 NORTH 
SIXTH ST. (51334)
FAIRFIELD
GRAF & COMPANY, 109 SOUTH MAIN ST. 
(52556)
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FORT DODGE
GUTKNECHT, GENE C. & CO., 1099 KENYON 
RD. (50501)
LAWSON. HOWARD J., 7 NORTH 12TH ST.
(50501)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & CO., 705
SNELL BLDG. (50158)
PULIS, EARL G., 405 SNELL BLDG. (50501)
SERGEANT & KALSEIM, M-40 WARDEN 
PLAZA (50501)
FORT MADISON
CAMPBELL & HERSHBERGER, 908 AVENUE 
G. (52627)
GRINNELL
ROLAND & RUCHOTZKE, GRINNELL STATE 
BANK BLDG. (50112)
GRUNDY CENTER
MOSEBACH, GRIFFITH & CO., 626 G.
AVENUE (50638)
HARLAN
STAMP, W. FRED., 1113 SEVENTH ST.
(51537)
HUMBOLDT
BRANDSGARD, MARK L., LEGION BLDG. 
(50548)
IOWA CITY
DEE, GOSLING & COMPANY, 1105 S.
GILBERT ST. (52240)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY,
324 SAVINGS & LOAN BLDG. (52240)
IOWA FALLS
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
P. O. BOX 901 (50126)
KEOKUK
HARTRICK, HISEROTE, JONES, PARK & CO.,
505 MAIN ST. (52632)
KNOXVILLE
KOONS, JERRY D., P. O. BOX 86 (50138)
LE MARS
WILLIAMS & COMPANY, NAEF BLDG. 129 
FIRST ST. N. W. (51031)
MANCHESTER
DEE, GOSLING & COMPANY, 217 N. 
FRANKLIN ST. (52057)
MAQUOKETA
DEE, GOSLING & COMPANY, ONE PARK 
PLAZA (52060)
MARSHALLTOWN
BOWMAN & MASON, 132 W. MAIN ST.
(50158)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & CO., 309 W.
MAIN ST. (50158)
MASON CITY
ENBUSK, FRANK J. & CO., 111/2 - 151/2 E. STATE 
ST. (50401)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY. 
PARKER PLACE BLDG. 15 FIRST ST. N. E. 
(50401)
MOUNT PLEASANT
SWAN, WILLIAM C., BOX 404 (52641)
MUSCATINE
CARVER, MICHAELS & CO., 403 LAUREL 
BLDG. (52761)
CORY, WILLIAM F., 2115 W BAY DR. (52761)
MOSEBACH, GRIFFITH & CO., 124 WEST 
SECOND (52761)
NEWTON
THOMAS & JOHNSON, 117 W. THIRD AVE. 
WEST (50208)
OELWEIN
WOLF, BOYD, 61/2 S. FREDERICK (50662)
ONAWA
WILLIAMS & COMPANY, 916 IOWA AVE. 
(51040)
OSAGE
HACKMAN, R. F. & CO., 611 STATE ST. 
(50461)
OSKALOOSA
BLOMGREN & MOORE, 117 N. MARKET 
(52577)
ESTAL, GERALD H., 120 A. AVE. E. (52577)
OTTUMWA
ANDERSON, LARKIN AND CO., 131 E. MAIN 
(52501)
DRISH, ZIMMERMAN AND REINMUND, 505 
HOFMANN BLDG. (52501)
ROCK RAPIDS
SPITLER, F. JACK, 112 S. STORY ST. (51246)
WELLS, JAMES & CO., 109 S. MARSHALL 
(51246)
SHELDON
CAIN, JOHN & CO., 206 TENTH ST. (51201)
SHENANDOAH
MATTHEWS, DALE E., 513 W. SHERIDAN 
AVE. (51601)
OXENFORD, CHARLES R., 6121/2 W.
SHERIDAN (51601)
SIOUX CITY
GOLDBERG, WILKINSON AND REDSHAW, 
334 COMMERCE BLDG. (51101)
NICHOLS, RISE AND SWANSON, 502 BENSON 
BLDG. (51102)
PETERSON, ROEPER & KING, PIERCE PLAZA 
1108 PIERCE ST. (51105)
SCHENK, WILLIAM C., JR., 237 COMMERCE 
BLDG. SIXTH & NEBRASKA (51101)
SMITH, GAYLORD W., 432 SECURITY BANK 
BLDG. (51102)
STERLING, DAVID S. & COMPANY, 1125 
NEBRASKA STREET (51102)
WILLIAMS & COMPANY, 711 DOUGLAS ST. 
(51102)
SPENCER
RYUN, GIVENS & COMPANY, 5261/2 GRAND 
(51301)
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SAUNDERS & NORTON, ARNOLD MOTORS 
BLDG. (51301)
WINTHER, MERLYN D. K., 18 W. SIXTH ST.
(51301)
STORM LAKE
HUNZELMAN, PUTZIER & CO., 720 ERIE ST. 
(50588)
TAMA
MOSEBACH, GRIFFITH & CO., 124 W. THIRD 
(52339)
TIPTON
MERIWETHER, WILSON & SITRICK, 208 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. (52772)
WASHINGTON
SWARTHOUT, LOWELL A., 206 SOUTH IOWA 
(52353)
WATERLOO
BARRON, SCHOOF & CO., 316 WEST THIRD 
ST. (50704)
CARNEY, ALEXANDER, MAROLD & CO., P.
O. BOX 2126 (50705)
DEN HARTOG & HOGAN, CO., P. C., 3108 
BROCKWAY RD. (50704)
GURALNIK, MURLEY & BERGAN, 301 
COURT SQ. BLDG. 620 LAFAYETTE ST. 
(50703)
SMITH, SIDNEY B. AND CO., 113 JEFFERSON 
ST. (50701)
WAVERLY
TAYLOR, ROBERT L., FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (50677)
WEST DES MOINES
COCO, JOSEPH L., 929 NINTH ST. (50265) 
FOGG, R. D., 1025 ASHWORTH RD. (50265) 
GOODWIN, JAMES C., 929 NINTH ST. (50265) 
MILLER, FALLER & JONES, P. C., UNIVAC
BLDG. STE. 522 1025 ASHWORTH RD.
(50265)
RYUN, GIVENS & COMPANY, 605 WEST 
TOWERS 1200 35 ST. (50265)KANSAS
ABILENE
MOORE AND SEARS, 330 N. BUCKEYE AVE. 
(67410)
ANTHONY
JONES AND COMPANY, P. O. BOX 426 
(67003)
ARKANSAS CITY
PARMAN, TANNER, SOULE & JACKSON, 110
S. FIRST ST. (67005)
ATCHISON
STECHER, GLEN D., BLAIR BLDG. (66002)
BELOIT
WOODS AND DURHAM, 205 NORTH MILL 
(67420)
CHANUTE
GOTTLIEB, LEO, 324 W. MAIN (66720)
CLAY CENTER
WOODS & DURHAM, FIFTH AND LINCOLN 
(67432)
COFFEYVILLE
BELT, C. ROBERT & COMPANY. UNION 
PLAZA BLDG. 813 UNION ST. (67337)
WIDMER, RICHARD, 102 E. EIGHTH ST. 
(67337)
COLBY
KENNEDY AND COE, 165 W. THIRD ST. 
(67701)
STEELE, PAUL M., 135 W. SIXTH (67701)
CONCORDIA
KENNEDY AND COE, 215 W. SEVENTH ST. 
(66901)
DODGE CITY
HOGUE, BEEBE & TRINDLE, FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. 617 SECOND AVE. (67801)
EL DORADO
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 228 WEST 
CENTRAL (67042)
EMPORIA
POOL, DAVID V., 15 W. FIFTH (66801)
SCHULTE, KLEIN, GAEDDERT AND AGLER, 
1225 W. SIXTH AVE. (66801)
SINNARD, ROGER F., CITIZENS NATL. 
BANK BLDG. #308 (66801)
FORT SCOTT
DIEHL, FLETCHER & BANWART, 5 E. WALL 
ST. (66701)
MEARA, FRANK W., 20 N. MAIN (66701)
GARDEN CITY
HARDESTY, BATZ & CLINKENBEARD, 112 
W. PINE (67846)
KNIEF, C. MAYNARD, 201 N. MAIN (67846)
LEWIS, HOOPER & DICK, 118 E. CHESTNUT 
(67846)
WALLACE & ANDERSON, 1123 KANSAS 
PLAZA (67846)
GOODLAND
KENNEDY AND COE, 116 E. TENTH (67735)
GREAT BEND
ADAMS & FOLKERTS, 5501 TENTH ST. 
(67530)
BELFORD, KUHN & VON FELDT, 3720 
TENTH ST. (67530)
KENNEDY AND COE, P. O. BOX 929 (67530)
LAFRANCE, WALKER, JACKLEY & SAVILLE, 
GORDON LAB BLDG. 925 PATTON RD. 
(67530)
TAYLOR, NORRIS M., COLONIAL SAVINGS 
BLDG. (67530)
GREENSBURG
BARTLETT, SETTLE & EDGERLE, 114 W. 
FLORIDA (67054)
HAYS
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 117 EAST 13TH 
ST. (67601)
HOWERTON, RALPH W. & CO., 306 FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (67601)
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WELLBROCK, KENNETH, 1010 E. 17 ST. 
(67601)
HESSTON
SPANGLER, DUANE L., 115 W. VESPER 
(67062)
HIAWATHA
HIXSON, L. RANCE, 201 N. SECOND ST. 
(66434)
HOXIE
LEOPOLD, DAVID E., BOX 235 (67740)
HUTCHINSON
BARTLETT, SETTLE & EDGERLE, 1020 N. 
MAIN (67501)
CUNDITH AND GARWOOD, 810 W. FOURTH 
ST. (67501)
KNIGHLTY, J. WILLIAM AND COMPANY, 404 
FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. (67501)
PIERCE, FARIS, COCHRAN & SUTTON, 
410-415 WOLCOTT BLDG. (67501)
INDEPENDENCE
LEACH, JACK C., 112 W. LAUREL (67301)
YERKES & MICHELS, PROFESSIONAL 
PLAZA BLDG. 208 E. LAUREL (67301)
IOLA
SNODGRASS, ROUTH AND CLARK, 16 W. 
JACKSON (66749)
JUNCTION CITY
STRAIN, JOHN A., 806 N. WASHINGTON ST. 
(66441)
KANSAS CITY
COCHRAN, DAVID L., 1225 N. 78TH (66112)
CUDNEY & ECORD & MCENROE, 731 ANN 
AVE. (66101)
DENK, GERALD E., 864 NEW
BROTHERHOOD BLDG. (66101)
DONNICI & DORTON, ONE GATEWAY 
CENTER BLDG. FIFTH & STATE STE. 108 
(66101)
KOENIGSDORF, LEONARD M. & CO., 703 N. 
EIGHTH ST. (66101)
MCDONALD, NAPSHIN & SHEDD, 700 
COMMERCIAL NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(66101)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 475 NEW 
BROTHERHOOD BLDG. (66101)
LARNED
BELFORD, KUHN & VON FELDT, 205 E. 
SIXTH ST. (67550)
LAWRENCE
CRAWFORD, DEAN E., 932 MASSACHUSETTS 
(66044)
LESH, BRADLEY, BARRAND, SCHEHRER, 
LAWRENCE NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (66044) 
RADCLIFFE, DEAN O., FIRST NATL. OFFICE 
TWR. STE. 203 NINTH AND MASS. STS. 
(66044)
LEAVENWORTH
BUSHMAN & WOLF, CHARTERED, 724 
DELAWARE (66048)
LENEXA
HARVEY, GERALD E., JR., 12345 W. 95 ST. 
STE. 302 (66215)
LIBERAL
BARTLETT, SETTLE & EDGERLE, 111 E. 11 
(67901)
BIRD & BIRD, 224 N. LINCOLN (67901)
LYONS
CUNDITH AND GARWOOD. 109 W. MAIN 
(67554)
MADISON
FRY, ROBERT H., 109 N. MAIN (66860)
MANHATTAN
CARLSON, DAVID E., 413 POYNTZ AVE. 
SUITE 8 (66502)
VARNEY, MILLS, ROGERS. BURNETT AND 
ASSOCIATES, UNION NATL. BANK 
TOWER STE. 402 (66502)
MARYSVILLE
FALEN, DELMAR D., 1300 BROADWAY 
(66508)
MCPHERSON
HAURY, EMERY, PEARMAN & STUART. 901 
N. MAIN (67460)
MINES, KEITH G., 200 E. KANSAS (67460)
ROTHROCK, WM. F., 115 MARLIN EAST 
BLDG. (67460)
SCHERER, JAMES A., R. R. BOX 20C 
(67460)
MEDICINE LODGE
THOMPSON, ROLLO O., CHAPIN BLDG. 
(67104)
MISSION
QUINT, R. L., 5822 REEDS RD. (66202)
SCOTT & COMPANY, FOXRIDGE TOWERS 
STE. 205 5700 BROADMOOR (66202)
WRIGHT, HERFORDT & SANDERS, 5800 
FOXRIDGE DR. RM. 607 (66202)
NEWTON
HAURY & BOSTON, 500 MAIN ST. (67114) 
KNUDSEN, MARKEL & MONROE, 811 MAIN
ST. (67114)
NORTON
VICK, JAMES E., 203 S. STATE ST. (67654)
OLATHE
HOLLIS, KUCKELMAN, & VAN DE VEER, 
CHARTERED, COLONIAL BLDG. 110 W. 
LOULA (66061)
NORTON, KAHMANN & CO., 110 S. CHERRY 
(66061)
OSBORNE
JONES AND COMPANY, P. O. BOX 370 
(67473)
OTTAWA
SCHULTE, KLEIN, GAEDDERT & AGLER, 
2341/2 S. MAIN ST. (66067)
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OVERLAND PARK
FARMER, WILMA D., 9408 OUTLOOK DR.
(66207)
GILMAN, DAVID ALLAN, 8824 GRANT AVE.
(66212)
ISENHOWER, EPP & FARRELL, 8008 FLOYD
SUITE 202 (66204)
MILLER, DAVID K. & COMPANY, 7221 W. 79
STE. 01 (66204)
MINDA & HOGUELAND, 6811 W. 63 ST.
(66202)
SCHMITZ, RAYMOND H., 6400 GLENWOOD
STE. 120 (66202)
SCHULTE, KLEIN, GAEDDERT & AGLER, 
10100 SANTA FE DR. (66212)
SETTER, MAURICE, 10930 W. 100 ST. (66214) 
TURMON & PITTENGER, MARK 1 BLDG.
STE. 308 10100 SANTA FE DR. (66212)
PARSONS
WESTERVELT AND CARSON, 1720
BROADWAY (67357)
PITTSBURG
EVANS, A. LEX & CO., 110 E. FOURTH ST. 
(66762)
LOY, MIKE, 108 W. FOURTH (66762) 
MCCARTY & CO., 1101/2 W. TENTH (66762)
PRAIRIE VILLAGE
BROWN & COMPANY, 7600 STATE LINE STE.
146 (66208)
CLOUGH, G. SAMUEL & ASSOCIATES, 7600 
STATE LINE STE. 146 (66208)
DETTENWANGER, JOHN J., BRYAN BLDG.
RM. 143 7301 MISSION RD. (66208) 
JOHN, LEROY, 4631 W. 69TH ST. (66208) 
PHARES, WILLIAM, JR., 7501 MISSION RD.
(66208)
PRATT
JONES AND COMPANY, 306 S. MAIN (67124)
ROELAND PARK
TAYLOR, JOHN A., CHARTERED, 4550 W. 51
ST. (66205)
RUSSELL
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 316 MAIN ST.
(67665)
SABETHA
GRAHAM & GILES, 107 N. WASHINGTON 
(66534)
SALINA
BECK, CLYDE E., 644 S. OHIO (67401) 
KENNEDY AND COE, UNITED BLDG. (67401) 
LECKBAND, A. H. & CO., 719 E. CRAWFORD 
(67401)
SCHERER, MATHIAS A., JR., 215 S. SANTA
FE (67401)
WOODS & DURHAM, 605 W. NORTH ST.
(67401)
SHAWNEE MISSION
MINDA & HOGUELAND, CLOVERLEAF 
BLDG. #1 6811 W. 63 (66202)
WILLIAMS, DONALD E., SANTA FE TRAIL
STATE BANK BLDG. 8600 W. 63RD
STREET STE. 101 (66202)
WRIGHT, HERFORDT & SANDERS, 5800 
FOXRIDGE DR. (66202)
SMITH CENTER
JONES AND COMPANY, 110 W. KANSAS 
(66967)
ST. JOHN
JONES AND COMPANY, 205 E. SECOND 
(67576)
TOPEKA
COBLER, WALTER L., CHARTERED, 1014 
MERCHANTS NATL. BANK BLDG. (66612)
COX, CLIFFORD A., 3231 TWILIGHT DR. 
(66614)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 1500 FIRST 
NATL. BANK TOWER (66603)
GERYE, ALLEN F., 2311 W. SIXTH ST. 
(66606)
HARDESTY, BATZ & CLINKENBEARD, 606 
MERCHANTS NATL. BANK BLDG. (66612) 
MAYDEW, MARVIN W., COLUMBIAN TITLE 
BLDG. STE. 301 820 QUINCY ST. (66612)
MIZE, HOUSER, MEHLINGER, AND KIMES, 1 
TOWNSITE PLAZA (66603)
PAXSON & RICHEL, AMERICAN HOME LIFE 
BLDG. #204 400 KANSAS AVE. (66603)
WALKER, JOHN L., NORTH PLAZA STATE 
BANK BLDG. 2014 N. TOPEKA AVE. 
(66608)
WILCOX, BRADLEY D., 3119 W. TENTH 
(66604)
YADON AND VAUGHT, CHARTERED, 608 
CAPITOL FEDERAL BLDG. 700 KANSAS 
AVE. (66603)
VALLEY CENTER
IRELAND AND IRELAND, 118 S. MERIDIAN 
(67147)
WELLINGTON
BOATRIGHT, LAWRENCE, 207 N. 
WASHINGTON (67152)
WICHITA
BAIRD, KURTZ & DOBSON, 200 W. DOUGLAS 
(67202)
BENNETT, W. D., 319 SOUTH WASHINGTON 
(67202)
DICKEY, RICHARD D., 6405 E. KELLOGG 
(67207)
ERNST & ERNST, 500 FARMERS & BANKERS 
BLDG. 200 EAST FIRST (67202)
FAIRHURST, MILLER & PISHNY, 328 LAURA 
(67211)
FARROW, STONE & BLUBAUGH, 1505
VICKERS K. S. B. & T. BLDG. (67202)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 900 VICKERS K.
S. B. & T. BLDG. (67202)
FRANCIS, EDWIN A., 915 CENTURY PLAZA
BLDG. (67202)
GRAHAM & GILES, 805 S. MAIN (67213) 
JOHNSON, LANDIS AND BRITTAIN, 928 S.
BROADWAY (67211)
KENNEDY AND COE, 525 FIRST NATL.
BANK BLDG. (67202)
KIRKPATRICK & SPRECKER, 400 N. 
WOODLAWN (67208)
KNUDSEN, MARKEL & MONROE, 626 N.
BROADWAY STE. B. (67214)
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KROEKER, KNAPP & WAGNER, 1007 EAST 
SECOND ST. (67214)
KUBIK, F. B. & COMPANY, 1320 VICKERS K.
S. B. & T. BLDG. (67202)
LOUX, GOSE & COMPANY, 309 CENTURY 
PLAZA BLDG. (67202)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 110 E. FIRST ST. 
(67202)
MALLORY, HANEY & RIFFEL, 925 N. 
EMPORIA STE. D. (67214)
MURRAY, SAM L., 4816 E. LEWIS (67218)
NELSON, CARL A., 737 R. H. GARVEY BLDG.
300 W. DOUGLAS AVE. (67202)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 901 
UNION CENTER BLDG. (67202)
PETERSON, DELNO V., NATIONAL BANK
BLDG. STE. 202 3900 W. CENTRAL (67203)
PETERSON, PETERSON & GOSS, 417 NORTH 
TOPEKA (67201)
PINHERO & WOODWARD, 700 N. MARKET 
STE. B. (67214)
ROMINE, ALBERS & BROWN, 3715 W.
DOUGLAS (67213)
ROMINE, CECIL E., 1932 S. ERIE (67211)
SEELY & MITCHELL, 800 S. BROADWAY
STE. 7 (67211)
SMITH AND RUSSELL, 522 UNION CENTER
BLDG. (67202)
SNODGRASS & HUITT, 331 S. HYDRAULIC 
(67211)
SPURRIER, STANLEY & CO., 801 BROWN 
BLDG. (67217)
UNRAU & REGIER, 200 W. DOUGLAS SUITE 
730 (67202)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 300 SUTTON 
PLACE BLDG. (67202)
WINFIELD
BRADBURY, NOBLE D., RURAL ROUTE 2 
(67156)
STEPHENSON, EDW. B. & CO., 810 LOOMIS 
(67156) KENTUCKY
ANCHORAGE
CECIL, JAMES C., JR., 12920 FACTORY LN.
(40223)
ASHLAND
ADAMS, DAVIS & WOLFE, 228 MAYO 
ARCADE (41101)
KELLEY, GALLOWAY & GOOLSBY, 1200
BATH AVE. (41101)
KIMBLETON & BLAIR, 719 13TH ST. (41101)
RAMBACHER, GARY L., 2828 S. 29 ST. 
(41101)
SMITH, ARTIS & REAMS, 1330 CARTER AVE.
(41101)
BARDSTOWN
BROWN & SMITH, 207 N. THIRD ST. (40004)
RILEY, C. RANDALL, 102 W. BRASHEAR
AVE. (40004)
BOWLING GREEN
COOK AND TAYLOR, 625 E. TENTH ST. 
(42101)
DENHARDT, J. G., JR., 1032 COLLEGE ST. 
(42101)
HARRIS, LOVE, WELCH AND POYNTER, 439 
PARK ROW STE. 1 (42101)
HOLLAND, J. C. & COMPANY, 1033 STATE 
ST. (42101)
MCDONOUGH, CHARLES E., 727 LAUREL 
AVE. (42101)
MEANY, JAMES R. & ASSOCIATES, 812 
STATE ST. (42101)
TRAVELSTED & SHELTON, 1925 
RUSSELLVILLE RD. (42101)
WILLIS, JOHN E., ROUTE #2 (42101)
CALVERT CITY
SMITH, THOMAS L., PLAZA PROFESSIONAL 
BLDG. FIFTH AND EVERGREEN STS. 
(42029)
CAMPBELLSVILLE
BURRESS, ALLEN L., 207 E. BROADWAY 
(42718)
HARMON, HOWARD J., 306 E. FIRST ST. 
(42718)
CARROLLTON
BRAMEL & ACKLEY, P. O. BOX 177 (41008)
CORBIN
CLOYD, JACK T., CHAPPELLE BLDG. (40701)
STEELY, LELAND O., FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (40701)
COVINGTON
BRAMEL & ACKLEY, C. P. A. BLDG. 434 
SCOTT ST. (41011)
KOHLHEPP AND HOFACRE, 624 
BUTTERMILK PIKE (41011)
PAULIS, FOSTER W., 23 W. SOUTHERN AVE. 
(41015)
RANKIN, RANKIN & COMPANY, C. P. A.
BLDG. 434 SCOTT ST. (41011)
CUMBERLAND
HOGUE, L. R., 112 MYERS ST. (40823)
CYNTHIANA
MONROE, THEODORE F., 1 W. PLEASANT 
ST. (41031)
TUTTLE, BATSEL & MORRIS, 307 N. MAIN 
ST. (41031)
DANVILLE
ROBINSON & HUGHES, 219 S. FOURTH ST. 
(40422)
ELIZABETHTOWN
BROWN & SMITH, 30 PUBLIC SQ. (42701)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 236 W. DIXIE AVE. 
(42701)
FLORENCE
MORRIS, JAMES R., 7309 DIXIE HWY. 
(41042)
FORT MITCHELL
ANNEKEN, DAVID L., EXECUTIVE 75 
OFFICE CENTER 2330 ROYAL DR. STE. 
105 (41017)
BURROWS, CHARLES A., 2514 DIXIE 
HIGHWAY (41017)
LEMKER, ROBERT E., COVINGTON TRUST 
BLDG. 2514 DIXIE HWY. (41017)
VON LEHMAN, J. C., EXECUTIVE 75 BLDG.
2332 ROYAL DR. (41017)
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FRANKFORT
FAESY, ROBERT E., JR., 730 E. MAIN ST. 
(40601)
FARMER & HUMBLE. 308 WASHINGTON ST. 
(40601)
MITCHELL, CHARLES T. CO., 119 W. MAIN 
ST. (40601)
FRANKLIN
MEANY. JAMES R. & ASSOCIATES, 208 S. 
MAIN ST. (42134)
GEORGETOWN
LYNCH. EDWARD H., 110 B POCAHONTAS 
TRAIL (40324)
GLASGOW
GREGORY. TAYLOR & RUTLEDGE. 101 
MCKENNA ST. (42141)
JONES, HARRIS & POYNTER, 208 S. 
BROADWAY (42141)
SHUFFLEBARGER, FRANK. 204 E.
WASHINGTON (42141)
HARLAN
RICE, KING, EVERSOLE ST. (40831)
HARRODSBURG
LANHAM, HAROLD D., 319 SO. MAIN ST. 
(40330)
HARTFORD
CLEMENS & GUTHRIE. P. O. BOX 7 (42347)
HAZARD
AMBURGEY, JACK L., MORGAN ST. (41701) 
MELLOTT. C. JOSEPH, 407 E. MAIN ST. 
(41701)
HENDERSON
BARNHART, CLYDE. JR., FARM CREDIT
BLDG. 125 FIRST ST. (42420)
BRIEL & REYNOLDS, MASONIC BLDG.
(42420)
DAVIS, G. T., 229 N. ELM ST. (42420)
DAVIS, GAYLE R., 229 N. ELM ST. (42420)
NEEL, CRAFTON & SCHRECKER, IMPERIAL
BLDG. STE. 320 110 THIRD ST. (42420)
HOPKINSVILLE
DE ANGELIS, UNDERWOOD & ADCOCK, 
1005 S. VIRGINIA ST. (42240)
NEWTON AND COMPANY, 514 W. NINTH ST.
(42240)
REED, GEORGE H. & CO., 1611 S. MAIN ST.
(42240)
THURMAN & CAMPBELL, CHEROKEE BLDG.
3 FL. (42240)
JEFFERSONTOWN
LYONS, JAMES K., 2805 PATTI LANE STE.
101 (40299)
LEBANON
GEORGE, KEITH A., 12 COURT SQ. (40033)
GRAY, VIRGIL M., P. O. BOX 616 (40033)
LEXINGTON
ALDRIDGE & KLUEH, 2220 ZANDALE
SHOPPING CTR. (40503)
BELL. RAYMOND K., 1628 NICHOLASVILLE 
RD. (40503)
BOHON, WILLIAM E., 629 N. BROADWAY 
(40508)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, CENTRAL BK. BLDG. 
(40507)
DARRAGH, BARR & FISTER, WHITE BLDG. 
128 E. REYNOLDS RD. STE. 202 (40503)
EAKLE, CARRELL. 1628 NICHOLASVILLE 
RD. RM. 303 (40503)
ERNST & ERNST. 506 SECURITY TRUST 
BLDG. (40507)
ESKEW & GRESHAM, 340 S. BROADWAY 
(40508)
FORTUNE AND MOORE, 101 EAST HIGH ST. 
(40507)
GRANT. ALEXANDER & COMPANY. 465 E. 
HIGH ST. (40508)
HARP. JERRY R., 3282 ROXBURG DR. 
(40503)
O’DANIEL, WOLFORD & ASSOCIATES. 2992 
RUNNYMEADE WAY (40503)
OWENS, JOHN C., 1733 HARRODSBURG RD. 
(40503)
POTTER, HISLE, SUGG & NOLAN, 2228
YOUNG DR. (40505)
ROBERTS. PITMAN & CO., 812 SECURITY 
TRUST BLDG. (40507)
SAUNIER, MALCOLM B., 232 WALLER AVE. 
(40503)
SETTLE AND HOLT, 300 NUNN BLDG. 121 
WALNUT ST. (40507)
STIVERS & ASSOCIATES. 180 MARKET ST. 
(40507)
SULLIVAN AND CLANCY. 227 E. HIGH ST. 
(40507)
SUMMERS. MARSHALL & CO., 108 LOWRY 
LN. (40503)
SWITZER. RONALD C., 240 PLAZA DR. 
(40503)
TUTTLE. BATSEL AND MORRIS, 1406 
FORBES RD. (40505)
WELENKEN, HIMMELFARB & CO., IMPERIAL 
TOWERS COMPLEX 343 WALLER AVE. 
(40504)
LIGGETT
ATKINS, FRANK A., 608 GAY ST. S. W. 
(40852)
LONDON
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., BULLOCK BLDG. 
(40741)
LOUISVILLE
ABELL. PAUL D., P. O. BOX 16011 (40216)
ALTMAN, HENRY M., JR., 510 W. 
BROADWAY STE. 901 (40202)
BANET, HOWARD O., 212 COMMERCE BLDG. 
304 W. LIBERTY ST. (40202)
BISHOP. ERLE W., 406 HIGHFIELD RD. 
(40207)
BOHN, JOHN R., JR., P. S. C., 900 
COMMONWEALTH BLDG. (40202)
BOWDEN & WOOD, 829 COMMONWEALTH 
BLDG. (40202)
BROOKS. WALTER, JR., 520 WATTERSON 
TOWERS (40218)
BROWN & STEWART. THE KENDALL BLDG. 
7320 LAGRANGE RD. (40222)
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CASTER AND KOSSE, STE. 480 MALL 
OFFICE CENTER 400 SHERBURN LN. 
(40207)
CECIL & HELLER, 3415 BARDSTOWN RD. 
(40218)
CHRISTEN, BROWN & RUFER, 6100 
DUTCHMANS LN. (40205)
CHURNEY AND COUNTS, 999 
BRECKINRIDGE LN. (40207)
COMPTON, KOTTKE & BROWN, RM. 500 310 
W. LIBERTY ST. (40202)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 3500 FIRST 
NATIONAL TOWER (40202)
COTTON AND ALLEN, 100 E. LIBERTY STE. 
600 (40202)
COX & OLDHAM, STOCK YARDS BANK 
BLDG. (40206)
DORENKAMP, HENRY J., JR., GLENDALE 
OFFICE CTR. 2305 TAYLORSVILLE RD. 
(40205)
DRIES, ALAN, 2843 BROWNSBORO RD. 
(40206)
ERNST & ERNST, 1700 COMMONWEALTH 
BLDG. 680 S. FOURTH ST. (40202)
ERSKINE & PLAUT, 343 W. MARKET ST. 
(40202)
ESKEW & GRESHAM, SEMONIN BLDG. 
(40222)
FISHER, CHARLES S., BERTOLI BLDG. 3715 
BARDSTOWN RD. (40218)
FRERMAN & SMILEY, WATTERSON CITY 
OFFICE BLDG. 1941 BISHOP LN. (40218)
GEARY, RONALD G., 1506 CITIZENS PLAZA 
(40202)
GOLDBERG, MURRELL A., 1406 KENTUCKY 
HOME LIFE BLDG. (40202)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 1409 
CITIZENS PLAZA (40202)
GREWELING, GROVER C. & CO., 310 W. 
LIBERTY ST. (40202)
HAMILTON, SCOTT W., COMMONWEALTH 
BLDG. (40202)
HASKINS & SELLS, COMMONWEALTH BLDG. 
(40202)
HATTON, CHARLES R„ 203 BROWNS LANE 
(40207)
HEEB, CARL L, 4905 S. THIRD ST. (40214)
HOWARD, GEO. W„ JR., 1048 BARDSTOWN 
RD. (40204)
HOWARD, HAAS & VAN OVERREKE, 
COMMERCE BLDG. (40202)
IMHOF, VEATCH AND WILCOXSON, 116 SO. 
HUBBARDS LANE (40207)
JONES, NALE & MATTINGLY, LINCOLN 
FEDERAL BLDG. 410 W. CHESTNUT ST. 
SUITE 1102 (40202)
KAISER, CHARLES W., HEYBURN BLDG. 
(40202)
KANE & BOBZIEN, 215 HEYBURN BLDG. 
(40202)
KAUFFMANN, HENRY M., PROFESSIONAL 
BLDG. EAST STE. 4B 3101 
BRECKINRIDGE LANE (40220)
LUSK, JOSEPH F., 1191 E. BROADWAY 
(40204)
LYNCH & HANS, 424 W. LIBERTY ST. (40202)
MCKENNA, RICHARD W., 1974 DOUGLASS 
BLVD. (40205)
MITCHELL & WHELAN, 1416 S. THIRD ST. 
(40208)
MOTSCH, WILLIAM A., 900
COMMONWEALTH BLDG. (40202)
NOE, JAMES A., 4020 PRESTON ST. (40213)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 200 W. 
BROADWAY (40202)
PITTS, ALVORD C., COMMONWEALTH BLDG. 
(40202)
RICHARDSON, ARNOLD A., 307 TYLER 
BLDG. 319 W. JEFFERSON ST. (40202)
RIEDEL & NEWCOM, 136 BRECKINRIDGE 
LN. (40207)
ROTH, LOUIS T. & CO., 1015 DUPONT SQ. 
(40207)
SAMUELS, SYLVAN, 108-A WATTERSON 
CITY EAST BLDG. 1951 BISHOP LN. 
(40218)
SCHILDT, CLEMENT F., 406 BRECKINRIDGE 
LN. (40207)
SIMPSON, ROBERT G., 702 STARKS BLDG. 
(40202)
SMITH, BRENT L., 1810 BROWNSBORO RD. 
(40206)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 510 W. BROADWAY 
(40202)
WADDLE, JAMES A., 1941 BISHOP LANE 
(40218)
WAHL, F. A., 1311 S. THIRD ST. (40208)
WASSERMAN & NOE, 242 KENTUCKY 
TOWERS FIFTH & WALNUT (40202)
WEINBERG AND O’KOON, 118 S. FIFTH ST. 
(40202)
WEISS, SEYMOUR, 1152 BARDSTOWN RD. 
(40204)
WELENKEN, HIMMELFARB & CO., 
PROFESSIONAL ARTS BLDG. 730 W. 
MARKET ST. (40202)
WETTERER, WILLIAM S. & CO., 3011 
PRESTON HWY. (40217)
WOOLRIDGE, JOS. T., 125 CHENOWETH LN. 
(40207)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, CITIZENS 
PLAZA (40202)
YOUNGBLOOD, REICH & FOWLER, 412 
MARION E. TAYLOR BLDG. (40202)
MADISONVILLE
AMICK AND HELM, 173 W. LAKE ST. (42431)
HENNINGER, J. MEREDITH, 176 SUGG 
(42431)
HOSKINS AND FRANCIS, 225 S. UNION ST. 
(42431)
WILSON, LARRY E., 24 COURT ST. (42431)
MAYFIELD
REED, GEORGE H. & CO., 231 N. SEVENTH 
ST. (42066)
MAYSVILLE
RITCHIE, PAYTON, 140 E. THIRD ST. (41056)
MIDDLESBORO
DOOLEY, THOMAS S., 2317 CUMBERLAND 
AVE. (40965)
MIDDLETOWN
HANCOCK AND HART, 305 EVERGREEN 
ROAD (40243)
KELLY, DONALD C., 11100 KINNAIRD CT. 
(40243)
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MONTICELLO
GREGORY, LEWIS E., 315 S. MAIN ST. 
(42633)
MOREHEAD
KIMBLETON & BLAIR, 128 E. MAIN ST. 
(40351)
MOUNT STERLING
HORTON, J. COURTNEY, JR., 10 N. 
MAYSVILLE ST. (40353)
POTTER, HISLE, SUGG AND NOLAN, 
MONTGOMERY HOTEL BLDG. (40353)
MURRAY
RICHARDSON & TREVATHAN, COLONIAL 
BLDG. (42071)
SHIRLEY, THOMAS E., 509 MAIN ST. (42071)
OWENSBORO
BOLING, WILLIAM T., 1711 TRIPLETT ST. 
(42301)
CLEMENS AND GUTHRIE, 100 ST. ANN 
BLDG. (42301)
FRERMAN & SMILEY, 403 W. THIRD ST. 
(42301)
HOWARD, HAAS & VAN OVERBEKE, 407 W. 
THIRD ST. (42301)
LOVE, DONALD H., 1722 SWEENEY ST. 
(42301)
PADUCAH
ALLEN AND ASSOCIATES, FAIRHURST 
BLDG. #2 131 NAHM ST. (42001)
CLAYTON, GLEN I., 514 CITIZENS BANK 
BLDG. (42001)
FRERMAN & SMILEY, 815 CITIZENS BK.
BLDG. (42001)
PECK, J. LANE, 320 CENTURY BLDG. (42001)
SCHUETTE & TAYLOR, 603 CITIZENS BANK 
BLDG. (42001)
WILLIAMS, WILLIAMS & LENTZ, 913 
CITIZENS BK. BLDG. (42001)
PIKEVILLE
CAULEY, JAMES T., 209 HOPKINS BLDG. 
(41501)
KELLEY, GALLOWAY & GOOLSBY, P. O. 
BOX 888 (41501)
PLEASUREVILLE
BRAMEL & ACKLEY, P. O. BOX 122 (40057)
RICHMOND
ADAMS, WILLIAM E., 204 WATER ST. (40475)
BOCK, MARTIN R., JR., 603 W. MAIN ST. 
(40475)
CRAFT, JOHN N., 202 S. THIRD ST. (40475)
POTTER, HISLE, SUGG AND NOLAN, 211 
GERI LANE (40475)
SALEM
BENNETT, HENRY H., HOWARD BLDG. 
(42078)
SHELBYVILLE
JOHNS & SUTHERLAND, SCIENCE HILL 
BLDG. WASHINGTON ST. (40065)
SOMERSET
BURDINE & MAYFIELD, FIRST & FARMERS 
BANK BLDG. (42501)
GIARD, ARTHUR C., AMERICAN FEDERAL
BLDG. 107 S. MAIN ST. (42501)
WILSON, WILLIAM J., JR., 124 N. MAIN 
(42501)
TOMPKINSVILLE
GREGORY, TAYLOR & RUTLEDGE, 108 W.
THIRD ST. (42167)
WARSAW
WEBSTER, DANIEL B., 301 MAIN CROSS ST. 
(41095)
WINCHESTER
JONES, NALE & MATTINGLY, 47 S. MAIN ST. 
(40391)
LYTLE, RAY, 221 BELMONT AVE. (40391)
POTTER, HISLE, SUGG AND NOLAN, 1 E. 
LEXINGTON AVE. (40391)LOUISIANA
ABBEVILLE
DONOHUE, JOHN P., 115 TRIVOLI ST. 
(70510)
DORE, LLOYD F., JR., & COMPANY, 404 
PERE MEGRET ST. (70510)
LEBLANC & SCHEXNAYDER, 115 S. STATE 
ST. (70510)
VOORHIES, DAVIS & CLOSTIO, 115 N. 
JEFFERSON ST. (70510)
ALEXANDRIA
ADLER AND PIAS, 703 GUARANTY BANK 
BLDG. (71301)
HILLERS, WILLIAM A., 2304 S. MAC 
ARTHUR DR. (71301)
OESTRIECHER, EMILE P., III, 3400-C 
JACKSON ST. (71301)
PAYNE, MOORE & HERRINGTON, 600 
DESOTO ST. (71301)
QUIRK, KING & EVERITT, 1247 MAC 
ARTHUR DR. (71301)
BAKER
BUTLER, JOHN D., 3121 VAN BUREN ST. 
(70714)
DANSBY, ROBERT J., 3508 BUCHANAN ST. 
(70714)
BASTROP
HILL, CARROLL O., 703 E. MADISON (71220)
BATON ROUGE
ALLMAND, V. DICKEY. 3169 WOOD GLYNN 
DR. (70814)
BERNARD, J. H., JR., 405 REYMOND BLDG. 
RIVERSIDE MALL (70801)
BOURGEOIS, BENNETT, THOKEY & HICKEY. 
PROFESSIONAL CENTER BLDG. (70801)
BOURGEOIS, BROWN, BENNETT A 
COMPANY, 244 PEACHTREE BLVD. 
(70806)
BOURGEOIS, HANNIS T. & CO., 605 
ROUMAIN BLDG. 343 RIVERSIDE MALL 
(70801)
BRAUD AND SILVIO, 7395 EXCHANGE PL. 
(70806)
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BRYDELS & EVANS, 3950 GOVERNMENT ST. 
(70806)
CARTER & DAIGREPONT, 4424 NORTH 
BLVD. (70806)
CHAMPAGNE, L. A. & CO., 3301 NORTH 
BOULEVARD (70806)
COVINGTON, M. T., 4560 NORTH BLVD. STE. 
117 (70806)
DOUGLAS, JAMES R., LTD., P. O. BOX 2084 
(70821)
ERNST & ERNST, 844 LOUISIANA NATL. 
BANK BLDG. 451 FLORIDA BLVD. (70801)
GONZALEZ, GUSTAVO , 6844 VAN GOGH 
AVE. (70806)
HAWTHORN, WAYMOUTH & CARROLL, 500 
LAUREL ST. (70801)
KOLB & SALTER, 1368 NICHOLSON DR. 
(70802)
LEE, BASIL M. AND COMPANY, 203 
AMERICAN BANK BLDG. (70806)
LOWE AND LABAUVE, BATON ROUGE 
SAVINGS & LOAN 101 ST. FERDINAND 
STE. 202 (70801)
MALCOLM, WILLIAM J., 263 LAFAYETTE ST. 
(70801)
MATHES AND HARRISON, 11770 S. 
HARRELLS FERRY RD. (70816)
MCQUEEN, JAMES M., REPUBLIC TOWER 
BLDG. STE. 906 5700 FLORIDA BLVD. 
(70806)
NESBIT, WILLIAM D., GOODWOOD PLAZA 
BLDG. 5635 GOVERNMENT ST. (70806)
PARKS, FREDERICK L., 6753 CEZANNE STE. 
2 (70806)
PARRINO, MORRIS J., 1138 FLORIDA ST. 
(70821)
PATTERSON, VONCEILE B., 200
GOVERNMENT ST. RM. 220 (70802)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 451 
FLORIDA BLVD. (70801)
PEAY, W. RANDALL, 6749 CEZANNE DR. 
STE. 7 (70806)
PETRAS, ANN S., 3056 MONTERREY DR. 
(70814)
PICOU, HARRY J., JR., 1755 WOODDALE 
BOULEVARD (70806)
POSTLETHWAITE, NETTERVILLE, EVANS 
AND MAJOR, 825 FIDELITY NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (70801)
RAYMOND, PAUL C., SR., 2929 MOHICAN ST. 
(70805)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 808 FIDELITY NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (70801)
SMITH, STAFFORD M., 4420 N. BLVD. #203 
(70806)
SWETMAN, HARRY D., 1167 N. DONMOOR 
(70806)
THOMAS, WILSON AND RAGUSA, 1885 
WOODDALE CT (70806)
BELLE CHASSE
DUHON, GERALD J., P. O. BOX 477 (70037)
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, S. BELLE 
CHASSE HIGHWAY (70037)
BOGALUSA
ADAMS, WALTER L., 723 N. BORDER DR. 
(70427)
BLACK AND LAMB, 302 LOUISIANA AVE. 
(70427)
SEAL, RICHARD M., 410 SHENANDOAH ST. 
(70427)
BOSSIER CITY
SIBLEY, GILBERT L., 90 WESTERFIELD 
(71010)
BUNKIE
MATT, SONNIER & CO., P. O. BOX 604 
(71322)
CAMERON
KORNEGAY, BRYAN B., P. O. BOX 610 
(70631)
CHALMETTE
BOUDREAUX, A. P., JR., 8927 W. JUDGE
PEREZ DR. STE. 201 (70043)
CRESPO, ROMAN E., JR., 617 W. JUDGE
PEREZ DR. RM. 204 (70043)
CLINTON
WEBB, JAMES 0., P. O. BOX 264 (70722)
CROWLEY
BROADHURST, DAVIS, CLOSTIO & 
BLACKWELL, P. O. BOX 505 (70526)
BROUSSARD, POCHE, LEWIS AND BREAUX, 
P. O. BOX 807 (70526)
EARLES, DON, LTD., 514 N. PARKERSON 
(70526)
PINAC, ANDRE L., JR., COURT CIRCLE 
(70526)
DENHAM SPRINGS
BONNECAZE & BONNECAZE, 1295 FLORIDA
BLVD. W. (70726)
DERIDDER
WOOTEN & JOHNSON, 112 SHIRLEY ST. 
(70634)
EUNICE
LOEWER & ZIMMERMAN, P. O. BOX 1053 
(70535)
VEILLON, I. B., 241 N. SECOND (70535)
FRANKLINTON
RICHARDSON, TOM R., 104 MAIN ST. 
(70438)
GOLDEN MEADOW
HAWTHORN, WAYMOUTH & CARROLL, N. 
BAYOU RD. (70338)
HOOPER, N. GORMAN, 2411 N. BAYOU DR. 
(70357)
GONZALES
LATUSO, MICHEL, JR., 218 E. JOSEPHINE 
(70737)
SHEETS, J. WAYNE, P. O. BOX 1254 (70737)
GRETNA
ARCENEAUX AND MACALUSO, 1500 
LAFAYETTE ST. SUITE 120 (70053)
HAMMOND
PROKOP & SYKES, LTD., P. C., 210 W. 
MORRIS (70401)
STUART, RUPERT A. & CO., 115 N. CHERRY 
ST. (70401)
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HARVEY
MURPHY, LOUIS M., RATHBORNE BLDG. 
(70058)
HOUMA
CLEMENT, JAMES N., P. O. BOX 403 (70360)
FORTIER & MORRIS, 623 HOBSON ST. 
(70360)
GRAY, ELDRED E., P. O. BOX 175 (70360)
HOOPER, N. GORMAN, 100 W. MAIN ST. 
(70361)
KELTON, ROBERT E., 1200 BARROW ST.
(70360)
JENNINGS
MEDUS, NORTON AND ORGERON, 407 
CHURCH ST. (70546)
JONESBORO
BREWER, ARTHUR L., P. O. BOX 577 (71251)
KENNER
DAZET, CAMILLE S., JR., COMMERCE BLDG. 
1942 WILLIAMS BLVD. (70062)
HART, EMILE J., 2317 VETERANS BLVD. 
STE. 201 (70062)
ROGERS, GLENN D., 1103 WILLIAMS BLVD. 
(70062)
VIZZINI & DOOLEY, P. C., 2231 VETERANS 
BLVD. STE. 212 (70062)
KINDER
WHITE, SHELTON E., P. O. DRAWER 280 
(70648)
LAFAYETTE
BOLTON & REED, P. O. BOX 51534 (70501)
BROUSSARD, POCHE, LEWIS AND BREAUX, 
P. O. BOX 3644 (70501)
DARNALL, EUGENE H., 411 E. VERMILION 
ST. (70501)
HEARNE, JACOBS, CASTAING, & HUSSEY, 
111 MERCURY ST. (70501)
HEBERT, HOLLIER & MORROGH, 311 W. 
UNIVERSITY AVE. (70501)
LEBLANC & O’MALLEY, BOX 3884 (70501)
MATT, SONNIER & COMPANY, 106 SUNSET 
BLVD. (70501)
MCCARTHY, PATRICK D., 518 W. CONGRESS 
ST. (70501)
MOORE, ROMERO & DESHOTELS, 1025 
COOLIDGE BLVD. (70501)
PATT, JOHN E., 307 E. VERMILION (70501)
SMITH, BURTON M., THE OIL & GAS BLDG.
1001 PINHOOK RD. (70501)
SONNIER, CURLIS, 214 HEYMANN BLVD. 
(70501)
VOORHIES, DAVIS & CLOSTIO, 806 E. ST. 
MARY BLVD. (70501)
LAKE CHARLES
CANFIELD, BURCH AND MANCUSO, 401 
WEBER BLDG. (70601)
HEARD, MCELROY & VESTAL, 714 KIRBY 
ST. (70601)
HOLLINS, ARTHUR, III, 616 BROAD ST. 
(70601)
MCDONALD, WILLIAM R., 611 DEWALD 
LANE (70601)
QUIRK & KING, 528 KIRBY ST. (70601)
SCHRAM, GUS W„ JR., LTD., 1409 KIRKMAN 
ST. (70601)
THERIOT, MILFORD & DUNN, 400 
MAGNOLIA LIFE BLDG. (70601)
WHITMAN, CHARLES D., 902 CLEVELAND 
ST. (70601)
LAKE PROVIDENCE
BERNARD, KENNETH M., 500 LAKE ST. 
(71254)
MOORE, GENE, BOX 189 (71254)
METAIRIE
BALLATIN, NORMAN T., II, 206 CRAIG 
BLDG. 4033 VETERANS BLVD. (70002)
BARCELONA, A. L. & CO., 4141 VETERANS 
MEMORIAL BLVD. (70002)
BROWN, C. RONALD, 4900 VETERANS 
BLVD. STE. 814 (70002)
CARRIERE AND CARRIERE, L. RICHARD 
BLDG. 476 METAIRIE RD. (70005)
CASABAT, JAMES A., 1510 VETERANS 
MEMORIAL BLVD. (70005)
CHARLET AND GILLANE, 2121 N. 
CAUSEWAY BLVD. RM. 226 (70001)
DIFATTA, JOSEPH S., 2612 SEVERN AVE. 
(70002)
EHRLICHER & COMPANY, 2134 METAIRIE 
RD. STE. 101 (70005)
GROS & SAVOIE, 4821 HEARST ST. STE. 2 
(70001)
GUENTHER AND GUENTHER, 3708 
HESSMER AVE. (70002)
HAGOOD & HAGOOD, 3412 TARTAN DR. 
(70003)
HIENZ, E. G., 3320 N. CAUSEWAY BLVD. 
STE. 6 (70002)
LARRE, RANDALL F., COURTLAND PLAZA 
STE. 107 3900 VETERANS BLVD. (70002)
PITTMAN, JAMES F., JR., 3121 22 ST. STE. 
200 (70002)
RIHNER AND LEVY, 3201 RIDGELAKE 
DRIVE (70002)
ROVIRA, E. J., JR., PONTCHARTRAIN 
PROFESSIONAL BL 3212 16TH ST. SUITE 
100 (70002)
SAVOIE, SIMON, JR., 4821 HEARST ST. STE. 
2 (70001)
THORPE & ST. GERMAIN, 508 N. CAUSEWAY 
BLVD. (70001)
TRAHAN, KERNION & DERBES, 3445 N. 
CAUSEWAY BLVD. (70002)
WEISSBORN & GARIC, 3900 VETERANS 
BLVD. STE. 112 (70002)
MINDEN
JAMIESON, HOLLAND & BYRD, 117 PEARL 
ST. (71055)
MOORE, LUTHER W., P. O. BOX 896 (71055)
SHAFFER AND CLOUD, P. O. BOX 306 
(71055)
MONROE
ALBRITTON & WOODS, 1500 STUBBS AVE. 
(71201)
BELL, MALONE & JOHNSTON, 1500 LAMY 
LANE (71201)
COX, FRAZER AND WEBB, 1509 ROYAL ST. 
(71201)
CRAWFORD, JAMES W., 600 GRAMMONT ST. 
(71201)
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DONALD AND KUHN, 602 N. FIFTH ST. 
(71201)
ELLISON AND PERRY, 128 JACKSON ST. 
(71201)
GARELICK, BRADLEY & HELLER, 1103 
ROYAL AVE. (71201)
GLAZER & GENTRY, 1810 AUBURN AVE. 
(71201)
GLAZER, MAURICE & COMPANY, 319 N. 2ND 
ST. (71201)
LUFFEY, LITTLE & COMPANY, 1216 STUBBS 
(71201)
MYATT, A. B. & COMPANY, 1904 ROSELAWN 
(71201)
NOLAN, A. J., 810 WINNSBORO RD. (71201)
SAVAGE, MOORE AND MILES, 1902 STUBBS 
AVE. (71201)
SOUTHERN & MARCUS, 1200 N. 18 ST. 
(71201)
UPTON, ELFRIEDE, 2008 HUDSON LN. 
(71201)
MORGAN CITY
PRICE, GINGER ARLEDGE, P. O. BOX 2642 
(70380)
NATCHITOCHES
HINES, JACKSON & HINES, 133 E. FIFTH ST. 
(71457)
NEW IBERIA
BREAUX & MIXON, 329 IBERIA ST. (70560)
CROCHET & BROUSSARD, 302 HACKER ST. 
(70560)
DE BLANC, MICHAEL J., P. O. BOX 281 
(70560)
DRESSEL, TERREL P., 400 IBERIA ST. 
(70560)
FRIEND, RALPH, 1919 E. MAIN ST. (70560)
HEARNE, JACOBS, CASTAING & HUSSEY, 
400 WEEKS ST. (70560)
VERRET, MELVIN J., LOREAUVILLE RD. AT 
MORBIHAN (70560)
NEW ORLEANS
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 1010 COMMON 
ST. (70112)
ANDRUS, GERALD L., 225 BARONNE ST. 
STE. 1704 (70112)
ASCHAFFENBURG & ALLEN, 333 ST. 
CHARLES AVE. STE. 608 (70130)
BAIN AND FREIBAUM, 500 RICHARDS 
BLDG. (70112)
BATES, BURAS & ASSOCIATES, 100 
MARITIME BLDG. (70130)
BOURGEOIS, BENNETT, THOKEY & HICKEY, 
925 HIBERNIA BANK BLDG. (70112)
BRENER, MOSES E., 830 AUDUBON BLDG. 
931 CANAL ST. (70112)
BYRNE, J. K. & CO., 1704 FIRST NATL. BANK 
OF COMMERCE BLDG. (70112)
CABALLERO AND ROGER, 1315 NATL. 
BANK OF COMM. BLDG. 210 BARONNE 
ST. (70112)
CALAMIA, JOSEPH L., 2621 CANAL ST. RM. 
208 (70119)
CARTER, PRENTISS B., 618 WHITNEY BLDG. 
(70130)
CHARBONNET & LAPORTE, CARONDELET 
BLDG. STE. 918 226 CARONDELET 
STREET (70130)
CHAUVIN, CARROLL A., 2701 HUDSON 
PLACE (70114)
CONROY, GEORGE E., JR., 451 NATL. BANK 
OF COMM. BLDG. (70112)
COYLE, CHARLES A., JR., 406 CARONDELET 
BLDG. (70130)
DEVERGES, EDWARD J., 615 WHITNEY 
BLDG. (70130)
DIENES, MALCOLM M. & CO., 1410 MASONIC 
TEMPLE BLDG. 333 ST. CHARLES ST. 
(70130)
DOODY AND DOODY, 1109 MARITIME 
BLDG. (70130)
DUBOURG, THOMAS A., 700 BARONNE 
BLDG. (70112)
DUPLANTIR, HRAPMANN AND HOGAN, 1108 
RICHARDS BLDG. (70112)
DURHAM, HERMAN P., 2475 CANAL ST. 
(70119)
ERICKSEN, KRENTEL & BARRE, 4227 
CANAL ST. (70119)
ERNST & ERNST, 1824 INTL. TRADE MART 2
CANAL ST. (70130)
FORTIER & MORRIS, 1006 PERE 
MARQUETTE BLDG. (70112)
GEREIGHTY, EMMETT F., II, 6600 
MORRISON RD. RM. D-5 (70126)
GILLILAND, WILLIAM R., 327 CALIFORNIA 
BLDG. (70112)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, BANK 
OF NEW ORLEANS BLDG. 1010 COMMON 
ST. (70112)
GRIMADER & HART, 312 S. GALVEZ ST. 
(70119)
GUIDRY AND DILLARD, 438 NATL. BANK 
OF COMMERCE BLD. (70112)
HAGER, MILTON J., TIDEWATER MARINE 
BLDG. STE. 314 (70119)
HAMILTON, CHARLES H., JR., 1111 S.
JEFFERSON DAVIS PKWY. (70125)
HARMOM, A. A., COMPANY, 807 
CARONDELET BLDG. (70130)
HARO, EMILE G., JR., 1111 CARONDELET 
BLDG. (70130)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 226 
CARONDELET ST. (70130)
HARTMANN, ALY, MONNIER & CO., 1112 
HIBERNIA BLDG. (70112)
HASKINS & SELLS, ELEVENTH FL. S. 
INTERNATIONAL TRADE MART (70130)
HEARNE, JACOBS, CAIRE & CARP, 704 
BARONNE BLDG. (70112)
HINGLE, NORWOOD N., JR., 605 NATL. 
BANK OF COMM. BLDG. (70112)
HOOPER, N. GORMAN, ONE SHELL SQ. 
(70139)
HUCK & AUCOIN, 422 CARONDELET BLDG. 
(70130)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 901 
HIBERNIA BANK BLDG. (70112)
KOKINOS, NICK, 4007 ST. CHARLES AVE. 
STE. 202 (70115)
KOLTUN, ALLEN B. & COMPANY, LTD., 850 
OIL & GAS BLDG. (70112)
LA PORTE, GIROT, SEHRT, ROMIG AND 
HAND, 1539 JACKSON AVE. (70130)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 615 SARATOGA 
BLDG. 212 LOYOLA AVE. (70112)
LEBRETON, WALTER J., 6040 MARIGNY ST. 
(70122)
LEFTWICH & ALEXANDER, 2515 CANAL ST. 
STE. 402 (70119)
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MAHER. ROBERT J. 1019 S. DUPRE ST. 
(70125)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 401 WHITNEY 
BLDG. (70130)
MARTIN. EARL R., 2729 VALENTINE CT. 
(70114)
MUNDY. MALCOLM G., 1003 MEDALLION 
TOWER (70130)
MURPHY. WHALEN & BROUSSARD. KUNTZ 
BLDG. 338 BARONNE ST. (70112)
NEUBURGER & COERVER. 4400 ELLEN ST. 
(70121)
NUNN, JOHN MCQUEEN. HIBERNIA BANK 
BLDG. (70112)
OTT, PRADOS & VERLANDER, 1609 
MASONIC TEMPLE BLDG. (70130)
PAYS. WARREN J. & CO., 1140 MAISON 
BLANCHE BLDG. (70112)
PEAT. MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 225 
BARONNE ST. (70112)
PEDELAHORE, J. EARLE & CO., 810 
RICHARDS BLDG. (70112)
PETRY, RUDOLPH H., 1465 N. BROAD ST. 
STE. 201 (70119)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 1010 COMMON 
ST. STE. 1101 (70112)
RAPIER & COMPANY. HIBERNIA BANK 
BLDG. (70112)
ROBBERT, FAVALORO & PECHON, 508 
NATL. BK. OF COMMERCE BLDG. (70112)
ROCHON. REYNARD J., 348 BARONNE ST. 
STE. 320 (70112)
SCHLEKAU, LOUIS WM., 408 AUDOBON 
BLDG. 931 CANAL ST. (70112)
SPILSBURY, HAMILTON & LEGENDRE, 201 
S. TELEMACHUS ST. (70119)
SPRANLEY, MAURICE S., JR., 2241 NEW 
YORK ST. (70122)
STEPHENSON, M. B., 710 CARONDELET ST. 
(70130)
STONE, HERMAN P., JR., 509 MADISON ST. 
(70116)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., ONE SHELL SQUARE 
STE. 1525 (70139)
UZEE, DOUGLAS L., 312 TIDEWATER 
MARINE BLDG. 3308 TULANE AVE. 
(70119)
VERLANDER, ELMORE R. & COMPANY, 1608 
MASONIC TEMPLE BLDG. 333 ST. 
CHARLES ST. (70130)
WAGGONER, T. B., 1400 OIL AND GAS BLDG. 
1100 TULANE AVE. (70112)
WEIS, C. AND COMPANY, 414 RICHARDS 
BLDG. (70112)
WILLIAMS. HARRY J., JR., 901 HIBERNIA 
BANK BLDG. (70112)
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, LYKES 
CENTER STE. 2020 (70119)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1010 
COMMON ST. (70112)
NEW ROADS
GILL AND KENDRICK, 104 WEST END DR. 
(70760)
OPELOUSAS
BELLARD, CARL J., 131 W. LANDRY ST. 
(70570)
DOWLING & STOUT. INC., 363 S. LIBERTY 
ST. (70570)
DUPRE AND STELLY, 1023 CRESSWELL LN. 
(70570)
PLAQUEMINE
BAXLEY. HUGH F., 1212 EARLE DR. (70764)
RAYVILLE
COCHRAN. SUSAN C., 200 S. JULIA ST. 
(71269)
OSWALT, THOMAS J., 110 COURTHOUSE SQ. 
(71269)
RUSTON
HOLLADAY. ROBERT E., III, 210 W. TEXAS 
AVE. (71270)
JOHN, EDWARD HAYWARD. 604 SOUTH 
TRENTON (71270)
SHREVEPORT
ALEXANDER. PERCY M., JR., 709 TEXAS ST. 
(71101)
ARMSTRONG AND ARMSTRONG. 100 
PIONEER CENTER 1400 LINE AVENUE 
(71101)
BROOKE. MAYO & BROWNING. 406 
RICOU-BREWSTER BLDG. (71166)
BROWN, DWIGHT M., 213 RICOU-BREWSTER 
BLDG. (71101)
BURKE & WILSON, 620 JOHNSON BLDG. 
(71101)
BURROUGHS, WILLIAM AND COMPANY. 
1905 BECK BLDG. (71101)
BUTLER, D. L. & CO., 1400 LINE AVE. RM. 
208 (71101)
COOKS & PHILLIPS, 202 N. THOMAS SUITE 
12 (71107)
ERNST & ERNST. 1014 MID SOUTH TOWERS 
(71101)
GRIFFITH & HETTLER, 1011 RAY P. ODEN 
BLDG. (71101)
HEARD. MCELROY & VESTAL. 720 TRAVIS 
(71164)
JAMES AND THRAILKILL. 500 BECK BLDG. 
(71164)
KRAUEL, ROBERT W., 620 LANE BLDG. 610 
MARSHALL ST. (71101)
LACY, KENNEITH F., 1701 BECK BLDG. 
(71101)
LINCOVE, EVANS. COLE & PETERSON, 1600 
BECK BLDG. (71101)
LINDSEY, OKEN & OPFERKUCH, 1104 BECK 
BLDG. (71101)
MATTISON, GASTON & DIETRICH. 403 
PETROLEUM TOWER (71101)
MCKELVEY & FARMER. 2620 CENTENARY 
BLVD. (71105)
PASQUIER, BATSON & CO., 710 BECK BLDG. 
(71101)
PEAT, MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., 900 
BECK BLDG. (71101)
PEEBLES, ADAM L., 118 CHELSEA DR. 
(71105)
RENOV, MAX H., P. O. BOX 4192 (71104)
ROBERTS, CHERRY AND COMPANY, 919 
MARKET ST. (71101)
SANDIFER, DALE B., 641 OLIVE ST. (71104)
SMITH, COLE & SAUR, 809 LANE BLDG. 610 
MARSHALL (71101)
STEWART & ROBERTSON, 1000 BECK BLDG. 
(71101)
THOMAS. JOEL C., 309 OIL & GAS BLDG. 
(71101)
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THOMPSON. HARRY, 4040 GOLF LINKS 
BLVD. (71109)
TROMBETTA AND TANNER. 506 BECK 
BLDG. (71101)
WILLIAMS, BERT L., JR., 302 UNADILLA ST. 
(71106)
SLIDELL
NEUBURGER AND COERVER, 3735
PONTCHARTRAIN DR. (70458)
SPRINGHILL
TEAGUE. DON G., 123 S. MAIN (71075)
SULPHUR
MIRES & BROUSSARD. 1633 ARIZONA 
(70663)
TALLULAH
BUCKNER & BUCKNER. 302 N. MULBERRY 
ST. (71282)
LANCASTER, D. B., 510 E. ASKEW ST. 
(71282)
THIBODAUX
KEARNS. B. DONALD. 102 E. FIFTH ST. 
(70301)
VILLE PLATTE
MOREIN, PATRICK J., P. O. BOX 330 (70586)
PORET, DAN R., BOX 436 (70586)
WEST MONROE
FRANK & HOOVER. 500 N. SEVENTH ST. 
(71291)
HARGROVE & CONNOR. P. O. BOX 1437 
(71291) MAINE
AUBURN
PACIOS, ROBERT K., 178 COURT ST. (04210)
BANGOR
BRANTNER, CHARLES B., 84 HARLOW ST. 
(04401)
BROOKS & CARTER, 84 HARLOW ST. (04401)
DORR, C. H. & CO., 18 HOWARD LANE 
(04401)
HOUSTON. EDGAR ANTHONY. COE BLDG. 
ROOM 45 61 1 MAIN ST. (04401)
KEARNEY. CHESTER M. & CO., 84 HARLOW
ST. (04401)
LAEGER, ISRAEL S., 84 HARLOW ST. (04401)
LOISELLE. LEO M., 18-20 STATE ST. STE. 
104 (04401)
BELFAST
NICKERSON, RAYMOND L., 89 HIGH ST. 
(04915)
CAMDEN
CHAMBERLAIN. ALBERT H., JR., & MARINE
AVE. (04843)
CARIBOU
BROOKS & CARTER. 106 ACCESS RD. 
(04736)
DEXTER
KNOWLES. DANA F., 57 ZIONS HILL (04930)
ELLSWORTH
LITTLE, GRAY & HORTON. 101 MAIN ST. 
(04605)
GORHAM
HAMBLEN. CALVIN H., HAMBLEN RD. 
(04038)
KENNEBUNK
CUMMINGS. JAMES AND COMPANY, 135 
FLETCHER ST. (04043)
LEWISTON
AHRENS AND MCKEON. 95 PARK ST. (04240)
GERVAIS, JOSEPH A. E., 1111 LISBON ST. 
(04240)
SHAPIRO. ERNEST M. & CO., 163 LISBON ST. 
(04240)
MILLINOCKET
RANGER. GEARRY L., 26 SPRUCE ST. 
(04462)
PORTLAND
BAKER. JOHN L., 23 ROBERTS ST. (04102)
BROOKS. RICHARD H., 177 COMMERCIAL 
ST. (04111)
CROSS & STAPLES. 10 BEACH ST. (04101)
ERNST & ERNST. ONE MONUMENT SQ. 
(04111)
JOHNSON. WAYNE W., 129 WILLIAM ST. 
(04103)
JORDAN & JORDAN. 482 CONGRESS ST. 
(04101)
MAC DONALD, PAGE. STRATFORD A
STROUT. 562 CONGRESS ST. (04101)
MORTON AND NICHOLAS, 249 ST. JOHN ST. 
(04102)
PEAT. MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., 465 
CONGRESS ST. (04111)
RANGER, WALTER M., 309 CUMBERLAND 
AVE. (04110)
STILLMAN, JOSEPH, 97 A. EXCHANGE ST. 
(04111)
PRESQUE ISLE
KEARNEY, CHESTER M. AND CO., 12 DYER 
ST. (04769)
NORTON. LINWOOD N., 79 INDUSTRIAL ST. 
(04769)
ROCKLAND
DAILEY. WILLIAM C., 356 MAIN ST. (04841)
TERRACCIANO, GAYTON. R. F. D. 1 BOX 389 
(04841)
SANFORD
CUMMINGS, JAMES AND COMPANY. LOWER 
DOWNTOWN MALL (04073)
SOUTH PARIS
WHITTIER, EDWARD W., 9 MARKET SQ. 
(04281)
WATERVILLE
MCCLUSKEY. MARTIN F., 58 ELM ST. 
(04901)
MCINNIS. EDWARD J., 58 ELM ST. (04901)
NORTHUP & WILSON. 18 SILVER ST. (04901)
WELLS
ALHEIM, JOHN L., P. O. BOX 275 (04090)
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WESTBROOK
GOWEN, WILLIAM W., 840 MAIN ST. (04092)MARYLAND
ANNAPOLIS
MULLEN AND SULLIVAN, 801 MELVIN AVE. 
(21401)
RUBIN & SCHIMEL, 102 CATHEDRAL ST. 
(21401)
WHEAT, RAYMOND W., ROWE BLVD. A 
MELVIN AVE. (21401)
BALTIMORE
ABRAMSON, FRIEDMAN & DAVID, 3610 
MILFORD MILL RD. STE. 3 A. (21207)
AIKEN AND GREENBERG, 439 EQUITABLE 
BLDG. (21202)
AMOS, C. W. & COMPANY, 10 LIGHT ST. RM. 
1250 (21202)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 201 N. 
CHARLES ST. (21201)
BAKER, LEONARD P., 1101 ST. PAUL ST. 
SUITE 201 (21202)
BARTELS & SPAMER, 901 KENT AVE. 
(21228)
BAUERMANN, CHARLES L., 4810 ROLAND 
AVE. (21210)
BEACH, T. CARROLL, JR., 2 HOPKINS PLAZA 
STE. 803 (21201)
BERKOWITZ, ALAN EDWARD, 1600 
MERCANTILE BK. & TRUST BL 2 
HOPKINS PLAZA (21201)
BILLIAN, STANLEY S., MILFORD BLDG. 
3610 MILFORD MILL RD. (21207)
BLANK, SOL, 216 UPTOWN FEDERAL BLDG. 
6609 REISTERSTOWN RD. (21215)
BLOOM, SAMUEL, WOODLAWN 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 6314 WINDSOR 
MILL RD. (21207)
BLOOM, SIGMUND J., THE QUADRANGLE 
STE. 402 VILLAGE OF CROSS KEYS 
(21210)
BRAMBLE, VICTOR M., 7000 BELLONA AVE. 
(21212)
BULLOUGH, G. VAN NESS, 1009 INGLESIDE 
AVE. (21228)
BYRNE, HARTLOVE, MCGROW & SMITH, 705 
MARYLAND TRUST BLDG. (21202)
CALDWELL, ANDREW V., JR., 3 E. 
LEXINGTON ST. (21202)
CHREST, CHARLES L., JR., 8000 
PHILADELPHIA RD. (21237)
COHEN, BERNARD B. & COMPANY, 515 
EQUITABLE BLDG. (21202)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 1900 MERCANTILE 
BK. & TRUST BL (21201)
DAHNE, BARRY L., 1101 N. CALVERT ST. 
(21202)
DAVIS AND DAVIS, COLONIAL BLDG. 634 
FREDERICK RD. (21228)
EBERLE, LOUIS J., 6803 YORK RD. STE. 202 
(21212)
ELLIN & TUCKER, CHARTERED, 1001 
COURT SQUARE BLDG. (21202)
ELLINGHAUS, C. BERNARD, 1105 
CHATTERLEIGH CIRCLE (21204)
ERNST & ERNST, ONE NORTH CHARLES 
(21201)
FABER, JOHN T., 1261 E. BELVEDERE AVE. 
(21239)
FEDDER, MARTIN, 1117 FIDELITY BLDG. 
(21201)
FINCHAM, JAMES M. & COMPANY, 3410 
WHITE AVE. (21214)
FREELAND, CHARLES, ONE CHARLES CTR. 
STE. 1000 (21202)
FRIEDLANDER, WILLIAM, 1111 PARK AVE. 
STE. L-l-B (21201)
FRIEDMAN, SIDNEY M., 919 BLAUSTEIN 
BLDG. (21201)
GALOON, IRVIN H., UPTOWN FEDERAL 
BLDG. 6609 REISTERSTOWN ROAD 
(21215)
GLASS, FRIEDMAN AND TRIVAS, 222 ST. 
PAUL PLACE (21202)
GOMBOROV, BARRY L., 112 E. LEXINGTON 
ST. (21202)
GORFINE, HARRY B. & CO., 22 LIGHT ST. 
(21202)
GOTTSCHALK, JAKOB, 6999 
REISTERSTOWN RD. (21215)
GRAF & MARSHALL, 2102 ST. PAUL ST. 
(21218)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 
MERCANTILE BANK & TRUST BLDG. TWO 
HOPKINS PLAZA (21201)
GREEN, JOHN, JR., 2016 RAMSAY ST. 
(21223)
GROSS, MENDELSOHN & WEILER, 909 ONE 
CHARLES CENTER (21201)
GROSSMAN, KAMANITZ & FREIDMAN, P. A., 
1515 REISTERSTOWN RD. (21208)
HANDWERGER, MELVIN, 608 KEYSER 
BLDG. (21202)
HART, HAROLD, 1515 REISTERSTOWN RD. 
(21208)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1401 MERCANTILE 
BANK & TRUST BL. 2 HOPKINS PLAZA 
(21201)
HYMAN, HENRY, 1102 COURT SQUARE 
BLDG. (21202)
ISAACS, A. WILLIAM & COMPANY, 124 
BELVEDERE TOWERS (21210)
KALVAN, RAYMOND, 3 E. LEXINGTON ST. 
(21202)
KATZ AND ABOSCH, 401 WASHINGTON 
AVE. (21204)
KATZ AND WILEY, 1511 COURT SQ. BLDG. 
(21202)
KENNY, JOHN J., 8228 FORT SMALLWOOD 
RD. (21226)
KING & BROOKS, 1509 PENNSYLVANIA 
AVE. (21217)
KOETHEN AND PHIPPS, 2108 N. CHARLES 
ST. (21218)
KUSHNER, WALTER, P. A., 17 OLD COURT 
RD. (21208)
LEVIN, SYLVAN, 6623 REISTERSTOWN RD. 
(21215)
LEVY, BRONFEIN & BERLINER, 3723 OLD 
COURT RD. STE. 200 (21208)
LEWIS, HERBERT A., 2323 MARYLAND AVE. 
(21218)
LOGUE, FUNK & AKMAN, 2541 ST. PAUL ST. 
(21218)
MACCUBBIN, LEWIS N., 3756 TUDOR ARMS 
AVE. (21211)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 2 HOPKINS PLAZA 
(21201)
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MARKS & BLUM, P. A., 7133 RUTHERFORD 
RD. (21207)
MCLEAN. KOEHLER. SPARKS. & HAMMOND, 
32 SOUTH ST. (21202)
MILLER & QUEEN, 611 PARK AVE. (21201)
MORAN. CHARLES. 6507 SHERWOOD RD. 
(21239)
MORRIS. JOSEPH M., WOODLAWN 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 6314 WINDSOR 
MILL RD. (21207)
NADEN, PAUL H., 5700 SMITH AVE. (21209)
NARON. WAGNER & VOSLOW, CHARTERED.
1414 MERCANTILE TRUST BLDG. 2 
HOPKINS PLAZA (21201)
NEWMAN, BERFELD AND WOLPERT, 1123 N. 
EUTAW ST. (21201)
NOPPINGER, JOHN G., 1101 FIDELITY BLDG. 
(21201)
OFFIT, KAHN AND BERMAN. QUADRANGLE 
BLDG. STE. 153 VILLAGE OF CROSS 
KEYS (21210)
PARKINSON. R. T., 2432 LAKEWOOD RD. 
(21234)
PEAT, MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., 25 S. 
CHARLES ST. (21201)
PORTER. G. HARVEY. 3900 N. CHARLES ST. 
APT 111 (21218)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 20 S. CHARLES 
ST. (21201)
RAPKIN & LONG, THE QUADRANGLE #317 
VILLAGE OF CROSS KEYS (21210)
REIS, FREDERICK WILLIAM. 1320 FIDELITY 
BLDG. (21201)
RESNICK. B. STANLEY. 1045 FLAGTREE 
LANE (21208)
ROSEN. EDGAR A., 1111 PARK AVE. STE. 
L-5A (21201)
ROSENFELD. HARTMAN. LEFKO AND 
ENGELMAN, GARRETT BUILDING (21202) 
ROWLES & JAMESON. 2631 N. CHARLES ST.
(21218)
SAPPERSTEIN AND SIDLE. MARYLAND 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. 1414 
REISTERSTOWN RD. (21208)
SCHAIBLE, KLINGMEYER & CO., 5219-21 
HARFORD RD. (21214)
SCHAPIRO, MORTON H., 3900 N. CHARLES 
ST. (21218)
SCHAUFELE. WILLIAM E., 6112 YORK RD. 
(21212)
SCHILLING & LINGENFELDER, EQUITABLE 
BLDG. (21202)
SCHLUTTANHAFER, TARNER, & ANDERS. 
36 E. 25TH ST. (21218)
SCHUMAN. CUNNINGHAM & FLOAM, 644 
EQUITABLE BLDG. (21202)
SHAPIRO. ELLIS. 3723 OLD COURT RD. 
(21208)
SHEPLAN, DAVID. 6921 FIELDCREST RD. 
(21215)
SHIPLEY. OLIVER C., 410 E. 25TH ST. 
(21218)
SMELKINSON, AARON. 1020 ST. PAUL ST. 
(21202)
SMITH. LUCIUS S., JR., 701 BONAPARTE 
AVE. (21218)
SOMMERS. MILTON, 1005 W. BALTIMORE 
ST. (21223)
STARKEY. NORMAN S. & CO., 410 THE 
QUADRANGLE VILLAGE OF CROSS KEYS 
(21210)
STEGMAN & ASSOCIATES. P. A., 7 E. 
REDWOOD ST. STE. 1500 (21202)
STEINHARDT, J. WALTER, 5500 MINNOKA 
AVE. (21215)
TITLE AND MATZ, 2507 MARYLAND AVE. 
(21218)
WALPERT, SMULLIAN & BLUMENTHAL, 
6615 REISTERSTOWN ROAD (21215)
WAXMAN. IRVIN L., 3321 KELOX RD. 
(21207)
WEBSTER. DONALD E. & COMPANY. ONE S. 
CALVERT BLDG. STE. 1006 (21202)
WEGAD, GILBERT, PIKESVILLE 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 7 CHURCH LANE 
STE. & (21208)
WEINBERG & GRIFFITH, 2520 N. CHARLES 
ST. (21218)
WEINER. FELIX J. & COMPANY, 1508 
WOODLAWN DR. (21207)
WEYRICH, CARROLL C., 1007 N. CALVERT 
ST. (21202)
WOLPOFF & COMPANY. MONUMENTAL LIFE 
BLDG. 1111 N. CHARLES ST. FIRST 
FLOOR (21201)
WOODEN & BENSON, 307 MARYLAND 
TRUST BLDG. (21202)
YOUNG. ARTHUR & COMPANY. MARYLAND 
NATL. BANK BLDG. 10 LIGHT ST. (21202) 
ZABEN, JEROME J., 31 LIGHT ST. 5TH FL.
(21202)
BERLIN
MUMFORD, CURTIS W., MUNICIPAL BLDG. 
(21811)
BETHESDA
ARONSON. GREENE, FISHER & CO., 7315 
WISCONSIN AVE. STE. 750-W (20014)
BIRKS, KARL D., P. A., 4313 EAST WEST 
HIGHWAY (20014)
BROADWATER, K. J., 7315 WISCONSIN AVE. 
(20014)
BUCHANAN. HENRY M., P. A., 7979 OLD 
GEORGETOWN RD. #311 (20014)
CHESANEK, JOSEPH A., STE. 912 
MONTGOMERY BLDG. 4720 
MONTGOMERY LANE (20014)
COHEN, ROGER S., JR., P. A., 4720 
MONTGOMERY LANE (20014)
FISHMAN. BARRY S., 4801 MONTGOMERY 
LN. (20014)
GARNER. DONALD J., 4801 MONTGOMERY 
LANE (20014)
HILLMAN, DAVID H., 7910 WOODMONT 
AVE. (20014)
HOYE, GRAVES, BAILEY & CO., 7819 
NORFOLK AVE. (20014)
LANDSMAN, ROBERT S., 7007
HEATHERHILL RD. (20034)
LEVIN, SAM. 4720 MONTGOMERY LANE 
(20014)
MILLER, EARL D., 7735 OLD GEORGETOWN 
RD. (20014)
MILLER, WALTER F., STE. 1306 LANDOW 
BLDG. (20014)
MORRIS & MANCUSO. SUBURBAN TRUST 
BLDG. 7316 WISCONSIN AVE. (20014)
MOTYKA, JOSEPH G., BLACKWELL BLDG. 
STE. 503 7758 WISCONSIN AVE. (20014)
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PENNINGTON, WILLIAM C., 7720 OLD 
GEORGETOWN RD. (20014)
RIIBNER, MARVIN B. & CO., 4710 BETHESDA 
AVE. (20014)
RUBIN & SCHIMEL, 4801 MONTGOMERY 
LANE (20014)
SANDERS, JAMES J., 4905 DELRAY AVE. 
STE. 220 (20014)
SILBERT AND BROWN, 6400 GOLDSBORO 
RD. (20034)
WALKER, GILBERT, 7910 WOODMONT AVE. 
RM. 204 (20014)
BOWIE
HECHT, TYLAR L., BELAIR PROFESSIONAL 
VLG #A-24 (20715)
BRENTWOOD
CALLOW, CHARLES E., 3902 RHODE ISLAND 
AVE. (20722)
CAMBRIDGE
AMOS, C. W. & COMPANY, 300 ACADEMY ST. 
(21613)
ROBBINS & ADAMS, 118 CEDAR ST. (21613) 
WILSON, ROBERT C., 400 E. CEDAR ST. 
(21613)
CHESTERTOWN
ANTHONY & COMPANY, TOWNSHEND 
BLDG. (21620)
GRANGER, FAW & COMPANY, 216 HIGH ST. 
(21620)
MCCARTHY, JERRY, 108 CAMPUS AVE. 
(21620)
CHEVY CHASE
COHN, HARRY, 5530 WISCONSIN AVE. STE. 
1208 (20015)
GROSSBERG, LOUIS C., COMPANY, 5454 
WISCONSIN AVE. STE. 1300 (20015)
MAURY, JESSE L., 5522 WARWICK PLACE 
(20015)
OKSNER, MELVIN R., HIGHLAND HOUSE 
5480 WISCONSIN AVE. (20015)
O'REILLY, WILLIAM M., 6935 WISCONSIN 
AVE. (20015)
SIMON, LIPTZ & CO., CHARTERED, 5530 
WISCONSIN AVE. (20015)
CLINTON
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 7915 OLD 
BRANCH AVE. (20735)
COCKEYSVILLE
STAEHLIN, MARTIN E., JR., 200 PADONIA 
RD. EAST (21030)
COLLEGE PARK
LOEB AND ROBERTS, 8400 BALTIMORE 
AVE. (20740)
COLUMBIA
BERMAN, GOLDMAN & RIBAKOW, 10910 
LITTLE PATUXENT PKWY. (21044)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., THE 
RIDGELY BLDG. 5575 STERRETT PL. 
(21044)
ROWLES & JAMESON, 718 AMERICAN CITY 
BLDG. (21043)
WALPERT, SMULLIAN & BLUMENTHAL. 
AMERICAN CITIES BLDG. (21044)
CUMBERLAND
CRUM; ARTHUR C., SMITH BLDG. 111 S. 
GEORGE ST. (21502)
ROLLINS AND ROLLINS, 64 PERSHING ST. 
(21502)
SOWERS & DORMAN, RT. 6 BOX 330A 
(21502)
DENTON
QUINN, ARONHALT & COMPANY, 118 
MARKET ST. (21629)
DISTRICT HEIGHTS
HOSLEY, J., 6216 MARLBORO PIKE (20028)
EASTON
BEATTY, SATCHELL & COMPANY, P. O. BOX 
1187 (21601)
GRANGER, FAW & COMPANY, WASHINGTON 
AND GOLDSBORO STS. (21601)
RAUCH, EDMUND D., 24 S. WASHINGTON
STREET (21601)
ELKTON
KOETHEN AND PHIPPS, 103 COURT HOUSE 
PLAZA (21921)
ELLICOTT CITY
COUSINS, W. IRVIN, 11799 TRIADELPHIA 
RD. (21043).
FRIED & BEARES, STE. 208 8726 TOWN A 
COUNTRY BLVD. (21043)
POLITS, EUGENE, 9050 CHEVROLET AVE. 
(21043)
FREDERICK
ASHBURY AND MERCER, 23 E. PATRICK ST. 
(21701)
LINTON, SHAFER & COMPANY, 6 W. 
SECOND ST. (21701)
MCLEAN, KOEHLER, SPARKS AND 
HAMMOND, 303 N. MARKET ST. (21701)
STOY, MALONE & COMPANY, 10 W. 
COLLEGE TERRACE (21701)
ZANGER, ANGELO J., 1 W. SECOND ST. 
(21701)
FROSTBURG
AYERS, GEORGE D., 135 E. MAIN ST. (21532)
GAITHERSBURG
AUMILLER, ROY E., 205 N. FREDERICK 
AVE. (20760)
GLEN BURNIE
BUCK, DANIEL P., 8139 HAROLD COURT 
(21061)
HAGERSTOWN
KIDWELL, GUY S., 16 E. ANTIETAM ST. 
(21740)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 100 W. 
WASHINGTON ST. (21740)
MOATS, ARTHUR M., 2211 DIANE DR. 
(21740)
RENNER, WILLIAM P., 754-756 SUMMIT AVE. 
(21740)
SMITH, ELLIOTT & CO., P. A., 25 NORTH 
AVE. (21740)
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HAVRE DE GRACE
ACKER, HOWARD G., 550 FRANKLIN ST. 
(21078)
HYATTSVILLE
BISSELL, PATRICIA B., MARYLAND BLDG. 
5303 BALTIMORE AVE. (20781)
BROWN, DAKES & HOKE, RIGGS BUILDING 
7411 RIGGS RD. SUITE 103 (20783)
DI NENNA, CHARLES J., 7515 ANNAPOLIS 
RD. STE. 407 (20784)
HUNT, BARRY B., 5303 BALTIMORE AVE. 
(20781)
KINCAID, JOHN B., 4201 TUCKERMAN ST. 
(20782)
LEE, HENDRICKS & CO., 7411 RIGGS RD. 
STE. 216 (20783)
KENSINGTON
KEITH, J. WILLIAM, JR., STATE NATL. BK. 
BLDG. #302 10400 CONNECTICUT AVE. 
(20795)
LILLIE, ANDREW THEODORE, 10400 
CONNECTICUT AVE. STE. 311 (20795)
ZANGER, ANGELO J., 10516 SUMMIT AVE. 
(20795)
LANDOVER HILLS
DUFRESNE & RYAN, 6200 ANNAPOLIS RD. 
RM. 302 (20784)
KELLER, LEON, 7515 ANNAPOLIS RD. 
(20784)
LAPLATA
MITCHELL, HUGH, P. O. BOX 44 (20646)
LAUREL
PEAR, HENRY E., 308 SECOND ST. (20810)
LEONARDTOWN
COLVIN, BURROUGHS AND COOKE, P. O. 
BOX 443 (20650)
LUTHERVILLE
COLLINS, DONALD F., 1804 POT SPRING RD. 
(21093)
JOSSELYN, SEWELL AND FORD, P. A., 1717 
YORK RD. (21093)
LANGRALL, MUIR & NOPPINGER, 702 
HEAVER PLAZA BLDG. 1301 YORK RD. 
(21093)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 1301 YORK RD. 
STE. 400 (21093)
SCHNEPFE & COMPANY, HEAVER PLAZA 
1301 YORK RD. (21093)
MOUNT RAINIER
SPICER, KENNETH JOSEPH, 3718 RHODE 
ISLAND AVE. (20822)
OCEAN CITY
GRANGER, FAW & COMPANY, 3901 BEACH 
HWY. (21842)
OWINGS MILLS
MOWREY, WILFRED P., 102 EMBLETON 
ROAD (21117)
OXON HILL
MAC NEILL, VIOLA B., 5410 INDIAN HEAD 
HWY. (20021)
WOLFE, HUBERT L., JR., LUCENTE BLDG. 
5418 OXON HILL RD. (20021)
PASADENA
CLARK, JAN W., 3111 MOUNTAIN RD. 
(21122)
PHOENIX
POWDER, JOHN W., JR., RT. 1 BOX 53 
BARDON RD. (21131)
PIKESVILLE
BLASS, BERNARD M., OLD COURT 
EXECUTIVE PARK 3701 OLD COURT RD. 
UNIT #8 (21208)
LEVY, BRONFEIN AND BERLINER, 3723 
OLD COURT RD. (21208)
LEVY, EDWIN, 3701 OLD COURT RD. STE. 21 
(21208)
SCHNIDER, MISCHA N., 600 REISTERSTOWN 
RD. (21208)
SHOR AND SHOR, CHARTERED, 22 WALKER 
AVE. (21208)
PRINCE FREDERICK
WEBSTER, DONALD E. & COMPANY, 
JOHNSON BLDG. P. O. BOX 446 (20678)
REISTERSTOWN
SEIFERT, EUGENE R., 500 MAIN ST. (21136)
RIVA
SHAPIRO, BERNARD L., P. O. BOX 96 (21140)
RIVERDALE
BUCKLEY, MARK A., 4714 SHERIDAN ST. 
(20840)
GHEEN, FRED T., 6132 BALTIMORE AVE. 
(20840)
PORTERFIELD & COMPANY, 6419 
BALTIMORE AVE. (20840)
ROCKVILLE
BERMAN, EDWARD R., 1010 ROCKVILLE 
PIKE (20852)
HOWARD, DONALD E., 230 N. WASHINGTON 
ST. (20850)
MILLER, GARTNER & COMPANY, 11900 
PARKLAWN DR. (20852)
MOSTOW, LESLIE A., 422 RUTGERS ST. 
(20850)
O’BRIEN & LOWE, 14501 MANOR PARK DR. 
(20853)
SARFINO AND RHOADES, 6000 EXECUTIVE 
BLVD. STE. 601 (20852)
TETI AND BAUER, 30 COURTHOUSE 
SQUARE (20850)
VESS, CLAUDE R., 414 HUNGERFORD DR. 
RM. 448 (20850)
SALISBURY
GELNETT, ARTHUR A., 505 W. COLLEGE 
AVE. (21801)
GRANGER, FAW & COMPANY, 115 E. 
MARKET ST. (21801)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 207 E. MAIN ST. 
(21801)
WEBSTER, EVANS, TYLER, 132 E. MAIN ST. 
(21'801)
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SEABROOK
QUIBLE, NORMAN E., 9430
LANHAM-SEVERN RD. (20801)
SEVERNA PARK
GRAHN. OLIVER T., 77
BALTIMORE-ANNAPOLIS BLVD. (21146)
HUGHES. BRUCE S., STE. 2A BENFIELD 
PARK PLAZA 523 BENFIELD RD. (21146)
SILVER SPRING
ALEXANDER, EDWARD S., 8720 GEORGIA 
AVE. (20910)
ARENDES, VINCENT F., 625 SLIGO AVE. 
(20910)
BEEBE, DON S., 8700 GEORGIA AVE. (20910)
BERLIN. SEGUIN. KARAM & RAMOS. 8630 
FENTON ST. (20910)
BROWNER AND REINSTEIN, WHEATON 
PLAZA OFFICE BLDG. 11160 VIERS MILL 
RD. (20902)
BROWNER. S. MYRON. 2411 BLUERIDGE 
AVE. (20906)
DIAMOND. WHELAN & COMPANY. P. A., 8750 
GEORGIA AVE. (20910)
FANGMEYER AND FANGMEYER, 8720 
GEORGIA AVE. (20910)
FLAX. BOOK AND COMPANY. 12220 
CONNECTICUT AVE. (20902)
GODBOUT. JOSEPH E., 818 ROEDER RD. 
(20783)
GREENE, BARNET, 11300 GILSAN ST. 
(20902)
HARDY, J. MORRIS. JR., P. A., 9525 
GEORGIA AVE. (20910)
HARIS, GEORGE M., 9525 GEORGIA AVE. 
(20910)
HILL, RITA B., 923 VENICE DR. (20904)
HOFFMEISTER, THOMAS M., 8121 GEORGIA 
AVE. (20910)
HOLLIS, LEE C., JR., 10609 HUNTLEY AVE. 
(20902)
JONES, MAX S., 8812 CAMERON ST. (20910)
KITCHENER, FREDERICK. 1544 RED OAK 
DR. (20910)
KLINE. ALAN S., 8757 GEORGIA AVE. 
(20910)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH & 
HORWATH. 8630 FENTON ST. STE. 800 
(20910)
PERNECKY, PAUL, 3499 S. LEISURE WORLD 
BLVD. (20906)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY. COMPUTER 
SCIENCES BLDG. STE. 801 8728
COLESVILLE RD. (20910)
RABINEAU, NORMAN. 962 WAYNE AVE. 
(20910)
SELTZER. MORRIS. 7914 GEORGIA AVE. 
(20910)
SMITH. SAMUEL J., 8811 COLESVILLE RD. 
(20910)
STRACHMAN, PHILIP, P. A., 12204
CONNECTICUT AVE. (20902)
SULLIVAN. STEINAT & COMPANY, 8730 
GEORGIA AVE. STE. 608 (20910)
THOMPSON & BELLOFF, 8728 COLESVILLE 
RD. (20910)
TUCKER. USILTON, TASLITT & COMPANY. 
10750 COLUMBIA PIKE STE. 600 (20901)
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ZIGER, REZNICK AND FEDDER, 8750 
GEORGIA AVE. #126E (20910)
SUITLAND
QUINN. ARONHALT & COMPANY, 5107 
SILVER HILL RD. (20023)
TAKOMA PARK
MOORE. SHIRLEY T., 1007 ELM AVE. 
(20012)
TILGHMAN
COLE. WILLIAM H., (21671)
TIMONIUM
HARTLOVE, HENRY W., 102 DALEVIEW CT. 
(21093)
HUEBLER, CHARLES H., 65 CINDER RD. 
(21093)
MILLER, ROBERT A., 206 SOLWAY RD.
(21093)
TOWSON
BRODSKY & BRODSKY, CHARTERED, 
MERCANTILE TOWSON BLDG. (21204)
HOFFMAN & BLICKENSTAFF, INVESTMENT 
BLDG. STE. 213 (21204)
LOWER, MCCLEAN. BERNDT & TAYLOR, 305 
W. CHESAPEAKE AVE. (21204)
MCFERRIN, PRIDGEON AND WILSON. P. A., 
404 INVESTMENT BLDG. (21204)
MUSGRAVE. T. BENSON, EVERETT BLDG. 
STE. 204 660 KENILWORTH DR. (21204)
NORRIS, WILLIAM H. & CO., 325 HILLEN RD. 
(21204)
QUINN, WAUGH & ASSOCIATES. P. A., 660 
KENILWORTH DR. (21204)
RICKERDS, EARL C. & ASSOCIATES, 17 W. 
PENNSYLVANIA AVE. (21204)
SHERMAN, COLLINS & SHERMAN, 900
EQUITABLE TOWSON BLDG. (21204)
SIGEL & MILSTEIN, 22 W. PENNSYLVANIA 
AVE. RM. 606 (21204)
VELTE, CHARLES A., 26 W. PENNSYLVANIA 
AVE. (21204)
WESTMINSTER
BOND. BEEBE, BARTON & MUCKELBAUER. 
218 E. MAIN ST. (21157)
MCLEAN. KOEHLER. SPARKS, AND 
HAMMOND. 123 E. MAIN ST. (21157)
WHEATON
ROSE AND LAHR, CHARTERED, 2446 
REEDIE DR. (20902)
SIMS AND WHEELER, 2401 BLUERIDGE
AVE. (20902)
WOODLAWN
BELL, ARTHUR F. JR., 7-D TORLINA COURT 
(21207)MASSACHUSETTS
ACTON
DI MATTEO, CHARLES J., JR., 75 GREAT RD. 
(RT 2A) (01720)
DURHAM, WILLIAM B., 22 HOSMER ST. 
(01720)
PAGE. RAYMOND L. ASSOCIATES, 12 
MARIAN RD. (01720)
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ALLSTON
REEF, RAYMOND H., 72 BRIGHTON AVE. 
(02134)
ANDOVER
GOLDBERG, RONALD F., 32 CHESTNUT ST. 
(01810)
GORDON, HARRINGTON & OSBORN, 168 N. 
MAIN ST. (01810)
ARLINGTON
ROWE. EARLE R., 1241 MASSACHUSETTS 
AVE. (02174)
ASHLAND
HAGGERTY, PAUL C., 30 MAIN ST. (01721)
ATHOL
TRAVERS AND NAVIN, THE FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. 386 MAIN ST. 
(01331)
AUBURN
SLOCUM, GEORGE W., 25 SOUTHBRIDGE ST. 
(01520)
BEDFORD
BUMANN, FRANCIS P., 8 BEVERLY RD. 
(01730)
BELMONT
KOUNDAKJIAN, RICHARD C., 20
LIVERMORE ROAD (02178)
LARSEN, ROY A., 68 LEONARD ST. (02178)
ROMANO, PETER J., 72 CHILTON ST. (02178)
TESTA, EUGENE J., 30 HOLDEN RD. (02178)
BEVERLY
COLPITTS, WILLIAM K., 222 CABOT ST. 
(01915)
GUILMET, RENE H., 196 CABOT ST. (01915)
MOOD, WINSTON A., P. O. BOX 386 (01915)
BILLERICA
GAHAN, JOHN G., 19 GOVERNOR FULLER 
ROAD (01821)
PHILLIPS, JOHN F., 880 BOSTON RD. (01866)
BOSTON
AISNER, JULIUS, JR., 79 MILK ST. (02109)
ALEXANDER, FRED, 73 TREMONT ST. 
(02108)
ALLEN, CHARLES B., 53 STATE ST. RM. 929 
(02109)
ALLEN, WILLIAM I., 120 MILK ST. (02109)
ALLYN, C. P. & COMPANY, 50 CONGRESS ST. 
(02109)
ANDERSEN. ARTHUR & CO., 100 FEDERAL 
ST. (02110)
ARNOLD, ROBERT E., 10 HIGH ST. (02110)
ARONSON, LEO, 11 BEACON ST. (02108)
BACALL, CORTLAND B., 27 STATE ST. 
(02109)
BARNEKE AND ANDERSON, 99 STATE ST. 
(02109)
BEACH, ROBERT P., 80 BOYLSTON ST. 
(02116)
BECKER, KARL H., 2 PARK SQUARE (02116)
BETRO, GERALD J. & COMPANY, 15 COURT 
SQUARE (02108)
BLONDER-FREEDMAN COMPANY, 22 
BATTERYMARCH ST. (02109)
BORNHOFFT, HENRY J., COMPANY, 225 
FRANKLIN ST. (02110)
BRAMAN, BREGMAN & COMPANY, INC., 
4566 PRUDENTIAL CENTER (02199)
BROWN, ALTMAN & DEL PRIORE, 40 COURT 
ST. (02108)
BUCKMAN, SHELDON, 27 SCHOOL ST. 
(02108)
BURTON, STANLEY & ASSOCIATES, 216 
TREMONT ST. (02116)
CAHALANE, WILLIAM F., 77 SUMMER ST. 
(02110)
CAPUTO AND CIAMPA, 262 WASHINGTON 
ST. (02108)
CARNE, ALEXANDER L., 31 MILK ST. ROOM 
815 (02109)
COHEN, COHEN, HAVIAN & SHALLER, 85 
DEVONSHIRE ST. (02109)
COHEN & GERSHLAK, 262 WASHINGTON ST. 
(02108)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 100 FEDERAL 
(02110)
CULLEN, JOHN J. & CO., 100 STATE ST. 
(02109)
CUTLER, SMOLLER & COMPANY, 18 OLIVER 
ST. (02110)
DARMODY, JOHN P. & CO., 75 FEDERAL ST. 
(02110)
DI PESA, CHARLES E. & CO., 10 HIGH ST. 
STE. 431 (02110)
DONNELLY, T. B. & COMPANY, 15 COURT 
SQ. (02108)
DUNN, JAMES 0., 520 COMMONWEALTH 
AVE. (02115)
EASTMAN, ALBERT H., 10 HIGH ST. (02110)
EDELSTEIN, ALAN M. & CO., ONE STATE ST. 
(02109)
EDELSTEIN, JOSEPH L., 44 SCHOOL ST. STE. 
914-17 (02108)
EDELSTONE & BONDER, 6 BEACON ST. 
(02108)
EDMANDS, DUNCAN, 1 JOY ST. (02108)
ERNST & ERNST, 1100 STATE ST. BANK 
BLDG. 225 FRANKLIN ST. (02180)
FAGELL, WILLIAM & CO., 80 BOYLSTON 
STREET (02116)
FEINBERG, SIDNEY L., 79 MILK ST. RM. 400 
(02109)
FLAHERTY, BLISS AND COMPANY, 40 
COURT ST. (02108)
FREEDMAN, ALEXANDER I., 31 MILK ST. 
(02109)
FRENCH, HERBERT F. & COMPANY, 211 
CONGRESS ST. (02110)
GABOVITCH, WILLIAM AND COMPANY, 40 
COURT ST. STE. 1121 (02108)
GAFFIN, STANLEY & CO., 120 TREMONT ST. 
(02108)
GARABEDIAN, JOHN S., 144 BOYLSTON ST. 
(02116)
GESSERMAN, SAMUEL H., 1140 BOYLSTON 
ST. (02215)
GILBERT, FRANK J., 84 STATE ST. (02109)
GLANTZ AND SAPERSTEIN, 6 BEACON ST. 
(02108)
GLUNTS, JAMES D. & CO., 50 FEDERAL ST. 
(02110)
GOLDFINE & LUCARELLI, 11 BEACON ST. 
(02108)
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GOLDMAN. MORRIS. 50 CONGRESS ST.
(02109)
GOODMAN ASSOCIATES. 100 BOYLSTON ST. 
(02116)
GORSEY & WOLL, 131 STATE ST. (02109)
GOVE, RICHARD C., 73 TREMONT ST. 
(02108)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY. 1600 
KEYSTONE BLDG. 99 HIGH ST. (02110)
GRAY AND GRAY. 100 FEDERAL ST. (02110) 
GRAY, GRAY & GRAY, 185 DEVONSHIRE
ST. (02110)
GREENE & RUBIN. 44 SCHOOL ST. (02108) 
HALL & BOLTON. 93 PURCHASE ST. (02110) 
HALL, JOHN F., 10 HIGH ST. (02110) 
HANNON. JAMES P., 18 TREMONT ST.
(02108)
HARRIS, KERR. FORSTER & COMPANY.
THREE CENTER PLAZA (02108)
HASKINS & SELLS. 28 STATE ST. (02109)
HELMAN. S. J. & CO., 50 FEDERAL ST. 
(02110)
HERTZ, HERSON & COMPANY, 141 MILK ST.
(02109)
HILTON, DONALD B., 141 MILK ST. (02109)
HOLDSWORTH, PARENT & COMPANY. 7 
WATER ST. (02109)
JAFFE. ABRAHAM L., PENTHOUSE 151 
TREMONT ST. (02111)
JARASITIS, GERARD P., 120 TREMONT ST. 
(02108)
JESSON, CHARLES W., 63 ATLANTIC AVE.
#5-C (02110)
JULIANO, MICHAEL G., FANEUIL HALL 
MARKET (02109)
KAITZ, HASKELL A., 17 ARLINGTON ST. 
(02116)
KAPLAN. HERMAN & CO., 262 WASHINGTON 
ST. (02108)
KAPLAN, POLLACK & COMPANY, 85 
DEVONSHIRE ST. (02109)
KATZ. JACK C., 141 MILK ST. (02109)
KAUFFMAN, IRVING F., 141 MILK ST. 
(02109)
KING, JOHN W., 28 STATE ST. STE. 3860 
(02109)
KIRSHNER, YELLIN & CO., 6 BEACON ST. 
(02108)
KRAVETZ, MYER, 18 OLIVER ST. (02110)
LANE. STANLEY L., 40 COURT STREET 
(02108)
LASSER. J. K. & COMPANY. 225 FRANKLIN 
ST. (02110)
LAVENTHOL. KREKSTEIN, HORWATH 4 
HORWATH, 2 CENTER PLAZA (02108)
LE VINE & ECKSTEIN. 18 OLIVER ST. 
(02110)
LIPPA, SHERMAN. 92 STATE ST. (02109) 
LIVINGSTON & HAYNES, 50 FEDERAL ST.
(02110)
LONDON. ARNOLD. 121 NEWBURY ST. 
(02116)
LOVE, SIMON, 262 WASHINGTON ST. (02108)
LUBETS, ROBERT & CO., 10 POST OFFICE 
SQ. (02109)
LUCAS, TUCKER & CO., 1616 SOLDIERS
FIELD RD. (02135)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 75 FEDERAL ST. 
(02110)
MEAHL, MCNAMARA & CO., Ill
DEVONSHIRE ST. (02109)
MILLER, HYMAN. 6 BEACON ST. (02108)
MILLER, WACHMAN & CO., 141 MILK ST.
(02109)
MORANO. ALFRED P., 50 CONGRESS ST.
(02109)
MORGAN & MORGAN. 111 STATE ST.
(02109)
O’BRIEN. FITZGERALD, TAYLOR 4
KEAVENEY, 10 POST OFFICE SQ. (02109)
PASTORE. FRED G., 55 COURT ST. (02108)
PEAT. MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., ONE
BOSTON PLACE (02108)
PENDERGAST. CREELMAN & HILL, 236
LEWIS WHARF (02110)
PLAISTED, EDWARD E., TWO CENTER
PLAZA (02103)
POLANSKY, GEORGE A., 6 BEACON ST. 
(02108)
PORTMAN, DAVID L., 11 BEACON ST.
(02108)
PRESS, GERALD L., 18 OLIVER ST. (02110)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 225 FRANKLIN
ST. (02110)
RAINESS, CLARENCE & CO., 140 FEDERAL
ST. (02110)
rand, waldron h. & company, 31 milk
ST. RM. 815 (02109)
REARDON, WILLIAM A., 84 STATE ST.
(02109)
RICHARDS, PAUL C., 120 BOYLSTON ST.
(02116)
ROBERT, FINNEGAN & LYNAH, 140
FEDERAL ST. (02110)
RODMAN, A. HARVEY, 89 STATES ST.
(02109)
ROSENBERG, CHARLES, 636 BEACON ST.
(02215)
ROSENFIELD, JACK, 53 STATE ST. (02109) 
RUTFIELD, E. RICHARD, 40 COURT ST.
(02108)
RYAN, ALLAN A., 10 HIGH ST. (02110)
SAMET, THEODORE S. & CO., 677 BEACON
ST. (02215)
SAMUELS, RALPH A. & CO., 15 COURT SQ. 
(02108)
SAX, SAMUEL M., 77 SUMMER ST. (02110)
SEGEL, GREENFIELD, MULLANEY 4
FRANK, 44 SCHOOL ST. (02108)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 15 SCHOOL ST.
(02108)
SHERMAN, BERNSON, ROSENBERG 4
SCHNEIDER, 79 MILK ST. (02109)
SHERMAN, M. G. & CO., 18 TREMONT ST.
(02108)
SHIP, NELSON T., 141 MILK ST. (02109)
SHOCKER, JEROLD B., 126 STATE ST.
(02109)
SIEGEL, HARRY, 18 TREMONT ST. (02108)
SIMCHES, GERALD R., 19 MILK ST. (02109)
STARR, FINER, STARR & COMPANY, 1280
SOLDIERS FIELD RD. (02135)
STAVISKY & SHAPIRO, 141 MILK ST. (02109)
STEBBINS AND STEBBINS, & LIBERTY SQ. 
(02109)
STONE, DAVID L., 75 FEDERAL ST. (02110)
STONE, MARTIN L., 262 WASHINGTON ST.
(02108)
STONE, PAUL M., 140 FEDERAL ST. (02110)
TAUB, DONALD, 536 STATLER OFFICE
BLDG. (02116)
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TOUCHE ROSS & CO., WELLESLEY OFFICE
PARK 20 WILLIAM ST. (02181)
TULER & BOBRICK, 141 MILK ST. (02109)
TULMAN, MICHAEL M., 18 TREMONT ST. 
(02108)
VANCE, CRONIN & STEPHENSON, 31 MILK 
ST. (02109)
VINICK, ARNOLD W., 89 STATE ST. (02109)
WALD, HAROLD & CO., 120 BOYLSTON ST. 
(02116)
WASSERMAN, LEO & CO., 185 DEVONSHIRE 
ST. (02110)
WEINER AND BECKER, 15 COURT SQ. 
(02108)
WEINREBE, SAMUEL S., 15 SCHOOL ST. 
(02108)
WESTHEIMER, FINE, BERGER & CO., 15 
BROAD ST. (02109)
WHITESTONE, KENNETH M., 15 COURT 
SQUARE (02108)
WINNICK & GOLDSTEIN, 93 
MASSACHUSETTS AVE. (02115)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 15 BROAD ST. 
(02109)
WOLF, JASON H., ONE BOSTON PL. (02108)
WOLPER & DORFMAN, 77 SUMMER ST. 
(02146)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1 BOSTON 
PL. (02102)
BRAINTREE
CALK, NATHAN, 1000 WASHINGTON ST. 
(02184)
CUNNINGHAM, CHARLES J., 23 OLD 
COUNTRY WAY (02184)
MOYER, ORLANDO C. & COMPANY, 200
FORBES RD. (02184)
REILLY, GERALD T. & COMPANY, INC., 140 
WOOD RD. (02184)
WALSH, JUDGE & COMPANY, 14 WOOD RD. 
(02184)
BRAINTREE HIGHLANDS
LANDRY, FRANK H., JR., 41 PEACH ST. 
(02184)
BROCKTON
DONNELLY, T. B. & COMPANY, 9 N. MAIN 
ST. (02401)
FEDERMAN, BURTON M., 30 COTTAGE ST. 
(02401)
KEITH AND MAREB, 555 PLEASANT ST. 
(02401)
LALLY, JOHN J., 66 CARRLYN RD. (02401)
PACKARD & PACKARD, 1024 PEARL ST. 
(02401)
SACCONE & SULMONTE, 232 MAIN ST. 
(02401)
SHARKANSKY, ROBERT, 567 PLEASANT ST. 
(02401)
BROOKLINE
ALTER, MELVIN ARON, 1318 BEACON ST. 
(02146)
BUETTNER, EUGENE E., 14 SELKIRK RD. 
(02146)
PECK & COLES, 1330 BEACON ST. (02146)
TOFIAS, FLEISHMAN, SHAPIRO & CO., 21 
LONGWOOD AVE. (02146)
BURLINGTON
TIRRELL, LEROY E., 10 LOCUST ST. (01803)
CAMBRIDGE
MURPHY, WM. EDWARD, 1955 
MASSACHUSETTS AVE. (02140)
RAND, PHILIP B., 106 WINTHROP ST. (02138)
CANTON
COUGHLIN, DANIEL F., 343 NEPONSET ST. 
(02021)
GALER, MELVIN, 742 WASHINGTON ST. 
(02021)
RYAN, GERARD J., 100 HUDSON RD. (02021)
SHERMAN, STEVEN P., 125 SPRING LANE 
(02021)
TYNAN, RICHARD G., 1040 TURNPIKE ST. 
(02021)
CHESTNUT HILL
BRAVER, MARTIN D. & CO., 1330 
BOYLSTON ST. (02167)
DROBNIS, JACK I., 824 BOYLSTON ST. 
(02167)
HERSH, KLINGSBERG AND DIAMOND, 824 
BOYLSTON ST. (02167)
LEAVITT, RICHARD H., 200 BOYLSTON ST. 
(02167)
LEVINE, HAROLD, 850 BOYLSTON ST. 
(02167)
NEWELL, CHARLES I. & CO., 1330 
BOYLSTON ST. (02167)
SALOMON, ROBERT S., 824 BOYLSTON ST. 
(02167)
ZOLL, HYMAN & CO., 1300 BOYLSTON ST. 
(02167)
CHICOPEE
DE JORDY, LEO E., 704 GRATTAN ST. 
(01020)
FITZGERALD, EDWARD J., 48 CENTER ST. 
(01013)
COHASSET
LABRECQUE, EDWARD C., 11 ELM ST. 
(02025)
CONCORD
PETERSON, RICHARD L., 187 OLD BEDFORD 
ROAD (01742)
DANVERS
HALE, STANLEY B., 48 MAPLE ST. (01923)
DEDHAM
COHAN, JOSEPH B. & ASSOC., 886 
WASHINGTON ST. (02026)
LAFRANCE, WALKER, JACKLEY & SAVILLE, 
886 WASHINGTON ST. (02026)
NYHAN, NORBERT C., JR., 865 PROVIDENCE 
HWY. (02026)
DORCHESTER
LYNCH, JOHN J., JR., 27 MAYHEW ST. 
(02125)
DOVER
NEE, ROBERT J., 34 CENTRE ST. (02030)
DUXBURY
HAMMOND, JOHN J., 185 MEETING HOUSE 
RD. (02332)
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EAST FALMOUTH
MORISON, THOMAS L., 50 CAPT. DAVIS LN.
(02536)
EAST LONGMEADOW
EDWARDS, ARTHUR H. & CO., INC., 264 N.
MAIN ST. (01028)
EASTHAMPTON
LA FLAM, V. BARRY, 89 MAIN ST. (01027)
EVERETT
SHUMAN, BERNARD, 459 BROADWAY 
(02149)
FALL RIVER
DAVIS, ALLEN B., 21 BEDFORD ST. (02720) 
DONOVAN, LEO J. F., 150 COVE ST. (02722) 
HURLEY, DENNIS C., 41 N. MAIN ST. (02720) 
KANE AND KANE, 260 N. MAIN ST. (02720) 
KANE & ROBERTSON, 151 ROCK ST. (02722) 
SCHENKER, SIDNEY, 140 SECOND ST.
(02721)
SHABSHELOWITZ, HAROLD, 263 WALNUT 
ST. (02722)
FALMOUTH
SUGHRUE, JAMES J., 31 K TATAKET SQ. 
(02536)
FITCHBURG
MERCADANTE, NICHOLAS D., 717 MAIN ST. 
(01420)
REAGAN, WILLIAM S. & COMPANY, 470 
MAIN (01420)
FRAMINGHAM
BERENSON, GEORGE K. & CO., 5 EDGELL 
RD. (01701)
GETMAN, EDWARD A., 104 NEWBURY ST.
(01701)
HEIKKILA, J. PAUL, 109 CONCORD ST.
(01701)
ITZKOWITZ, HERBERT H., 8 ROYCE ST.
(01701)
LAMBERT, LEVESQUE & CO., 129 CONCORD 
ST. (01701)
LEBEWOHL, SIDNEY W., 116 CONCORD ST. 
(01701)
SILVER, SEYMOUR, 24 UNION AVE. (01701) 
STENHOLM, QUINT & SCHWARTZ, 129
CONCORD ST. (01701)
GARDNER
DALY, JOSEPH E., 54 MAIN ST. (01440) 
FERRIER, DAVID, JR., 56 JACKSON PARK 
(01440)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, WORCHESTER
COUNTY NATL. BANK BLDG. (01440) 
VENNING, ROBERT A., FIRST SAFETY
FUND NATL. BK. BL (01440)
GLOUCESTER
HORVITZ, JOEL R., 185 MAIN ST. (01930)
GREAT BARRINGTON
STEVENS, WILLIAM A., 22 ELM ST. (01230)
GREENFIELD
CHAPIN, ROY B. & CO., 278 MAIN ST. (01301)
HEFNER, WILLIAM K., 40 SCHOOL ST. 
(01301)
SAUNDERS, CHARLES W., 391 MAIN ST. 
(01301)
HARWICH
SQUIRES, WARREN M., 89 CLEARWATER 
DR. (02645)
HAVERHILL
KOTZEN, SIDNEY G., 379 MAIN ST. (01830)
VALHOULI, ARCHIMEDES N., 166 KENOZA 
AVE. (01830)
HINGHAM
GUSTAFSON, EDGAR B., 191 DOWNER AVE. 
(02043)
MORAN, ROBERT D., 24 BUTLER RD. 
(02043)
NEEDEL, SIDDALL AND CO., 160 OLD 
DERBY ST. (02043)
HOLYOKE
CASDEN AND CASDEN, 56 SUFFOLK ST. 
(01040)
DIXON, ROBERT C., 560 DWIGHT ST. (01040)
DOHERTY, MATTHEW T., JR., 36 ELLIOT ST. 
(01040)
GREENSPAN & GREENSPAN, 56 SUFFOLK 
ST. (01040)
HALPERN, LESTER & COMPANY, 300 HIGH 
ST. (01040)
JUDGE, MARTIN P., 380 HIGH ST. (01040)
KALICKA, JOSEPH D. & COMPANY, 56 
SUFFOLK ST. (01040)
MURPHY, CHARLES F., 276 HIGH ST. (01040)
HYANNIS
BEARSE, FRANK B., 300 WINTER ST. (02601)
HIRSHBERG, ALVAN B., 396 MAIN ST. 
(02601)
MOYER, ORLANDO C. & COMPANY, 220 W. 
MAIN ST. (02201)
TOFIAS, FLEISHMAN, SHAPIRO AND CO., 
342 MAIN ST. (02601)
IPSWICH
TSOUTSOURAS, GEORGE J., 54 CENTRAL 
ST. (01938)
LAWRENCE
HASKINS & SELLS, 420 COMMON ST. (01840)
LENOX
PERCUS, PHILIP M., 80 YOKUM AVE. (01240)
LEOMINSTER
ERICKSON, RICHARD H., 7 BONNYDALE RD. 
(01453)
GRAMMEL & KEOGH, 12 MAIN ST. (01453)
LEXINGTON
CARRIGG & ERICKSON, & WALTHAM ST. 
(02173)
MATIAS, ANTHONY J., ADAMS BLDG. 9 
MERIAM ST. STE. 28 (02173)
TUTUNJIAN, JAMES M., 789
MASSACHUSETTS AVE. (02173)
LINCOLN
KITSES, STEVEN J., LINCOLN ROAD (01773)
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LOWELL
ANDREWS. GEORGE J., SUN BLDG. (01852)
ANTISS AND KAVANAGH, 21 GEORGE ST. 
(01852)
BELANGER AND MARTIN. 21 GEORGE ST. 
(01852)
COLE. GERALD P., 8 MERRIMACK ST. 
(01852)
GLOWACKI, WALTER W., 97 CENTRAL ST. 
(01852)
HURLEY, JOHN J., 170 MERRIMACK ST. 
(01852)
PALAZA, DIXON & RUST. 836 CHELMSFORD 
ST. RT. 110 (01851)
LUDLOW
GAUTHIER. KENNETH R., 55 RICHMOND 
RD. (01056)
LYNN
FREEDMAN. MYRON. 31 EXCHANGE ST. 
(01901)
WAXMAN, HARRY M., 14 CENTRAL AVE. 
(01901)
MALDEN
CHASE AND CONNIFF, 6 PLEASANT ST. 
SUITE 222 (02148)
SANTILLI, PASQUALE, 551 BROADWAY 
(02148)
MANSFIELD
MORSE. DONALD V., 96 N. MAIN ST. (02048)
MARBLEHEAD
BERGMAN. HARVEY C., 35 SCHOOL ST. 
(01945)
NORTHEY, RICHARD P., 13 ESSEX ST. 
(01945)
RODGERS. JAMES E., 3 DEVEREUX TERR. 
(01945)
MARION
DAVIS. EVERETT M., 149 FRONT ST. (02738)
MEDFORD
DESCENZA. GEORGE A., 11 SALEM ST. 
(02155)
LYNCH, JOHN J., JR., 121 MYSTIC AVE. 
(02155)
MILLER, ELWYNN J., 10 HIGH ST. (02155)
MELROSE
CARY. RUSSELL S. & CO., 24 PORTER ST. 
(02176)
METHUEN
PAGE. RICHARD E. & COMPANY, GAUNT 
SQUARE (01844)
MILTON
DONOVAN. FREDERICK W., 43 HAZEL ST. 
(02186)
MCSHANE & GOUGHLIN, SHELDON BLDG. 
480 ADAMS ST. (02169)
MONSON
COURNIOTES, HARRY J., THE HORIZONS 
COTE RD. (01057)
NANTUCKET
MARTIN. PETER T., HUMMOCK POND RD. 
(02554)
NATICK
EAGERMAN, A. CHARLES. 10 PAMELA RD. 
(01760)
GLYNN. ARTHUR L., 31 ROBINHOOD RD. 
(01760)
GOLDBERG, JOEL, 17 APPLETON ROAD 
(01760)
PETERS. CHARLES R., 263 ELIOT ST. (01760)
NEEDHAM
BOWER. BONANNO & COMPANY. 1000
GREAT PLAIN AVE. (02192)
HURWITZ, ALIBER & ASSOCIATES, 56
ARDMORE RD. (02194)
SILBERT & SILBERT, 21 HIGHLAND AVE. 
(02194)
NEW BEDFORD
CONSIDINE & CONSIDINE, 628 PLEASANT 
ST. (02740)
SELIG, ROBERT B., 888 PURCHASE ST. 
(02740)
NEWTON
CONTRADA, JULIO G., 12 COPLEY ST. 
(02158)
HURST, ROBERT M., 950 BOYLSTON ST. 
(02161)
KELLY, DONALD R., 1 GATEWAY CTR. 
(02158)
NEWTON CENTER
GREENBERG, ABRAHAM, 825 BEACON ST. 
(02159)
TARSKY, EUGENE S., 93 UNION ST.
PICADILLY SQ. (02159)
NEWTON HIGHLANDS
ROSENTHAL & FORMAN, 51 WINCHESTER 
ST. (02161)
NEWTON LOWER FALLS
SHULMAN, HENRY, 194 PINE GROVE AVE. 
(02162)
NEWTONVILLE
VACCARO. JOHN L., 815 WASHINGTON ST. 
(02160)
NORTH ADAMS
SILBER. ALVIN D., 57 MAIN ST. (01247)
TRUDEAU. MAC ALPINE & CO., 140
PLEASANT ST. (01247)
NORTH DARTMOUTH
ROSENFIELD, ELLIOT I., 522 HAWTHORN 
ST. (02747)
NORTH READING
DAGGETT, EARLE W., 2 PURITAN RD. 
(01864)
NORTHAMPTON
DOHERTY, MATTHEW T., JR., 25 MAIN ST. 
(01060)
NORWOOD
COYNE, THOMAS P., 63 BROADWAY (02062)
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LEVINE,. RALPH B. AND CO., 151 
PROVIDENCE HWY. (02062)
RICKARD, NORMAN E., 77 AZALEA DR. 
(02062)
WHITNEY, LEON, 2603 VILLAGE RD. W. 
(02062)
ORLEANS
MCNEILL, JAMES L., NAUSET REAL ESTATE 
BLDG. MAIN STREET (02653)
OSTERVILLE
DAVIS, EVERETT M., 864 MAIN ST. (02655)
PEABODY
DECOULOS, CHRIST J., 12 PEABODY SQ. 
(01960)
GOLDFARB, HYMAN, 29 LOWELL ST. 
(01960)
KEATING, PAUL F., 42 LOWELL ST. (01960)
PITTSFIELD
CAREY & CO., 30 E. HOUSATONIC ST. 
(01201)
LOVEMAN, KENNETH J., 70 SARATOGA DR. 
(01201)
NADOLNY, RICHARD J., 42 PEARL ST. 
(01201)
OBREY, HAROLD A., 73 NORTH ST. (01201)
PINSONNAULT, WILLIAM G., 184 NORTH ST. 
RM. 222 (01201)
SILBER, ALVIN D., 74 NORTH ST. (01201)
PLYMOUTH
CONDON, THOMAS L., PLYMOUTH 
FEDERAL SAVINGS BLDG. 32 COURT ST. 
(02360)
NELSON, WILLIAM P., 32 COURT ST. (02360)
QUINCY
CONNORS, JOHN J., 142 ROBERTSON ST. 
(02169)
DWYER, WILLIAM L., 36 MILLER STILE RD. 
(02169)
MARTINSON, WALTER E., 21 FRANKLIN ST. 
(02169)
MEEHAN, JAMES J., 270 HANCOCK ST. 
(02171)
MURPHY, KLIGMAN & COMPANY, 1445 
HANCOCK ST. (02169)
RING, DAVID J., 142 ROBERTSON ST. 
(02169)
SUAREZ, RALPH J., 25 STATION ST. (02169)
RANDOLPH
DENNIS, STANLEY R., 87 HIGHLAND AVE. 
(02368)
SYAT, STEPHEN R., 21 MCDEVITT RD. 
(02368)
READING
SPURR, NEWTON S., 161 ASH ST. (01867)
REVERE
DIESO, DANTE, 75 RESERVOIR AVE. (02151) 
LO CONTE, ANTHONY C., 164 REVERE ST. 
(02151)
ROCKPORT
MORGAN, EDWIN T., 17 LANDMARK LANE 
(01966)
ROSLINDALE
JOLLY, ARTHUR, 72 ORANGE ST. (02131)
ROXBURY
GERRY, PAUL J., 2414 WASHINGTON ST. 
(02119)
SALEM
CUMMINGS, ROBERT F., 60 WASHINGTON 
ST. (01970)
KIMBALL, MADISON D., 3 COLONIAL RD. 
(01970)
SAUGUS
CARAS AND SHULMAN, CRESCENT MALL 92 
WALNUT ST. (01906)
SCITUATE
MCCONAGHY, JOSEPH WM., NINE
SHADWELL RD. (02066)
SHARON
CHAPMAN, HAROLD, 50 S. MAIN ST. (02067)
LEVENSOHN, MELVIN I., 77 POND ST. 
(02067)
WINITZER, HARVEY, 77 POND ST. (02067)
SOMERSET
HEFFERNAN AND PETTINE, INC., 863 
COUNTY ST. (02726)
MCDONALD, WILLIAM D., 997 COUNTY ST. 
(02726)
SOUTH BRAINTREE
FLAHERTY, BLISS & COMPANY, 985 
WASHINGTON ST. (02184)
SOUTH HAMILTON
SMITH, EDMUND ROSS, 65 RAILROAD AVE. 
(01982)
SOUTH YARMOUTH
BRENNEN, DOUGLAS L., ASSOCIATES INC.
37 DANCING BROOK RD. (02664)
SOUTHBRIDGE
GIROUARD, RAYMOND L., 112 HAMILTON 
ST. (01550)
LIRO, STEPHEN F., 98 HAMILTON ST. 
(01550)
SPRINGFIELD
AARON, SMITH, BERGMAN & CO., 293
BRIDGE ST. (01103)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 2300 VALLEY BANK
TOWER (01101)
DANE, MORRIS, 175 STATE ST. (01103)
DONOVAN, EUNICE G., 306 TREMONT ST. 
(01104)
GROSS, CALVIN E., 72 MORNINGSIDE PARK 
(01108)
HOUGHTON, DONALD E., 1341 MAIN ST. 
(01103)
KIRBY, MAURICE P., 496 BRIDGE ST. 
(01103)
KUTA, STANLEY J., PROFESSIONAL BLDG.
20 MAPLE ST. (01103)
MAHONEY AND ROAN, 1985 MAIN ST. 
(01103)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 1500 MAIN ST. 
(01115)
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MENZEL & MENZEL, 1188 PARKER ST. 
(01129)
MEYERS BROTHERS & COMPANY, 120 
MAPLE ST. (01103)
NOLAN, KENNETH F., 146 CHESTNUT ST. 
(01103)
OBREY, HAROLD A., 146 CHESTNUT ST. 
(01103)
THEMISTOS, THOMAS H., 1341 MAIN ST. 
(01103)
WILSON, SAUL, 31 ELM ST. (01103)
WRIGHT, FRED A. CO., INC., 1694 MAIN ST. 
(01103)
STONEHAM
BURKE, CHARLES L., 481 MAIN ST. (02180)
STOUGHTON
FALCONE, LOUIS T., 99 CENTRAL ST. 
(02072)
STURBRIDGE
LARSON, JOHN M., STURBRIDGE OFFICE 
CENTER (01566)
TAUNTON
JENNINGS, CODY & CO., 116 HIGH ST. 
(02780)
TEWKSBURY
SULLIVAN, BILLE & COMPANY, 500 CLARK 
RD. (01876)
WAKEFIELD
ARCHIBALD, PAUL, 13 BRYANT ST. (01880)
CARIEN, MANNING E., 3 CHESTNUT ST. 
(01880)
ROWE, CONNOLLY AND CO., LAKESIDE 
OFFICE PARK-12 607 NORTH AVE. 
(01880)
TROIANO, RICHARD A., 7 LINCOLN ST. 
(01880)
WALPOLE
BETRO, GERALD J. & COMPANY, 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 944-B MAIN ST. 
(02081)
WALTHAM
BROVENICK, ALVIN M. INC., 460 TOTTEN 
POND RD. (02154)
HARRINGTON, JOHN J. & CO., 740 MAIN ST. 
(02154)
HIRSHFIELD, LOUIS & CO., 460 TOTTEN 
POND RD. (02154)
KAPLOW, SHELDON H., 10 PARK PLACE 
(02154)
MCCRACKEN, COOPER & CO., 470 TOTTEN 
POND RD. (02154)
MODEST, MELE & CO., 900 LEXINGTON ST. 
(02154)
MORREALE, JAMES B., 680 MAIN ST. (02154)
O’BRIEN, FITZGERALD, TAYLOR A 
KEAVENEY, 85 CENTRAL ST. (02154)
POIRIER, A. J. & COMPANY, 681 MAIN ST. 
(02154)
SILVER, HAGLOF AND FINER, 470 TOTTEN 
POND RD. (02154)
STONE, WILLIAM D., 680 MAIN ST. (02154)
STRAW, IRVING H., 600 MAIN ST. #211 
(02154)
SUMNER, KENNETH W., 621 MAIN ST. 
(02154)
TANNER, ELIOT A. & COMPANY, 
COMMERCIAL BLDG. & GORDON ST. 
(02154)
WARREN, DUNCAN O., 393 TOTTEN POND 
RD. (02154)
WATERTOWN
SCAFIDI, MARTIN J., 28 CLARENDON 
(02172)
VOLANTE, JOSEPH J., 285 ARSENAL ST. 
(02172)
WAYLAND
CHICOSKI, ROBERT L., 194 COCHITUATE 
RD. (01778)
WELLESLEY
COOPER, SANFORD N. & CO., WELLESLEY 
OFFICE PARK 20 WILLIAM ST. (02181)
CUSACK, MARTIN J., JR., 167 WORCESTER 
ST. (02181)
FYFFE, JOSEPH B., 99 POND RD. (02181)
GREENE & VECCHI, 572 WASHINGTON ST. 
(02181)
HENLEY, ROBERT J., ONE WASHINGTON ST. 
(02181)
MCNAMARA, WILLIAM F., 44 WASHINGTON 
ST. (02181)
RAND, PHILIP B., 664 WORCESTER ST. 
(02181)
SALUSTRO, HENRY E., 31 WASHINGTON ST. 
(02181)
WELLESLEY HILLS
CUMMINGS, THOMAS J., 2 LONGFELLOW 
RD. (02181)
KAPLAN, GERALD N. & CO., 33 WESTGATE 
(02181)
MCMAHON, JOHN P., 336 WASHINGTON ST. 
(02181)
WEST BRIDGEWATER
CHAVES, ARTHUR E., 9 N. MAIN ST. (02379)
WEST CHATHAM
SUGHRUE, JAMES J., RT. 28 (02669)
WEST HARWICH
COOPER, IRVING M., P. O. BOX 199 (02671)
CROWELL, ALBERT H., P. O. BOX 93 (02671)
WEST ROXBURY
SIEGRIST, ALFRED W., 56 CLEMENT AVE. 
(02132)
WEST SPRINGFIELD
DOUBLEDAY, ALLEN & GRIMALDI, 380 
UNION ST. (01089)
DOYLE, JOHN R. AND COMPANY, 209 PARK 
AVE. (01089)
PETLOCK, JUDELSON & CO., 68 WAYSIDE 
AVE. (01089)
SCULLY, ROBERT D., 10 CENTRAL ST. 
(01089)
WESTBORO
BARIL, BREED & SMITH, INC., 23 E. MAIN 
ST. (01581)
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WESTBOROUGH
ELIOTT. RAYMOND. GUARANTY BANK 
BLDG. (01581)
WESTFIELD
CHAPIN & HARMON. 1440 RUSSELL RD. 
(01085)
HOUSER. JOSEPH M., JR., 24 ELM ST. (01085)
WESTON
DOWNING. HAROLD A., 24 MEADOWBROOK 
RD. (02193)
WESTWOOD
SAIA. ANTHONY J., 805 HIGH ST. (02090)
WEYMOUTH
ANDERSON. STEPHEN B., 61 WASHINGTON 
ST. (02188)
MARTIN. KEVIN PAUL, 89 WASHINGTON ST. 
(02188)
WILLIAMSTOWN
TRUDEAU. MAC ALPINE & CO., 741/2 SPRING 
ST. (01267)
WINCHESTER
ESTABROOK. DEANE & ASSOCIATES. INC., 
41 THOMPSON ST. (01890)
KUPJIAN, JOHN H., 28 CHURCH ST. RM. 7 
(01890)
NADEAU. EDWIN T., 7 CHURCH ST. (01890)
WOBURN
DONOVAN, CORNELIUS T., JR., TANNERS 
BANK BLDG. 323 MAIN ST. (01801)
WORCESTER
ANDERSON. J. HENRY. 311 MAIN ST. RM. 
505 (01608)
BLAKE. J. L. & CO., 1910 MECHANICS NATL. 
TOWER (01608)
CAMPBELL, KLEBER A., III, 340 MAIN ST. 
(01608)
COOPER. WEINSTEIN. KUMIN, FELDMAN & 
KASHUK, 286 LINCOLN ST. (01605)
CROTTY. KLEINKNECHT & CO., 340 MAIN 
ST. (01608)
GOFF & CAGAN, 37 HARVARD ST. (01608)
GRANT. HARVEY M., 29 MECHANIC ST. 
(01608)
GREENBERG, NATHAN AND ASSOC., 390 
MAIN ST. RM. 1000 (01608)
GRIFFIN STAFF. THE JAMES E., 600 SEVEN 
HILLS PLAZA (01608)
HURWITZ, ALIBER & ASSOCIATES. EIGHT 
PORTLAND ST. (01608)
ISRAEL, ALAN AND COMPANY, 507 MAIN 
ST. (01608)
LAINER, MARVIN I. & CO., 390 MAIN ST. 
(01608)
MEAGHER AND COMPANY, 1610 
MECHANICS TOWER (01608)
O’CONNOR. MALONEY & COMPANY, 340 
MAIN ST. (01608)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1810 
MECHANICS NATL. TOWER WORCESTER 
CENTER (01608)
PETRIDIS, HARRY G., 16 NORWICH ST. 
(01608)
SALVIDIO, MICHAEL A., 9 IRVING ST. 
(01609)
SINGER & LUSARDI, 340 MAIN ST. (01608)
SMITH, GEORGE A. AND COMPANY.
WORCESTER CTR. OFFICE BLDG. (01608)
SOETENS, JOSEPH A., 104 FOREST ST. 
(01609)
TINSLEY, JAMES D., 340 MAIN ST. (01608)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., MECHANICS NATL. 
TOWER STE. 1600 WORCESTER CENTER 
(01608)
TUPPER, MOORE & CO., 340 MAIN ST. 
(01608)
WHITE, GEORGE J., 390 MAIN ST. (01608)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 340 MAIN 
ST. (01608)
YARMOUTH PORT
SHERMAN, ROBERT W., 490 MAIN ST. 
(02675)
STRATTON, MICHAEL G., 14 CENTER ST. 
(02675) MICHIGAN
ADRIAN
GROSS & LUDWIG, COMMERCIAL BANK 
BLDG. (49221)
SCHIPPERS, KINTNER & ROBERTSON, 121 N. 
MAIN ST. (49221)
SEEBURGER, LOUZELLA, FAULHABER 
BLDG. 227 N. WINTER ST. (49221)
ALBION
HALL & HINES, 1302 N. EATON ST. (49224)
ALLEN PARK
ECKMETER, JAMES C., 15418 CHAMPAGNE 
(48101)
HORVATH, ERNEST L., 7311 PARK AVE. 
(48101)
MITCHELL, MICHAEL L., 6825 ALLEN ROAD 
(48101)
ALMA
ROSLUND, PRESTAGE & COMPANY, 310 
GRATIOT AVE. (48801)
YEO & YEO, WARWICK PROFESSIONAL 
CENTER 175 WARWICK DR. (48801)
ALPENA
REITZ & LAFLECHE, 117 STATE AVE. 
(49707)
WORTHINGTON, DONALD R., 128 E.
CHISHOLM ST. (49707)
YOUNG & NETHERCUT, 4150 US 23 N. 
(49707)
ANN ARBOR
BARNHILL, RICHARD D., 660 CITY CENTER 
BLDG. (48108)
BEAUPRE, RICHARD A., 1945 PAULINE 
BLVD. STE. 21 (48103)
BYCHINSKY, EVELYN O., 2000 GREEN RD. 
RM. A-21 (48105)
CURTIS, BAILY, EXELBY AND SPOSITO, P. 
C., 213 S. FOURTH AVE. (48108)
GREGG, VELKER & ST. JOHN, PAULINE 
PLAZA SUITE 10 1945 PAULINE BLVD. 
(48103)
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ICERMAN, JOHNSON & HOFFMAN, 303
NATL. BANK & TRUST BLDG. (48108) 
LADD, CHARLES J., 1116 WELLS ST. (48104) 
MCCREA, JOHN W., 2069 DELAWARE DR.
(48103)
TAYLOR, EARL W, & COMPANY, 209 E.
WASHINGTON ST. (48108)
BAD AXE
HYZER, DAVID M., 310 E. HURON AVE.
(48413)
MOORE, HALL & CHRISTNER, 206 N.
HEISTERMAN (48413)
BATTLE CREEK
BAUMAN, JUSTIN A., 436 CAPITAL AVE. S.
W. (49015)
DANIELSON, SCHULTZ & CO., 131 E.
COLUMBIA #204 (49015)
DOEREN, MAYHEW, GROB & MCNAMARA, 
312 MICHIGAN NATL. BANK BLDG.
(49014)
DOTSON, KENNETH, 110 ORLEANS AVE.
(49015)
FIERO, BEATRICE D., 279 W. MICHIGAN
AVE. (49017)
FOOTE, ILES & FOOTE, 501 MICH. NATL.
BANK BLDG. (49014)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 2 . WEST
MICHIGAN AVE. (49014)
WHITBECK, C. L., 312 CAPITAL AVE. N. E.
(49017)
BAY CITY
LAINE, APPOLD & CO., 720 LIVINGSTON ST.
(48706)
MURRAY, ROBERT F., P-M ARCADE BLDG.
(48706)
NOBLE, MAX L., 703 WASHINGTON AVE.
2ND FL. (48706)
SCHILLING, CARL F., 600 SEVENTH ST.
(48706)
WARD, WILSON B., 304 DAVIDSON BLDG.
(48706)
WEINLANDER, FITZHUGH, BERTULEIT & 
SCHAIRER, P. O. BOX 775 (48706)
BELLAIRE
GORSUCH, NANCY L., ROUTE #1 ELDER
RD. (49615)
BENTON HARBOR
CROWE, CHIZEK AND COMPANY, 777
RIVERVIEW DR. (49022)
SHARPE AND SHEWMAN, 191 MICHIGAN ST.
(49022)
BERKLEY
GIBBONS, BERNARD R., 3036 W. 12 MILE
ROAD (48072)
MANOOGIAN, MARTIN M., 1763 WOODWARD
AV. (48072)
BERRIEN SPRINGS
ROHLEDER, SUABEDISSEN & FISHELL, 1223
ST. JOSEPH AVE. (49103)
BIG RAPIDS
CRAMER, ALFRED S., 211 MAPLE ST.
(49307)
KELLY-HANNA, 211 MAPLE ST. (49307)
BIRMINGHAM
BOZZI, ALBERT J., 920 E. MAPLE (48011)
BURNS, JOHN W., 430 N. WOODWARD AVE.
(48011)
BURRY, DONALD R., 1025 E. MAPLE RD.
(48011)
COLLINS, BURI & MCCONKEY, SUITE 210 
770 SOUTH ADAMS RD. (48011)
DEITRICH, M. A., 155 S. BATES ST. (48011)
DERY, FRED J., 2100 E. MAPLE (48008)
GILBERT, BOLEY & CO., 1500 N.
WOODWARD STE. 230 (48011)
GORDON, HARRY M. & CO., 877 SOUTH 
ADAMS RD. (48011)
GRAHAM, DON W., 485 N. GLENHURST DR.
(48009)
IMHOFF, ROBERT A., 725 SOUTH ADAMS 
STE. L-9 (48011)
JANZ & KNIGHT, 1100 N. WOODWARD
(48011)
MOORE, EUGENE A., 155 S. BATES ST.
(48011)
MOORE, JAMES F. & COMPANY, 988 S.
ADAMS ROAD (48011)
POLEWACH, M. J. & CO., P. C., 16267 W.
FOURTEEN MILE (48009)
PURDY, CLARE K., EXECUTIVE BLDG. 690
E. MAPLE RD. (48011)
SNYDER, ALLEN J., 1323 FAIRWAY (48009)
STRICOF AND POLK, P. C., 30100
TELEGRAPH RD. (48010)
STUCHELL, JAMES R., 1411 N. WOODWARD
STE. 100 (48011)
THOMPSON, JAMES P., 725 SOUTH ADAMS 
STE. 247 (48011)
WILSON, JOHN R., 4120 W. MAPLE RD.
(48010)
BLOOMFIELD HILLS
BROWN, DOUGLAS S., 4011 MEADOWLANE
DR. (48013)
JENKINS, ESHMAN & MAGNUS, 2605
WOODWARD AVE. SUITE A. (48013)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 21 E. LONG LAKE RD.
(48013)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 74 WEST 
LONG LAKE RD. (48013)
BRIDGEPORT
BLOCK, CLARENCE A., P. C., 6215 DIXIE
HIGHWAY (48722)
BRIGHTON
BLOSSFELD & COMPANY, 9817 E. GRAND
RIVER AVE. (48116)
CADILLAC
BAIRD, COTTER AND BISHOP, P. C., 134 
WEST HARRIS ST. (49601)
STANLEY, LARRY D., 117 WEST CASS ST.
(49601)
CALUMET
JUKURI, JOHN I., MERCHANTS & MINERS
BANK BLDG. (49913)
CARO
LEPPIEN, KARL & COMPANY, 429 N. STATE
(48723)
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CASS CITY
MOORE, HALL & CHRISTNER, 6240 W. MAIN 
ST. (48726)
CHEBOYGAN
REITZ & LAFLECHE, 224 S. MAIN (49721)
YOUNG, SKUTT & BREITENWISCHER, 836 S. 
MAIN (49721)
CHELSEA
STEGER, R. A., 104 SOUTH MAIN ST. (48118)
CLAWSON
CANTOR, HAROLD, 800 N. CROOKS ROAD 
(48017)
KELMAN, LEVITSKY AND LASSER, 800 N. 
CROOKS RD. (48017)
SHERAGA, LAWRENCE H., 800 N. CROOKS 
RD. (48017)
COLDWATER
DOEREN, MAYHEW, GROB & MCNAMARA, 
300 BRANCH COUNTY BANK BLDG. 
(49036)
COMSTOCK PARK
GEDRIS, K. WILLIAM, 3875 W. RIVER DR. 
NE. (49321)
DEARBORN
BYSIEK, JOHN J., PARKLANE TOWERS E. 
STE. 1113 ONE PARKLANE BLVD. (48126)
CAPEN, GEORGE E., 5230 HORGER (48126)
DLUZIN & PLONKA, 13265 MICHIGAN AVE. 
(48126)
HUNGERFORD, COOPER, LUXON & CO., 
GARRISON PLACE 19855 W. OUTER DR. 
(48124)
HYLAND, JOHN V., JR., 936 N. TELEGRAPH 
(48128)
MOORE, MARLAND L., 2255 MONROE BLVD. 
(48124)
NICKLES, ANGUS R., 2040 N. ROSEVERE 
(48128)
PARKER, GORDON E., 7131 SCHAEFER 
(48126)
DEARBORN HEIGHTS
BOOTH, RAYMOND R., 7692
CHARLESWORTH RD. (48127)
HARPER, ALLEN L., 24500 FORD RD. 
(48127)
DENTON HARBOR
HERKNER, SMITS, MISKILL & MERRIFIELD, 
777 RIVERVIEW DR. (49022)
DETROIT
ADDIS & COMPANY, 2227 FIRST NATIONAL 
BLDG. (48226)
ALAM & LIBIEN, 500 BUHL BLDG. (48226)
ALANDT, CLARENCE J., 806 PENOBSCOT 
BLDG. (48226)
ALVAREZ, LEON, JR., 1661 GUARDIAN 
BLDG. (48226)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 645 GRISWOLD 
ST. (48226)
ATTAWAY, JAMES F., 522 FORD BLDG. 
(48226)
BADITOI, SEGROVES & CO., FREE PRESS 
BLDG. (48226)
BOOTHE, J. LEE, 9149 E. JEFFERSON 
(48214)
BOYES, WESTENFELDER, COUTURE A 
MCINERNEY, 2011 JAMES COUZENS HWY. 
(48235)
CAMERON, ROBERT, JR., P. C., 24257 
GRAND RIVER (48219)
COLE & HOLLANDER, 16801 WYOMING 
AVE. (48221)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 211 W. FORT ST. 
(48226)
CRIDER, A. E., 14822 INKSTER RD. (48239)
DE COOK AND LUTZ, 1 1368 KELLY RD. 
(48224)
DOEREN, MAYHEW, GROB & MCNAMARA, 
429 LIVERNOIS AVE. (48220)
EINHEUSER, LEO E., 10647 CADIEUX 
(48224)
ELSHOLZ, WILLIAM J., 3214 BOOK TOWER 
(48226)
ERNST & ERNST, 333 WEST FORT BLDG. 
STE. 1900 (48226)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 1150 
CITY NATL. BK. BLDG. (48226)
GRANT & SILVERMAN, 20151 JAMES 
COUZENS (48235)
GUEST, WRIGHT AND COMPANY, 19750 
JAMES COUZENS HWY. (48235)Haggerty, frank j., 18230 grand 
RIVER (48223)
HANSON, H. EARL, 1413 COMMONWEALTH
BLDG. (48226)
HARDELL, ALBERT P., 408 TEMPLE AVE. 
(48201)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1200 GUARDIAN BLDG. 
(48226)
HERMAN & MACLEAN, 3361 PENOBSCOT 
BLDG. (48226)
JENNINGS, JEWELL, MURRAY & CO., 409 
GRISWOLD ST. (48226)
JOHNSON, GEORGE & COMPANY, 1131 
FIRST NATIONAL BLDG. (48226)
JOHNSON & PIERCE, P. C., 1333 W. EIGHTH
MILE (48203)
KARPUS, CLARK & COMPANY, 417 CITY 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (48226)
KARR, KEITH K., 19530 SCHOENHERR RD. 
(48205)
KENNEDY, EDWARD T., 26150 FIVE MILE 
RD. (48239)
KLIBER, EDWARD F., JR., 16722 E. WARREN 
(48224)
LIEGL, F. JAMES, 18256 GRAND RIVER AVE. 
(48223)
MAC DONALD, KEITH L., 24801 FIVE MILE 
RD. (48239)
MADDENS, JOHN C., 20247 KELLY RD. 
(48225)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 333 W. FORT ST. 
STE. 1850 (48226)
MCASLAN, BERNARD, WELLS, LOVING A 
CO., 3945 PENOBSCOT BLDG. (48226)
MCGRAW, SHELDON W., 604 MICHIGAN 
BLDG. (48226)
MINOLETTI, WILLIAM I. & CO., P. C., 2228
FIRST NAT'L. BANK BLDG. (48226)
MITCHELL, HENRY P., 1333 W. EIGHT MILE 
RD. (48203)
MORGAN, DEGUERRE & CO., 18901 GRAND
RIVER AVE. (48223)
MYLES, K. GORDON, 1022 LAFAYETTE
BLDG. (48226)
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NOTEMAN, JAMES L., 1333 W. EIGHT MILE
ROAD (48203)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1300
FORD BLDG. (48226)
POHL, J. NORMAN, 5950 FRONTENAC AVE. 
(48211)
PORTNOY, LOUIS J., 1316 BUHL BLDG. 
(48226)
PREDHOMME, PAUL B., 2950 PENOBSCOT 
BLDG. (48226)
PREDHOMME, W. J., 943 PENOBSCOT BLDG. 
(48226)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 211 W. FORT 
ST. (48226)
PURDY, DONOVAN AND BEAL, 1200 
MICHIGAN BLDG. (48226)
QUENNEVILLE & MCSWEENEY, 2146 FIRST 
NATIONAL BLDG. (48226)
REYNOLDS, PERRY J., 1210 PENOBSCOT
BLDG. (48226)
SCHNEIDER AND BRODER, 19838 JAMES 
COUZENS DR. (48235)
SCHULTZ, WILLIAM C., TRIANGLE EAST 
BLDG. 18555 E. WARREN AVE. (48236)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 2900 BRODERICK 
TOWER (48226)
SHEFFERLY, RICHARD E., 16550
GREENFIELD AVE. (48235)
SIEGEL, CARL M., 713 NEW CENTER BLDG. 
(48202)
SNYDER & BOJAN, 18353 W. MCNICHOLS 
(48219)
STACK, ALPHONSE, 11301 E. MCNICHOLS 
RD. (48234)
THOMAN & COMPANY, P. C., 1666 CITY
NATL. BANK BLDG. (48226)
THOMPSON & EDWARDS, 955 PENOBSCOT 
BLDG. (48226)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 625 WOODWARD AVE. 
(48226)
TREPANIER, JOE C., 2500 GUARDIAN BLDG. 
(48226)
WAITKUS, GILBERT J., 713 NEW CENTER 
BLDG. (48202)
WETMORE, WILLIAM J., 1554 BUHL BLDG. 
(48226)
WIEDMAN, CHARLES A., 18240 W.
MCNICHOLS RD. (48219)
WILSON & WILSON, 16726 E. WARREN AVE. 
(48224)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1000 FIRST 
NATL. BLDG. (48226)
YOUNG, DONALD B., 38 W. BETHUNE 
(48202)
ZIPSER, MICHAEL F., 3260 PENOBSCOT
BLDG. (48226)
DOWAGIAC
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 103 PENNSYLVANIA 
AVE. (49047)
EAST DETROIT
CARNAGO & LAZZARA, P. C., 18944 E. NINE 
MILE ROAD (48021)
ROSENAU, ROBERT H., 23220 JOHNSTON 
(48021)
SHIRILLA, MICHAEL J., CONCOURSE EAST 
BLDG. 20811 KELLY RD. (48021)
EAST LANSING
ADAMSON, JOHN Q., 855 LANTERN HILL 
DR. (48823)
BURKITT, G. L. & CO., P. C., P. O. BOX 1303 
(48823)
PORTER, BRILEY & BRODBECK, P. O. BOX 
1326 (48823)
WEAVER, HAROLD S., #4 GOODSPEED 
BLDG. (48823)
EAST TAWAS
KNIGHT, HAROLD J., P. C., 310 NEWMAN ST. 
(48730)
ELK RAPIDS
GEORGE, THOMAS L., PROFESSIONAL CTR. 
STE. 2 (49629)
ESCANABA
SCHNEIDER, LARCHE & HAAPALA, 401 
LUDINGTON ST. (49829)
TACKMAN, JOHN A., FIRST NATIONAL 
BANK & TRUST 623 LUDINGTON ST. 
(49829)
FARMINGTON
BINDER, HERMAN, 28906 ROCKLEDGE DR. 
(48024)
BUTTON, ROBERT D., 31700 W. TWELVE 
MILE RD. (48024)
CORSI, JACK P., 28141 HARWICH DR. 
(48024)
JOHNSON, HOLLIS W„ 27650 FARMINGTON 
RD. (48024)
KAYE, CHARLES & COMPANY, 28000 
MIDDLEBELT (48024)
MORAN, HAROLD J., 23290 FARMINGTON 
RD. (48024)
WILLIAMS, CHARLES H. COMPANY, P. C., 
29611 GRAND RIVER AVE. (48024)
FENTON
MCKEE, ALTON E., 111 S. WALNUT ST. 
(48430)
SANBORN, WESLEY E., 11440 BAY OF 
MIRTH (48430)
FERNDALE
DOEREN, MAYHEW, GROB & MCNAMARA, 
429 LIVERNOIS (48220)
IMBER, FRED, 22747 WOODWARD STE. 203 
(48220)
LEVIN, DONALD, 800 LIVERNOIS (48220)
ZACK, FIELDS & COMPANY, 808 LIVERNOIS 
(48220)
FLINT
BECKWITH, D. L., YORKSHIRE PLAZA 
BRAYAN BLDG. G-3308 MILLER RD. 
STE-G (48507)
DAIG, ALBERT L., G3310 MILLER RD. STE. 
D. (48507)
DUPUIS & RYDEN, P. C., 124 E. FOURTH ST. 
(48502)
GEIGER, DANIEL C., 1815 GENESEE
TOWERS (48502)
LAFEVER, BELL & LAIRD, 914 CITIZENS 
BANK BLDG. (48502)
LEWIS, KNOPF & KERR, 600 CITIZENS BANK 
BL (48502)
LEWIS, KNOPF & KERR, 600 CITIZENS BANK 
BL (48502)
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MILLHOUSE & HOLALY, 1800 GENESEE 
TOWERS ONE EAST FIRST ST. (48502)
RACHOR & PYPER, P. C., G-2503 S. LINDEN 
RD. (48504)
SHREVE. RUSSELL JAMES. 1161 N. 
BALLENGER HWY. (48504)
SOROKIN. CAREY & FROMHOLZ. P. C., 101 
PHOENIX BLDG. 801 S. SAGINAW ST. 
(48502)
TAYLOR & DREWETT, P. C., 804 HARRISON 
(48502)
WALKER. ROBERT LOUIS. CIVIC MANOR 
BLDG. STE. 12 3162 FLUSHING RD. 
(48504)
YEO & YEO. 809 SILL BLDG. (48502)
FRANKFORT
DAY. JAMES J., STATE SAVINGS BANK 
BLDG. (49635)
GARDEN CITY
O'BRIEN, JOSEPH J., 30914 FORD RD. 
(48135)
SOMMERVILLE, JOHN A., 28230 FORD RD. 
(48135)
GLADWIN
GEROU, GLADWIN R., 1312 W. CEDAR 
(48624)
GRAND HAVEN
MEEUSEN, CALVIN D., 514 WASHINGTON 
ST. (49417)
O'NEAL. LLOYD C., 514 WASHINGTON ST. 
(49417)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN. STE. 205 SECURITY 
FIRST NATL. BK. BLDG. (49417)
GRAND LEDGE
SEAGER, MINER D., P. O. BOX 111 (48837)
GRAND RAPIDS
BAYLE, NORMAN & ECHELBARGER. 2762 
JEFFERSON AVE. SE. (49507)
BEENE. GARTER. HROUDA & ORCHARD. 
COMMERCE BLDG. (49502)
BUCHANAN. RICHARD A., 2615 BOSTON S.E. 
(49508)
DEN BRABER, HELMHOLDT & LYZENGA, 
606 COMMERCE BLDG. (49502)
EDKINS, PALL & NELSON. 928 TRUST BLDG. 
(49502)
ERNST & ERNST. 905 MICHIGAN NAT'L. 
BANK BLDG. 77 MONROE AVE. N. W. 
(49502)
GRANT. ALEXANDER & COMPANY. 726 
MCKAY TOWER (49502)
HUNGERFORD. K. G. & CO., 460 THE TRUST 
BLDG. (49502)
KINGMA, RICHARD. 841 36 ST. S. W. (49509)
KRESS. ROBERT O., 435 PLYMOUTH RD. SE. 
(49506)
MARKS, HAROLD A., 1129 MCKAY TOWER 
(49506)
MCBAIN. ROBERT J., 435 OLD KENT BLDG. 
(49502)
PRUIS, CARTER, HAMILTON & DIETERMAN, 
405 COMMERCE BLDG. (49502)
RUGG, MERKEL & PRANGLEY, 980 UNION 
BK. BLDG. (49502)
SCHELLENBERG, KREGEL & KITTLE. 210 
WATERS BLDG. (49502)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 865 OLD KENT BLDG.
(49502)
STERK, JOHN P., 1239 E. FULTON ST. 
(49503)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 800 FREY BLDG. 
UNION BANK PLAZA (49502)
VANNATTER. HOWELL & CO., 205 E. 
WATERS BLDG. (49502)
WILLIS, LARRY J., 2335 BURTON SE. STE. 
001 (49506)
GRAYLING
PEREZ. MICKEY. 2003 S. 1-75 BUSINESS 
LOOP (49738)
GROSSE POINTE FARMS
GAY, WILLIAM L., 18352 MACK AVE. (48236) 
MIHALIK, ANDREW S., 179 BEAUPRE RD.
(48236)
GROSSE POINTE WOODS
ECKERT, CHARLES A., 951 WOODS LANE 
CT. (48236)
HAGEN, CLARE R., 1733 ALLARD AVE.
(48236)
MICHALIK, ROBERT R., 20439 MACK AVE. 
(48236)
SCHMELZ AND RIECK, 20171 MACK AVE.
(48236)
STEWART & CO., 20525 MACK AVE. (48236)
VALLIERE, CLARENCE J., 21115 MACK AVE. 
(48236)
HAMTRAMCK
CIEMNIAK, MARVIN. 3102 HOLBROOK 
(48212)
HANCOCK
OZANICH, TONY P., FINNISH MUTUAL FIRE 
INS. BLDG. 100 QUINCY ST. (49930)
HARPER WOODS
ADDISON & ADDISON, 20790 HARPER AVE. 
(48225)
BERKEY & LAWS, EAST POINTE PLAZA 
19959 VERNIER RD. (48225)
DANNEELS & COMPANY. P. C., 20780 
HARPER AVE. (48225)
KRAUS. REYNOLDS & HAGEN. 20010 KELLY 
RD. (48225)
HART
MERSKIN & MERSKIN, P. C., P. O. BOX 201 
(49420)
HASTINGS
RUGG, MERKEL & PRANGLEY. 222 W.
APPLE ST. (49058)
HAZEL PARK
MILLER, MCGANNON & YOUNGBLOOD. 
21914 JOHN R. (48030)
HILLSDALE
VANNATTER, HOWELL & CO., 49 N. 
HOWELL (49242)
HOLLAND
DE LONG, WILLIAM P. & CO., 303 PEOPLES 
STATE BANK BLDG. 36 E. EIGHTH ST. 
(49423)
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FERRIS, DWIGHT D. & COMPANY, 339 E.
16TH ST. (49423)
JOHNSON, SIDNEY H., 5 E. 17TH ST. (49423)
MARSILJE, THOMAS H., 21 W. SEVENTH ST.
(49423)
STRATING, WILLIAM H., WARM FRIEND 
BLDG. STE. 417 5 EAST 8TH (49423)
HOUGHTON
CYBULSKI & TURNQUIST, 417 SHELDON 
AVE. (49931)
HOWELL
ICERMAN, JOHNSON & HOFFMAN, 109 W.
CLINTON ST. (48843)
HUNTINGTON WOODS
GREY, JAMES D., 10485 ELGIN (48070)
SCHREIDELL, HOWARD, 26111 WOODWARD
AVE. (48070)
IRON MOUNTAIN
FLEURY, SINGLER & COMPANY, KHOURY 
BLDG. (49801)
STRAND, WILLIAM P., 100 WEST A. ST.
(49801)
IRONWOOD
KAHARA, GEORGE M., 821 N. HEMLOCK 
(49938)
LUTWITZI, TALASKA & CO., 301 N.
SUFFOLK (49938)
ISHPEMING
SAVALA, REUBEN E., 225 STONEVILLE RD.
(49849)
ITHICA
ROSLUND, PRESTAGE & CO., 401 SOUTH ST.
JOHNS (48847)
JACKSON
BOND & COMPANY, 706 W. MICHIGAN AVE. 
(49201)
COLE, DONALD C., 410 S. JACKSON ST. P. O.
BOX 1321 (49204)
ERNST & ERNST, 600 JACKSON NAT’L.
TOWER BLDG. (49201)
GOUGH, JAMES U., 407 EDWARD AVE.
(49201)
HALL & HINES, 903 HARRIS BLDG. 180 W.
MICHIGAN AVE. (49201)
LALLY, CUMMINGS & PALMER, 1515 
GREENWOOD AVE. (49203)
LUSEBRINK, PUCKEY & CO., 2017 S.
FOURTH ST. (49203)
MARKOWSKI & COMPANY, 2880 SPRING
ARBOR ROAD (49203)
MCCOY, HARRY J., 232 W. PROSPECT
(49203)
SMITH, BILBY & ELINSKI, 504 W. MICHIGAN 
(49201)
WILLIS, DRAKE & WATTERS, 402 S. BROWN 
ST. (49203)
YOUNG, SKUTT & BREITENWISCHER, 714 W.
MICHIGAN AVE. (49201)
JENISON
VOETBERG, FREDERICK, 7452 UNION ST.
(49428)
KALAMAZOO
BAXTER, ROBERT, 401 SAGE ST. (49007) 
BURGESS, LEROY D., 612 CHEROKEE ST.
(49007)
EPLEE, GERALD S., 2926 PORTAGE (49001) 
ERNST & ERNST, 1100 AMERICAN NATL.
BK. BLDG. 136 E. MICHIGAN AVE. (49006) 
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 
AMERICAN NATL. BANK BLDG. (49006) 
GRUBKA, JOHN, 1340 KINGSTON AVE.
(49001)
HARPER & BURK, 815 KALAMAZOO BLDG.
(49006)
LILLY, JOHN A., 423 INDUSTRIAL STATE
BK. BLDG. (49006)
MAURER, RICHARD L., STE. 727 I. S. B.
BLDG. 151 S. ROSE ST. (49006) 
MCGHEHEY, J. J., 241 S. PITCHER ST.
(49006)
REED, M. ALLYN, JR., 622 W. LOVELL ST.
(49007)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 700 INDUSTRIAL 
STATE BANK BLD. (49006)
SIDNAM & MARTENS, 119 W. VINE ST. P. O.
BOX 2106 (49003)
SIEGFRIED, CRANDALL, VOS & EGLY, P. C.,
1511 PORTAGE ST. (49001)
LANSING
DANIELSON, SCHULTZ & CO., 809 CENTER
ST. (48906)
ERNST & ERNST, 1311 COMMERCE CENTER
BLDG. (48933)
KNOSTMAN, KENNETH B., 735 W. ALLEGAN
ST. (48915)
LAYTON & RICHARDSON, 601 CAPITOL S. A
L. BLDG. 112 E. ALLEGAN ST. (48933) 
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 1708 MICH. NATL.
TOWER (48933)
MCCAMPBELL, L. J., 3027 WESTCHESTER 
(48910)
MILLER, DONALD L., 6810 S. CEDAR ST.
STE. 1-B (48910)
NIHART, CHARLES E., 920 N. FAIRVIEW
AVE. (48912)
POPOFF, STANABACK & CO., 5800
EXECUTIVE DR. (48910)
RICHARDSON AND MCCARTNEY. 233
NORTH WALNUT ST. (48933)
ROSS, MARTIN H., 2117 E, GRAND RIVER
AVE. (48912)
SANGER, JOE, CEDARVIEW EXECUTIVE 
BLDG. 6840 S. CEDAR ST. (48910)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN. 2000 MICHIGAN
NATL. TOWER (48933)
LAPEER
KARL, LEPPIEN AND COMPANY. 2246 N.
LAPEER RD. (48446)
TROMBLE & ROEMER. 374 W. NEPESSING
ST. (48446)
LATHRUP VILLAGE
DISE, J. HARVEY, 28690 SOUTHFIELD RD.
(48076)
KOSHAR, CHAS. D., 28235 SOUTHFIELD RD.
(48075)
LEVY, LOUIS. 28660 SOUTHFIELD RD.
(48076)
SILVERFARB, LOUIS L., 17373 W. TWELVE
MILE RD. (48076)
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LAWTON
NESBITT, KENNETH E., ROUTE 1 BOX 459 
(49065)
LIVONIA
DICKSHOTT, RICHARD J., 19500 MIDDLE 
BELT RD. STE. 101 (48152)
JOHNSON. DONNA M., 19209 AUBURNDALE 
(48152)
KORETZ, LOUIS, 16799 FARMINGTON RD. 
(48154)
LUNN. A. RUSSELL. 15855 FARMINGTON 
RD. (48154)
NEWTON & DURAN, LIVONIA PAVILION E.
29200 VASSAR DR. STE. 730 (48152)
SHAMIE, SWAD & CO., P. C., 32401 W. EIGHT 
MILE ROAD (48152)
WEIR, ORVILLE H., JR., 30499 PLYMOUTH 
RD. (48150)
LUDINGTON
HUNGERFORD. K. G. & CO., 210 CITY CTR. 
BLDG. (49431)
MERSKIN & MERSKIN. 906 E. LUDINGTON
AVE. (49431)
MADISON HEIGHTS
BERGER & WILD, 655 W. THIRTEEN MILE 
RD. (48071)
DOYLE. LITT AND COMPANY. 32500 DOLLY
MADISON DR. RM. 221 (48071)
MANISTEE
BOWLING. VERN R., 405 RIVER ST. (49660)
LINCOLN, DEVLIN & KALCHER, 224
SAVINGS BANK BLDG. (49660)
MARLETTE
YEO & YEO. 3149 MAIN ST. (48453)
MARQUETTE
ANDERSON AND STEINHOFF, FENNIG 
BLDG. 315 N. FRONT ST. (49855)
BOXER. JOHN S., 205 E. PROSPECT ST. 
(49855)
ERNST & ERNST, LONGYEAR BLDG. 210 N.
FRONT ST. (49855)
HUBBARD AND WENDT. LONGYEAR BLDG.
FRONT & BLAKER STS. (49855)
MELVINDALE
KARAS. JOHN P., 17011 RAUPP RD. (48122)
MIDLAND
GOODNIGHT & REIMER, 212 JEROME ST., 
(48640)
OSBURN. SWENSON & RIGG, 711 BAYLISS 
ST. (48640)
WAGAR, LUNT & REHMANN, 200 MAIN ST. 
(48640)
MILFORD
GWIZDALA, JOHN L., 4235 MIDDLE RD. 
(48042)
MONROE
CARLTON, LONGMUIR, COOLEY & HEHL. 
ONE SOUTH MONROE ST. (48161)
GROSSE & LUDWIG. 752 S. MONROE ST. 
(48161)
MOUNT CLEMENS
BUSS, ULLRICH. BERNOCK & WILT. 203 MT. 
CLEMENS BK. BLDG. (48043)
CARABELL, BOCKNEK, STRAKA A 
JARACKAS, P. C., 10 S. BROADWAY 
(48043)
GILBERT. BOLEY & CO., 215 S. GRATIOT 
(48043)
HEINO & BOLSTER. P. C., MACOMB DAILY 
BLDG. 67 CASS AVE. (48043)
MCCAFFERTY. E. F. & CO., TWO CROCKER 
BLVD. (48043)
ROSS AND KLEIN, 231 S. GRATIOT (48043)
MOUNT MORRIS
WEBSTER. PAUL A., P. C., G. 9052 N. 
SAGINAW ST. (48458)
MOUNT PLEASANT
OSBURN. SWENSON & RIGG. 127 S. 
UNIVERSITY (48858)
SULLIVAN, PAGE & CASSEL. 316 N. MISSION 
(48858)
WEAVER, C. F., 301 E. GRAND (48858)
MUNISING
ANDERSON AND STEINHOFF, 223 E. 
SUPERIOR ST. (49862)
MUSKEGON
DANIELS, GEORGE STANLEY, 3845 
HIGHGATE RD. (49441)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY. 400 
HACKLEY UNION BLDG. (49440)
TUORI, JACOBSON & CO., 1447 W. SHERMAN 
BLVD. (49441)
NILES
BECKSFORT & BUSSLER, 2 N. THIRD ST. 
(49120)
COOPERS & LYBRAND. 315 E. MAIN ST. 
(49120)
GAYNOR, GARY G., 907 TOMAHAWK LANE 
(49120)
ROHLEDER, SAUBEDISSEN & FISHELL. 22 
N. FOURTH (49120)
NORTHVILLE
SUTHERLAND & YOE, 104 W. MAIN ST. 
(48167)
VICK, JAMES LEE. 43960 COTTISFORD RD. 
(48167)
OAK PARK
ADELSON. ROBERT E., 10160 W. NINE MILE 
RD. (48237)
ATLAS. BEN, 10460 W. NINE MILE RD. 
(48237)
BEALE, SUBAR & GOLD. 21790 COOLIDGE 
HWY. (48237)
BLOOMBERG, L. M. & CO., 20820 
GREENFIELD RD. STE. 303 (48237)
CHARLIP. BARRY, 14291 TALBOT (48237)
DORFMAN, MOROF, SHEPLOW, SHARFMAN, 
MITTELDORF & COMPANY, 21675 
COOLIDGE HWY. (48237)
GELLER, NAFTALY, HERBACH, & SHAPERO, 
22100 GREENFIELD RD. (48237)
LIPSHAW, ALFRED F., 21040 GREENFIELD 
RM. 204 (48237)
MALLEIS, JAMES N., 20700 GREENFIELD 
STE. 210 (48237)
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NAFTALY, WALTER R., 22161 STRATFORD 
(48237)
REITZ & LAFLECHE, 10160 W. NINE MILE 
RD. (48237)
SOSIN, SKLAR AND WOLFF, P. C., 12701 W. 
TEN MILE RD. (48237)
SUMERTON, GERHARD, O’HARA & ROWE, 
10450 W. NINE MILE RD. (48237)
OKEMOS
PLUMB, STEPHEN D., OKEMOS 
PROFESSIONAL CTR. 2248 E. MT. HOPE 
AVE. STE. 3 (48864)
OSCODA
PRESSON, JAMES W., 514 N. STATE ST. 
(48750)
OWOSSO
DANIELSON, SCHULTZ & CO., 113 W. 
EXCHANGE ST. (48867)
DONEHOO, WILLIAM P., 213-215 E. MASON 
ST. P. O. BOX 37 (48867)
PAW PAW
CUTTING, WILLIAM A., 213 PAW PAW ST. 
(49079)
PENTWATER
ANDERSON, C. PARKER, 112 S. HANCOCK 
ST. (49449)
PETOSKEY
DINWIDDIE, KANDT, SMITH, & FOUGHT, 555 
MICHIGAN ST. (49770)
HILL, WOODCOCK & DISTEL, 443 BAY ST. 
(49770)
PIGEON
LEPPIEN, KARL & COMPANY, 180 N. 
CASEVILLE RD. (78755)
PLAINWELL
WILLIS, DRAKE & WATTERS, 1259 M-89 
WEST P. O. B. 87 (49080)
PLEASANT RIDGE
KOESTER, JAMES A., 23634 WOODWARD 
AVENUE (48069)
PLYMOUTH
ADAMS, ROBERT G., 41120 FIVE MILE RD. 
(48170)
MORRISON, WILLIAM J., JR., 823 PENNIMAN 
AVE. (48170)
POST, SMYTHE, LUTZ & ZIEL, 1225 S. MAIN 
ST. (48170)
SUTHERLAND & YOE, P. O. BOX 449 1095 S.
MAIN ST. (48170)
PONTIAC
HALPERT AND GUSSIN, 900 RIKER BLDG. 
(48058)
WILUSZ, ROBERT D., 2893 DIXIE HWY. 
(48055)
PORT HURON
ALLEN, THURLEY E., 511 FORT ST. RM. 551 
(48060)
ERNST & ERNST, 500 PEOPLES BANK BLDG. 
511 FORT ST. (48060)
GOERLICH & RICHERT, 501 PEOPLES BANK 
BLDG. (48060)
LINSCHEID & AUSTIN, 300 MICH. NATL.
BANK BLDG. 802 MILITARY ST. (48060) 
STEWART, BEAUVAIS & WHIPPLE, PO. BOX 
558 (48060)
WHITE, THOMAS E., 4766 24 AVE. (48060)
REED CITY
MATTHEWS, JOHN H., P. C., 2321/2 S.
CHESTNUT ST. (49677)
RIVER ROUGE
WHITEHEAD & MICHAEL, 10488 W.
JEFFERSON AVE. (48218)
ROCHESTER
BASAR & PARISH, P. C., 134 N. UNIVERSITY 
DR. (48063)
MCGRAW, FENNER & MELSTROM, 134 W. 
UNIVERSITY DR. STE. 316 (48063)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 120 E. THIRD ST.
(48063)
ROYAL OAK
HANRAHAN, CAREY & AYERS, 1717 E.
ELEVEN MILE RD. (48067)
HINZ, WALTER E., 1204 N. WOODWARD 
(48067)
JOHNSON, CLARENCE H., 1415 S. MAIN ST.
(48067)
PIKE AND PIKE, 1601 E. ELEVEN MILE RD. 
(48067)
RICHARDSON AND MCCARTNEY, 301 W. 
FOURTH ST. (48067)
SALEM, ROBERT M., 2300 N. WOODWARD
AVE. SUITE 12 (48073)
SIMON & GOINS, 603 W. 11 MILE RD. (48067)
SPENCE, ROBERT A., 343 W. HARRISON
AVE. (48067)
SAGINAW
ERNST & ERNST, 606 SECOND NATL. BANK
BLDG. 121 E. GENESEE AVE. (48607) 
FOULDS AND ZEROS, 2130 MARSHALL CT.
(48602)
HASKINS & SELLS, 5090 STATE ST. (48603)
LABRECK, JACK A., JR., 1414 GRATIOT 
(48602)
LAINE, APPOLD & CO., 908 COURT ST. 
(48602)
ROBSON, SCHUETTE & HUTCHISON, 1226 N.
MICHIGAN (48602)
SCHLEIMER, SHIRLEY B., 1809 MCARTHUR
ST. (48603)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 1723 N. MICHIGAN
AVE. (48602)
TEBO, ROBERT M., 4855 STATE ST. (48603)
THOMAS, BILL J. & COMPANY, P. C., 141
HARROW LANE (48603)
WAGAR, LUNT & REHMANN, TRENTON 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 2806 DAVENPORT 
(48602)
WAZNY, ALAN R., 825 N. CENTER (48603)
WEBBER, THOMAS GEORGE, 825 N. CENTER 
(48603)
YEO & YEO, 606 FIRST SVGS. & LOAN 
BLDG. (48607)
SARANAC
BIGGS, VIRGIL A., 84 BRIDGE ST. (48881)
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SAULT STE. MARIE
STEVENS & GILLETT, 400 CENTRAL 
SAVINGS BANK BLDG. (49783)
SOUTH HAVEN
COOK, JACK D., 318 HOGAN’S ALLEY 
(49090)
SOUTHFIELD
ADELSON, WEITZ, WITUS & COMPANY, 1315 
TRAVELERS TOWER (48076)
ALLEN, BARRY, 25381 GREENBROOKE DR. 
(48084)
ALPERN, IRWIN S., 17135 W. TEN MILE RD. 
SUITE 121 (48075)
APPLEBAUM & KOENIGSBERG, 29350 
SOUTHFIELD RD. (48076)
ARONOFF, HENRY, 24001 SOUTHFIELD 
ROOM 209 (48075)
BANDO, YOUNG & MAC LENNAN, P. C., STE. 
125 CLAUSEN BLDG. 23100 PROVIDENCE 
DR. (48075)
BEERBOHM, SYDNEY D., 24655
SOUTHFIELD RD. STE. 208 (48075)
BLUMENREICH, LEONARD, P. C., 17250 W.
12 MILE RD. STE. 114 (48076)
BODZIN, HARRY R., 2461 1 GREENFIELD 
STE. 108 (48075)
BOKOLOR, MARK, 20245 W. 12 MILE RD. 
(48076)
BOONE, WILLIAM W., 17135 W. 10 MILE RD. 
(48075)
BRENNER & BURNSTEIN, 24423 
SOUTHFIELD ROAD (48075)
CARABELL, BOCKNEK, STRAKA A 
JARACKAS, P. C., 18530 W. 10 MILE 
(48075)
CERVINI, GERALD, 17200 W. TEN MILE RD. 
(48075)
CHALMERS & KENDALL, SOMERSET BLDG. 
STE. 114 21711 W. TEN MILE RD. (48075)
CHANESS, FRED B., 15900 W. TEN MILE RD. 
(48075)
CHAPNICK, JEROME S., P. C., 24901 
NORTHWESTERN #215 (48075)
CHRISTIN, GERALD R., 18280 W. TEN MILE 
RD. (48075)
CLINTON, ROBERT E. AND CO., P. C., 23077 
GREENFIELD L. L. 15 (48075)
CRITTENDEN & BRODERICK, P. C., 17220 W.
EIGHT MILE (48075)
CUTLER, ALLAN J., 17356 W. TWELVE MILE 
RD. #201 (48076)
DAVIS, MARSHALL, 20840 SOUTHFIELD RD. 
STE. 240 (48075)
DERABIAN & KEOLEIAN, 28661 
NORTHWESTERN HWY. (48075)
DESOW, BELIN, DUBRINSKY & SOBEL, 550 
HONEYWELL CENTER (48075)
DISNER AND GLAZIER, 19400 W. TEN MILE 
RD. STE. 213 (48075)
DONNELLY, O’BRIEN & WALSH, P. C., 26400 
LAHSER RD. (48076)
DRESNER, LAWRENCE ALLEN, 17350 W.
TEN MILE RD. (48075)
ENGSTROM, PAUL V. & CO., 16000 WEST 
TWELVE MILE RD. (48076)
ERNST & CO., 24300 SOUTHFIELD RD. 
(48075)
FARQUHARSON & POINTON, NORTHLAND 
SQ. BLDG. RM. 223 16250 NORTHLAND 
DR. (48075)
FOLLMER, RUDZEWICZ & COMPANY. 30215 
SOUTHFIELD RD. SUITE 220 (48076)
FOSTER. DUANE E., 23077 GREENFIELD 
STE. LL69 (48075)
FRANK & BOVITZ. 24500 NORTHWESTERN 
HWY. (48075)
FRIEDMAN, HOSKOW AND STEIN. P. C. 
20245 W. 12 MILE RD. (48076)
GLASSER, ALLEN H., 24500 SOUTHFIELD 
ROAD (48075)
COLUMBIA, ARTHUR M., 29350
SOUTHFIELD RD. (48076)
GREENBERG. JACK L., 23456 SOUTHFIELD 
RD. (48075)
GROSS, A. RALPH & CO., 17135 W. TEN MILE 
RD. (48075)
HAAS. JAMES E., 17700 NORTHLAND PARK 
CT. (48075)
HARELIK AND WOLGEN. 24361 
GREENFIELD RD. (48075)
HEILBRUNN, W. V. & CO., 24901 
NORTHWESTERN HWY. #414C (48075)
HEINO & BOLSTER. P. C., STE. 607 CLAUSEN 
BLDG. 16000 W. NINE MILE RD. (48075)
HIRSCH AND KIRSCHNER, 24768 LAHSER 
RD. (48075)
HIRZEL, JOHN R., 29623 NORTHWESTERN 
HWY. (48076)
HOFFMAN, JACK L. & CO., 21711 W. TEN 
MILE RD. STE. 200 (48075)
HOLLANDER. ERWIN. 2551 1 SOUTHFIELD 
ROAD (48075)
HOLLANDER. GORDON L., 17350 W. TEN 
MILE RD. (48075)
JULIN, ROBERT C., 26555 EVERGREEN STE. 
1110 (48075)
KAMINSKY. MILTON. 24361 GREENFIELD 
RD. (48075)
KANNEY, ROBT. R., 17700 NORTHLAND 
PARK CT. (48075)
KATZMAN, WM. W., 26555 EVERGREEN STE. 
1311 (48076)
KELLER. HARRY A., P. C., 22777 S. 
BELLWOOD DR. (48076)
KELMAN, MINTZ AND ROSENBAUM. P. C., 
16055 W. 12 MILE SUITE 101 (48076)
KEYSTONE, JACK S., P. C., 19111 W. TEN 
MILE RD. (48075)
KLAUSER, STEPHEN W., 25800 CONCOURSE 
(48075)
KLEIMAN. HARVEY L., 26600 TELEGRAPH 
RD. (48076)
KOLON, PORVIN & TOBES. 30555 
SOUTHFIELD RD. #305 (48076)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 24800 
NORTHWESTERN HWY. (48075)
LATTIN, JOSEPH, 1911 W. TEN MILE RD. 
STE. 104 (48075)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 26400 LAHSER RD. (48075)
LAZARUS, ALLINGHAM & RICE. 16400 W. 12 
MILE RD. (48076)
LEE, ALBERT AND COMPANY. 24567 
NORTHWESTERN HWY. STE. 4-B (48075)
LEVINE, DWORKIN. FREEDMAN A 
MOFFITT, 25755 SOUTHFIELD (48075)
LEZELL, H. A., 24500 SOUTHFIELD RD. 
(48075)
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LINDEN, KLAIN, ISRAEL & ROSS, 24567 
NORTHWESTERN HWY. 3-A (48075)
LOWY, PAUL, 17200 W. TEN MILE RD. STE.
206 (48075)
LUBIN, ALBERT K., 18877 W. 10 MILE #106 
(48075)
MACKEY AND MACKEY, 24275 
NORTHWESTERN HWY. (48075)
MALLIN & KUSHNER, 19111 W. TEN MILE 
RD. STE. 102 (48075)
MASON, CHRISTINE, 25130 SOUTHFIELD 
RD. STE. 101 (48075)
MELLEN & TURKEN, 24001 SOUTHFIELD 
RD. STE. 213 (48075)
MEYER, PAUL, 15944 TWELVE MILE RD. 
(48076)
MINTZ, SAMUEL A., 16000 W. NINE MILE 
RD. (48075)
MONAST & GOLDSTEIN, P. C., WASHINGTON 
SQUARE WEST 18911 W. TEN MILE RD. 
STE. 201 (48075)
MOORE, SMITH & DALE, 24700 
NORTHWESTERN HWY. (48075)
MORRISON, HERBERT V., 17250 W 12 MILE 
RD. STE. 1-D (48076)
NASTANSKI & DESMON, DISTINCTIVE 
OFFICE BLDG. 28575 GREENFIELD RD. 
(48076)
NATHANSON, BERNARD H., 16055 W. 12 
MILE RD. (48076)
NEWMAN, KABECK, WILSON & BOARDMAN, 
P.C., 18977 W. TEN MILE RD. STE. 200 
(48075)
NITZKIN, DONALD, 24901 NORTHWESTERN 
HWY. ST. 110 (48075)
OLASKY, HENRY J., 17000 W. EIGHT MILE 
RD. (48075)
OPPAT, FRANK & COMPANY, 21711 W. TEN 
MILE RD. STE. 244 (48075)
OSBORN, RICHARD J. & CO., P. C., 24133 
SOUTHFIELD RD. (48075)
PARKER, WITTUS AND COMPANY, THIRD
FL. TRAVELERS TOWER 26555 
EVERGREEN RD. (48076)
PETERS & JOSEPH, P. C., 17233 W. 10 MILE 
RD. (48075)
PLANTE & MORAN, 26211 CENTRAL PK.
BLVD. (48076)
REINHEIMER & LEDERMAN, 17515 W. NINE 
MILE RD. STE. 850 (48075)
REIVE, KENT & KUHN, 18280 W. TEN MILE 
RD. (48075)
ROBINSON, ELI E., 24901 NORTHWESTERN 
HWY. #110 (48075)
ROGERS AND RICHTER, 17040 W. 12 MILE 
RD. STE. 116 (48075)
ROSEN, CHARLES N., 30555 SOUTHFIELD 
RD. STE. 430 (48076)
ROSEN, EDWARD J., 20833 SOUTHFIELD RD. 
(48075)
ROSEN AND FEINBERG, 24681 
NORTHWESTERN HWY. STE. 407 (48075)
ROSEN, JACK L., 20804 SOUTHFIELD RD. 
STE. 240 (48075)
ROSENBLOOM & ROSENBLOOM, THE 
TRAVELERS TOWER SUITE 1608 (48076)
ROWE, JOHN C., 29229 NORTHWESTERN 
HWY. (48076)
RUBEN & WEISMAN, 24001 SOUTHFIELD 
RD. (48075)
RUBENFAER, WILLIAM S., 24370
NORTHWESTERN HWY. STE. 301 (48075)
RUBINSTEIN, DAVID B., P. C., 19111 W. 10 
MILE RD. STE. 216 (48075)
SAFIR, BARRY E., 25511 SOUTHFIELD RD. 
STE. 116 (48075)
SALLAN & ZACK, P. C., 21650 W. ELEVEN 
MILE RD. #205 (48076)
SAMUEL, RICHARD E., 24120 WOODLAND 
DR. (48076)
SAUTTER, ROGER W., 25322 KILDARE 
(48075)
SCHAEFER, G. FRED. JR., 16000 W. NINE 
MILE RD. STE. 100 (48075)
SCHIFF & LEVY, 26111 EVERGREEN STE. 
204 (48075)
SCHMALTZ & COMPANY, 1 NORTHLAND 
PLAZA STE. 603 (48075)
SCHONBERG AND SCHONBERG, 24901 
NORTHWESTERN HWY. #313D (48075)
SCHRAGE, HARRY A. & COMPANY, 20100 
CIVIC CTR. DR. STE. 304 (48076)
SCHROEDER, GERALD C. & COMPANY, 1215 
TRAVELERS TOWER (48076)
SCHWARTZ, LOUIS R., 30560 SOUTHFIELD 
(48076)
SHERMAN, NATHAN, ETTINGER, AND 
SHEWACH, 26711 NORTHWESTERN HWY. 
#330 (48076)
SHORE & AZIMOV, 18280 W. 10 MILE RD. 
STE. 141 (48075)
SHULMAN AND WENZ, 17340 W. 12 MILE 
RD. (48076)
SHUTTIE & FLOERSCH, ONE NORTHLAND 
DR. BLDG. 16900 W. 8 MILE RD. #160 
(48075)
SILVER AND GILBERT, 20100 CIVIC 
CENTER DR. STE. 320 (48076)
SKILLMAN, ZIELESCH & COMPANY, 24700 
NORTHWESTERN HWY. #414 (48075)
SMITH, GEORGE W„ 29229 NORTHWESTERN 
HWY. (48076)
SMITH, MARTIN M., 18930 W. TEN MILE RD. 
(48075)
SMITH, MORRIS, 24655 SOUTHFIELD RD. 
#208-210 (48075)
SNIDERMAN & ENDICOTT, 24611 
GREENFIELD RD. RM. 132 (48075)
STAUB, STEIN & SHAPIRO, 15650 W. 10 MILE 
RD. (48075)
STEIN, SOL I., 22615 PROVIDENCE DRIVE 
(48075)
SVAGR AND DIZIK, 19080 W. TEN MILE RD. 
STE. 204 (48075)
TALBERG, PAUL, NORTHTOWN OFFICE 
BLDG. STE. 4-B 24567 NORTHWESTERN 
HWY. (48075)
VELICK AND HAAS, 17336 W. TWELVE MILE 
RD. (48076)
WEINTRAUB & NESSEL, 15919 W. TEN MILE 
RD. (48075)
WEISBERG, FRANK & TEPPER, 17000 W. 
EIGHT MILE RD. (48075)
WESTHEIMER, FINE, BERGER & CO., 17515 
W. NINE MILE RD. STE. 595 (48075)
WOLF, JACK, 25625 SOUTHFIELD RD. 
(48075)
WORONOFF & HYMAN, P. C., 18280 W. TEN 
MILE RD. STE. 105 (48075)
WRUBEL, NATHAN J., HONEYWELL CENTER
17515 W. 9 MILE RD. STE. 560 (48075)
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ZAKERSKI, RALPH H., 20555 WEST 12 MILE 
RD. (48076)
ZALENKO, NEAL F., P. C., 17515 W. NINE 
MILE #140 (48075)
ST. CLAIR SHORES
BARNETT, WILLIAM G., 22315 ERBEN DR. 
(48081)
HATT & MATYN, P. C., 22201 MACK AVE. 
(48080)
HAYES, VICTOR R., 32406 NEW YORK AVE. 
(48082)
REMUS, STANLEY R., 22725 MACK (48080)
RUSSO, CARL, 29325 HARPER (48081)
SCOTT, SCHROEDER & HOWELL, 22100 
MACK AVE. (48080)
SMITH, JOHN HENFREY, 21719 HARPER 
AVE. (48080)
ST. JOHNS
WATSON, CHARLES E., 400 N. KIBBEE 
(48879)
ST. JOSEPH
GERBEL & SEEBURGER, 806 SHIP ST. 
(49085)
KOVTAN AND MCMURRAY, P. C., 612 ELM 
ST. (49085)
MAKI, CLINTON H., 409 MAIN ST. (49085) 
MENCHINGER, ROGER L., 3141/2 STATE ST. 
(49085)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 419 STATE ST. 
(48085)
SULLIVAN, JAMES A., 505 PLEASANT ST. 
(49085)
STURGIS
BAIRD, JOSEF A., 2231/2 W. CHICAGO RD. 
(49091)
DOEREN, MAYHEW, GROB & MCNAMARA, 
117 E. CHICAGO RD. (47091)
TAYLOR
HUNGERFORD, COOPER, LUXON & CO., 
20600 EUREKA RD. (48180)
JENSEN & HANEY, 20155 GODDARD (48180)
TECUMSEH
MASTERS, LOUIS, 4153 OCCIDENTAL HWY. 
BOX J. (49286)
THREE OAKS
SHELDON, FRANK C., 202 PAW PAW ST. 
(49128)
THREE RIVERS 
MCLELLAN, ROBERT A., 491/2 N. MAIN ST. 
(49093)
TRAVERSE CITY
DENNIS, GARTLAND AND ASSOCIATES, 410 
S. UNION ST. (49684)
DOEREN, MAYHEW, GROB & MCNAMARA, 
207 GRANDVIEW PKWY. (49684)
FULLER, FREDERICK C., 409 E. EIGHTH ST. 
(49684)
LINCOLN, DEVLIN & KALCHER, 416 E. 
FRONT ST. (49684)
MCCAFFERTY, E. F. & CO., 13561 W. 
BAYSHORE DR. (49684)
PRICE, JAMES P., 305 NATIONAL BANK 
BLDG. (49684)
PURDOM & JARVIS, BOX 211 (49684)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 408 STATE BK. BLDG. 
(49684)
WAISANEN, DONALD E., 932 E. EIGHTH ST. 
(49684)
TRENTON
OUELLETTE, THOMAS F., 3240 WEST 
JEFFERSON (48183)
WILLIAMS AND HERBERT, 2110 WEST RD. 
(48183)
TROY
BAKER, PAUL P., 2900 W. MAPLE RD. 
(48084)
BARNOWSKI & HART, 2501 ROCHESTER CT 
(48084)
CRACIUM, JOHN O., 2780 ROCHESTER RD. 
(48084)
DERDERIAN, KANN, SEYFERTH & SALUCCI, 
P. C., 500 STEPHENSON HWY. STE. 410 
(48084)
FULLER, JAMES E. COMPANY, TWO 
NORTHFIELD PLAZA STE. 301 (48084)
HAUKE, CHARLES K., 3890 EASTBOURNE 
(48084)
LEFKO, ORVILLE B., P. O. BOX 778 (48084)
PERRIN, FORDREE, DAVIDSON, ARBOUR 
AND REINHARDT, P. C., 2359 LIVERNOIS 
(48084)
SCHENCK, WM. E., 1800 STEPHENSON HWY. 
(48084)
STONE, CRAIG E., 2637 SOMERSET BLVD. 
(48084)
UTICA
PROCTOR, SMITH & CO., P. C., 52956 VAN 
DYKE AVE. (48087)
VASSAR
WAGAR, LUNT & REHMANN, 156 E. HURON 
AVE. (48768)
WARREN
CAIRNS & STEWART, 28661 VAN DYKE 
(48093)
LINE & GRYKA, P. C., THEUT 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 27007 HOOVER 
RD. (48093)
MATTHEWS AND KIEF, 30500 VAN DYKE 
(48093)
MCLEAN & ASSOCIATES, 30500 VAN DYKE 
STE. 408 (48073)
OLEJNICZAK, BINDER & CO., 30500 VAN 
DYKE STE. 406 (48093)
ROEHL, PROEFKE & COMPANY, 30500 VAN 
DYKE STE. 503 (48093)
SADOWSKI, ROBERT M., FIRST NATL. OF 
WARREN BLDG. 30500 VAN DYKE STE. 
406 (48093)
SEKTON, EDWARD C., 31038 SHAW DR. 
(48093)
UBERTI, JOHN, 4933 LA CHENE CT. (48092)
WAYNE
POST, SMYTHE, LUTZ & ZIEL, 35612 MAIN 
ST. (48184)
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WEST BLOOMFIELD
GOODMAN, EDWARD C., 4724 GERUNDECUT 
(48033)
WESTLAND
KRICK & KOPPELBERGER, 409 N. WAYNE 
RD. (48185)
WILLIAMSTON
GOETZ, WILTON H., 101 E. GRAND RIVER 
(48895)
WOODHAVEN
SCHOEN, KEITH T., 24337 CAMBRIDGE DR. 
(48183)
YPSILANTI
CURTIS, BAILEY, EXELBY & SPOSITO, P. C., 
109 S. HURON (48197)
POST, SMYTHE, LUTZ AND ZIEL, 1820 
WASHTENAW AVE. (48197)
WRIGHT, GRIFFIN, DAVIS & COMPANY, 101
S. HURON (48197)
ZEELAND
KLAMER, KIEKOVER & MEYAARD, 132 E. 
MAIN ST. (49464)MINNESOTA
AITKIN 
BEYREUTHER, PAUL H., 221 MINNESOTA 
AVE. N. (56431)
ALBERT LEA
COOPER, BERTRAM & CO., 115 E. MAIN
(56007)
STRAND & HAMMER, 135 S. BROADWAY
(56007)
ANOKA
ANDERSON AND JOHNSON, 403 JACKSON
ST. RM. 108 (55303)
APPLE VALLEY
LIND, HENRY M., 6176 132 WAY (55068)
AUSTIN
BOWLBY, ANFINSON & CO., 100 BLDG. 109
NORTH MAIN ST. (55912)
BEMIDJI
BRADY, EDWARD W., LTD., 2121/2 BELTRAMI
AVE. (56601)
HOLCOMB, KNUDSON & CO., 213 THIRD ST.
(56601)
MILLER, ZAUN & CO., 513 BELTRAMI AVE.
(56601)
BLOOMINGTON
PIERCE, ROBERT P., 9050 LYNDALE AVE. S.
(55420)
BLUE EARTH
STALLKAMP, DALE E., 117 W. FIFTH ST. 
(56013)
BRAINERD
JOHNS, DARRELL T., 601 W. WASHINGTON
(56401)
MCMAHON, HARTMANN. AMUNDSON & CO., 
607 WASHINGTON (56401)
BROOKLYN CENTER
PEDERSON, ARMOND J., BROOKDALE W. 
BLDG. STE. 207 5901 BROOKLYN BLVD. 
(55429)
BUFFALO
GRUYS, JOHNSON, MOSFORD 4 
ASSOCIATES. BURKLAND BLDG. (55313)
BURNSVILLE
BOROWICZ, RUDOLPH T., LTD., 201 W. 
BURNSVILLE CROSSTOWN (55337)
CAMBRIDGE
BONHIVER, ANFINSON, HENDRICKSON 4 
CO., 123 SOUTH ASHLAND (55008)
CANNON FALLS
REESE. WINTER & COMPANY. 209 N. 
FOURTH ST. (55009)
CHASKA
VASSAR, JAMES L., KLEIN BLDG. (55318)
CROSSLAKE
ENGEN, DONALD H., BOX 21 (56442)
DETROIT LAKES
MASON, HAYES & CO., 1148 WASHINGTON 
AVE. (56501)
PETERSON, COLLIN C., FIRST NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. 100 EAST FRONT (56501)
DULUTH
ANDERSON, ROBERT C., 418 BRADLEY 
BLDG. (55802)
EIKILL & SCHILLING, 417 FIRST AMER. 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (55802)
ESTERBROOKS, LLOYD E., 816 TORREY 
BLDG. (55802)
GESSNER, DONALD R., 408 LONSDALE 
BLDG. (55802)
KOCHEVAR EDW. J., 505 ALWORTH BLDG. 
(55802)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 311 SELLWOOD 
BLDG. (55802)
MCALLISTER, ROBERT E., 210 PHOENIX 
BLDG. (55802)
OASE, OSCAR W., 510 LONSDALE BLDG. 
(55802)
RAUSCHENFELS & COMPANY, 435 FIRST 
AMER. NATL. BANK BLDG. (55802)
SCHOBER, ROGER A., 3185 MILLER TRUNK 
HWY. (5581 1)
STILLMAN & HOUSE, 800 ALWORTH BLDG. 
(55802)
EDINA
BENSHOP, THOMAS K., 7450 FRANCE AVE.
S. (55435)
BODERMAN & BLOCH, 7400 METRO BLVD. 
RM. 304 (55435)
CASEY, ALDRICH R., 4940 VIKING DR. 
(55435)
CRACRAFT, JOHN M., 5100 EDEN AVE. 
(55436)
WOODARD, DONALD H., 4530 W. 77 ST. STE. 
144 (55435)
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ESKO
VUKELICH, ROBERT W., BOX 37 (55733)
FAIRMONT
PAULUS AND ROESSLER, SAVINGS AND 
LOAN BLDG. (56031)
FARIBAULT
GUCKENBERG, DAVID S., 407 N. W. FIRST 
AVE. (55021)
FOREST LAKE
ANDERSON & JOHNSON, 49 N. LAKE ST. 
(55025)
GLENCOE
HOESE, HOWARD A., 735 FRANKLIN ST. 
(55336)
GRAND RAPIDS
BROBERG, JOHNSON & ASSOC., BOX 129 
1611 W. FOURTH ST. (55744)
GRANITE FALLS
GRUYS, JOHNSON, MOSFORD AND 
ASSOCIATES, MEDICAL CENTER BLDG. 
(56241)
HASTINGS
WILSON, VIVIAN H., 1310 VERMILLION ST. 
(55033)
HIBBING
KUITUNEN, ELMER A., 2513 THIRD AVE. W. 
(55746)
HOPKINS
LAPIC, ROBERT J. AND COMPANY, 32 
TENTH AVE. S. (55343)
MAX, MICHAEL J., P. O. BOX 624 (55343)
VASSAR, JAMES L., CRESTLAND BLDG. STE. 
205 32 10TH AVE. SOUTH (55343)
MANKATO
ABDO, J. M. & COMPANY, BRETT BLDG. 
JACKSON ST. (56001)
BLOOM, VICTOR F., 500 SOUTH FRONT ST. 
(56001)
PETERSON & COMPANY, 206 E. HICKORY 
ST. (56001)
MARSHALL
HOFFMAN & BROBST, 309 E. COLLEGE DR. 
(56258)
MINNEAPOLIS
ALLERSON, ROGER E., APACHE MEDICAL 
COMPLEX 4001 STINSON BLVD. SUITE 
112 (55421)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 801 NICOLLET 
MALL (55402)
ANDERSON, HELGESON, LIESER A 
THORSEN, 801 NICOLLET MALL (55402)
ANDERSON, RAYMOND D., STE. 218
PENTAGON PARK 4600 W. 77 ST. (55435)
ANDERSON, ROY E., 5845 12TH AVE. S. 
(55417)
APPLE AND APPLE, 609 PRODUCE BANK 
BLDG. (55403)
ASMUS, GLEN H., 3400 COOLIDGE ST. NE. 
(55418)
BALTO, IRVING A., 311-E MEADOWBROOK 
BLDG. 6490 EXCELSIOR BLVD. (55426)
BECKMAN, JERRY M., 311 W. C. C. O. BLDG. 
(55402)
BERGERON, BOOTH, MACHOWICZ & CO., 
6490 EXCELSIOR BLVD. (55426)
BONHIVER, ANFINSON, HENDRICKSON A 
CO., P. O. BOX 27127 (55427)
BOT & MCPHILL1PS, 4230 CENTRAL AVE. 
NE. (55421)
BOULAY, HEUTMAKER, ZIBELL & CO., 6800 
FRANCE AVE. S. (55435)
BREITMAN, ORENSTEIN AND SCHWEITZER. 
1410 MIDWEST PLAZA BLDG. (55402)
BROEKER, HENDRICKSON & CO., 2150 I. D.
S. CENTER 80 SOUTH EIGHTH ST. (55402)
BUCKMASTER, EDWARD G., 10500 MORGAN 
AVE. S. (55431)
CALDWELL, EDWARD A., COMPANY, P. A., 
258 SHELARD OFFICE PLAZA WAYZATA 
BLVD. AT CTY. RD. 18 (55426)
CHALLMAN, ROGER W., 8212 14TH AVE. S. 
(55420)
CLAYMON, FRANK E., 1616 PARK AVE. 
(55404)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 800 MARQUETTE 
AVE. (55402)
CUMMINGS, W. D., 1600 E. 78 ST. (55431)
ENGELHART, ROBERT G. & CO., P. O. BOX 
20-453 (55420)
ERNST & ERNST, 1800 FIRST NATL. BK. 
BLDG. 120 S. SIXTH ST. (55402)
FITZGERALD & SYDEJKO, 510 WESLEY 
TEMPLE BLDG. (55403)
FLASKERUD, JAMES E., 6950 WAYZATA 
BLVD. (55426)
FLESHER & CEYNAR, SHELARD PLAZA 
(55426)
FLESHER, FLESHER & FLESHER. 170 S. 
PLAZA BLDG. (55416)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 1301 EAST 79TH 
ST. (55420)
GAASEDELEN & SOLIE, 1112 CARGILL 
BLDG. (55402)
GLICKMAN, LURIE, EIGER & CO., 621 N. 
LILAC DR. (55422)
GOLDFEIN, SILVERMAN & CO., 
MEADOWBROOK MEDICAL BLDG. 6490 
EXCELSIOR BLVD. #E315 (55426)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 
MIDWEST PLAZA BLDG. 801 NICOLLET 
MALL (55402)
GRAVES, MCKENNA, LUNDEEN A 
ALMQUIST, 6800 FRANCE AVE. SO. 
(55435)
GREGUSON, ALFRED. 1662
NORTHWESTERN BK. BLDG. (55402)
HAGEN, GERALD E., PENN ARCADE 6700 
PENN AVE. S. RM. B-l (55423)
HALLBERG, LEE & MCCABE, 4927 34TH 
AVE. S. (55417)
HALLIN, LUFI & REVORD, 365 SOUTHDALE 
OFFICE CENTER 6800 FRANCE AVE. S. 
(55435)
HANSEN, GEORGE M. COMPANY, 175 S. 
PLAZA BLDG. WAYZATA BLVD. AT HWY. 
100 (55416)
HANSEN, MERRILL A., 5104 DREW AVE. S. 
(55410)
HANSEN, RICHARD J., SONS OF NORWAY 
BLDG. STE. 300 1455 W. LAKE ST. (55408)
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HARRIS. MELVIN R., 1600 CARGILL BLDG. 
(55402)
HASKINS & SELLS. 1950 I. D. S. TOWER 
(55402)
HEURUNG, ROBERT H. CO., MARK 11 
PROFESSIONAL BL #270 HWY. 52 AND 
FRANCE AVE. NORTH (55422)
HOFFMAN & SWINTEK. 6402 BASS LAKE RD. 
(55428)
HOOVER. ROBIN C., 802 W. FRANKLIN AVE. 
(55405)
HORNING. JAMES F. LTD., 4177 W. 
BROADWAY (55422)
HYRE, FLESHER & COMPANY. 2409 W. 66TH 
ST. (55423)
JOHNSON. ORLO B. CO., LTD., 4901 W. 77 ST. 
(55435)
KAPETANIS, GEORGE N., W-317
MEADOWBROOK BLDG. 6490 EXCELSIOR 
BLVD. (55426)
KEEGAN. JAMES J., STADIUM OFFICE PARK 
1600 EAST 78TH ST. (55423)
KLANE, GILLMAN & SCHECHTER, 3033 
EXCELSIOR BLVD. #433 (55416)
KNUTSON. JOHN A. & CO., 404 FOSHAY 
TOWER (55402)
LA FAYETTE, ROY H., 4838 GRAND AVE. 
SOUTH (55409)
LANGBEIN, PAUL F., COMMUNITY STATE 
BANK BLDG. 9633 LYNDALE AVE. S. 
(55420)
LANGUM & ASSOCIATES. 204 W. FRANKLIN 
AVE. (55404)
LARSON, ALLEN, WEISHAIR & CO., 220 
NORTH PLAZA BLDG. 5217 WAYZATA 
BLVD. (55416)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 1110 TITLE 
INSURANCE BLDG. (55401)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 1000 MIDWEST PLAZA BLDG. 
801 NICOLLET MALL (55402)
LEHRMAN, LEHRMAN & FLOM, SHELAND 
PLAZA SOUTH STE. 660 WAYZATA BLVD. 
AT COUNTY 18 (55426)
LUBOV, JOSEPH, 620 PLYMOUTH BLDG. 
(55402)
LUNDBLAD, GORDON N., 5009 EXCELSIOR 
BLVD. (55416)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 485 PILLSBURY 
BLDG. (55402)
MARTIN. RYAN & ERICKSON. 6700 
EXCELSIOR BLVD. (55426)
MCKINLEY. ROBERT J., SOUTHGATE 
OFFICE PLAZA (55437)
MERSKY. GROSSMAN, SCHULTZ A 
LOCKETZ, 1110 TITLE INSURANCE BLDG. 
(55401)
MOEN & PENTTILA, 6950 WAYZATA BLVD. 
STE. 203 (55426)
MOUSEL, JOSEPH N. & CO., 4725 OLSON 
MEMORIAL HWY. (55422)
NELSON. MICHAEL V., 4537 QUEEN AVE. N. 
(55412)
NELSON. R. B. COMPANY. 6121 EXCELSIOR 
BLVD. (55416)
OLSON. ALFRED O., 1455 LAKE ST. (55408)
OLSON & CLOUGH, 7514 OLIVER AVE. S. 
(55423)
OLSON, VEROL H., 1112 FOSHAY TOWER 
(55402)
OSBERG, ARTHUR H., 5031 FRANCE AVE. S. 
(55410)
OSTFIELD, BENJAMIN COMPANY, 403 
LORING PARK OFFICE BLDG. 430 OAK 
GROVE (55403)
PEAT, MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., 1700 IDS 
CENTER 80 S. EIGHTH ST. (55401)
PETERSON, JOHN A., 506 W. C. C. O. BLDG. 
(55402)
PETERZEN, LOWELL D., 1130 N. W. BANK 
BLDG. (55402)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 2015 FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (55402)
SAND, SIDNEY T., 1014 FOSHAY TOWER 
(55402)
SCHULMAN, WALTER R., 1212 PLYMOUTH 
BLDG. (55402)
SEGAL, SUDIT, ROCHLIN & LURIE. 400 
SHELARD PLAZA SOUTH #801 (55426)
SHEFNER, JOSEPH. 1042 MIDLAND BANK 
BLDG. (55401)
STRAND & ROE. 6301 WAYZATA BLVD. 
(55416)
SWANSON. PAUL D., 2544 CENTRAL AVE. N. 
E. (55418)
TENNEY & TENNEY. 1130 NORTHWESTERN 
BANK BLDG. (55402)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 608 SECOND AVE. 
STE. 780 (55402)
TWITE. RALPH E., 1162 NORTHWESTERN 
BANK BLDG. (55402)
UPCRAFT, ROBERT. 6425 NICOLLET AVE. 
STE. 102 (55423)
VAUGHAN, D. R. & ASSOCIATES, 3131 
FERNBROOK LANE (55441)
WALKER. PLOWMAN & CO., 4510 W. 77 ST. 
STE. 224 (55435)
WEICK, DALE E., 4230 CENTRAL AVE. N. E. 
(55421)
WEINER. HILBERT S., W-309
MEADOWBROOK BLDG. 6490 EXCELSIOR 
BLVD. (55426)
WESTLING, A. EDWARD. 404 FOSHAY 
TOWER (55402)
YOUNG. ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1500 FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (55402)
MINNETONKA
CLYBORNE, R. A., 4830 ACORN RIDGE RD. 
(55343)
MONTEVIDEO
MORRIS, RAYMOND D., 223 N. FIRST ST. 
(56265)
MOORHEAD
BOECKERMANN, FIEBIGER. SWANSON A 
WEST. 1102 MAIN AVE. (56560)
FIEBIGER. JOHN HUGO. 1102 MAIN AVE. 
(56560)
GOESON, GRAHAM J. & CO., 815 CENTER 
AVE. (56560)
TOLLEFSON. D., 900 MAIN AVE. (56560)
MORRIS 
JOHNSON. KENNETH E., 1010 IDAHO AVE. 
(56267)
MORRIS, RAYMOND D., 106 E. SIXTH ST. 
(56267)
WITTE. LESTER & CO., CITIZENS BANK 
BLDG. (56267)
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MOUND
HARDING, ROBERT H., 2252 COMMERCE 
BLVD. (55364)
NAVARRE
KRATT, ROBERT A., PO. BOX 28 (55392)
NEW BRIGHTON
LARSON, RAPHAEL E., 2158 LAKEBROOK 
DR. (55112)
NORTH MANKATO
GAZZOLA, MORKEN, WOLF & ETTER. 
VALLEY NATL. BANK BLDG. (56001)
NORTH ST. PAUL
JOHNSON. HAROLD R., 2534 E. SEVENTH 
AVE. (55109)
NORTHFIELD
REESE. WINTER & COMPANY. 112 W. FIFTH 
ST. (55057)
OWATONNA
BERTRAM, COOPER & CO., BOX 212 (55060)
PIERZ
MARSHIK, JEROME R., P. O. BOX 177 (56364)
RED WING
GRUYS, JOHNSON, MOSFORD A 
ASSOCIATES, 416 PLUM ST. (55066)
REESE, WINTER & COMPANY. 421 W. 
FOURTH ST. (55066)
RICHFIELD
GLEASON. PHILIP W., 212 RICHFIELD BANK 
BLDG. 6625 LYNDALE AVE. SOUTH 
(55423)
KALIHER, THOMAS M., RICHFIELD BANK 
BLDG. STE. 212 6625 LYNDALE AVE. S. 
(55423)
MOUSEL, JOSEPH N. & CO., 6521 CEDAR 
AVE. S. (55423)
ROCHESTER
ANDERSON, ALAN C., 711 OLMSTED 
COUNTY BANK BLDG. (55901)
DOYLE, THOMAS E., 703 OLMSTED COUNTY 
BANK BLDG. (55901)
GLATZMAIER, SAAS & COMPANY, 105 
THIRD ST. S. W. (55901)
HENRY, EVAN J., 717 THIRD AVE. S. E. 
(55901)
MONAHAN, JEROME M., 315 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (55901)
SMITH, LARSON AND COMPANY, 429 FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (55901)
ROSEAU
MASON, HAYES & CO., 200 MAIN AVE. 
NORTH (56751)
SAUK RAPIDS
HYLANDER, DONALD J., 181/2 N. BENTON 
DR. (56379)
SHAKOPEE
JASPERS, LOOSBROCK & CO., 206 SCOTT ST. 
(55329)
SOUTH ST. PAUL
MCCALL. BRUCE E., 1009 N. CONCORD ST. 
(55075)
PHILLIPS & JOHNSON. P. A., 450
SOUTHVIEW BLVD. (55075)
ST. CLOUD
COTE, POGANSKI, KERN & CO., 1400 ST. 
GERMAIN (56301)
MCMAHON. HARTMANN. AMUNDSON & CO., 
911 18 ST. N. (56301)
ST. LOUIS PARK
DE VILLIERS. D. C. & CO., W-311 
MEADOWBROOK BLDG. 6490 EXCELSIOR 
BLVD. (55426)
SEGAL, SUDIT, ROCHLIN & LURIE. 400 
SHELARD PLAZA S. #801 (55426)
ST. PAUL
ANDERSON & SEIBERLICH, 265 S. 
LAFAYETTE RD. (55107)
BLOMBERG, DONALD J., ROSEVILLE 
PROFESSIONAL CTR. 2233 N. HAMLINE 
(55113)
BOULAY, HEUTMAKER, ZIBELL AND CO., 
2233 N. HAMLINE STE. 511 (55113)
BROEKER, HENDRICKSON & CO., W-1881 
FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. (55101)
CARLSON. JOHN M., 1821 UNIVERSITY AVE. 
(55104)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, OSBORN BLDG. 
(55102)
DIVINE, BRAUFMAN, SCHERZER. & BRODY. 
1519 PIONEER BLDG. (55101)
ERNST & ERNST. W-2990 FIRST NATL. BANK
BLDG. FOURTH & ROBERTS STS. (55101)
FOX. ELMER & COMPANY. W-3070 FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (55101)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, FIRST 
NATL. BK. BLDG. (55101)
GRUBER. GERALD F., 802 MINNESOTA 
BLDG. (55101)
HARVEY, HENRY G., 317 EMPIRE BLDG. 
(55101)
HASKINS & SELLS. 1360 NORTHWESTERN 
BANK BLDG. 55 E. FIFTH ST. (55101)
HAWKE. DONALD R., 704 PIONEER BLDG. 
(55101)
HUBER, PAUL J., 1821 UNIVERSITY AVE. 
(55104)
JACOBSON. JENTZSCH & COMPANY. 2353 
RICE ST. (55113)
JOHNSON. WEST & COMPANY. 416 PIONEER 
BLDG. (55101)
MANGIN. JOSEPH. 944 E. SEVENTH ST. 
(55106)
MATTILA, JOHN H., 424 ENDICOTT ON 
FOURTH (55101)
OAS, HENRY J., 2469 UNIVERSITY AVE. 
(55114)
PEARSON AND COMPANY. FIRST SECURITY 
BANK BLDG. 2387 UNIVERSITY AVE. 
(55114)
PEAT. MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., W-1360 
FIRST NATL. BLDG. (55101)
ROBERSON. EUGENE C., GRIGGS-MIDWAY 
BLDG. 1821 UNIVERSITY AVE. (55104)
SCHREIER. HEIMER. KOSBAB & CO., 
GRIGGS MIDWAY BLDG. 1821 
UNIVERSITY AVE. (55104)
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SEVENICH, BUTLER, GERLACH & CO., 1100 
W. SEVENTH ST. (55102)
TAYLOR, MCCASKILL & CO., 1212 PIONEER 
BLDG. (55101)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 580 NORTHWESTERN 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (55101)
WIGHT, FRED C., 630 ENDICOTT BLDG. 
(55101)
WILKERSON, GUTHMANN & JOHNSON, 
LTD., 1300 NORTHWESTERN NATL. BK. 
BLDG. (55101)
WITTE, LESTER & CO., 1935 WEST COUNTY 
ROAD B-2 (55113)
STAPLES
BRITSCH, DERREL D., ROUTE 2 (56479)
STILLWATER
ANDERSON & SEIBERLICH, LUMBERMANS 
EXCHANGE BLDG. 127 S. WATER ST. 
(55082)
THIEF RIVER FALLS
HOLCOMB, KNUDSON AND CO., 124 LA 
BREE AVE. N. (56701)
VIRGINIA
BONNER & WALKER, 418 FIRST NATL. BK. 
BLD. (55792)
TELLER, FRED, 108 FIFTH AVE. S. (55792)
WACONIA
MATTHIAS, ALAN W., 28 S. VINE ST. (55387)
WADENA
ZAUN, DENNIS J., 22 BRYANT AVE. S. E. 
(56482)
WAYZATA
SCHREIBERG, COPELAND & BUHL, 15748 
WAYZATA BLVD. (55391)
WEST ST. PAUL
MAZANEC, LAWRENCE M., 33 E.
WENTWORTH AVE. #110 (55118)
WHITE BEAR LAKE
CARTWRIGHT, MYRON R., 529 LAKE 
AVE-BIRCHWOOD (55110)
DELAHUNT, VOTO AND CO., LTD., 310 
WASHINGTON AVE. (55110)
WILLMAR
LATHAM & PARKER, BONDE BLDG. (56201)
WINDOM
QUINN, THOMAS S., 222 10TH ST. (56101)
WINONA
MONSON, PREESHL, HELSTAD, SHOUP A 
ASSOCIATES, 172 MAIN ST. (55987)
WORTHINGTON
WINDSCHILL, KELLEN, TURBES & CO., 909 
FOURTH AVE. P. O. BOX 31 (56187)MISSISSIPPI
ABERDEEN
MILLER, ROBERT D., P. O. BOX 182 (39730)
AMORY
LILLY, NAIL, MCKINNEY AND TATE, SOUTH 
MAIN ST. (38821)
BATESVILLE
DRAPER, RODERICK V., 148 PUBLIC SQ. 
(38606)
BAY SPRINGS
PHILLIPS, WINDSEL, P. O. BOX 451 (39422)
BAY ST. LOUIS
MOORE & POWELL,. 501 MAIN ST. (39520)
BELZONI
BRIDGES, JAMES T., 45 CHURCH ST. (39038)
NOLEN, SAM B., 101 SOUTH ST. (39038)
BILOXI
MOORE AND POWELL, 231 MAIN ST. (39533)
RASOR, CHARLES EDGAR, 400 E. WATER 
ST. (39533)
WYATT, WILLIAM F., P. O. BOX 473 (39533)
BOONEVILLE
JONES, KERMIT V.,. JR., MAIN ST. (38829)
BROOKHAVEN
RUDMAN, JERRY T., P. O. BOX 935 (39601)
CANTON
BUTCHART, JAMES A., 729 EAST CENTER 
ST. (39046)
CLARKSDALE
ELLIS & HIRSBERG, MCWILLIAMS BLDG. 
(38614)
HOLMES, HOWELL AND MOORHEAD, 
STEVENS BLDG. (38614)
MADDOX, MILTON H., 232 STEVENS BLDG.
(38614)
CLEVELAND
BOSWELL & BOSWELL, 218 NORTH ST. 
(38732)
NEAL, WILLIAM P., 305 W. SUNFLOWER RD. 
(38732)
YURKOW, JOHN & COMPANY, RUSSEL 
BLDG. 115 NORTH ST. (38732)
CLINTON
CLARK, THOMAS LEE, 311 CLINTON BLVD. 
(39056)
JORGENSEN, PAUL N., 311 CLINTON BLVD. 
(39056)
TURCOTTE, ERNEST C., JR., 218 DAHAJA 
CIRCLE (39056)
COLUMBIA
SINGLEY, GREENE & CO., P. O. BOX 609 
(39429)
COLUMBUS
LOTT, T. E. AND COMPANY, 400 MCGAHEY 
BLDG. (39701)
THOMAS, KERBY & THOMAS, 326 MILITARY 
RD. (39701)
CORINTH
MOORE & GRAY, CENTRAL OFFICE BLDG. 
(38834)
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EUPORA
WATKINS, WARD & STAFFORD, P. O. BOX 
311 (39744)
FOREST
GIPSON AND PRICE, 601 BANKS ST. (39074)
GREENVILLE
CLARKE AND WICKS, (38701)
FORESMAN, MRS. FRANK, P. O. BOX 186 
(38701)
ROBERTSON, L. D., RODE CENTER BLDG. 
HWY. 82 E. (38701)
TARVER, KIRBY & BRADLEY, WEINBERG 
BLDG. P. O. BOX 216 (38701)
YOUNG, JAMES BURLAND, 500 CENTRAL 
AVE. (38701)
GREENWOOD
BROWNING, THOMAS B., JR., 205 
RIVERSIDE DR. (38930)
NEELY, FRED T. & CO., 221 W. MARKET ST. 
(38930)
ORSBORN, SUTPHEN & MITCHELL, 208 
GEORGE ST. (38930)
TAYLOR, POWELL, WILSON AND 
HARTFORD, 411 RIVER RD. (38930)
WALKER, MIDDLETON, TUCKER, MARTIN 
AND ARMSTRONG, 113 W. MARKET 
(38930)
WINGATE, ROBERT C., 217 W. MARKET 
(38930)
GRENADA
CRISS & CRISS, LIMITED, 35 FIRST ST. 
(38901)
SMITH, ROBERT LEWIS, P. O. BOX 367 
(38901)
GULFPORT
BURNAMAN, R.K., 424 PASS RD. (39501) 
HEATH, JOHN S., 2408 14 ST. (39501) 
LOGAN, CHARLES P., 309 HATTEN BLDG.
(39501)
MCDONALD, C. A., 2211 15TH ST. (39501) 
WRIGHT, WARD, HATTEN AND CO., 
HANCOCK BANK BLDG. (39501)
HATTIESBURG
BURKE, JACK F. & COMPANY, 301 W. PINE 
BLDG. (39401)
EMERSON & EMERSON, CHARTERED, 610
WEST PINE ST. (39401)
KERSH, ARTHUR F., P. O. BOX 743 (39401)
LOWRY & CRANFORD, 716 NORTHWOOD 
DR. (39401)
SLAY & SLAY, 1201 HARDY ST. (39401)
HOLLANDALE 
CLARKE AND WICKS, BANK OF 
HOLLANDALE BLDG. (38748)
HOUSTON 
CRAIG AND CASEY, 102 W. MADISON ST. 
(38851)
INDIANOLA
HAMILTON & COMPANY, HWY. 49 AT 
INDIAN BAYOU (38751)
STURDIVANT, JOEL G., 117 MAIN (38751)
JACKSON
ALFORD, E. GRIFFIN, 1441 CANTON MART 
RD. (39211)
ALFORD, LEE M., 4444 N. STATE ST. (39206)
BANKS, FINLEY, THOMAS & WHITE, 1630 
CAPITAL TOWERS (39201)
BARKSDALE & JOE, 345 N. MART PLAZA 
(39206)
BOLEWARE, GODARD & HENDERSON, P. O. 
BOX 981 (39205)
CHAPMAN, CLARENCE W., L-182 CAPITAL 
TOWERS P. O. BOX 903 (39205)
COCKE, J. W., 1339 DEPOSIT GUARANTY 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (39201)
CRAWLEY, CARLTON, ANDREW JACKSON 
BLDG. 3820 I-55 NORTH (39206)
DEMILLER, DENNY, WORD & CO., 1101 
BANKERS TRUST PLAZA BLDG. (39205)
DENNY & COMPANY, 1616 CAPITAL 
TOWERS (39201)
ERNST & ERNST, 500 MILNER BLDG. 
(39201)
FLOWERS, F. VICKIE, 845 S. PLAZA (39204)
GONZALES, JOE, JR., 5321 INTERSTATE 55 
N. (39206)
HAGAMAN, ROPER, HADDOX & REID, 656 N. 
STATE ST. (39201)
HAMILTON, ANNE N., 1431 CANTON MART 
RD. (39211)
HARRIS, PHILLIP M., P. O. BOX 5805 (39208)
HOLLOWAY, BRYANT & ASSOCIATES, 1228 
CAPITAL TOWERS BLDG. (39201)
HOWELL, V. LIDELL, 3056 TERRY RD. 
(39212)
HOWELL, WILMER H., 402 BARNETT BLDG. 
(39201)
HOWIE & GALLAGHER CO., 220 BARNETT 
BLDG. (39201)
JAMES, HAROLD, 702 MILNER BLDG. 
(39205)
KELTY, WILLIAM J. & CO., P. O. BOX 347 
(39205)
KOURY, PETER A. & ASSOCIATES, 1332 
FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. (39201)
MORGAN, TANN, BOURN, CROWELL A 
BROWN, STE. 404 BARNETT BLDG. 
(39201)
PARKER AND PARKER, P. O. BOX 4261 
(39216)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1400 
DEPOSIT GUARANTY BANK BLDG. 
(39201)
PHELPS, JOHN M., ANDREW JACKSON LIFE 
BLDG. 3820 I-55 NORTH (39211)
PITTS AND HILL, 1750 LELIA DR. (39205)
RHYMES & NOOE, 333 N. MART PLAZA 
(39206)
ROSEN. DERALD S., P. O. BOX 16110(39206)
ROSS, EUBANK, BETTS & CO., 4551 OFFICE 
PARK DR. (39206)
SCHMIDT, R. W. & ASSOCIATES, 975 NORTH 
ST. STE. 203-204 (39202)
SHAW, HARRY T., ANDREW JACKSON LIFE 
BLDG. 1-55 NORTH (39206)
SLOAN, TROY G., 5420 I-55 N. STE. E. 
(39206)
SPARROW, MILTON F., 4516 OFFICE PARK 
DR. (39206)
STEPHENS, R. K., 2715 N. STATE ST. (39216)
TANN, THOMAS M., 702 MILNER BLDG. 
(39205)
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TAYLOR, POWELL, WILSON AND
HARTFORD, 429 TOMBIGBEE ST. (39205)
TILLMAN, JAMES M., 975 NORTH ST. (39204)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 1236 FIRST NATL.
BANK BLDG. (39205)
WILLIAMS, NADER & MATTHEWS, 226 N.
PRESIDENT ST. (39205)
KOSCIUSKO
HENRY, J. R., JR., EAST JEFFERSON ST. 
(39090)
LAUREL
BLOCK, F. J. & COMPANY, 201 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (39440)
BOUTWELL AND COMPANY, LIMITED, 437
N. MAGNOLIA ST. (39440)
HOLT, HERBERT I., BOX 226 (39440)
HORNE, WILLIAM F. AND CO., 1515
JEFFERSON ST. (39440)
KIRBY, MARSEDA KAPPEL, RTE. 3 BOX
492B (39440)
O’NEIL, JIMMIE & ASSOCIATES, LTD., 515 
FIFTH AVE. (39440)
SMITH, N. C. & CO., P. O. BOX 642 (39440)
LELAND
MACIONE, JOE JR., 110 FOURTH ST. (38756)
LOUISVILLE
CROSBY, JAMES L., P. O. BOX 12 (39339)
LUCEDALE
BRADLEY, HORACE A., 208 S. MANILLA ST. 
(39452)
MCCOMB
EMERSON & EMERSON, CHARTERED, 
ALFORD BLDG. 612 DELAWARE (39648)
FAUST, N. M., 210 THIRD ST. (39648)
SPINNING, R. H., 22414 STATE ST. (39648)
MERIDIAN
CRAMPTON, EDWARD H., LAMAR BLDG. 
(39301)
CULPEPPER & MORGAN, 617 19 AVE. 
(39301)
EMERSON, SAM W., GREATER MISS LIFE BL 
RM. 1015 (39301)
GARRETT, ROBERT L., 4833 POPLAR
SPRINGS DR. (39301)
HODGE, JOHN W., P. O. BOX 1402 (39301)
LAMAR, E. HOWARD, BROADMOOR MART 
(39301)
MCDONALD & MCDONALD, P. O. BOX 1307 
(39301)
REA, SHAW, GIFFIN & STUART, P. O. BOX 
2090 (39301)
STURDIVANT AND WATTS, 204 LAMAR 
BLDG. (39301)
SWAIN, JAMES O’NEILL, SOUTHERN BLDG. 
(39301)
TILLMAN, JAMES W., 4819 POPLAR SPRINGS 
DR. (39301)
MINERAL WELLS
CURBO, LAWRENCE W., (38648)
MOSS POINT
WOOD, M. C., 617 PARK ST. (39563)
NATCHEZ
JONES & GILLON, PO. BOX 1305 (39120)
SIMMONS, SILAS M. & COMPANY 209 N.
COMMERCE (39120)
NEW ALBANY
LILLY, NAIL, MCKINNEY AND TATE, P. O.
BOX 27 (38652)
OCEAN SPRINGS
SEYMOUR, TOUPS AND COMPANY, P. O.
BOX 866 (39564)
OKOLONA
CRAIG AND CASEY, MAIN ST. (38860)
OLIVE BRANCH
CURBO, ROBERT S., P. O. BOX 549 (38654)
OXFORD
OWEN, DAVID A., 203 CHANDLER (38655)
WINKLER, M. M. & ASSOCIATES, BOX 534
(38655)
PASCAGOULA
BOUTWELL & CO., LTD., 1349 MARKET ST.
(39567)
LAWRENCE & LAWRENCE. 3207 ST.
FRANCIS ST. (39567)
WOLFE, MCDUFF, MALLETT & CO., 2034
OLD MOBILE HWY. (39567)
PHILADELPHIA
GIPSON AND PRICE, 435 CENTER AVE.
(39350)
LOPER, MAX L., 438 A. E. BEACON ST.
(39350)
PICAYUNE
KELLEY, MILFORD R., 113 E. CANAL ST.
(39466)
PONTOTOC
PAGE, CHARLES L., PO. BOX 68 (38863)
ROLLING FORK
HOLLOWAY, BRYANT & ASSOCIATES, BOX 
176 (39159)
STARKVILLE
WATKINS, WARD AND STAFFORD, COURT
SQUARE OFFICES (39759)
TUPELO
BRELAND AND FRANKS, 6221/2 W. MAIN ST.
(38801)
JONES & PAGE, PO. BOX 1418 (38801)
LAND, JEFF P., 427 N. GLOSTER ST. (38801)
LILLY, NAIL, MCKINNEY & TATE, P. O. BOX 
196 (38801)
SHEFFIELD, FERGUSON, REECE & OTTS, 
THOMAS BLDG. STE. 106 (38801)
WINKLER, M. M. & ASSOCIATES, 516 W.
MAIN ST. (38801)
VICKSBURG
BOOLOS, LEO, JR., 101 FIRST FEDERAL
BLDG. (39180)
BUCKNER & BUCKNER, 1201 CHERRY ST.
(39180)
HALPIN, JOHN F., HALPIN BLDG. (39180)
MAY, DAVID L., P. O. BOX 1240 (39180)
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RAWORTH AND HALFORD, MERCHANTS 
NATL. BANK BLDG. 820 SOUTH ST. 
(39180)
WATER VALLEY
TAYLOR, BENNIE C., P. O. BOX 512 (38965)
WEST POINT
DUKEMINIER & WILBOURNE, DOUGLAS 
BLDG. (39773)
WATKINS, WARD AND STAFFORD, 213 
COMMERCE ST. (39773)
WIGGINS
ALEXANDER, A. WYNN, 304 N. VARDAMON 
ST. (39577)
PRICE, GERALD L., 115 W. COLLEGE AVE. 
(39577)
WOODVILLE
HANDJIS, TURPIN & MCGRAW, MAIN ST. 
(39669)
YAZOO CITY
QUIN, CARROLL L., 228 E. JEFFERSON ST. 
(39194)
WILLIAMSON, R. C., 213 E. JEFFERSON 
(39194) MISSOURI
ALBANY
MEYER, LYNN E., 204 W. WOOD ST. (64402) 
AURORA
NEWBOLD, WELCH & CO., 1402 S. ELLIOTT 
(65605)
BELTON
SELLBERG, TROUTT & CO., 217-B N. SCOTT 
(64012)
BLUE SPRINGS
TIEMAN, HOWARD W., 1401 PLAZA CTR.
(64015)
BOLIVAR
LISTON, DEAN C., 205 S. MAIN (65613)
BOONVILLE
DARBY, PAUL H., 209 MAIN ST. (65233)
MALONE, CHAS. P., 509 MORGAN ST.
(65233)
BRANSON
STARK, S. BRUCE, P. O. BOX 1088 (65616)
BRENTWOOD
HUGGINS, DON W., 2800 S. BRENTWOOD
BLVD. (63144)
CAPE GIRARDEAU
HILLIN, JAMES M., 221 S. PLAZA WAY 
(63701)
HOCHE AND BARKLAGE, 1221 BROADWAY 
(63701)
ROTHAUS, BARTELS, EARLEY & CO., 2103
THEMIS (63701)
SCHOTT, WM. R. & CO., INC., 1452 KINGS
HIGHWAY (63701)
CARTHAGE
CREDE AND MOORE, 221 W. FOURTH 
(64836)
MYERS, SCARBROUGH & BAKER, 207 W.
THIRD ST. (64836)
CARUTHERSVILLE
BRACEY, GRANTHAM & MCDONALD. 407 
WALKER AVE. (63830)
CHESTERFIELD
GROSSER, DAVID, 42 FOUR SEASONS CTR. 
STE. 132 (63017)
CHILLICOTHE
COOPER, CARL N., 714 JACKSON (64601)
HARDEN, CUMMINS, MOSS & MILLER, 
CITIZENS NATL. BANK BLDG. (64601)
CLAYTON
BERRI, ROBERT C., 25 S. BEMISTON (63105)
BROWN, DAVID E., 29 N. MERAMEC AVE. 
(63105)
EDER, BARON & COMPANY, 7912 
BONHOMME AVE. (63105)
GILL AND SCHULDT, 29 N. MERAMEC AVE. 
(63105)
HOCHSCHILD, BLOOM & DARDICK, 200 S. 
HANLEY (63105)
KAMIL, HANDLER AND SIMON, 7730 
CARONDELET (63105)
KAPPES, CHARLES J., 34 N. BRENTWOOD 
BLVD. (63105)
LARSON, ALFON W., 25 S. BERMISTON 
(63105)
LOPATA, EDWIN L., III S. BEMISTON 
(63105)
MOSS, EUGENE J., 34 N. BRENTWOOD BLVD. 
RM. 202 (63105)
PANNETT, BARRIE, 200 S. HANLEY (63105) 
PLUNKERT, JOHN T., III S. MERAMEC RM. 
210 (63105)
ROSENBAUM, MAX, 111 S. MERAMEC RM. 
209 (63105)
ROSENFELD, DAVID C., SLAVIN BLDG. 8000 
BONHOMME (63105)
SCHMITT, BIERMANN, SPITZNABEL, INC., 
450 S. BRENTWOOD BLVD. (63105)
SCHNEIDER, OLIVER W., 7701 FORSYTH 
BLVD. (63105)
SERTL, WM. J., 111 S. MERAMEC (63105)
SILVERSTEIN, RICHARD B., 918 S.
MERAMEC (63105)
SMITH AND WALLACE, 1121 CORDNET 
TOWER BLDG. 225 S. MERAMEC AVE. 
(63105)
SOLOMON, ALLEN B., 7710 CARONDELET 
AVE. (63105)
WAGENER, ROBERT C., 7811 CARONDELET 
AVE. (63105)
WELTMAN AND GALLANT, 111 S. MERAMEC 
(63105)
CLINTON
KREISSLER, KEITH E., 108 N. MAIN ST. 
(64735)
COLUMBIA
KORMEIER, ROBERT W., 4029 GRACE 
ELLEN DR. N. (65201)
LANDERS AND OWSLEY, 715-A E. 
BROADWAY (65201)
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PARKER & BIEBERLY, 201 S. SEVENTH ST. 
(65201)
WILLIAMS, KEEPERS, OLIVER, PAYNE A 
RACKERS, 105 E. ASH ST. (65201)
WINFREY, HARRY C., STROLLWAY CENTRE 
BLDG. (65201)
CRESTWOOD
STRUCKMEYER, ZIMMERMAN, ENGMANN A 
CO., 9705 HWY. 66 (63126)
CREVE COEUR
FIENUP, RAYMOND H., 714 N. NEW BALLAS 
RD. (63141)
GERMANESE AND SITTON, 666 OFFICE 
PARKWAY (63141)
GRABEL, ALBERT & CO., THE 12000 BLDG. 
11960 WESTLINE DR. (63141)
ELLISVILLE
FIALKA, WILLIAM F., JR., 53B CLARKSON 
RD. (63011)
FARMINGTON
MALONEY, WRIGHT & ROBBINS, 
MERCANTILE BLDG. P. O. BOX 307 
(63640)
FENTON
KRIEG, ROBERT G., 520 GRAVDIS RD. 
(63026)
FERGUSON
NEINER, HARRY J., 810 S. FLORISSANT RD. 
(63135)
FLORISSANT
GOERSS, WALTER G., 6744 LANDAU DR. 
(63033)
FULTON
PRETTYMAN, RICHARD B., 611 COURT ST. 
(65251)
GLENDALE
LUFT, CLARENCE HENRI, 815 BROWNELL 
AVE. (63122)
GRAVOIS MILLS
ARMSTRONG, ALBERT A., ROUTE 2 BOX 
240 (65037)
HANNIBAL
HOLLIDAY, ADAIR B., 21 SETTLERS TRAIL 
(63401)
WADE, STABLES, SCHANBACHER A 
WALKER, BROADWAY AT SIXTH (63401)
HARRISONVILLE
COKE, JOHN B., 2100 EAST MECHANIC 
(64701)
SELLBERG, TROUTT & CO., 305 S. 
INDEPENDENCE (64701)
HAZELWOOD
COBLE, CHARLES C., 7485 SIR LORDS LANE 
(63042)
HIGGINSVILLE
STOSBERG, DAVIS, MUSGRAVE A 
ATTWOOD, 1919 MAIN ST. (64037)
INDEPENDENCE
BROWN, FLOYD R. JR., & CO., 122 S. MAIN 
ST. (64051)
HOLDEMAN, J. J., SOUTHSIDE BLVD. AT 
NOLAND RD. (64055)
JENSEN, R. BLAIR, 39TH & 40TH CENTER 
STE. 20 (64052)
JULIAN, V. A. JR., 1808 HARVARD (64052)
WRIGHT, HERFORDT & SANDERS, 304 W.
WALNUT (64050)
JEFFERSON CITY
HICKEY, ROGER, 601 E. MCCARTY ST. 
(65101)
MCKENNA, JOHN T., 616 HOWARD (65101)
WILLIAMS, KEEPERS, OLIVER, PAYNE A 
RACKERS, 107 ADAMS ST. (65101)
WOLF AND BUEHLER, 403 MULBERRY ST. 
(65101)
JOPLIN
AUGUST, SHANKS & DOBSON, 3127
VIRGINIA AVE. (64801)
BAIRD, KURTZ & DOBSON, FIRST NATL.
BLDG. (64801)
CUSACK, THOS. CO., 210 MINERS BANK 
BLDG. (64801)
MENSE, EUGENE M., JR., 515 JACKSON 
(64801)
MYERS, SCARBROUGH AND BAKER, 330 
MAIN ST. (64801)
PRIGMORE, JACK D., 304 FIRST NATL. 
BLDG. (64801)
ROBERTSON AND MUSKRAT, 521 WALL 
AVE. (64801)
SCHLEISMAN, ROBERT, 2916 E. 20TH ST. 
(64801)
KANSAS CITY
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 911 MAIN ST. 
(64105)
BAIRD, KURTZ & DOBSON, 1200 UNITED 
MISSOURI BK. BLDG. 928 GRAND AVE. 
(64106)
BOLD, JOSEPH, 3236 GILLHAM PLAZA 
(64109)
BRITTEN, E. J., 818 12 & WALNUT BLDG. 
(64106)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 901 TEN MAIN 
CENTER (64105)
CUNEO, FRIED, LAWSON AND SHAY, 18 E. 
11 TH ST. RM. 600 (64106)
CUSACK, PAUL P., CORRIGAN BLDG. RM. 
524 1828 WALNUT (64108)
EISENMAN, BEN G., 112 E. TENTH STE. 708 
(64106)
ERNST & ERNST, 1150 TEN MAIN CENTER 
920 MAIN ST. (64105)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 918 COMMERCE 
TOWER (64199)
FRANKE, FRANCIS S., 127 W. TENTH ST. 
STE. 1055 (64105)
FRANKE & HARDIN, 1430 COMMERCE
TOWER (64105)
GAUTREAUX, MARR & CO., 1318 
COMMERCE TOWER 911 MAIN ST. (64105)
GOTT, BUTLER & JOHNSON, 3130 
BROADWAY (64111)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 1621 
BALTIMORE (64108)
GRIFFIN, M. L., 303 MIDLAND BLDG. 
(64105)
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GRIFFITHS, A. JEFF. UNION CARBIDE 
BLDG. 912 BALTIMORE (64105)
GRONNIGER, WILLIAM C., 3609 N.
WESTPARK DR. (64116)
HAITH. WEINSTEIN & LEVINE, MIDLAND 
BLDG. 5 FLOOR 1221 BALTIMORE 
(64105)
HARRISON. CHARLES R., 8600 WARD PKWY. 
STE. E-21B (64114)
HASKINS & SELLS. ONE CROWN CENTER 
2400 PERSHING RD. (64108)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, STE. 204 
MID-CONTINENT BANK BLDG. 4901 MAIN 
ST. (64112)
JACKSON, GEORGE P. & CO., 814 
COMMERCE BANK BLDG. (64106)
JOHNSON, ATWATER & CO., 4528 
BELLEVIEW (64111)
JOHNSON, RALPH C. & COMPANY, 4900 
SWOPE PARKWAY SUITE 301 (64132)
JONES, DALE W., 3130 BROADWAY FLR. 1 
(64111)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 450 TEN MAIN CTR. 920 MAIN 
ST. (64105)
LETTERMAN, LARRY E., 7718 TROOST AVE. 
(64131)
LEVINE, JOSEPH, 104 E. FIFTH (64106) 
MAGAZINE & LERNER, 2 WEST 40TH ST.
(64111)
MARTIN, ROBERT E., 1012 BALTIMORE 
(64105)
MAZON, SAM, 4901 MAIN ST. STE. 420 
(64112)
MCMANUS, JAMES & CO., 922 WALNUT ST. 
(64106)
MORIARTY, GABRIEL AND ROEHRIG, 600 
LATHROP BLDG. (64106)
NEWMAN, REBECCA B., 1024 HUNTINGTON
ROAD (64113)
NOLL, WM. A. & CO., 20 W. 9TH ST. (64105)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 2020 
COMMERCE TOWER (64199)
PRICE WATERHOUSE A CO., 2900
COMMERCE TWR. BLDG. (64199)
RICHARDSON, AUBREY E., 1806
BALTIMORE (64108)
ROONEY, W. DONALD, 8900 STATE LINE 
(64114)
ROTMAN, MAX J., HOME SAVINGS BLDG. 
1006 GRAND AVE. #1230 (64106)
RUHLMAN, JOHN J., 930 N. CHESTNUT 
TRAFFICWAY (64120)
SCHMIDT & COMPANY, 2837 MAIN ST. 
(64108)
SHOUSE, WILLIAM J., 906 GRAND AVE. 
(64106)
SINDERSON, GEORGE & COMPANY, 20 W. 
NINTH ST. STE. 500 (64105)
SLOBOSKY, PHILIP, 502 HANOVER BLDG. 15 
WEST 10TH ST. (64105)
SMITH AND HARDER, 4901 MAIN ST. STE. 
204 (64112)
SMITH, J. LEE, 1207 COMMERCE BANK 
BLDG. (64106)
SOTHAM, THOMAS F., JR., 4205 CLARK 
(64111)
TENNY, THEODORE, 922 WALNUT ST. #707 
(64106)
TIVIN, LEO, 1627 MAIN ST. (64108)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 920 MAIN ST. (64105) 
TROUPE, KEHOE, WHITEAKER & KENT. 
2900 POWER & LIGHT BLDG. (64105)
WALLER, J. F. & CO., V. F. W. BLDG. 406 W. 
34TH ST. (64111)
WAYMAN. ROGER L., 1020 OZARK
NATIONAL LIFE BLDG. 906 GRAND AVE. 
(64106)
WELSCH. HENRY W. & CO., 928 GRAND AVE. 
RM. 1421 (64106)
WELTER. E. H., 5501 TRACY (64110)
WHITE. MARTIN M., 900 WALNUT ST. STE. 
400 (64106)
WILLIAMS. ROBERT KECK. 621 LATHROP 
BLDG. 1005 GRAND AVE. (64106)
WITTE, LESTER & CO., STE. 520 PLAZA CTR. 
BLDG. 800 W. 47 ST. (64112)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 1221 BALTIMORE 
STE. 1010 (64105)
WOOLDRIDGE, WM. E., JR., 3805 N. OAK 
TRAFFICWAY (64116)
WRIGHT, FRANCIS A. & COMPANY. 1940 
TEN MAIN CENTER 920 MAIN ST. (64105)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1400 TEN 
MAIN CENTER (64105)
KENNETT
HARRIS & PARKER. 309 TEACO ROAD 
(63857)
KRAFT, MILES & TATUM, 204 N. JACKSON 
(63857)
SMITH, JOSEPH LYNN, 624 FIRST ST. 
(63857)
SPARKS, R. TOWNSEND. ROBINS BLDG. P. O. 
BOX 786 (63857)
KIRKSVILLE
HARDEN, CUMMINS. MOSS & MILLER. 308 
W. WASHINGTON (63501)
KOLLAR, DOUGLAS G., 207 W. HARRISON 
(63501)
LAKE OZARK
LISTER, CARLTON L., (65049)
LEBANON
JOHNSON, ELMER LEE. P. O. BOX 870 
(65536)
MUMFORD. J. ARTHUR & CO., 2131/2 W. 
COMMERCIAL (65536)
MARSHALL
HOCHSCHILD, BLOOM & DARDICK. 253 
FARMERS SVGS. BANK BLDG. P. O. BOX 
D. (65340)
TWILLING. M. ARTHUR. 1277 S. ODELL 
(65340)
MARYLAND HEIGHTS
NELSON, KLEBERGER & COMPANY, 140 
WELDON PARKWAY (63043)
SCHAUS, HAROLD WM., 100 PROGRESS 
PKWY. STE. 114 (63043)
MARYVILLE
HARDEN, CUMMINS, MOSS & MILLER. 114 
W. THIRD ST. BLDG. (64468)
VOGGESSER, HAROLD W., 109 W. FOURTH 
ST. (64468)
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MEXICO
WILLIAMS, KEEPERS, OLIVER, PAYNE 4 
RACKERS, 106A S. JEFFERSON ST. 
(65265)
MOBERLY
KOFFMAN, JOHN H., 113 N. WILLIAMS 
(65270)
WILLIAMS, KEEPERS, OLIVER, PAYNE AND 
RACKERS, 121 S. WILLIAMS (65270)
MONETT
SMITH, HAROLD RAY, P. O. BOX 439 (65708)
WALLACE, GENE R., 204 THIRD ST. (65708)
NEOSHO
DAY, HOLLOWAY & ASSOCIATES, 110 N. 
WASHINGTON (64850)
FILLINGHAM & SEIDEMAN, 213 E. MAIN 
(64850)
ROBERTSON & MUSKRAT, 811 NEOSHO 
BLVD. (64850)
NEVADA
SCHULTE, KLEIN, GAEDDERT & AGLER, 
AUSTIN & MAIN (64772)
NORTH KANSAS CITY
BAKER, THOMAS & NORRIS, 2022 SWIFT 
AVE. (64116)
PERRYVILLE
HECK, VERNON E., 22 S. JACKSON (63775)
POPLAR BLUFF
ALBERS, DAVID W., 217 N. BROADWAY 
(63901)
COX, STEWART & CO., COMMERCE BANK 
BLDG. (639Q1)
KRAFT, MILES & TATUM, 1800 N. 
WESTWOOD BLVD. (63901)
RAYTOWN
CHANDLER, KENNETH W., 9717 1/2 E. 63RD 
(64133)
ROLLA
ALFERMANN AND HAYNES, 219 HWY. 72 
WEST (65401)
SEDALIA
MORGAN, ARTHUR J., 2018 W. MAIN ST. 
(65301)
WAGNER, SHIRLEY W., 107 1/2 W. 3RD ST. 
(65301)
SIKESTON
BERRY, PATMOR & CO., 805 N. MAIN 
(63801)
BUCHER, JAMES H., 219 E. MALONE AVE. 
(63801)
DAY, SPITZMILLER & COMPANY, 228 E. 
CENTER ST. (63801)
PAYNE, RONALD M., 334 S. KINGS HWY. 
(63801)
SISK, J. W., 303 W. MALONE P. O. BOX 870 
(63801)
STALLINGS, JAMES V. & COMPANY, 315 N. 
NEW MADRID ST. (63801)
SPRINGFIELD
BAIRD, KURTZ & DOBSON, P.O. BOX 1276
S.S.S. (65805)
COHEN, KIRKPATRICK & CO., COMMERCE 
TERRACE 2200 E. SUNSHINE (65804)
ELLIOTT. GORDON A., PLAZA TOWERS 
BLDG. (65804)
FEIND, PAUL L., 2200 E. SUNSHINE (65804)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY. 150 LANDMARK 
BLDG. (65806)
LIPSCOMB AND PRESTON, 1722 SOUTH 
GLENSTONE STE. F. (65804)
MCNABB. WESTERMANN, MITCHELL A 
BRANSTETTER, 1722 MM S. GLENSTONE 
(65804)
STEINERT. JOHNSON & CO., COMMERCE 
TERRACE BLDG. 2200 E. SUNSHINE STE. 
107 (65804)
TABER. CHARLES H., 604 S. PICKWICK 
(65802)
ST. ANN
WOODWARD. C. L., JR., 500 NORTHWEST 
PLAZA STE. 302 (63074)
ST. CHARLES
BOTZ, RAYMOND E., ONE WESTBURY 
SQUARE (63301)
HARTWIG. JOHN A., JR., 2215 FIRST 
CAPITOL DR. (63301)
ST. JOSEPH
GASPER AND TAYLOR, 310 CORBY BLDG. 
(64501)
JUDA. EUGENE S., JR., 304 AMERICAN 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (64501)
KETTER, MELVIN P., 3002 FRANCIS (64501)
LARSON, CHAS. B., 1020 FARAON (64501)
SANDERS, SANDERS & MOGG, 606 CORBY 
BLDG. (64501)
SANGER, ROBERT C., 613 S. 19 ST. (64507)
SMITH, DONALD J., 309 AMERICAN NAT’L. 
BANK BLDG. (64501)
ST. LOUIS
AHRENS AND MCKEON, AMBASSADOR 
BLDG. (63101)
ANDERS & MINKLER, RAILWAY EXCHANGE 
BLDG. RM. 1801 (63101)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 1 MEMORIAL 
DR. (63102)
ASBURY, ROBERT H., 1750 BRENTWOOD 
BLVD. (63144)
ASELAGE, MEEK & CO., 9010 ST. CHARLES 
RD. (63114)
BADALAMENTI, ANTHONY, 7750 CLAYTON 
RD. (63117)
BARBER, HUGH W., 19 GRASSO PLAZA 
(63123)
BARNWELL, LLOYD K., 319 N. FOURTH ST. 
(63102)
BECKMEYER, REINHARDT H., BUDER 
BLDG. STE. 1000 SEVEN NORTH 
SEVENTH ST. (63101)
BELL, A. E., 7827 OLIVE BLVD. (63130)
BENNER, ENGLISH, MAHER & COMPANY, 
812 OLIVE ST. (63101)
BENSON, LA MEAR, NOLTE & MCCORMACK, 
706 CHESTNUT STE. 1200 (63101)
BICK, RHEA & SCHULTE, 3250 HAMPTON 
AVE. (63139)
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BLUM, RONES & CO., 8600 DELMAR BLVD. 
(63124)
BOHLMANN, HAROLD C. W. & COMPANY, 
120 MARLBOROUGH EXECUTIVE BLDG. 
8050 WATSON RD. (63119)
BOYD, FRANZ & STEPHANS, 1221 LOCUST 
ST. (63103)
BRUSSELBACK & BRENNAN, WEST SIDE 
BANK BLDG. 9990 MANCHESTER RD. 
(63122)
CARMODY, PATRICK E., 300 MANSION 
HOUSE CTR. (63102)
CARTER, FLETCHER W., JR., 8 BALLAS CT. 
(63131)
CHRISTMAN, THOMAS A., 13422 CLAYTON 
RD. (63131)
COHEN, SIDNEY S. & COMPANY, 911 
LOCUST ST. (63101)
CONNER, ASH & COMPANY, 11 S. MERAMEC 
STE. 1101 (63105)
COOK, EUGENE E., 9854 LAWNVIEW DR. 
(63136)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 1111 AMBASSADOR 
BLDG. (63101)
CROGHAN, DESHAM, LOBRANO & NAYLOR, 
2343 HAMPTON AVE. (63139)
DECKER, JOSEPH E., 8003 FORSYTHE BLVD. 
(63105)
DEGNAN, JAMES, 200 CLAYTON PLAZA 
BLDG. 7750 CLAYTON RD. (63117)
DOETSCH, OSCAR H., 6230 EICHELBERGER 
ST. (63109)
DWYER, COSTELLO & CO., 812 N. THIRD ST. 
(63102)
EDER, BARON & COMPANY, 7912 
BONHOMME AVE. (63105)
ERGER, ROBERT B., 353 PIERRE LACLEDE 
CTR. 7733 FORSYTHE BLVD. (63105)
ERNST & ERNST, 1200 EQUITABLE BLDG. 10 
BROADWAY (63102)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 720 OLIVE ST. 
(63101)
FOX & PLACHT, 611 OLIVE ST. (63101)
FRANKLIN, ROBERT M., 8000 BONHOMME 
(63105)
FREEMAN, DONALD AND COMPANY, 6617 
CLAYTON RD. STE. 200 (63117)
GABLE, FRANKE & CO., 201 SOUTH 
CENTRAL (63105)
GIDDAN, MILFORD G., 8420 DELMAR BLVD. 
(63124)
GILJUM, JOSEPH P., 411 N. SEVENTH ST. 
(63101)
GORDON, SIEGEL & COMPANY, 225 S. 
MERAMEC AVE. (63105)
GRAHAM, HERBERT A., P. O. BOX 20167 
(63123)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 8706 
MANCHESTER RD. (63144)
GROSSER, LOUIS, 889 S. BRENTWOOD 
(63105)
HALBE, HARRISON H. & CO., 6025 
CHIPPEWA (63109)
HANDKINS, H. EUGENE, 9021 NORTH AVE. 
(63114)
HARDIN AND DRYSDALE, 7750 CLAYTON 
RD. STE. 209 (63117)
HASKINS & SELLS, 10 BROADWAY (63102)
HELM, W. A. & CO., 2153 RAILWAY 
EXCHANGE BLDG. 611 OLIVE ST. (63101)
HOPPER, RONNIE D., BRENTWOOD SQ. 
SHOPPING CENTER 1617 S. BRENTWOOD 
BLVD. STE. 270 (63144)
HOUSE, HARRY M., 314 N. BROADWAY 
(63102)
HUBER, RING AND CO., P. C., 2708 OLIVE 
ST. (63103)
INGHAM, WHITE & SCHERLE, 6548 
CLAYTON RD. (63117)
JAY, HARRY M. & ASSOC., 1015 LOCUST ST. 
(63101)
JONES, ROBERT E., 9311 MANCHESTER RD. 
(63119)
KAUFMAN, RICHARD AND CO., 8820 LADUE 
RD. (63124)
KAUFMAN, SANDBACH & CO., 319 N. 
FOURTH ST. RM. 902 (63102)
KELLER, GUS V. & COMPANY, 706 
CHESTNUT ST. STE. 511 (63101)
KLUGE, VERNON E., 9521 CRAIGWOOD 
TERR. (63126)
KOSLOW AND BOURNSTEIN, 8420 DELMAR 
BLVD. (63124)
KRAFT, FELIX G. AND COMPANY, 2319 
HAMPTON AVE. (63139)
KUEHN, SMITH & CO., 1750 S. BRENTWOOD 
BLVD. (63144)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 201 SOUTH CENTRAL (63105)
LEES, LAWRENCE S., CREVE COEUR BANK 
BLDG. 11901 OLIVE BLVD. STE. 202 
(63141)
LEIDESDORF, S. D. & CO., 314 N. 
BROADWAY (63102)
LENNERTSON & COMPANY, 889 S. 
BRENTWOOD BLVD. (63105)
LEVY, HENRY S., 722 CHESTNUT ST. (63101) 
LEVY AND ROODMAN, 722 CHESTNUT ST.
(63101)
LIND, EDWARD L., 5731 ARTHUR AVE. 
(63139)
LIPSITZ, JACK M., 915 OLIVE ST. (63101)
LITZAU & MURPHY, 5100 OAKLAND (63110)
LOHBECK, ARNOLD J., 5220 MURDOCH 
AVE. (63109)
LOPATA, LOPATA & DUBINSKY, 111 S. 
BEMISTON AVE. (63105)
LUNNEMANN, SLAIS & CO., 3433 HAMPTON 
AVE. (63139)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 411 N. SEVENTH 
ST. STE. 1313 (63101)
MAINS, J. D., 611 OLIVE (63101)
MAIXNER, ALBERT A., SUITE 404 
CRESTWOOD BANK BLDG. 9705 HWY. 66 
(63126)
MARE & CO., 506 OLIVE ST. (63101) 
MASSIE, FUDEMBERG, GOLDBERG & CO., 
1015 LOCUST ST. (63101)
MERCURIO, J. K. L., 7217 CHAMBERLAIN 
(63130)
MITCHELL, GLEN A., 8 FOX MEADOW DR. 
(63127)
MORTON & FIEHLER, 18 S. KINGS HIGHWAY 
(63108)
MUELLER & HERRING, 4619 HAMPTON 
AVE. (63109)
MUENCH, ALLEN E., 13422 CLAYTON RD. 
(63131)
MULLER, JOHN EDWARD, 1276 ST. CYR RD. 
(63137)
NELSON, KLEBERGER & COMPANY, 317 N. 
11TH ST. (63101)
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NEWMAN, ROBERT, 8420 DELMAR (63124)
NISSING, BURTON J., 360 OAKWOOD AVE. 
(63119)
NOLAN, JAMES R., STE. 304 7750 CLAYTON 
RD. (63117)
O’HARA, J. D. & CO., 314 N. BROADWAY 
(63102)
PARADOSKI, VOGT & COMPANY. 222 S. 
MERAMEC AVE. (63105)
PEAT, MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., 720
OLIVE (63101)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 1 MEMORIAL 
DR. (63102)
PRIEBAT, LUDWIG M., 7046 WASHINGTON
AVE. (63130)
RASKIN. MELMAN & SILVERSTEIN. 1015 
LOCUST ST. (63101)
RICK & SHANNAHAN, 9360 DIELMAN 
INDUSTRIAL DR. (63132)
RIDENHOUR, HYLTON & CO., 10000 OLD 
OLIVE ST. RD. (63108)
RUBIN. BROWN. GORNSTEIN & CO., 230 S.
BEMISTON (63105)
SCHEINER & WEINSTEIN, 7912 BONHOMME 
AVE. (63105)
SCHNEIDER, JEROME D., 287 N. LINDBERGH 
BLVD. (63141)
SCHOPPET, FRANK L., 2021 REDMAN RD. 
(63138)
SCHORFHEIDE, J. J., 50 CRESTWOOD 
EXECUTIVE CENTER (63126)
SHEA, DONALD C., 1000 OAKVIEW PL. 
(63110)
SHELTON & VON CLOEDT, 1540 RAILWAY 
EXCHANGE BLDG. (63101)
SILBERMAN, HARRY M., 8600 DELMAR 
BLVD. (63124)
SMYTHE, JOHN J., 99 GREENDALE DR. 
(63121)
STEIN, A. ERNEST & CO., 721 OLIVE ST. 
(63101)
STERBENZ, B. L. & CO., 722 CHESTNUT ST. 
(63101)
STEWART. WM. J., 9007 MANCHESTER 
(63144)
STOCK. BERNARD J., 8420 DELMAR STE. 
300 (63124)
STONE. CARLIE AND COMPANY. 9369 
OLIVE BLVD. (63132)
SUTTER. JOHN R., 819 LOCUST ST. (63101)
SWIENER, MARTIN L., 1242 GRANT DR. 
(63132)
SZWEDA, RONALD J., 111 S. BEMISTON STE. 
221 (63105)
TAGGART. THOMAS E. R., AMBASSADOR 
BLDG. 411 N. SEVENTH ST. (63101) 
THOMPSON. JAMES C. & CO., 319 N. 4TH ST. 
(63102)
TIGER. FIRESIDE & CO., 705 OLIVE ST. 
(63101)
TOOMER, KENNETH. 4625 LINDELL BLVD. 
STE. 317 (63108)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 2100 RAILWAY 
EXCHANGE BLDG. (63101)
WEINDEL, JOSEPH W., 4001 BLOW ST. 
(63116)
WILLIAMS, CHARLES A., 1941 RAILWAY 
EXCHANGE BLDG. 611 OLIVE ST. (63101) 
WINDHORST, WILLIAM F., 721 OLIVE ST.
RM. 923 (63101)
WITTE. LESTER & CO., 120 S. CENTRAL 
AVE. (63105)
WOLFF. EUGENE L., 10920 SCHUETZ RD. 
(63141)
WOLFF, RICHARD E., 5100 COLUMBIA AVE. 
(63139)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY. EXECUTIVE 
OFFICE BLDG. 515 OLIVE ST. (63101)
ZERJAV, FRANK L., OLD TITLE BLDG. STE.
200 6617 CLAYTON RD. (63117)
ZIELINSKI & WOLFF, 408 OLIVE ST. (63102)
ST. LOUIS COUNTY
STARK, J. HARVEY. 5905 SOUTH 
LINDBERGH (63123)
STE. GENEVIEVE
BROWN. CURTIS L., 1100 STE. GENEVIEVE 
DR. (63670)
SULLIVAN
RIDENHOUR. HYLTON & CO., 20 HUGHES 
FORD RD. (63080)
UNIVERSITY CITY
ROTHMAN, CHARLES. 8420 DELMAR BLVD.
(63124)
WARRENSBURG
LARSON. MORRISS & CO., 107 E. CULTON 
ST. (64093)
WARRENTON
BENSON. LAMEAR, NOLTE & MCCORMACK, 
117A EAST MAIN ST. (63383)
WASHINGTON
HOCHSCHILD, BLOOM & DARDICK, 1000 
WASHINGTON SQUARE (63090)
UNNERSTALL, MAURICE L., 18 W. SECOND 
ST. (63090)
WAYNESVILLE
SALVETER, DRURA L., 100 SOUTH BENTON 
(65583)
WEBB CITY
MYERS. SCARBROUGH AND BAKER. 112 N. 
WEBB ST. (64870)
WEST PLAINS
WAHLQUIST AND WAHLQUIST. 1618 C. C. 
HWY. (65775)MONTANA
BIG SANDY
OPHUS, ALFRED S., (59520)
BIG TIMBER
ROOTS, DALLAS A., 209 MCLEOD (59011)
BILLINGS
BOORMAN AND BELINSKI, 2323 SECOND
AVE. N. (59103)
BULLIS. MILTON L., 200 BEHNER BLDG. 
(59101)
COLBERG AND FASCHING, 404 PETROLEUM 
BLDG. (59101)
COSNER & OWEN, STE. 610 SECURITY BANK
BLDG. (59101)
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DEMING. RONALD L., 208 BEHNER BLDG. 
(59101)
DUFFNER, LOWELL F., 703 MIDLAND BANK 
BLDG. (59101)
EVERSON, A. D., 315 ELECTRIC BLDG. 
(59101)
FELIX AND FLADMO, 2140 GRAND AVE. 
(59102)
GERHARZ AND COMPANY, 410 NORTH 
BROADWAY (59101)
JANKE & VAN DELINDER, SECURITY
FEDERAL SAVINGS LOAN BLDG. (59101)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 204 
TRANSWESTERN BLDG. (59101)
REIMERS, DUANE E., 2910 REIMERS PARK 
DR. (59102)
ROUSH, GOOD, NEVIN & MURRAY, 211 
FRATT BLDG. (59101)
ROWLAND, THOMAS & COMPANY, 515 N. 32
ST. (59103)
SCHILLINGER, PHILIP & GOHSMAN, 3318
THIRD AVE. N. (59101)
SMITH, BIRKELAND & MANGIS, 450
MUTUAL BENEFIT BLDG. 2720 THIRD
AVE. N. (59101)
STANTON, WENDELL, 1629 AVENUE D. 
(59102)
WISMEYER, EDWIN M., 601 SECURITY BK.
BLDG. (59101)
BOZEMAN
BRADLEY & MARCHWICK, P. O. BOX 190 
(59715)
GALUSHA, HIGGINS & GALUSHA, 215 W. 
MENDENHALL (59715)
JORDAHL, SLITER & BRAGG, 24 S. WILLSON
BOX 1094 (59715)
KELLY, JOHN J., PO. BOX 1086 (59715)
VELTKAMP & DORE, 127 W. MAIN (59715)
BUTTE
MCCAULEY, KEITH, 101 W. GRANITE ST. 
(59701)
NEWLAND, HORN & TAYLOR, 53 W. 
BROADWAY (59701)
PRIGGE, ROBERT L., 43 E. BROADWAY 
(59701)
ROWLAND, THOMAS & CO., 14 W. GRANITE 
ST. (59701)
COLUMBIA FALLS
ELLIOTT, ROGER H., 504 FIRST AVE. WEST 
(59912)
CUT BANK
GUNLIKSON, RICHARD D., OLSEN JONES 
BLDG. (59427)
DILLON
ROWLAND, THOMAS & CO., 25 E.
GLENDALE (59725)
WAGNER, RONALD W., 15 S. IDAHO (59725)
ENNIS
WILSON, DIANA M., FIRST MADISON
VALLEY BANK BLD. (59729)
GLENDIVE
CROSS AND RIGG, PO. BOX 1388 (59330)
FICEK, ULRIC P., PAULSON BLDG. (59330)
GREAT FALLS
ARTZ, CLARK AND STEVENS, 600 CENTRAL 
PLAZA #208 (59401)
DAWSON, CLARKE M., STRAIN BLDG. 
(59401)
DOUGLAS, WILSON & CO., 1000 FIRST AVE. 
S. (59401)
EIGEMAN, DOUGLAS F. & CO., P. O. BOX 
2749 (59401)
FINLAY, RENMAN & MISFELDT, 410 FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (59401)
JUNKERMIER & CAMPANELLA, 511 GREAT 
FALLS NATL. BANK BLDG. (59401)
LANOUETTE, HAMILTON, & AMMONDSON, 
1323 NINTH AVE. S. (59405)
LINDSTROM, FRANK, 1308 12TH AVE. S. 
(59405)
PETERSON & BLACK, 211 DAVIDSON BLDG. 
(59401)
HAMILTON
ROLAND, PETERSON & CO., 178 SOUTH 3RD 
ST. (59840)
HELENA
ANDERSON, ZUR MUEHLEN & CO., ONE N. 
LAST CHANCE GULTCH (59601)
CARLSON, OSCAR M., E. B. C. 
PROFESSIONAL CENTER 2225 11TH AVE. 
(59601)
GALUSHA, HIGGINS & GALUSHA, 555 
FULLER AVE. (59601)
KINDRED, ANN J., PO. BOX 245 (59601)
THOMAS, MARGARET, 7151/2 GETCHELL 
(59601)
WALDEN, C. HOWARD, 419 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (59601)
KALISPELL
BELL, JAMES E., 863 FIFTH AVE. W. N. 
(59901)
CLARK, ALLAN R., PLAZA WEST 110 FIRST 
AVE. W. (59901)
JORDAHL, SLITER & BRAGG, SUNSET 
PLAZA-HWY. 93 N. BOX 817 (59901)
MILLER AND EIGEMAN, 10 EAST CENTER 
ST. (59901)
SORENSON & HANSON, 136 FIRST AVE. W. 
(59901)
LEWISTOWN
SCHELL, STEPHENS, RILEY, HUFFINE, 402 
MONTANA BLDG. (59457)
LIBBY
SEIFERT, P. J., III, 116 WEST THIRD (59923)
LIVINGSTON
BLAKELY, LARRY W., 112 E. LEWIS ST. BOX 
887 (59047)
MILES CITY
COLE, STEVE A., 11 S. SEVENTH ST. (59301)
ROWLAND, THOMAS & COMPANY, 908 MAIN 
ST. (59301)
STALLARD & DENT, 9 N. 5TH (59301)
MISSOULA
DEGUIRE AND TUCKER, 199 WEST PINE 
(59801)
DOBBINS, MCGREW & MALONE, 723 W. 
CENTRAL (59801)
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GALUSHA, HIGGINS & GALUSHA, FRONT A
RYMAN STS. (59801)
HOVEN. VERNON B., 2206 BROOKS (59801)
JORDAHL, SLITER & BRAGG. FAIRWAY
CENTER (59801)
SWANSON, MAX R., FRONT & RYMAN
STREETS (59801)
POLSON
MOSTAD & GREEN. PO. BOX 357 (59860)
SIDNEY
WILLIAMSON. REES & CHILD. 124 E. MAIN 
(59270) NEBRASKA
ALLIANCE
CURTISS, HOWARD J., 124 W. 4TH (69301)
AURORA
POTTS, JACK A., PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 
(68818)
BEATRICE
ROMANS. WIEMER & SCHULZ. 2004 EAST 
COURT (68310)
SHALLA, DH. 218 S. SIXTH ST. (68310)
CHADRON
CLARK. EDWARD E., 335 N. CHADRON AVE. 
(69337)
SPENCER, C. KEITH, 346 MAIN ST. (69337)
COLUMBUS
SHARPE. WILBUR E., BOX 567 (68601)
FAIRBURY
MILLER & MOORE, 425 D. ST. (68352)
REESE, W. FREDERICK, 409 SEVENTH ST.
(68352)
FREMONT
JOHNSON. PHILIP G. & CO., STE. A. 
PATHFINDER HOTEL (68025)
NORDGREN, LEW. 415 E. 23RD ST. (68025)
SHAW. RONALD D., 1835 E. MILITARY 
(68025)
WITTHOFF, WALTER & CO., 202 FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (68025)
GERING
JOHNSON. PHILIP G. & CO., 1415 11 ST. 
(69341)
GORDON
WALTERS, WILLIAM J., 216 S. MAIN ST. 
(69343)
GOTHENBURG
BARNETT. BLOOMFIELD AND RAYMOND. P.
O. BOX 249 (69138)
GRAND ISLAND
ALMS, ALVIN P., 507 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (68801)
COUNTRYMAN CO., 615 W. FIRST ST. 
(68801)
COUNTRYMAN. ORIN & ASSOC., 615 W. 
FIRST (68801)
LOCKWOOD. R. B., 217 1/2 N. PINE ST. 
(68801)
HASTINGS
COUNTRYMAN. ORIN & ASSOC., 914 WEST 4 
(68901)
JOHNSON, PHILIP G. & CO., 232 CITY NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (68901)
LA FRANCE. WALKER. JACKLEY A 
SAVILLE, 1221/2 HASTINGS AVE. (68901)
HOLDREGE
ROST. J. WALDO. 407 EAST AVE. (68949)
KEARNEY
BARNETT. BLOOMFIELD & RAYMOND. 104 
W. 16 (68847)
KIMBALL
ANDERSEN & MOORE. P. O. BOX 728 (69145)
LEXINGTON
COUNTRYMAN. ORIN & ASSOCIATES, 607 N. 
GRANT (68850)
LINCOLN
COLE. DANA F. & COMPANY, 425 STUART 
BLDG. (68508)
FRY, WHITE. GUSZAK & ASSOCIATES, 204 
WALTON BLDG. 216 N. 11 ST. (68508)
JEWELL. MARVIN E. & CO., 405 EXECUTIVE 
BLDG. (68508)
JOHNSON. PHILIP G. & CO., 1224 SHARP 
BLDG. (68508)
LIENEMANN, DELMAR A., 1333 PLUM ST. 
(68501)
MILLER & MOORE. 808 TERMINAL BLDG. 
(68508)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (68508)
SNYDER. GRANT & MUEHLING, 823 SHARP 
BLDG. (68508)
UEBERRHEIN, RONALD F., 5625 O. ST. STE. 
10 (68510)
VAN BOSKIRK & TRUMBLE, 1401 N. 56 STE.
4 (68504)
WALD. HENRY W„ 1007 SHARP BUILDING 
(68508)
YEAGER. ROBERT F., 225 N. COTNER STE. 
103 (68505)
MCCOOK
KNEDLIK, NORTON K., 9 TEMPLE BLDG. 
(69001)
NEBRASKA CITY
FOX. ELMER & COMPANY. 108 N. 
ELEVENTH ST. (68410)
NORFOLK
BAHM, JEROME C., P. O. BOX 486 (68701)
SCHOENING, M. J., 1103 NORFOLK AVE. 
(68701)
SOBOTKA. GERALD L., 0101 N. FOURTH ST. 
(68701)
NORTH PLATTE
HANEY, RAMAEKERS & LUDWIG. PHARES 
BLDG. 215 S. JEFFERS ST. (69101)
JEWELL. MARVIN E. & CO., BOX 805 (69101)
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OMAHA
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 1700 FARNAM 
ST. (68102)
BOYLE & HESS, 200 CONTINENTAL BLDG. 
(68102)
CAMPBELL, VIRGIL M. & CO., 5170 
LEAVENWORTH ST. (68106)
CHILESE & TRIPP, 208 W. O. W. BLDG. 
(68102)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 500 CITY NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. (68102)
DARST, DONALD L., 142 UNIVAC BLDG. 
7100 WEST CENTER RD. (68106)
DAVIS, ROBERT J., 308 CITY NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (68102)
DUTTON & ASSOCIATES, P. C., OAK PARK 
OFFICE BLDG. STE. 234 7389 PACIFIC ST. 
(68114)
FICENEC, LUTZ, WILLS & SMITH, KEELINE 
BLDG. (68102)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 811 LIVESTOCK 
EXCHANGE BLDG. (68107)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 200 PARK PLAZA 
WEST BLDG. (68131)
FRANKEL, NOGG, ZACHARIA, NISSEN A 
STAMP, 900 S. 74 PLAZA (68114)
GORACKE, VAWTER & ASSOCIATES, 119 N. 
51 ST. (68132)
GORACKE, VIRGIL J., 8801 W. CENTER 
ROAD (68124)
GOULD & OHLINGER, 4823 DODGE ST. 
(68132)
GRAHAM, HERBERT, WEIST & ASSOCIATES, 
8990 W. DODGE RD. (68114)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, ONE 
FIRST NATL. CENTER (68102)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1444 WOODMAN TOWER 
(68101)
HIDDLESTON, CHARLES S., SHAKER PLACE 
BLDG. 10730 PACIFIC ST. SUITE 232 
(68114)
JELEN, CLAUDE L., 10730 PACIFIC ST. #232 
(68114)
JENSEN, FREDERICK R., REGENCY OFFICE 
BLDG. 10050 REGENCY CIRCLE STE. 217 
(68114)
JOHNSON, KEN, 408 EXECUTIVE BLDG. 17 A 
DOUGLAS (68102)
KIRSHENBAUM & MARSH, 2311 DOUGLAS 
ST. (68102)
LANPHIER, LAURENCE A., JR., 6415 AMES 
(68104)
LONGLEY, JOHN V., 208 W. Q. W. BLDG. 
(68102)
MCLAUGHLIN, MICHAEL J., LAKIN BLDG. 
8990 W. DODGE RD. (68114)
MOELLER, MCPHERREN & JUDD, 10050 
REGENCY CIR STE. 515 (68114)
NELSON, L. A., 8630 CASS ST. STE. 210 
(68114)
PALTANI, F. E., 3567 LEAVENWORTH 
(68105)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 600 
KIEWIT PLAZA BLDG. 36 & FARNAM STS. 
(68131)
QUICK, JAY G., 511 TURNER BLVD. (68105)
RUPE, MAX E., 1230 CITY NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (68102)
SAFRANEK, PAUL J., 13411 FRANCES ST. 
(68144)
SAWALL, G. E., 8401 W. DODGE RD. (68114) 
SCHNEIDEWIND, WM. E., JR., 8630 CASS ST.
STE. 210 (68114)
SHURTER, JACK W., 1905 S. 121 ST. (68144)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 2000 FIRST 
NATIONAL CENTER (68102)
TRACHTENBARG, HAACK, O’BRIEN A 
MASIMORE, 10730 PACIFIC ST. STE. 218 
(68114)
WILLATS, TIGHE & ASSOCIATES, 5017 
LEAVENWORTH ST. (68106)
WINKLER, ROBERT H., 365 N. SADDLE 
CREEK RD. (68131)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1850 ONE 
FIRST NATL. CENTER (68103)
O’NEILL
MARQUIS, LYLE G., 223 S. FOURTH ST. 
(68763)
SCOTTSBLUFF
HILL, GOERKE, SCHAFER & HILDERMAN, 
BOX 796 (69361)
LENHART, CALVIN E., 24231/2 AVE. I (69361)
SEWARD
MILLER & MOORE, 133 NORTH 5 (68434)
SIDNEY
ANDERSEN & MOORE, 940 NINTH AVE. 
(69162)
SOUTH SIOUX CITY
HAGBERG, MELVIN L., 208 W. 20 ST. (68776)
VALENTINE
ORMESHER, TED J., 112 E. THIRD ST. 
(69201)
SCRANTON, RONALD E., WEST THIRD ST. 
(69201)
WAYNE
MALCOM, JERRY L., STATE NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. (68787)
YORK
LINDELL, SYLVESTER & LINDELL, 216 
WEST SIXTH ST. (68467)
ROMANS, WIEMER & SCHULZ, 205 E. 
EIGHTH ST. (68467)NEVADA
CARSON CITY
BULLIS AND MANKE, LTD., 512 N. DIVISION 
ST. (89701)
CHALK AND LAWLEY, 711 E. WASHINGTON 
PO. BOX 1060 (89701)
KEESEE, H. J., 1931 CALIFORNIA ST. (89701)
KNAPP, MARY O., 717 N. CURRY ST. STE. 
200 (89701)
LIMB, PIERETTI, WILSON & CO., 
SWEETLAND BLDG. 305 N. CARSON ST. 
(89701)
PRINGLE & POLLARD, 411 PLAZA ST. 
(89701)
SCHULZ, DONALD MARTIN, 305 E. 
PROCTOR ST. (89701)
ELKO
FRANK, ISOLA AND MARGERUM, 350 
SEVENTH ST. (89801)
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KAFOURY, ARMSTRONG. TURNER & CO., P.
C., 975 FIFTH ST. (89801)
READ AND POWELL. 491 FIFTH ST. (89801) 
SEMENZA, KOTTINGER & MCMULLEN. 429
COURT ST. BOX 1418 (89801)
FALLON
KAFOURY. ARMSTRONG. TURNER & CO., 
P.C., 126 S. MAINE ST. (84606)
HENDERSON
SHEEHAN. WILLIAM J., 26 D. WATER ST.
(89015)
INCLINE VILLAGE
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY.
DRAWER N. (89450)
LAS VEGAS
ADAMS, HAZEL E., 1606 COMMERCE (89102) 
APT, NATHAN N., THE FIRST NAT'L. BANK
BLDG. 302 E. CARSON ST. (89101) 
BARDIER, ALBERT L., 1316 S. 16 ST. (89104) 
EISENBERG. PAUL. 925 E. DESERT INN RD.
(89109)
FISCHER. VICTOR O., 706 SOUTH FOURTH
ST. (89101)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 1995 PARADISE
(89105)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 
3101 MARYLAND PKWY. STE. 301 (89104) 
HASKINS & SELLS, 1800 BANK OF NEVADA
BLDG. (89101)
HAUT, W. IRVING. 804 S. SIXTH ST. (89101)
HIPWELL, DEE E., 320 E. CHARLESTON
BLVD. STE. A. (89104)
HOLT, WESLEY E., 2700 STATE ST. STE. 16
(89109)
HULSE. CLARENCE R., 1111 LAS VEGAS
BLVD. SO. #334 (89104)
JOHNSON, DONALD R., 2201 INDUSTRIAL
RD. (89102)
KAFOURY, ARMSTRONG. TURNER & CO., 
225 BRIDGER AVE. STE. 900 (89101)
KELTNER, MILAM & CO., 333 SOUTH THIRD
ST. (89101)
KINNISON, ROBERT W., 5441 PARADISE RD.
A-102 (89109)
LAVENTHOL. KREKSTEIN. HORWATH A
HORWATH, 714 S. FOURTH ST. (89101)
LAYMAN. CARL M., 4855 FUENTES CIR
(89121)
LAYTON. DONALD R., 805 S. FOURTH ST.
(89101)
LOGAN, ALEX C. A. & CO., LTD., 302 E.
CARSON STE. 316 (89101)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 319 S. THIRD ST.
(89101)
MARTINDALE, ROBERT R., 4490 SWANDALE
AVE. (89121)
MATHIS. GERALD W., 718 SOUTH EIGHTH
ST. (89101)
MILSTEAD, TOMMY L., 718 SOUTH EIGHTH
ST. (89101)
MUCHA. CHRISTIANSEN & CHENG, FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. 302 E. CARSON 
AVE. STE. 401 (89101)
MUSSO & RABEN, LTD., 2700 STATE ST.
STE. 12 (89105)
PACKER & RABINOWITZ. LTD., PKWY. 
CENTER BLDG. 3101 MARYLAND PKWY. 
STE. 305 (89109)
PEAT. MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., 309 S. 
THIRD ST. (89101)
PETERSEN, RICHARD K., FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. 302 E. CARSON STE. 401 
(89101)
RUDD AND RUDD, 2016 E. CHARLESTON 
BLVD. (89104)
SALGO, JOSEPH I., 935 S. DECATUR BLVD. 
(89107)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 520 FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. 302 E. CARSON 
AVE. (89101)
SEMENZA. KOTTINGER & MCMULLEN, 302 
CARSON AVE. STE. 1116 (89109)
STEWART. GARY W., 3600 CAMBRIDGE ST. 
(89109)
TEMPLETON, HUGH, 2933 INDUSTRIAL RD. 
(89109)
WILSON. EDWARD A., 1605 E. CHARLESTON 
BLVD. (89104)
RENO
BARNARD & HILDAHL, 201 W. LIBERTY ST. 
STE. 202 (89501)
BRICKLEY, D. E., 421 HILL ST. STE. 4 
(89502)
CARTLIDGE, ALBERT E., 1440 HASKELL ST. 
(89502)
CHANSLOR, BARBIERI & DEWHITT. 1 E. 
FIRST ST. (89501)
CLARK. GEORGE L. W., 30 MARY ST. STE. 12 
(89501)
COX, DAVID E., AIRPORT CTR. 1201 
TERMINAL WAY STE. 215 (89502)
CROFOOT, JAMES H., 1 E. FIRST ST. (89501)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY. 290 S. 
ARLINGTON (89501)
GIDNEY & MCCLELLAN. LTD., ONE E. FIRST 
ST. STE. 805 (89501)
GREENBLATT, ALLAN M., 511 E. SECOND 
ST. (89502)
HARMER, DAVID C., ARLINGTON-RIDGE 
BLDG. 290 S. ARLINGTON AVE. (89501)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY. 99 
W. ARROYO ST. (89501)
HEPPNER. BALLARD & REDMAN. 333 W. 
MOANA LN. (89502)
HILL. JIMMY C., 345 THOMA STREET 
(89502)
KAFOURY. ARMSTRONG, TURNER & CO., 
100 CALIFORNIA AVE. (89502)
LIMB, PIERETTI, WILSON & CO., 1201 
TERMINAL WAY (89502)
LYNCH. RICHARD, 248 W. FIRST ST. (89501)
MONTELATICI & WINCHELL. 608 LANDER 
(89502)
PAULUS. JOHN E., FIRST NATL. BK. BLDG. 
ONE EAST FIRST ST. (89501)
PRINGLE & POLLARD, 1006 S. WELLS AVE. 
(89502)
ROGERS. EARL W., 216 MOUNT ROSE ST. 
(89502)
SALOMONE, JOSEPH A., 320 FLINT ST. 
(89501)
SEMENZA, KOTTINGER & MCMULLEN, 100 
N. ARLINGTON PO. BOX 30 (89501)
WALTERS, ROBERT J., 140 N. VIRGINIA ST. 
RM. 215 (89501)
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STATELINE
LIMB. PIERETT1, WILSON AND CO., P. O.
BOX FF (89449)
WINNEMUCCA
CALDER, C. DOUGLAS. 217 SHEPPARD 
BLDG. 530 MELARKEY ST. (89445)
KAFOURY, ARMSTRONG, TURNER & CO., 
618 S. BRIDGE ST. (89445)
PEARCE. STUART L., 5TH & MELARKEY 
(89445)
YERINGTON
KAFOURY, ARMSTRONG, TURNER & CO., 
P.C., 316 S. MAIN ST. (89447)
STEBBINS & STEBBINS, LTD., HWY. 3 SOUTH 
(89447) NEW HAMPSHIRE
CHESTER
NUTTING, PAUL S., DERRY RD. (03036) 
CLAREMONT
RING, JOHN, 109 PLEASANT ST. (03743)
CONCORD
HARTFORD, NELSON & COMPANY, 194 
PLEASANT ST. (03301)
LANGEVIN, EDWIN M., 58 MANCHESTER ST. 
(03301)
THORPE, HOWARD A., JR., 7 SOUTH STATE 
ST. (03301)
WECHSLER, NATHAN & COMPANY, 64 N.
MAIN ST. (03301)
DOVER
HEGARTY, MARTIN J., 2 PLAZA DR. (03820)
EXETER
GIORDANI, JOSEPH J., 173 WATER ST. 
(03833)
HENNEBERRY, STEPHEN W., 30
PORTSMOUTH AVE. (03833)
OSTENDORF, HERMAN, 152 EPPING RD. 
(03833)
HAMPTON
COLBY, CUSHMAN S., WOODBURY BLDG. 
(03842)
HANOVER
SMITH, BATCHELDER & RUGG, LYME RD. 
(03755)
JAFFREY
OESTERLIN, ELMER A., 165 OLD TURNPIKE 
RD. (03452)
KEENE
FERGUSON, RONALD R., 171 WEST ST. 
(03431)
SMITH, BATCHELDER & RUGG, 41 SCHOOL 
ST. (03431)
LACONIA
ALDRICH, LEWIS A., 423 MAIN ST. (03246)
BEANE, DANA S., JR., PO. BOX 695 (03246)
CLARK, RAYMOND L., 635 MAIN ST. (03246)
LANCASTER
MCCORMICK, BARRY A., 5 MIDDLE ST. 
(03584)
LITTLETON
ESTLE, EDWIN F., P. O. BOX 259 (03561)
LONDONDERRY
MULRENNAN, JAMES J., LONDONDERRY 
PROFESSIONAL CTR. ROUTE 102 & 93 
(03038)
MANCHESTER
BIGELOW, N. F., BIGELOW BLDG. P. O. BOX 
126 (03105)
BOZEK, JOSEPH M., 1015 ELM ST. (03101)
CHARPENTIER, DERY & ROY, 44 WEST 
BROOK ST. (03104)
CLEMENTS, L. F., 87 MIDDLE ST. (03101)
COTTON, ROBERT W., 50 MCCAULEY ST. 
(03104)
ERNST & ERNST, HAMPSHIRE PLAZA 1000 
ELM ST. (03101)
FORD, WILLIAM G., 2469 N. RIVER ROAD 
(03104)
GELINAS, PAUL B., 66 PROSPECT ST. (03104) 
GILMAN, LOUIS, 1321 CHESTNUT ST.
(03104)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 
1087 ELM ST. (03101)
HARTFORD, NELSON & COMPANY, 1087 
ELM ST. (03101)
HORLICK, WALTER I., 913 ELM ST. (03101) 
HOWE & HOWE, 707 CHESTNUT ST. (03104) 
MCCONVILLE, H. HENRY, P. O. BOX 417 
(03105)
MORGAN, R. B. & COMPANY, 1087 ELM ST. 
(03101)
RICCIO, LEONARD D., 875 ELM ST. (03101)
RUDNICK, ALAN S., 92 ARAH ST. (03104)
SHANAHAN, JAMES A. & CO., HAMPSHIRE 
PLAZA 1000 ELM ST. (03101)
SULLIVAN, DANIEL J., 1245 ELM ST. (03101)
TETRO, DUDLEY C., 540 CHESTNUT ST. 
(03101)
WALSH, ROBERT M., JR., 922 ELM ST. 
(03101)
NASHUA
BARNES, WILLIAM S., 136 E. HOLLIS ST. 
(03060)
HOUDE, RAYMOND L. & COMPANY, 215 A. 
MAIN ST. (03060)
NEW LONDON
FITZGERALD, JAMES J., EVERETT PARK 
(03257)
MITCHELL, DONALD J., P. O. BOX 289 
(03257)
PORTSMOUTH
ANTON, ALEXANDER, P. A., 461 MIDDLE ST. 
(03801)
HODGDON, PHILIP W„ 65 BOW ST. (03801)
LEBEL, IRENEE R., 54 COURT ST. (03801)
NEEDLE, THEODORE H., 6 NIXON PARK 
(03801)
SMITH. BATCHELDER & RUGG, 10 VAUGHN 
MALL WORTH PLAZA (03801)
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ROCHESTER
MAXFIELD AND RIEL, 32 WAKEFIELD ST. 
(03867)
SALEM
LORD, MELVIN H., 19 BROOKDALE RD. 
(03079)
WEST LEBANON
WHEELER, PHILIP H., 20 MAIN ST. (03784)
WILTON
ALSFELD, VINCENT L., 7 LIVERMORE ST. 
(03086)
WOLFEBORO
RILEY, RICHARD F., P. O. BOX 642 CLARK 
RD. (03894)NEW JERSEY 
ALLENHURST 
BRUNO, DOMENICK A., 111 MAIN ST. 
(07711)
DE WYN GAERT, JOHN, DEAL LAKE BLDG. 
560 MAIN ST. (07711)
ALLENTOWN
LEE, JOHN S., 1 NORTH MAIN ST. (08501) 
ASBURY PARK
DORFMAN, NORMAN, 710 MATTISON AVE. 
(07712)
GROSSMAN, BROWN, WEINBERG A 
LAWSON, 601 GRAND AVE. (07712) 
MANCINO, JOACHIM A., 200 SIXTH AVE. 
STE. 5 (07712)
TILLIS, BERNARD, 550 COOKMAN AVE. STE. 
215 (07712)
WEINBERG, YORK, LEVY AND KINAS, 715 
MATTISON AVE. (07712)
WINTERS, BROZA AND BLOCK, 209 BOND 
ST. (07712)
ATLANTIC CITY
CAPALDI & SCHALICK, 100 GUARANTEE 
TRUST BLDG. (08401)
FABIETTI, V. A., 32 N. MORRIS AVE. (08401)
FIORE, KEPPEL & QUIGLEY, 1537 
ATLANTIC AVE. (08401)
GALLAGHER, JOHN T., 2732 ATLANTIC 
AVE. (08401)
GARDNER, LINZNER & CO., 1537 ATLANTIC 
AVE. (08401)
JACOBSON, HOWARD I., ONE NEW YORK 
AVE. STE. 712 (08401)
LEWIS, LIONEL P., 3201 ATLANTIC AVE. 
(08401)
MARSHAK, KALTER & BERNSTEIN, 1516 
ATLANTIC AVE. (08401)
AVON BY THE SEA 
HULSART, ARMOUR S. & COMPANY, 504 
MAIN ST. (07717)
BAYONNE
ABRAMSON & LEVINSON, 676-8 BROADWAY 
(07002)
BERLIN, ARNOLD L., 72 W. 42ND ST. (07002)
CHAPMAN, ALAN M., 8 JOAN REE TERRACE 
(07002)
FREIZER, STANLEY, 545 BROADWAY 
(07002)
GARFINKLE, EDWARD H., 473 BROADWAY 
(07002)
LEVY, LAWRENCE, 660 BROADWAY (07002)
BELFORD
DONOHUE, JOSEPH M., 76 LEONARDVILLE 
RD. (07718)
BELMAR
CRAMMER, RICHARD M., 1208 F. ST. (07719)
LORD, WILLIAM R., 609 FIFTH AVE. (07719)
BERGENFIELD
KURLANTZICK, SCHWARTZ & STRAUSS, P. 
A., 80 N. WASHINGTON AVE. (07621)
MULDOWNEY, JOHN R., 60 W. MAIN ST. 
(07621)
REICHER, HERBERT S., 40 N. WASHINGTON 
AVE. (07621)
WERNER, ALAN G., 262 S. WASHINGTON 
AVE. (07621)
BERKELEY HEIGHTS
SHORE & WIEMER, 308 SPRINGFIELD AVE. 
(07922)
BERLIN
PERAZZELLI, JOHN, 111 W. WHITE HORSE 
PIKE (08009)
BERNARDSVILLE
FARESE, ALBERT T., 15 AMBAR PL. (07924)
BLOOMINGDALE
GISLER, JOHN B., 122 MAIN ST. (07403)
BRADLEY BEACH
SIMON, ARTHUR E., P. O. BOX 147 (07720)
BRICKTOWN
EGAN & BAIER, 590 ROUTE 70 (08723)
BRIDGETON
ATHEY, WILLIAM THOS. & COMPANY, 57 
WASHINGTON ST. (08302)
BLITZ, ALBERT, 34 FAYETTE ST. (08302)
CRAWFORD, FRANK C., HOLLY WAY RD. #4 
(08302)
SHIELDS, LEONARD J., 24 FRANKLIN ST. 
(08302)
BRIGANTINE
BRODY, TOBIAS, 828 W. SHORE DR. (08203)
BROOKSIDE
WALLACE, GIRARD W., 25 WOODLAND RD. 
(07926)
BURLINGTON
KLATZKIN, JOSEPH P. AND COMPANY, 450 
HIGH ST. (08016)
CALDWELL
CARNRICK, GEORGE W., 26 BOWERS RD. 
(07006)
DURBOROW, WILLIAM E., 453 BLOOMFIELD 
AVE. (07006)
POLENZ, HENRY, 309 BLOOMFIELD AVE. 
(07006)
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VICTOR, IRA S., 275 BLOOMFIELD AVE. 
(07006)
CAMDEN
ALBERT, MORRIS E. & CO., 415 COOPER ST. 
(08102)
O’NEILL, THOMAS M. & CO., 524 COOPER 
ST. (08102)
PERRY, EDWARD, 707 MARKET ST. (08102)
QUINLAN AND MYERS, 114 NORTH 
SEVENTH ST. (08102)
RUDOLPH & RUDOLPH, 300 BROADWAY 
(08103)
SHULMAN, KURTZ, TURER AND TOPAZ, 318 
COOPER ST. (08102)
CARTERET
CIKO, JOHN J., 567 A. ROOSEVELT AVE. 
(07008)
CEDAR GROVE
BAUMAN & VOGEL, P. C., 571 POMPTON 
AVE. (07009)
HOCH, ELLIS M., 6 POMPTON AVE. (07009)
KALMEYER AND SOLDAVINI, 388 POMPTON 
AVE. (07009)
CHATHAM
GARDNER, TRABOLD & CO., 283 MAIN ST. 
(07928)
INGRAM, GLENN & COMPANY, 6 
ROOSEVELT AVE. (07928)
CHERRY HILL
ALLOY, SILVERSTEIN, SHAPIRO, DRAGANI 
& CO., 900 KINGS HWY. (08034)
FRIEDMAN, PENFIL & CO., ONE CHERRY 
HILL (08034)
GROSSMAN, ALAN E., 315 MIMOSA PL. 
(08003)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1040 KINGS HIGHWAY N. 
(08034)
LIEBEMAN AND SANDROW, 409 E. 
MARLTON PIKE (08034)
METELITS, EDWIN, 1156 SEA GULL LN. 
(08003)
STERN, HARVEY, 440 VALLEY RUN DR. 
(08034)
TAYLOR AND TAYLOR, 523 BUILDING 
ROUTE #38 & HOLLYWOOD AVE. (08034)
TROUP, GEORGE P. & CO., 2101 E. 
MARLTON PIKE (08003)
YOUTH, ALLEN B., & N. SYRACUSE DR. 
(08034)
CHESTER
KANTER, CARL, 47 E. MAIN ST. (07930)
CINNAMINSON
PALMER, A. RICHARD, 206 WAYNE DR. 
(08077)
CLARK
FERRANCE, A. WILLIAM & CO., 
PROFESSIONAL VILLAGE 1114 RARITAN 
ROAD P. O. BOX 845 (07066)
RICHER, HARVEY H., 47 CUTLER PL. 
(07066)
CLIFFSIDE PARK
FEIGENBAUM, LEON, 666 ANDERSON AVE. 
(07010)
CLIFTON
BASALYGA, JOHN, 730 CLIFTON AVE.
(07013)
BECKER & BECKER, 1115 CLIFTON AVE.
(07013)
BINDELGLASS, LEVENSTEIN & CO., 1000
CLIFTON AVE. (07013)
BROOKS, PRICE & BORGMEIER. 1050
CLIFTON AVE. (07011)
FELDMAN, SEYMOUR N., 1455 MAIN AVE.
(07011)
FELTMAN, PHILIP. 91 MADISON AVE.
(07011)
FINKELSTEIN. AMSTERDAM & CO., 990
CLIFTON AVE. (07013)
IWANSKI & CO., 270 COLFAX AVE. (07013)
MIKULIK, JOHN, 404 CLIFTON AVE. (07011)
MIRSKY, ISADORE B. & CO., 246 CLIFTON
AVE. (07011)
PRITCH, CHESTER C., 99 DICK ST. (07013)
SAX. MACY, FROMM AND CO., 1200 U. S.
HWY. 46 (07013)
SONNABEND AND FINK, 89 CENTRAL AVE.
(07011)
STENGER, WILLIAM L., JR., 100
CHITTENDEN RD. (07013)
CLINTON
FRANCZAK, EDWARD T., 22 PITTSTOWN RD. 
(08809)
GETZ. EDWARD L., 29 CENTER ST. (08809)
CLOSTER
ROMANOFF. SAMUEL, P. O. BOX 307 (07624)
COLLINGSWOOD
BOWMAN, EDMUND D. & CO., 601 HADDON 
AVE. (08108)
GOLD, MELTZER & PLASKY, 100 RICHEY 
AVE. (08107)
KAHLOWSKY, I. & CO., 571 HADDON AVE. 
(08108)
MALASKI, MITCHEL M., 117-C PACIFIC AVE. 
(08108)
NATAL. EDWARD L., 571 HADDON AVE. 
(08108)
RAGONE, TROIANO & CO., 566 HADDON 
AVE. (08108)
REBER, MARTIN I., 857 HADDON AVE. 
(08108)
SMITH. GEORGE F., 495 HADDON AVE. 
(08108)
COLONIA
ZAGORSKI, JOSEPH J., 1111 ST. GEORGE
AVE. (07067)
CRANFORD
FRANKEL. MICHAEL I., 102 WILSHIRE
DRIVE (07016)
HOROWITZ, GOODWIN. 30 LENHOME DR. 
(07016)
ROSENSTEIN AND SCHANTZ. 14 COMMERCE
DRIVE (07016)
DEAL
BLOOM. MORRIS A., 22 BRIGHTON AVE. 
(07723)
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DEMAREST
WOODS. JEROME F., 119 HARDENBURGH
AVE. (07627)
DENVILLE
GOTTLIEB. MARIN & CO., 22 BLOOMFIELD 
AVE. STE. 103 (07834)
DOVER
FRENCHMAN. ADOLPH B., 8 APPIO DR. 
(07801)
EAST BRUNSWICK
GOLDMAN. IRWIN. 5 WOODLOT RD. (08816)
LAVENTHOL. KREKSTEIN. HORWATH A 
HORWATH. E. BRUNSWICK PROF. PARK 
P. O. BOX 11 (08816)
LEVIN & LEVIN. ONE RACE TRACK RD. 
(08816)
MIRONOV & WEISMAN. 407 CRANBURY RD.
P. O. BOX 276 (08816)
ZEMAITIS, JOSEPH A., 735 HWY. 18 (08816)
EAST ORANGE
BERGWERK, RUDOLPH J., 576 CENTRAL 
AVE. (07018)
EHRENKRANTZ AND COMPANY. 141 S.
HARRISON ST. (07018)
FERSKO, WASILEWSKI & CO., 26 BALDWIN 
ST. (07017)
FLINK, CEZER, BRAINEN & CO., 44
GLENWOOD AVE. (07017)
FURST, SYDNEY, 555 WILLIAM ST. (07017)
HASTINGS & CO., 725 PARK AVE. (07017) 
HOWARD, KUPERMAN, NEWLER, & TRACY.
33 EVERGREEN PL. (07018)
KLEIN, SAMUEL & CO., 99 WASHINGTON ST. 
(07017)
KURTZ, COLEMAN & WEBER. 666 PARK 
AVE. (07017)
MENDELSON, HARRY M., 15 SOUTH MUNN 
AVE. (07018)
RAFF, KUZMIAK & METSKY, 43 PROSPECT 
ST. (07017)
RAYFIELD, ALBANO & LEAF. 25 
EVERGREEN PL. (07018)
REICH. WEINER & COMPANY, 20 
EVERGREEN PL. (07018)
ROSE, DRATCH & GLICKENHAUS, 725 PARK 
AVE. (07017)
SALOWE, BERNARD C., 586 CENTRAL AVE. 
(07066)
SHAICH AND RUBIN. 61 LINCOLN ST. 
(07017)
SOBEL. WEISMANN & CO., 20 EVERGREEN
PLACE (07018)
WEIN & NIMENSKY, 725 PARK AVE. (07017)
WISS & COMPANY. 33 EVERGREEN PLACE 
(07018)
EAST PATERSON
BLAUROCK, GARY J., 314 BROADWAY 
(07407)
CHOMA, THEODORE D., 70 MEMORIAL
PLACE (07407)
EDISON
FREEMAN. JACOBSON & SHER, 1704 HWY.
27 (08817)
PAR1TZ, JOEL, 5 FALCON DR. (08817)
PURITZ, IRVING, 1997 STATE HWY. 27 
(08817)
SPIEGEL. WEISS, ISRAEL & FUSELLA, 629 
AMBOY AVE. (08817)
ELIZABETH
BREAKSTONE, ARTHUR L. & CO., 342 
WESTFIELD AVE. (07208)
FISHMAN. OSTROFF, SHAPIRO AND 
SHAPIRO, 1140 E. JERSEY ST. (07201)
JACOBSON. RONALD P., 727 RAHWAY AVE. 
(07202)
KASET, RALPH, 26 DECKER AVE. (07208)
KURTZ, JEROME J. & CO., 567 MORRIS AVE. 
(07208)
LEVINE. ALVIN, 1143 E. JERSEY ST. (07201)
MARK. SEYMOUR, 1143 E. JERSEY ST. 
(07201)
NAGEN, SAMUEL. 520 WESTFIELD AVE. 
(07208)
REDFIELD. BLONSKY & CO., 701 NEWARK 
AVE. (07208)
SUPLEE, CLOONEY & CO., 151 JEFFERSON 
AVE. (07201)
TODT, CARL W., 125 BROAD ST. (07201)
WALD. MILTON. 5 RAYMOND TERRACE 
(07208)
WITZEL, IRVING R., 196 KEATS AVE. 
(07208)
ELMWOOD PARK
STRICKLER, ECKSTEIN AND MICHAELS. 
ELMWOOD STATE BANK BLDG. 80 
BROADWAY (07407)
ENGLEWOOD
BRACHFELD, HERBERT J., 10 WEST IVY 
LANE (07631)
GORSKY & FINDER, 8 DEPOT SQ. (07631)
MALESARDI, QUACKENBUSH. SWIFT A 
COMPANY, 155 N. DEAN ST. (07631)
RUBINSON, SAMUEL. P. A., 496 E. PALISADE 
AVE. (07631)
SUSSMAN. JACK, ONE GRAND AVE. (07631)
ENGLEWOOD CLIFFS
BERNE, ANDREW. 580 SYLVAN AVE. (07632)
BURT, EDWARD R. AND COMPANY. 560 
SYLVAN AVE. (07632)
FEDER. BERNARD, 441 SUMMIT ST. (07632)
FISH, N. L. & COMPANY. 617 PALISADE AVE. 
(07632)
GUTTERMAN. JOEL N. & COMPANY. 439 
SUMMIT ST. (07632)
KINGSLEY. GEORGE H. AND CO., 650 E. 
PALISADE AVE. (07632)
VELTRI. RAYNOR & CO., 580 SYLVAN AVE. 
(07632)
ENGLISHTOWN
WERNER. ROBERT H., MANALAPAN
PROFESSIONAL CENTER TENNENT RD. A 
RT. 9 (07726)
ZIMMET, JAY S., 48 BLENHEIM RD. (07726)
ESSEX FELLS
COPEN. IRA Y., 15 WINDSOR PL. (07021)
FAIR LAWN
GOODMAN. LAWRENCE B., 14-25 PLAZA RD. 
RM. 220 (07410)
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MANDON, MORRIS D., 38-01 BROADWAY 
(07410)
MAZZARELLA, PETER L., 12-24 JEROME PL. 
(07410)
YEDWAB, EMANUEL. 30-06 GARRISON 
TERR. (07410)
ZARROW, ZARROW & KLEIN, 36-10 MORLOT 
AVE. (07410)
FAIRFIELD
BECK, FRANK C., 258 RT. 46 (07006)
GARLAND. ALVIN M., P. A., 387 PASSAIC 
AVE. (07006)
FAIRVIEW
WEISS, ARTHUR, 382 FAIRVIEW AVE. 
(07022)
FANWOOD
SCHANK, HERBERT E., 259 WESTFIELD RD. 
(07023)
FLANDERS
KEVITZ, SAUL I., MAIN RD. (07836)
FLORHAM PARK
COHEN. NELSON P., 177 COLUMBIA 
TURNPIKE (07932)
RIDDELL. C. F., III, 177 COLUMBIA 
TURNPIKE (07932)
FORT LEE
AUERBACH. SCURA & COHEN, 1567 
PALISADE AVE. (07024)
CAMINS, RUBIN, 1567 PALISADES AVE. 
(07024)
ELLISON, MAC ACCOUNTING OFFICES OF, 
1140 ANDERSON AVENUE (07024)
FINKLE, NIMAR & FINKLE, 185 CROSS ST. 
(07024)
LAGUARDIA & PETRELLA, BRIDGE PLAZA 
BLDG. 2125 CENTER AVE. (07024)
PECK, PAUL, 2100 LINWOOD AVE. (07024)
SHAPIRO & LIEBERMAN, 2175 LEMOINE 
AVE. (07024)
VAN EPPS, SHIPMAN & HEYLIGER, 2011 
LEMOINE AVE. (07024)
FRANKLIN
BROOKS, BASS, DEVANEY, KULSAR & 
LESHNER, WYKER RD. (07416)
FREEHOLD
ANTONIDES, WILLIAM E., 5 BENNETT ST. 
(07728)
HOROWITZ, WILLIAM S., 34 E. MAIN ST. 
(07728)
MERNONE, MAYO, ONE COURT HOUSE SQ. 
(07728)
MOREY, W. DUNHAM, & DUTCH LANE 
(07728)
POWER, JEROME A., 75 W. MAIN ST. (07728)
GARFIELD
PELIO & PELIO, 114 PALISADE AVE. (07026)
GLASSBORO
PETRONI, ROCCO A., 21 W. HIGH ST. (08028)
GLEN ROCK
DE LEON, MURPHY, DE MICHELE & CO., 7 
MAIN ST. (07452)
KELLERMAN. ALFRED W., 154 MIDWOOD 
RD. (07452)
LONG. ANNE TENNEY, 484 ACKERMAN 
AVE. (07452)
HACKENSACK
ARONS, GAMOW & CO., 50 MAIN ST. (07601) 
BELGARD & BOTWINICK, 11 ELM AVE. 
(07601)
BOYLE. EDWIN T. & COMPANY, 113 
JOHNSON AVE. (07601)
COSTANTINO. NICHOLAS F., 77 HUDSON ST. 
(07601)
FRENDEL, BROWN & WEISSMAN, 
CONTINENTAL PLAZA 411 HACKENSACK 
AVE. (07601)
GERSON, JULIUS H., 241 MAIN ST. (07601)
HOCHBERG. JOSEPH L. & CO., 144 MAIN ST. 
(07601)
KAPP, ROD & CO., 6 PASSAIC ST. (07601)
KATZ. STANLEY, 661 MAIN ST. (07601)
KORB, LOUIS S. AND COMPANY, 214 MAIN 
ST. (07601)
LEVEEN, A. ALAN AND NICHOLAS S. 
PALEOLOGOS, 241 MAIN ST. (07601)
MANN, RICHARD I., 855 MAIN ST. (07601)
MILLSTEIN, MORTON G. & COMPANY, 705 
MAIN ST. (07601)
MINION, JOSEPH W. R., 1 ESSEX ST. (07601)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 
CONTINENTAL PLAZA BLDG. 401 
HACKENSACK AVE. (07601)
SCHIERLOH & SCHIERLOH, 241 MAIN ST. 
(07601)
SIMON. MARKS & COMPANY. 25 E. SALEM 
ST. (07601)
SOBEL, WEISMANN & CO., 401 
HACKENSACK AVE. (07601)
STANTON, FRIED & COMPANY, 50 MAIN ST. 
(07601)
STERNLIEB, M. & CO., 207 UNION ST. 
(07601)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 39 HUDSON ST. 
(07601)
HACKETTSTOWN
STENGER, WILLIAM L., JR., 326 
WASHINGTON ST. (07840)
HADDON HEIGHTS
SCOLA, DOMINIC L., 300 WHITE HORSE PIKE 
(08035)
HADDONFIELD
HEGAR AND CRAWFORD, 2 KINGS HWY. E. 
(08033)
MORRIS, WILLIAM W., 118 HADDON AVE. 
(08033)
PIROLLO, SAM P., 77 ELLIS ST. (08033)
VINIKOOR, SAMUEL, 254 BEWLEY RD. 
(08033)
HALEDON
HOOGERHYDE, GARRET A., 21 JOHN RYLE 
AVE. (07508)
RADICS, STEPHEN P. & CO., 397 HALEDON 
AVE. (07508)
THOMSON, JAMES, 473 VAN DYKE AVE. 
(07508)
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HAMMONTON
COSTA, THOMAS H., 105 N. WHITE HORSE 
PIKE (08037)
HARRINGTON PARK
MAGAZINER, MORRIS, 44 OAK ST. (07640)
HASBROUCK HEIGHTS
CAPPADONA, CHARLES T., 220 HARRISON 
AVE. (07604)
HAWTHORNE
AZARIAN, JOHN M., 352 LAFAYETTE AVE. 
(07506)
BRESSLER, BERTRAM L., 136 LAFAYETTE 
AVE. (07506)
HIGHLAND PARK
AMPER, POLITZINER & MATTIA, AT THE 
CASTLE 433 RIVER RD. (08904)
EISNER AND TENENBAUM, 49 
WOODBRIDGE AVE. (08904)
HARRIS, HERMAN, 320 RARITAN AVE. 
(08904)
KRIEGER, MARTIN, 1164 RARITAN AVE. 
(08904)
ROSENBERG, RITA F. J., 216 LINCOLN AVE. 
(08904)
HIGHTSTOWN
HOWELL & BOGDAN, 221 N. MAIN ST. 
(08520)
HILLSDALE
HYMAN, HAROLD, 73 STONY RIDGE DR. 
(07642)
SAFNER, ANDREW J., 81 BAYLOR AVE. 
(07642)
HILLSIDE
KATZ, CHARLES M., 1284 N. BROAD ST. 
(07205)
MARCUS, IRVING, 348 SANFORD AVE. 
(07205)
RICH, GELWARG & CO., 1284 N. BROAD ST. 
(07205)
HO HO KUS
BEHAN, MICHAEL J., 50 N. FRANKLIN TPKE 
(07423)
HOBOKEN
KAISER, EMANUEL, 68 HUDSON ST. (07030)
PASTORE, MATTHEW M., 419 WASHINGTON 
ST. (07030)
HOWELL
KELSON, MAX & CO., 2440 HIGHWAY 9 
(07727)
IRVINGTON
BURKHARDT, HAROLD E., 289 MADISON 
AVE. (07111)
FELDMESSER, IRVING, 1125 CLINTON AVE. 
(07111)
GALLUZZI, JOSEPH P., 10 WASHINGTON 
AVE. (07111)
GOLDBLAT, HANRAHAN AND SHARE, 1224 
CLINTON AVE. (07111)
KOHL, MAIHACK & NOKE, 17 ELM PL. 
(07111)








KASHER, GERALD S., 22 VERA LANE 
(08830)
JERSEY CITY
ARLOOK, SHINDER, GENDELL, & SKULSKY,
921 BERGEN AVE. (07306)
AUSLANDER, JACK C., 361 CENTRAL AVE. 
(07307)
BARBERI, AUGUST W., 921 BERGEN AVE. 
(07306)
BERHANG, DAVID M., 378 FAIRMOUNT 
AVE. (07306)
BRANAGAN, WM. H. M., 40 JOURNAL SQ. 
(07306)
BURKE, EDWARD E., 201 ST. PAULS AVE. 
(07306)
CAMPBELL, WILLIAM S., 22 BROADMAN 
PKWY. (07305)
DI STAULO, INDELICATO, AND PISTILLI, 26 
JOURNAL SQ. (07306)
GURTIN, PENCHANSKY & LEVINE, 591 
SUMMIT AVE. (07306)
MANDEL, MILTON E. & COMPANY, 75 
MONTGOMERY ST. (07302)
MORRO, JOHN P., 921 BERGEN AVE. (07306)
ROTHSTEIN, KASS & COMPANY, 549 
SUMMIT AVE. (07306)
RUSSONIELLO, THOS. G., 921 BERGEN AVE. 
(07306)
SCHIMEL & FEUERSTEIN, 921 BERGEN AVE. 
(07306)
SUNSHINE, GILBERT, 111 BOWERS ST. 
(07307)
TORRACO, BERNARD & CO., 257 CENTRAL 
AVE. (07307)
WARCHOL, MICHAEL D., 30 JOURNAL SQ. 
(07306)
KEANSBURG
GRAHAM AND STOVER, 48 CHURCH ST. 
(07734)
KINNELON
CARRICO. JOHN DEVINY, 172 BOONTON 
AVE. (07405)
LAKE HIAWATHA
BROOKS, BASS, DEVANEY, KULSAR A
LESHNER, 11 N. BEVERWYCK RD. (07034)
LAKEWOOD
ALBERT, MILTON H., 44 POSY DR. (08701)
ALPERT, IRVING B., 325 SECOND ST. 
(08701)
BASCH, EDWARD S., 218 SECOND ST. 
(08701)
BELL, BENJAMIN, 1650 LEXINGTON AVE. 
(08701)
MESKIN, RALPH, 217 SECOND ST. (08701)
MOHEL AND VOGEL, 320 3RD ST. (08701)
LAMBERTVILLE
KULP, H. FRANK, 22 BRIDGE ST. (08530)
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LEONIA
BEUCLER, DOUGLAS R., 310 BROAD AVE. 
(07605)
FRANK, PETER J., 106 WOODRIDGE PL. 
(07605)
MARX, FREDERICK E., 228 FORT LEE RD. 
(07605)
LINCROFT
RAYMOND, JAMES T., 647 NEWMAN 
SPRINGS RD. (07738)
LINDEN
JINDRAK, FRANK, 15 N. WOOD AVE. (07036) 
KOENIG, FRED, 1003 KENT PL. (07036) 
WEISS, BERNARD, 213 W. ST. GEORGE AVE.
(07036)
LITTLE FALLS
HOROWITZ, ALBERT M., 201 LOWER NOTCH 
RD. (07424)
KRIEGER, MINTZ & ROSENFELD, 201 
LOWER NOTCH RD. (07424)
LIVINGSTON
BEATRICE, ALEXANDER J., 28 KEARNEY 
TERRACE (07039)
BERLIN, MAX H., 3 ARROW DR. (07039)
BLAU, IRVING, 50 SYKES AVE. (07039) 
BUREN & BUREN, 349 E. NORTHFIELD RD.
(07039)
CALHOUN, KENNEDY & CO., WESSEX 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 290 S.
LIVINGSTON AVE. (07039)
FURST, SEYMOUR, 349 E. NORTHFIELD RD. 
STE. 211 (07039)
GRABER, BENJAMIN, 35 SHADOWLAWN DR. 
(07039)
KAY, JACK W., 19 SCARSDALE DR. (07039)
LEGOW, GERALD C., 101 S. LIVINGSTON 
AVE. (07039)
LEVINE, WILLIAM C., 65 E. NORTHFIELD 
RD. (07039)
MODELL, STUART M., 3 MORNINGSIDE DR. 
(07039)
SHERMAN, IRVING N., 5 ESSEX COURT 
(07039)
SKLAR, LEHNER & LANG, 554 S. 
LIVINGSTON AVE. (07039)
LOCH ARBOUR
SEIDLER, LEO E., 560 MAIN ST. (07711)
LONG BRANCH
BINDER, SIDNEY W. & CO., 45 MEMORIAL 
PKWY. (07740)
CHURCHIN, SCHNEIDER & CO., 620 
BROADWAY (07740)
RESCINIO, UMBERTO N., 607 BROADWAY 
(07740)
LONG VALLEY
KNAPP, FRANK J., 21 WEST VALLEY BROOK 
RD. (07853)
MADISON
CANTER, ROBERT, 181 MAIN ST. (07940)
D’ALESSANDRO & SCHNEIDERMAN, 78 
MAIN ST. (07940)
MANAHAWKIN
LABIN, CHARLES J., 295 RT. 72 (08050)
MANASQUAN
MCCORMACK, BAKER & NERAL, 200 
ATLANTIC AVE. (08736)
MAPLEWOOD
BOHRER AND BOHRER, 1877 SPRINGFIELD 
AVE. (07040)
BRIEF, LINN AND BRIEF, 2040 MILLBURN
AVE. (07040)
BROOKS, GERALD, 61 PLYMOUTH AVE. 
(07040)
GARVAL, LOUIS A., 1675 SPRINGFIELD 
AVE. (07040)
GIKOW, SAMUEL & CO., 2072 MILLBURN
AVE. (07040)
KOLLER, ARNOLD J., 191 MAPLEWOOD 
AVE. (07040)
LEWIS AND STERNBACH, 1877 
SPRINGFIELD AVE. (07040)
MULDBERG, PHILIP R., 191 MAPLEWOOD 
AVE. (07040)
ONTELL, DAVID T. & CO., P. A., 1855 
SPRINGFIELD AVE. (07040)
RICH, BAKER, ROSENKRANTZ & BERMAN, 
195 MAPLEWOOD AVE. (07040)
SIEGEL, ATTERMANN & BAUCHNER, P. A., 
1861 SPRINGFIELD AVE. (07040)
WEITZNER, EMANUEL, 1855 SPRINGFIELD
AVE. (07040)
MATAWAN
HIRSCHHORN, HOWARD W., STRATHMORE
OFFICE BLDG. RT. 34 (07747)
MEDFORD
TROUP, GEORGE P. & CO., THE IRONSTONE 
BLDG. STOKES RD. (08055)
METUCHEN
GELTZEILER AND HESS, 20 HIGHLAND 
AVE. (08840)
KAUFMAN, MORTON R., 280 AMBOY AVE. 
(08840)
ROSENZWEIG, GEORGE, 15 EDITH AVE. 
(08840)
VAN BLERKOM, ARTHUR, ONE 
PENNSYLVANIA AVE. (08840)
WISS & COMPANY, 68 SHARON COURT 
(08840)
MIDDLESEX
YOUNG, BERNARD, 530 UNION AVE. (08846)
MIDDLETOWN
MOREY, W. DUNHAM, 8 TINDALL RD. 
(07748)
MIDLAND PARK
EICHEN, SEYMOUR D., 85 GODWIN AVE. 
(07432)
MILLBURN
FRISCH, HUBERT H., \6 MILLBURN AVE. 
STE. 102 (07041)
KANTER, CARL, 116 MILLBURN AVE. 
(07041)
PALMIERI, GERALD J., 94 MILLBURN AVE. 
(07041)
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PARISH, GRABER & CO., 350 MILLBURN 
AVE. (07041)
ROTHSTEIN, KASS & COMPANY, 225 
MILLBURN AVE. (07041)
WOLKSTEIN & CO., 225 MILLBURN AVE. 
(07041)
MILLTOWN
CHIBBARO, ROSE A., 120 HIGHLAND DRIVE 
(08850)
WITHUM, FREDERICK S., JR., 83 N. MAIN ST. 
(08850)
MILLVILLE
NORBURY, DONALD M., 1107 N. HIGH ST. 
(08332)
MONTCLAIR
BROOKS, BASS, DEVANEY, KULSAR & 
LESHNER, 303 CLAREMONT AVE. (07042) 
COLE, ALBERT, 303 CLAREMONT AVE. 
(07042)
CRINCOLI, ANTHONY J., 460 BLOOMFIELD 
AVE. (07042)
GOLT, STEINBERG & COMPANY, 39 S. 
FULLERTON AVE. (07042)
LAMBRIDES & SAMSON, 50 CHURCH ST. 
(07042)
MOORESTOWN
PELECHOWICZ, HATCH AND BEDNARCHIK, 
STRAWBRIDGE LAKE OFFICE BLDG. RT. 
38 AND CHURCH ST. (08057)
MORGANVILLE
RUBIN, MORTON M., 14 REGINA RD. (07751)
MORRIS PLAINS
GINZLER, ROBERT M., 32 CENTRAL AVE. 
(07950)
VIGNOLA, LEONARD R., 520 SPEEDWELL 
AVE. (07950)
MORRISTOWN
BATEMAN, BENJAMIN AND COMPANY, 2 
MAPLE AVE. (07960)
BERNSTEIN & HAIMANN, 10 PARK PLACE 
(07960)
FISCHER, DAVID AND COMPANY, 20 PARK 
PLACE (07960)
FISCHER, SPEAKMAN & CO., 20 PARK 
PLACE (07960)
GLANVILLE, RAYMOND T., JR., 20 
COMMUNITY PLACE (07960)
HOLDER, JOHN H., BLACKBERRY LANE 
(07960)
KENNEDY, HARRY W., 3 BETTIN DR. (07960)
OJEDA, ROBERT JOHN, 22 MAPLE AVE. 
(07960)
OLSEN & FARHAT, P. A., RT. 202 AT
BAILEY’S MILL RD. (07960)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 20 
COMMUNITY PL. (07960)
ROSS, MARVIN & COMPANY, 89 
WASHINGTON ST. (07960)
SEMEL, JASON W., JONATHAN SMITH RD. 
(07960)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 299 MADISON AVE. 
(07960)
MOUNT HOLLY
FISHER, JOHN, 17 GRANT ST. (08060) 
GALLAGHER, PHILIP J., 114 HIGH ST.
(08060)
MOUNTAIN LAKES
REID & BURKE, 260 BLVD. (04046)
MOUNTAINSIDE
LEVENTHAL, IRVING V., 1248 ROUTE 22 
(07092)
NEPTUNE
LONGO, SUSAN C., 3633 ROUTE 33 APT. 292 
(07753)
STEVENS, FLUHR & CHISMAR. 110 
FORTUNATO PLACE (07753)
NESHANIC STATION
MOFFAT, BARBARA D., BOX 261B RD. #1 
(08853)
NEW BRUNSWICK
CLARK, JOHN J., 390 GEORGE ST. (08901)
COHEN, ELLIOT, 390 GEORGE ST. (08903)
FELD AND BECK, 103 BAYARD ST. (08901) 
GREENBERG, CHARLES, 390 GEORGE ST.
(08901)
MESZAROS, RAYMOND A., 390 GEORGE ST.
(08901)
PETRICS, CHARLES J., 143 BAYARD ST.
(08901)
ROSENTHAL AND ATTINGER, 83 MORRIS 
ST. (08901)
NEW MILFORD
KAGAN, MARVIN, 548 MABLE ST. (07646) 
TRAPHAGEN, V. PETER, 273 MAIN ST.
(07646)
NEW PROVIDENCE
INGUAGIATO, JOSEPH A., 1282
SPRINGFIELD AVE. (07974)
NEWARK
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 765 BROAD ST.
(07102)
BESSER & COMPANY, 744 BROAD ST.
(07102)
COHN, J. H. AND COMPANY, 810 BROAD ST. 
(07102)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 520 BROAD ST. 
(07102)
DE FEO, JOHN A., 985 18TH AVE. (07106)
DE SENA, MARIE L., 12 HILLSIDE TERR. 
(07106)
ERNST & ERNST, FIRST NATL. STATE BANK 
550 BROAD STREET (07102)
GLICKMAN, ZIMMERMAN & CO., 744 BROAD
ST. (07102)
GREENFIELD, ROY & CO., 11 COMMERCE 
ST. (07102)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 24 
COMMERCE ST. (07102)
HARRISON, DAVID H., 744 BROAD ST. 
(07102)
HASKINS & SELLS, 550 BROAD ST. (07102) 
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, GATEWAY I.
8 FL. (07102)
KATZ, LESLIE M. & CO., 854 BROAD ST. 
(07102)
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KLAUSER, RUDOLPH. 744 BROAD ST. 
(07102)
KLEIN, SAMUEL AND COMPANY. 91
HALSEY ST. (07102)
LIEBERMAN BROS. & DROSSMAN, 60 PARK
PL. (07102)
MARCO. PAUL, 381 BROAD ST. (07104)
NILES & NILES, GATEWAY 1 (07102)
OPPENHEIM, M. D. & COMPANY, 790 BROAD
ST. (07102)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 
GATEWAY I. (07102)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 550 BROAD ST. 
(07102)
RICH, BAKER, ROSENKRANTZ & BERMAN, 
38 COMMERCE ST. (07102)
ROSENBLUM, WILLIAM E., 744 BROAD ST. 
(07102)
RYAN, HARRINGTON AND MORTENSON, 
744 BROAD ST. (07102)
STERNRICH & SIEGEL, 24 COMMERCE 
STREET (07102)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., GATEWAY 1 (07102)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 520 BROAD 
ST. (07102)
ZUKSWERT, CLYDE A. & CO., 24 COMMERCE 
ST. (07102)
NEWTON
KLEEN, FREDERICK K., JR., 40 MAIN ST. 
(07860)
NORTH ARLINGTON
DE JACOMO, JOSEPH E., 108 RIDGE RD. 
(07032)
HANDRACK, HARRY P., 157 RIDGE RD. 
(07032)
NORTH BERGEN
DOLL, THEODORE, JR., 7911 BERGENL1NE 
AVE. (07047)
HARTE, VERNON A., 8512 KENNEDY BLVD. 
(07047)
POWELL, DONALD W., 8609 BERGENLINE 
AVE. (07047)
RUSSENBERGER, RALPH, 8512 KENNEDY 
BLVD. (07047)
ZIMMERMANN, MAURICE M., 1009 79TH ST. 
(07047)
NORTH BRUNSWICK
CECERE, BARTHOLOMEW, 470 GEORGES 
RD. (08902)
FRAZER, WARREN L., 470 GEORGES RD. 
(08902)
NORTH PLAINFIELD
HORWITZ, PAUL, 40 SOMERSET ST. (07060)
MAILMAN, REITER & CO., 130 U. S.
HIGHWAY NO. 22 (07060)
NORTHFIELD
BARONE, CARMEN A., 2800 SHORE RD. 
(08225)
MATTHEWS, ROBERT N., NEW RD. k 
SHEPHERD CIRCLE (08225)
PORTOCK, JAMES F., 910 NEW RD. (08225)
TRACEY AND HEUN, NEW ROAD AND 
SHEPHERD DR. (08225)
NUTLEY
ALBRIGHT, WILLIAM J., JR., 351 FRANKLIN 
AVE. (07110)
LEWIS, AARON I., 46 OVERLOOK TERR. 
(07110)
OAKHURST
BUGNI, LA BANCA & PORETZKY, 220 
MONMOUTH RD. (07755)
OAKLAND
TARIEN, ERNEST O., 128 SEMINOLE AVE. 
(07436)
OCEAN
ROMAN AND HARTMAN, P. A., JRH BLDG.
3430 SUNSET AVE. STE. 11 (07712)
OCEAN CITY
TOUCHE, ROSS & CO., 101 E. EIGHTH ST. 
(08226)
OLD BRIDGE
BOSHAK, JACK, 28 THROCKMORTON LANE 
(08857)
STERN, LEONARD H., 30 PENSACOLA ST. 
(08857)
ORADELL
BELGARD & BOTWINICK, 111 PYLE ST. 
(07649)
PROVOST, HARRY A., 263 GENTHER AVE. 
(07649)
ORANGE
D’AMATO, SAMUEL M., 310 MAIN ST. 
(07050)
WORTZEL, LOUIS H., 500 S. CENTRE ST. 
(07050)
PALISADES PARK
SEAMAN, G. CALVIN, 115 BROAD AVE. 
(07650)
PARAMUS
BERMAN, ADOLPH N., E. 106 RIDGEWOOD 
AVE. (07652)
BLOOM, SAMUEL J., WEST 61 GLEN AVE. 
(07652)
GALLO, ALEXANDER W., 526 FORDHAM 
PLACE (07652)
GRODMAN, STUART E., 744 WALNUT ST. 
(07652)
HUNTER, R. D. & COMPANY, E122 
RIDGEWOOD AVE. (07652)
LEVITT, RALPH, 553 CLINTON RD. (07652)
NEWMAN, SAMUEL, 129 MORRISTOWN PL. 
(07652)
PLUMP, BENJAMIN C., 622 MAZUR AVE. 
(07652)
PARSIPPANY
FELDMAN & HOLTZMAN, 12 ORLEANS RD. 
(07054)
GERVIS & NOVY, 1300 RT. 46 (07054)
MORTILLO, FRANK ANTHONY, 138 BOUND 
BROOK ROAD (07054)
SOKOL, HILTON L., 86 N. BEAVERWYCK RD. 
(07054)
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PASSAIC
COLE, PICKELNY AND CO., 79 HOOVER 
AVE. (07055)
CORNELL & MARONEY, 625 MAIN AVE. 
(07055)
GERSMANN, JOHN J., 136 PROSPECT ST.
(07055)
JESION, JOHN B., 114 PASSAIC ST. (07055) 
KURZER, HARRY, 77 PASSAIC AVE. (07055) 
MUSKAT & KURZER, 663 MAIN AVE. (07055) 
NEWELL, SAUL L, 663 MAIN AVE. (07055) 
SATTER, HERBERT A. & CO., 663 MAIN AVE.
(07055)
SINGER, WOLF & CO., 30 HOWE AVE. 
(07055)
PATERSON
DORFMAN, ABRAMS, MUSIC & CO., 126 
MARKET ST. (07505)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 52 CHURCH ST. 
(07505)
HAMMOND, JOSEPH F., JR. & ASSOCIATES, 
140 MARKET ST. (07505)
HAUSER, O’CONNER & HYLIND, 18 CHURCH 
ST. (07505)
LUDWIG & LUDWIG, 133 ELLISON STREET 
(07505)
MUNSART, HERBERT, 152 MARKET ST.
#511 (07505)
REA, FRANK, 1 LEE PL. (07505) 
STEINBERG & MERKER, 9 COLT ST. (07505) 
VALLE, ELMO G., 152 MARKET ST. (07505) 
YEDWAB & YEDWAB, 262 MAIN ST. (07505)
PENNSAUKEN
ALLOY, SILVERSTEIN, SHAPIRO, DRAGANI 
AND CO., 5525 S. CRESCENT BLVD. 
(08105)
BROWN, BARRY J., COOPER PARKWAY 
BLDG. W. STE. 612 (08109)
COLANGELO, DOMINIC F., 5434 KING AVE. 
(08109)
FRANCESCONE, I. A., 612 COOPER
PARKWAY BLDG. WEST (08109)
PERTH AMBOY
LIPMAN, CESTARE & HARRIS, 280 HOBART 
ST. (08861)
PARGOT, HERBERT, 280 HOBART ST. 
(08861)
RICHER, HARVEY H., 165 WASHINGTON ST. 
(08862)
RUBENSTEIN, SAGRESTANO & CO., 313 
STATE ST. (08861)
SEAMAN, SEAMAN AND OSLISLO, 430 
MARKET ST. (08861)
PLAINFIELD
BUSSEL, MAX AND COMPANY, 105 E. 
SEVENTH ST. (07060)
COHEN, RICHARD A., 411 HUNTINGTON 
AVE. (07060)
DUVAL, HENRY C., JR., 111 ROOSEVELT 
AVE. (07060)
HOWE, JOHN H., 129 PARK AVE. (07060)
KUCHINSKY, COLEMAN & CO., 7 
WATCHUNG AVE. (07060)
POTTER, GERBER, SUPOVJTZ & CO., 7 
WATCHUNG AVE. (07060)
TARTE, JOHN W., 120 W. SEVENTH ST. 
(07060)
PLEASANTVILLE
VALENTINE & VALENTINE, P. A., 348 S. 
MAIN ST. (08232)
POINT PLEASANT
ADLER AND TELLER, 1327 BAY AVE. 
(08742)
BUGNI, LA BANCA & PORETZKY, 1111 
ARNOLD AVE. (08742)
CONNOLLY, ROBERT L, 1102 ARNOLD AVE. 
(08742)
POMPTON LAKES
FELDMAN & HOLTZMAN, 235 WANAQUE 
AVE. (07442)
FERRAIOLI, WESDYK, FREIFELD & CO. 256 
WANAQUE AVE. (07442)
HALPERN, DIAMOND & DONOW, 200 
WANAQUE AVE. (07442)
PRINCETON
FREEDMAN AND DRUCKER, P. A., 19 
CHAMBERS ST. (08540)
MOLOTSKY, MORTON N., 1 PALMER SQ. 
(08540)
PARSONS, FOY & MURPHY, & CHARLTON 
ST. (08540)
SCHULTZ, WM. J., JR., RD. - 1 COPPER MINE 
RD. (08540)
TAMMARO, ROBERT L. & CO., ONE PALMER 
SQ. (08540)
RAHWAY
ALEXANDER, HARRY C., 1313
ESTERBROOK AVE. (07065)
MCCORMACK, BAKER & NERAL, 71 E. 
CHERRY ST. (07065)
RED BANK
ASHIN, BENJAMIN H. & CO., 188 E. BERGEN 
PL. (07701)
CURCHIN, SCHNEIDER & CO., 62 MAPLE 
AVENUE (07701)
PORTNER AND TOSCANO, 94 MAPLE AVE. 
(07701)
RIDGEFIELD
BINETTI, LUKE F., 742 BERGEN BLVD. 
(07657)
HALLBERGH, JOHN O., 595 BROAD AVE. 
(07657)
LESLIE, JOSEPH, 649 BERGEN BLVD. 
(07657)
RIDGEWOOD
AMSTERDAM, MARVIN J., 401 OVERBROOK 
RD. (07450)
DORFMAN, GILBERT P., 10 WILSEY SQUARE 
(07450)
FLACKMAN, GOODMAN & SALLEMI, P. A., 
74 PASSAIC ST. (07450)
GIAMBALVO, CARL P., 67 E. RIDGEWOOD 
AVE. (07451)
RAIBERT, DAVID J. & COMPANY, 10 WILSEY 
SQUARE (07450)
RIVER EDGE
TOBIN AND GLICKMAN, 385 
KINDERKAMACK RD. (07661)
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RIVERTON
HOTCHKIN & DOHAN, 400 SALEM DR. 
(08077)
RUMSON
GASARCH, JOSEPH M., 1 BROADMOOR DR. 
(07760)
RUTHERFORD
RESCH, THEODORE L., 118 UNION AVE.
(07070)
SADDLE BROOK
LUBAR & WASSER, 49 MARKET ST. (07662)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, PARK 80 
PLAZA WEST-ONE (07662)
SALEM
ATHEY, WILLIAM THOS. & COMPANY, 214 E.
BROADWAY (08079)
SCOTCH PLAINS
KOSSON, SUSSMAN & COMPANY, 1734 RT.
22 (07076)
SHRAGER, H. L. & CO., 1829 E. 2ND ST. 
(07076)
VETERE, JOSEPH S., 567 PARK AVE. (07076)
SHORT HILLS
ASHIN, HARRY B. & CO., 88 MOHAWK ROAD 
(07078)
MCCULLOCH, JOHN G., 60 HEMLOCK RD.
(07078)
TRIMIGLOZZI, FRANK A., 167 PARSONAGE 
HILL RD. (07078)
SHREWSBURY
FOWLER, JACK DONOVAN, 723 BROAD ST. 
(07701)
SOMERS POINT
ANGELSON, SHERWOOD, 20 DOGWOOD DR. 
(08244)
SOMERVILLE
FRANK, D. LESTER, 195 E. MAIN ST. (08876)
GILLEN, JOHN M., 45 E. HIGH ST. (08876)
HENDERICKSON, JOHN L., 11 W. HIGH ST. 
(08876)
KERSTING, ROBERT M., 163 GROVE ST.
(08876)
REILLY, CHARLES A., 24 MAPLE ST. (08876)
RUBENSTEIN, SAGRESTANO & CO., 18 
DAVENPORT ST. (08876)
SOUTH ORANGE
CARUBA & CARUBA, 71 VALLEY ST. (07079)
EISENBERG, AARON & CO., 76 S. ORANGE 
AVE. STE. 300 (07079)
KALB, HARRY AND COMPANY, 111 S.
ORANGE AVE. (07079)
MARGULIES, WILLIAM, 75 S. ORANGE AVE. 
(07079)
MARSH, ALFRED R., 36 FIELDING COURT 
(07079)
SHACHAT AND SIMSON, 71 VALLEY ST. 
(07079)
SMOLIN, LUPIN, WINICK & CO., 76 S.
ORANGE AVE. (07079)
STARR, KAPLAN, SCHUHALTER, &
HERZLINGER, 71 VALLEY ST. (07079)
THORNTON, EDWARD J., 320 N.
RIDGEWOOD RD. (07079)
TORINE, HARRY L., 171 VOSE AVE. (07079)
SOUTH PLAINFIELD
ROSENBERG, FREUNDLICH, LEVINE, KOPP 
& TRUGLIO, 1500 PARK AVE. (07080)
SCHWALL, EDWARD, P. O. BOX 185 (07080)
SPOTSWOOD
FUREY, MICHAEL A., 333
SPOTSWOOD-ENGLISHTOWN RD. (08884)
SPRINGFIELD
CATAPANO, C. S., 27 LINDEN AVE. (07081)
COHEN, HAROLD, 966 S. SPRINGFIELD AVE. 
(07081)
DE FALCO, LOUIS RALPH, 110 HILLSIDE 
AVE. (07081)
HESS, H. CHARLES, 8 MOUNTAIN AVE. 
(07081)
KOTLER, BERNARD M., 16 GAIL CT (07081)
LANDAU, LAWRENCE AND CO., 27 LINDEN 
AVE. (07081)
SANDLER, GORDON M., 110 HILLSIDE AVE. 
(07081)
SCHECHTER, LAWRENCE, 26 LINDEN AVE. 
(07081)
STIFELMAN & GOLDFINGER, 623 MORRIS 
AVE. (07081)
WEINSTEIN, WILLIAM & CO., 110 HILLSIDE 
AVE. (07081)
ZEMEL, JESS, 9 AVON RD. (07081)
ZISMAN, TRAURIG & ELBLONK, 80 MORRIS 
AVE. (07081)
STANHOPE
BENNETT, MARIETTA, R. D. #1 307 FLORA 
AVE. (07874)
SUCCASUNNA
NISIVOCCIA AND GILBERT, 151 RT. 10 
(07876)
SUMMIT
BIRNBAUM, LEONARD G., 41 RIVER RD. 
(07901)
BRILL & BRILL, 392 SPRINGFIELD AVE. 
(07901)
GOLDMAN, GLANTZ & CO., THE 
ENTERPRISE BLDG. 34 MAPLE ST. 
(07901)
KOHL, MAIHACK & NOKE, 22 BANK ST. 
(07901)
POLAKOFF, BROS & LEEN, 332 
SPRINGFIELD AVE. (07901)
REYDEL & PERIER, 382 SPRINGFIELD AVE. 
(07901)
TEANECK
BADIAN AND BAROUCH, 639 TEANECK 
ROAD (07666)
CAMPOS & STRATIS, 329 ALFRED AVE. 
(07666)
EDELMAN & KALOSIEH, 363 CEDAR LANE 
(07666)
FRIEDBERG, MARGOLIS, AND KRIKORIAN, 
365 CEDAR LANE (07666)
HARTMANN, WARREN C., 606 KENT AVE. 
(07666)
WASSERMAN, DONALD M., 175 CEDAR 
LANE (07666)
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WOLF, HOWARD, 121 CEDAR LANE (07666)
TENAFLY
TUKESBURY, HAROLD M., 267 HICKORY
AVE. (07670)
TOMS RIVER
ADLER AND TELLER, 230 MAIN ST. (08753)
BOBROFF, MORRIS, 31 MAIN ST. (08753)
EWART, FRANK J. AND CO., 501 MAIN ST.
(08753)
KOERNER, LAWRENCE R., 131 ROUTE 37
(08753)
MEASE, FLOYD W., 100 WASHINGTON ST.
(08753)
RUSSO, JAMES S., P. A., 247 MAIN ST.
(08753)
WAUTERS, JOHN P., 1465 NEVADA DR.
(08753)
TOTOWA
COHN, MILTON A., 547 UNION BLVD.
(07512)
WRONKO, CARL J., 780 TOTOWA RD. (07512)
TRENTON
BENCIVENGO, ALBERT S., 2627
NOTTINGHAM WAY (08619)
BUZZELLI, CHESTER J., 2521 NOTTINGHAM
WAY (08619)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 314 E. STATE ST. 
(08608)
DENITO, ANTHONY V., DILLON BLDG. 2426
NOTTINGHAM WAY (08619)
ERNST & ERNST, 28 W. STATE ST. (08608)
GALATI, NICHOLAS F., 2421 NOTTINGHAM
WAY (08619)
GUSHEN, SIDNEY R., BROAD ST. BANK
BLDG. (08608)
HANKIN, ALFRED, 515 MAPLE AVE. (08618)
KASMAN, R. RALPH, 2490 BRUNSWICK PIKE 
(08638)
KLATZKIN, JOSEPH P. & COMPANY, 209 
ACADEMY ST. (08607)
LEOPOLD, EDELMAN & EROS, 511 BROAD 
ST. BANK BLDG. (08608)
LINOWITZ, LOUIS H. AND CO., 219 E.
HANOVER ST. (08608)
MAIDA, NICHOLAS C., CHARTERED, 855
PARKWAY AVE. (08618)
MILLER, COHEN & COMPANY, 143 E. STATE
ST. (08608)
MILLNER, MILLNER & ARONSON, 375 W.
STATE ST. (08618)
MORAN, GERARD P., 1905 STATE HIGHWAY 
33 (08690)
NEWMAN, MANUEL S. & COMPANY, 143 E.
STATE ST. (08608)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 132
WEST STATE ST. (08608)
PISAURO, LEVY & CO., 865 LOWER FERRY
RD. (08628)
SEALE, LOUIS J., 34 SCOTCH RD. (08628)
TASHLIK, HERMAN B., 865 LOWER FERRY 
RD. (08628)
TEITZ, MILDRED, 2382 WHITE
HORSE-MERCERVILLE RD. (08619)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 143 E. STATE ST. 
(08608)
ZIEGLER, WALTER C., 151 MILLERICK AVE.
(08638)
TURNERSVILLE
SORELLE AND LEONE, 1291 BLACK HORSE 
PIKE (08012)
UNION
ADLER, LOWENGRUB & AMIANO, 1416 
MORRIS AVE. (07083)
ARMUS, JEROME & CO., 1460 MORRIS AVE. 
(07083)
BERGMAN, NATHAN D., 934 STUYVESANT 
AVE. (07083)
BEST, PILL, DEAR, REIS & CO., 1523 
MORRIS AVE. (07083)
COHEN AND COHEN, 2222 MORRIS AVE. 
(07083)
COHN, SAUL A. & CO., 599 RAHWAY AVE. 
(07083)
CORSOVER, SEYMOUR AND COMPANY, 
1362 BURNET AVE. (07083)
DEXTER, DAVID S., 2165 MORRIS AVE. 
(07083)
D1EFENBACH, WM. A., 1460 MORRIS AVE. 
(07083)
DORENER, JULES, 1543 A. STUYVESANT 
AVE. (07083)
FISCH, THEODORE W., 2751 ALICE TERR. 
(07083)
GOLDSTEIN, WALKER & COMPANY, 2810 
MORRIS AVE. (07083)
GROSSMAN & GOLDSTEIN, 2165 MORRIS 
AVE. (07083)
GROSSMAN, M. I. AND CO., 1496 MORRIS 
AVE. (07083)
HELLER & HELLER, 1896 MORRIS AVE. 
(07083)
HERZBERG, ARNO, 1961 MORRIS AVE. 
(07083)
JACOBS, SIEGEL AND COMPANY, 2401
MORRIS AVE. (07083)
KAUFMAN & KRITZMAN, 930 STUYVESANT 
AVE. (07083)
KRAVITZ, SIDD, 1185 MORRIS AVE. (07083)
LA MONT, STEPHEN J., 1225 MORRIS AVE. 
(07083)
MASS, KAUFMAN AND COMPANY, 1969 
MORRIS AVE. (07083)
MINTZ, BARRY, 830 MEEKER RD. (07083)
RICH, RUBENSTEIN AND WEISSMAN, 983 
STUYVESANT AVE. (07083)
RODEN, PAUL E., JR., 397 CHESTNUT ST. 
(07083)
TARLOWE, CHARLES I., 1185 MORRIS AVE. 
(07083)
UNION CITY
FRANKEL, HERBERT N., 400 38TH ST. 
(07087)
KONSEVICK, LEON, 810 31 ST. (07087)
LINN, JACK D., 3906 BERGENLINE AVE. 
(07037)
UPPER MONTCLAIR
GROTE, G. ROBERT, 6 RUTGERS PLACE 
(07043)
MAHON, HOWARD F., 586 PARK ST. (07043)
VERONA
PROUT, FRANK M., 370 BLOOMFIELD AVE. 
(07044)
SOLOMON, HERMAN L., 80 POMPTON AVE. 
(07044)
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VINELAND
ATHEY. WILLIAM THOS. & COMPANY, 1173 
E. LANDIS AVE. (08360)
FALSETTA, SOLVE F., 1180 KARIN ST. 
(08360)
WARREN
BERTSCH. FRANK I., 72 ROUND TOP RD. 
(07060)
SPINNER. JERRY, P. A., 20 ROUND TOP RD. 
(07060)
WASHINGTON
HUMPHRIES. KENNETH B., 8 MIDTOWN 
PLAZA (07882)
STEINHARDT, HENRY, 111 W. WASHINGTON 
AVE. (07882)
WASHINGTON TOWNSHIP
FERNINO, ROBERT M., 599 FERN ST. 
(07675)
WAYNE
BERMAN. MARVIN A., 600 VALLEY RD. 
(07470)
BREMER. FRED W., 27 ROBIN RD. (07470)
BURNS, BERNARD V., 1341 HAMBURG
TPKE. (07470)
LITTLE, A. V. & SONS, 1534 RTE. 23 (07470)
ROUKEMA, JOHN A., 1875 RT. 23 (07470)
WEST CALDWELL
FABIAN, ROBERT JAMES, 20 BEVERLY RD. 
(07006)
WEST LONG BRANCH
TRUEGER, PAUL M., 121 MONMOUTH PKWY. 
(07764)
WEST NEW YORK
GOLD, MARTIN G., 5810 BERGENLINE AVE. 
(07093)
PRICE, FERDINAND. GANEK & HANDLER, 
5918 BERGENLINE AVE. (07093)
RENNER. STUART E., 5810 BERGENLINE 
AVE. (07093)
WEST ORANGE
ABOFF, FINK. KRAUS. SCHWARTZ & BAIME, 
385 NORTHFIELD AVE. (07052)
ABRASH, MELVIN. 516 PLEASANT VALLEY 
WAY (07052)
BEDERSON & CO., 470 PROSPECT AVE. 
(07052)
BLOOM, SAUL G., & CULLEN DR. (07052)
LANGWAY, STEPHEN N., 366 MAIN ST. 
(07052)
NATHANSON, HERMAN, 28 MAIN ST. (07052)
ROTHENBERG, BERNARD M., 28 MAIN ST. 
(07052)
WIGLER, JACK L., THE WIGLER BLDG. 492
PROSPECT AVE. (07052)
WESTFIELD
BLAKESBERG, WILLIAM J., 110 FRAZEE CT 
(07090)
GOLDEN, IRVING, 189 ELM ST. (07090)
JACOX, MORGAN E., 925 WILLOW GROVE 
ROAD (07090)
KETCHAM, FRANK A., 127 LINCOLN RD. 
(07090)
POTYK, ARTHUR. P. A., 869 KNOLLWOOD 
TERR. (07090)
REYDEL & PERIER, 302 E. BROAD ST. 
(07091)
STAVITSKY, MICHAEL A., 123 QUIMBY ST. 
(07091)
WESTMONT
PERINA, ROBERT C., 212 HADDON AVE. 
(08108)
WESTWOOD
CHARETTE, LOUIS O., 223 OLD HOOK RD. 
(07675)
FILIPOWICZ, LEO W., 160 TILLMAN ST. 
(07675)
SIMIONESCU, MAX ALFRED, 160 TILLMAN 
ST. (07675)
WHITEHOUSE STATION
DRAGAN, WILLIAM, HIGHWAY 22 BOX 122 
(08889)
WHITING
TERKELSEN, MARTIN L., & A. KENTUCKY 
WAY (08759)
WILDWOOD
TURNER, LEON H. & CO., 3317 NEW JERSEY 
AVE. (08260)
WOGAN, BERNARD, 1901 NEW JERSEY AVE. 
(08260)
WILLIAMSTOWN
NIGHTLINGER, LAWRENCE J., 991 S. BLACK 
HORSE PIKE (08094)
WOODRIDGE
CONROY. SMITH & CO., 150 PARK PLACE 
EAST (07075)
EICHEN, SEYMOUR D., 394 WINDSOR RD. 
(07075)
MELONE, DOMINIC G., 162 VALLEY BLVD. 
(07075)
WOODBRIDGE
BART & BART, 104 MAIN ST. (07095)
GLASSEL, SIDNEY. 701 AMBOY AVE. 
(07095)
GRIPPO, FRANK J., 70 MAIN ST. (07095)
WOODBURY
BIERBRUNNER, HENRY WM., 1000 MANTUA 
PIKE (08096)
DAMASK, N. A. AND CO., 45 S. BROAD ST. 
(08096)
WOODCLIFF LAKE
MARKS. PHILIP. 5 CARNOT AVE. (07675)
WYCKOFF
EYLER, GORDON M., 677 LAUREL LANE 
(07481)
TINSLEY. THOMAS VINCENT. JR., 237 
MEADOWBROOK RD. (07481)NEW MEXICO 
ALAMOGORDO 
OLSON & ORTEGA. 709 NEW YORK AVE. 
(88310)
ROESSLER, TED J., P. O. BOX 513 (88310)
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WALLACE, JOHN W., 909 TENTH ST. (88310)
ALBUQUERQUE
ALDERETE, ANDREW J., 312 VALVERDE 
DR. S. E. (87108)
ATKINSON, JERRELL A. & CO., LTD., 1008 
NATIONAL BUILDING 505 MARQUETTE 
ST. N. W. (87101)
AXNESS & CONLIN, 111 B. CARDENAS DR.
N. E. (87108)
BALKCOM & WEAVER, P.A., 230 TRUMAN 
N.E., STE. B (87108)
BANDY, DUNCAN, DAVIS & CO., 2500 
LOUISIANA N. E. STE. 227 (87110)
BEESON, THERON R., 608 SUNSHINE BLDG.
CENTRAL AND SECOND S. W. (87101)
BURWINKLE, JOHN V., JR., 3902 CENTRAL 
AVE. SE. (87108)
CASSEL & TORRES, 312 SIMMS BLDG. 
FOURTH & GOLD S. W. (87103)
COMSTOCK, FREDERIC G., 729 SAN MATEO 
N. E. (87108)
COREY, PAUL F., 3110 MONTE VISTA N. E. 
(87106)
CUNION, EDWARD J., JR., 7800 MARBLE NE. 
STE. 1 (87110)
DEASON, CROCKER, PETERS & CO., 2500 
LOUISANA NE. STE. 305 (87110)
DENHAM & COMPANY, LTD., 1120 SIMMS 
BLDG. (87101)
DILLON, BARRY S., 8001 MOUNTAIN RD. 
PLACE NE. (87110)
DOXEY, VAUGHN A., 1517 GIRARD BLVD. 
NE. (87106)
ERNST & ERNST, 921 SIMMS BLDG. FOURTH 
A GOLD STS. S. W. (87101)
HOPKINS & HINKLE, 223 CITIZENS BANK 
BLDG. 2500 LOUISIANA BLVD. NE. 
(87110)
HOUSE, JOHN M., 1331 PARK AVE. SW. #908 
(87102)
KELLY, MCCARTHY & CAPELS, LTD., 5400 
PHOENIX NE. (87110)
KNOX, RICHARD, 1202 PENN AVE. NE. STE.
B. (87110)
LAKE, RICHARD B., 510 SUNSHINE
BUILDING (87101)
LEWALLEN, JERRY L., 4200 D. SILVER SE. 
(87108)
LONDENE, CARL E., 400 BLDG. 400 
SEVENTH ST. N. W. (87101)
MARQUEZ, ROBERT S., 1405 SAN MATEO 
N.E. STE. 5 (87110)
NEFF & COMPANY, 7001 PROSPECT PL. NE. 
(87110)
NEWBERRY, DONALD W., 415 SIMMS BLDG. 
(87103)
PARKER, LEONARD A. B., 6101 MARBLE 
N.E. STE. 7A8 (87110)
PEARSON, JOHN S., 1022 SAN PEDRO NE. 
(87110)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., BANK 
OF NEW MEXICO BLDG. (87103)
PULAKOS & ALONGI, LTD., 1401-A 
UNIVERSITY NE. (87102)
RAUCH, HERMAN C., JR., 1008 JEFFERSON 
NE. (87110)
REID, DONALD W., 116 WASHINGTON SE. 
(87108)
REINDORP, JOHN K., 2130 SAN MATEO N. E. 
(87110)
RICE AND RHODES, 8338 COMANCHE N. E.
STE. D (87110)
ROGOFF & YOUNGBERG, 1001 MEDICAL 
ARTS AVE. NE. (87102)
ROSNER & ZENNER, CHARTERED, 1602 SAN 
PEDRO NE. (87110)
SANCHEZ, GILBERT S., 1804 NEAT LANE
S.W. (87105)
SCANLON, R. G., 124 JACKSON N. E. (87108)
SMITH, DANIEL M. & CO., 805 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. EAST (87108)
SOLBERG, MELVIN P., 2117 MENAUL NE.
(87107)
SPELMAN, PAT J., 10701 LOMAS NE. # 209
(87112)
SPENCE, OLIVAS & CO., P. A., TALBOT 
BLDG. 1406 SAN PEDRO NE. (87110)
SQUIRE, REINHART & COMPANY, 5601 
DOMINGO RD. NE. (87108)
THANNISCH, WALTER, III. 1717-B CARLISLE 
BLVD. NE. (87110)
THOMPSON, HAROLD G., 124 MONROE ST. 
NE. (87108)
TREIDER, W. DALE, 6022 CONSTITUTION 
AVE. NE. (87110)
WILTSE, LEON A., 1803 CARLISLE N. E.
(87110)
ARTESIA
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, CARPER BLDG. 
(88210)
CARLSBAD
CANNON & SIDES, 405 N. CANYON (88220)
CROUCH, LEOTA C., 109 N. CANAL STE. 3 
(88220)
MCKINNEY, FRIESEN & FRITSCHY, 201 S. 
HALAGUENO ST. (88220)
CLOVIS
HUNTON, HAGER & CO., P. O. BOX 1736 
(88101)
NIEVES, R. RANDOLPH, 710 MITCHELL ST. 
(88101)
SPROULS, DARWIN M., 415 MITCHELL ST.
(88101)
DEMING
ADAMSON, LEE J., 216-A SOUTH SILVER 
(88030)
ESPANOLA
SANCHEZ, MAX R., LOS AMIGOS BLDG. 321 
CAMINO DEL SOL (87532)
FARMINGTON
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 600 REILLY AVE. 
(87401)
MOTT, MCGEE & COMPANY, 423 W. 
BROADWAY (87401)
NIALS, ROY L., 2802 E. 20TH ST. (87401)
GALLUP
BRITT, HOWARD W., 211 W. MESA STE. 2 
(87301)
ERWIN, THOMAS R., 200 W. HILL (87301)
HIGHT, GEORGE C., 111 E. HILL ST. (87301)
PETRANOVICH, ANTHONY J., 108 E. AZTEC 
AVE. (87301)
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STEVENS, LEE K., 312 S. SECOND ST. 
(87301)
GRANTS
BALKCOM & WEAVER, P. A., 106 E. HIGH ST. 
(87020)
HOBBS
BROWN, MILO M., 506 E. BROADWAY 
(88240)
CRITCHFIELD, Q. & CO., 110 PETROLEUM 
BLDG. (88240)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 107 S. DALMONT 
(88240)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, COMPUTER 
CENTER BROADMOOR SHOPPING 
CENTER (88240)
JOHNSON, WUNSCH, BERNARD & CO., P. C., 
308 W. TAYLOR (88240)
LAS CRUCES
BRANHAM & BROOKS, 1355 E. CALIFORNIA 
ST. (88001)
CARR, JANE S., DENISON BLDG. 1480 N. 
MAIN STE. 103 (88001)
COOPER, BURROWS & CO., FIRST NATL. 
TOWER STE. 410 (88001)
GEBHARD, CAROLE L., 2015 O’DONNELL 
DR. (88001)
NEFF & COMPANY, FIRST NATL. TOWER 
STE. 1008 (88001)
SCOTT, GEORGE B., 400 FIRST NATIONAL 
TOWER (88001)
WILLIAMS, BILLY M., 1480 N. MAIN ST. 
(88001)
LOVINGTON
ANDREWS, DAVID C., 113 E. WASHINGTON 
AVE. (88260)
BARNES, RAY H., 205 E. WASHINGTON 
(88260)
MORIARTY
KEENE, JOHN J., P. O. BOX 237 (87035)
RATON
CASTILLO, ALVINO E., 124 PECOS AVE. 
(87740)
DIXON, WHITTEMORE & CO., INC., 130 N. 
SECOND ST. (87740)
ROSWELL
BANDY, DUNCAN, DAVIS & CO., 625 
PETROLEUM BLDG. (88201)
CITTY, MICHAEL S., SECURITY NATL. BANK 
BLDG. #312 (88201)
CUNNINGHAM, CARLOS M., SECURITY 
NATL. BANK BLDG. # 825 (88201)
DEASON, CROCKER, PETERS & CO., 109 W. 
THIRD ST. (88201)
EVERTSON, LESLIE., 1200 S. RICHARDSON 
ST. (88201)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 600 N. 
RICHARDSON (88201)
SWANSON, E. M., 1510-A W. SECOND ST. 
(88201)
RUIDOSO
DEAN & MOUND, BOX 3956 HOLLYWOOD 
STATION (88345)
SANTA FE
BRUMFIELD, STANTON C., P. O. BOX 691 
(87501)
DOWNEY, PARMELLY, & BARRACLOUGH, 
P.A., 318 GRANT AVE. (87501)
HALLQUIST, JAMES F., 1918 CONEJO DR. 
(87501)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., P. O. 
BOX 2327 (87501)
SUMMERS, B. DANIEL, SETON VILLAGE 
(87501)
SILVER CITY
GRAY & GRAY, INC., 909 WEST ST. (88061)
SOCORRO
BECKHAM, DARL L., BOX 127 (87801)
TUCUMCARI
HUNTON, HAGER & CO., 207 S. SECOND ST. 
(88401) NEW YORK
ALBANY
BOOCHEVER & GEIGER, 90 STATE ST. RM. 
1229 (12207)
COHEN, SCHEER, SHERMAN & TALANKER, 
1510 CENTRAL AVE. (12205)
DENNIS AND BLOCH, 99 WASHINGTON AVE. 
(12210)
DI FABIO AND VAN ZANDT, P. C., 4 
AUTOMATION LN. COMPUTER PARK 
(12205)
ERNST & ERNST, 99 WASHINGTON AVE. 
(12210)
ERTEL AND KRISTEL, P. C., 99
WASHINGTON AVE. STE. 2001 (12210)
FLAX, HAINES & PLATEIS, 6 AUTOMATION 
LANE (12205)
FRIEDMAN, RICHARD E., 28 COLVIN AVE. 
(12206)
GOLDBERG, NATHAN M., 75 STATE ST. STE. 
1112 (12207)
GROSSMAN, STUART H., 301 S. ALLEN ST. 
(12208)
JENNINGS & BIRCHENOUGH, 90 STATE ST. 
(12207)
KAUFMAN, SAMUEL, 503 W LAWRENCE ST. 
(12208)
KESSLER, BERNSTEIN & JAFFEE, 75 STATE 
ST. (12207)
NELSEN & NELSEN, 55 HUNTING ROAD 
(12205)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 50 
WOLF RD. (12205)
ROTH, ARTHUR J., 75 STATE ST. (12207)
SHAYE, LUTZ, SCHWARTZ & KING, 75 
STATE ST. (12207)
SHELL1, RONALD S., 294 MORTON AVE. 
(12209)
STEINER AND MONDORE, 90 STATE ST. 
(12207)
STULMAKER AND ROACH, 50 COLVIN AVE. 
(12206)
TATE, DI SANTO, MILLER AND ROTHSTEIN, 
P. C., 1698 CENTRAL AVE. (12205)
TEAL, BECKER & PLACE, 805 CENTRAL 
AVE. (12206)
URBACH, KAHN & WERLIN, 66 STATE ST. 
(12207)
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WALQUIST & RENODIN. 11 N. PEARL ST. 
(12207)
ZUCKERMAN. MAX J., 50 COLVIN AVE. 
(12206)
AMITYVILLE
WEINTRAUB. IRVING. 630 BROADWAY 
(11701)
AMSTERDAM
GOLDMAN & KESSLER. 29 E. MAIN ST. 
(12010)
ARMONK
MAHON. JAMES P., 9 ROCKWOOD PLACE 
(10504)
AUBURN
MCGRATH & COMPANY. 46 SOUTH ST. 
(13021)
BABYLON
MENCKE, HERBERT, 15 DEER PARK AVE. 
(11702)
BALDWIN
KESSLER. HARRY A., 1612 BENEDICT 
PLACE (11510)
SCHIFFMAN, NORMAN. 746 ALLWYN ST. 
(11510)
SNIPPER. HERBERT & COMPANY 2300 
GRAND AVE. (11510)
ZABRONSKY & ZABRONSKY, 2280 GRAND 
AVE. (11510)
BATAVIA
FORSYTH. JOHN J., P. C., 43 JACKSON ST. 
(14020)
BAY SHORE
ALLEN. ALFRED R., 1 EAST MAIN ST. 
(11706)
BOYLAN. JOHN P., 1402 PINE ACRES BLVD. 
(11706)
CANALE, THOMAS J., 154 W. MAIN ST. 
(11706)
CLARK. IMBESE, ZIPPER & CO., 52 SECOND 
AVE. (11706)
SCHUCKMAN & FEUERSTEIN. 260 W. MAIN 
ST. (11706)
BAYSIDE
BERGER. VICTOR M., 200 17 50TH AVE. 
(11364)
FRIEDMAN. ALEXANDER. 18-05 215TH ST. 
16E (11360)
GOLDAPPLE, LEON M., 16-39 BELL BLVD. 
(11360)
HELFAND, NORMAN I., 41-02 BELL BLVD. 
(11361)
MURPHY. EDWARD J., 43-21 209 ST. (11361)
NEIMETH, GEORGE G., 2335 BELL BLVD. 
(11360)
SCHNEIDER. JERRY. 221-36 59TH AVE. 
(11364)
SCHWARTZ. DAVID L., 212-07 75 AVE. 
(11364)
THEISS & THEISS. 41-02 BELL BLVD. (11361)
BEACON
KLEIN, BERNARD LEWIS. 11 WODENETHE 
DR. (12508)
BEDFORD
THOMPSON, DONALD L., R. R. 2 OLIVER RD. 
(10506)
BEECHHURST
HACKER. LEO G., 166 24 15TH DR. (11357)
SUTZ, BENJAMIN M., 166-25 POWELLS COVE 
BLVD. (11357)
BELLMORE
HOROWITZ. JEROME, 2521 MALIBU RD.
(11710)
BEMUS POINT
TAYLOR. JAMES G., 310 LAKESIDE DR. 
(14712)
BINGHAMTON
ABRAMSON, HERBERT L., 99 HAWLEY ST. 
(13901)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 601 MARINE 
MIDLAND (13901)
GEHR, JOHN E., 28 HOTCHKISS AVE. 
HILLCREST (13901)
IVES, DAVIDSON, BUCCASIO & UPDYKE, 32 
BROAD ST. (13901)
JOHNSON, NOYD AND SAVIDGE, 616 
SECURITY MUTUAL BLDG. (13901)
LAUDER. JOHN A., 38 FRONT ST. (13905)
LEMBCKE, JOHN H., 501 PRESS BLDG. 
(13901)
PARRISH. RANDOLPH H. 38 FRONT ST. APT 
6-F (13905)
WEIDMANN & RICHARDSON, 188 FRONT ST. 
(13905)
BRENTWOOD
MELTSNER, RICHARD E., 5 CRESCENT DR. 
(11717)
BREWSTER
POLLACI, ROBERT R., ROUTE 6 & 22 (10509)
BRIGHTWATERS
SHEEHAN. GEORGE F. & COMPANY, P. C., 
165 ORINOCO DR. (11718)
BRONX
BIERWIRTH, ALBERT H., 1510 UNIONPORT
ROAD (10462)
FIATA, ELIA A., 2409 ARTHUR AVE. (10458)
GARBARINI, ANDREW. 4045 MONTICELLO
AVE. (10466)
JACOBY. BURTON. 3555 BAINBRIDGE 
AVENUE (10467)
LEBOWITZ, MARTIN. 3915 ORLOFF AVE. 
(10463)
PILCHIK, SAUL. 4200-20 HUTCHINSON 
RIVER PKWY. E. (10475)
SAXE, EMANUEL. 3935 BLACKSTONE AVE.
RIVERDALE (10471)
SCUDER, LAWRENCE T., 1479
WILLIAMSBRIDGE RD. (10461)
BRONXVILLE
LOW. MORTIMER C., 81 PONDFIELD RD. 
(10708)
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BROOKLYN
ABZUG, REUBEN, 5200 15 AVE. (11219)
ACKERMAN & SOBEL, 26 COURT ST. (11201)
ALPERIN, HENRY, 50 COURT ST. (11201) 
ARON, BRAUN A., 1609 55 ST. (11204) 
BEHRMAN, H. J. & COMPANY, 16 COURT ST.
(11241)
BRENDER, WILLIAM D., 1532 OCEAN AVE.
(11230)
CASCIONE, JOHN AND COMPANY, 26 COURT 
ST. (11201)
COHEN & GOLDFINE, 50 COURT ST. (11201)
COHEN, IAN H., 60 PAERDEGAT FIRST ST. 
(11236)
COLLINS, GREGORY V., 225 ADAMS ST.
(11201)
CRISALLI, CHARLES J., 1344 E. 35TH ST.
(11210)
DALLEK, GERALD H., P. C., 105 COURT ST.
(11201)
DAVIDOFF, SAMUEL, 2673 E. 13 ST. (11235)
DROPKIN, MURRAY, 2277 HOMECREST 
AVE. (11229)
DUBLIN, ALLEN & CO., 16 COURT ST. 
(11241)
FARBER, SIDNEY, 16 COURT ST. (11241)
FARKAS, REGINA SNOW, 21 E. 88 ST.
(11236)
FINGER, MILTON B., 2685 E. SEVENTH ST.
(11235)
FISCHER, NEIL M., 16 COURT ST. (11201) 
GOODMAN, PAUL, 2280 E. 28TH ST. (11229) 
HARARY, CHARLES R., 2625 NATIONAL
DRIVE (11234)
JAFFE & WAXBERG, 32 COURT ST. (11201) 
KANTER, ALLAN A., 100 CATON AVE.
(11218)
KAUFMAN, JOSEPH A., 2171 BRAGG ST.
(11229)
KEZSBOM, SAMUEL E., 930 DITMAS AVE.
(11218)
KIRMAYER, LEO J., 2085 E. 27TH ST. (11229)
KRAMER, LAWRENCE H., 1311
BRIGHTWATER AVE. (1 1235)
LEVINE, ROBERT E., 5120 GLENWOOD RD.
(11234)
LUBIN, HERMAN, 20 PLAZA STREET (11238) 
MAST, LOUIS L., VANDERVEER STA P. O.
BOX 126 (11210)
MILLER, RICHARD B., 1611 E. 15 ST. (11229)
ORINSTEIN, LOUIS R., 55 LINDEN BLVD. 
(11226)
PERELSON, JACOB, P. C., 66 COURT ST. 
(11201)
RAPAPORT, FRANK H., 345
SCHERMERHORN ST. (11217)
ROSENHECK, MICHAEL HOWARD, 444
NEPTUNE AVE. (11224)
SANDLER, FRED, 802 JAMAICA AVE.
(11208)
SANDLER, HENRY, 4102 GLENWOOD ROAD
(11210)
SCHIFF, LOUIS J., 2416 E. 64TH ST. (11234)
SCHILLER, JACOB H., 515 OCEAN AVENUE 
(11226)
SCHOEN, ADOLPH, 1911 DORCHESTER RD.
(11226)
SCHWARTZ, LESTER P., 26 COURT ST. 
(11201)
SCOTTO, LOUIS J., 380 86TH ST. (11209)
SILVERMAN, MORRIS M., 50 COURT ST. 
(11201)
SINGER & SPILFOGEL, 885 FLATBUSH AVE. 
(11226)
SMILOWITZ, MARTIN, 10 STRATFORD 
ROAD (11218)
SOBEL, ARTHUR A., 32 COURT ST. (11201)
SPECTOR, SOSNIAK, KARPEN & FELDMAN, 
26 COURT ST. (11201)
SPIRA, ISAAC L., 5601 14TH AVE. (11219)
STEIN, NEIL M., 78 PROSPECT PARK W. 
(11215)
STERN, DAVID M., 50 COURT ST. (11201)
SULTAN, EZRA, 865 E. NINTH ST. (11230)
TOUSSIE, MICHAEL ISAAC, 2014 E. FIFTH 
ST. (11223)
WALTERS, JESS, 370 OCEAN PKWY. (11218) 
WOLF & WOLF, 1097 E. 42ND ST. (11210) 





WEBERT, ALFRED H., BOX 63 (13615)
BUFFALO
ALLEN, ABT & CO., 1300 GENESEE BLDG. 
(14202)
BECKMAN, BAMBERG & BROWN, 2005 
SHERIDAN DR. (14223)
BISHOP & PAGANO, 8 LOS ROBLES ST. 
(14221)
BIXBY, PERCIVAL G. & CO., 2500 MAIN 
PLACE TOWER (14202)
BROCK, SCHECHTER & POLAKOFF, 760 
STATLER-HILTON (14202)
CASE AND CASE, 342 GRANT ST. (14213)
DOPKINS, LEONARD A. & COMPANY, 3407 
DELAWARE AVE. (14217)
DZIALGA & DI VITA, P. C., 8880 SHERIDAN 
DR. (14221)
ERNST & ERNST, 901 WESTERN BLDG. 15
COURT ST. (14202)
FIDDLER AND COMPANY, 1895 SHERIDAN 
DR. (14223)
FRANKENSTEIN, WILLIAM D., 5854 MAIN 
ST. STE. 202 (14221)
FRENCH, MALCOLM J., 220 DELAWARE 
AVE. STE. 515 (14202)
GOULD & SWANSON, 1805 LIBERTY BANK 
BLDG. (14202)
HADAWAY & SPANG, 220 DELAWARE AVE. 
STE. 515 (14202)
HART, THOMAS F., 220 DELAWARE AVE. 
STE. 515 (14202)
HASKINS & SELLS, ONE M. & T. PLAZA 
(14203)
JOHNSON & FENSTON, 675 DELAWARE 
AVE. (14202)
JOSEPHSON, SIDNEY, 830 WALBRIDGE 
BLDG. 43 COURT ST. (14202)
KIEFER AND COMPANY, 220 DELAWARE 
AVE. STE. 515 (14202)
LATHAN, LUMSDEN, MCCORMICK AND CO.,
120 DELAWARE AVE. (14202)
LUCKER, KENNEDY & FELMEDEN, 414 
MARINE TRUST BLDG. (14203)
MERCER, R. A. & CO., 384 ELLICOTT 
SQUARE BLDG. (14203)
MEYERS, EARL Y., 4511 HARLEM RD. 
(14226)
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PATTERSON, WILLIAM R., 2959 GENESEE
ST. (14225)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 700
MAIN PLACE TOWER (14202) 
PHILLIPS, STANLEY F., 4763 MAIN ST.
(14226)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 1600 MARINE
TRUST BLDG. (14203)
PRIVITERA & COMPANY, P. C., 3435
HARLEM ROAD (14225)
RAINESS, CLARENCE & CO., 3514
DELAWARE AVE. (14217)
ROBERTS & LEINWANDER, CO., 17 COURT
ST. (14202)
ROJEK AND FORNASIERO, 69 DELAWARE
AVE. (14202)
SANDERS, MARTIN, 627 BRISBANE BLDG.
(14203)
SCHUNK & WILSON, 2033 LIBERTY BK.
BLDG. (14202)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 1758 STATLER
HILTON BLDG. (14202)
SELIGMAN, WEINTRAUB & LEVIN, 210
FRANKLIN ST. (14202)
STONE, HARRY LEWIS & CO., 1705 LIBERTY
BANK BLDG. (14202)
SUNSHINE AND W1TTLIN, 605 GROVER
CLEVELAND HWY. (14226)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 1 M. & T. PLAZA
(14203)
TRAVERS, SOKOLSKI & SUTHERLAND, 1332
RAND BLDG. (14203)
WALD, ERWIN W., 631 NIAGARA ST. (14201)
WHITE, STRONG & GAINES, 374 DELAWARE
AVE. (14202)
WONNACOTT, FREDERICK J., 220
DELAWARE AVE. STE. 409 (14202)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 725 MARINE
TRUST BLDG. (14203)
CAMBRIDGE
BROWN, FITZGERALD AND CRAMER, 1
WASHINGTON ST. (12816)
CANANDAIGUA
KENNEDY & CHAINTREUIL, 2485
ROCHESTER RD. (14424)
CARLE PLACE
BUSHAN, NORMAN H., ONE OLD COUNTRY
RD. (11514)
FISCHGRUND AND RIFKIN, ONE OLD
COUNTRY RD. (11514) 
HANLEY, THOMAS F. & CO., ONE OLD
COUNTRY RD. (11514)
CARMEL
ROMBERG, LOUIS L., GLENEIDA BLDG. 95
GLENEIDA AVE. (10512)
CASTILE
BOWLES, ROBERT L., 56 N. MAIN ST. (14427)
CATSKILL
VARGA, ALEXANDER, 389 MAIN ST. (12414)
CEDARHURST
FELSEN, DAVID, ONE IRIS ST. (11516)
GISSEN, HERBERT, 309 BUCKINGHAM RD.
(11516)
YOUNER, MORRIS M., 123 GROVE AVE. 
(11516)
CENTEREACH
FISCHER, NEIL M., 1820 MIDDLE COUNTRY 
RD. (11720)
CENTERPORT
REISNER, B. J. & CO., 9 OVERBROOK DR. 
(11721)
CENTRAL ISLIP
TIMM, RICHARD C., 33 WHEELER RD. 
(11722)
CHEEKTOWAGA
DERENDA, VALERIAN J., 32 GIRARD AVE. 
(14227)
COBLESKILL
HOLLENBACH, WILLIAM H., 55 MAIN ST. 
(12043)
COHOES
MALO, CARL J., 143 REMSEN ST. (12047)
WILSON, DONALD ALEXANDER, 18 SENECA 
ST. (12047)
COMMACK
BRODSKY, BENJAMIN, 1 SIOUX DR. (11725)
CAPPIELLO, MICHAEL V., 145 COMMACK 
RD. (1 1725)
GITTELL, IRWIN, 6143 JERICHO TURNPIKE 
(11725)
HORWITZ, MAURICE, 67 HARNED RD. 
(11725)
KREITZMAN AND GOULD, 645 COMMACK 
RD. (11725)
SWICKLE, H. BARRY, 6351 JERICHO 
TURNPIKE (11725)
COOPERSTOWN
GARDNER, DALE E., 101 MAIN ST. (13326)
COPAKE
KINSLEY, EDWARD W., JR., P. O. BOX 130 
(12516)
CROTON FALLS
LOPEZ, ANTHONY A., JR., HARVEY RD. 
(10519)
CROTON-ON-HUDSON
KRATTER, MAURICE M., 204 LOUNSBURY 
RD. EXT. (10520)
CUTCHOGUE
SANDERSON, THOMAS MCKAY, RT. 1 BOX 
50 (11935)
DANSVILLE
DOWNEY, CHARLES E., 22 ELIZABETH ST. 
BOX 427 (14437)
DELMAR
ZIMMERMAN, SOL D., R. R. 1 BOX 53 244 
MURRAY AVE. (12054)
DIX HILLS
ASH, JOEL S., 55 HEARTHSTONE DR. (11746) 
DANA, ALFRED J., 6 PARKSIDE DR. (11746) 
FIELD, NORMAN M., 36 HIGHFIELD CT 
(11746)
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LAURI, MICHAEL, 302 VERNON STREET 
(11746)
DOBBS FERRY
GOODMAN, STANLEY, 7 BEECHWOOD 
COURT (10522)
SPAR, STEWART A., 120 NORTHFIELD AVE. 
(10522)
EAST HAMPTON
MARKOWITZ AND PREISCHE, 30 PARK PL. 
(11937)
ZELDIN & FENELON, P. C., 37 NEWTOWN 
LANE (11937)
EAST ISLIP
BROADWELL, MICHAEL T., 106 COUNTRY
VILLAGE LN. (11730)
EAST MEADOW
BERNER, JACK, 1975 HEMPSTEAD 
TURNPIKE (1 1554)
DEUTSCH, HERMAN L., 669 PIERCE PL. 
(11554)
GERSHUN, MAX, 801 VAN BUREN AVE.
(11554)
GLICKLIN, ARTHUR, 1810-7 FRONT ST.
(11554)
MAYO, ALBERT, 1463 STEPHEN MARC LN. 
(11554)
MEYER, STANLEY H., 1401 HEMLOCK AVE. 
(11554)
SCHWAEBER, P. RICHARD, 271 DESOTO PL.
(11554)
EAST NORTHPORT
ANTON, MARCELLA H., 3 BLYTHE PL. 
(11731)
GREENBLATT, JOSEPH, 19 HONEY LANE 
(11731)
EAST NORWICH
MOSES, ORT & MOSES, 6332 NORTHERN 
BLVD. (11732)
EAST PATCHOGUE
RINGOLD, JOHN A., 422 MUNSELL ROAD 
(11772)
EAST SYRACUSE
MCVAY, ROBERT J., 217 TILDEN DR. (13057)
PIRARATA, JOSEPH, 508 W. MANLIUS ST. 
(13057)
ELMA
GARNER, GEO. C., 2731 BOWEN RD. (14059)
ELMHURST
SAROSY, ROBERT A., 79-05 GRAND AVE. 
(11373)
ELMIRA
CARNEVALE, EVANS AND JOYCE, 315 LAKE 
ST. (14902)
DEVILLERS & SARTORI, 306 E. CHURCH ST. 
(14901)
TATELBAUM, IRVING, 519 ROBINSON 
BLDG. (14901)
ELMONT
DAVIDOFF, GERALD, ONE ELMONT RD. 
(11003)
ELMSFORD
DANSKY & ZABUSKY, THE HONEYWELL 
CENTER 570 TAXTER RD. (10523)
ENDICOTT
ESSERMAN & PELTER, 141 WASHINGTON 
AVE. (13760)
STANFORD, GEORGE E., PROFESSIONAL 
BLDG. 101 JEFFERSON AVE. (13760)
FAR ROCKAWAY
KASSOVER, RONALD, 1034 BAY 25 ST. 
(11691)
SAFRAN, STANLEY, 31-17 DWIGHT ST.
(11691)
FARMINGDALE
ALBRECHT, VIGGIANO, ZURECK, A 
COMPANY, 375 FULTON ST. (11735)
FLANAGAN, EDWARD J., 18 FRANK AVE. 
(11735)
SUMP, CONRAD R., 96 JERVIS AVE. (11735)
FAYETTEVILLE
GUBMAN, ZANE S., 7000 E. GENESEE ST. 
(13066)
HALL & YAHN, 551 E. GENESEE ST. (13066)
LAVINE, LUSTICK & ALPERT, 404 E.
GENESEE ST. (13066)
FLORAL PARK
BENGELSDORF, JAN, 70-31 267TH ST. 
(11004)
MALLON, THOMAS F., 80 LOCUST ST. 
(11001)
MONETT, FREDERICK T., 8 VERBENA AVE. 
(11001)
OWEN, PETERSEN & CO., 102 JERICHO 
TURNPIKE (11001)
RILEY, EDWIN V., 131 TULIP AVE. (11001)
SHAPIRO, HAROLD & COMPANY, 80-07 
268TH ST. (11004)
FLUSHING
DI PAOLO & RILEY, P. C., 159-15 NORTHERN
BLVD. (11358)
GINSBURG, STEVEN M., P. C., 165-17 JEWEL
AVE. (11365)
KNOPP, IRVING A., ONE LEFRAK CITY
PLAZA (11368)
MARCUS, STANLEY, 75-03 MAIN ST. (11367)
MORGENSTERN, MOSES, P. C., 147-27 75
AVE. (1 1367)
MURZIN, CARL T., 75-67 182ND ST. (11366)
PRAGA, BERNARD D., 56-35 174 ST. (11365)
SIMS, ALBERT H., 188-12 NORTHERN BLVD. 
(11358)
SLOANE, WEITZMAN & CO., 42-27 UNION ST. 
(11355)
STEIN, GEORGE & COMPANY, 39-01 MAIN 
ST. (11354)
WEINRIB, SIDNEY, 171-30 ASHBY AVE. 
(1 1358)
FOREST HILLS
ELKIN, CHARLES, 69-45 108TH ST. (11375)
FEIN, BENJAMIN D., 66-22 FLEET ST (11375)
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FREUD, FREDRICK, 116-55 QUEENS BLVD.
(11375)
FUSCO & SHEA, 107-21 QUEENS BLVD.
(11375)
GOLDBERG, MELVIN, 62-60 108TH ST.
(11375)
IRVING, ROBERT C., 66-20 108TH ST.
(11375)
KOHGET, WALTER, 118-21 QUEENS BLVD.
(1 1375)
NELSON, LAWRENCE J., P. O. BOX 592
(11375)
PASHMAN, JULIUS L., 104-60 QUEENS 
BOULEVARD (1 1375)
POMANN, MILTON, 61-20 GRAND CENTRAL
PKWY. (11375)
RAEDER, SAMUEL, 66-01 BURNS ST. (11374)
SHERMAN, WILLIAM B., 118-21 QUEENS
BLVD. (1 1375)
SINGER, ELI, 68-37 YELLOWSTONE BLVD.
(11375)
FRANKLIN SQUARE
BERK AND MARSAC, 851 HEMPSTEAD TPK 
(11010)
DROOKS, HAROLD, 733 PLATO ST. (11010)
LANDOW, JOSEPH M., & NEW HYDE PARK 
RD. (11010)
PRINCE, CHARLES, 631 HEWLETT ST.
(11010)
FREEPORT
BRODER, WILLIAM I., 71 N. MAIN ST. 
(11520)
CANALE & GERARDI, 72 S. GROVE ST.
(11520)
MCLELLAN AND SULLIVAN, 115 W.
SUNRISE HWY. (11520)
SCHWARTZ, ARNOLD, 556 S. OCEAN AVE. 
(11520)
WOLF, LOUIS, 70 N. GROVE ST. (11520)
GARDEN CITY
BYRNES & BAKER, 229 7TH ST. (1 1530)
FETTER, NORMAN, 100 RING RD. W. (11530)
FISH, WALTER, 600 OLD COUNTRY RD. 
(11530)
GODT, JACOB, 600 OLD COUNTRY RD.
(11530)
GORDON, HAROLD, 200 GARDEN CITY 
PLAZA (11530)
HASKINS & SELLS, 100 GARDEN CITY 
PLAZA STE. 500 (11530)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 1055
FRANKLIN AVE. (1 1530)
KAPLAN AND CHAFETZ, 106 SEVENTH ST.
(11530)
KOPELMAN, MARVIN & CO., 600 OLD 
COUNTRY RD. (1 1530)
NEUMAN, HERMAN, 388 OLD COUNTRY RD. 
(11530)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 600 OLD 
COUNTRY RD. (11530)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY, 600 OLD 
COUNTRY ROAD ROOSEVELT FIELD 
(11530)
REDDY, PATRICK D., 86 ROOSEVELT ST.
(11530)
ROSENFELD, HAUPTMAN, & SHIELDS, P. C., 
600 OLD COUNTRY RD. (1 1530)
ROSMAN AND DUBIN, 600 OLD COUNTRY 
RD. (11530)
RUMPF, ABRAMS & STEINER, 500 OLD 
COUNTRY ROAD (11530)
SCHACHTER, ISIDOR D., 100 RING RD. WEST 
(11530)
SCHEINHOLZ, BERNARD, 600 OLD 
COUNTRY RD. (11530)
SELTZER, ARTHUR M., 100 RING ROAD 
WEST (11530)
STEIN, HYMAN, 388 OLD COUNTRY RD. 
(11530)
TOURIS, SOTERIOS S., 11 WYATT RD. 
(11530)
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, 200 GARDEN 
CITY PLAZA (1 1530)
ZWICKER & SIMON, 821 FRANKLIN AVE. 
(11530)
GENESEO
KENNEDY & CHAINTREUIL, 905 W. LAKE 
RD. (14454)
GENEVA
MALEY, ROBERT A., P. C., 426 WASHINGTON 
ST. (14456)
ROSENBLOOM, LOUIS, 32 CASTLE ST. 
(14456)
GLEN COVE
CICCONE, PETER J., 38 PORTER PLACE 
(11542)
COHEN, IRVING M., 50 GLEN ST. (11542)
FIELMAN, ALCOTT & SEIDMAN, 2 STUART 
DR. W. (11542)
MANTLER, EVELYN H., 3 SUSAN COURT 
(11542)
GLENS FALLS
EDWARDS, WILLIAMS, RYAN & CO., P. O. 
BOX 599 QUAKER VILLAGE (12801)
HERLIHY, EDWARD J., 407 GLEN ST. (12801)
SILVERSTEIN, SAUL AND CO., 50 EVERTS 
AVE. (12801)
SINGER, RICK, 194 AVIATION RD. (12801)
URBACH, KAHN & WERLIN, 302 BAY RD.
(12801)
GLOVERSVILLE
CASH, BASSETT & COMPANY, 9 W. FULTON 
ST. (12078)
EKSTEIN, EKSTEIN & SCHLENKER, 97 N. 
MAIN ST. (12078)
KLOHCK, JOHN W., 42 S. HOLLYWOOD AVE. 
(12078)
ROPAN, HARVEY F., 29 WEST FULTON ST. 
(12078)
GOLDENS BRIDGE
NICHOLAS, HENRY T., WILD OAKS (10526)
GOUVERNEUR
SKELDON, JAMES A., 93 E. MAIN ST. (13642)
GREAT NECK
ASMAN & KWEIT, 98 CUTTER MILL RD. 
(11021)
BOCHNER & MEYERSON, P. C., 525 
NORTHERN BLVD. (11021)
BRUCKMAN & BRUCKMAN, 445 NORTHERN 
BLVD. (11021)
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ELBAUM, OSCAR H., 425 NORTHERN BLVD. 
(11021)
FASS, TUCHLER AND MUSTER, 98 CUTTER 
MILL ROAD (11021)
FEINBERG, DAVID, 76 RADNOR RD. (11023)
FELDMAN, HERBSTMAN AND BRAVERMAN, 
425 NORTHERN BLVD. (11021)
FISHMAN, LUBINSKY & GOTTESMAN, 40 
STONER AVE. (11021)
FRIEDMAN, MARTIN, 15 KEATS LANE 
SADDLE ROCK (11023)
GASSMAN, ROBERT S., 36 STRATHMORE 
RD. (11023)
HORWITT, SIDNEY I. & CO., 425 NORTHERN 
BLVD. (11021)
JAFFE, CECIL M. & CO., 26 GLAMFORD RD. 
(11023)
KALISH, JACOBS & MARIN, 98 CUTTER 
MILL RD. (11021)
KAPLAN, JACK, 500 NORTHERN BLVD. 
(11021)
KAPNER AND TICHY, 475 NORTHERN 
BLVD. (11021)
KOLACK, LEO, 107 NORTHERN BLVD. 
(11021)
KRANTZ, CHARLES S. & CO., 98 CUTTER 
MILL RD. (11021)
KRAVITZ, PHILIP B., 22 GLENWOOD DR. 
(11021)
LEIBNER, RICHARD A., 214 MELBOURNE 
RD. (11021)
LEVENTHAL, KENNETH & CO., 98 CUTTER 
MILL RD. (11021)
MANDEL, CHARLES, 487 GREAT NECK RD. 
(11021)
MARK, SAUL J., 52 OLIVE ST. (11020)
MARKS, SHRON & COMPANY, 98 CUTTER 
MILL RD. (11021)
NAYER, STANLEY M., 60 SHELLEY LN. 
(11023)
PUTTERMAN, RUSH & SHAPIRO, 10 CUTTER 
MILL RD. (11021)
ROSENFELD, STEINMAN & BLAU, 525 
NORTHERN BLVD. (11021)
ROSOFF, L. H. AND COMPANY, 98 CUTTER 
MILL RD. (11021)
SCHACHTER, JOSEPH, 98 CUTTER MILL RD. 
(11021)
SCHULTZ, GLADSTONE & CO., 98 CUTTER 
MILL ROAD (11021)
SCHWARTZ, SEYMOUR S., 11 GRACE AVE. 
(11021)
SHERMAN, SPERO & SAFARINO, P. C., 295 
NORTHERN BLVD. (11021)
SILVERMAN AND MORDFIN, 150 GREAT 
NECK RD. (11021)
SIMEL, STUART A., 10 CUTTER MILL RD. 
(11021)
SMITH, DAVID M., 13 BROKAW LANE 
(11023)
STEINBERG, PHILIP R., 51 DEVON RD. 
(11023)
TRAUM, SAMUEL B., 5 MAGNOLIA DR. 
(11021)
WEISSMAN AND TAYLOR, 40 MIDDLE NECK 
RD. (11021)
WIENER, HERBERT M., 637 MIDDLE NECK 
RD. (11023)
WOLPERT, MELVILLE B., 525 NORTHERN 
BLVD. (11021)
YOUNG, ERNEST M., 425 NORTHERN BLVD. 
(11021)
ZELLER AND GOLDSCHMIDT, 175 GREAT 
NECK ROAD (11021)
HAMBURG
PAULUS & CHAMBERLAIN, 31 BUFFALO ST. 
(14075)
HAMPTON BAYS
GUINAN, THOMAS R., 216 E. MONTAUK 
HWY. (11946)
HARRISON
GASARCH, HARRY D., GENESEE TRAIL 
(10528)
HARTSDALE
ASHLEY, JACK, 80 E. HARTSDALE AVE. 
(10530)
KAUFMAN, WILLIAM S., 30 E. HARTSDALE 
AVE. (10530)
SEIBERT, WALTER J., P. C., THE FORTUNE 
BLDG. 280 N. CENTRAL PARK AVE. 
(10530)
HASTINGS-ON-HUDSON
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, ONE NORTH ST. 
(10706)
HAUPPAUGE
BLANK, ROBERT M., Ill SMITHTOWN 
BYPASS (11787)
ESSENFELD, HOWARD P. & COMPANY, 41 
HOLIDAY PARK DR. (11787)
HEFT & CARNES, 325 NESCONSET HWY. 
(11787)
KERPER, MURRAY J., 27 ENFIELD LANE 
(11787)
LA MARCO, THOMAS P. & COMPANY, 350 
MOTOR PKWY. (11787)
HAVERSTRAW
KORN & ROSENBAUM, 117 RT. 9-W (10927)
HEMPSTEAD
AUSLANDER, ALEXANDER, 98 N. 
FRANKLIN ST. (11550)
BERANEK, FRANK, 51 MAIN ST. (11550)
BLECHMAN, RAPHAEL & CO., 95 FRONT ST. 
(11550)
BRUELL, KELLER & RANDALL, 250 
FULTON AVE. (11550)
CARUSO, DAVID A., 91 N. FRANKLIN ST. 
(11550)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 250 FULTON 
AVE. (1 1550)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 160 BALDWIN RD. 
(11550)
PETERS & WELSH, 91 N. FRANKLIN ST. 
(11550)
ROTTENBACH, SAUL N., 240 CLINTON ST. 
(1 1550)
RYNKAR, DANIEL G. & COMPANY, 144 N. 
FRANKLIN ST. (1 1550)
SCHOOLER, WEINSTEIN & CO., 134 
JACKSON ST. (11550)
SONBERG, HENRY J., 474 FULTON AVE. 
(11565)
STEIN, MAX KAUFMANN, 18 CATHERINE 
ST. (1 1550)
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HICKSVILLE
ALPERIN & KOZARSKY, 66 N. BROADWAY 
(11801)
BENSON & HOCHHAUSER, P. C., 268 NORTH 
BROADWAY (11801)
BERGKNOFF, IRVING, P. C., 120 WEST JOHN 
ST. (11801)
FEUERSTEIN, BENJAMIN L., 66 N.
BROADWAY (11801)
GELARDI, AURELIO S., 100 E. OLD 
COUNTRY RD. (11801)
GERSTMAN, HERMAN H., 380 S. BROADWAY 
(11801)
NEWBORN, SOLOMON, 87 BROADWAY 
(11801)
OGULNICK, HAROLD, 120 BETHPAGE RD. 
(11801)
ROTHSTEIN, LEO H., 57 N. BROADWAY 
(11801)
SCHWARTZ AND GAYNES, 76 N. 
BROADWAY (11801)
SIEGEL, ABRAHAM J., 268 N. BROADWAY 
(11801)
HOLLISWOOD
LEVY, JOSEPH W., 87-10 204 ST. (11423)
HOMER
DIPPOLD, LAWRENCE J., 70 S. WEST ST. 
(13077)
HOPEWELL JUNCTION
BALDOVIN, PAUL A., JACKSON RD. (12533)
RUSSO, NICHOLAS M., HOPEWELL 
SHOPPING PLAZA (12533)
HORNELL
WEIDMANN & RICHARDSON, 86 MAIN ST. 
(14843)
HORSEHEADS
DYTMAN, RICHARD G., 3104 GRAND
CENTRAL AVE. (14845)
HUDSON
GLICKMAN, MORTON J. & CO., 46 GREEN 
ST. (12534)
PATTISON & KOSKEY, 545 WARREN ST. 
(12534)
SHALLO, DOM, 11 S. SIXTH ST. (12534)
HUDSON FALLS
SNOW AND EICHER, 151 MAIN ST. (12839)
HUNTINGTON
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 1 HUNTINGTON 
QUADRANGLE (11746)
BERSON, BERNARD P., 168 MAIN ST. (11743)
GOLDBERG, JULIUS L., 177 MAIN ST. STE. 
1-UPPER (11743)
HABER AND SPEIER, P. C., 755 NEW YORK 
AVE. (11743)
HILLMAN. ALLEN Z., 22 OAKWOOD RD. STE.
10 (11743)
INGARRA, EDWARD, 23 GREEN ST. (11743)
MORETT, SIEV & GLADSTONE, 209 SPRING 
RD. (11743)
RASKIN AND RASKIN, 155 W. CARVER ST. 
(11743)
SWAIN, CHARLES, 18 W. CARVER ST. 
(11743)
HUNTINGTON STATION
HULSE, ALFRED C. & CO., 1910 NEW YORK 
AVE. (11746)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 1 HUNTINGTON 
QUADRANGLE (11746)
ROSEN, BERNARD, 17 ARROWWOOD LANE 
(11746)
HYDE PARK
D’ARCANGELO & CO., BOICE RD. (12538)
IRVINGTON
WAGGONER, LESLIE R., CEDAR LAWN RD. 
(10533)
ISLIP
ROGOVOY, LAWRENCE N., 27 SHEBAR DR. 
(11751)
ITHACA
MAXFIELD, RANDOLPH & CARPENTER, 
FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. #503 (14850)
RIDLEY, DOUGLAS S., 420 SAVINGS BANK 
BLDG. (14850)
JACKSON HEIGHTS
KOPPEL, JOSEPH G., 35-60 74TH ST. (11372)
POPP, STEPHEN L., 3505 92 ST. (11372)
JAMAICA
BLUESTONE, HARRIS & KLEIN, 163-18 
JAMAICA AVE. (11432)
FELDMAN, FELDMAN & CO., 90-26 161ST ST.
(11432)
JORDAN, JOHN J., JR., 161-10 JAMAICA AVE.
(11432)
KATZ, ELLIOT J., 186-33 GRAND CENTRAL
PKWY. (11432)
LURKIS, JEFFRY L., 166-07 HILLSIDE AVE.
(11432)
MILLMAN, MORRIS, 147-07 94TH AVE.
(11435)
JAMESTOWN
GOODELL, GEORGE W., 413 N. MAIN ST. 
(14701)
HALSTED, COREY & CO., 401 HOTEL 
JAMESTOWN BLDG. (14701)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 202 FRONT ST.
(14701)
JERICHO
BOBIS, DAVID, 720 PARKSIDE DR. (11753)
FABRIZIO, BERNARD, 99 JERICHO 
TURNPIKE (11753)
GOTTLIEB, IRVING, 380 N. BROADWAY 
(11753)
GRILLO, SUSAN, 54 ELM TREE LANE 
(11753)
KAMINSKY, MICHAEL, 99 JERICHO TPKE 
(11753)
KANDEL, DANIEL, 195 BIRCHWOOD PARK 
DR. (11753)
KATCHEN, SEYMOUR Z., 380 N. BROADWAY 
(11753)
STEIN, MELVIN A., P. C., 333 JERICHO 
TURNPIKE (11753)
WILLNER, WILLIAM, 222 HALSEY AVE. 
(11753)
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JOHNSTOWN
DORFMAN, GEORGE J. & COMPANY, 338 N. 
COMRIE AVE. (12095)
MOSHER AND GLEASON, 40 W. MAIN ST. 
(12095)
KATONAH
DE REYNIER, JAMES E., 80 QUICKS LANE 
(10536)
RESNICK, ABRAHAM, 254 KATONAH AVE.
(10536)
KEW GARDEN HILLS
KESSLER, RONY, 138-12 76TH AVE. (11367)
KEW GARDENS
GARBER AND SCHNESEL, 125-10 QUEENS 
BLVD. (11415)
WALTER, MICHAEL A., 117-01 PARK LANE
S. C-6M (11418)
KINGS PARK
ZEIDMAN, DAVID S., 12 ARCHER LANE 
(11754)
KINGS POINT
SCHLEGER, STANLEY, 110 BEACH RD. 
(11024)
KINGSTON
KAMEN, MORTON, 65 ST. JAMES ST. (12401)
OATHOUT & DENDY, RD. 2 ROUTE 28 N. 
(12401)
RACHMILOWITZ, LEONARD, 44 MAIN ST. 
(12401)
RONDER AND RONDER, RONDER BLDG. 
103-111 HURLEY AVE. (12401)
SCHWARTZ, ROBERT L., 79 ST. JAMES ST. 
(12401)
LAKE GROVE
GALLI, JOHN L., 18 SUSSEX LANE (1 1755)
ROSEN, SINGER & KRISTOL, 19 PATRICIA 
LANE (1 1755)
LAKE PLACID
LANSING, JOHN S., 53 MAIN ST. (12946)
LAKE SUCCESS
FINE, GRUBER & KATCHEN, 3000 MARCUS 
AVE. (11040)
GOLDSCHMIDT, ZAMPINO, FALON &
TODRES, 3000 MARCUS AVE. (11040)
SPAHR, LACHER, BERK & NAIMER, 3000
MARCUS AVE. STE. 2 E. 10 (11040)
LANCASTER
GERTMAN, THEODORE J., 2820 HALL RD. 
(14086)
LARCHMONT
KRAWCHICK, GEORGE, 7 WOODLAND AVE. 
(10538)
MUELLER, PAUL J., 36 FOREST PARK AVE. 
(10538)
SHANAHAN, JOSEPH G., 9 ADDISON ST. 
(10538)
LATHAM
ACKART, T. EDMUND, & VALLEY VIEW AVE. 
(12110)
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BROWN, FITZGERALD AND CRAMER, 224 
OLD LOUDON RD. (12110)
LEVITTOWN
MARGOLIN, JOSEPH H., 22 SERPENTINE 
LANE (11756)
MICHAELOFF, MARTIN E., 2900
HEMPSTEAD TURNPIKE (11756)
LIBERTY
EPSTEIN, THEODORE B., P. C., P. O. BOX 110 
(12754)
GOBEL, WILLIAM, 55 S. MAIN ST. (12754) 
MCELLIGOTT, PETER P., 15 JOHN ST.
(12754)
LINDENHURST
DIPAOLA, LOUIS, 165 S. WELLWOOD AVE. 
(11757)
MCDUFFEE, FRANK J., 127 RIVIERA PKWY. 
(11757)
LIVERPOOL
FAGLIARONE & VOLLMER, P. C., BELMONT 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 7400 OSWEGO RD. 
(13088)
HASKINS & SELLS, 600 OSWEGO ST. (13088)
LOCKPORT
SWIFT, PETERS & MCLAUGHLIN, 450 
BEWLEY BLDG. (14094)
LONG BEACH
ABELES, STANLEY H., 120 W. PARK AVE. 
(11561)
GORDON, HARVEY, 711 SHORE RD. (11561)
PINKIERT, EDWARD S., 340 W. FULTON ST. 
(11561)
SULLIVAN, ROBERT G., 257 W. MARKET ST. 
(11561)
LONG ISLAND CITY
FIELMAN, ALCOTT & SEIDMAN, 37-06 30TH 
AVE. (11103)
FLUSS, EDWIN J. & CO., 45-20 ASTORIA 
BLVD. (11103)
GROBSTEIN, AARON, 33-68 21ST ST. (11106)
LOUDONVILLE
KOSHGARIAN & SCHREINER, 264 OSBORNE 
RD. (12211)
LYNBROOK
DUPLESSIS & CRONIN, 34 ATLANTIC AVE. 
(11563)
GOLDSTEIN, ARNOLD, 445 MERRICK RD. 
(11563)
KANDEL, SCHAEFFER, CO., 8 FREER ST. 
(11563)
KRACKE, WILLIAM H., 381 SUNRISE HWY. 
(11563)
KRITZER, ALLAN & CO., 381 SUNRISE HWY. 
(11563)
LUCCI, E. L. COMPANY, 23 EVERGREEN 
AVE. (11563)
MARKOWITZ, SIDNEY, 210 EARLE AVE. 
(11563)
MALONE
DRAGON, GARY MICHAEL, 12 ELM ST. 
(12953)
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TELLING & KELTING, P. C., 296 E. MAIN ST. 
(12953)
MALVERNE
BABAIAN. COYLE AND BABAIAN. 358 
HEMPSTEAD AVE. (1 1565)
LEVY, SAMUEL. 269 HEMPSTEAD AVE. 
(11565)
MAMARONECK
GOLDMAN. MELVIN & COMPANY, 257 
MAMARONECK AVE. (10543)
MANHASSET
GEHLMEYER & GEHLMEYER, P. C., 21 
BORGLUM RD. (11030)
KAHN & FOX, 1615 NORTHERN BLVD.
(11030)
KOBY, MORRIS. 1615 NORTHERN BLVD.
(11030)
SOMMERFIELD, MELVIN. 1615 NORTHERN
BLVD. (11030)
WILLS, IRVING A., 93 BOURNDALE RD. N.
(11030)
MASPETH
COOK, WALTER J., 61-22 56TH DR. (11378)
ROSSANO, JOHN, 6132 56TH AVE. (11378)
VARVARO, VINCENT S., 68-16 58 RD.
(11378)
MASSAPEQUA
BLUMENTHAL & DE LUCIA, P. C., 567
BROADWAY (11758)
DUCEY, WILLIAM J., JR., 660 BROADWAY
(11758)
HICKEY, KILGANNON & CO., 4226 MERRICK
RD. (11758)
HOLTZMAN & GOLD. 5260 MERRICK RD.
(11758)
MASSAPEQUA PARK
SCHOENFELD & MENDELSOHN. P. O. BOX 
200 (11762)
ZUCKER. MARVIN. 474 CHARLES AVE.
(11762)
MASSENA
DOX, WILLIAM M., 60 WILLOW ST. (13662)
LEARY, J. WILLIAM. 6 BEACH ST. (13662)
MECHANICVILLE
BROWN, FITZGERALD AND CRAMER, 9 S.
MAIN ST. (12118)
MELVILLE
BERGER, ROBERT I., 535 BROADHOLLOW
RD. (11746)
BREINER & BODIAN, 60 BROADHOLLOW
RD. (11746)
GOLDMAN. MELVIN. 60 BROADHOLLOW
RD. (11746)
LAVENTHOL. KREKSTEIN, HORWATH 4 
HORWATH. 425 BROADHOLLOW RD. 
(11746)
LEWIS, DAVID L., 555 BROADHOLLOW RD.
(11765)
MICHAELS. HERBERT LLOYD, 60 
BROADHOLLOW RD. (11746)
SHEEHAN. MICHAEL P., 8 WHITTOCK LANE
(11746)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., ONE HUNTINGTON 
QUADRANGLE (11746)
WENDEL. HENRY. 23 NORTHCOTE DR.
(11749)
MERRICK
BLYNN, MILTON A., 3 RANCH PL. (11566)
GOTTLIEB. CARL S., 1797 CYNTHIA LANE 
(11566)
GRUMET, LEONARD, 2116 MERRICK AVE. 
(11566)
LANDAU. HAROLD B., 1791 CYNTHIA LANE 
(11566)
WARREN, EUGENE. 13 ARBOR LANE (11560)
YONISH, HERBERT T., 2614 KIMBERLY CT 
(11566)
MIDDLE VILLAGE
ANAYA, RICHARD A., JR., 75-12 JUNIPER 
BLVD. S. (11379)
NECKMAN, STANLEY J., 74-05
METROPOLITAN AVE. (11379)
MIDDLETOWN
ALEXANIAN. NESHAN, 16 GROVE ST. 
(10940)
KALTMAN, PETER G., 20 GROVE ST. (10940) 
MARKOVITS, WILLIAM B., 1 NORTH ST.
(10940)
RACKETT, ROBERT H., 53 HIGHLAND AVE. 
(10940)
MILLER PLACE
COUGHLIN, WILLIAM M., 500 ROUTE 25A 
(11764)
MINEOLA
AUERBACH. JEFFREY. 217 JERICHO TPKE 
(11501)
BIVONA AND CICOLA. 220 OLD COUNTRY 
ROAD (11501)
COHEN & KUTNER, 100 E. OLD COUNTRY 
RD. (11501)
FREDERICK. GOGLIO, BERTOLLI 4 
CALLAGHAN, 167 WILLIS AVE. (11501)
GREEN AND GREEN, 38 WILLIS AVE. 
(11501)
HUNDERTMARK, GUSTAV. 11 PEMBROOK 
DR. (11501)
ISRAEL, LEO & CO., 210 OLD COUNTRY RD. 
(11501)
KNAPP, MORRIS. JR., 54 MINEOLA BLVD. 
(11501)
LADER & SCHNEPS, 220 OLD COUNTRY 
ROAD (11501)
ROSENBLUTH & FEUERSTEIN, 288 OLD 
COUNTRY ROAD (11501)
SCHWARTZ. SOL, 1551 FRANKLIN AVE. 
(11501)
SOKOL. DAVID RICHARD. 1565 FRANKLIN 
AVE. (11501)
WENGROVER, BERNARD, 100 E. OLD 
COUNTRY RD. (11501)
WOLF AND COMPANY. 114 OLD COUNTRY 
RD. (11501)
MOHEGAN LAKE
BENSKY, MORTON F., DECATUR RD. (10547)
MONSEY
BROWN. HERMAN G., 19 YALE DR. (10952)
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GORMAN, ELLIOT, 49 LYNCREST DR. 
(10952)
KINKER, LEONARD, 29 TWIN LAKES DR. 
(10953)
KLEIN, ROBERT, 11 CLOVERDALE LANE 
(10952)
LANDAU, AUDREY Z., 39 GLEN BROOK 
ROAD (10952)
RAYFIELD, ALBANO & LEAF, 223 ROUTE 59 
(10952)
ROSS, MARTIN, 128 SHUART ROAD (10952)
MONTICELLO
KULLBACK, LIPSKY & JAFFE, P. O. BOX 9 
(12701)
O’NEILL, EUGENE, 6 HAMILTON AVE. 
(12701)
WEISS AND BACHRACH, P. O. BOX 271
(12701)
MOUNT KISCO
GREENE, WILLIAM, P. C., 153 E. MAIN ST. 
(10549)
ROSEN, SINGER & KRISTOL, 27 PECK RD. 
(10549)
SLOTOROFF, HERMAN A., 637 MAIN ST.
(10549)
MOUNT VERNON
BROWN, RAYMOND HAROLD, 76 DOUGLAS 
PL. (10552)
COGEN, JESSE B., 465 E. LINCOLN AVE. 
(10552)
COLODNY, EMANUEL, CHEMICAL BANK 
BLDG. (10550)
CONRAD AND ZACHARY, 642 LOCUST ST. 
(10552)
LOMBARDI, LAWRENCE E., 2 GRAMATAN 
AVE. (10550)
MARKS, MORTON A., 2 GRAMATAN AVE. 
(10550)
SAMUELS & SAMUELS, 10 FISKE PL. (10550)
SCHMELKIN & SCHMELKIN, 54 W. BROAD 
ST. (10552)
TAUB, MILTON M., 9 W. PROSPECT AVE. 
(10550)
WALDMAN, MARVIN J., 22 W. FIRST ST.
(10550)
MOUNTAINDALE
LEVITAN, SHERWOOD H., POST HILL RD. 
(12763)
NANUET
BRENT, PHILIP D., 20 OLD TURNPIKE RD. 
(10954)
TIRINO, PHILIP J., 7 PARK AVE. (10954)
NESCONSET
SEIDELL, RICHARD, 164 ALEXANDER AVE. 
(11767)
NEW CITY
BAUM, ABRAHAM S., 120 N. MAIN ST. 
(10956)
BIALIK, RICHARD PHILLIP, 5 
COLLINGSWOOD ROAD (10956)
DI ROCCO, ARTHUR J., 108 BIRCH LANE 
(10956)
ELLMAN & KOMORSKY, 135 S. MAIN ST. 
(10956)
FASMAN, DENNIS N., 2 NEW HEMPSTEAD 
RD. (10956)
KATZ, BARRY H., 18 MAIDEN LANE (10956) 
MAZARIN, JAMES H., 10 LEXINGTON RD.
(10956)
WASSER, DAVID L., 28 DEERWOOD DR.
(10956)
ZUCKER, MAYNARD M., 3 MANDON 
TERRACE (10956)
NEW HYDE PARK
FASTOW, MITCHELL. 191 ROBBY LN.
(11040)
HOROWITZ, LAWRENCE, 151 BIRCH DR.
(11040)
LUGER, DAVID J., 33 PARK WEST (11040) 
MANN, MILTON, 76-30 268TH ST. (11040) 
RUBIN, BERNARD, 77 ROBBY LN. (11040)
SPAHR, LACHER, BERK & NAIMER, 3000
MARCUS AVE. (11040)
NEW ROCHELLE
BENNETT, HARVEY & COMPANY, 317 
NORTH AVE. (10801)
BERGMAN, MELVYN H., 481 MAIN ST.
(10804)
DE PIANO, FERDINAND, 219 WEBSTER AVE.
(10801)
FLEMING, THOMAS P., 271 NORTH ST.
(10801)
FREEDMAN, MAX, 91 SHADOW LANE 
(10801)
GANELES, PAUL M., 24 STRATFORD RD.
(10804)
GLICK-FREEDMAN & MECKLER, 271 NORTH 
AVE. (10801)
HERZBERG, SYDELLE S., 46 LONGUE VUE 
AVE. (10804)
MICHAELSON, ROBERT T., 777 PELHAM 
ROAD (10805)
PANFEL, MERRITT & CO., 620 NORTH AVE.
(10801)
PUCILLO, PETER P., 11 MILL ROAD (10804) 
SCARANO, FRANK J., 2 HAMILTON AVE.
(10801)
TARNOWSKY, BERNARD. 43 NOB COURT 
(10804)
WAGNER, ALEXANDER, 271 NORTH AVE.
(10801)
WEISS, LEON N., 271 NORTH AVE. (10801) 
ZUCKERMAN, AARON, 43 SOMERSET RD.
(10804)
NEW YORK
ABRAHAM, GERARD S. & CO., 11 PARK 
PLACE (10007)
ABRAHAMS & WAKSTEIN, 25 W. 43RD ST.
(10036)
ABRAMOFF & HELLER, 60 E. 42 ST. (10017)
ABRAMS, JEROME, 21 E. 40 ST. <10016)
ABRAMS, MERESMAN & CO., 545 MADISON 
AVE. (10022)
ABRAMS, R. ROBERT, 236 E. 46TH ST.
(10017)
ACHTENTUCH, HERBERT, 515 MADISON 
AVE. (10022)
ACKER, HOWARD G., 200 PARK AVE.
(10017)
ACKER, STANLEY T., 60 E. 42ND ST. (10017)
ACKERMAN, HENRY H. & CO., 1 WORLD
TRADE CENTER STE. 1167 (10048)
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ADDISON. JOHN & CO., 30 BROAD ST.
(10004)
ADLER. HAROLD. EMPIRE STATE BLDG.
RM. 5008 350 FIFTH AVE. (10001)
ADLERSTEIN & ZERAH, 299 BROADWAY 
(10007)
AIKEN. WILSON & BROWN. 120 W. 44TH ST.
(10036)
ALAM & LIBIEN, 36 W. 44TH ST. (10036)
ALBERTS. GORDON. STEEL AND
PERSAMPIRE, 271 MADISON AVE. (10016)
ALGASE AND PARKER. 711 FIFTH AVENUE 
(10022)
ALMOUR, DAVID J. & CO., 152 W. 42ND ST.
(10036)
ALPERN, HELLER, AVELLINO & BIENES, 10
E. 40TH ST. (10016)
ANCHIN, BLOCK & ANCHIN, 270 MADISON
AVE. (10016)
ANDERSEN. ARTHUR & CO., 1345 AVE. OF
AMERICAS (10005)
APFEL, LEVY, ZLOTNICK & COMPANY. 855
AVE. OF THE AMERICAS (10001)
APFEL, S. HOWARD & CO., 501 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
APT. GLUSS, STRAUSS & CO., 230 PARK 
AVE. (10017)
ARCHITECT. SAMUEL, 12 E. 41ST ST.
(10017)
ARNSTEN, LAWRENCE E., 300 MADISON 
AVE. (10017)
ARTHUR. SAMUEL, 1250 BROADWAY
(10001)
ASH & PARSONT, 122 E. 42 ST. (10017)
AUERBACH & BUCK. 310 MADISON AVENUE 
(10017)
AUERBACH, HARRY. 540 MADISON AVE.
(10022)
AUSLANDER, MARTIN. 299 BROADWAY
(10007)
AUSTIN, RICHARD, 1250 BROADWAY 
(10001)
AYRONS AND HIRSCHFIELD, 110 W. 40 ST.
STE. 2301 (10018)
AZRILIANT, SIDNEY W., P. C., 36 W. 44 ST.
STE. 1100 (10036)
BACH, HARRY. 520 FIFTH AVE. (10036)
BACHMAN, ALLAN M., 22 E. 40 ST. (10016)
BACHMAN, SCHWARTZ, ABRAMSON, 4 
BABITT, 666 FIFTH AVE. (10019)
BACK. WAX, STRE1SFELD & SCHREIBER, 1 
PARK AVE. (10016)
BADIAN & BAROUCH, 521 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
BAER & BAER, 401 BROADWAY (10013)
BAKER, SAMUEL. 114 E. 32ND ST. (10016)
BALABAN, SIGMUND & CO., 37 WALL ST.
(10005)
BALL. WILLIAM & CO., 225 W. 34TH ST.
(10001)
BARD, HERBERT & CO., 400 MADISON AVE.
(10017)
BARLAS, ABRAHAM, 880 THIRD AVE.
(10022)
BAR0N & S0RKIN, 1261 BROADWAY (10001) 
BARSONY, JOSEPH. 350 FIFTH AVE. (10001) 
BARST, LOUIS I., 11 W. 42ND ST. (10036) 
BASKIND, GEORGE. CHRYSLER BLDG. 405
LEXINGTON AVE. (10017)
BASS & LEMER. 75 MAIDEN LANE (10038)
BATES. WILLIAM F., 312 W. 88 ST. (10024) 
BATTAGLIA. JOHN L., 666 FIFTH AVE.
(10019)
BECK & METZGER, 11 E. 44TH ST. (10017)
BECKER. LOUIS. 21 E. 40TH ST. (10016) 
BECKER AND ROEMER, 475 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
BEER. ABRAHAM. 225 W. 34 ST. (10001)
BEHRMAN, H. J. & COMPANY, 666 FIFTH 
AVE. (10019)
BELL. ELLIS, 55 W. 42ND ST. (10036)
BELLACH, RICHARD P., 35 E. 85 ST. (10028)
BELSKY, ABBE & FRIEDMAN, 275 MADISON 
AVE. (10016)
BENJAMIN AND BLECHER, 275 MADISON 
AVE. (10016)
BENNETT. DANZIGER & CO., 147 W. 42 ST.
(10036)
BERDON, DAVID & CO., 415 MADISON AVE.
(10017)
BERENSON & BERENSON, 100 PARK AVE.
(10017)
BERGER & BERGER. 225 WEST 34TH ST.
(10001)
BERGER, BERNARD, 570 SEVENTH AVE.
(10018)
BERGER. LEONARD, 19 RECTOR ST. (10006)
BERGMAN. RUDOLPH AND SON, 6 MAIDEN 
LN. (10038)
BERK & MICHAELS. 60 E. 42 ST. (10017) 
BERKMAN & KORMAN. 155 E. 38TH ST.
(10016)
BERKOWITZ. STANLEY, 153 BENNETT AVE.
(10040)
BERLAND, STANLEY I., P.C., 171 MADISON 
AVENUE (10016)
BERLIN AND KOLIN, 1790 BROADWAY 
(10019)
BERMACK, CHARLES K. & CO., 450 
SEVENTH AVE. (10001)
BERMAN, ARNOLD AND CO., 200 PARK 
AVE. (10017)
BERMAN AND BERMAN, 18 E. 41 ST. (10017)
BERMAN, IRVING J., 21 E. 40TH ST. (10016)
BERMAN. MICHAEL. 275 MADISON AVE.
(10016)
BERMAN & SHAFFET, 10 E. 40 ST. (10016)
BERNARD, MILTON M. & CO., 10 E. 40TH ST.
(10016) 
BERNSTEIN & BRAUNSCHWEIG, 101 PARK 
AVE. (10017)
BERNSTEIN. FELIX L, 76 BEAVER ST. 
(10005)
BERNSTEIN AND FRIEDMAN, 10 E. 40 ST.
(10016)
BERNSTEIN. FRIEDMAN & PINCUS. 40 EAST 
34TH ST. (10016)
BERNSTEIN. MILTON A., 1430 BROADWAY 
(10018)
BERNSTEIN, ROSE & CO., 310 MADISON 
AVE. (10017)
BERRO, MORRIS. 475 FIFTH AVE. (10017)
BERSON, JACOB N., 1650 BROADWAY 
(10019)
BIEDERMAN & GREENWALD, 250 W. 57TH 
ST. (10019)
BILLER & SNYDER, 75 MAIDEN LN. (10038) 
BINDER, JACOB A., 201 W. 72ND ST. (10023)
BINDER, MORTON, 225 W. 34 ST. (10001)
BIRNBAUM, MORRIS, 160 BROADWAY 
(10038)
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BLACKMAN. LEFRAK & BLACKMAN, 424
MADISON AVE. (10017)
BLATTMAN, WERTHEIM, SCHWARTZ & CO., 
ONE PENN PLAZA (10001)
BLICHT, WARREN A., 217 BROADWAY
(10007)
BLITZ, GEORGE, 250 W. 57 ST. (10019)
BLOCK & CAREN, 152 W. 42ND ST. (10036)
BLOOM, JOSEPH J. & CO., 330 W. 34TH ST.
(10001)
BLUM, HARRY L., 250 W. 57TH ST. (10019)
BLUM, LOUIS D. & CO., 331 MADISON AVE. 
(10017)
BLUMENBERG, SIDNEY, 276 FIFTH AVE. 
(10001)-
BLUMENKRANTZ & ZACHARY, 250 W. 57TH 
ST. (10019)
BLUMENREICH, MORTON H., 101 PARK
AVE. (10017)
BLY, SAUL S., 61 BROADWAY (10006)
BOHRER, IRA, 17 BATTERY PL. (10004)
BONDEROW, JACK C., 274 MADISON AVE.
(10016)
BORNSTEIN, MILTON J., 10 E. 40 ST. STE.
1110 (10016)
BOROD & CO., 515 MADISON AVE. (10022)
BOROW & BOROW, 30 E. 42ND ST. (10017)
BOROWIK, STANLEY S., 500 FIFTH AVE. 
(10036)
BOTWINICK, BENJAMIN & CO., 1290 AVE. OF 
THE AMERICAS (10019)
BOYCE, HUGHES & FARRELL, 7 DEY ST.
(10007)
BRADY, JOHN F., 500 FIFTH AVE. (10036)
BRAND & BARON, 450 SEVENTH AVE.
(10001)
BRANDT AND POLLOCK, 233 BROADWAY 
(10007)
BRANDVEIN, HERBERT C. & CO., 350 FIFTH 
AVE. (10001)
BRAUER, A. M. & CO., 250 W. 57TH ST.
(10019)
BRAUN, MILTON B., 225 BROADWAY (10007)
BRAUNFELD, ARCHIBALD U., 21 E. 40TH ST.
(10016)
BRAUNSTEIN & CHERNIN, 50 E. 42ND ST.
(10017)
BRAVERMAN, BERNARD, 401 BROADWAY 
(10013)
BRECKER, SCHOR & COMPANY, 370 
LEXINGTON AVE. (10017)
BREINER, EDMUND E., 507 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
BRESKIN, MURRY, 230 PARK AVE. (10017)
BROCKNER & BLUMSTEIN, 450 SEVENTH
AVE. (10001)
BRODA, LUCILLE, 201 E. 15TH ST. (10003)
BRODY, TOBIAS, 255 W. 23RD ST. (10011)
BROOKSTONE & BAKAL, 645 MADISON 
AVE. (10019)
BROUT AND COMPANY, 380 MADISON AVE. 
(10017)
BROWN & MCCOY, 71 BROADWAY (10006)
BRUCK, SIGMUND S., 19 WEST 44TH ST. 
(10036)
BRUELL, KELLER & RANDALL, 11 PARK PL.
(10007)
BRYAN, CHARLES T. & CO., 303 W. 42 ST. 
RM. 801 (10036)
BRYMAN, GEORGE, 18 E. 48TH ST. (10017)
BUCHBINDER, STEIN & CO., 1515 
BROADWAY (10036)
BUCKNER, CHARLES & CO., 19 W. 44TH ST.
(10036)
BUCKNER, SEYMOUR D., 15 E. 48 ST.
(10017)
BUKSBAUM, REUBEN & CO., 401 
BROADWAY (10013)
BUNSIS, DONALD L., 258 BROADWAY 
(10007)
BURATT, WILLIAM D., 570 SEVENTH AVE.
(10018)
BURGER, KURZMAN, KAPLAN & STUCHIN, 
450 SEVENTH AVE. (10001)
BURIAN, KURT, 507 FIFTH AVE. (10017) 
BURKE, THOMAS G. & COMPANY, 230 PARK
AVE. (10017)
BYXBEE, T. M. COMPANY, 70 PINE ST.
(10005)
CAINE, N. R. & COMPANY, P. C., 26 BEAVER 
ST. (10004)
CALLAN, IRVING, 520 FIFTH AVE. (10018) 
CANTOR, IRVING, 114 E. 32ND ST. (10016) 
CANTOR, SADLER & LEBOWITZ, 180
MADISON AVE. (10016)
CARADINE, JAMES G., 301 E. 64 ST. (10021) 
CARR, JOSEPH, 21 E. 40TH ST. (10016) 
CARUSO, ERNEST R., 11 W. 42ND ST. (10036) 
CHAIKIN, LEON M., 55 W. 42ND ST. (10036) 
CHERTOFF, PHILIP, 60 EAST 42ND ST.
(10017)
CHIARELLI, SALVATORE, 60 E. 42ND ST.
(10017)
CHRISTIAN AND CHRISTIAN, 48 W. 48 ST.
(10036)
COBERT AND SCHWARTZ, P. C., ONE 
WORLD TRADE CENTER STE. 1411 
(10048)
COHAN, EMANUEL, 630 FIFTH AVE. (10020) 
COHEN, ARNOLD H. & CO., 32 EAST 57TH 
ST. (10022)
COHEN & COHEN, 799 BROADWAY (10003) 
COHEN AND FELD, 565 FIFTH AVE. (10017) 
COHEN, HOWARD H., 507 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
COHEN, IRVING H., 200 MADISON AVE.
(10016)
COHEN, JOSEF B. & CO., 19 RECTOR ST.
(10006)
COHEN, MORRIS, P. C., 21 E. 40TH ST.
(10016)
COHN, J. H. & COMPANY, 505 PARK AVE.
(10022)
CONNAUGHTON, HOWARD W., 311 W. 43RD 
ST. (10036)
CONROY, SMITH & CO., 26 BROADWAY 
(10004)
CONWAY, CHARLES D., 35 WEST 53RD ST.
(10019)
COOPER, S. P. & COMPANY, 733 THIRD AVE.
(10017)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, NATIONAL AND 
MAIN OFFICE 1251 AVE. OF AMERICAS 
(10020)
CORNES, HENRY, 22 E. 40TH ST. (10016)
CORNICK, GARBER & SANDLER, 25 W. 43RD 
ST. (10036)
CRYSTAL AND GERSTMAN, P. C., 393 
SEVENTH AVE. (10001)
CURRAN & COMPANY, 420 LEXINGTON 
AVE. STE. 2750 (10017)
D’ALEO, HUGO E., 200 PARK AVE. (10017)
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DANAHAR, FRANK J., 11 PARK PL. (10007) 
DANIEL, NACHBAR & COMPANY, 225 W.
34TH ST. (10001)
DANZIG, JOSEPH CO., 233 BROADWAY 
(10007)
DAVEY & HARMS, LINCOLN BLDG. 60 E. 42 
ST. (10017)
DAVIDSON, M. L., 217 BROADWAY (10007) 
DAVIES & DAVIES, 41 E. 42ND ST. (10017) 
DAVIS, JEROME, 45 WEST 34TH ST. (10001) 
DE LA VEGA, LUIS, 11 FORT GEORGE HILL
APT. 6B (10040)
DELANEY, JAMES T., 55 LIBERTY ST.
(10005)
DIAMOND AND PINTER, 1350 AVE. OF 
AMERICAS (10019)
DICHEK AND STAVISKY, P. C., 250 W. 57 ST.
(10019)
DIKMAN, BERNARD L., 425 E. 51 ST. (10022)
DILLER, SCHINDLER & GOLDFARB, 1250 
BROADWAY (10001)
DINERMAN, JAMES, 136 EAST 57TH STREET 
(10022)
DINKES, BENJAMIN, 509 FIFTH AVE. (10017)
DOBKIN, HERMAN J. & CO., 488 MADISON 
AVE. (10022)
DOLLMAN & LIBERMAN, 217 BROADWAY 
(10007)
DRESCHER & DORKIN, 170 BROADWAY 
(10038)
DRUCKMAN & HILL, 1250 BROADWAY
(10001)
EDELSON, MILLER, ELLIN & COMPANY, 450 
SEVENTH AVE. (10001)
EFROS, ALLEN, 11 BROADWAY (10004) 
EHRLICH, DAVID & CO., 161 W. 54TH ST.
(10019)
EICHLER, TENENBAUM & CO., 1776 
BROADWAY (10019)
EISENBERG, SHAPIRO & CO., 132 NASSAU 
ST. (10038)
EISENSTAT, POSTER & LESSER, 303 FIFTH 
AVE. (10016)
EISNER & LUBIN, 250 PARK AVE. (10017)
EISNER, RICHARD A. & COMPANY, 280 
PARK AVE. (10017)
ELKINS, JACOB B., 7 E. 44TH ST. (10017)
ELLENBOGEN, NATHAN K., 1440
BROADWAY (10018)
ELLER, ABRAHAM, 370 SEVENTH AVE.
(10001)
ELLIOTT, NORMAN J. & CO., 200 PARK AVE.
(10017)
ENGLEMAN AND VOLKMAN, 310 MADISON 
AVE. (10017)
EOLIS, A. L. AND ASSOCIATES, 450 
SEVENTH AVE. (10001)
EPSTEIN, LEON, 350 FIFTH AVE. (10001)
EPSTEIN, SHERMAN, 11 E. 44 ST. (10017)
EPSTEIN, STANLEY S., 500 FIFTH AVE.
(10036)
VERNST & ERNST, 140 BROADWAY (10005) 
ESBERG, ANDREAS & COMPANY, 230 PARK
AVE. (10017)
ESCOETT COMPANY, 11 PARK PLACE 
(10007)
EYSMAN, MOURITZ, 342 MADISON AVE. 
(10017)
FAHERTY, P. KEVIN, 515 MADISON AVE.
(10022)
FALK, ROBERT, 261 BROADWAY (10007) 
FAVINO, VICTOR M., JR., 53 E. 54TH ST.
(10022)
FEDER, HARRY, 11 PARK PL. (10007) 
FEDERICO, JACK A., 232 MADISON AVE.
(10016)
FEIN, HOWARD J., 274 MADISON AVE.
(10016)
FEINBERG, ALLEN, DAVIS & GLASSER, 1450
BROADWAY (10018)
FEINBERG & KADISON, 30 E. 42 ST. (10017)
FEINBLATT, BLONDER & SEYMOUR, 310
MADISON AVE. (10017)
FEINSOD, NELSON & FRIED, 875 AVENUE
OF THE AMERICAS (10001)
FELDBERG, WILLIAM, 60 E. 42 ST. RM. 1601 
(10017)
FELDMAN, ISIDORE AND COMPANY, 1180
AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS (10036)
FELDMAN, JULIUS, 60 E. 42 ST. (10017)
FENTON, SCHEER & TOPPER, 1350 AVE. OF
AMERICAS (10019)
FENTON, SIDNEY J., 60 EAST 42ND ST. #411
(10017)
FERBER & TRAGER, 370 LEXINGTON AVE.
(10017)
FERRO, BERDON & COMPANY, 295
MADISON AVE. (10017)
FIELDS, FISCHGRUND & AERENSON, 420
LEXINGTON AVE. (10017)
FINGER, SIDNEY & CO., 1501 BROADWAY
(10036)
FINKELSTEIN, GOLDSTEIN AND RICK, 570
SEVENTH AVE. (10018)
FINKELSTEIN & KIRSCH, 19 W. 44 ST.
(10036)
FINN, LUBIN & ZABELL, 250 WEST 57TH ST.
(10019)
FLAMM, CHARLES, 225 BROADWAY (10007)
FLAMM, ROBERT R., 350 FIFTH AVE. #3409
(10001)
FLIEGELMAN, BERNARD, 103 PARK AVE.
(10017)
FORER, LOUIS, 280 MADISON AVE. (10016)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 29 BROADWAY 
(10006)
FRANKEL, HOFFMAN AND COMPANY, 225
BROADWAY (10007)
FRANKEL, ROBERT, 275 MADISON AVE.
(10016)
FRANKLIN & CO., 12 E. 41 ST. (10017)
FREEDENBERG, MARTIN, 150 BROADWAY 
(10038)
FREEDMAN, HARRIS W., 295 MADISON AVE.
STE. 1030 (10017)
FREEMAN, DAVIS, FURGATCH & CO., 393
SEVENTH AVE. (10001)
FRENDEL, BROWN & WEISSMAN, 1700
BROADWAY (10019)
FREUND, MARTIN, 225 W. 57TH ST. (10019)
FRIED, JOHN J. & CO., 276 FIFTH AVE.
(10001)
FRIED, MAURICE, 1776 BROADWAY (10019)
FRIED, SAMUEL J., 101 W. 31 ST. (10001)
FRIEDBERG, JACOB, 175 FIFTH AVE. STE. 
700 (10010)
FRIEDLAND, MURRAY S., 99 PARK AVE.
(10016)
FRIEDMAN, JEROME, 25 W. 43RD ST.
(10036)
FRISHHOFF, L. H. & CO., 170 BROADWAY
(10038)
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FRUCHTER, GILBERT A., 210 FIFTH AVE.
(10010)
FRUMKIN & KALVER, 1270 BROADWAY 
(10001)
FRYDMAN, GREGORY. 500 FIFTH AVE.
(10036)
FUNARO, GEORGE R., 420 LEXINGTON 
AVE. (10017)
FURMAN. AARON. 10 EAST 40TH ST.
(10016)
GAINES, FOX & CO., 225 W. 34TH ST. (10001)
GASSMAN, MELVYN A., 11 W. 42ND ST.
(10036)
GASSMAN, REBHUN & CO., EMPIRE STATE 
BLDG. 350 FIFTH AVE. (10001)
GEIST. HARRY AND COMPANY, 60 EAST 
42ND ST. (10017)
GELB. JOSEPH & COMPANY, 540 MADISON 
AVE. (10022)
GELLER AND GELLER. 290 MADISON AVE.
(10017)
GELLIN & ROTH, 11 W. 42ND ST. (10036)
GETTRY, MARCUS & COMPANY. 276 FIFTH 
AVE. (10001)
GETZ. JOSEPH & COMPANY. 521 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
GEZELTER, ABRAHAM, 1133 BROADWAY 
(10010)
GILBERT AND POLLAN, 500 FIFTH AVE.
(10036)
GILES. C. D. & COMPANY. 730 FIFTH AVE.
(10019)
GILLER AND GILLER, 521 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
GINSBERG, HARVEY & CO., 11 W. 42ND ST.
(10036)
GISSER & VASILAKOS, 25 W. 43 ST. (10036) 
GLANTZ & COMPANY. 855 AVE. OF 
AMERICAS (10001)
GLANTZ & LEVEY, 10 E. 40TH ST. (10016) 
GLASER. BENJAMIN, 11 W. 42ND ST. (10036) 
GLASSEL, SIDNEY. 520 FIFTH AVE. (10036)
GLASSER. GERARD A. & CO., P. C., 1457 
BROADWAY (10036)
GLICKMAN, ZIMMERMAN & CO., 5 E. 57TH 
ST. (10022)
GLUCKMAN & GEVIRMAN, 60 E. 42ND ST.
(10017)
GLUSS, NORMAN. 230 PARK AVE. (10017)
GODLIN, EDWIN. 1 PENN PLAZA (10001) 
GOFFNER, NORMAN M., 60 WALL ST.
(10005)
GOLDBERG. M. J., 1790 BROADWAY (10019) 
GOLDBERG. MURRAY. 103 PARK AVE. RM.
407 (10017)
GOLDBERG. ROSEN. CO., P. C., 500 FIFTH 
AVE. (10036)
GOLDEN. DAVID S., P. C., 79 MADISON AVE.
(10016)
GOLDING. MAX. 55 EAST 9TH ST. (10003)
GOLDMAN. ABRAHAM L., 41 E. 42ND ST.
(10017)
GOLDMAN. HARRY M., 122 E. 42ND ST.
(10017)
GOLDMAN. JOEL H. & COMPANY, 160 
BROADWAY (10038)
GOLDMAN. ROBERT. 570 SEVENTH AVE.
(10018)
GOLDNER & GOLDNER, 101 PARK AVE.
(10017)
GOLDSCHMIDT, ZAMPINO, FALON & 
TODRES, 40 EXCHANGE PL. (10005) 
GOLDSTEIN, GOLUB. KESSLER & COMPANY. 
245 PARK AVE. (10017)
GOLDSTEIN, SAMUEL N., 714 FIFTH AVE. 
(10019)
GOLDSTEIN, SAUFORD, 60 E. 42ND ST. 
(10017)
GOLDSTOCK AND EIGEN, 2 PENN PLAZA 
(10001)
GOLDSTOCK. LOUIS. 2 PENNSYLVANIA 
PLAZA (10001)
GOLINKO, JEROME I. & CO., 111 W. 50TH ST. 
(10020)
GOLUB & KLEIN. 342 MADISON AVE. 
(10017)
GOODKIN. HARRY & COMPANY. 115 
BROADWAY (10006)
GOODKIND, DAVID A. & COMPANY, 521 
FIFTH AVE. (10017)
GOODMAN. HERBERT S., 855 AVENUE OF 
THE AMERICAS (10001)
GOODMAN. LOUIS, 175 FIFTH AVE. (10010)
GOODMAN, ROBERT A., 500 FIFTH AVE. 
(10036)
GORDON, LINKA & ROSS. 122 E. 42 ST. 
(10017)
GORDON. S. ROBERT & COMPANY. 475 
TENTH AVE. (10018)
GOULD AND KOBRICK, 370 LEXINGTON 
AVE. STE. 901 (10017)
GOULD. MORTIMER DAVID. 333 W. 57 ST. 
(10019)
GRAHAM. LEWIS J., 60 E. 42 ST. (10017) 
GRANGER. MARSHALL & COMPANY, 60 E. 
42ND ST. (10017)
GRANICK, THEODORE, 570 SEVENTH AVE. 
(10018)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 1185 
AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS (10036)
GRAYSON & BOCK, 74 TRINITY PL. (10006)
GREEBEL  FREEDMAN, ONE 
PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA (10001)
GREEN. A. & CO., P. C., 261 MADISON AVE. 
(10016)
GREEN, PAUL L., 415 EAST 52 ST. (10022)
GREEN, STROCKER & COMPANY, 850 THIRD 
AVE. (10022)
GREENBERG. BENJAMIN. 70 PINE ST. 
(10005)
GREENBERG. EDWARD. 343 E. 30TH ST. 
(10016)
GREENBERG. HAROLD A., 55 LIBERTY ST. 
(10005)
GREENBERG, HARRIS, CO., 19 W. 44TH ST. 
(10036)
GREENBERG. NORMAN. P. C., 161 E. 42ND 
ST. (10017)
GREENBERG, SAMUEL AND CO., 60 E. 42ND 
ST. (10017)
GREENBERG. TUCKER & CO., 10 EAST 40TH 
ST. (10016)
GREENE. ARTHUR B., 230 PARK AVE. 
(10017)
GREENE, STEVEN A., 274 MADISON AVE. 
(10016)
GREENSPAN AND YELON, 60 E. 42 ST. 
(10017)
GRODSKY, ARNOLD C., 747 THIRD AVE. 
(10017)
GROSS. STERN & CO., 250 W. 57TH ST. 
(10019)
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GROSSMAN. BROWN. WEINBERG & 
LAWSON. 535 MADISON AVE. (10022)
GROSSMAN. BROZMAN & AGRIN, TWO 
PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA (10001)
GROSSMAN. DANIEL AND CO., 47 W. 34TH
ST. (10001)
GROSSMAN & FEDER, 217 BROADWAY 
(10007)
GROSSMAN & TUCHMAN, 370 LEXINGTON 
AVE. (10017)
GRUBER. LEON E. & CO., 565 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
GRUBMAN & KONTOS, 527 MADISON AVE. 
(10022)
GRUSHAN. JACK & CO., P. C., 1775 
BROADWAY (10019)
GUTTERMAN. JOEL N. & CO., 625 MADISON 
AVE. (10022)
GWIRTZMAN, SIDNEY. 160 BROADWAY 
(10038)
HAAS, SHIELDS & SELVIN, 225 W. 34TH ST.
(10001)
HACKELING, OBERKIRCH, CORBIN & CO., 
201 E. 42ND ST. (10017)
HAHN, STANLEY L., 210 FIFTH AVE. (10010) 
HALL, PAUL S., 21 E. 40TH ST. (10016) 
HALPHAND, LEWIS & CO., 342 MADISON
AVE. (10017)
HAMMER. M. J. & CO., 225 BROADWAY 
(10007)
HAMMES, F. J. & CO., 122 E. 42ND ST.
(10017)
HANDEL. IRVING & CO., 1350 AVENUE OF 
THE AMERICAS (10019)
HANDELMAN, SEYMOUR N., 55 W. 42ND ST.
(10036)
HARE AND KARPMAN, TWO 
PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA (10001)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 420 
LEXINGTON AVE. (10017)
HARTMEYER, WALTER A., 60 E. 42ND ST.
(10017)
HASKINS & SELLS. 2 BROADWAY (10004) 
HASKINS AND SELLS. EXECUTIVE OFFICE 
1114 AVE. OF AMERICAS (10036)
HASSON. ALBERT J. & CO., 1776 
BROADWAY (10019)
HAUSER, O’CONNOR & HYLIND, 275 
MADISON AVE. (10016)
HECHT. CHARLES & COMPANY. 595 
MADISON AVE. (10022)
HECHT, FRANK, BRAYER & GRILL. 1501
BROADWAY (10036)
HECHT, GUNTER G., 475 FIFTH AVE. (10017)
HEINBERG, SEYMOUR, P. C., 217
BROADWAY (10007)
HEISCHUBER, SIMON, 22 E. 40TH ST. (10016) 
HELFAT & GROSS, 230 PARK AVE. (10017) 
HELLER, JOSEPH, 1457 BROADWAY (10036) 
HENDEL, ABRAHAM, 507 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
HENDERSON, JOHN & CO., 305 BROADWAY 
(10007)
HENRY. ROBERT LEE, 30 BROAD ST.
(10004)
HERBERT, JOSEPH S. & CO., 350 FIFTH AVE.
(10001)
HERMAN, MARTIN H., 250 W. 57TH ST.
(10019)
HERMAN. SAMUEL. 21 E. 40 ST. (10016)
HERMELE, CYRIL H. & COMPANY, 225 
BROADWAY (10007)
HERTZ, HERSON & CO., 2 PARK AVE. 
(10015)
HEST, IRVING WM., 475 FIFTH AVE. (10017)
HILTZIG, HAROLD, 2 PENNYSYLVANIA 
PLAZA (10002)
HIRSCH, ALVIN C., 150 NASSAU ST. (10038)
HIRSCH, MARKOWITZ & CO., 475 FIFTH 
AVE. (10017)
HIRSCH, SOL, 12 E. 41ST ST. (10017)
HIRSH. LOUIS D., 21 E. 40TH ST. (10016)
HOBERMAN, MILLER & CO., P. C., 855 
AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS (10001)
HOCHBERG, JOSEPH L. AND CO., 1472 
BROADWAY (10036)
HOER, WALTER EDWARD, 61 BROADWAY 
(10006)
HOFFBERG, OBERFEST & BURGER, 888 
SEVENTH AVE. (10019)
HOFFMAN, JOSEPH, 152 W. 42ND ST. (10036)
HOFFMAN, MILTON N. CO., 345 PARK 
AVENUE (10022)
HOLLENDER, SHAPIRO, TAXON & KOPELL, 
1440 BROADWAY (10018)
HORN. DOUGLAS & CO., P. C., TWO PENN 
PLAZA (10001)
HORN, SIDNEY M., 855 AVE. OF AMERICAS 
(10001)
HORNE. NADLER & COMPANY, 1430 
BROADWAY (10018)
HORNSTEIN, HYMAN, 22 E. 40TH ST. (10016)
HOROWITZ, WILLIAM S., 370 LEXINGTON 
AVE. (10017)
HOUSMAN, LAURENCE I., 299 BROADWAY 
(10007)
HUBER. PAUL W„ 55 LIBERTY ST. (10005)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 140 
BROADWAY (10005)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 125 PARK 
AVE. (10017)
HURLER, JOHN G., JR., 233 BROADWAY 
(10007)
IMMERMAN, IRVING S. & CO., 225 W. 34TH 
ST. (10001)
INGRAM, GLENN & COMPANY, 115 
BROADWAY (10006)
IRVINGS & IRVINGS, 274 MADISON AVE. 
(10016)
ISAACS. EDWARD & COMPANY. 380
MADISON AVE. (10017)
ISESON, PINCUS, 111 W. 57TH ST. (10019)
ISHIZUKA, MATSUMOTO & CO., 200 PARK 
AVE. (10017)
ISOLA, ROSE AND PAVONE, 1345 AVE. OF 
AMERICAS 45 FL. (10019)
ISRAELOFF, TRATNER & COMPANY. 
EMPIRE STATE BLDG. 350 FIFTH AVE. 
(10001)
JACOBS. EVALL.,HIRSON & COMPANY. 19 
RECTOR ST. (10006)
JACOBS. JASON. 666 FIFTH AVE. (10019)
JACOBS. WILLIAM, 10 EAST 40TH ST. 
(10016)
JACOBSON, A. S. & CO., 152 W. 42ND ST. 
(10036)
JAFFE, HAFT AND SPRING. 130 E. 40 ST. 
(10016)
JAFFE, HERMAN, CHRYSLER BLDG. 135 E. 
42ND ST. (10017)
JAFFE, MARVIN, 450 SEVENTH AVE. (10001)
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JANCOURTZ, REUBEN. 276 FIFTH AVE. 
(10001)
JANOVER, RICHARD & COMPANY, 11 W. 
42ND ST. (10036)
JASON AND BERMAN. 342 MADISON AVE. 
(10017)
JOHNSON. ATWATER & COMPANY. 62 
WILLIAM ST. (10005)
JOHNSON. CHARLES W., 122 E. 42 ST. 
(10017)
JOHNSON. MARTIN, 280 BROADWAY (10007)
JOHNSON, WOOD & CO., 19 RECTOR ST. 
(10006)
JULIEN. ANDREW J., 271 MADISON AVE. 
(10016)
KADEN, LEO & CO., 405 PARK AVE. (10022)
KADISH, ARTHUR. P. C., 253 BROADWAY 
(10007)
KAHN & BERNITZ, 501 FIFTH AVE. (10017)
KAHN. HAROLD H., 501 MADISON AVE. 
(10022)
KAHN. SAMUEL A., 171 MADISON AVE. 
(10016)
KALAFA, JOSEPH & COMPANY. 60 E. 42ND 
ST. STE. 1339 (10017)
KALB. MORTON I., 1440 BROADWAY (10018)
KALISH, RUBINROIT & CO., 50 BROADWAY 
(10004)
KALLMANN. JOHN J., 212 FIFTH AVE. 
(10010)
KAMERMAN & KAMERMAN, 500 FIFTH AVE. 
(10036)
KAMINSKY. ALEXANDER. 76 BEAVER ST. 
(10005)
KANARICK AND KANARICK, 310 MADISON 
AVE. (10017)
KAPLAN, ROSEN & CO., 501 FIFTH AVE. 
(10017)
KAPLOW, GEORGE J., 445 PARK AVE. 
(10022)
KAPPELL, BERNARD, 375 PARK AVE. 
(10022)
KARMEL & CO., 708 THIRD AVE. (10017)
KASS, J. B. & CO., 400 MADISON AVE. 
(10017)
KASS AND STRAUCH, 450 SEVENTH AVE. 
(10001)
KASS, WILKINS AND COMPANY, 342 
MADISON AVE. (10017)
KAUFFMAN. JOSEPH. 347 MADISON AVE. 
(10017)
KAUFMAN. HAROLD M. & COMPANY, 1345
AVENUE OF THE AMERICAS (10019)
KAUFMAN. IRVING & CO., 1440 BROADWAY 
(10018)
KAUFMAN, LEVY AND GOLDSTEIN, 1776 
BROADWAY (10019)
KAUFMAN, MYER L., 123 EAST 55TH ST. 
(10022)
KEIT, SETH D., 220 FIFTH AVE. (10001)
KELLER, ANTHONY F., 570 SEVENTH AVE. 
(10018)
KELLER & STEINMULLER, 400 MADISON 
AVE. (10017)
KELLY, DANIEL F. & CO., 258 BROADWAY 
(10007)
KENNEDY, HARRY W., 103 PARK AVE. 
(10017)
KESSLER, JOSEPH, 855 AVE. OF THE 
AMERICAS (10001)
KESTEN, IRVING, 475 FIFTH AVE. (10017) 
KINGSLEY, GEORGE H. & CO., 25 W. 43RD
ST. (10036)
KIPNIS & KARCHMER, 521 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
KIRKMAN, ALEXANDER S., 249 EAST 48TH 
ST. (10017)
KIRSCHEN, HERMAN L., 509 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
KIRSHENBAUM, MARK L., 21 E. 40TH ST.
(10016)
KIRSTEIN & DAVIS, 101 PARK AVE. (10017) 
KLAW, SAUL L. AND CO., 501 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
KLEIGER, F. T. AND COMPANY. 250 
BROADWAY (10007)
KLEIN, IRVING, 150 NASSAU ST. (10038)
KLEIN, JACK H., 375 PARK AVE. (10022)
KLEIN, JOSEPH & COMPANY. P. C., 500 
FIFTH AVE. (10036)
KLEIN, JOSEPH J., 51 E. 42ND ST. (10017)
KLEIN, KATCHER & SCHULTHEIS. 50 E. 
42ND ST. (10017)
KLEIN, WEISER, KOSSTRIN & GROSSMAN,
21 E. 40 ST. (10016)
KLEIN, WILLIAM, 370 LEXINGTON AVE.
(10017)
KLEINMAN, BERNARD D. & CO., 11 EAST 
44TH STREET (10017)
KLINE, ARTHUR, 147 W. 42 ST. (10036)
KLINGER, B. J. & CO., 17 BATTERY PL.
(10004)
KLONSKY, LOUIS H. & CO., 1440 
BROADWAY (10018)
KOHLER, CALVIN J., 236 FIFTH AVE.
(10001)
KORNBERG, PHILIP R., 1841 BROADWAY
(10023)
KORNFELD & REGENSTREIF, 570 SEVENTH 
AVE. (10018)
KORSH & KRAUSS, 666 FIFTH AVE. 23RD 
FL. (10019)
KORTJOHN, MARTIN & CO., 485 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
KOSTER, EDWARD M., 110 E. 59TH ST. 37TH 
FL. (10022)
KOVNER, MILTON, 51 E. 67 ST. (10021)
KOZAK, SCHWARTZ & CO., 310 MADISON 
AVE. (10017)
KRADITOR & HABER, 595 MADISON AVE.
(10022)
KRAFT, FINKELSTEIN & CO., 95 MADISON 
AVE. (10016)
KRAFT. FISCHMAN & ASSOCIATES. 625 
MADISON AVE. (10022)
KRANZ, DIANE G., 342 E. 67 ST. (10021)
KRASNOW. NATHAN A., 104 E. 40 ST.
(10016)
KRATTER, MAURICE M., 30 E. 42 STREET 
(10017)
KRAUS & MILLER. P. C., 225 W. 34 ST.
(10001)
KRAUS, OSTREICHER & CO., 19 W. 44 ST.
(10036)
KRAUTER, ALBERT, 370 LEXINGTON AVE.
(10017)
KRAVETTE, LEWIS, 350 FIFTH AVE. (10001) 
KRAVIT, JOSEPH J., 115 E. 86 ST. (10028) 
KRAWCHICK, LOUIS. 51 E. 42 ST. (10017) 
KRIEGEL, I. STANLEY & CO., 570 SEVENTH
AVE. (10018)
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KRITZER, ALLAN & CO., 250 BROADWAY 
(10007)
KUNTZ, IRA, 509 FIFTH AVE. (10017) 
KURCIAS & KURCIAS, 501 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
KURZ & KURZ, 122 E. 42ND ST. (10017)
KUTNER, IRVING M. & CO., 370 LEXINGTON 
AVE. (10017)
LA MARCHE, CHAS. E., 224 E. 48TH ST.
(10017)
LAFRANCE, WALKER, JACKLEY & SAVILLE,
120 W. 44TH ST. (10036)
LANDAU & CO., 101 PARK AVE. (10017) 
LANDAU, FRED & CO., 122 E. 42ND ST.
(10017)
LANDSBERG, SAUL J., 150 BROADWAY 
(10038)
LANDSMAN, GEORGE D., 422 MADISON 
AVE. (10017)
LANDWEHR AND PRESTI, 75 MAIDEN LN.
(10038)
LANE, LIPTON, RANN & PALEY, 
PENNSYLVANIA BLDG. 225 W. 34TH ST. 
(10001)
LARSON, WULFF & CO., 250 WEST 57TH ST.
(10019)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, EXECUTIVE 
OFFICE NATIONAL 10 E. 53 ST. (10022)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY 666 FIFTH AVE.
(10019)
LASTER, IRVING, 10 E. 40 ST. (10016)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 919 THIRD AVE. (10022)
LAWIN, FUTTER & POPPER, 475 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
LAZAAR, RICHARD, 112 E. 19TH ST. (10003)
LAZAR. LEVINE & COMPANY, 350 FIFTH 
AVE. (10001)
LEBEN, MORTON, P. C., 450 SEVENTH AVE.
(10001)
LEDER AND BLUM, 663 FIFTH AVE. (10022)
LEE, DAVID T., 500 FIFTH AVE. (10036)
LEEDS, SIDNEY H., 475 FIFTH AVE. (10017) 
LEFKOWITZ, ABRAHAM, 205 W. 34TH ST.
(10001)
LEHRER, SIDNEY, 866 UNITED NATIONS 
PLAZA (10017)
LEHRMAN, IRWIN, 400 MADISON AVE.
(10017)
LEIBNER, SOL L., 850 SEVENTH AVE.
(10019)
LEIDESDORF, S. D. & CO., 100 E. 42 ST.
(10017)
LEIPZIGER & BRESKIN, 230 PARK AVE.
(10017)
LERNER, PHILIP, 76 BEAVER ST. (10005) 
LESETEN, DAVID, 60 E. 42ND ST. (10017) 
LESKOWICZ, BROWER AND DRIVER, 290
MADISON AVE. (10017)
LEVAVY, ZVI & COMPANY. 21 EAST 40TH
ST. (10016)
LEVENSON, MARTIN J., 215 E. 80 ST. & K 
(10017)
LEVESS, HERBERT H. & CO., 1515 
BROADWAY (10036)
LEVEY & FISHBANE, 1345 AVENUE OF THE
AMERICAS (10019)
LEVIN, IRVING. 485 MADISON AVE. (10022) 
LEVINE. ARTHUR J., 192 LEXINGTON AVE.
(10016)
LEVINE, CHAIT & BERKOWITZ. 501 
MADISON AVE. (10022)
LEVINE, ELI, 331 MADISON AVE. (10017)
LEVINE & GOLDBERG, 160 BROADWAY 
(10038)
LEVINE & LEVINE. P. C., 521 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
LEVINE & POHL, 401 BROADWAY (10013) 
LEVINE, RICHARD M., 130 W. 56TH ST.
(10019)
LEVY, BERNARD H., 125 MAIDEN LN.
(10038)
LEVY. JACQUES M., 55 W. 42 ST. (10036)
LEWIS. JULES AND COMPANY, 250 W. 57TH
ST. (10019)
LEWIS, LIONEL B., 310 MADISON AVE.
(10017)
LEWIS, R. D., 130 E. 39 ST. (10016) 
LEWITTES & COMPANY, 501 MADISON AVE.
(10022)
LIBIEN, M. A. & CO., 36 W. 44 ST. (10036) 
LIBRACH, MICHAEL, 500 FIFTH AVE.
(10036)
LIEB. DAVID L. & CO., PAN AM BLDG. 200 
PARK AVE. (10017)
LIEBERMAN & SHAPOT, 275 MADISON AVE.
(10016)
LIEBMAN, PAUL, 6 E. 45TH ST. (10017)
LING, GEORGE L., JR., 233 BROADWAY 
(10007)
LINOWITZ, SOLOMON, 246 E. 40TH ST.
(10016)
L1PNER & GORDON, 253 BROADWAY
(10007)
LIPPEL, SIDNEY T., 250 W. 57TH ST. (10019) 
LIPSKY & ARNOLD, 32 BROADWAY (10004)
LIPSKY, ELIAS, 509 FIFTH AVE. (10017)
LIPTON, MOGIL & HESKES, 274 MADISON 
AVE. (10016)
LITTLE, A. V. & SONS. 110 E. 42ND ST.
(10017)
LITWIN, FRANK, 393 SEVENTH AVE. (10001)
LIVINGSTON, WACHTELL & CO., 19 W. 44 
ST. (10036)
LOEB & TROPER, 270 MADISON AVE.
(10016)
LOHMAN, LAURENCE, 40 E. 49TH ST.
(10017)
LOKPEZ, VICTOR L., 1250 BROADWAY
(10001)
LONDON & KALKER, STATLER-HILTON 
HOTEL 33 ST. & SEVENTH AVE. (10001)
LONG, JOHN M., 80 WALL ST. (10005)
LOPEZ, EDWARDS, FRANK & CO., 111 
BROADWAY (10006)
LORD, HELEN, 342 MADISON AVE. (10017) 
LOWENSTEIN, L. FRANKLYN, 551 FIFTH
AVE. (10017)
LUBOW AND KUTZIN, HOTEL MCALPIN STE. 
2230 BWAY AT 34TH ST. (10001)
LUCAS, TUCKER & CO., 919 THIRD AVE.
(10022)
LUSTERMAN, GITELSON & HANTMAN, 350 
BROADWAY (10013)
LUTZ AND CARR, 300 E. 42ND ST. (10017)
MACH, ROSENSTEIN & CO., 1250 
BROADWAY (10001)
MACHTIGER, MORRIS L., 7021 EMPIRE
STATE BLDG. 350 FIFTH AVE. (10001)
MAGAZINER, WALLACE, 1776 BROADWAY 
(10019)
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MAHONEY, COHEN 4 COMPANY, 437 
MADISON AVE. (10022)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., NATIONAL OFFICE 
280 PARK AVE. (10016)
MALARKEY, HENRY F. 4 CO., 82 BEAVER 
ST. (10005)
MALAT, LEO, 250 W. 57TH ST. (10019)
MALTZ & SCHLEIFMAN, 60 E. 42 ST. (10017) 
MANN, BROWN 4 ZEITLIN, 10 E. 40TH ST.
(10016)
MARGOLD, ERSKEN &. WANG, 19 W. 44TH 
ST. (10036)
MARGOLIN & SEDLER, 570 SEVENTH AVE.
(10018)
MARGOLIS, HARRY, 1220 BROADWAY
(10001)
MARK, JULIAN H., 855 AVENUE OF THE 
AMERICAS (10001)
MARK, SEYMOUR, 101 PARK AVE. (10017) 
MARKOWE, BENJAMIN 4 CO., 79 MADISON 
AVE. (10016)
MARKS, PINCUS, 777 THIRD AVE. 32 FL.
(10017)
MARSHALL, DYM & LASSMAN, 276 FIFTH 
AVE. (10001)
MARSHALL, SAUL, P. C., 250 W. 57 ST.
(10019)
MARTIN 4 MARTIN, 170 BROADWAY
(10038)
MARTINEZ, EMILIO L., 30 E. 42 ST. STE. 401
(10017)
MARYLES, JOSEPH, 663 FIFTH AVE. (10022) 
MASCH, SOL 4 COMPANY, 38 W. 32ND ST.
(10001)
MASER, KRASNOW & LIPPMAN, 18 E. 48TH 
ST. (10017)
MASON & COMPANY, 75 ROCKEFELLER 
PLAZA 18 FL. (10019)
MATATIA 4 MATATIA, 99 PARK AVE.
(10016)
MATTERSDORF & KRAEMER, 30 VESEY ST.
(10007)
MATTHEWS, PANARIELLO, P. C., 150 
BROADWAY (10038)
MATUSOW & WEISS, 666 FIFTH AVE. (10019) 
MAUTNER, HARRY, 225 W. 34 ST. (10001) 
MAXON, RALPH & CO., 211 E. 53 ST. (10022) 
MAYERS, SAMUEL & COMPANY, 122 E.
42ND ST. (10017)
MCDERMOTT, WM. T., 1501 BROADWAY 
STE. 1406 (10036)
MCGRATH, DOYLE & PHAIR, 61 BROADWAY 
(10006)  
MELMAN, LEONARD I., 432 PARK AVE. S.
(10016)
MELTSNER, RICHARD E., 171 MADISON 
AVE. (10016)
MELTZER, PHILIP, 225 W. 34TH ST. (10001)
MENDELSOHN, KARY & BELL, 1345 AVE. OF 
AMERICAS (10019)
MERESMAN AND COMPANY, 225 W. 34TH 
ST. (10001)
MERMAN & TEICH, P. C.. 275 MADISON AVE.
(10016)
MEROINGER, H. AND COMPANY, 76 
BEAVER ST. (10005)
METZ, NATHAN, 250 WEST 57TH ST. (10019)
METZGER, JULES, 63 WALL ST. (10005) 
MEYER, JOSEPH P., 41 E. 42ND ST. (10017) 
MEYER, MELVIN, 101 PARK AVE. (10017)
MEYER & WAGMAN, 19 W. 44TH ST. (10036) 
MEYERS, RUTH, 152 WEST 42ND ST. (10036) 
MEYERSON, LEONARD, 515 MADISON AVE.
(10022)
MICHAELSON, MALTZ & STERNBACH, 60 E.
42 ST. (10017)
MICHLIN, REUBEN, 295 MADISON AVE.
(10017)
MILLER AND COMPANY, 299 BROADWAY
(10007)
MILLER AND GOLDSTEIN, 232 MADISON 
AVE. (10016)
MILLER, JAMES D. 4 CO., 140 NASSAU ST.
(10038)
MILLER, LAURENCE P., 310 MADISON AVE.
(10017)
MILLER, NORMAN, 342 MADISON AVE.
(10017)
MILLER, SEYMOUR, 48 W. 48TH ST. (10036)
MILLER, SKLOVER 4 MILLER, 450
SEVENTH AVE. (10001)
MILLER AND WEINGARTEN, 250 W. 57TH
ST. (10019)
MILLIGAN, MULLER 4 COMPANY, 555
MADISON AVE. (10022)
MILTENBERG, BRUCE, 2265 BROADWAY
(10024)
MINTZER, JEROME, 104 E. 40TH ST. (10016)
MIRSKY, ROBERT 4 CO., P. C., 475 PARK
AVE. S. (10016)
MITCHELL 4 TATUM, 60 E. 42 ST. STE. 2140
(10017)
MOROWITZ, SIDNEY 4 CO., 12 E. 41ST ST.
(10017)
MOSES AND SCHREIBER, 515 MADISON 
AVE. (10022)
MOYLAN, MARTIN H., 405 LEXINGTON AVE.
(10017)
MUHLSTOCK, GEORGE 4 CO., 21 EAST 40TH 
ST. (10016)
MULDOWNEY 4 COMPANY, 25 BROAD ST.
(10004)
MUR, CARL, 350 FIFTH AVE. (10001) 
MUSTACCHI, STANLEY, 225 W. 34 ST. STE.
1416 (10001)
MYER, GREENE 4 DEGGE, 55 LIBERTY ST.
(10005)
NADEL 4 NADEL, 342 MADISON AVE.
(10017)
NAGER, PHILIP, 360 LEXINGTON AVE.
(10017)
NECHEMIAS, ISIDORE, 570 SEVENTH AVE.
(10018)
NEINSTEIN, ROBERT, 1472 BROADWAY
(10036)
NELSON, RAYMOND M., 210 FIFTH AVE.
(10010)
NEUFELD, S. ARTHUR, 1790 BROADWAY
(10019)
NEUMAN, STEPHEN, 233 BROADWAY
(10007)
NEVILLE, WALTER R., 36 W. 44 ST. (10036)
NEWBERG 4 NEWBERG, 11 W. 42ND ST.
(10036)
NEWMAN, BERNARD H., 106 MORNINGSIDE 
DR. (10027)
NEWMAN, NORMAN C. 4 CO., 30 E. 40TH ST.
(10016)
NEWMAN, ROBERT, 295 MADISON AVE.
(10017)
NEWTON, PHILIP I., 1501 BROADWAY
(10036)
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NILES & NILES, 2 BROADWAY (10004)
NORDEN, IRVING, 866 UNITED NATIONS 
PLAZA (10017)
OKAZAKI, NAKATA & CO., 919 THIRD AVE. 
(10022)
O’KEEFE & MCKAY, 360 LEXINGTON AVE. 
(10017)
OKUN, ISAAC E., 250 W. 57TH ST. (10019)
OPPENHEIM, APPEL, DIXON & CO., ONE NEW 
YORK PLAZA (10004)
OPPENHEIM, M. D. & COMPANY, 2 
PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA (10001)
OPPENHEIM, PHILIP, 512 SEVENTH AVE. 
STE. 2900 (10018)
ORLANS, SIDNEY, 275 MADISON AVE. 
(10016)
ORLIN, BENJAMIN, 122 E. 42ND ST. (10017)
OSTROW, SHAPIRO & CO., 450 SEVENTH 
AVE. (10001)
PADELL, KADEN, NADELL & CO., 405 PARK 
AVE. (10022)
PALEVSKY, LEONARD I., 570 SEVENTH 
AVE. (10018)
PANETH, HABER & ZIMMERMAN, 150 EAST 
58 ST. (10022)
PANFEL, MERRITT & CO., 45 JOHN ST. 
(10038)
PASUTTO, JOHN J., 145 E. 52 ST. (10022) 
 PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 
 EXECUTIVE OFFICE 345 PARK AVE. 
(10022)
PECKER, BRIAN A., 663 FIFTH AVE. (10022)
PEPPER & SCHAFFER, 21 E. 40TH ST. 
(10016)
PERELSON & REHMET, 400 MADISON AVE. 
(10017)
PERETZ, JULES & CO., 386 PARK AVE. S. 
(10016)
PETERS, RICHARD L., 645 MADISON AVE. 
(10022)
PETKON, JOHN J., P. O. BOX 528 (10017)
PETROZZO, VINCENT J., 26 BROADWAY 
(10004)
PEYSER, WALTER & CO., 225 W. 34TH ST. 
(10001)
PEZZULO, WILLIAM M., 40 EXCHANGE PL. 
(10005)
-PHILLIPS, GOLD & COMPANY, 1140 AVENUE 
OF THE AMERICAS (10036)
PICARD, H. L. & COMPANY, 1035 FIFTH 
AVE. (10028)
PICKARD, LEONARD AND CO., 450 
SEVENTH AVE. (10001)
PINTER, ALEXANDER, 303 FIFTH AVE. 
(10016)
PINTO, WINOKUR & PAGANO, 580 FIFTH 
AVE. (10036)
PLOSS, IRWIN, 112 EAST 17TH ST. (10003)
POLISHOOK & COMPANY, ONE PENN PLAZA 
(10001)
POPPER, KATZMAN & SCHECKMAN, 79 
MADISON AVE. (10016)
POPS, JOSEPH L., 258 BROADWAY (10007)
PORCHENICK, BERNARD L., 55 W. 42 ST. 
(10036)
POTASH, MARVIN & CO., 369 LEXINGTON 
AVE. (10017)
PRESENT, THEODORE, 450 SEVENTH AVE. 
(10001)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 60 BROAD ST. 
(10004)
 PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., NATIONAL 
OFFICE 1251 AVE. OF AMERICAS (10020) 
PRIMOFF & COMPANY, 41 E. 42ND ST.
(10017)
PROSCIA, F. V. & CO., P. C., 232 MADISON 
AVE. (10016)
PRUSSAK, SAMUEL J., 341 MADISON AVE. 
(10017)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY, 140 
BROADWAY (10005)
PUSTORINO, PUGLISI & CO., P. C., 515 
MADISON AVE. (10022)
PUTTERMAN, RUSH & SHAPIRO, 350 FIFTH 
AVE. (10001)
QUINTERO & CARDONA, 19 W. 44 ST. 
(10036)
QUITKO, BLOCK & COOPERSMITH, 180 
MADISON AVE. (10016)
RACHLIN, M. L. AND CO., 60 E. 42ND ST. 
(10017)
RADIN, LEON I. & CO., 101 W. 31ST ST. 
(10001)
RAINESS, CLARENCE & CO., 1 ASTOR 
PLAZA (10036)
RAMOS, RICHARD J., 12 E. 86 ST. STE. 635 
(10028)
RAND, SIDNEY H., 663 FIFTH AVE. (10022)
RATTNER, FRANK AND CO., 444 MADISON 
AVE. (10022)
RATTNER, MORTIMER, 201 W. 72 ST. 
(10023)
REBELL, HARRY & CO., 19 RECTOR ST. 
(10006)
REICH, GILBERT, 253 BROADWAY (10007)
REICH, SEYMOUR & CO., 56 PINE ST. (10005)
REICH, WEINER & COMPANY, 300 MADISON 
AVE. (10017)
REICHER, HARRY J., 1776 BROADWAY 
(10019)
REICHER, MORRIS J., 17 E. 45TH ST. (10017)
REID, HARMON & BURKE, 17 BATTERY PL. 
(10004)
REILLY, DEANE & RABOY, 485 MADISON
 AVE. (10022)
REINER AND ORENS, 19 RECTOR ST. 
(10006)
REINSTEIN, JACK, 240 CENTRAL PARK 
SOUTH (10019)
REITMAN & REITMAN, 8 W. 40 ST. (10018)
REMINICK, AARONS & CO., 575 MADISON
AVE. (10022)
RENC AND FROMM, 120 E. 41ST ST. (10017)
RESNICK, ALBERT M., 55 JOHN ST. RM. 711 
(10038)
RHODES, GREYDON A. & CO., 420 
LEXINGTON AVENUE (10017)
RHODES, JUSTIN, 1775 BROADWAY (10019)
RICCA, ROBERT J., 295 MADISON AVE. STE. 
1030 (10017)
RICHARDS, GANLY, FRIES & PREUSCH, 74 
TRINITY PL. (10006)
RICHARDS AND WALLBERG, 420 
LEXINGTON AVE. (10017)
RIFKIN, LEVIN AND LEBOWITZ, 501 FIFTH 
AVE. (10017)
RINGLE, JACOB, JR., 152 W. 42ND ST.
(10036)
RIPP, HAROLD B., 55 W. 42ND ST. (10036)
ROBBINS, DAVID, 340 W. 28 ST. (10001)
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ROBBINS, GREENE & CO., 521 FIFTH AVE. 
(10036)
ROBBINS. TRAGER & CO., P. C., 515 
MADISON AVE. (10022)
ROCHLIN, WEISS & GELBAND. 331 MADISON 
AVE. (10017)
ROGOFF AND CHANI, P. C., 11 W. 42ND ST.
(10036)
ROME, DAVID W., 120 BROADWAY (10005)
ROSEMAN. JACK STANLEY. 450 SEVENTH 
AVE. (10001)
ROSEMAN, MANTIONE, ROGAN AND 
KOPPAL, 420 LEXINGTON AVE. (10017)
ROSEN. MARTIN & COMPANY. 10 E. 40TH 
ST. (10016)
ROSEN, MURRAY M. AND COMPANY, 2 
PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA (10001)
ROSEN & ROSEN, 1440 BROADWAY RM.
1752 (10018)
ROSEN. SINGER & KRISTOL. 875 AVE. OF 
AMERICAS (10001)
ROSENBERG, BERNARD E., 370 LEXINGTON 
AVE. (10017)
ROSENBERG. JEROME R., 50 PARK AVE. 
(10016)
ROSENBERG. PAUL. 250 W. 57TH ST. (10019)
ROSENBLATT. RALPH. 350 FIFTH AVE. 
(10001)
ROSENBLATT, STEINBERG & CO., 303 5TH 
AVE. RM. 402 (10016)
ROSENBLUM, MIRIAM, 410 E. SIXTH ST. 
(10009)
ROSENSHEIN, NEIMAN & WEISS, 61 
BROADWAY (10006)
ROSENSTEIN. SYLVAN, 1133 BROADWAY 
(10010)
ROSENZWEIG, DAVID CHARLES, 421 W. 
56TH ST. (10019)
ROSS, STEWART & BENJAMIN, P. C., 666 
FIFTH AVE. (10019)
ROTH, ROTTMAN & HABER, 25 W. 43 ST.
(10036)
ROTH, STANLEY, P. C., 501 FIFTH AVE. 
(10017)
ROTHSCHILD. SEYMOUR, 1860 BROADWAY 
(10023)
ROTHSTEIN, HARROW & FOLPE, 1185 AVE. 
OF AMERICAS (10036)
ROTHSTEIN, MARTIN C., 420 W. 24 ST.
#l0-E (10011)
RUBIN AND RIBET, 16 W. 46TH ST. (10036)
RUFER, JOHN L., 400 MADISON AVE. 
(10017)
RUZOW, THEODORE M., 500 FIFTH AVE. 
(10036)
SACHS. GEORGE M. & COMPANY. 1515 
BROADWAY (10036)
SAKOLOFF, BENJAMIN, 515 MADISON AVE. 
(10022)
SALTZER, ZIPRIS & ROTHSCHILD, 19 W. 
44TH ST. (10036)
SALWEN, JACK B., 30 ROCKEFELLER PLAZA 
(10020)
SALWEN. MELVIN, 2 CHARLTON ST. (10014)
SALZMAN, ROBERT J., 10 EAST END AVE. 
(10021)
SAMMET, JOEL E. & CO., 19 RECTOR ST. 
(10006)
SANDERS, FRED C. & ASSOCIATES. P. C.,
350 FIFTH AVE. (10001)
SANDS. EDWIN S., 30 E. 42 ST. (10017)
SANK. MARGOLIN AND COHEN. 10 E. 39TH 
ST. (10016)
SASLOW, SEYMOUR G., 420 E. 51 ST. (10022)
SAVERIN & DIVITTORIO. 310 MADISON 
AVE. (10017)
SAVIN. HARRY. 50 E. 42 ST. (10017)
SCHACTER, HERBERT, 450 SEVENTH AVE. 
(10001)
SCHAEFFER. HARRY. 1450 BROADWAY 
(10018)
SCHALL. HYMAN W., 1350 AVE. OF 
AMERICAS RM. 2702 (10019)
SCHANK & LARSON. 55 W. 42ND ST. (10036)
SCHECHTER & EPSTEIN, 130 W. 57TH ST. 
(10019)
SCHEFF, HARVEY & CO., 663 FIFTH AVE. 
(10022)
SCHEIBER. M. S. & COMPANY. 271 MADISON 
AVE. (10016)
SCHER & BRICKMAN. P. C., TIME & LIFE 
BLDG. 110 W. 51ST ST. (10020)
SCHILDINER, JULIAN F., 350 FIFTH AVE. 
(10001)
SCHILLER. GEORGE AND CO., 161 E. 42ND 
ST. (10017)
SCHILLIG, ARTHUR J., 79 WALL ST. (10005)
SCHIMMEL, MICHAEL & COMPANY. 516 
FIFTH AVE. (10036)
SCHLANGER, IRVING D., ROCKEFELLER 
CENTER 1270 AVE. OF AMERICAS 
(10020)
SCHLOSSBERG, SAGE & CO., THE FRENCH 
BLDG. 551 FIFTH AVE. (10017)
SCHLOSSBERG. SAGE & MILLER, 551 FIFTH 
AVE. (10017)
SCHNEIDER, ALLEN C. & CO., 855 AVE. OF 
THE AMERICAS (10001)
SCHNEIDER, HAROLD P., 209 E. 56TH ST. 
(10022)
SCHNEIDER, SAUL B., 1250 BROADWAY 
SUITE 1805 (10001)
SCHNEIDMAN, SEYMOUR & ASSOCIATES. 
405 PARK AVE. (10022)
SCHNUR, HERBERT. 663 FIFTH AVE. (10022)
SCHOEN, SIMON I., 15 PARK ROW (10038)
SCHOOLMAN & COMPANY, 10 E. 40TH ST. 
(10016)
SCHULTZ & SPERLING, 147 W. 42ND ST. 
(10036)
SCHULTZ, WEISSMAN & CO., 1700 
BROADWAY (10019)
SCHWARTZ, DANIEL D. & CO., P. C., 299 
BROADWAY (10007)
SCHWIMMER AND FORMAN, 415 
LEXINGTON AVE. (10017)
SCOTT, MICKELSON, CO., 26 BROADWAY 
(10004)
SCULL, HERBERT R., 1441 BROADWAY 
(10018)
SECKENDORF, BERNARD A., 55 W. 42ND ST. 
(10036)
SECUNDA, LOUIS, 160 BROADWAY (10038)
SEETOO, DONALD L., 217 PARK ROW 
(10038)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, NATIONAL OFFICE 
15 COLUMBUS CIRCLE (10023)
SEITELMAN, LEO H. AND CO., 855 AVE. OF 
AMERICAS (10001)
SETTLE, AARON. 122 EAST 42ND ST. 
(10017)
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SHAMES, HARRY, 274 MADISON AVE.
(10016)
SHANDLING & LANDSMAN, 2 PARK AVE.
(10016)
SHAPIRO, RAYMOND, 520 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
SHAW, FRUCHTMAN & HORNSTEIN, 230 W.
41ST ST. (10036)
SHECHET, CYMROT AND COMPANY, 274 
MADISON AVE. (10016)
SHECHTMAN, DANIEL, 485 MADISON AVE.
(10022)
SHEEHAN, GEORGE F. & COMPANY, P. C., 
233 BROADWAY (10007)
SHEIFFER, A. & COMPANY, 275 MADISON 
AVE. (10016)
SHEPARD, COBERN, STARK & CO., 1290 
AVE. OF AMERICAS (10019)
SHERMAN & YEGELWEL, 535 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
SHEWITZ, DAVID J., 250 WEST 57TH ST.
(10019)
SHIMMERLIK & BLECHER, P. C., 29 W. 34 ST.
(10001)
SHLECTER, LEONARD S., 110 E. 42ND ST.
(10017)
SHUBERT AND SILVER, 666 FIFTH AVE.
(10019)
SHULMAN, HYMAN, 19 W. 44 ST. RM. 1100 
(10036)
SHUSTER, HARRY C., 51 CHAMBERS ST.
(10007)
SIDELLE, BLAU AND SOLOWAY, 515 
MADISON AVE. (10022)
SIEBERT, HANS GUNTER, 80 BROAD ST.
(10004)
SIEGEL, ALBERT A., 15 PARK ROW RM. 535
(10038)
SIEGEL & KULAKOFF, 250 W. 57 ST. (10019)
SIEGEL, ROBERT & CO., 114 EAST 32ND ST.
(10016)
SIEGEL, SIDNEY H., 246 E. 40TH ST. (10016)
SIEGEL & WEILL, 635 MADISON AVE.
(10022)
SILBERDICK & PERITZ, 350 FIFTH AVE.
(10001)
SILVER, ARNOLD, 250 W. 57TH ST. (10019)
SILVER, BERNARD A., 55 W. 42ND ST.
(10036)
SILVER, HERBERT D. & CO., 730 FIFTH AVE.
(10019)
SILVER & NAVON, 2 PENNSYLVANIA 
PLAZA (10001)
SILVER & SPIRT, 101 PARK AVE. (10017) 
SILVERBERG, HAROLD, 225 W. 34TH ST.
(10001)
SILVERSTEIN, B. W., 855 AVE. OF 
AMERICAS (10001)
SIMON, HARRY L., 1457 BROADWAY (10036)
SIMON, J. L. & CO., 6 E. 45TH ST. (10017)
SIMON, STANLEY, 375 PARK AVE. (10022) 
SINCLAIR, TOBIAS & CO., 521 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
SISTERSON, D. G. & COMPANY, 551 FIFTH 
AVE. STE. 2001 (10017)
SKOLNICK, I. J. & CO., TIME & LIFE BLDG.
STE. 954 (10020)
SKYDELL, SHATZ & CO., 30 E. 42 ST. (10017) 
SMALL, IRWIN COMPANY, 432 PARK AVE.
SO. (10016)
SMALLBERG, SEYMOUR, 257 W. 86TH ST.
(10024)
SMALLEY, ARTHUR & CO., 570 SEVENTH 
AVE. (10018)
SMITH, DAVIS & WILLS, 41 E. 42ND ST.
(10017)
SOBEL, A. DAVID, 1440 BROADWAY (10018)
SOHN, MAURICE I. & CO., 310 MADISON
AVE. (10017)
SOLOMON, ABRAHAM & COMPANY, P. C., 
275 MADISON AVE. (10016)
SOLOMON & WEISS, 386 PARK AVE. S.
(10016)
SOLOWAY, VON ROSEN & GREELEY, 122 E.
42ND ST. (10017)
SOLTAN, WILFRED, TWO PENN PLAZA STE.
1500 (10001)
SOMMER, GROSS AND COMPANY, 424
MADISON AVE. (10017)
SONET & WITT, 660 MADISON AVE. (10021)
SONNESSA, GEORGE M., 10 W. 47 ST. (10036)
SORKIN, CHARLES, 160 BROADWAY (10038)
SPAHR, LACHER, BERK & NAIMER, 292
MADISON AVE. (10017)
SPANGLET, HANNAH, 10 E. 40TH ST. (10016)
SPAR, MORRIS, 29 BROADWAY (10006) 
SPAULDER, JULES, 469 SEVENTH AVE.
(10018)
SPECHT, ALAN I., 122 E. 42ND ST. (10017)
SPEILLER AND KRIS, 19 RECTOR ST.
(10006)
SPENSER & SPENSER, 42 BROADWAY
(10004)
SPERDUTO, PRISK1E, SPECTOR, GREENHUT
 AND FUTTERMAN, 10 COLUMBUS
CIRCLE (10019)
SPIEGLER, NIEDERHOFFER & CO., 570
SEVENTH AVE. (10018)
SPIRGEL, MURRAY E., ONE WORLD TRADE 
CTR. STE. 1167 (10048)
SPIRO, NELSON D., 350 FIFTH AVE. (10001)
STAHL AND RUDIN, P. C., 420 LEXINGTON 
AVE. (10017)
STARK, MELVIN I., 104 EAST 40TH ST.
(10016)
STEIN, BERNARD, 299 BROADWAY (10007)
STEIN, IRVING, 111 W. 57TH ST. (10019)
STEIN, MOSES, 1440 BROADWAY (10018) 
STEINBERG, BOB M., 175 FIFTH AVE.
(10010)
STEINBERG & LUARETZ, 350 FIFTH AVE.
(10001)
STEINBERGER, JOSEPH B., 19 W. 44TH ST.
(10036)
STE1NHAUER, SHEIMAN, GLICKMAN & CO., 
24 W. 40 ST. (10018)
STEINTHAL & STEINTHAL, 400 MADISON 
AVE. (10017)
STERN, EDWARD H., 42 W. 42 ST. (10036)
STERN, J. M. & CO., 75 E. 55TH ST. (10022)
STERN, JOSEPH & CO., 217 BROADWAY
(10007)
STERN, MICHAEL, 575 MADISON AVE.
(10022)
STERN, PORTER, KINGSTON & COLEMAN,
500 FIFTH AVE. (10036)




STILLMAN, M. J. & CO., 111 JOHN ST.
(10038)
PANY, 1 E. 
(10016)
RALPH, 342 MADISON AVE. 
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STOLLER, ISRAEL, 521 FIFTH AVE. (10017) 
STRAUS, SEYMOUR, 221 W. 57 ST. (10019) 
STRENK, MICHAEL J., 866 SECOND AVE.
(10017)
STURZ, LOUIS & COMPANY, 9 E. 40 ST.
(10016)
SUFRIN, OSCAR J., 233 BROADWAY (10007) 
SULLIVAN, JAMES J., 41 E. 42ND ST. (10017) 
SUNSHINE, EDWIN H., 1450 BROADWAY 
(10018)
SUSSKIND, DAVID J., 1776 BROADWAY 
(10019)
SUSSMAN, LOUIS, 516 FIFTH AVE. (10036) 
SWIDLER AND COMPANY, 21 E. 40TH ST.
(10016)
SYDNEY, HERBERT P., 121 E. 42 ST. (10017) 
SZABADHEGY, DENES, 60 E. 42ND ST.
(10017)
TABB & COMPANY, P. C., 330 FIFTH AVE. 
(10001)
TAGGART, WILLIAM S., 222 EAST 35TH ST. 
(10016)
TALBOT, DONALD E., 875 AVE. OF 
AMERICAS (10001)
TANENBAUM, ROBERT M., 660 MADISON 
AVE. (10021)
TANKLOW & HOLLENDER, 450 SEVENTH 
AVE. (10001)
TANNEN, SHAPIRO, TAXON AND KOPELL, 
1372 BROADWAY (10018)
TARDINO, V. J., 100 WALL ST. (10005) 
TARLOW, DAVID & CO., 565 FIFTH AVE.
(10017)
TARLOWE, M. ARTHUR, 21 E. 40TH ST.
(10016)
TARSHIS, BERNARD, 233 W. 42 ST. (10036) 
TAURITZ, LEO L., 342 MADISON AVE.
(10017)
TAYLOR, ROBERT W. & CO., 160 
BROADWAY (10038)
TEICHBERG, ARTHUR J., 370 LEXINGTON 
AVE. (10017)
TEITELBAUM, EDWARD HENRY, 60 E. 42 ST. 
(10017)
TENENBAUM, ARTHUR T. AND CO., 1440 
BROADWAY (10018)
TESSER, ABRAHAM, 132 NASSAU ST.
(10038)
THOMASHOW, EDWARD I. & COMPANY, 855 
AVE. OF AMERICAS (10001)
TICHY, EDGAR A., 295 MADISON AVE. 
(10017)
TINSLEY, THOMAS VINCENT, JR., 888 
SEVENTH AVE. (10019)
TISCHFELD, GERALD N., 85 HORATIO ST. 
(10014)
TODMAN, FREDERICK S. & CO., 111 
BROADWAY (10006)
TOHMATSU, AWOKI & NAKACHI, 280 PARK 
AVE. (10017)
TOLEDO, JACK S., 55 W. 42ND ST. (10036)
TOLIN, LEO, 250 W. 57TH ST. (10019)
TOMCHIN, MORRIS, 130 W. 42ND ST. (10036)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 1633 BROADWAY 
(10019)
TOWER, ARTHUR, 217 BROADWAY (10007) 
TRACHTENBERG, VICTOR, 10 E. 39TH ST.
(10016)
TRAGER, FRED, 521 FIFTH AVE. (10017)
TRAGER, PHILIP. 444 MADISON AVE. 
(10022)
TRENK, JOSEPH, 10 E. 40TH ST. (10016)
TRESTYN AND RABIN, 276 FIFTH AVE. 
(10001)
TRIEBWASSER, CHARLES & COMPANY, 855 
AVE. OF AMERICAS (10001)
TUNICK & PLATKIN, 2 PARK AVE. (10016)
TURETSKY, MARVIN B., 485 MADISON AVE. 
(10022)
ULLMAN, J. M. & COMPANY, 6 E. 39TH ST. 
(10016)
UZEL, LEONARD, 350 FIFTH AVE. (10001)
VENDIG, STEVEN H., 444 MADISON AVE. 
(10022)
VENGROVE, ZAPOLSKY & DWORKIN, 225 
BROADWAY (10007)
VOLK, HERMAN & CO., P. C., 200 W. 57TH 
ST. (10019)
WACHSMAN, HARRY L., 570 SEVENTH AVE. 
STE. 306 (10018)
WACHSMAN, HERMAN H., 475 FIFTH AVE. 
(10017)
WACHTELL, SIDNEY D., 30 ROCKEFELLER 
PLAZA (10020)
WAGNER & ADLER, 1775 BROADWAY 
(10019)
WALLACE, W. K. & CO., 444 MADISON AVE. 
(10022)
WALLER & ANTMIN, 250 PARK AVE. (10022)
WALTERS, JESS, P. C., 130 W. 42ND ST. 
(10036)
WARANTZ, ALEXANDER, 22 E. 40TH ST. 
(10016)
WARNER, HENRY & CO., 350 FIFTH AVE. 
(10001)
WARREN, JOSEPH, 369 LEXINGTON AVE. 
(10017)
WASSER, DAVID L., 250 W. 57TH ST. (10019)
WASSER, MAX & COMPANY, 217 
BROADWAY (10007)
WASSERSTROM, B. H., 225 WEST 34TH ST. 
(10001)
WEBER, LIPSHIE & COMPANY, 1450 
BROADWAY (10018)
WECHSLER, WALTER, 233 BROADWAY 
(10007)
WECKSLER, PETER H., 165 W. 46TH ST. 
(10036)
WEINBERGER, HOWARD R., 300 E. 40 ST. 
(10016)
WEINPER, PHIL, 15 PARK ROW (10038)
WEINSHEL, NOAH, 41 EAST 42ND ST.
(10017)
WEINSTEIN, JOSEPHUS, 170 BROADWAY 
(10038)
WEINSTOCK, IRVIN, 295 MADISON AVE. 
(10017)
WEINTRAUB, SAMUEL, 507 FIFTH AVE. 
(10017)
WEISER, M. R. AND CO., 30 E. 40TH ST. 
(10016)
WEISS, BERMAN & SESSLER, P. C., 350 
FIFTH AVE. (10001)
WEISS, CHARLES B. AND CO., 19 W. 44TH ST. 
(10036)
WEISS, HOWARD J., 500 FIFTH AVE. STE. 
5226 (10036)
WEISS, WILLIAM L., 10 EAST 40TH ST. 
(10016)
WE1SSBARTH, ALTMAN AND MILLER, 919 
THIRD AVE. (10022)
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WEISSER, PHILIP, 11 W. 42ND ST. (10036)
WELLEN, A. L. & CO., 225 BROADWAY 
(10007)
WERTHEIM, RAPHAEL N., 611 W. 177TH ST.
(10033)
WESTHEIMER, FINE, BERGER & CO., 1301 
AVE. OF THE AMERICAS (10019)
WHINNEY MURRAY ERNST & ERNST, 140 
BROADWAY (10005)
WHITAKER, NORBERT J., 60 E. 42ND ST. 
(10017)
WIENER, JEROME S., 225 W. 34TH ST.
(10001)
WIESEL, ISRAEL S., 200 PARK AVE. (10017)
WIKSTROM, NANCY S„ 505 E. 79TH ST. APT 
2A (10021)
WILKINS, BENJAMIN, 401 BROADWAY 
(10013)
WILSCHEK, HARRY, 9 E. 40 ST. (10016)
WIND & WIND, ONE PENNSYLVANIA PLAZA 
(10001)
WINICK, SCHIFFER & HIRMES, 570 
SEVENTH AVE. (10018)
WINIKUS, J. MANNING & CO., 450 SEVENTH 
AVE. (10001)
WINSTON, MICHAEL R. & CO., 333 CONVENT 
AVE. (10031)
WINTER, GREENSPAN & CO., 101 PARK AVE. 
(10017)
WINTERS & ROBINS, P. C., 10 E. 40TH ST. 
(10016)
WITASKIN, SIDNEY, 150 BROADWAY (10038)
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, 600 FIFTH 
AVE. (10020)
WOHL, HAROLD L., 654 MADISON AVE. 
(10021)
WOLF AND COMPANY, ONE PENN PLAZA 
(10001)
WOLF & WOLF, 38 W. 32ND ST. (10001)
WOLFE, HARRY B., 1440 BROADWAY 
(10018)
WOLFOWITZ, PAUL H., 59 E. 54 ST. (10022)
WOLFSON AND COHEN, 450 SEVENTH AVE. 
(10001)
WOLKENBROD, BENJAMIN, 80 BROAD ST. 
(10004)
WOLMAN, MARTIN & CO., 505 PARK AVE. 
(10022)
WOLOSOFF, MILTON, 2 PARK AVE. (10016) 
WOODS, J. B. C., 147 E. 36TH ST. (10016) 
WOOLF, ROSENBAUM & ROTBLUT, ONE
LINCOLN PLAZA (10023)
YACKER, MAX B., 217 BROADWAY (10007)
YARMIS, NORMAN B., 22 E. 40TH ST. (10016)
YOHALEM, GILLMAN, STEIN & CO., 575 
MADISON AVE. (10022)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 277 PARK 
AVE. (10017)
ZABELLE, SHECHTER & MARKS, 1776 
BROADWAY (10019)
ZAHLER AND KESSLER, 450 SEVENTH AVE. 
(10001)
ZALBE, IRA M., 515 MADISON AVE. (10022) 
ZELTSER AND FRANK, 250 W. 57 ST. (10019) 
ZEMLOCK, LEVY & BICK, 160 BROADWAY 
(10038)
ZIER, HERMAN & CO., 275 MADISON AVE. 
(10016)
ZIMMERMAN, LEO, 1 E. 42ND ST. (10017)
ZINMAN, LOUIS & LEONARD WEITZ, 135 E. 
44TH ST. (10017)
ZIRKLE, BREDEN & CO., 15 PARK ROW 
(10038)
ZUCKER, CHARLES I., 370 LEXINGTON AVE. 
(10017)
ZUCKER, LAWRENCE, 152 W. 42ND ST. 
(10036)
ZUCKER, STEIN, DANZIGER & CO., 11 W. 
42ND ST. (10036)
NEWARK
BAUMANN, BERGMARK & BIRD, 211 WEST 
AVE. (14513)
NEWBURGH
COPANS, LAWRENCE W. & CO., 157 LIBERTY 
ST. (12550)
DI GOVANNI, THOMAS R., 214 BROADWAY 
(12550)
NUGENT & HAEUSSLER, 26 WEST ST. 
(12550)
RICH & MARKS, 18 FOSTERTOWN RD. 
(12550)
ROBBINS, GREENE & CO., 828 BROADWAY 
(12550)
VANACORE, JOSEPH A., 388 BROADWAY 
(12550)
NIAGARA FALLS
ARMITAGE & MUNZ, 906 UNITED OFFICE 
BLDG. (14303)
FRAIZE, WILLIAM G., 7222 BUFFALO AVE. 
(14304)
HEARY, JAMES WM., 1501 UNITED OFFICE 
BLDG. (14303)
LATHAN, LUMSDEN, MCCORMICK & CO., 
256 THIRD ST. P. O. BOX 725 FALLS STA. 
(14303)
MURACA, THOMAS F., 727 MAIN ST. (14301)
NORTH BABYLON
SAVANA AND BRASS, 1301 DEER PARK 
AVE. (11703)
NORTH BELLMORE
ELLMAN, RONALD, 853 OAKLAND COURT 
(11710)
LANDAU, MAURICE & CO., 1397 
NEWBRIDGE ROAD (11710)
NORTH MERRICK
WALSH & WALSH, 94 DECKER AVE. (11566)
NORTH PELHAM
CASSARA, SALVATORE M., 421 SECOND 
AVE. (10803)
NORTH SYRACUSE
DI MARCO & LEVEEN, 125 ELWOOD DAVIS 
RD. (13212)
HONGO, RONALD J., BUTTERFIELD BLDG. 
102 S. MAIN ST. (13212)
NORTH WOODMERE
BUSCH, HAROLD J., 1054 CEDARHURST 
STREET (11581)
GOTTESMAN, ISRAEL, 1084 MARC DR. 
(11581)
GOTTESMAN. NORMAN, 947 KILMER LN. 
(11581)
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WEINSTEIN, HERBERT, 745 GILBERT PL. 
(11581)
NORWICH
BACH, MAX D., 18 E. MAIN ST. (13815)
COOK, THOMAS & CO., 21 E. MAIN ST. 
(13815)
RESCH & GREGORY, 22 S. BROAD ST. 
(13815)
OAKDALE
FRENCH, ROY A., 4040 SUNRISE HWY. 
(11769)
OAKLAND GARDENS
IVES, MARK, 224-24 UNION TURNPIKE 
(11364)
OCEANSIDE
FRIEDBERG, CHARLES, 3115 LONG BEACH 
RD. (11572)
GROSSMAN, EMIL, 2940 LINCOLN AVE. 
(11572)
HAAS & HAAS, 100 THOMPSON AVE. (11572)
HOFFMAN, BERTRAM L., 35 FRANKLIN PL. 
(11572)
KAMISHER, LAWRENCE, 172 MURRAY DR. 
(11572)
STEIDL, L. KENNETH, 283 VERMONT AVE. 
(11572)
TRAUM, MORRIS, 413 FREEMAN AVE. 
(11572)
OGDENSBURG
LOONEY, GEORGE B., 414 JAY ST. (13669)
WHALEN, DAVEY AND LOONEY, 414 JAY 
ST. (13669)
OLD BETHPAGE
DRYCE, H. DAVID, 1241 ROUND SWAMP RD. 
(11804)
KOPELOWITZ, VICTOR, 3 WEST PARK DR. 
(11804)
OKON, IRWIN, 14 WOODLAND DR. (11804)
RUSSO, FRANK A., 25 FRANKIE LN. (11804)
OLD WESTBURY
DWORKIN, ALBERT R., 7 THE PINES (11568)
LUCIDO, CHARLES A., 8 BRIDLE PATH 
DRIVE (11568)
OLEAN
CALDWELL, PAUL M., 213 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (14760)
WEINAUG & IRWIN, 513 EXCHANGE BANK 
BLDG. (14760)
ONEIDA
SARONEY & MCGRAW, MEDICAL CENTER 
BLDG. 238 MAIN ST. (13421)
SHAY, CARLTON C., 214 CEDAR ST. (13421)
ONEONTA
BRIGUGLIO, FRANK A., JR., 172 MAIN ST. 
(13820)
ROGERS & PATTERSON, 48 MARKET ST. 
(13820)
ORANGEBURG
SANDLER, H. RICHARD, 21 DOGWOOD 
LANE (10962)
OSSINING
DYKES, ALAN R., ONE WESTERLY RD. 
(10562)
MISHKIN, STEPHAN A., 100 S. HIGHLAND 
AVE. (10562)
TRAGER, STANLEY, 95 CROTON AVE. 
(10562)
OYSTER BAY
CLARK, IMBESE, ZIPPER & CO., 37 E. MAIN 
ST. (11771)
PATCHOGUE
ASTOR, MAURICE D., 147 JAYNE AVE. 
(11772)
HORWITZ & LOTIERZO, 38 OAK ST. (11772)
PAWLING
PANARIELLO, ALBERT M., QUAKER HILL 
(12564)
PEARL RIVER 
FURFARO, JOSEPH V., 1 NORTH MAIN ST. 
(10965)
GRAY, ROBERT & CO., 42 FRANKLIN AVE. 
(10965)
MYER, GREENE & DEGGE, 159 E. CENTRAL 
AVE. (10965)
PEEKSKILL
BROWN, LEONARD, 1011 PARK ST. (10566)
FREDERICK, JAMES R., 158 N. DIVISION ST. 
(10566)
KINSLEY, GEORGE E., JR., 28 WOODLAND 
BLVD. RD. 1 (10566)
PHOENIX
ELY, WILLIAM M., 914 MAIN ST. (13135)
PLAINVIEW
AMOROSO, ANTHONY JOHN, 14 CHESTNUT 
DR. (11803)
SOLOMON, SAUL, 112 NORTHERN PKWY. 
(11803)
SUSSMAN. NEIL Z., 143 GRACE ST. (11803)
VEIN, BERNARD, 8 IVY COURT (11803)
PLATTSBURGH
COFFEY, RICHARD E., 30 BROAD ST. 
(12901)
EDWARDS, ALEXANDER D., CORNER 
BRIDGE & DOCK STS. (12901)
MCGAULLEY, JOHN H., 48 OAK ST. (12901)
TELLING & KELTING, P. C., LAKE SHORE 
ROAD S. (12901)
PLEASANTVILLE
BRODY, GEORGE S., ORCHARD BROOK 
DRIVE (10570)
DI BENEDETTO & STEIN, 57 WHEELER AVE. 
(10570)
RAMSAY & MERKLE, 444 BEDFORD RD. 
(10570)
PORT CHESTER
DUSENBURY & HOGENAUR, 219 
WESTCHESTER AVE. (10573)
GEFFEN, ROBERT, 216 WESTCHESTER AVE. 
(10573)
SINGER, MAURICE & COMPANY, 16 KING 
ST. (10573)
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WALLACH, WILLIAM, 345 WESTCHESTER
AVE. (10573)
PORT JEFFERSON
DONOW, ARTHUR, 10 ELLEN DRIVE (11777)
KROUPA, JOHN F., 320 MAIN ST. (11777) 
SAVODNIK, MARVIN, 640 BELLE TERRE RD.
(11777)
PORT JEFFERSON STATION
RAIFMAN, JEROME S., 209 PATCHOGUE RD.
(11776)
PORT JERVIS
COHEN, HARVEY B., 24 FRONT ST. (12771)
MARCHANT & EDWARDS, 24 FRONT ST.
(12771)
PORT WASHINGTON
CLARK, IMBESE, ZIPPER & CO., 215 MAIN 
ST. (11050)
GELLER, NORMAN R., 2 CHELSEA DR.
(11050)
HYER, RAYMOND T. & CO., 686 PORT 
WASHINGTON BLVD. (1 1050)
SPARACIO, CHARLES A. & CO., 938 PORT 
WASHINGTON BLVD. (11050)
TAZBIN, ALBERT, 24 ROGER DR. (1 1050)
TUCK, CLARENCE O., 14 N. WASHINGTON
ST. (11050)
POTSDAM
OBERST, GEORGE C. W., 23 CHESTNUT ST. 
(13676)
PINTO, MORRIS, 70 MARKET ST. (13676)
POUGHKEEPSIE
BERTOLOZZI, JOHN D., JR., 246 CHURCH ST. 
(12601)
FIRMBACH, RUDY, 2 CATHARINE ST.
(12601)
KLEIN, MILTON, 637 MAIN ST. (12601)
LEWITTES & COMPANY, 80 WASHINGTON 
ST. (12601)
RONDER AND RONDER, 2 CATHARINE ST.
(12601)
QUEENS VILLAGE
BLITZMAN, BENJAMIN B., 96-09
SPRINGFIELD BLVD. (11429)
GOLLER, MAURICE, 80-58 212TH ST. (11427)
MCMENAMIN, PETER A., 214-39 WHITEHALL
TERR. (11427)
STAMBLER, LEO, 218-58 STEWART ROAD
(11427)
REGO PARK
MAZLISH, BERNARD A., 64-34 102 ST.
(11374)
SOSNA, MARVIN, 97-77 QUEENS BLVD.
(11374)
TABAK, MORTON, 98-41 64TH ROAD (11374)
RICHMOND HILL
KEENER, FREDERICK J., 112-14 84TH AVE.
(11418)
MCDONOUGH, KENNETH D., 111-19
LIBERTY AVE. (11417)
WALSH & WALSH, 95-41 110 ST. (11419)
RIVERHEAD 
KANDELL AND GREENBERG, 36 SECOND 
ST. (11901)
ROCHESTER
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., TWO MAIN ST. 
E. (14614)
ASPENLEITER, DORAN & ELDREDGE, 500 
SECURITY TOWER (14604)
BENNETT, BURT B., 105 APOLLO DR. 
(14626)
BIRNBAUM, BERNARD P., 200 POWERS 
BLDG. (14614)
BORISOFF AND BORISOFF, 440 REYNOLDS 
ARCADE BLDG. (14614)
BROVITZ, CORTLAND L. & CO., 300 
RICHFORD OFFICE BLDG. (14604)
BURGHER, JOHN LAIDLAW, 532 SIBLEY 
TOWER BLDG. (14604)
CHAPMAN & SCHIFFERLI, 295 REYNOLDS 
ARCADE BLDG. (14614)
COLWAY, DAVID E., P. C., 216 ALEXANDER 
ST. (14604)
CONRAD, RICHARD & CO., 339 EAST AVE. 
(14604)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 600 SECURITY 
TOWER PLAZA (14604)
DAMIA, ALFRED E., 315 WILDER BLDG. 1 
MAIN ST. EAST (14614)
DAVIE, SCHULMAN, KAPLAN A 
BRAVERMAN, 600 REYNOLDS ARCADE 
BLDG. (14614)
ERNST & ERNST, 1350 MIDTOWN TOWER 
(14604)
FISHER, GUMBINER & SCHACHT, 405 
REYNOLDS ARCADE (14614)
FOLEY, THOMAS J., WESTSIDE MEDICAL 
BLDG. 1160 CHILI AVE. (14624)
FORTH, GILMAN & HRABER, 255 
ALEXANDER ST. (14607)
GELB, JAY R. & CO., 409 POWERS BLDG. 16 
MAIN ST. W. (14614)
GOLDSTEIN AND VIELE, ONE E. MAIN ST. 
STE. 205 (14614)
GOMBETTO, JOSEPH W., 1930 E. MAIN ST. 
(14609)
GOODRICH, R. L. & COMPANY, 550 
REYNOLDS ARCADE (14614)
GRAU, SEYMOUR H., 605 REYNOLDS 
ARCADE BLDG. 16 MAIN ST. E. (14614) 
HASKINS & SELLS, 800 MIDTOWN TOWER 
(14604)
HAYES, WILLIAM A., 3700 EAST AVE. 
(14618)
HEVERON, JOHN F., 426 POWERS BLDG. 
(14614)
HEVERON, JOHN F., JR., 426 POWERS BLDG. 
(14614)
HILL, DONN E., 2425 CLOVER ST. (14618)
KANE, RONALD M., 835 SIBLEY TOWER 
BLDG. (14618)
KASDIN, SAIGER, ROSSMAN & ELDER, 420 
REYNOLDS ARCADE BLDG. (14614) 
KNAUF AND KNAUF, 506 GRANITE BLDG. 
130 MAIN ST. E. (14604)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 1 EXCHANGE ST. 
(14614)
MARACLE, NELSON P., 766 MONROE AVE. 
(14607)
MARGOLIS, DONALD, 1202-8 TEMPLE BLDG. 
(14604)
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MERKEL, JAMES R., 74 SENECA RD. (14622) 
NARAMORE, NILES & CO., 183 E. MAIN ST.
(14604)
NEILSON, ROBERT H., 430 FIRST FEDERAL 
BANK BLDG. 328 MAIN ST. EAST (14604)
NUSBAUM, HARVEY M., 370 REYNOLDS 
ARCADE BLDG. 16 E. MAIN ST. (14614)
OLIVER, ROBERT A., 109 RIDGEMONT DR. 
(14626)
PARKER, HAROLD R., 522 POWERS BLDG. 
(14614)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., ONE 
MARINE MIDLAND PLAZA 1400 (14604)
PERRY AND ANGE, 430 FIRST FEDERAL 
BLDG. (14604)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 1900 LINCOLN 
FIRST TOWER (14604)
RANIEWICZ, JOHN A., 5 CRYSTAL COURT 
(14606)
READ, ERNEST E., EAST GATES 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 2255 LYELL AVE. 
(14606)
RICHARDS, ROBERT R., 2425 CLOVER ST. 
(14618)
ROTENBERG, JEROLD J. & CO., 2 STATE ST. 
STE. 1120 (14614)
SAMMONS & SMITH, 328 E. MAIN ST. STE. 
430 (14604)
SPINDER, JOHN, EAST GATES 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 2255 LYELL AVE. 
(14606)
STADLER, SHIVELY AND SCOPA, 31 GIBBS 
ST. (14604)
STATT, DONALD J., 426 BOWERS BLDG. 
(14614)
TANTALO AND BIANCHI, REYNOLDS 
ARCADE BLDG. 16 MAIN ST. E. (14614)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 328 MAIN ST. E. 
(14604)
TYLE, ROBERT M., 1008 TIMES SQ. BLDG. 45 
EXCHANGE ST. (14614)
WEHRLE AND WEHRLE, 4292 LAKE AVE. 
(14612)
WEIDMANN & RICHARDSON, 2425 CLOVER 
ST. (14618)
WHITE, ROBERT C., 822 SIBLEY TOWER 
BLDG. (14604)
ROCK HILL
O’NEILL, EUGENE D., 6 NOTTINGHAM GATE 
(12775)
ROCKVILLE CENTRE
ADELMAN & RUBENSTEIN, FRANKLIN 
NATL. BANK BLDG. 330 SUNRISE HWY. 
(11570)
BARDT, NATHAN N., 100 MERRICK RD. 
(11570)
BENKOV, MURRAY W., 100 MERRICK RD. 
(11570)
DUNN, GEORGE P., 41 FRONT ST. (1 1570)
FENTON, SCHEER & TOPPER, 100 N. 
VILLAGE AVE. (11570)
FISHMAN, MANUEL S., 100 MERRICK RD. 
(11570)
FREIREICH, HYMAN, 10 LENOX RD. (11570) 
GENTILELLA, R. JOSEPH, 100 MERRICK RD. 
(11570)
GOLTZ, LEWIS A., EAST BLDG. 100 
MERRICK RD. (11570)
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KATZ, KENNETH D., 64 N. PARK AVE. 
(11570)
KATZ, MORRIS D., 19 S. VILLAGE AVE. 
(11570)
KATZ, SARNER, KOFLER & LEVENSTEIN.
100 MERRICK RD. (11570)
LARRIS, HARRY M., COUNTY FEDERAL 
BANK BLDG. 53 N. PARK AVE. (11570)
LEFFERT, LEONARD, 59 N. PARK AVE. 
(11570)
MATOS, IRVING P., 53 NORTH PARK AVE. 
(11570)
RALPH, IRWIN, 100 MERRICK RD. (11570)
RAPPAPORT, BERNARD, P. C., 82
FORESTDALE RD. (11570)
SCHULMAN, MEYER, 64 N. PARK AVE. 
(11570)
SCHWARZ, JOSEPH A., 21 S. VILLAGE AVE. 
(11570)
SKINNER, THOMAS P., 100 MERRICK RD. 
(11570)
SLATER & SLATER, 100 MERRICK ROAD 
(11570)
UNTHANK, GEO. L., 1401 LANGDON BLVD. 
(11570)
WAKELY, MAXWELL & COMPANY, 316 
SUNRISE HWY. (11570)
WILENS, BERNARD T. & CO., EAST BLDG.
100 MERRICK RD. (11570)
ROME
D’ARCANGELO & CO., 200 E. GARDEN ST. 
(13440)
ROSEDALE
DOYLE, DENNIS M., 129-33 BROOKVILLE 
BLVD. (11422)
ROSLYN
FRIEDMAN, ALBERT E., 18 HUMMINGBIRD 
DR. (11576)
ZAMORE, IRWIN A., 40 WOODLAND RD. 
(11576)
ROSLYN HEIGHTS
KASS, MITCHEL, 33 CARRIAGE LANE 
(11577)
SOBEL, JOSEPH, 27 POWERHOUSE RD. 
(11577)
STRENT, GERALD, 394 WILLIS AVE. (11577)
WOHL, HERBERT S., 60 PINETREE LANE 
(11577)
RYE
D’ARCANGELO & CO., 2 CLINTON AVE. 
(10580)
KELLY, JAMES P., 11 ELM PLACE (10580)
LEVINE & POHL, 2 INDIAN HILL RD. (10580)
SAUGERTIES
BECKERT, DONALD J., 1 WEST BRIDGE ST. 
(12477)
martin, thomas p., 86 partition st.
(12477)
SAYVILLE
FUCHS, MURRAY, 383 ASTOR DR. (11782)
HOOST, ALLEN J., 63 BENSON AVE. BOX 266 
(11782)
KOSTER. JOHN C., BOURNE BLVD. (11782)
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AKABAS, AARON L., P. C., 15 OAK LANE 
(10583)
CALABRO & CO., 529 CENTRAL AVE. 
(10583)
GOLD, PETER, 84 GREENACRES AVE. 
(10583)
HAAS. ADRIAN L., 250 GARTH RD. (10583)
HOFFMAN, GEORGE B., 27 OLD LYME RD. 
(10583)
WEINSTEIN, ARNOLD A., 24 GREENACRES 
AVE. (10583)
SCHENECTADY
BYXBEE, T. M., COMPANY, 426 FRANKLIN 
ST. (12301)
ERTEL AND KRISTEL, P. C., 261 STATE ST. 
RM. 9 (12305)
LAZAROW, MARTIN S., 148 BARRETT ST. 
(12305)
LOITERSTEIN, HARRY, 230 STATE ST. 
(12305)
LOMBARDI, LOUIS & CO., 34 JAY ST. (12305)
MARVIN, CHARLES L. AND COMPANY, 12 
JAY ST. (12301)
MCGIBBON, DAVID J., 600 FRANKLIN ST. 
(12301)
SHELLI, ELIZABETH FAYE, 705 BEDFORD 
RD. (12308)
WINKLER, FRED H., 202 STATE ST. (12305)
ZALUCKI, JOSEPH H., 6 HEMBOLD DR.
(12303)
SEAFORD
SCHWARTZ, ARTHUR Y., 2234 JACKSON 
AVE. (11783)
SIEGEL, BERNARD, 2551 KEVIN RD. (1 1783)
SENECA FALLS
MARBLE, GORDON H., 31 CAYUGA ST. 
(13148)
SHELTER ISLAND
KESSLER, HENRY M., GARDINER BAY DR.
(11965)
SHERBURNE
RESCH & GREGORY, 15 EAST STATE 
STREET (13460)
SKANEATELES
LANCELLOTTI, WILLIAM G., JR., 59 E. 
GENESEE ST. (13152)
SMITHTOWN
KREITZMAN AND GOULD, 122 PLYMOUTH 
BLVD. (11787)
ROSS, STANLEY M., 31 KNOLL LANE 
(11787)
WARD, STEPHEN R., 15 LONG HILL RD. 
(11787)
SOUTH NYACK
SCHER, ROBERT M., VOORHIS PT. (10960)
SOUTH WORCESTER
PEACHIN, PAUL C., CHARLOTTE VALLEY 
RD. (12197)
SOUTHAMPTON
CHARDE, JOHN J., 63 MAIN ST. (11968)
SABEL, THEODORE R., 45 MAIN ST. (11968)
SOUTHOLD
MARKOWITZ AND PREISHE, MAIN RD.
(11971)
SULLIVAN, GEORGE R., MAIN RD. (11971)
SPRING VALLEY
ANTELMAN, JULIUS, 15 HARMONY RD.
(10977)
BOXER, EDWARD A., 18 BARRIE DR. (10977)
DICKMAN, MYRON L., 14 CHURCH ST.
(10977)
GRAUBART, DANIEL, 8 HELEN CT. STE. 101
(10977)
LEHRMAN, IRWIN, 43 ROSS AVE. (10977)
LEVIN, ERWIN H., 23 SKYLARK DR. (10977)
MARCUS, STANLEY, 11 HEDGEROW LANE 
(10977)
SAMUELS, HERBERT B., 3 BENDER RD.
(10977)
SCHULMAN, SAUL, & S. MADISON AVE.
(10977)
SHAPIRO, MYRON S., Ill S. MAIN ST.
(10977)
WEINTRAUB, BRUCE M., 29 DOCTOR FRANK 
RD. (10977)
SPRINGVILLE
HANNEY, LAURENCE L., 17 W. MAIN ST.
(14141)
STATEN ISLAND
ABERLIN, ISADOR, 30 BAY ST. (10301) 
BAKER, ABRAHAM A., 30 BAY ST. (10301) 
BLUSTEIN, ABRAHAM, 47 DEWHURST ST.
(10314)
DESANTIS AND PRINZ1, P. C., 888 FOREST
 AVE. (10310)
DOXEY, EDWARD A., 323 RICHMOND AVE. 
(10302)
GIOVINAZZO AND MARSHALL, 1725
RICHMOND RD. (10306)
MONGIELLO, N. RICHARD, 185 BEACON 
AVE. (10306)
RINDNER, ERNEST E., 6 STANLEY CIRCLE 
(10308)
STONY BROOK
KOSTER, JOHN C., & SEWARD COURT 
(11790)
WEISBERG, HARRY I., 120 STRATHMORE 
GATE DRIVE (11790)
STONY POINT
EAGAN, FRANCIS E., 65 S. LIBERTY DR.
(10980)
SUFFERN
HALPERN, DIAMOND & DONOW, 233 
LAFAYETTE AVENUE (10901)
HAUER, ARTHUR, 29 MILFORD LANE 
(10901)
PERLMAN, A. ALLAN, KOHL 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 233 LAFAYETTE 
AVE. (10901)
SYOSSET
ABRAMS, BERNARD M., 40 UNDERHILL 
BLVD. (11791)
POLLACK, HOWARD L., 43 BERKLEY LN.
(11791)
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SILVERMAN. JEROME I., 20 DONALD DR. 
(11791)
SYRACUSE
BEACH. WALTER F., HIGH ACRES 88-2 BALL 
RD. (13215)
BIELING AND LUNDY. 351 S. WARREN ST. 
(13202)
CERIO, RAYMOND P., JR., 50 PRESIDENTIAL 
PLAZA RM. 1512 (13202)
CHRISTIAN. JOHN P., 953 JAMES ST. (13203)
COOPERS & LYBRAND. ONE LINCOLN CTR. 
FLR. 14 (13202)
DERMODY, BURKE & BROWN, POWELSON 
BLDG. 400 MONTGOMERY ST. (13202)
ERNST & ERNST. 1800 ONE MONY PLAZA 
100 MADISON ST. (13202)
GLAZIER. JACKLER & COMPANY. 2582 ERIE 
BLVD. E. (13224)
GREEN. EDWARD. P. C., MERCHANTS BANK 
BLDG. 7 FL. 214 S. WARREN ST. (13202)
GRIMALDI & WOODS. 210 E. FAYETTE ST. 
(13202)
HAIGHT AND HAIGHT. 200 CHERRY RD. 
(13219)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN. 622 
UNIVERSITY BLDG. (13202)
KEOGHAN AND SCHILLING. 6562 RIDINGS 
RD. (13206)
KOAGEL, MICHAEL C., 85-7 HIGH ACRES 
BALL RD. (13215)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 511 EAST 
FAYETTE ST. (13202)
LUX. DONALD A., 811 SYRACUSE KEMPER 
BLDG. 224 HARRISON ST. (13202)
MCCRILLIS, GEORGE C., 257 WINTHROP RD. 
EASTWOOD SECTION (13206)
MCGRATH & COMPANY. 1280 ONE LINCOLN 
CTR. (13202)
NICHOLSON AND ROBINSON. 501 E. 
FAYETTE ST. (13202)
OLEY. FRANCIS JOYCE. 102 WOODRUFF 
AVE. (13203)
PEAT. MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., 113 S. 
SALINA ST. (13202)
PORCENG, BUTLER & DE. LAURA, 1803 
STATE TOWER BLDG. 109 S. WARREN ST. 
(13202)
PORT, HOWARD A., 821 UNIVERSITY BLDG. 
(13202)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 100 MADISON 
TOWER (13202)
RITZ. ALLEN C., 4905 GROLIER RD. (13215)
SARONEY & MCGRAW. 314 UNIVERSITY 
BLDG. (13202)
SHAW. ELMER & COMPANY. SHAW OFFICE 
BLDG. 2601 LODI ST. (13208)
SHIROKI & KENYON. P. C., 499 S. WARREN 
ST. (13202)
SOPP, WILLIAM H., 501 E. WASHINGTON ST. 
(13202)
TORNATORE, SAMUEL T., 310 UNIVERSITY 
BLDG. 120 E. WASHINGTON ST. (13202)
TARRYTOWN
HALES. THOMAS E., LYCEUM BLDG. (10591)
TONAWANDA
BERRY, JOHN. JR., 436 BRAXMAR RD. 
(14150)
BRADLEY. LEO A., 2690 SHERIDAN DR. 
(14150)
TROY
CARELLA & MCKNIGHT, 10 SECOND ST. 
(12180)
CONWAY. EARL E., 406 FULTON ST. (12180) 
STEVENSON. E. B. & CO., 406 FULTON ST. 
(12181)
UTICA
DILLON. JOHN, 288 GENESEE ST. (13502)
FELDMAN. ROBERT. 246 GENESEE ST. 
(13502)
HILTON, ROBERT K., 247 ELIZABETH ST. 
(13501)
RICHTER. GEORGE A., FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. RM. 803 (13501)
VALLEY STREAM
BROWN, JOSEPH. 1 SALEM RD. (11580)
FELS AND GESCHWIND, 76 S. CENTRAL 
AVE. (11580)
FOX, ALLAN, 99 W. HAWTHORNE AVE. 
(11580)
GOETZE, EDWARD C., 70 E. EUCLID ST. 
(11580)
HOBERMAN, CARL. 1067 MARTIN PLACE 
(11580)
ISRAELOFF, TRATTNER & CO., 11 SUNRISE 
PLAZA (11581)
LEVENTHAL. MARTIN. 430 W. MERRICK RD. 
(11580)
MISTHAL & SCHWARTZ. 99 W. HAWTHORNE 
AVE. (1 1582)
RADER & RADER, 99 WEST HAWTHORNE 
AVE. (11580)
SKLAR. BENJAMIN, 99 W. HAWTHORNE 
AVE. (11580)
SOLOMON, BERNARD, 115 S. CORONA AVE. 
(11580)
THOMASHOW, EDWARD I. & COMPANY, 1351 
HIGBIE ST. (11580)
WEISSMAN. SOL. 430 W. MERRICK RD. 
(11580)
WALDEN
AYRONS & AYRONS. P. O. BOX 299 (12586)
WANTAGH
ARCHER, ALLAN J., 3066 CLOVERMERE RD. 
(11793)
BLUMBERG. JACK J., 2847 MANDALAY 
BEACH RD. (11793)
CELLA, EUGENE A., 1601 GEORGE ROAD 
(11793)
FALLIS, TABAK & COMPANY, 3375 PARK 
AVE. (11793)
JOHNSEN. TIMOTHY O., 1941 WANTAGH 
AVE. (11793)
LINKER. STEPHEN A., 955 BRUCE DR. 
(11793)
RUBIN. MILTON N., 1481 BLUE SPRUCE 
LANE (11793)
WAPPINGERS FALLS
GERSTENFELD, GARY L., 120 EAST MAIN 
ST. (12590)
WASHINGTONVILLE
MILLSTEIN, MORTON G. & COMPANY. 9 
GOSHEN AVE. (10992)
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WATERTOWN
DERMODY, BURKE & BROWN, 171 CLINTON 
ST. (13601)
KING AND KING, 200 WASHINGTON ST. 
(13601)
ROBB, DOWLING & ADAMS, P. C., 145 
CLINTON STREET (13601)
TOWSLEY, GEORGE B., 230 WOOLWORTH 
BLDG. (13601)
WEBSTER
FOOTE, FRANK L., 426 WOODLAND LANE 
(14580)
MOORE, JAMES M., 1059 CHRISTY LANE 
(14580)
VADEN, PRESTON L., HOME FEDERAL 
BLDG. (14580)
WELLS
BRUMAGIM, ROBERT S., GRIFFIN RD. 
(12190)
WELLSVILLE
BIXBY, PERCIVAL G. & CO., 80 PARK AVE. 
(14895)
PICKUP, DANA R. & CO., 100 N. MAIN ST. 
(14895)
YAZAK, H. EDWARD, 23 SOUTH MAIN ST. 
(14895)
WEST BABYLON
GARGIULO, MICHAEL L., 609
FARMINGDALE RD. (11704)
WEST HAVERSTRAW
KLEINER, IRVING N., SAMSONDALE 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. (10993)
WEST HEMPSTEAD
GREVE, HENRY P., 138 WOODFIELD RD. 
(11552)
SHERRIN AND EDWARDS, 134 NASSAU 
BLVD. (1 1552)
WEST SENECA
SCHROEDER, HENRY K., 1299 UNION RD.
(14224)
WESTBURY
EIDELKIND & LEVINE, 510 QUEEN ST.
(11590)
PETERS, JOSEPH, 21 CEDAR RD. (11590)
STUBENHAUS, MARTIN, 245 POST AVE. 
(11590)
WALFISH, SIMON, 861 PEPPERIDGE RD. 
(11590)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 55 JERICHO 
TPKE (11590)
WHITE PLAINS
BULLA, FRANK A., 19 CLOVERDALE AVE. 
(10603)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, ONE NORTH 
BROADWAY (10601)
CORN, GREENHAUS & CO., 237 
MAMARONECK AVE. (10605)
ERIKSEN, DANIEL A., 170 GRAND ST.
(10601)
ERNST & ERNST, 1 N. BROADWAY (10601)
GANELES, DAVID P., 235 MAMARONECK 
AVE. (10605)
GOLDMAN, D. SHELDON. 595 W. 
HARTSDALE AVE. (10607)
GROSSMAN, ALAN M., 34 S. BROADWAY 
(10601)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1 N. BROADWAY (10601)
HAUSER, O’CONNOR & HYLIND, 2 
CORPORATE PARK DR. (10604)
JACOBSON, LOUIS, P. C., 74 BEVERLY RD. 
(10605)
KLEBAN, EDWARD M., 7 CREST DR. (10607)
KREISSMAN, ROBERT H. & CO., 240 
WESTCHESTER AVE. (10604)
LANDRY, ROBERT E., 9 CROMWELL PLACE 
(10601)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., SOUTH 
TOWER BLDG. WHITE PLAINS PLAZA 
(10601)
PHELAN, CHARLES H., 175 MAIN ST. (10601)
RADEN, SHERWOOD H., 34 SOUTH
BROADWAY (10601)
RAMSAY & MERKLE, 222 MAMARONECK 
AVE. (10605)
RESNICK & NEWMAN, 175 MAIN ST. (10601)
ROSENBERG, STANLEY & COMPANY. 175 
MAIN ST. (10601)
SCHNEIDERMAN, LOUIS, 31 OXFORD RD. 
(10605)
SCHORR, SCHONBERGER & CO., 180 S. 
BROADWAY (10605)
SCHULMAN, ALEXANDER & CO., 235 
MAMARONECK AVE. (10605)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN. 1 NORTH 
BROADWAY (10601)
SIEGEL & SIEGEL, 470 MAMARONECK AVE. 
(10605)
SLAVITT & FIECH, 199 MAIN ST. (10601)
STERNAU & SHULMAN, 188 E. POST RD. 
(10601)
TRIPP, WILBOUR D. & CO., 2 CORPORATE 
PARK DR. (10604)
WHITESTONE
GOODMAN, MARVIN L., 20-28 FRANCIS 
LEWIS BLVD. (11357)
WILLISTON PARK
BURNS, HOWARD J., 220 HILLSIDE AVE. 
(11596)
CULLEY, BERNARD E., 19 CROSS ST. 
(11596)
HYMAN, MURRAY H., 101 HILLSIDE AVE. 
(11596)
WOODBURY
GREENSPAN, KENNETH. 8243 JERICHO 
TPKE. (11797)
LAMBRIDES & SAMSON, 20 CROSSWAYS PK. 
N. (11797)
LEIDESDORF, S. D. & CO., THE NASSAU 
BLDG. 7600 JERICHO TPKE. (11797)
LEVY, EDWARD, 8243 JERICHO TPKE. 
(11797)
SUFFIN, ARTHUR, 5 CYPRESS DR. (11797)
WOLFF, GARY S., 26 CANTERBURY RD. 
(11797)
WOODMERE
EISEN AND EISEN. 55 LAFAYETTE DR. 
(11598)
GEFEN & WOLFF. 999 CENTRAL AVE. 
(11598)
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GOLDBERG. MARVIN. 931 EILEEN 
TERRACE (11598)
ROBBINS. IRA B., 245 WOODMERE BLVD. 
(11598)
SIEGEL. ARTHUR I., 749 ADDISON ST. 
(11598)
WOODSIDE
LEE. ROBERT. 4709 59 PLACE (11377)
YONKERS
ANDERSON. JOHN A., 370 PARK AVE. 
(10703)
CATENACCI, MARKOWITZ & DELANDRI, 12 
WARBURTON AVE. (10701)
D’AMBROZIO, DOMINICK N., 409 SOUTH 
BROADWAY (10705)
FRUMMER, ROBERT H., P. C., 20 S. 
BROADWAY (10701)
GOLDBERG. SAMUEL J., 2 RYDER PL. 
(10704)
HEITNER, MAIDA C., 18 CAUYGA RD. 
(10710)
LISCIO, FRANK J., 2 HALSTEAD AVE. 
(10704)
MARGOLIS, MARTIN L., 1 DAVID LN. 
(10701)
MASON. MERTON A. AND COMPANY, 984 N. 
BROADWAY (10701)
MESSER. B. C., 860 PALISADE AVE. (10703)
MUNNS AND MONTGOMERY, 1730 
CENTRAL PARK AVE. (10710)
NEUHOF. PRICE & WECHSELBLATT, 495 
SOUTH BROADWAY (10705)
RELLA, ANTHONY. 180 MCLEAN AVE. 
(10705)
ROSEMAN. MANTIONE, ROGAN & KOPPAL, 
131 UNDERHILL ST. (10710)
STERRN, ROBERT. 30 SOUTH BROADWAY 
(10701)
TVERT, RONALD M., 984 N. BROADWAY 
(10701)
ULMAN. ALVIN, 984 N. BROADWAY (10701)
ZWEBEN & KUPIN, 984 N. BROADWAY 
(10701)
YORKTOWN HEIGHTS
HAAG. EUGENE PAUL. 178 SOMERSTON RD. 
(10598)
KANE. EDWARD L., JR., 2191 PONDFIELD CT 
(10598)NORTH CAROLINA
ALBEMARLE
DIXON, HAUSER AND ODOM. 221 S. THIRD 
ST. (28001)
LEE, ROBERT DAVIS. 903 N. SECOND ST. 
(28001)
WALL, THOMAS A., JR., 171 N. SECOND ST. 
(28001)
ANGIER
ADAMS. BILL J., 116 E. DEPOT ST. (27501) 
ASHEBORO
BARNETTE. ASSOCIATES. INC., 205 E. 
ACADEMY ST. (27203)
WATSON, PENRY AND MORGAN. 171 
MCARTHUR ST. (27203)
ASHEVILLE
CALDER. CRAWLEY & COMPANY. 573 
MERRIMON AVE. (28804)
GROSS, & MARTIN, 310 NORTHWESTERN 
BANK BLDG. (28801)
HOLLYDAY, HAHN AND COMPANY. 25 
REED ST. (28803)
JACOBS. KLEDIS & GOULD. P. A., 530 
MERRIMON AVE. (28804)
PATTON. HUNTER & CO., P. A., 1406 
NORTHWESTERN BANK BLDG. (28801)
SNIPES. R. GLENN. 603 PUBLIC SERVICE 
BLDG. (28801)
SOUTHWORTH, HENRY, 176 MERRIMON 
AVE. (28804)
TOLAND, ROGERS AND COMPANY. P. A. 701
FIRST UNION NATL. BK. BLDG. (28801)
WEAVER & SHAVER. 503 PUBLIC SERVICE 
BLDG. (28801)
BELMONT
FREEMAN, J. G., MILL OFFICE BLDG. 
(28012)
BENSON
NEIGHBORS. NEAL & BECK. 102 N. MARKET 
ST. (27504)
BESSEMER CITY
ADAMS. G. GLENN. 122 W. VIRGINIA AVE. 
(28016)
BOONE
GRISETTE, J. A. & CO., 112 W. HOWARD ST. 
(28607)
BURLINGTON
APPLE AND BELL. 1211 SOUTH MAIN 
STREET (27215)
GILLIAM, COBLE & MOSER. 846 S. MAIN ST. 
(27215)
LEE, JOSEPH BYRD, JR., 2471 N. CHURCH 
ST. (27215)
MOORE, STEPHEN I., JR., 1910 S. CHURCH
ST. (27215)
THOMAS. STOUT & STUART. 407 S. BROAD 
ST. (27215)
BURNSVILLE
VESS. M. C., JR., VESS BLDG. (28714)
CARY
KEEN, JAMES E., 105 JEFFERSON BLDG. 
(27511)
PARRISH AND JEFFRIES, 107 JEFFERSON 
BLDG. (27511)
CHAPEL HILL
GREENBERG, STEPHEN N., 2430
SEDGEFIELD DR. (27514)
SADLER, ALTON G., 438 W. CAMERON AVE. 
(27514)
THOMAS, KNIGHT. TRENT. KING & CO., 204 
N. M. L. BLDG. (27514)
CHARLOTTE
ANDERSEN. ARTHUR & CO., 300 S. 
COLLEGE ST. (28282)
AUSTIN, RAMSEY & FALLS, 1011 JOHNSTON 
BLDG. (28202)
BOYD & MARTIN, ASSOCIATES. INC., 951 S. 
INDEPENDENCE BLVD. #665 (28202)
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BRITTAIN & WILLIAMS, INC., 1200
CAVALIER OFFICE TOWER 426 N. TRYON 
ST. (28202)
CARROLL, WILLIAM W„ 615 CITY 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (28202)
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, 2760 
JEFFERSON UNION PLAZA (28282)
COBBLE, H. DEAN, ONE CHARLOTTETOWN 
CENTER (28204)
CONRAD, HOEY, EAST & COMPANY, 301 N. 
CASWELL RD. (28204)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, JEFFERSON FIRST 
UNION PLAZA (28202)
CURRY, H. LEE, 403 NORTH TRYON ST. 
(28202)
DIXON, HAUSER AND ODOM, 4401 COLWICK 
RD. STE. 204 (28211)
DOHERTY, MARTIN W., 1411 FERNCLIFF 
RD. (28211)
ERNST & ERNST, 2600 JEFFERSON FIRST 
UNION TOWER (28282)
FOARD, C. DEWITT, 816 JOHNSTON BLDG. 
(28202)
FULLAGAR, HOBBS & CO., 2035 RANDOLPH 
RD. (28207)
GRIFFITH, JULIUS V., JR., 5639 RIVIERE 
DR. (28211)
HASKINS & SELLS, 2000 JEFFERSON 1ST 
UNION PLZ. (28282)
HEATH, LESLIE A., LTD., P. O. BOX 4468 
(28204)
HENDRIX, J. T., 221 SOUTH CHURCH ST. 
#219 (28202)
HERTZ, HERSON & COMPANY, 301 S. 
MCDOWELL ST. (28204)
HOLDEN, BENJAMIN T., 920 INDEPENDENCE 
BLDG. (28202)
HOUGH, RAY JACKSON, ALBEMARLE 
CENTER STE. 245 4822 ALBEMARLE RD. 
(28205)
JENNINGS, HUBERT H., 1370 BRIAR CREEK 
RD. (28205)
JOHNSON, C. LAMAR, 4530 PARK RD. STE. 
320 (28209)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 725 PROVIDENCE RD. (28207)
LEIDESDORF, S. D. & CO., 230 S. TRYON ST. 
STE. 1480 (28202)
LISKE, DOYLE T., ONE CHARLOTTETOWN 
CENTER SUITE 324 (28204)
LOWERY & PEGRAM, 1217 JOHNSTON 
BLDG. (28281)
MILLER, B. W. & CO., 1000 CAMERON 
BROWN CENTER (28204)
MILLER, G. A., P. A., 2415 TUCKASEEGEE 
RD. (28208)
MINOR & CO., 1118 JOHNSTON BLDG. 
(28202)
MURRAY, HARRY L., 4530 PARK RD. 
(28209)
NEEL, J. MONROE, 1006-08 CITY NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (28202)
NEEL, O. A., JR., 1301 N. C. NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (28202)
PAULLIN, MINOR & BLACKA, WENDOVER 
BLDG. STE. 202 3535 RANDOLPH RD. 
(28211)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1800 
JEFFERSON FIRST UNION PLAZA (28282)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 2300 
JEFFERSON FIRST UN PLZ. (28282)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY, 700 
CAMERON-BROWN BLDG. 301 S. 
MCDOWELL ST. (28204)
SCOTT, GEO. G & CO., 1020 EUCLID AVE. 
(28203)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 200 S. TRYON ST. 
STE. 821 (28202)
SMITH, SEBASTIAN & CO., 1516 ELIZABETH 
AVE. (28204)
STARLING, ALFRED C., 3329
COMMONWEALTH AVE. (28205)
STRAND, SKEES, JONES & COMPANY, 901 
ELIZABETH AVE. SUITE 502 (28204)
THIES AND WHITFIELD. 404 JOHNSTON 
BLDG. (28202)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 301 AMERICAN BLDG. 
(28202)
TOWNSEND, M. O., 1420 E. SEVENTH ST. 
STE. 114 (28204)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 2460 
JEFFERSON FIRST UNION PLAZA (28282)
CLEMMONS
HARRELL, A. B., P. O. BOX 157 (27012)
CLINTON
MERCER & BLACK, JORDAN SHOPPING CTR. 
(28328)
CONCORD
CAYWOOD, CHARLES L., 39 WINECOFF AVE. 
NW. (28025)
RIDENHOUR, ROBERT L., 51 MEANS AVE. 
SE. (28025)
DUNN
INGRAHAM, JOHN E. AND ASSOC., 300 W. 
EDGERTON ST. (28334)
MATTHEWS AND HALL, INC., 109 E. DIVINE 
ST. (28334)
DURHAM
BOWEN, LARRY J., 1006 LAMOND AVE. 
(27701)
GARRETT, NATHAN T., 107 1/2 E. PARRISH 
(27701)
GRABAREK AND PHILLIPS, 111 CORCORAN 
ST. (27702)
HARRIS, BAILEY. SELF & HARRIS, FIRST 
FEDERAL BLDG. (27702)
HUTCHINGS, PHILIP W., JR., MURDOCK 
SHOPPING CENTER 2226 ROXBORO RD. 
(27704)
MITCHELL, WILLIAM H., 333 GUARANTY 
STATE BANK BLDG. (27702)
NEIGHBORS, NEAL & BECK, 2609 
UNIVERSITY DR. (27707)
RICCA, NELSON, GANTT AND COMPANY, 
3104 CROASDAILE DR. (27705)
ROGERS, RUTH M., 3333 CHAPEL HILL 
BLVD. (27705)
THOMAS, KNIGHT, TRENT, KING & CO. 
HOME SAVINGS & LOAN BLDG. (27701)
WILSON, LAURENCE G., 3700 DURHAM 
CHAPEL HILL BLVD. (27707)
EDEN
MEEKS, ANDREW T., 426 KINGS HIGHWAY 
(27288)
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ROUSE, RANDALL R., JR., P. O. BOX 2152 
(27288)
EDENTON
HOLLAND & TIMBERLAKE, WEST EDEN ST. 
(27932)
ELIZABETH CITY
AUSTIN, EDWARD H., P.A., 301 KRAMER 
BLDG. (27909)
BURRUS, W. SPEIGHT, P. A., 106 S. WATER 
ST. (27909)
CROWELL, J. KENNETH, JR., 615 E. MAIN ST. 
(27909)
ELIZABETHTOWN
DOUGLAS, S. PRESTON & ASSOCIATES, 
HWY. 87 (28337)
FARMVILLE
TAYLOR, VANCE BUNTING, 104 N. 
CONTENTNEA ST. (27828)
FAYETTEVILLE
BARKER, DAN T. & CO., GRACE PITTMAN 
BLDG. 431 HAY ST. (28301)
BUCK, ALTON G. & CO., MIDSOUTH 
INSURANCE BLDG. 410 RAMSEY ST. 
(28302)
BUIE AND DANIEL, 1306 FT. BRAGG RD. 
(28305)
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, 
EXECUTIVE BUILDING SUITE 300 313 
UNION STREET (28302)
HAIGH AND VON ROSENBERG, FIRST 
CITIZENS BANK BLDG. (28305)
LINDER, RULNICK & MURRAY, LTD., FIRST 
UNION NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (28302)
MOORE & PRICE, P. A., P. O. BOX 3205 
(28305)
NORMAN, ROBERT D., 1333 BRAGG BLVD. 
(28305)
TODD & RIVENBARK, P. O. BOX 5913 
(28303)
WILLIFORD, CARL P., EUTAW POST OFFICE 
BLDG. ST. 205 (28302)
FOREST CITY
THORNELOE, FRANK C., 436 E. MAIN ST. 
(28043)
GASTONIA
BUTLER & STOWE, 109 W. THIRD AVE. 
(28052)
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, 3581/2 W. 
MAIN ST. (28052)
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, 1411 E. 
FRANKLIN AVE. (28052)
COLLIS AND WILSON, 703 E. SECOND AVE. 
(28052)
ERNST & ERNST, 402 S. CHESTER ST. 
(28052)
HAWKINS, J. W., 206 W. THIRD AVE. (28052)
UPCHURCH, FRED E., 718 COMMERCIAL 
BLDG. (28052)
GOLDSBORO
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, 
M1D-TOWNE MALL (27530)
CRONE, JAMES C., SALEM CHURCH RD. 
(27530)
PITTARD & PERRY, 201 W. ASH ST. (27530) 
PITTMAN. JAMES R., 311 E. WALNUT ST.
(27530)
PRICE. CHARLES E., 107 MID-TOWNE MALL 
BLDG. (27530)
SMITH. J. ANDREW, JR., EDGERTON BLDG. 
(27530)
WHITLEY, JAMES W., 614 WACHOVIA BLDG. 
(27530)
GRAHAM
HENDERSON, JACK Y., P. O. BOX 387 (27253)
GREENSBORO
CHAMBERS AND CAMPBELL, P. A., 1856 
PEMBROKE RD. (27408)
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, 1400 
BATTLEGROUND AVE. STE. 202 (27408)
CLEGG, C. BYNUM, JR., NORTHWESTERN 
BLDG. STE. 325 (27401)
CLEGG. NEILL MCKEITHEN. NORTH 
WESTERN BANK BLDG. (27402)
CRAVEN & CO., IBM BLDG. STE. 306 1100 W.
MARKET ST. (27403)
CUNNINGHAM, ROBERT E., 600 GREEN 
VALLEY RD. (27404)
DAVENPORT, MARVIN, CAUDLE A 
COMPANY, 1848 BANKING ST. (27408)
FAISON, ALZATA C., 303 ELMWOOD DR. 
(27408)
FOREMAN AND CARTER, P. O. BOX 10252 
(27404)
HASKINS & SELLS, 701 THE WACHOVIA 
BLDG. (27402)
JACOBS & CORMAN, 2309 W. CONE BLVD. 
(27408)
JACOBSON, ALBERT J., 2907
BATTLEGROUND RD. (27408)
JESSUP-FOSTER, COMPANY, 612 PASTEUR 
DR. (27403)
MANESS, JOHN M., 1856 PEMBROKE RD. RM.
6 (27408)
MASTERS & PENDERGRAPH, GATE CITY 
SAVINGS & LOAN BLDG. (27401)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1100 
WACHOVIA BLDG. (27401)
POLK, MAURICE V., 304 W. FISHER AVE. 
(27401)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY, EXECUTIVE 
OFFICE 232 N. EDGEWORTH ST. (27402)
PULLIAM, R. W., 1510 BATTLEGROUND 
AVE. (27408)
ROBERTSON, NEAL & COMPANY, 621 N. 
EUGENE ST. (27402)
ROBINSON, BERNARD AND COMPANY, 926 
SOUTHEASTERN BLDG. (27402)
ROSE & BRESLOW, FRIENDLY CTR. OFFICE 
BLDG. 600 GREEN VALLEY RD. STE. 203 
(27408)
SCHWALBE, E. F., 1844 PEMBROKE ROAD 
(27408)
SPARKS, JOHN W., 602 PASTEUR DR. (27404)
STRAND, SKEES, JONES & CO., FRIENDLY 
CENTER BLDG. STE. 200 600 GREEN 
VALLEY RD. (27402)
WILLIAMS, OVERMAN, KNIGHT & CO., 338 
N. ELM ST. STE. 217 (27401)
ZANE, EDWARD R., STE. 1100 WACHOVIA 
BLDG. (27401)
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GREENVILLE
PROCTOR, JOHN C. & CO., 110 E. FOURTH 
ST. (27834)
WHITEHURST, NORWOOD P., 301 OB E. 
TENTH ST. (27834)
WORSLEY, FARLEY & PRESCOTT, INC., 208 
E. THIRD ST. (27834)
HAMLET
SINGLETARY AND LEA, 49 MAIN ST. STE. 1 
(28345)
HENDERSON
HOLDEN, GEORGE W., JR., EMBASSY BLDG. 
(27536)
PHILLIPS, W. H. & CO., 215 HORNER ST. 
(27536)
STARK, WILLIAM L., PROFESSIONAL BLDG.
309 WYCHE ST. (27536)
HENDERSONVILLE
HANSEN AND PEARSON, 1612 ASHEVILLE
HWY. (28739)
HORTON & CARLAND, PROFESSIONAL 
BLDG. (28739)
HICKORY
BUMBARGER, THOMAS V. & CO., 1204 N.
CENTER ST. (28601)
BURGESS, ARTHUR H. AND CO., FIRST 
SECURITY BLDG. (28601)
CAPPS, FOSTER & COMPANY, 352 SECOND 
ST. NW. (28601)
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, 352
SECOND ST. NW. (28601)
HOFFMANN & RINK, 1001 2ND ST. NE. 
(28601)
LAWING, ROWE AND COMPANY, 207 
MEDICAL ARTS BLDG. (28601)
STOKES, TRAVIS M., 308 FOURTH ST. NW. 
(28601)
HIGH POINT
BOWMAN, BLUE AND FULP, 470 S. MAIN ST. 
(27260)
DIXON, HAUSER AND ODOM, 213 LINDSAY 
ST. (27260)
ODOM, PAFFE & BODENHEIMER, LAW
BLDG. 212 E. GREEN DR. (27260)
RAMSEY, JOHN E., JR., 142 CHURCH ST. 
(27260)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, HIGH POINT BANK A 
TRUST BLDG. (27261)
SOUTHERLAND, ROBERT M., 322 S. WRENN
ST. (27261)
JACKSONVILLE
BROWN, HERSHALL M., 113A NORTH
MARINE BLVD. (28540)
THOMPSON, DONALD H., 231 NEW BRIDGE
ST. (28540)
JONESVILLE
BROWN, NOLAN G. & CO., JONESVILLE
SHOPPING CTR. (28642)
KANNAPOLIS
MCCLARY, ROBERT A., 600 S. CANNON 
BLVD. (28081)
KEANSVILLE
CLARK, DOUGLAS A., P. O. BOX 237 (28349)
KILL DEVIL HILLS
JOHNSON, EDGAR M., JR., OCEAN ACRES 
OFFICE BLDG. P. O. BOX 629 (27948)
KINSTON
FRANCK, EDWARD E. & COMPANY, 127 S. 
QUEEN ST. (28501)
MOODY, LLOYD R., 117 E. BLOUNT ST. 
(28501)
OAKES, JACK E., 220 E. GORDON ST. (28501)
SHACKELFORD, GATEWOOD, WOOLARD A 
PRESCOTT, VERNON PARK MALL (28501)
SITTERSON, SIMON C., JR., 117 S. QUEEN 
ST. (28501)
LA GRANGE
MOORING, EDWARD C., 209 S. CASWELL ST. 
(28551)
LAURINBURG
LIVINGSTON, PAUL H., 112 ATKINSON ST. 
(28352)
LUNDIN, GUSTAF C. & CO., CREECH BLDG. 
105 E. RAILROAD ST. (28352)
LENOIR
GRISETTE, J. A. & CO., 208 MULBERRY ST. 
N. W. (28645)
MOORE & SMITH, 341 HARPER AVE. SW. 
(28645)
LEXINGTON
DANIEL & DANIEL, 21 SUNRISE AVE. 
(27292)
FRY, JERRY L., 1503 E. CENTER ST. (27292) 
TURLINGTON, W. H. AND COMPANY, 113 W.
CENTER ST. (27292)
LINCOLNTON
COLLIS AND WILSON, COMMERCIAL BLDG. 
STE. 107 (28092)
LOUISBURG
SHUPING, LONNIE R., 109 S. MAIN ST. 
(27549)
LUMBERTON
DOUGLAS, S. PRESTON AND ASSOC., 707 
CHESTNUT ST. (28358)
MARION
CALDER, CRAWLEY & COMPANY, FIRST 
UNION BK. BLDG. (28752)
MONROE
POTTER AND COLLINS, 1110 SKYWAY DR. 
(28110)
MOREHEAD CITY
BAILEY, JOSIAH W., 1901 SHEPARD ST. 
(28557)
WEBB, JAMES B., RIVER DR. (28557)
MORGANTON
DEVANE, GRAHAM S., PROFESSIONAL 
BLDG. STE. B. 110 S. STERLING ST. 
(28655)
GRISETTE, J. A. & CO., 303 N. STERLING ST. 
(28655)
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MOUNT AIRY
LARGEN, WILLIAM D., P. O. BOX 647 (27030)
STRAND, SKEES, JONES & COMPANY, 140 W.
PINE ST. (27030)
NASHVILLE
WALSTON, J. L. & COMPANY, P. C., 210 W.
CHURCH ST. (27856)
NEW BERN
ARMSTRONG, BRINKLEY & ELAM, 211
POLLOCK ST. (28560)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY, 513 POLLOCK
ST. (28560)
SPRUILL, C. KENNETH, 1402 RHEM AVE.
(28560)
NEWTON
BUMBARGER, THOMAS V. & CO., 205 
NORTHWESTERN BANK BLDG. (28658)
NORTH WILKESBORO
BARNES, G. CECIL, JR., 421 B. ST. (28659)
BENSON AND BLEVINS, 215 NINTH ST.
(28659)
GRISETTE, J. A. & CO., NORTHWESTERN 
BANK BLDG. (28659)
SEABRIGHT, HUNTER S., 204 HAYES 
BROTHERS BLDG. (28659)
OXFORD
MCFARLAND, EDWARD H., JR., 106 
GILLIAM ST. (27565)
PATTERSON
WAKELY, MAXWELL & COMPANY, P. O. BOX
222 (28661)
PILOT MOUNTAIN
DENNY, PHILLIP D., BLALOCK
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. DEPOT ST. (27041)
RAEFORD
PITTARD & PERRY, 115 W. ELWOOD AVE.
(28376)
RALEIGH
ALLEN, A. T. & COMPANY, 428 
FAYETTEVILLE ST. (27602)
BEAL AND EILERS, 3900 BARRETT DR.
(27609)
BRADSHER, JOHN D., JR., 310 N. HILLS
OFFICE MALL (27609)
BRIDGER, E. H., 11 S. BOYLAN AVE. (27605)
BYRD, RICHARD E., 4210 SIX FORKS RD.
(27609)
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, 111 N.
BOYLAN AVE. (27605)
CROW, GENE L., 1107 RALEIGH BLDG. 5 W.
HARGETT ST. (27601)
ERNST & ERNST, BRANCH BANKING A 
TRUST BLDG. (27602)
GILMAN, FRED, 817 AUTUMN COURT
(27609)
HASKINS & SELLS, 513 BRANCH BANKING A 
TRUST CO. (27602)
HILL & MADDISON, 1006 BRANCH BANK
BLDG. (27602)
HOLDEN, GEORGE W., JR., 625 OBERLIN RD.
(27605)
HOLLAND AND TIMBERLAKE, P. O. BOX 
12083 (27605)
HOLLINGSWORTH, CLARK & JOHNSON, 
1201 BRANCH BANK BLDG. 333 
FAYETTEVILLE ST. (27601)
KOONCE, WOOTEN & HAYWOOD, 401 N. 
WILMINGTON ST. (27602)
LUCAS, JAMES A., P. A., 7416 CHAPEL HILL 
RD. (27607)
LYNCH & HOWARD, 1330 ST MARYS ST. 
(27605)
LYNCH, MCMILLAN & ROBERTSON, 401 
OBERLIN RD. (27605)
MARSH, GEORGE, 3801 BARRETT DR. 
(27609)
MOODY AND BROWN, 4509 CREEDMORE 
RD. (27612)
MOSS, DAVID S., 3948 BROWNING PLACE 
(27609)
OLMSTED, DAVID G., 1002 BRANCH BANK 
BLDG. (27601)
PARRISH & JONES, P. O. BOX 18945 (27609)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 4300 SIX 
FORKS RD. (27609)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 4300 SIX 
FORKS RD. (27609)
PRUNEAU, JEAN L., 505 OBERLIN RD. 
(27605)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY, 1018 OBERLIN 
RD. (27605)
RIDDICK, J. GORDON, 611 TUCKER ST. 
(27603)
SHACKELFORD, GATEWOOD, WOOLARD, A 
PRESCOTT, 1620 HILLSBOROUGH ST. 
(27605)
SHAW, ROBERT LEON, KOGER EXECUTIVE 
CTR. (27612)
SMITH AND ALLEN, 3900 BARRETT DR. 
(27609)
SMITH, HUGH G., 500 CAPITAL CLUB 
BUILDING (27602)
STRAND, SKEES, JONES & COMPANY, FIRST 
CITIZENS BANK BLDG. 20 E. MARTIN ST. 
(27602)
WARREN, MAX G., 3801 BARRETT DR. 
(27609)
WATTS, WALTER A. & COMPANY, 406 N. C. 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (27602)
WHITE, ROBERT C., 3924 BROWNING PL. 
(27609)
RED SPRINGS
AMMONS, GEORGE T., LUMBERTON RD. 
(28377)
LOVIN, A. K. & COMPANY, 108 ROBERTS ST. 
(28377)
REIDSVILLE
STRAND, SKEES, JONES & COMPANY, 
BELVEDERE BLDG. 115 GILMER ,T. 
(27320)
ROANOKE RAPIDS
HANEY & VANN, & E. TENTH ST. (27870)
MOODY AND BROWN, 1015-A ROANOKE 
AVE. (27870)
ROCKINGHAM
CARR, JOHN BENJAMIN, JR., PO. BOX 116 
(28379)
JONES. W. H., 214 E. WASHINGTON ST. 
(28379)
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SPENCER, W. JESSE AND CO., PITTMAN 
SPENCER BLDG. (28379)
ROCKY MOUNT
GASSAWAY, JULIAN B., EXECUTIVE BLDG.
422 SUNSET AVE. (27801)
HANEY & VANN, 118 S. FRANKLIN ST. 
(27801)
HARRISON & JUDGE, 1600 W. THOMAS ST.
(27801)
LUPER AND JORDAN, 600 SUNSET AVE. 
(27801)
PIKE AND SMITH, 300-304 ALFORD BLDG.
(27801)
STONE, EUGENE S. & COMPANY, INC., 1029
HAMMOND ST. (27801)
ROSE HILL
MURRAY, E. G., JR., 126 E. CHURCH ST.
(284S8)
RURAL HALL
BAKER, NOEL W. & CO., P. O. BOX 7 (27045)
RUTHERFORDTON
BOLICK, W. CECIL, 301 E. COURT ST. (28139)
SALISBURY
DIXON, HAUSER & ODOM, 301 N. MAIN ST. 
(28144)
DUNN, FRANK H., RAMSAY BLDG. 627 W. 
INNES ST. (28144)
SHERRILL & SMITH, 1515 W. INNES ST. 
(28144)
ZUM BRUNNEN, THOS. P., CO., P. O. BOX
1194 (28144)
SANFORD
MUSE, JOHN C. AND COMPANY, 130 N.
STEELE ST. (27330)
SHELBY
ALLEN, B. C., P. O. BOX 591 (28150)
HAMRICK AND REDDING, 418 W. WARREN 
ST. (28150)
SILER CITY
MASSEY, RAYMOND W., 107 N. FIR AVE.
(27344)
SMITHFIELD
EASON, DEES AND JACKSON, INC., 212 
BRIDGE ST. (27577)
MATTHEWS, HALL AND DUNN, INC., 210 E.
WELLONS ST. (27577)
SOUTHERN PINES
MUSE, JOHN C. AND COMPANY, 176 NW.
BROAD ST. (28387)
SOUTHPORT
BERRY, IRA WAYNE, PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 
(28461)
SPARTA
SCOTT, GUY L., JR., 104 S. MAIN ST. (28675)
SPRUCE PINE
TEAGUE, TAYLOR O., III, 128 BAILEY AVE. 
(28777)
STATESVILLE 
BOYER, WITHERINGTON, WELLS AND 
GOBLE, 118 COURT ST. (28677)
TARBORO
TURLINGTON, FRED A., JR. & CO., 201 E. 
PITT ST. (27886)
TAYLORSVILLE
BOYER, WITHERINGTON, WELLS AND 
GOBLE, 107 MAIN AVE. DR. S. E. (28681)
THOMASVILLE 
COX, DONALD R., 10 SALEM ST. (27360) 
DIXON, HAUSER AND ODOM, 41 SALEM ST. 
(27360)
YORK, RONIE A., 801 TENNESSEE AVE. 
(27360)
WADESBORO
WATSON, J. B., JR., P. O. BOX 337 (28170)
WALLACE
FARRIOR, KENNETH F., SR., 525 N. 
NORWOOD ST. (28466)
SQUIRES, R. HARVEY, 409 N. NORWOOD ST. 
(28466)
WASHINGTON
EDWARDS, MAYHUE, SEABOARD OFFICE 
BLDG. (27889)
GUTFELD, BARRY L., PROFESSIONAL 
BUILDING (27889)
RODMAN & JENNETTE, 127 E. MAIN ST. 
(27889)
WORSLEY, FARLEY AND PRESCOTT, INC., 
ONE HARDING SQUARE (27889)
WAYNESVILLE
SMITH, RICHARD C., 204 DEPOT ST. (28786)
WEST JEFFERSON
WORTH, WILL A., JEFFERSON AVE. (28694)
WHITEVILLE
BECKER, GEORGE F., P. O. BOX 952 (28472) 
MOORE AND PRICE, P. A., MUNICIPAL 
BLDG. (28472)
WILKESBORO
RHODES, SPENCER B., BOX 605 COURT SQ. 
(28697)
WILLIAMSTON
PITTARD & PERRY, U. S. HWY. 64 BY PASS 
(27892)
WILMINGTON
BARFIELD, WILLIAM C., 204 CAROLINA 
POWER & LIGHT BLDG. (28401)
BEALE AND HARDISON, CAROLINA POWER 
& LIGHT BLDG. (28401)
BRAND, PERDEW, JOYNER & RHYNE, 310 
MURCHISON BLDG. (28401)
BROCK, WILLIAM E., 1202 FLORAL PKWY. 
(28401)
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, 616 
MARKET ST. (28401)
LOWRIMORE, C. S. AND COMPANY, 501 
WACHOVIA BLDG. (28401) 
MADDUX, CATHERINE, 478 BISCAYNE DR. 
BAYSHORE ESTATES (28401)
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MURRAY, J. HORACE, JR., 925 S. COLLEGE
RD. (28401)
PLATT, ROBERT C., JR., 408 STRADLEIGH 
RD. (28401)
RITCH & MOORE, LTD., 202 N. THIRD ST. 
(28401)
SMITH AND GOODWIN, 1414 39TH ST. 
(28401)
SWINSON, EARL, 910 S. COLLEGE RD. 
(28401)
THOBURN, FRANK, 1832 HAWTHORNE RD. 
(28401)
WALKER, DANIEL E., BROWNING PLAZA 
NO. 2 4010 OLEANDER DR. (28401)
WARREN, JAMES V., 516 MARKET ST. 
(28401)
WILSON
HANCHROW, J. H., 1241/2 COURT HOUSE SQ. 
(27893)
WALSTON & HIGH, P. A., OAK TERRACE 
OFFICE MALL 806 S. TARBORO ST. 
(27893)
WHEELER, PERRY S., WALSTON BLDG. 
(27893)
WINSTON-SALEM
CANNON, E. H. AND COMPANY, PARKWAY 
OFFICE BLDG. 901 PETERS CREEK PKWY. 
(27103)
ERNST & ERNST, 2015 WACHOVIA BLDG. 
301 N. MAIN ST. (27101)
GATEWOOD, D. E. & CO., WACHOVIA BLDG. 
P. O. BOX 2719 (27101)
HALL, BRUCE E. & COMPANY, 2313 
WACHOVIA BLDG. (27101)
JUSTICE, THORE & CO., 901 PETERS CREEK 
PKWY. (27103)
LEVIN, SPINNETT AND CO., 418 N. SPRUCE 
ST. (27101)
LEWIS, W. PENN, JR., 206 PARKWAY OFFICE 
SUITES 1510 B. MARTIN ST. (27103)
MARTIN, CHESTER M., 505 PEPPER BLDG. 
CORNER FOURTH & LIBERTY STS. 
(27101)
MORGAN, MILLER AND COMPANY, 2223 
WACHOVIA BLDG. (27101)
NORMAN, JOE N., 2200 BOOKER ST. (27102)
POINDEXTER, W. D., JR., 310 W. FOURTH ST. 
STE. 906 (27101)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 2603 
WACHOVIA BLDG. (27101)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY, 1900 
WACHOVIA BLDG. (27102)
TEMIN, HYMAN, 903 FIRST UNION NAT’L. 
BK. BLDG. (27101)
WILKINS, WILLIAM Y., FIRST CENTER 
BLDG. STE. 603-A 2000 W. FIRST ST. 
(27104)
YADKINVILLE
BROWN, NOLAN G. & COMPANY, TODD 
BLDG. (27055)NORTH DAKOTA
BISMARCK
EIDE, HELMEKE, BOELZ & PASCH, 418 E.
ROSSER (58501)
HOIBY AND HAY, 411 N. FOURTH ST. 
(58501)
PERSON & GUSTIN, PO. BOX 1683 (58501) 
SCHULZ, JIM, 415 AVENUE A. (58501) 
WOLF, DONALD R., BOX 197 (58501)
BOTTINEAU
KELLER & RAYMO, 616 MAIN ST. (58318)
CARRINGTON
CASE, LLOYD G., 930 FIRST ST. S. (58421)
DICKINSON
KITZAN, WARREN, 1185 FOURTH AVE. E. 
(58601)
SCOTT, TRACY J., 24 W. VILLARD (58601)
FARGO
ANDERSON & THIEL, BOX 533 (58102)
BROEKER, HENDRICKSON & CO., P. O. BOX 
2705 (58102)
CONOBOY, GERALD R., LINCOLN MUTUAL 
BLDG. STE. 201 711 SECOND AVE. N. BOX 
347 (58102)
EIDE, HELMEKE, BOELZ & PASCH, 600 
METROPOLITAN BLDG. (58102)
HOGANSON, R. A., BOX 2592 (58102)
KESZLER, RICHARD L., 1801 SEVENTH AVE.
N. (58102)
MCMERTY, JAMES, 406 FIRST NAT’L. BANK 
BLDG. (58102)
GRAND FORKS
BRADY, EDWARD W., LTD., 1913 S. 
WASHINGTON (58201)
HALL, STANLEY B., 209 N. FIFTH ST. 
(58201)
HOLCOMB, KNUDSON & CO., 201 S. FOURTH 
ST. (58201)
IKELMAN, HAROLD B., 213 1/2 N. 4TH ST. 
(58201)
KEOGH, DANIEL J., 218 S. THIRD ST. (58201)
MONSON, EUGENE R., 1832 S. WASHINGTON 
ST. (58201)
RICE, HARRY F., 206 RED RIVER NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (58201)
YOUNGERN, DALE W., P. O. BOX 1076 
(58201)
JAMESTOWN
HOLADAY, SIDNEY E., WHITE BLDG. (58401) 
SCHAUER, KERMIT K., P. O. BOX 804 (58401)
MINOT
WEBER, SPAULDING & CO., 2542 HIGHWAY 
2 EAST (58701)
WAHPETON
VALESKE, GARY T., 530 N. 11 ST. (58075)
WILLISTON
GOULD, JOAN RUSTAD, 12 E. BROADWAY 
(58801)
ZINE, LETOURNEAU & HOOVER, 111 E. 
BROADWAY (58801)OHIO
AKRON
BOATFIELD, DONALD C., 1893 TRIPLETT
BLVD. (44312)
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BOBER & MARKEY, 411 WOLF LEDGES STE. 
100 (44311)
CHILTON, STUMP & DAVERIO, 1110 FIRST 
NATIONAL TOWER (44308)
DON & VAN, HARRY A. & ASSOC., 1957 W.
MARKET ST. (44313)
ERNST & ERNST, 1 CASCADE PLAZA (44308)
GORDEN, JACOB AND CO., MITCHELL 
BLDG. RM. 320 1655 WEST MARKET 
STREET (44313)
HEINICK, SLAVIN & CO., 1540 W. MARKET 
ST. (44313)
HERBST, PHILIP G., 507 EVANS SAVINGS 
BLDG. (44308)
HERMAN, THOMAS & TRON, STE. 614III 
CASCADE (44308)
HERSH AND ENNIS, 1710 MERRIMAN RD. 
(44313)
KAUSCH, GRAF & CO., 900 FIRST NATL. 
TOWER (44308)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, AKRON CENTER 
BLDG. ONE CASCADE PLAZA (44308)
LIPKIN, BURTON D., FAIRLAWN OFFICE 
PLAZA 3090 W. MARKET ST. (44313)
LIPKIN, KODISH & LEVIN, 2770 W. MARKET 
ST. (44313)
LOMAX, E. GLENN, 1710 MERRIMAN RD. 
(44313)
MCMAHON, WILLIAM V., JR., 1963 W. 
MARKET ST. (44313)
NORRIS AND RICHARD, INC., 204 SECOND 
NATL. BLDG. (44308)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., ONE 
CASCADE PLZ. STE. 1900 (44308)
PETTY & HENSLEY, GRANTVIEW BLDG. 450 
GRANT ST. (44311)
REAVEN, ALBERT, & COMPANY, 1795 W. 
MARKET ST. (44313)
SMITH, RICHARD J., 643 W. EXCHANGE ST. 
(44302)
SOBLESKIE, STANLEY G., 1449 KENMORE 
BLVD. (44314)
SORKIN, LAWSON, PARKER, THAYER A 
MCCUNE, INC., 622 111 CASCADE PLAZA 
(44308)
ALLIANCE
HILL, BARTH & KING, 2246 S. UNION AVE. 
(44601)
MATHER, PFEIFER & MATHER, INC., 260 E. 
MAIN ST. RM. 205 (44601)
AMHERST
FRANK, SERINGER & CHANEY, 197 N. 
LEAVITT RD. (44001)
ARCANUM
SMALL, JAMES CHESLEY, 308 W. GEORGE 
ST. (45304)
ASHLAND
FRANK, SERINGER & CHANEY, 144 MAPLE 
ST. (44805)
ASHTABULA
CAMPBELL, LORNE P., 529 PROSPECT RD. 
(44004)
LAWLER, EDWARD M., 355 PROSPECT RD. 
(44004)
PLETCHER, RAYMOND F., SHEA THEATRE 
BLDG. 4634 MAIN AVE. (44004)
SHEPPARD AND SHEPPARD, 4200 PARK 
AVE. (44004)
SNODGRASS, S. R. & CO., PROFESSIONAL 
BLDG. 355 PROSPECT RD. (44004)
ATHENS
BROWN, ARMSTRONG & JACKSON, 1 N. 
LANCASTER ST. (45701)
AURORA
TELLALIAN, VARTON, VILLAGE BANK 
BLDG. (44202)
BATAVIA
DONOHOO, D. L. & CO., 237 MAIN ST. 
(45103)
FOX, RICHARD P., 303 W. MAIN ST. (45103)
BAY VILLAGE
GERSNA, ROBERT, 27909 W. OAKLAND RD. 
(44140)
BEACHWOOD
BAILYS & GREEN, 25550 CHAGRIN 
BLVD-STE #204 (44122)
BERKMAN, CONE, SCOTT & STAFMAN, INC., 
25550 CHAGRIN BLVD. (44122)
FERBER & WEINSTEIN, 100 BEACHWOOD 
PLAZA 24500 CHAGRIN BLVD. (44122)
FREED, IRWIN, 23200 CHAGRIN BLVD. 
(44122)
HORVITZ, HARRY R., 3 COMMERCE PARK 
SQUARE 23200 CHAGRIN BLVD. #810 
(44122)
KAUVAR, J. & COMPANY, 23980 CHAGRIN 
BLVD. (44122)
ROTHSCHILD, MECKLER & CO., 3 
COMMERCE PARK SQUARE 23200 
CHAGRIN BLVD. (44122)
BEDFORD
FRANKHAUSER, JOSEPH J., 653 BROADWAY 
STE. 213 (44146)
BELLAIRE
DICKEY, ALLAN, FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(43906)
BELLEFONTAINE
CALLENDER AND NEEDLES, S. MAIN AT 
WASHINGTON AVE. (43311)
BELLEVUE
MAGINNIS, LEON W., 250 MAIN ST. CORNER 
EUCLID (44811)
MOYER, EDWARD R., 203 NORTHWEST ST. 
(44811)
BEREA
KENNEDY, WILLIAM M., COMMERCIAL 
BANK BLDG. (44017)
KLEINERT, DON A., 30 PARK ST. (44017)
LARSEN, JACK C., 208 COMMERCIAL BANK 
BLDG. (44017)
BLUFFTON
BAUMAN, T. R., 145 N. MAIN ST. (45817)
BOWLING GREEN
RADEL, ERLE A., 175 E. WASHINGTON ST. 
(43402)
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BROOK PARK
KAMINSKI, MYRON, 5159 W. 148 ST. (44142)
BUCYRUS
MIZICK, JOHN D., 1001/2 WASHINGTON SQ. 
(44820)
BURTON
BOND, SIPPOLA & DEBOY, MAIN ST. (44021)
CAMBRIDGE
HACKER, ROBERT H., 145 WEST 8TH ST. 
(43725)
LYNCH, LYNCH & TUCKER, 121 W. EIGHTH 
ST. (43725)
CANTON
AKEL, DAVID S., 222 CLEVELAND AVE. NW. 
(44702)
ANDERSON, DONALD F., 4817 CLEVELAND 
AVE. N. W. (44709)
BENDEKGEY, EDWARD, 1214 MARKET AVE.
N. (44714)
BRATTE, ELEANORE J., 2035 40TH ST. N. W. 
(44709)
BRUBAKER, HELFRICH & TAYLOR, 515 
CITIZENS SAVINGS BLDG. 110 CENTRAL 
PLAZA SOUTH (44702)
ERNST & ERNST, 706 CLEVE-TUSC BLDG. 
121 CLEVELAND AVE., S. (44702)
FELLER & DAVIS, 619 MARKET AVE. N. 
(44702)
GINSBURG, HARRY L. & ASSOCIATES, 2517 
CLEVELAND AVE. NW. (44709)
HALL, KISTLER & CO., STE. 900 FIRST 
NATL. BK. BLDG. (44702)
LEVIN, RICHARD M., 619 N. MARKET 
(44702)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE BLDG. 229 WELLS AVE. NW. 
(44703)
MESTEL, HARRY AND COMPANY, 220 E. 
TUSCARAWAS ST. (44702)
NILES & NILES, 1326 MARKET AVE. N. 
(44714)
PHILLIPS, JOHN E., 1105 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (44702)
RUSSELL, JACK N., 573 CITIZENS BLDG. 
(44702)
SHIFMAN & MILLER, EXECUTIVE BLDG. 
1214 N. MARKET (44714)
SHORE, FLOYD W., 903 RENKERT BLDG. 
(44702)
SWALLEN, LAWHUN, HUBBARD 4 
ABRAHAM, 1201 30TH ST. N. W. (44709)
TOUSSANT, ALDER & CO., CONTINENTAL 
BLDG. 125 WALNUT AVE. N. E. (44702)
TUBER & SCHOENBERG, 1452 CLEVELAND 
AVE. (44703)
CARDINGTON
MACEYKO, MELVIN A., 401 W. MAIN ST. 
(43315)
CHAGRIN FALLS
MOON, ROBERT B., 65 N. MAIN ST. (44022)
PETTIT, HARVEY B., JR., 539 E. 
WASHINGTON ST. (44022)
CHARDON
MARTIN, BYRON N., 10379 THWING RD. 
(44024)
CHESTERLAND
BELUSCAK, MICHAEL P. & ASSOCIATES, 
8437 MAYFIELD RD. (44026)
CHILLICOTHE
MORROW, BREEN & DAVIS, 177 E. MAIN ST. 
(45601)
CINCINNATI
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 105 E. FOURTH
ST. (45202)
ARONOWITZ, CHAIKEN & HARDESTY, 704
FIRST NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (45202)
BABIN, PAUL W. & CO., 607 TERRACE 
HILTON BLDG. (45202)
BARNES & DENNIG, 419 CAREW TOWER 
(45202)
BEAL, L. C., 2320 CAREW TWR. (45202)
BERNARD, GEORGE W., 8250 WINTON ROAD 
(45231)
BERNHARDT, SHOWALTER & COLLINS, 
4811 VINE ST. (45217)
BEYRING, DALE M. & CO., 204 COLONIAL
CENTER BLDG. (45227)
BRAMEL & ACKLEY, 815 MERCANTILE
LIBRARY BLDG. 414 WALNUT ST. (45202)
BUTTON, NORMAN A. & COMPANY, 444
CAREW TOWER (45202)
CAMMA, PHILIP AND COMPANY, 712 
GWYNNE BLDG. (45239)
CLARK, SCHAEFER, HACKETT, SPAETH 4 
CO., 405 FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(45202)
CLOUD, J. D. & CO., 1108 TRI-STATE BLDG. 
(45202)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 3815 CAREW TOWER 
(45202)
ELLERMAN, EUGENE R., 680 NORTHLAND 
RD. STE. 202 (45240)
ERNST & ERNST, 1400 DUBOIS TOWER 
(45202)
GEHLER, CHARLES, 1801 CAREW TOWER 
(45202)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 1 E. 4TH 
ST. (45202)
HARIG, LUKE F., JR., LUNKEN EXECUTIVE 
BLDG. 4242 AIRPORT RD. (45226)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1 E. FOURTH ST. (45202)
HEHEMANN AND RUDLER, 105 W. FOURTH 
ST. STE. 1016 (45202)
HILDEBRAND & HALL, 1212 TRI-STATE 
BLDG. (45202)
HITTNER, STANLEY & COMPANY, 604 TRI 
STATE BLDG. (45202)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, DUBOIS 
TOWER (45202)
JACOBS, MEYER & MARTIN, POST TIMES 
STAR BLDG. 800 BROADWAY (45202)
JOYNER, G. E., 8816 TULIPWOOD CT (45242)
KELLER, C. J. & CO, 929 FOURTH &
WALNUT BLDG. (45202)
KENDRICK & AHRMAN, 410 FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (45202)
KENNEDY, DONALD L., 5637 PENWAY CT 
(45239)
KEYS, RICHARD H., 204 DIXIE TERMINAL 
BLDG. (45202)
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LANDEN, J. HAINS, RM. 1206 105 W.
FOURTH ST. (45202)
LOZIER, CHARLES E., & COMPANY, 607 
TERRACE HILTON BLDG. (45202)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., TRANSIT BLDG. 
10TH FLR (45202)
MCPHAIL AND COMPANY, 5507 CHEVIOT
RD. (45239)
MERS, WM. H. & CO., 508 DIXIE TERMINAL 
BLDG. (45202)
MILOSTAN, FRANK & ASSOCIATES, 7796 
MONTGOMERY RD. (45236)
MOWERY, BURKE & CO., 365 NORTHLAND
BLVD. (45246)
MUELLER, IRWIN L., 615 EXECUTIVE BLDG.
35 E. SEVENTH ST. (45202)
MURDOCK, FREDERICK P., 2828 ALMESTER
DR. (4521 1)
OWENS, ROSS C., JR., GWYNNE BLDG. SIXTH 
& MAIN STS. (45202)
PAINE, GORDON T. AND CO., 1317 
ENQUIRER BLDG. (45202)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 49 E.
FOURTH ST. (45202)
PLATTENBURG, WALTER W. & ASSOC., 7809
LAUREL AVE. (45243)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 2000 DU BOIS
TOWER (45202)
PRYBAL, ARTHUR J., 105 W. FOURTH ST. 
STE. 1315 (45202)
RAFALSKE, M. F., 307 E. FOURTH ST. 
(45202)
ROEBUCK, BOYD & CO., 2800 CENTRAL
TRUST TOWER (45202)
ROSEMAN AND ROSEMAN, 7613 READING
ROAD (45237)
SCHOTT, LOUIS F. & CO., 1316 FOURTH &
WALNUT BLDG. (45202)
SOHN, J. ARTHUR, 8234 WINTON RD. 
(45231)
SONKIN, HARRY, FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(45202)
SOPER, DONALD BRADLEY, 1905 CENTRAL
TRUST TWR. (45202)
STORCH, WILLIAM W., 6703 MADISON RD.
(45227)
TEDTMANN, M. EARL, 209 ATLAS BANK 
BLDG. (45202)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 1600 DU BOIS TOWER 
511 WALNUT ST. (45202)
TYIRIN, W. C. & COMPANY, 6 E. 4TH ST. 
(45202)
UHRIG, ROBERT F., 312 TERRACE AVE.
(45220)
WELLBROCK & WHITMER, 4973 GLENWAY
AVE. (45238)
WESSENDARP, EDWARD M. & CO., 2327
PARK AVE. (45206)
WULFHORST & FORRESTER, INC., 3667
CENTRAL PKWY. (45223)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, CENTRAL
TRUST TOWER (44114)
CLEVELAND
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 1717 E. NINTH
ST. (44114)
BALL-GORDON, INC., 1818 STANDARD
BLDG. (44113)
BARNES, WENDLING & COOK, 730 NATL. 
CITY-EAST SIXTH BLDG. (44114)
BLACK, DALE W. AND COMPANY, 906 E. 
OHIO BLDG. 1717 EAST 9TH ST. (44114)
BLAKE & SHAFFER, 1130 LEADER BLDG. 
(44114)
BRCAK, FRANK, JR., 200 WESTVIEW 
TOWERS 21010 CENTER RIDGE RD. 
(44116)
BRUBAKER, HELFRICH & TAYLOR, 1959 
ILLUMINATING BLDG. (44113)
CAHUR, PECSOK & REA, 500 UNION 
COMMERCE BLDG. (44115)
CARD, PALMER & SIBBISON, 765 UNION 
COMMERCE BLDG. (44115)
CERIO, FLANNERY & COMPANY. 1720 
SUPERIOR BLDG. (44114)
CHMARA, SINGER & CO., THREE 
COMMERCE PARK SQUARE 23200 
CHAGRIN BLVD. (44122)
CIULLA, TOLT & STEPHENS, 6234 PEARL 
RD. (44130)
CLIFTON, GUNDERSON & CO., 1201 BOND 
COURT 1300 E. NINTH ST. (44114)
COCCIA, DANIEL L., 528 LINCOLN BLDG. 
1367 E. SIXTH ST. (44114)
COLB, FRANK, 1635 THE STANDARD BLDG. 
(44113)
COLE, CHESLER & EVERSON, 1000 TWELVE 
TWENTY HURON (44115)
COOPERS & LYBRAND. UNION COMMERCE 
BLDG. (44115)
CUCIAK, JOHN M., 11628 MADISON AVE. 
(44102)
DOMECK, HOWARD W. & CO., 320 HEIGHTS 
ROCKEFELER BLDG. 3091 MAYFIELD 
RD. (44118)
ECKERT & STAUTIHAR, 770 
INDEPENDENCE TOWER (44131)
EISENBERG AND BLEIWEISS, 1149 LEADER 
BLDG. (44114)
ERNST & ERNST, 1300 UNION COMM BLDG. 
(44115)
FEIN, SANFORD R., 325 ENGINEERS BLDG. 
(44114)
FRIEDMAN AND PORATH, 1 PUBLIC SQ. 
(44113)
FRISCHER, MANNHEIMER, MILLER. MILLER 
ROSENFIELD & CO. 25550 CHAGRIN 
BLVD. STE. 400 (44122)
GANGER, AUTHOR H., 1835 FOREST HILLS 
BLVD. (44112)
GANGLOFF, KEMME & LEDVINA, THE 
SUPERIOR BLDG. (44114)
GARDNER, HOWARD B., INC., 3030 EUCLID 
AVE. (44115)
GRADY, JOHN E., 2130 ILLUMINATING 
BLDG. (44113)
GRAF & GRAF, 19140 DETROIT RD. (44116)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 1610 
UNION COMMERCE BLDG. (44115)
GRISSINGER & CO., 1437 NATIONAL CITY 
BK. BLDG. (44114)
GROWN, ALAN L., 424 CHESTER 12TH 
BLDG. (44114)
HAMOS, GARY A., 5001 MAYFIELD RD. 
(44124)
HARRIS, CHARLES E., 1808 SUPERIOR 
BLDG. (44114)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1717 E. NINTH ST. 
(44114)
HAUSSER & HEINTEL, 1410 TERMINAL 
TWR. (44113)
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HEIBER, GREEN & CO., 1010 EUCLID BLDG. 
(44115)
HOSTELLEY, DAVID F., HANNA BLDG. STE. 
1370 (44115)
JUREY, EDNAH H., 4714 KRUEGER AVE. 
(44134)
KEISTER, RADICE & CO., 19129 HILLIARD 
RD. (44116)
KIPLINGER, NOVAK & NISENSON, 1026 
ILLUMINATING BLDG. (44113)
KIRK, J. J., 1214 TERMINAL TOWER (44113)
KOHLER, FRED R. & CO., BULKLEY BLDG. 
(44115)
KOVACHY & HASMAN, 4900 EUCLID AVE. 
(44103)
KRASNEY, POLK & FRIEDMAN, 1605 
SUPERIOR BLDG. (44114)
LADERMAN, SAMUEL, 816 HIPPODROME 
BLDG. (44114)
LAKS, WYNBRANDT & ASSOCIATES, 2195 S. 
GREEN RD. (44121)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 1717 
INVESTMENT PLAZA NINTH & CHESTER 
(44114)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, CENTRAL NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (44114)
LEAVITT, SHERMAN Z., 2120 S. GREEN RD. 
(44121)
LENT, E. V. & ASSOCIATES, 5752 RIDGE RD. 
(44129)
LESSAM, SAM, 3441 WEST BRAINARD RD. # 
10 (44122)
LEWANDOWSKI, VERES & CO., 1530 
STANDARD BLDG. (44113)
LONG, DONALD E., 13111 SHAKER SQUARE 
(44120)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 1700 CENTRAL 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (44114)
MCELROY, JEAN E., 7650 CHIPPEWA RD. 
(44141)
MCQUILKIN, SLATER & CO., P. C., 1812 
STANDARD BLDG. (44113)
MEADEN & MOORE, 1010 UNION 
COMMERCE BLDG. (44115)
MEYERS & MEYERS, 14508 MADISON AVE. 
(44107)
MLAKAR, ANTHONY F., 24100 LAKE SHORE 
BLVD. (44123)
MORANTZ, SAM A., 2372 S. BELVOIR BLVD. 
(44118)
MORGAN, WM. G., 30 W. INTERSTATE ST. 
(44146)
MURPHY & MURPHY, 666 HANNA BLDG. 
(44115)
NORRIS, MILTON ROSS, 75 PUBLIC SQUARE 
(44113)
OTTO, GEORGE M., 750 HANNA BLDG. 
(44115)
PAGE, FRANK V., 15008 LORAIN AVE. 
(44111)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 800 
SUPERIOR AVE. (44114)
PECSOK, WILLIAM J., 959 LEADER BLDG. 
(44114)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 1900 CENTRAL 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (44114)
RINI, MARTIN L., 3439 W. BRAINARD RD. 
(44122)
ROEDGER, FRED E., 3515 PROSPECT AVE. 
(44115)
ROHR, CHARLES E., PARK CENTER 4-J 1701 
E. 12 ST. (44114)
RUSK, WEAVER & CO., TEN TEN EUCLID 
BLDG. RM. 1002 (44115)
SCHICK, ROLAND & CO., 908 UNITED BLDG.
2012 W. 25TH ST. (44113)
SCHULTZ, KRAHE, MARTIN & LONG, 800 
INVESTMENT PLAZA BLDG. (44114)
SCHULTZ, RICHARD A., 14625 DETROIT 
AVE. (44107)
SCHWARTZ & MILLER, 5031 MAYFIELD RD. 
(44124)
SHIFRIN, I. N., BOND COURT 1300 E. NINTH 
ST. (44114)
SOLOWAY & VON ROSEN, 1230 B. F. KEITH 
BLDG. (44115)
SOSS, MORTON & ASSOCIATES, 636 
TERMINAL TOWER (44113)
STEVENSON, ERNEST B., 13111 SHAKER 
SQUARE RM. 208 (44120)
STINSON, ROBERT L., 32750 SOLON RD.
(44139)
STONE, WALTER B. & ASSOCIATES, UNION 
BLDG. 1836 EUCLID AVE. (44115)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 1422 EUCLID AVE. 
(44115)
VALLEY & CO., 601 ROCKWELL AVE. 
(44114)
WALTHALL AND DRAKE, 1300 KEITH BLDG. 
(44115)
WATSON, SMITH & CO., INC., LINCOLN 
BLDG. 400 (44114)
WEHN & GREINER, 752 HANNA BLDG. 
(44115)
WESTHEIMER, FINE, BERGER & CO., 310 
LEADER BLDG. (44114)
WILSON & WILSON, 826 NATIONAL CITY 
BANK BLDG. (44114)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1100 
SUPERIOR AVE. STE. 700 (44114)
ZEIGLER, JOSEPH M, 1136 STANDARD 
BLDG. (44113)
ZELL, MARVIN R., 2787 DERBYSHIRE RD. 
(44106)
CLEVELAND HEIGHTS
GIVERTZ, MORRIS J., 3540 BERKELY RD. 
(44118)
SINGER, NORMAN J., 2055 LEE RD. #202 
(44118)
COLDWATER
KERMIT, NEUMAN AND COMPANY, 214 N. 
CEDAR ST. (45828)
COLUMBUS
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 100 EAST 
BROAD STREET (43215)
ARNOLD, PAUL M., 176 GRACELAND BLVD. 
(43214)
BREEN, ROBERT P. & ASSOCIATES, 4770 
INDIANOLA AVE. (43214)
BRICKEY, ROBERT H., 1580 FISHINGER RD. 
(43221)
CAMERON, ROBERT V., 344 E. STATE ST. 
(43215)
CAMPBELL-ROSE & CO., HIGH LONG BLDG. 
5 E. LONG ST. (43215)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 100 E. BROAD ST. 
(43215)
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CRAIG. ELEANOR L., 17 S. HIGH ST. RM. 724 
(43215)
DICKSON. RALPH & COMPANY, 88 E. BROAD 
ST. (43215)
ERNST & ERNST. 1000 HUNTINGTON TRUST 
BLDG. 37 W. BROAD (43215)
GATTNER, HIGHFIELD. CUTLIP A 
SHUMAKER. 33 N. HIGH ST. (43215)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY. 250 
EAST BROAD ST. (43215)
GREENE & WALLACE. 1042 DUBLIN RD. 
(43215)
GRONER. BOYLE & QUILLIN. 957 E. BROAD 
ST. (43205)
HAEMMERLE. JOHN M., 1810 MACKENZIE 
DR. (43221)
HASKINS & SELLS. 250 E. BROAD ST. 
(43215)
HENRY. DAVID L., 3164 RIVERSIDE DR. 
(43221)
HORNBERGER. JOHN W., FRANKLIN 
FEDERAL SAVINGS & LOAN 297 S. HIGH 
ST. (43215)
HUFF. CARROLL W., 209 S. HIGH ST. STE. 
208 (43215)
IMMELL, WILLIAM H., 4663 EXECUTIVE DR. 
STE. 14 (43220)
JAHN. ARTHUR C. & CO., 209 S. HIGH ST. 
511 (43215)
JONES. STANTON A., 250 EAST BROAD ST. 
(43215)
KAGAY, EDMUND M., 849 HARMON AVE. 
(43223)
KIRSCHNER. HEIMLICH & CO., 5 E. LONG 
ST. STE. 609 (43215)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 250 E. BROAD 
ST. (43205)
LEVENTHAL, KENNETH & CO., 100 E. 
BROAD ST. SUITE 1701 (43215)
LOMBARDI, MONDO F. & CO., 150 E. BROAD 
ST. (43215)
LOOFBOURROW, CLARK E. & CO., 6161 
BUSCH BLVD. STE. 220 (43229)
MASON. ARCHIBALD AND HOWISON. 1350 
W. FIFTH AVE. (43212)
MCVAY, DON C., 3225 SULLIVANT AVE. 
(43204)
MEADEN & MOORE, 88 E. BROAD BLDG. 
(43215)
MELLMAN, DAVID B., 4207 E. BROAD ST. 
(43213)
MULLIGAN, THOMAS J., 5 EAST LONG ST. 
ROOM 906 (43215)
MYER, KENNETH M., 1744 WEST 5TH AVE. 
(43212)
O'BRIEN, LAWRENCE J., JR., 40 S. JAMES 
RD. (43213)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 100 E. 
BROAD ST. (43215)
PRICE, THOMAS L. & COMPANY. 4236 EAST 
BROAD ST. (43213)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 100 E. BROAD 
ST. (43215)
PRITCHETT, DLUSKY & ASSOCIATES, 620 E. 
BROAD STREET (43215)
RECHEL. C. F., 3363 TREMONT RD. (43221)
REDMAN. E. C., 79 E. STATE ST. STE. 710 
(43215)
REEB AND ECKENRODE, RAILROAD 
SAVINGS BLDG. 2000 W. HENDERSON RD. 
(43220)
RESLER, JOHN B., 88 E. BROAD ST. (43215)
ROBERTSON. JOSEPH W., FRANKLIN BLDG. 
STE. 402 297 S. HIGH ST. (43215)
RUSHAY, SAMUEL WILLIAM. 1064 
COUNTRY CLUB RD. (43227)
SAUNDERS, R. A. & CO., 50 W. BROAD ST. 
STE. 3600 (43215)
SCHULTZ. KRAHE, MARTIN & LONG, 17 S. 
HIGH ST. (43215)
SELDEN. EDWIN. JR., 2599 E. MAIN ST. 
(43209)
SIEFERMAN, KISMILLER AND GERHARD, 8 
E. LONG ST. (43215)
SNYDER. HOWARD G., 245 N. HIGH ST. 
(43216)
SNYDER, WILLIAM E., 5 E. LONG ST. (43215)
STONE. JACK M., 2000 MOLER RD. (43207)
STONE. JOHN R., 8 E. LONG ST. #609 
(43215)
VAGNIER, JOHN R., 85 E. GAY ST. (43215)
WAHL, CHESTER K., 88 E. BROAD ST. #1970 
(43215)
WASHBURN. DAVID C., 330 SOUTH HIGH ST. 
(43215)
WATSON, SMITH & CO., INC., 88 E. BROAD 
ST. #1325 (43215)
WATSON. SMITH & CO., INC., 88 E. BROAD 
ST. #1325 (43215)
WEAVER & EVANS. 2375 E. MAIN ST. 
(43209)
WEIMER. EARLE E., 1395 GRANDVIEW AVE. 
(43212)
WEST. DONALD D., 5266 SINCLAIR RD. 
(43229)
WILEY. JAMES E., 107 JOHNSTOWN RD. 
(43230)
YOUNG. ARTHUR & COMPANY, 100 E. 
BROAD ST. #1401 (43215)
CONNEAUT
SHEPPARD AND SHEPPARD, 284 BROAD ST. 
(44030)
SNODGRASS. S. R. & CO., 244 MILL ST. 
(44030)
COSHOCTON
REA & ASSOCIATES. 713 MAIN ST. BOX 117 
(43812)
CUYAHOGA FALLS
KASE. DONALD R., 2345 STATE RD. (44223) 
NISTERCHUK, ROLLAND F., 2695 NORTH 
HAVEN BLVD. #8 (44223)
DAYTON
BAGGETT. GEORGE R., 4621 KORNER DR. 
(45424)
BARSTOW. C. BYRON. 2600 FAR HILLS 
BLDG. STE. 318 (45419)
BATTELLE & BATTELLE, 1785 BIG HILL RD. 
(45439)
BRAMLAGE, MELVIN H., 3220 NORTH MAIN 
ST. ROOM 203 (45405)
CASHDOLLAR, JOHN E., 212 TALBOT 
TOWER (45402)
CHRISMAN & EDWARDS. 1960 WINTERS 
BANK TOWER (45402)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 2080 WINTERS 
BANK TOWER (45402)
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DAWSON, ORA RAY, 502 HULMAN BLDG. 
(45402)
DOHNER & GURNICK, INC., FAR OAKS 
BLDG. 2801 FAR HILLS AVE. (45419)
DOUGLASS, DOYLE D., 912 THIRD NATL. 
BLDG. (45402)
ERNST & ERNST, 2300 WINTERS TOWER
BLDG. (45402)
FLAGEL, HUBER, FLAGEL & CO., 680 IBM 
BLDG. (45402)
FLORA, TAYLOR, CAMPBELL AND 
MCCORMICK, 5045 N. MAIN ST. (45415)
FOLKER, O. N. & COMPANY, 3138 N. MAIN 
ST. (45405)
FRY, WILLIAM S. & CO., 5 W. MONUMENT
AVE. (45402)
GANS, WILLIAM L., 379 W. FIRST ST. (45402)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 111 W.
FIRST ST. BLDG. (45402)
HARTMANN, RICHARD P., 4080 MARSHALL 
RD. (45429)
HASKINS & SELLS, 2200 WINTERS BANK
TOWER (45402)
HOBEN, WILLIAM J., 114 YALE AVE. (45406)
HOFFMAN, J. MARION, 1111 N. MAIN ST. 
(45405)
JONES & TURNEY, 1342 W. THIRD ST. 
(45407)
KAPPELER & WESTENDORF, 214 TALBOTT 
TOWER (45402)
LLOYD, DARNER, GUENTHR & THOMAS, 
725 HULMAN BLDG. (45402)
MAINS, ROBERT J., 3622 N. MAIN ST. 
(45405)
MCGREGOR, J. R., 901 THIRD NAT’L. BLDG. 
(45402)
MUMMA & MESCHER, 345 W. SECOND ST. 
(45402)
MYERS, DON D., MYERS SCHURMAN BLDG. 
2533 FAR HILLS AVE. (45419)
PLATTENBURG, WALTER W. & ASSOC., 2211
S. DIXIE AVE. (45409)
POLING, LIONEL, 4940 PROFIT WAY STE.
102 (45414)
QUATMAN, JOHN J., 4940 PROFIT WAY 
(45414)
SCHOENFELD, WILLIAM I., 408 HULMAN 
BLDG. (45402)
SCHOLES, JAMES E., 2810 WAYNE AVE. 
(45420)
SELDON, SAMUEL, 830 3RD NATL. BLDG. 
(45402)
SOMERS & VALLO, 2060 WINTERS BANK 
TOWER (45402)
STEWART & HUCHISON, 5450 FAR HILLS 
AVE. STE. 112 (45429)
STRATIS, ROBERT E., 26 W. NOTTINGHAM 
RD. (45405)
THEIS, ROBERT, 1327 THIRD NATL. BLDG. 
(45402)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 1200 TALBOTT TWR. 
(45402)
TRACHT, SOLOMON & CO., HARRIES BLDG.
STE. 304 137 N. MAIN ST. (45402)
WALTON, CARL S., 1912 N. MAIN ST. (45405)
YODER, BRITTON & ASSOCIATES, 600 
FIRST NATL. PLAZA (45402)
DEFIANCE
LUDERMAN, DUANE E., 608 CLINTON ST. 
(43512)
STEYER, HUBER & COMPANY, 508 COURT 
ST. (43512)
DELAWARE
TROUT AND GILL, 420 COUNTY BANK 
BLDG. (43015)
ZERBE, DONALD E., 56 N. FRANKLIN ST. 
(43015)
DOVER
SHAW, H. A. AND CO., 300 E. THIRD ST. 
(44622)
EAST LIVERPOOL
HARTT & FRICANO, 123 W. FIFTH ST. 
(43920)
ELYRIA
GORMAN, ROBERT C., 209 BAKER BLDG. 
230 SECOND ST. (44035)
MCGEE, DAVID A., 343 BROAD ST. (44035)
MOISE, T. L. & CO., P. C., 602 ELYRIA SAV 4 
TR BLDG. (44035)
ROSS, JAMES P., 201 BAKER BLDG. (44035)
STILLWELL, FREDERICK, JR., 142 
PRINCETON AVE. (44035)
WOLTZ, HARRY, 805 ELYRIA SVGS. 4 
TRUST BLDG. (44035)
ZUNICH, MITCHELL, 43075 NORTH RIDGE
RD. E. (44035)
EUCLID
LEVY, HENRY, 25000 EUCLID AVE. (44117)
MORRIS & HUDSON, 21801 LAKE SHORE 
BLVD. (44123)
FAIRBORN
CONFER, ROBERT J., 151/2 E. MAIN ST. 
(45324)
MESARVEY, RUSSELL, CORRELL & CO., 714
W. XENIA DR. (45324)
FAIRFIELD
GOODWIN, DON F., 651 BLACKBURN AVE. 
(45014)
GROTH, JOHN F., 5070 PLEASANT AVE. STE. 
6 (45014)
FINDLAY
BUCKINGHAM & ASSOCIATES, INC., STE. 1 
THIRD FL. HANCOCK SAVINGS & LOAN 
BLDG. (45840)
ELSEA, SCOTT, 318 E. MAIN CROSS ST. 
(45840)
TUTTLE, ARTHUR R., 1512 S. MAIN ST. 
(45840)
FOSTORIA
FRUTH, C. RICHARD & ASSOC., 304 N. MAIN 
STE. 8 (44830)
GONS, WALTER & CO., 144 W. TIFFIN ST. 
(44830)
FREMONT
DODWAY, MERVIN O., 111 1/2 S. ARCH ST. 
(43420)
FRANK, SERINGER & CHANEY, 208 S. ARCH 
ST. (43420)
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SHERMAN, DARYL J., 2121 W. STATE ST.
(43420)
GENEVA
DEAL, GEORGE S., 36 1/2 N. BROADWAY 
(44041)
GREENVILLE
DULL, WM. A., 215 E. THIRD ST. (45331)
FRY, WILLIAM S. & CO., 118 W. FIFTH ST. 
(45331)
GROVE CITY
HIRTH, CHARLES W„ 423 COLUMBUS ST. 
(43123)
HAMILTON
BARNTHOUSE & STEPHENSON, 802 FIRST 
NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (4501 1)
GILL, JAMES COLMAN, 12 N. 10TH ST. 
(45011)
JENNINGS, LINDSEY & REIMER, 546 MAIN 
ST. (45013)
MILDERS & GOFFENA, 1250 N. W.
WASHINGTON BLVD. (45013)
INDEPENDENCE
SEWELL, EDWARD E., 737 INDEPENDENCE 
TOWER (44131)
IRONTON
RAMBACHER, C. A. & CO., 811 NEAL AVE. 
(45638)
RAMBACHER, GARY L., 1807 SO. 8TH ST. 
(45638)
KENT
ESCOTT & COMPANY, 628 S. WATER ST. 
(44240)
KETTERING
BRADMILLER, LIONEL F., 232 BRYDON 
ROAD (45419)
CARTON, THOMAS WILLIAM, 1524 E.
STROOP RD. (45429)
LAKEWOOD
RAY, DONALD M., 2071 ARTHUR AVE. 
(44107)
WINTERGERST, FRED, 14701 DETROIT AVE. 
STE. 532 (44107)
LANCASTER
SMITH, ROBERT Q. & CO., EQUITABLE 
BLDG. STE. 230 (43130)
LEBANON
DUNN, WILLIAM C., 420 E. MAIN ST. (45036)
LEWISBURG
ROBERTS, CARL W., 325 N. COMMERCE ST. 
(45338)
LIMA
EVANS, E. S. AND COMPANY, 205 WEST ELM 
ST. (45802)
HOWARD, BEELER AND COMPANY, 222 
SOUTH WEST STREET (45801)
JOHN & DOTY, 563 W. SPRING ST. (45801)
MARTIN, DAN, P. O. BOX 1667 (45802)
LORAIN
KRITZ, CHARLES J., 5505 WILLIAMSBURG 
DR. (44053)
NOTTINGHAM, RONALD J., 1723 NORTH 
RIDGE RD. E. (44055)
WOOLDRIDGE, LESNICK & TUBBS, 209
SHEFFIELD CENTER (44055)
LOUISVILLE
EDWARDS, THOMAS W., III, 419 E. MAIN ST. 
(44641)
ONESTO, JOHN L., 100 EAST MAIN ST.
(44641)
LYNDHURST
BAGINSKI, FRANK J., 5010 MAYFIELD RD. 
(44124)
BLUE, LOUIS A. & ASSOCIATES, 5420 
MAYFIELD RD. (44124)
LORBER, HERMAN, 5420 MAYFIELD RD. 
(44124)
SILVERMAN, MARC D., 5010 MAYFIELD RD. 
RM. 108 (44124)
SIMKOFF, RONALD L., ONE WILLOW SHORE
BLDG. 5420 MAYFIELD RD. (44124)
WEISKIND, SAMUEL R., 5010 MAYFIELD RD. 
(44124)
YENSEN, VOLMER H., 1267 ROLAND
CIRCLE (44124)
MANSFIELD
BAIR, DONALD R., 495 LEXINGTON AVE. 
(44907)
HURWITZ, LEONARD B., 614 BRAE BURN 
(44907)
KISSEL, RAYMOND, 785 LEXINGTON AVE. 
(44907)
KLESHINSKI & RIESTER, 28 PARK AVE. W. 
(44902)
MCBRIDE, SAMUEL S., 2444 LEXINGTON 
AVE. (44907)
MAPLE HEIGHTS
BROWN, BURTON & ASSOC., 5316
WARRENSVILLE CTR. RD. (44137)
MARIETTA
DUNN, JAMES B. & ASSOCIATES, 200 
PUTNAM ST. (45750)
ROBINSON & CALTRIDER, 323 SECOND ST. 
(45750)
MARION
SMOOT, ROUSH & MANTER, 240 E. CHURCH 
ST. (43302)
MARYSVILLE
RAUSCH, BARBARA I., 400 GROVE ST. 
(43040)
MASSILLON
SWALLEN, LAWHUN, HUBBARD &
ABRAHAM, GILTZ BLDG. (44646)
MAUMEE
KASER & BOCK, 707 CONANT ST. (43537)
MEDINA
BRUBAKER, HELFRICH AND TAYLOR. 122 
PUBLIC SQUARE (44256)
REA & ASSOCIATES, 124 W. WASHINGTON 
ST. (44256)
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MIDDLETOWN
CLARK, SCHAEFER, HACKETT, SPAETH, 
CINCINNATI GAS & ELECTRIC 1 N. MAIN 
(45042)
MACK, EUGENE, 208 CASTELL BLDG. 
(45042)
MCDANIELS, MARY ELLEN, 2009 CENTRAL 
AVE. (45042)
MILLERSBURG
REA & ASSOCIATES, PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 
(44654)
MINERVA
CROWL, FRANCIS L., 1905 UNION AVE. S. E. 
(44657)
MONTGOMERY
MAHAFFEY, DAVID, 9449 MONTGOMERY 
RD. (45242)
NAPOLEON
FREPPEL, FRED T., 120 W. FRONT (43545) 
PENROD & GEORGE, THE COLONY BLDG.
111 E. CLINTON ST. (43545)
NEW LEXINGTON
MCLAIN, JAMES L., PEOPLES NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. (43764)
NEW PHILADELPHIA
REA & ASSOCIATES, 122 FOURTH ST. N. W. 
(44663)
NEWARK
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 15 W. 
CHURCH ST. (43055)
GUELDE, E. A., 1205 W. CHURCH ST. (43055)
JOHSTON, JOSEPH G., TRUST BLDG. RM. 607 
(43055)
WILSON, SHANNON, OBERFIELD & CO., 15 
W. CHURCH ST. (43055)
NILES
ACKERMAN, ROBERT C., 422 VILLAGE 
CENTER 6060 YOUNGSTOWN RD. (44446)
GUILKEY, TYRONE D., 309 VIENNA AVE. 
(44446)
NORTH CANTON
MINOGUE & ASSOCIATES, 7675 SUPREME 
AVE. NW. (44720)
NORTH OLMSTED
BENDER, WILLIAM J., NORTH PARK 
OFFICES BLDG. 23201 LORAIN RD. 
(44070)
GERLACH, WILLIAM L., 5165 ANDRUS AVE. 
(44070)
JAKSIC & CO., 3881 BRISTOL LN. (44070)
VESPOLI, JAMES C., 4028 FIELDING (44070)
NORTH ROYALTON
MUNSHOWER, WILLIAM J., 7029 ROYALTON 
ROAD (44133)
NORTHFIELD
STUTZ, RICHARD L., 42 FELL AVE. (44067)
NORTON
SMITH, RUSSELL W., 2804 KAY BLVD. 
(44203)
STAMP, JAMES A., 3405 MARK LANE (44203)
NORWALK
BECK, CLIFFORD E., CITIZENS NATL. BK. 
BLDG. (44857)
FRANK, SERINGER & CHANEY, 158 MILAN 
AVE. (44857)
OLMSTED FALLS
LUCAS, JULIUS J., 25752 COOK RD. (44138)
ORWELL
PRATT, JACOB C., JR., 7358 RT. 45 N. 
(44076)
OTTAWA
SCHROEDER, J. K., 310 E. MAIN ST. (45875)
PAINESVILLE
ELLIS, THOMAS Y., 77 NORMANDY DR. 
(44077)
LINK, F. GILBERT, LINK BLDG. RM. 101 41
E. ERIE ST. (44077)
PARMA
BASLADYNSKY, MYROSLAW, 5725 STATE 
RD. (44134)
HOLAN, ROBERT J., 5530 PEARL RD. (44129)
PARMA HEIGHTS
DIDION, ROBERT E., 6500 PEARL RD. STE. 
121 (44130)
RUPPE, HARRY L., R. A. GALL OFFICE 
BLDG. 6500 PEARL RD. (44130)
PAULDING
SINN, LAUKHUF & COMPANY, 117 N. MAIN 
ST. (45879)
PEPPER PIKE
LICKER, MILTON, 31149 GATES MILLS 
BLVD. (44124)
PERRYSBURG
SHAWEN, DONALD M., 10402 AVENUE RD. 
(43551)
WINZELER, WM., 1011 SANDUSKY ST. STE. L 
(43551)
PIQUA
FESSLER, MARION L., ORR FLESH BLDG. 
106 W. ASH ST. (45356)
MURRAY, WELLS & COMPANY, PIQUA 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (45356)
WILSON, ACCOUNTING SERVICE, 400 
CALDWELL ST. (45356)
POLAND
BECKWITH AND BECKWITH, 1104 MATHEWS 
RD. (44514)
PORT CLINTON
STREETER, CLARENCE H., 121 JEFFERSON 
ST. (43452)
PORTSMOUTH
FRYMAN, EUGENE H., 53 NATIONAL BK. 
BLDG. (45662)
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REYNOLDS, BORDEN & CHAPMAN, 700
MASONIC BLDG. (45662)
RICHFIELD
ARNOLD, DORSEY L., 3915 BROADVIEW RD.
(44286)
ROCKY RIVER
BARBER, JOHN D., 196401/2 CENTER RIDGE
ROAD (44116)
GOTHOT, GEORGE A., 1325 CHATHAM
PLACE (44116)
GRAF & GRAF, 19140 DETROIT RD. (44116) 
KEISTER, RADICE & CO., 19129 HILLIARD
RD. (44116)
SALEM
HILL, BARTH & KING, 314 E. SECOND ST.
(44460)
SANDUSKY
WELTY, DEETER & WEICHEL, 215 FEICK
BLDG. (44870)
SHAKER HEIGHTS
HILL & STONESTREET, 337 SHAKER BLDG.
3645 WARRENSVILLE CTR. RD. (44122) 
HOICOWITZ, MARVIN, 3510 LEE RD. (44120) 
KLEIN, LOUIS H., 450 TOWER EAST 20600
CHAGRIN BLVD. (44122)
SIDNEY
KERBER, DERRINGER & CO., OHIO BLDG.
(45365)
MCCRATE, DELAET & CO., OHIO BLDG.
(45365)
MONNIER & CO., OHIO BLDG. (45365)
SOUTH EUCLID
COLNER, HENRY , 4425 MAYFIELD RD.
(44121)
GREENWALD, MERLE A., 14055 CEDAR RD.
(44118)
KOHN, MEYER J., 1463 WARRENSVILLE
CENTER RD. (44121)
SALUPO & ASSOCIATES, 4517 MAYFIELD
RD. (44121)
WALD, BERNARD M., 410 GREENVALE RD.
(44121)
YASPAN, BERTRAM D., 3945 COLONY RD.
(44118)
SPRINGFIELD
BARNETT, JONES & GRAHAM, FIRST
NATIONAL BLDG. STE. 511 (45502) 
CLARK, SCHAEFER, HACKETT, SPAETH &
CO., 708 FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(45502)
FLORA, TAYLOR, CAMPBELL, AND 
MCCORMICK, 819 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (45502)
KAMBEITZ AND GIBSON, FIRST NATL.
BLDG. STE. 417 & W. MAIN ST. (45502)
MESARVEY, RUSSELL, CORRELL & CO., 825 
FIRST NATL. BLDG. (45502)





LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 310 FIRST 
NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (43952)
STOW
FOTT, ROBERT J., INC., 4350 ALLEN ROAD 
(44224)
MORRISON AND WALSH, INC., 3390 KENT 
RD. (44224)
STRONGSVILLE
KOCIAN & SABADOS, 11303 PEARL RD. 
(44136)
STRUTHERS
BELLOTO, ROBERT J., HOME SAVINGS & 
LOAN BLDG. 32 STATE ST. (44471)
SYLVANIA
CLENDENIN, ARTHUR M., JR., 5800 
MONROE ST. (43560)
TERRACE PARK
WILSON, RUSSELL D., 707 LEXINGTON AVE. 
(45174)
TIFFIN
GONS, WALTER & CO., 117 E. PERRY ST. 
(44883)
TOLEDO
BARRY, JOHN E., 415 N. ST. CLAIR ST. 
(43602)
BAUMANN, VICTOR G., 5552 SOUTHWYCK 
BLVD. (43614)
BOWER, WITT & COMPANY, PO. BOX 5610 
(43613)
BRELL, THOMAS & ASSOCIATES, INC., 5705 
DORR ST. (43615)
CATCHPOLE & DORFMEISTER, 4121 
MONROE (43606)
ERNST & ERNST, 1900 TOLEDO TRUST 
BLDG. 245 SUMMIT ST. (43604)
GONS, WALTER & CO., STE. 344 WESTGATE
BLDG. 3450 W. CENTRAL AVE. (43606)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 243 N. 
HURON ST. STE. 220 (43604)
HADDAD, JOSEPHINE E., 5151 MONROE ST. 
STE-211 (43623)
HASKINS & SELLS, EDISON PLAZA 300 
MADISON AVE. (43604)
HOAG, CHARLES & CO., 1812 BROADWAY 
(43609)
KING, JOSEPH A., 655 SPITZER BLDG. 
(43604)
KLEINMAN, FELDMAN & NATHANSON, 5550 
W. CENTRAL AVE. (43615)
LUBLIN, SUSSMAN, ROSENBERG AND 
DAMRAUER, 3556 MONROE STREET 
(43606)
MAHEN, ROYDEN, 306 UNITED SAVINGS 
BLDG. (43604)
MESSINGER, F. R., EDISON PLAZA STE. 1411
300 MADISON AVE. (43604)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., ONE 
LEVIS SQ. (43604)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (43604)
SZYMANSKI, PHILIP P., GIBRALTAR BLDG. 
1118 SYLVANIA AVE. (43612)
TASSIE, GLENNON B., 2520 MONROE ST. 
(43620)
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TAYLOR, EARL H., 472 SPITZER BLDG. 
(43604)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 1034 NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (43604)
TUCKER & STEIN, INC., 315 MAIN ST. 
(43605)
VAUGHAN, WILLIAM, 3030 N. REYNOLDS 
RD. (43615)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1600 
TOLEDO TRUST BLDG. (43604)
TROY
SCHOCH, HOWARD G., PEOPLES BLDG. & 
SAVING ASSN. 212 WEST MAIN ST. 
(45373)
UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
FORCHHEIMER & RABE, 2245 
WARRENSVILLE CENTER RD. (44118)
STROMBERG, SID, CO., 3974 LANSDALE RD. 
(44118)
URBANA
SPENCER, RANDALL H., 239 N. MAIN ST. 
(43078)
VAN WERT
SHULTZ, RICHARD R., 121 S. WASHINGTON 
ST. (45891)
SINN, LAUKHUF & COMPANY, FIRST 
FEDERAL BLDG. RM. 200 (45891)
VANDALIA
HAYWOOD, RALPH E. & COMPANY, 915 
CRESTWOOD HILLS DR. (45377)
KENTNER, SELLERS, CLARK & HINES, 209 
KENBROOK DR. (45377)
VERMILION
DICKASON, JOHN K., 650 MAIN ST. (44089)
WADSWORTH
WATKINS, J. MICHAEL & COMPANY, 
CITIZENS BANK BLDG. STE. 201 (44281)
WAPAKONETA
KERBER, DERRINGER & CO., 404 
HAMILTON ST. (45895)
WARREN
HYDEN, ROBERT E., 5572 MAHONING AVE. 
NW. (44483)
PACKER, DEISLINGER & JOHNSON. 808 
SECOND NATL. BLDG. (44480)
ROBBINS, R. M. & ASSOC., 123 HIGH ST. NE. 
(44481)
WATERVILLE
HAAS, KARL J., 388 RIVER RD. (43566)
JONES, JAMES E., 757 MICHIGAN AVE. 
(43566)
WAUSEON
PENROD & GEORGE, 120 E. CHESTNUT ST. 
(43567)
WESTERVILLE
ORLANDO, JOHN W. & CO., 16 LYNETTE 
PLACE N. (43081)
WHEELERSBURG
FRALEY, ROBERT L., 1099 OHIO RIVER RD. 
(45694)
WILLOUGHBY
BOND, SIPPOLA & DE JOY, 38052 EUCLID 
AVE. (44094)
HARTER, MARTIN L., 7142 MENTOR AVE. 
(44094)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 38052 EUCLID 
AVE. (44094)
MCADOO, ROBERT B., 35104 EUCLID AVE. 
(44094)
SACHER, FRANK J., JR., 38052 EUCLID AVE. 
STE. 100 (44094)
SWEARINGEN & SWEARINGEN, PARKHILL 
BLDG. 35104 EUCLID AVE. (44094)
WILMINGTON
BRESTER, WM. H., 137 W. MAIN ST. (45177)
WOOSTER
FRANK, SERINGER & CHANEY, 527 
PORTAGE RD. (44691)
MEADEN & MOORE, EAST OHIO BLDG. RM. 
230 201 E. LIBERTY ST. (44691)
WORTHINGTON
KACZMAREK, DAVID V., 6877 N. HIGH ST. 
(43085)
KAYATI, STEPHEN, 688 HIGH ST. RM. C. 
(43085)
WYOMING
SAUNDERS & SAUNDERS, 419 POPLAR AVE. 
(45215)
YOUNGSTOWN
AXTMANN AND LOMAX, FEDERAL BLDG. 
18 N. PHELPS ST. (44503)
BARINGER & COMPANY, 16 ST. LOUIS AVE. 
(44507)
DAVANZO, ANTHONY C., 3000 BELMONT 
AVE. (44505)
DE PIORE, WILLIAM F., 1801 MAHONING 
AVE. (44509)
EDIE & NOLDER, 5335 MARKET ST. (44512)
ERNST & ERNST, 809 UNION NATL. BANK 
BLDG. 16 CENTRAL SQUARE (44501)
FERRO, ROBERT, 7240 GLENWOOD AVE. 
(44512)
FULLER, TUTTER AND KIBLER, 506 UNION 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (44503)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 
MAHONING BANK BLDG. (44503)
HARSHMAN, ABE, 3000 BELMONT AVE. 
(44505)
HILL, BARTH & KING, 7680 MARKET ST. 
(44512)
JONES, ARTHUR L., 4717 BROOKWOOD RD. 
(44512)
REALI, WILLIAM L., 2445 BELMONT AVE. 
(44505)
ROGAN, JOHN H., 3413 CANFIELD RD. 
(44511)
SIMONTON, JONES & CO., 1211 MAHONING 
BK. BLDG. (44503)
VASEL, JOHN A., 5160 YOUNGSTOWN 
POLAND RD. (44514)
WILLIAMS, GOMER, JR., HOME SAVINGS & 
LOAN BLDG. #205 4005 HILLMAN ST. 
(44512)
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ZANESVILLE
GRAHAM. MITCHELL & ASSOCIATES, 209 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (43701)
LYNCH, LYNCH & TUCKER, 939 ADAIR AVE. 
(43701)
MILLIGAN, DANFORD D., 511 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (43701)
ROBINSON, HOWARD F., 904 ADAIR AVE. 
(43701) OKLAHOMA
ADA
FENTEM, LEWIS N., FENGATE BLDG. 309 S. 
TOWNSEND (74820)
GRIFFIN, HORNE & CO., 206 AMERICAN 
BLDG. (74820)
LAMB, MIKE, PRAIRIE OIL & GAS BLDG. 316 
S. RENNIE (74820)
ALTUS
BYRD, BENJAMIN C., III, 710 N. MAIN ST. 
(73521)
QUIGLEY, SCOTT , N. B. C. BLDG. (73521)
ANTLERS
BURGESS, COY V., 114 S. HIGH (74523)
ARDMORE
HULME, WOODROW W., 20 A. ST. N. W. 
(73401)
LAWRENCE, JOHN B., 307 ARDMOREITE 
BLDG. (73401)
REED. HAROLD H., 606 LITTLE BLDG. 
(73401)
SCHAUB, CLIFF M., 810 BIXBY S. W. (73401)
STEED AND STEED, 313 LITTLE BLDG. 
(73401)
SWANNER, CLOVIS M., JR., 111 STANLEY 
(73401)
TIDD, CLIFTON E., 220 LINCOLN CENTER 
(73401)
VAUGHN. FORTNER & RILEY. P. O. BOX 306 
(73401)
ATOKA
PETERSON & JONES. 1101/2 E. COURT (74525)
BARTLESVILLE
HUGHES. PAUL D., 1421 S. SHAWNEE 
(74003)
JONES & BRYAN. INC., 412 E. FIFTH ST. 
(74003)
WILSON. GENE E., 416 E. FIFTH (74003)
BEAVER
BECHTHOLD, BORN & WILSON, BOX 988 
(73932)
BLACKWELL
BICKFORD. J. B., SERVICE EXCHANGE 
BLDG. (74631)
BROKEN BOW
POLLARD. E. DWAIN, 118 N. MAIN (74728)
CHICKASHA
GOSS. LITTLE & THURMAN. 407 
PETROLEUM BLDG. (73018)
NIKKEL, ERNEST H., 127 CHICKASHA AVE. 
(73018)
CLAREMORE
AHRENS, BEN H., 314 S. LYNN RIGGS BLVD. 
(74017)
CLINTON
FRANSEN, ELAINE L., ROUTE 1 BOX 195 
(73601)
CUSHING
BLAND. CALL & CO., 206 N. HARRISON 
(74023)
DEL CITY
AUSTIN, RONALD LEE, 3945 S. E. 15 STE.
201 (73115)
DUNCAN
CONNER, CECIL C., 302 PERKINS BLDG. 
(73533)
TURNEY, CHARLES , 208 SECURITY BLDG. 
(73533)
VAUGHN & FORTNER, 307 SECURITY NATL. 
BLDG. (73533)
DURANT
RICHERSON, R. L., 208 W. EVERGREEN 
(74701)
WEBB AND WEBB, INC., 308 W. MAIN ST. 
(74701)
EDMOND
GREEN, JOHNNY L., 21 W. FIRST ST. (73034)
STEWART. ROBERT T., JR., 116 SOUTH 
BROADWAY (73034)
EL RENO
HEUSER-RYAN & COMPANY. 207 E. 
RUSSELL (73036)
ELK CITY
RICHERT AND NEWCOMB. 115 N. 
JEFFERSON (73644)
ENID
COLLINS AND BUTLER, 800 BASS BLDG. 
(73701)
EDSALL & GAU, SECURITY NATL. BANK 
BLDG. P. O. BOX 3369 (73701)
EVANS, CHARLES L., 523 WEST BROADWAY 
(73701)
FARROW. STONE & BLUBAUGH, 2401 
NORTH GRAND (73701)
MARSHALL, RUSSELL C., 236 KNOX BLDG. 
303 W. BROADWAY (73701)
MOORE, BYRON L., 730 BASS BLDG. (73701)
FREDERICK
ELLIS. JERALD M., 110 W. FLORAL AVE. 
(73542)
GRANDFIELD
WIRZ, KAYE C., 123 WEST SECOND (73546)
GROVE
HANLEY. W. W., RT. 1 BOX 101 (74344)
GUYMON
VANNORT, GERALD T., NASH BLDG. (73942)
ZIGLER & OAKES, 405 S. MAIN (73942)
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HENRYETTA
MEYER. CHARLES E., 204 SOUTH SIXTH ST. 
(74437)
HUGO
HAMMONS. FLOYD DALE. 203 E. JACKSON 
ST. (74743)
IDABEL
BELL, MARTIN J., 112 S. E. AVE. N. (74745)
LAWTON
BENDURE, LLOYD K. & CO., 202 SECURITY 
BLDG. (73501)
MEESE, ALFRED H., 701 N. 13TH ST. (73501)
STANFIELD & O’DELL, 604 D. AVE. (73501)
MADILL
ADAMSON. MYRL T., 305 LILLIE BLVD. 
(73446)
MCALESTER
BLACKMAN & MCBEE. 10 E. WASHINGTON 
(74501)
MIAMI
ADKISON. LEE F., BOX 128 12 A. N. E. 
(74354)
BALL, BRADLEY D., 402 SAVINGS & LOAN 
BLDG. (74354)
MOORE
MURRELL. BOB C., 1700 N. BROADWAY STE.
C (73160)
MOUNDS
SHORE. JERRY E., RT. 2 BOX 15 (74047)
MUSKOGEE
HOFFMAN, ELMER E., JR., 505 W. 
OKMULGEE (74401)
MOFFITT AND COMPANY, P. O. BOX 646 
(74401)
TUTTLE, JAMES 0., 501 COMMERCIAL BANK
BLDG. (74401)
NORMAN
ADLER. S. THOMAS. 917 BIRCH DR. (73069)
BARRETT. R. LLOYD. 429 E. ROBINSON
(73069)
LYNCH & FINLEY, 118 N. PETERS (73069)
STEPHENSON, FLOW & CO., 203 CITY NAT’L. 
BLDG. (73069)
STOVER, ARMSTRONG & CO., INC., 123 E. 
TONHAWA (73069)
STURTZ, MARVIN F., 1225 W. MAIN RM. 106 
(73069)
OKLAHOMA CITY
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 1400 LIBERTY 
TOWER (73102)
BEDNAR AND PERCIVAL, 1310 CITY NAT’L.
BANK TOWER (73102)
BILLUPS, ARNN & MASCHO, 2600 LIBERTY
TOWER (73102)
BILLUPS & COLE, 3535 N. W. 58 ST. (73112)
BROOKS, GRAY AND NORTHCUTT, 2060
LIBERTY TOWER (73120)
COOPER, R. BOZE, 2929 LIBERTY TOWER 
(73102)
CRISWELL, DONALD E., INC., 1890 LIBERTY 
TOWER (73102)
EARLY & EARLY, 1205 CITY NATL. BANK 
TOWER (73102)
EPHRAIM, SURECK & MILLER, 323 N. W. 
THIRD ST. (73102)
ERNST & ERNST, 1307 CITY NATL. BANK 
TOWER 204 N. ROBINSON (73102)
FRANK, R. M. & COMPANY, 1518 CITY 
NATL. BANK TOWER (73102)
FULLER, DONALD C., 1501 CLASSEN BLVD. 
(73106)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 3545 N. 
W. 58TH ST. STE. 200 (73112)
HAMMONDS, SAM J., 527 HIGHTOWER 
BLDG. (73102)
HAMPTON, JAMES H., 5841 N. W. 58TH ST. 
(73122)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1408 FIRST NATL. BLDG. 
(73102)
HEDGES, H. MAX, 5914 N. W. 16 ST. (73127)
HEUSER, RYAN & COMPANY, 707 MIDLAND 
CENTER (73102)
HILL, JOSEPH H., 1250 FIRST NATL. BANK 
CTR. (73102)
HOLMES, HAROLD D., 1330 CLASSEN BLDG. 
STE. 306 (73106)
HOPKINS. TYSON . 305 UNITED FOUNDERS 
TOWER (73112)
HOSTETTER, DARWIN A., 328 1/2 W.
COMMERCE (73109)
HUGHES, PATRICK W., 1231 N.W. 31 (73118)
HUNTER & CLEMENT. 2809 N. W. EXPY. RM. 
300 (73112)KaREY, GUS J., 324 N. ROBINSON STE. 410 
(73102)
KENDRICK, N. A., 10806 NORTH MAY AVE.
(73120)
KENNEDY & LOWDER, INC., 3545 N. W. 58 
STE. 320 (73112)
LAZZELLE, FRED D., P. C., 850 CITIZENS 
TOWER BLDG. (73106)
LINGLE, PIGG & KRAEMER, 3022 N. W.
EXPWY (73112)
LIVENGOOD, WM. L., 4137 N. W. 55 (73112)
LUTON AND COMPANY, PRENTICE BLDG.
6503 N. BROADWAY EXTN. (73116)
MANN & GARR, 4545B N. LINCOLN BLVD. 
(73105)
MARBURGER, E. F., 1416 N. W. 104 
TERRACE (73114)
MCKINNEY, JEANNETTE, 1229 N. W. 29 ST. 
(73106)
MOAK, HUNSAKER AND ROUSE, 1900 FIRST 
NATL. CTR. (73102)
MOSLEY, ROBERT A., 6207 N. W. HIGHWAY 
(73132)
NICHOLS & COMPANY, 2950 LIBERTY 
TOWER 100 BROADWAY (73102)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., FIRST 
NATL. CTR. (73102)
PETERS & CHANDLER, 910 CITIZENS BANK 
TOWER (73106)
PLATER, HENSON & PLATER, 601 CRAVENS 
BLDG. (73102)
RIFFEL, EDWIN E., 410 HIGHTOWER BLDG. 
(73102)
SCHWOERKE & CAIN, VICTORIA BLDG. 1901 
CLASSEN STE. 203 (73106)
SELF & CO., INC., 1108 NW. 16 (73106)
SNELL AND SIMMONS, STE. 624 EAST BLDG.
2000 CLASSEN CENTER (73106)
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STANFIELD & O’DELL, 3313 CLASSEN 
BLVD. (73118)
TATE, DAVID 0., 5915 N. W. 23 ST. STE. 218 
(73127)
TERRELL & TERRELL, 1411 N. PORTLAND 
(73107)
THOMAS & COMPANY, 1250 FIRST NATL. 
CTR. (73102)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 1010 FIDELITY PLAZA 
ROBERT S. KERR AT ROBINSON (73102)
WILSEY, STEVE L., 2800 N. W. 36 ST. STE. 
102 (73112)
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, CITIZENS 
BANK TOWER BLDG. 1530 (73106)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 1275 FIRST NATL. 
BLDG. (73102)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1900 
LIBERTY TOWER (73102)
OKMULGEE
DAVIS, CHARLES B., 202 E. EIGHTH (74447)
FROMAN, RONALD, BOX 428 (74447)
SMITH, S. GRAHAM, 111 NORTH MORTON 
(74447)
PAULS VALLEY
KINNEBREW & READNOUR, P. O. BOX 699 
(73075)
WOODS, JAMES T., 107 W. MCCLURE (73075)
PAWNEE
BLAND, CALL & CO., 619 HARRISON (74058)
PONCA CITY
LOWREY, CORTRIGHT & EUBANK, 510 N. 
14TH (74601)
VAUGHN AND MOLES, 314 COMMUNITY 
BLDG. (74601)
PRYOR
BEARDEN, WILLIAM L., 22 NORTH ADAIR 
(74361)
SALLISAW
HAMMONS, BOB D., 111 E. CHOCTAW 
(74955)
SAPULPA
MAYBERRY, RANDALL R., 221 E. DEWEY 
(74066)
SHAWNEE
FINLEY & COOK, MASONIC BLDG. (74801)
KOONTZ, LINDELL M., 511 FEDERAL NATL. 
BK. BLDG. (74801)
MCGEHEE AND ROBERTSON, 202 
AMERICAN NAT'L. BANK BLDG. 17 W. 
NINTH (74801)
NELON, MULLINS & COMPANY, INC., OIL A 
GAS BLDG. 1500 N. KICKAPOO (74801)
STIGLER
FIORETTI, LOUIS, JR., 702 W. MAIN BOX 466 
(74462)
STILLWATER
BANKS, ENETH R., 911 W. ESKRIDGE 
(74074)
DUNCAN, SYLVIA H., 1211 SKYLINE DR. 
(74074)
HALL, MINER C., LAWYERS BLDG. 715 S.
HUSBAND ST. (74074)
HEATH & RILEY, 8 MAIN PLACE (74074)
JONES, CARL H., LAWYERS BLDG. 715 S.
HUSBAND (74074)
MOORE, GEORGE G., PROFESSIONAL BLDG.
217 W. FIFTH (74074)
PRYOR, EDWARD L., P. O. BOX 688 715 S.
HUSBAND (74074)
STROUD
BLAND, CALL & CO., 312 W. THIRD ST.
(74029)
MILLER, BRUCE, 216 W. THIRD ST. (74079)
SULPHUR
HELTZEL, DANIEL L., PO. BOX 456 (73086)
TAHLEQUAH
WYLES, MICHAEL, 318 E. DOWNING (74464)
TULSA
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 15 WEST SIXTH 
STREET (74119)
APPLEBAUGH, ROSS M., 516 BEACON BLDG.
(74103)
BLACKBURN, JAMES V., GREYSTONE BLDG. 
STE. 104 2205 E. 51 ST. (74105)
CASEY, F. T., 516 PHILTOWER BLDG.
(74103)
CHERRY, EARL J., 2121 S. COLUMBIA
(74114)
CLARKE, MACK E., 307 PARKLAND PLAZA 
BLDG. 2121 S. COLUMBIA AVE. (74114)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 310 PHILTOWER 
BLDG. (74103)
CROSS AND COMPANY, 2200 PHILTOWER
BLDG. (74103)
DANIEL AND HOWARD, INC., 1560 EAST 
21ST ST. (74114)
DAVIS, MERLE S., 5903 E. NEWTON PLACE
(74115)
EBERHART, BROWN & CO., 2745 E. SKELLY 
DR. STE. 102 (74105)
ENGMAN, MARTIN F., III, 619 S. MAIN ST.
(74119)
FEIGEL, JAMES P., 2705 E. SKELLY DR.
(74105)
FINLEY, W. J., 1912 FIRST PLACE (74103)
FISHER, JOHN D., P. O. BOX 45291 (74145)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 2710 4TH NATL.
BK. BL (74119)
GELWICK, ALLEN G., JR., 4835 S. PEORIA
(74105)
GREENWOOD, RICHARD J. 1888 E. 15TH ST.
(74104)
HAGER, ELIZABETH STOWELL, 2300 E. 14 
ST. STE. 206 (74104)
HASKINS & SELLS, 718 NATL. BK. OF TULSA
BLDG. (74103)
HEATH, CHARLES E., 51 PARKWAY BLDG.
5525 E. 51 STE. 105 (74135)
HUGHES, D. H., 3314 E. 51 ST. (74135) 
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 1130 NAT’L.
BANK OF TULSA BLDG. (74103)
JEWELL, CLIFFORD H., 4100 E. 51ST ST.
(74135)
KATZ, P. M. & COMPANY, 5416 S. YALE
(74135)
KLEIN, ALFRED H., 1429 E. 41 ST. (74105) 
KURTZ, ROUSE & CO., THOMPSON BLDG.
STE. 700 FIFTH AND BOSTON (74103)
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LAUGHLIN, ARGUS GEARL, 4828 S. PEORIA 
RM. 107 (74135)
LEMING, J. A., 3010 S. HARVARD (74114)
LIEBNICK, ALLEN M., YALE SOUTH BLDG. 
5416 S. YALE (74135)
LONG, TANNERY, GRAY AND COMPANY, 
4111 S. DARLINGTON STE. 3-3 (74135)
MARTIN, WILLIAM A., 517 BEACON BLDG. 
(74103)
MATTHEWS, TANDY S., 229 MAYO BLDG. 
(74103)
MCNAMEE AND WALKER, 1604 FOURTH 
NATL. BLDG. (74119)
MIDDLETON, WM. H., 1627 S. KNOXVILLE 
(74112)
MYERS, SCARBROUGH & BAKER, 3045 S. 
HARVARD (74114)
OSTRANDER, SUGG & CO., 5043 S. FULTON 
(74135)
PARKER AND CATLIN, 209 PHILTOWER 
BLDG. (74103)
PARKER AND COMPANY, 401 PHILTOWER 
BLDG. (74103)
PATCHEN, CHARLES W., RANCH ACRES 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 3223 E. 31 SUITE 
211 (74105)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 730 
NATL. BANK OF TULSA BLDG. (74103)
PETERSON, A. D., 3314 E. 51 ST. STE. N. 
(74135)
PETERSON & JONES, 8170 E. 46 ST. (74145)
RAYL, LLOYD H., JR., 1135 E. 38 ST. STE. 
105 (74105)
REYBURN, LINDA F., 3157 E. 39 ST. (74105)
RICE, PHILLIP H., WRIGHT BLDG. RM. 714 
(74103)
RICHARDS, F. CLIFT, P. O. BOX 50349 
(74150)
RUSKOWSKI, ALBERT S., 1602 FIRST NAT’L. 
BLDG. (74103)
SARTAIN, FISCHBEIN & CO., 1710 FOURTH 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (74119)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, SUITE 3228 FIRST 
PLACE (74104)
SHARP AND COMPANY, 4815 S. HARVARD 
ROOM 411 (74135)
STANFIELD & O’DELL, 3211 SOUTH 
LAKEWOOD (74135)
STEWART, B. F., 120 FULTON 46 BLDG. 5350 
E. 46 ST. (74135)
STOREY, W. L., YALE SOUTH BLDG. 5416 S. 
YALE STE. 602 (74135)
STORMS, C. B., 3045 S. HARVARD AVE. 
(74114)
THOMAS & COMPANY, 1604 NATL. BANK OF 
TULSA BLDG. (74103)
THOMAS, ROY E., 1222 S. LEWIS AVE. 
(74104)
THOMPSON, WALKER O., 731 BEACON 
BLDG. (74103)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 620 NAT’L. BANK OF 
TULSA BLDG. (74103)
VETTER, B. W. & COMPANY, ATLAS LIFE 
BLDG. (74103)
WATSON, ALEXANDER & CO., SKELLY 
DRIVE PROFESSIONAL BLD. 8192 EAST 
SKELLY DRIVE (74129)
WILLIS, BUCKY, 5963 E. 31ST ST. (74135)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1500 FIRST 
NATIONAL BLDG. (74103)
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ZUMWALT, WILLIAM M., 717 WRIGHT BLDG. 
(74103)
WAKITA
ELLIOTT, SPEED, JR., BOX 138 (73771)
WEATHERFORD
RICHERT AND NEWCOMB, 204 E. FRANKLIN 
(73096)
YUKON
BLAKE, JAMES A., 1205 KINGSTON DR. 
(73099) OREGON
ALBANY
BRUDVIG AND BAKER, 440 E. FIRST ST.
(97321)
HAYES, NYMAN & CO., 2120 S. PACIFIC
BLVD. (97321)
MARSHALL, SPIVEY & CO., P. C., 500 LYON 
BLDG. (97321)
WARNER, PHILLIPS & CO., P. C., 425 W.
SECOND AVE. (97321)
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, 223 S.
BROADALBI ST. (97321)
ALOHA
HENDERSHOTT, L. R. & CO., P. C., 21225 S.
W. TUALITAN VALLEY HWY. (97005)
ASHLAND
TISCHHAUSER, BUBB & CO., 53 N. 2ND ST.
(97520)
ASTORIA
LUOMA, EDWIN L., 1010 DUANE ST. (97103)
NIMS, BRUCE E., 3523 IRVING (97103)
YERGEN AND MEYER, 801 COMMERCIAL 
ST. (97103)
BAKER
KOLB AND OSTER, 2001 WASHINGTON AVE. 
(97814)
MITCHELL & GUYER, 2790 MAIN ST. (97814)
BEAVERTON
BRANDT & STONE, PARK PLAZA WEST 
10700 S. W. BEAVERTON HWY. (97005)
FARRA & PIDCOCK, PARK PLAZA WEST 
10700 S. W. BEAVERTON HILLSDALE 
(97005)
KANADA, STAATS AND ERDMANN, 12470
SW. FIRST ST. (97005)
KAPPEL, EDWARD L., STE. H. 4175 S. W.
CEDAR HILLS BLVD. (97005)
REDING & ASSOCIATES, P. C., 6175 S. W. 112
AVE. (97005)
BEND
DONACA & TWEDT, 738 WALL ST. (97701)
FRESE, LLOYD F., O’KANE BLDG. RM. 18 
(97701)
JACKSON, A. R., 848 BOND ST. (97701) 
NELSON, DOUGLASS & STEVENS, 525 E.
GREENWOOD (97701)
REID, PHILLIP E., 22 O’KANE BLDG. (97701) 
TRIMBLE & EVERTON, 53 OREGON AVE.
(97701)
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BROOKINGS
DOWDEN, ELLIS D., 314 N. HAZEL (97415)
POLK, ARNOLD S., 517-A CHETCO AVE. RTE.
1 #85K (97415)
BURNS
KOLB & OSTER, P. O. BOX 628 (97720)
COOS BAY
BURLES & HERNING, 518 FITZPATRICK
BLDG. (97420)
FORBES, JOHN F. & COMPANY, 650 W.
ANDERSON AVE. (97420)
SCOVILLE, G. KENT, 391 N. 2ND ST. (97420) 
YERGEN AND MEYER, 598 ANDERSON AVE.
(97420)
COQVILLE
YERGEN AND MEYER, 193 E. SECOND ST.
(97423)
CORVALLIS
BARTLEY & STARNS, 620 S. W. FOURTH ST.
(97330)
BOWLBY, VERNON L., 310 N. W. FIFTH ST.
STE. 103 (97330)
KOHNEN, LARSON & CO., 310 NW. SEVENTH
ST. (97330)
MORAN, JOHN T., 913 NW. GRANT ST.
(97330)
OLSEN & OLSEN, 915 N. W. GRANT AVE.
(97330)
PLACE & BAILEY, EXECUTIVE BLDG. 673 N.
W. JACKSON AVE. (97330)
RAMUS & SEARCY, 504 N. W. THIRD ST.
(97330)
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, 260 N. W.
POLK (97330)
COTTAGE GROVE
SIZEMORE, MERLIN L., 319 PACIFIC HWY. S.
(97424)
DALLAS
MAGNUSON, JACK T., P. O. BOX 107 (97338)
EUGENE
BEDIENT & CO., 195 12TH AVE. W. (97401)
BOYD, OLOFSON & COMPANY, 120 EUGENE
LEGAL CENTER 858 PEARL ST. (97401)
BURTON, BLAINE A., 29 W. 29 AVE. (97405)
CALLAHAN, J. W. & CO., P. C., 81
CENTENNIAL LOOP (97401)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 1600 OAK ST.
(97401)
GREGOR, THORP, MCCRACKEN, EARLY, P.
C., 777 HIGH ST. STE. 370 (97401)
HAWKINS & HAWKINS, 2350 OAKMONT WAY
STE. 205 (97401)
HERZINGER, PORTER, ADDISON, & BLIND,
401 E. TENTH AVE. (97401)
JURGENSON & BULLER, 338 11 AVE. #101
(97401)
KOHNEN, LARSON & CO., 261 E. 12TH AVE.
(97401)
LEE, COLEMAN & ALLEN, 195 W. 12TH AVE.
(97401)
MONTGOMERY, EDWARD K., 401 10TH AVE.
E. (97401)
MOREY AND DORMAN, 1849 WILLAMETTE
ST. (97401)
MOSS, ADAMS & CO., FORUM BLDG. 777 
HIGH ST. (97401)
PIQUET, MINIHAN, KERNUTT & CO., 1170 
PEARL ST. (97401)
ROTH AND RICE, MEDICAL ARTS BLDG. 401 
E. TENTH AVE. (97401)
ROWAN, ISKRA AND BABCOCK, 251 
EUGENE MEDICAL CENTER (97401)
RUBEY, MOLATORE & GERBERT, 162 
TWELFTH AVE. W. (97401)
SHINN, DELOS D., 224 E. 11 AVE. (97401)
WALDER, VICTOR R. & CO., 2505 W. 11 AVE. 
(97402)
YERGEN AND MEYER, 777 HIGH ST. (97401)
FOREST GROVE
LANCASTER, WARREN E„ 1835 PACIFIC 
AVE. (97116)
GRANTS PASS
BASKER, JAMES W„ 1650 FRUITDALE DR. 
(97526)
HERNDON, THOMPSON & ELAM, 208 N. W. 
SIXTH ST. (97526)
LLOYD, EDWARD F., 217 N. W. BOOTH ST. 
(97526)
RAE & HAYDAL, 752 S. W. SIXTH ST. (97526) 
WELDEN & BETTENCOURT, 245 SE. H. ST. 
(97526)
GRESHAM
BAKER, JAMES JEFFERY, 333 N. E. THIRD 
ST. (97030)
KROPP, DONALD D., 505 NE. SECOND AVE. 
(97030)
LUNDGREN, ROBERT A., 405 N. E. DIVISION 
ST. (97030)
HERMISTON
GLIDEWELL, A. E. EARL, 915 N. 1ST ST. 
(97838)
LANGENWALTER, ALLAN C., WEST 
HIGHLAND AVE. (97838)
WATT, JAMES A., 1089 W. HIGHLAND 
(97838)
HILLSBORO
JEROME, GENE C., 333 N. E. LINCOLN 
(97123)
NIEMI, HOLLAND & SCOTT, 327 S. E. THIRD 
AVE. (97123)
HOOD RIVER
ARENS & WERTGEN, 212 SECOND ST. 
(97031)
WILLIAMS, JAMES W., 216 CASCADE ST. 
(97031)
JOHN DAY
STOUT, STANLEY B., 400 S. CANYON BLVD. 
(97845)
JUNCTION CITY
PHILPOTT, LEE F., 545 HOLLY (97448)
KLAMATH FALLS
BURGOYNE & THOMPSON, 731 MAIN ST. 
(97601)
DAVIES, ROBERT H., 400 PINE ST. (97601)
ISLER, COLLING & MCADAMS, 820 
KLAMATH AVE. (97601)
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LAMBIE, MOLATORE & GERBERT. 1000 
PINE ST. (97601)
ROOKSTOOL, LESTER, 2130 ARTHUR ST. 
(97601)
ZAMSKY, MOLATORE & HOLMES, 204 FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (97601)
LA GRANDE
EVESON, SNYDER, LINCOLN & CO., 18 
SOMMER BLDG. (978S0)
STEVENS, JACK E., 1002 B AVE. (97850)
LAKE OSWEGO
MORGENTHALER, JOHN M., MT. VERNON 
BLDG. 604 A. AVE. (97034)
NUSSMEIER, DONALD K., 415 N. STATE ST. 
(97034)
LAKEVIEW
HANSCAM & CASTO, 19 SOUTH G ST. 
(97630)
LEBANON
PURCELL, WILLIAM J., 730 MAIN ST. (97355)
ROYER, MELVIN N., CENTRAL LANE 
OFFICE # 8 743 MAIN ST. (97355)
LINCOLN CITY
GLERUP, ROBERT N., 1424 SCHOONER 
CREEK RD. (97367)
MADRAS
NELSON, DOUGLASS & DONACA, 507 D ST. 
(97741)
MC MINNVILLE
OLSON, ELMER H., 327 EAST 5TH ST. 
(97128)
MEDFORD
GRAFF & MARSOLINI, CENTURY BLDG. 843 
E. MAIN (97501)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1005 E. MAIN ST. (97501)
STACEY, GEORGE E., 2900 BARNETT RD. 
(97501)
STERTON, ALLEN D., 42 HAWTHORN 
(97501)
WATKINS & BURTON, P. C., 823 W. EIGHTH 
ST. (97501)
YERGEN AND MEYER, 837 E. MAIN ST. 
(97501)
ZAMSKY, MOLATORE & HOLMES, 1005 E.
MAIN (97501)
MERRILL
HASKINS, WILBUR C., 128 E. FRONT (97633)
MONMOUTH
FISCHER AND BURTON, P. C., 112 ATWATER 
ST. (97361)
NEWPORT
GRIMSTAD, ERLING, #2 DODD BLDG. 155 E. 
OLIVE ST. (97365)
LIKENS, FRED, 158 W. OLIVE (97365)
ONTARIO
BUTLER & BUTLER, 173 S. W. FIRST ST. 
(97914)
DENENK & CHENEY, 1127 S. W. FOURTH 
AVE. (97914)
FOWLER & BLEDSOE, 59 S. W. THIRD AVE. 
(97914)
NYSINGH, BERRIA & CUNNINGHAM, 52 S. W. 
FIRST AVE. (97914)
OREGON CITY
LAFRANCE, WALKER, JACKLEY & SAVILLE, 
617 HIGH ST. STE. 205 (97045)
PENDLETON
GREEN AND GREEN, 113 S. E. BYERS AVE. 
(97801)
HOULE, ELWIN C., 334 S. E. EMIGRANT 
(97801)
YERGEN AND MEYER, 110 S. E. FIRST ST. 
(97801)
PORTLAND
ADAMS, RAYMOND & CO., 2308 LLOYD 
CENTER (97232)
ALTEN, SAKAI & COMPANY, 4512 S. W. 
KELLY AVE. (97201)
AMES & MCDONALD, 1010 JACKSON TOWER 
806 S. W. BROADWAY (97205)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 500 MORGAN 
BLDG. (97205)
ANDERSON, ASSON & HESS, P. C., 2309 
LLOYD CENTER (97232)
ANGEL, CAROL M., 2627 N. E. 13 ST. (97212)
ARMBRUSTER, EMMA T., 501 LOYALTY 
BLDG. (97204)
BECKER, HENRY G., 636 S. E- SIXTH AVE. 
(97214)
BEEMER, JOHNSON & CO., MORGAN PARK 
BLDG. SUITE 220 729 SOUTHWEST 
ALDER ST. (97205)
BITTE, STEVEN J., 1843 N. E. COUCH ST. 
(97232)
BLACK, FORD & CO., 2400 S. W. FOURTH 
(97201)
BLENKINSOP, JOHNSON & CO., 535 
AMERICAN BANK BLDG. (97205)
BOGUMIL, R. W., RALEIGH W. EX BLDG. 
6443 S. W. BEAVERTON HWY. #406 
(97225)
BOPP, JOHN D., 1730 SKYLINE BLVD. S. W. 
STE. 221 (97221)
BRANNER, BARBARA A., 435 S. E. 85 AVE. 
(97216)
BROWN, ARMSTRONG & CO., P. C., 2177 SW. 
MAIN ST. (97205)
BUTCHER, NORMAN W., 1121 OREGON 
NATL. BLDG. (97205)
CAUFIELD, GATEWOOD & FEARN, 210 
LINDSAY BLDG. 710 S. W. MORRISON ST. 
(97201)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 700 N. E. 
MULTNOMAH (97232)
CORNELY, ADKISSON & CO., #670-BLUE 
CROSS BLDG. (97201)
DANT, SURAN & CO., P. C., 2165 S. W. MAIN
ST. (97205)
DE LAP & PAUL, 1096 LLOYD BLDG. (97232)
DIETRICH, BYE, GRIFFIN & YOUEL, 1410 
AMERICAN BANK BLDG. (97205)
DORAN, POHS & BATDORF, 2611 S. W. 
THIRD AVE. STE. 315 (97201)
ERNST & ERNST, 3300 FIRST NATL. BANK 
TOWER 1300 S. W. FIFTH ST. (97201)
FARQUHARSON, W. H., 8805 S. W. 
WOODSIDE DR. (97225)
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FAUNT & LEWIS, WESTHILLS MALL 4475 S.
W. SCHOLLS FERRY RD. (97225)
FINEGAN, C. EDWARD, 771 PITTOCK BLOCK 
921 S. W. WASHINGTON ST. (97205)
FORBES, JOHN F. & COMPANY, 600 
AMERICAN BK. BLDG. (97205)
FOUGHT, JOHN & CO., 650 MORGAN BLDG. 
(97205)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 1110 S. E. ALDER 
ST. (97214)
FREED, HILDA W., 621 S. W. MORRISON 
(97205)
GOEBEL, JARRARD & COMPANY, 811 S. W. 
SIXTH AVE. (97204)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK TOWER 1300 S. W. 
FIFTH AVE. (97201)
GURNEY, PHYLLIS W., 1000 SW. VISTA AVE. 
(97205)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1100 STANDARD PLAZA 
(97204)
HATCH, ALFRED G., AMERICAN BK. BLDG. 
(97025)
HOBBS, NORMAN D., 12175 S. W. MAIN ST. 
(97223)
HOLDNER, BACKSTROM & CO., 975 S. E. 
SANDY BLVD. (97214)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 1130 SW. 
MORRISON ST. (97205)
ISLER, COLLING & MCADAMS, 801 BOISE 
CASCADE BLDG. (97201)
JANNEY, HAWKES & CO., 700 N. E. 
MULTNOMAH (97232)
JOHNSON, WILLARD A., MARUAM PLAZA 
2525 S. W. 3RD AVE. (97201)
KING & PAULY, P. C., 8565 S. W. BARBUR 
BLVD. (97219)
KONSELLA, ROBERT A., 2015 S. E. 
HAWTHORNE BLVD. (97214)
KUZMANICH, MATT, JR., 8475 SW CANYON 
LANE (97225)
LAMPERT, FAIRLY & CO., 2303 LLOYD 
CENTER (97232)
LANDAU, ADOLPH E., 620 S. W. FIFTH AVE. 
BLDG. RM. 40 (97204)
LANSING, JEWEL A., 8435 S. W.
TERWILLIGER BLVD. (97219)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH & 
HORWATH, 1500 GEORGIA PACIFIC 
BLDG. (97204)
LAYNE, MERLIN V., 1355 S. W.
MAPLECREST DR. (97219)
LEO & HUNT, 1618 S. W. FIRST AVE. STE. 
P-11 (97201)
LIEN, LYLE H., 705 STANDARD PLAZA 
(97204)
MACK, ROBERTS, WHITE & CO., P. C., 4600 S. 
W. KELLY (97201)
MAGINNIS & CAREY, 1201 S. W. 12TH AVE. 
(97205)
MAIER AND CHATTERTON, 811 E. 
BURNSIDE (97214)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 1700 S. W. FOURTH 
AVE. (97201)
MARSHALL, HULL & CO., 645 MORGAN 
BLDG. 720 S. W. WASHINGTON (97205)
MCLEOD, GREGORY D., BELOC BLDG. STE.
104 1750 S. W. SKYLINE BLVD. (97221) 
MEYER & MEYER, 1300 S. E. OAK ST.
(97214)
MILKES, HILL & CO., 1400 N. E. 37 ST. 
(97232)
MORRISON, BRUCE J., 200 S. W. MARKET 
ST. STE. 1410 (97201)
MOSS, ADAMS & CO., 603 STANDARD PLAZA 
(97204)
NELSON AND WALKER, 4858 S. W. SCHOLLS 
FERRY RD. (97225)
NIEMI, ALBERT M., 421 S. W. SIXTH AVE. 
(97204)
NIEMI, HOLLAND & SCOTT, 109 STANDARD 
PLAZA BLDG. (97204)
OCHSNER, HERB C., SR., 4508 N. E. SANDY 
BLVD. (97213)
O’CONNOR, PAUL L., 6359 S. W. CAPITOL 
HWY. (97201)
ORDWAY, JULIUS J., 811 S. W. SIXTH AVE. 
STE. 700 (97204)
OSWALD, JACOB W., 5329 N. E. UNION AVE. 
(97211)
OWENS, WEIR H., 12041 S. E. STARK ST. 
(97216)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1010 
STANDARD PLAZA (97204)
PERRIN, E. LAWRENCE, 922 CORBETT 
BLDG. (97204)
POPE, LOBACK & CO., 20 N. E. UNION AVE. 
(97232)
POPMA, J EUGENE, 1700 S. W. FOURTH 
AVE. (97201)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 707 S. W. 
WASHINGTON ST. (97205)
RICHARDSON, GLENN L., WESTMORELAND 
PROFESSIONAL BLG 1610 S. E. 
GLENWOOD (97202)
ROBERTS, WALKER E., HAWTHORNE 
PROFESSIONAL CENTER 4511 S. E. 
HAWTHORNE BLVD. (97215)
ROCCI, RICHARD A., 1500 PLAZA STE. 346 
1500 N. E. IRVING (97232)
ROGERS, EDWARD D., 1843 N. E. COUCH ST. 
(97232)
SANBORN, R. DAVID, 10340 N. E. WEIDLER 
(97220)
SCHWARTZ, GEO. W., 4660 N. W. 187 AVE. 
(97229)
SHERRY, LEO C., JR., 822 CORBETT BLDG. 
(97204)
SKELTON & SKELTON, P. C., TERMINAL 
SALES BLDG. (97205)
STROWGER, HOLLOPETER & KERSHNER, 
914 CORBETT BLDG. (97204)
TEETER, DAVID M., 2321 LLOYD CENTER 
(97232)
TERCEK, FRANCES, 1026 AMERICAN BANK 
BLDG. (97205)
THOMAS, GEORGE W., 202 MORGAN BLDG. 
(97205)
TODD, KENNETH C., 800 AMERICAN BANK 
BLDG. (97205)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 910 STANDARD 
PLAZA (97201)
WALKER, HUBERT E., 900 S. W. FIFTH AVE. 
(97204)
WEATHERBY, JOHN L., 405 AMERICAN 
BANK BLDG. 621 SW. MORRISON ST. 
(97205)
WEBER, GEORGE R., 812 S. W. WASHINGTON 
RM. 906 (97205)
WIEPRECHT, BETTY M., 6529 N. E. SANDY 
BLVD. (97213)
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WILLIAMS, T. G., TERMINAL SALES BLDG. 
(97205)
WILSON, D. W., 1615 NE. BROADWAY
(97232)
WITTE, LESTER & CO., 703 STANDARD 
PLAZA BLDG. (97204)
WOLCOTT, ROGER C., 2154 N. E.
BROADWAY #218 (97232)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 1901 GEORGIA 
PACIFIC BLDG. (97204)
WORKMAN, NORMAN A., 1034 S. W. 13 AVE.
(97205)
YERGEN & MEYER, 1725 S. E. ASH ST.
(97214)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 900 S. E.
FIFTH AVE. (97204)
PRAIRIE CITY
KIMBERLING, D. O., OGILVIE BLDG. (97845)
PRINEVILLE
BLANK, GERALD F., 320 N. BEAVER (97754)
DUNN, WM. C., BOX 705 P. L. R. (97754)
SUNDET, LESLIE A., 206 E. THIRD ST.
(97754)
ROSEBURG
EVANS, JOHN A. & CO., P. C., 1051 W.
HARVARD (97470)
GREGOR, THORP, MCCRACKEN, EARLY, P.
C., 733 S. E. CASS (97470)
HANBERG, ROBERT E., 770 S. E. KANE 
(97470)
KOHNEN, LARSON & CO., PROFESSIONAL 
CTR. STE. 305 (97470)
WICKS, THOMAS R., 358 S. E. JACKSON ST.
(97470)
SALEM
ALDRICH & KILBRIDE, 3000 MARKET ST.
PLZ. STE. 314 (97301)
AUFRANC, RICHARD E., CIVIC CTR. OFFICE 
BLDG. STE. 240 570 LIBERTY ST. S. E. 
(97301)
BIGEJ & SCOTT, P. C., 805 LIBERTY ST. N. E.
(97301)
BOLDT, CARLISLE & SMITH, 2111 FRONT 
ST. NE. #101 (97303)
CALDWELL, JAMES E., 2715 DOUGHTON ST.
S. (97302)
GREGOR, THORP, MCCRAKEN, EARLY P. C., 
161 HIGH ST. S. E. STE. 132 (97301)
GUTHNER, ROBERT R., P. O. BOX 907 
(97308)
HUNSAKER & JOHNSON, 805 LIBERTY ST.
N. E. (97301)
NAAS, ELDON H., 803 HIGH ST. N. E. (97301)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 250 
LIBERTY ST. S. E. (97301)
RAZMUS, HENRY R., 805 CAPITOL ST. N. E.
(97301)
RECTOR, E. W., 805 LIBERTY ST. N. E.
(97308)
SIEBERT, DOUGLAS K., 570 LIBERTY ST. S.
E. STE. 100 (97301)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 119 COMMERCIAL ST.
N. E. (97301)
WINDEDAHL & CALDWELL, 805 LIBERTY 
ST. N. E. (97301)
SANDY
DYAL, NED E., RT. 2 BOX 1679 (97055)
SEASIDE
LUOMA, EDWIN L., 862 BROADWAY (97138)
SPRINGFIELD
DERICKSON & GAULT, 223 F. NORTH A. 
STREET (97477)
ST. HELENS
WHITAKER, LIPP & HEALEA, 203 S. 
COLUMBIA RIVER HWY. (97051)
STAYTON
BOLDT, CARLISLE & SMITH, 408 N. THIRD 
ST. (97383)
RIESTERER, BERNARD F., 1091 N. FIRST
AVE. (97383)
SWEET HOME
HANSCAM & CASTO, 1351 MAIN ST. (97386) 
THE DALLES
NELSON AND ROOPER, COLONIAL BLDG.
106 E. FOURTH ST. (97058)
SEFTON, W. L., P. O. BOX 373 (97058)
TIGARD
ANDERSON, ASSON AND HESS, P. C., 12289
S. W. MAIN ST. (97223)
HANSEN & PARSONS, 8847 SW. CENTER CT 
(97223)
TILLAMOOK
HOLSTAD, VERN, 113 MILLER AVE. (97141)
POWER, JAMES C., 314 STILLWELL AVE.
(97141)
WOODBURN
DOMAN, EARL A., 510 N. PACIFIC HWY. 
(97071) PENNSYLVANIA
ABINGTON
FOLBERG, JOSEPH, 1551 SHOEMAKER RD. 
(19001)
GABLE, PERITZ & CO., 1125 OLD YORK RD. 
(19001)
LINK AND COMPANY, 1150 OLD YORK RD. 
(19001)
PORTNOE, SIDNEY M., 1231 YORK RD.
(19001)
SPIEGEL, MURRAY, 1825 LONDON RD.
(19001)
ALIQUIPPA
CANSON, SAMUEL A., 2101 RITCHIE ST.
(15001)
ALLENTOWN
BERG, SCHULTZ AND GREEN, 1514
HANOVER AVE. (18103)
CAMPBELL, RAPPOLD & YURASITS. 815 S.
CEDAR CREST BLVD. (18103)
CONCANNON, FRONHEISER & GALLAGHER, 
440 SOUTH FIFTEENTH ST. (18102)
ERNST & ERNST, 400 CTR. SQUARE BLDG.
11 N. 7 ST. (18101)
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FAYLOR, MILLER & COMPANY. 615 N. 20TH 
ST. (18104)
GREY, BUCKNO AND COMPANY. MASONIC 
TEMPLE BLDG. 1524 LINDEN ST. (18102)
GROSS. HELLER AND KUHN. INC., 825 N. 
12TH ST. (18102)
HASKINS & SELLS, 3015 COLLEGE HEIGHTS 
BLVD. (18104)
KERSCHNER & ZIMMERMAN. TRAYLOR 
BLDG. 1444 HAMILTON ST. (18105)
LOCH. BRUCE C., 1045 N. 17TH ST. (18104)
MARGOLIS AND COMPANY, STE. 400 
COMMONWEALTH BLDG. (18101)
MILLER, HOMER F., 1045 NORTH 17TH ST. 
(18104)
MILLER, ROY W., 744 N. NINETEENTH ST. 
(18104)
MITCHELL. ROBERT B., JR., 509 LINDEN ST. 
(18101)
SCHUSSEL, SAUL. 2340 LIVINGSTON ST. 
(18104)
SURNAMER & SURNAMER, 1524 LINDEN ST. 
(18102)
VARRICCHIO, PHILIP T., 2030 WALNUT ST. 
(18104)
WARRICK & COMPANY, INC., 116 N. 8TH ST. 
(18101)
WESTGATE, KENNETH H., 1426 WALNUT ST. 
(18102)
ALLISON PARK
BENDER, JOSEPH L., 1876 STAGE CT. 
(15101)
BOCK & BRAUND. HAMPTON 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 4025 ROUTE 8 
(15101)
DODSON, CHESTER J., 4485 ROUTE 8 
(15101)
ALTOONA
CAROTHERS. JOHN F., CENTRAL TRUST 
BLDG. RM. 433 (16601)
DORAN. MERRILL S., CENTRAL TRUST 
BLDG. (16601)
REILLY & COMPANY. CENTRAL TRUST 
BLDG. (16602)
YOUNG AND COMPANY. 1210-12 13 ST. 
(16601)
AMBLER
AMSTERDAM. LESHNER AND COMPANY, 
6198 BUTLER PIKE P. O. BOX 74 (19002)
FRANTZ, RICHARD. 25 SKIPPACK PIKE STE. 
204 (19002)
GLICKMAN, BERKOVITZ. LEVINSON A 
WEINER. AXE WOOD W. SKIPPACK AND 
BUTLER PIKES (19002)
SCHWARTZ. IRVING H., 25 SKIPPACK PIKE 
(19002)
AMBRIDGE
HINDS. LIND & MILLER, 550 MERCHANT ST. 
(15003)
KOSIS, EDWARD J., 15 MAIN ST. FAIR OAKS 
(15003)
ANNVILLE
KNISLEY, ROGER M., 22 W. MAIN ST. 
(17003)
ARDMORE
LUTZ & CRAFT. 9 E. ATHENS AVE. (19003) 
MYERS, MILFORD M., 53 CRICKET AVE.
(19003)
BALA CYNWYD
AUGUST. MAURICE M., ONE DECKER SQ. 
(19004)
AXELROD. MURRAY M. & COMPANY, 
BARCLAY BLDG. ONE BELMONT AVE. 
(19004)
BARON. HARRY, 7 BALA AVE. STE. 210 
(19004)
BLUMBERG. SELIGMAN & CO., 11 UNION 
AVE. (19004)
COHEN. PACZULLA ASSOCIATES. ONE 
DECKER SQ. STE. 421 (19004)
FENERTY, WILLIAM J., 1 DECKER SQ. STE. 
634 (19004)
FRANK. FRANK & COHEN. HEATHER RD. A 
HIGHLAND AVE. (19004)
GOLD AND GOLD. STE. 720 BARCLAY 
BLDG. 1 BELMONT AVE. (19004)
ISDANER & ISDANER, 100 PRESIDENTIAL 
BLVD. (19004)
JACOBS & FRIEDRICH. 112 BALA AVE. 
(19004)
JOHNSON. WILLIAM A. & CO., 29 BALA AVE. 
(19004)
JOHNSTON, YOUNG & O’FRIA, 318 
BARCLAY BLDG. 1 BELMONT AVE. 
(19004)
LEVICK, AURITT & LEVEY. 525 RIGHTERS 
FERRY RD. (19004)
LEVITT. ALAN I., 525 RIGHTERS FERRY 
ROAD (19004)
LIFT, ADLER & CO., 7 BALA AVE. (19004)
MAGEN, GEORGE, 14 LEVERING CIRCLE 
(19004)
MARGOLIS AND COMPANY. 555 CITY LINE 
AVE. (19004)
MAYER. MAX, S. & CO., 102 TEN 
PRESIDENTIAL BLVD. N. (19004)
NEWBERG, FRED E., 14 CONCORD CIRCLE 
(19004)
PURE. GREENBERG & CO., ONE DECKER SQ. 
STE. 321 (19004)
ROSENBLUM, HARRY, 218 G. S. B. BARCLAY 
BLDG. (19004)
STEPHANO AND COMPANY, 10
PRESIDENTIAL BLVD. N. #204 (19004)
VALLEI, FRANK. #1 BALA AVE. BLDG. 
(19004)
WEINROTT, EDGAR R., 36 MARY WATERS 
FORD RD. (19004)
WINHELD, FRANCIS JAY. G. S. B. BLDG. ONE 
BELMONT AVE. (19004)
BANGOR
CHAFFIER, MICHAEL. 60 N. THIRD ST. 
(18013)
TRAYES, RAYMOND A., 410 W. HIGH ST. 
(18013)
BEAVER
LOLL. CHARLES J., 1122 THIRD ST. (15009)
BEAVER FALLS
SNODGRASS. J. R. & CO., MASONIC BLDG. 
(15010)
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BELLEFONTE
STEFANKO, LEONARD E., 201 W. HIGH ST.
(16823)
BELLEVUE
LALIKOS, GARVEY AND COMPANY, 694
LINCOLN AVE. (15202)
BERWICK
DAUTRICH, DANIEL J., 301 MARKET ST.
(18603)
BERWYN
HOYT, DEVINE & COMPANY, 5 STATION
AVE. (19312)
BETHEL PARK
MARSHALL, RUSCETTI AND ASSOCIATES,
5308 PARK AVE. (15102)
RHYNER, GLENN A., 5825 LIBRARY RD.
(15102)
BETHLEHEM
EISENHAUER, HAROLD A., 817 W. BROAD
ST. (18018)
FILIPOS, VAN J., 619 MAIN ST. (18018)
HELMS, SAMUEL L., SIX WEST BROAD ST.
(18018)
MARGOLIS, HARRY AND COMPANY, 2650 
SCHOENERSVILLE RD. (18001)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1770
BATHGATE RD. (18018)
BIRD-IN-HAND
LEID, NICKEL AND COMPANY, RD. # 1
(17505)
BLOOMSBURG
ACHY, RUSSEL E., 204 UNITED PENN BLDG. 
(17815)
BRADFORD
NUSBAUM, HELEN D., 8 E. WASHINGTON ST.
(16701)
BRIDGEVILLE
DEBLASIO & DEBLASIO ASSOC., 132
PENNSYLVANIA AVE. (15017)
BRISTOL
KLATZKIN, JOSEPH AND COMPANY, 120
MILL ST. (19007)
BROOMALL
LONGACRE, JOHN R., 2888 EASTBURN RD.
(19008)
BRYN MAWR
ALEXANDER, MORRIS & KELLY, 580 
LANCASTER AVE. (19010)
KELLY & KELLY, 6 S. BRYN MAWR AVE.
(19010)
BUTLER
CARBIS, WALKER AND ASSOCIATES, 607 1/2
N. MAIN ST. (16001)
SOLKOVY, ROTEMAN & SCHWER, 505 
MELLON BANK BLDG. (16001)
CAMP HILL
ASHWAY AND HAAR, P. C., 3300 TRINDLE 
RD. (17011)
FRY, WALTER H., JR., 2135 MARKET ST. 
(17011)
KROSNAR, GEORGE, 20 CENTURY OFFICE 
CENTER 1104 FERNWOOD AVE. (17011)
SCHMIDT-GARRETT ASSOC., TWENTIETH 
CENTURY OFFICE CTR. 1110 FERNWOOD 
AVE. (17011)
WAGGONER & FRUTIGER, 3310 MARKET 
ST. (17011)
WILDEMAN & OBROCK, KUTZ BLDG. STE. 
1-B 1104 FERNWOOD AVE. (17011)
WIRE, NEWBURY & CO., 19 S. 22ND ST. 
(17011)
CARLISLE
GREENAWALT AND COMPANY, 33 S. PITT 
ST. (17013)
RITTER, HAAYEN AND KELLER, 25 W. 
POMFRET ST. STE. 13 (17013)
CARNEGIE
SHALLAN, NORMAN, 216 MARY ST. (15106)
WEINER, ARNOLD J., CARNEGIE MALL E. 
BOX 181 (15106)
WENGRYN, MICHAEL A., 109 MOTTA BLDG. 
(15106)
CHALFONT
MURPHY, JAMES J., 14 HILLCREST AVE. 
(18914)
CHAMBERSBURG
BARNHART, HOWARD K., 280 PARK AVE. 
(17201)
MCCLURE, DONALD N., 550 CLEVELAND 
AVE. (17201)
TODD, MCINTIRE & CO., 338 LINCOLN WAY 
E. (17201)
CHARLEROI
SEALS, JOHN F., 314 FIFTH ST. (15022)
CHELTENHAM
AROST, PAUL J., 1127 ASHBOURNE RD. 
(19012)
VOGEL AND COMPANY, 518 RYERS AVE. 
(19012)
CLARION
DEITZ, DONALD W., 34 EIGHTH AVE. 
(16214)
MAY, JOHN & COMPANY, 406 MAIN ST. 
(16214)
SHARKEY, PETERSON AND MCFADDEN, 
P.O. BOX 448 (16214)
CLARKS SUMMIT
RENARD & COMPANY, P. O. BOX 76 (18411)
CLEARFIELD
SANKEY, E. E., JR., PO. BOX 448 (16830)
SCOTT AND RABE, 106 N. SECOND ST. 
(16830)
COLMAR
NIESSEN, DUNLAP & PRITCHARD. 316 
BETHLEHEM PIKE (18915)
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COLUMBIA
FISCHER, CARL J., 431 LOCUST ST. (17512)
CONNELLSVILLE
GISMONDI & SIMPSON, SECOND NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (15425)
CONSHOHOCKEN
HOFFNER, GOLOSMAN AND CO., 
WHITEMARSH PLAZA (19428)
KROLL AND TALAMINI, WHITEMARSH 
PLAZA BLDG. STE. 204 15 RIDGE PIKE 
(19428)
SANTORO, CARL J., 16 E. FOURTH AVE. 
(19428)
CORAOPOLIS
HINDS, LIND & MILLER, 750 FIFTH AVE. 
(15108)
CORNWELLS HEIGHTS
GOTTFRIED, MURRAY, P. O. BOX 366 
(19020)
COUDERSPORT
CROWELL, A. C., 506 N. MAIN ST. (16915)
DENVER
LEID, NICKEL AND COMPANY, 117 N. SIXTH 
ST. (17517)
DOWNINGTON
TODD, EMORY S., JR., 46 N. WOODMONT 
DRIVE (19335)
DOYLESTOWN
BURTON & BROWSE, 101 MECHANIC ST. 
(18901)
SEGAL, STEPHEN D., 62 CHURCH ST. STE. 
200 (18901)
DRESHER
TONKINSON, R. E., 1676 KENMARE DR. 
(19025)
DUBOIS
CLYDE, FERRARO & MAUTHE, 206 W. LONG 
AVE. (15801)
SHARKEY, PETERSON & MCFADDEN, 432 W. 
LONG AVE. (15801)
EAST LANSDOWNE
WEEKS, JOHN J., 392 PEMBROKE AVE. 
(19050)
EAST STROUDSBURG
KIRK, DALE E., ONE DANSBURY SQ. (18301)
EASTON
GITTLER, ROBERT J., 32 SOUTH 14 ST. 
(18042)
GOODMAN, WILLIAM N., NORTHAMPTON 
NAT’L. BANK BLDG. FOURTH 4 
NORTHAMPTON STS. (18042)
GROSS, HELLER AND KUHN, INC., 654 
WOLF AVE. (18042)
KUTNER, ROBERT, 1615 NORTHAMPTON 
ST. (18042)
MESSER, D. H. AND COMPANY, 511 ALPHA 
BLDG. (18042)
PALMER AND COMPANY, 310 ALPHA BLDG. 
(18042)
REIMERT, ROBERT C., NORTHAMPTON 
NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (18042)
EDDYSTONE
TONGE, DONALD F., 933 SAVILLE AVE. 
(19016)
ELIZABETHTOWN
BROWN, JOSEPH V., 42 E. HIGH ST. (17022)
POLLOCK, GROFF & WHITE, 119 S. MARKET 
ST. (17022)
ELKINS PARK
CAHAN, SOMERMAN & SPEWAK, 8117 OLD
YORK RD. (19117)
SCHWARTZ, LASSON & CO., 8003 OLD YORK
RD. (19117)
ELLWOOD CITY
LANE, RALPH E. & COMPANY, 2441/2 FIFTH 
ST. (16117)
EMPORIUM
GLASL, JOHN E., P. O. BOX 108 SOUTH 
CHERRY ST. (15834)
EPHRATA
HERR, NICHOLAS & CO., 11 W. MAIN ST. 
(17522)
ERDENHEIM
FLANNERY, JOHN P., 808 BETHLEHEM PIKE 
(19118)
ERIE
APPLETREE, SIMMONS & CO., 9 W. 34 ST. 
(16508)
BROWN, SCHWAB AND BERQUIST, 4380 W.
12 ST. (16505)
BUSECK, BARGER & BLEIL, FRONTIER 
BLDG. 1640 W. EIGHTH ST. (16505)
CUTRI, NORMAN J., 1202 BALDWIN BLDG. 
(16501)
DOWLING, JOHN, 700 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (16501)
DUBOWSKI, JOHN PAUL, JR., 1567 W. 38 ST. 
(16508)
ERNST & ERNST, 700 MARINE NAT’L. BANK
BLDG. NINTH & STATE STS. (16501)
JULIANO, FRANK V., 3518 W. 26 ST. (16506)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 1015 G. DANIEL
BALDWIN BLDG. (16501)
MONAHAN, THOMAS A., JR., 308
COMMERCE BLDG. (16501)
NELSON, ROBERT C., 6889 STATION ROAD 
(16510)
SALVIA, KRAMER & THEOBALD, STE. 202
MARINE BANK BLDG. (16501)
WOZNIAK, MICHAEL G., 809 W. 26 ST. 
(16508)
EXTON
CROFT, CARL K., 234 N. POTTSTOWN PIKE 
(19341)
FARRELL
CHRISTOFF, DEVER & ASSOC., 1030
INDIANA AVE. (16121)
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FEASTERVILLE
MALONEY, WOERNER & COMPANY, 1201
BRIDGETOWN PIKE (19047)
FLEETWOOD
HERBEIN, CARL D., 230 E. MAIN ST. (19522)
FLOURTOWN
KLINGER, PAUL D., 1401 BETHLEHEM PIKE
(19031)
FOLSOM
MINGIS, DANIEL E., 1000 W. NINTH AVE.
(19033)
FORD CITY
JANSEN, THOMAS J., 407 FORD ST. (16226)
FORT WASHINGTON
CAHAN, NORMAN H., 437 PENNSYLVANIA
AVE. (19034)
FORTY FORT
ANTHONY, GEORGE W., 1043 WYOMING
AVE. (18704)
FRAZER
JORDAN, JAMES J., 15 GOLF VIEW LANE
(19355)
FREELAND
KARPOWICH, RONALD T., 725 FRONT ST.
(18224)
GETTYSBURG
RUTH, FRANKLIN D., 139 BALTIMORE ST.
BOX 639 (17325)
GLASSPORT
DE JULIUS, ANTHONY P., 307 MARIE ST.
(15045)
GLENSIDE
ELIAS, WARREN JAY, 222 SOUTH EASTON 
RD. (19038)
ESKIN, EMANUEL D. & COMPANY, 310 S.
EASTON RD. B-501 (19038)
GLICKMAN, HOWARD, 119 S. EASTON RD.
(19038)
GOLDSTEIN, SIDNEY B., 16 W. GLENSIDE 
AVE. (19038)
GUTNICK, REIF & CO., 137 S. EASTON RD.
(19038)
HAUN, WALTER P., 240 KESWICK AVE.
(19038)
LEVINE, SIMON H., 219 S. EASTON RD.
(19038)
POLLEN, WILLIAM, P. C., 119 S. EASTON RD.
(19038)
ROVIN, LIEBERMAN & ELFAND, 222 S. 
EASTON RD. (19038)
SHANHOLTZ, KOLTOFF & CO., 112 KESWICK
AVE. (19038)
GREENSBURG
BONONI, JAMES J., 226 S. MAPLE AVE.
(15601)
CONTI, GEORGE A. & CO., P. O. BOX 930 
(15601)
CRAMER, FRANCIS O., LAW & FINANCE 
BLDG. 35 W. PITTSBURGH ST. (15601)
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PATTERSON, RICHARD L., 234 W.
PITTSBURGH ST. (15601)
SARP. DONALD R., LAW AND FINANCE
BLDG. 35 W. PITTSBURGH ST. (15601)
WEISS, DAVID L., 533 FARVIEW DR. (15601)
GREENVILLE
MAGNER-BLACK, BASHOR & COMPANY. 18 
CANAL STREET (16125)
WILSON, JOSEPH L., JR., 381 SOUTH MAIN
ST. (16125)
GROVE CITY
CARBIS. WALKER & ASSOCIATES. 239 S.
BROAD ST. (16127)
FARGO, MCGILL AND COMPANY. 313 ELM 
ST. (16127)
HAMBURG
WEIDMAN. GERALD B., 212 S. THIRD ST.
(19526)
HANOVER
HUNTZINGER, THOMAS E., 637 FREDERICK 
ST. (17331)
SMITH, ANDREW M., 251 FREDERICK ST.
(17331)
HARLEYSVILLE
MUMBAUER, WAYNE A., 105 HARLEY MALL 
345 MAIN ST. (19438)
HARRISBURG
BOYER, LEE E. & CO., 216 PINE ST. (17101)
ERNST & ERNST, 800 N. THIRD ST. (17102)
FLOWERS, RICHARD H., 123 S. 13 ST.
(17104)
HOLSBERG, R. H. & CO., P. O. BOX 828 
FEDERAL SQ. STA (17108)
KREPS AND CHUBB. 1010 N. SECOND ST.
(17102)
KUHN AND COMPANY, 102 KEYSTONE 
BLDG. 22 S. THIRD ST. (17101)
LAVENTHOL. KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 2101 N. FRONT ST. (17110)
LEDGER AND LEDGER. 2426 N. SECOND ST.
(17110)
LEIDIGH & BISBANO, 2917 N. FRONT ST.
(17110)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 100 PINE ST.
(17103)
MOSER, JOHN M., 2929 NORTH FRONT ST.
(17110)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 100 
PINE STREET (17101)
SACKS, MARTIN M., 4621 N. FRONT ST.
(17110)
THOMAS, GORDON E., 2917 N. FRONT ST.
(17110)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 100 PINE ST. (17101)
YAVERBAUM AND COMPANY, 405 DAUPHIN 
BLDG. (17108)
HATBORO
GALINSK1 & HAMBURG. 50 S. PENN ST. STE.
A-2 (19040)
HAVERFORD
LIPMAN. ROY. 8 DREYCOTT LANE (19041)
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HAVERTOWN
BLUMENTHAL, HERMAN, 1501 BRIERWOOD 
ROAD (19083)
NATHASON, ROBT. N., 45 UPLAND ROAD 
(19083)
PAPARO, MICHAEL A. & COMPANY, 117 N. 
EAGLE RD. (19083)
TOLL, JEFFERY H., 1743 ACADEMY LN. 
(19083)
VANETT, JACK, 1809 EARLINGTON RD.
(19083)
HAZLETON
KLINE & KLINE, 805-8 NORTHEASTERN 
BLDG. (18201)
LEARN, A. STERLING, HAZLETON NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (18201)
LLOYD, MILTON, CITIZENS BANK BLDG. 
(18201)
PALMER AND COMPANY, 701-705 
HAZLETON NATL. BK. BLDG. (18201)
SCHWARZ, FREDERICK A., 28 W. BROAD ST. 
(18201)
UNGAR, DAVID & ASSOCIATES, BOX 299 
RD. 1 (18201)
WEBER, JOSEPH W., NORTHEASTERN BLDG. 
(18201)
WILL, GORDON J., 505 NORTHEASTERN 
BLDG. (18201)
HERSHEY
ANDERSON, ROGER P., P. O. BOX 137 
(17033)
GRACE, D. JOHN, JR., 110 W. CHOCOLATE 
AVE. (17033)
NARK, LEON E., 41 W. CARACAS AVE. 
(17033)
HOLLIDAYSBURG
RIBBLET AND COLLINS, P. O. BOX 28 513
ALLEGHENY ST. (16648)
HONESDALE
MCGRAIL, YOUNG & CO., 600 MAIN ST. 
(18431)
HUNTINGDON VALLEY
CANTOR, LEON L., 3930 BROOKDALE AVE. 
(19006)
EICHENBAUM, IRVING & CO., 861 
WARFIELD LN. (19006)
HEVERLE AND HAY, 927 HUNTINGDON 
PIKE (19006)
LOISCH, ELMER A., JR., ONE FAIRWAY 
PLAZA STE. 218 (19006)
LONDON, HARVEY A. & CO., 2557 
HUNTINGDON PK. (19006)
SOLIS, FREEDMAN & CO., PENN FEDERAL 
BLDG. (19046)
STEINBERG, BUSH & CO., ONE FAIRWAY 
PLAZA PHILMONT AVE. AT RED LION 
RD. (19006)
INDIANA
CAWLEY, JAMES F., 26 N. FIFTH ST. (15701) 
MACK & MCCRORY, 632 PHILADELPHIA ST. 
(15701)
IRWIN
CHADIMA, FRANKLIN D., MASONIC BLDG. 
413-17 MAIN ST. (15642)
JEANNETTE
MATCHETT AND RENO, UNION NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. 411 CLAY AVE. (15644)
JENKINTOWN
ALEXANDER, FEINSTEIN & COMPANY, 428 
BENJAMIN FOX PAVILION (19040
BAROW, SAMUEL M., THE BENSON EAST 
STE. 314 TOWNSHIP LINE & OLD YORK 
RD. (19046)
BERSON, HAROLD, 106 RYDAL WEST 
(19046)
COHEN, ERNEST M., 810 WEST AVE. (19046)
COOPERSMITH, MARTIN A. & CO., P. C., 309 
YORK RD. (19046)
FELDMAN, JEROME, 766 OLD YORK RD. 
(19046)
FINKELSTEIN, MARVIN, BENJAMIN FOX 
PAVILION STE. 700-31 (19046)
FOX, HARRIS E., BENJAMIN FOX BLDG.
STE. 70032 (19046)
GOWEN, THE CO., P. O. BOX 666 (19046)
GREENBERG, ABRAHAM, 809 BENJAMIN 
FOX PAVILION (19046)
GREENSPUN, NORMAN H., BENJAMIN FOX 
PAVILION STE. 618 (19046)
GROSS, MASTER, SCHMELTZER AND CO., 
123 OLD YORK RD. (19046)
HOCH, ARTHUR W., 602 WASHINGTON LANE 
(19046)
ISRAEL, IRWIN P., 403 JOHNSON ST. STE. 
200 (19046)
KEITZ, NEAL H., 301 YORK RD. (19046)
KIMELMAN, MORRIS M., THE BENJ FOX 
PAVILION (19046)
LANDESMAN, SAMUEL, BENIAMIN FOX 
PAVILLION (19046)
LUNDQUIST, WILLIAM H., INC., 310 
COTTMAN ST. (19046)
MERMELSTEIN, HARRY, BENJAMIN FOX 
PAVILION STE. 414 (19046)
MICHAELS, RIEFBERG & CO., BENJAMIN 
FOX PAVILION STE. 618 (19046)
NEMORE, GRAHAM AND CO., 766 OLD 
YORK RD. (19090)
NOVACK & POTASH, STE. B-3 BENSON EAST 
OFFICE BL YORK RD. AND TOWNSHIP 
LINE (19046)
RASMAN, BLOOM AND COMPANY, 809 
CLOVERLY ST. (19046)
SCHILLING, LARSEN H., 352 WELLINGTON 
TERR. (19046)
SEGAL, MORRIS & CO., BENJAMIN FOX 
PAVILION (19046)
SMITH, ALAN, BENJAMIN FOX PAVILION 
STE. 435 (19046)
TUCKER, STEVE & COMPANY, 528 PINE 
TREE RD. (19046)
VANCE, HENRY A., BEAVERHILL SOUTH 
STE. 115 (19046)
ZELENKOFSKE, PAUL, BENSON MANOR 
STE. 109 WASHINGTON LN. & TOWNSHIP 
LINE (19046)
JOHNSTOWN
BARNES, SALY & COMPANY, ONE ATLEE 
ST. (15905)
CARPENTER, SAMUEL C., 912 RAILROAD 
ST. (15901)
DEIBERT, WILLIAM J., 329 MAIN ST. (15901) 
GINSBURG & ONDICK, FISHER BLDG. STE.
304 607 MAIN ST. (15901)
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GODFREY, THOMAS A., 419 MAIN ST. 
(15901)
MILLS & KIMLIN, 1114 U. S. NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (15901)
SCANSAROLI & SCANSAROLI, 634 SWANK 
BLDG. (15901)
SILVERSTONE, HERBERT H., 1013 U. S.
NATL. BANK BLDG. (15901)
TARSOVICH, JAMES D., 949 CARNEGIE AVE. 
(15905)
WESSEL, CHARLES E., FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (15901)
KARNS CITY
KEAGLE, MELVIN L., BOX 14 RD. 2 (16041)
KING OF PRUSSIA
FALCONIERO & COMPANY, HENDERSON 
BLDG. 170 N. HENDERSON RD. (19406)
KINGSTON
CARR & BERNSTEIN, 272 PIERCE ST. 
(18704)
KOTCH, JOHN, 112 S. DAWES AVE. (18704)
KITTANNING
KRIZMANICH, M., JR., MELLON BANK BLDG. 
(16201)
LEHNER, ROBERT F., 425 MARKET ST. 
(16201)
NAGY, JOHN D., JR., 425 MARKET ST. 
(16201)
SMITH, BERTOCCHI & ARBAUGH, 212 N. 
JEFFERSON ST. (16201)
LAFAYETTE HILL
BERGER, SAMUEL D., 441 GERMANTOWN 
PIKE (19444)
DAVIDSON, HERBERT S., 131 RED
RAMBLER DR. (19444)
KOPENSKY, JEROME H., 454 GERMANTOWN 
PIKE (19444)
LEVY, M. WILLIAM, 544 CEDAR DR. (19444)
MCCARTHY, JOHN P., 460 GERMANTOWN 
PIKE (19444)
METELITS, IRVIN D., 441 GERMANTOWN 
PIKE P. O. BOX 271 (19444)
LANCASTER
ATKINSON & WOLPERT, 802 NORTH DUKE 
ST. (17602)
BERTZ, PAUL & CO., 537 W. CHESTNUT ST. 
(17603)
DORWART, ANDREW & COMPANY, 30 N. 
LIME ST. (17602)
FISCHER, CARL J., 853 MANOR ST. (17603)
HATTER, HARRIS AND BEITTEL, OLD 
GUARD LIFE INS BLDG. 1810 OREGON 
PIKE (17601)
HESS, G. DONALD, 1732 HERITAGE AVE. 
(17603)
HIPPLE, RAYMOND C. & COMPANY, P. C., 
444 MURRY HILL CIRCLE (17601)
KUNTZ, BRIGGS, FULTINEER, LESHER A 
SIEGRIST, 1085 MANHEIM PIKE (17601)
LEVER, SIMON & COMPANY, 113 E. CLAY 
ST. (17601)
MESTER, ROBERT W., 1325 MEADOWCREEK 
LANE (17603)
ROTTMUND, JAMES J., 604 NEW HOLLAND 
AVE. (17602)
STINE, RALPH E. & COMPANY, 1717 LITITZ 
PIKE (17601)
STROSSER, NORMAN G., 614 FREMONT ST. 
(17603)
TROUT, EBERSOLE & GROFF, 1457 
MANHEIM PIKE (17601)
LANSDALE
BAUM, RICHARD W., 109 JENKINS AVE. 
(19446)
DRESLIN AND COMPANY, 163 S. BROAD ST. 
(19446)
GILBERT, EARLY LYMAN, 425 W. MAIN ST. 
(19446)
LAWRENCE & BAUM, 109 JENKINS AVE.
(19446)
LATROBE
GUSKIEWICZ, RICHARD B., 1714 LINCOLN 
AVE. (15650)
THOMSON, WILLIAM W., EISEMAN BLDG.
1006 LIGONIER ST. (15650)
LAVEROCK
LICHTENSTEIN, OSCAR S., 8304 COBDEN 
RD. (19118)
LEBANON
DETWILER, JOHN W., FARMERS TRUST 
BLDG. (17042)
GLICK, GARRITY AND SPANGLER, 130 S. 
8TH ST. (17042)
KOLLE, WILSON R., 833 WILLOW ST. (17042)
MILLER, ROBERT L. & CO., 428 CHESTNUT 
ST. (17042)
STEINER, STANLEY A. & CO., 418 
CHESTNUT ST. (17042)
TODD AND GARRETT, 847 CUMBERLAND 
ST. (17042)
LEMOYNE
HARKNESS, JOSEPH R., 1300 PLAZA WEST 
(17043)
RITTER, HAAYEN & KELLER, 1300 PLAZA 
W. STE. 302 1300 MARKET ST. (17043)
SHOOP, JAY B., 304 MARKET ST. (17043)
LEVITTOWN
SAPPINGTON, EARL LYNWOOD, 2 CHERRY 
LANE (19055)
LEWISTOWN
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 2 CHESTNUT ST. (17044)
RITTER, HAAYEN & KELLER, P. O. BOX 832 
(17044)
LITITZ
MILLER, WILBUR B., 102 E. MAIN ST. 
(17543)
YOTTER, RICHARD K., 201 E. THIRD AVE.
(17543)
MCCANDLESS TOWNSHIP
SODINI, HARTING AND CO., 437 WINTHROP 
DR. (15237)
MCKEESPORT
MOELLER, ERIK S., 509 UNION BK. BLDG. 
(15132)
SHEPPARD, BUDD E. AND COMPANY, 814 
UNION NATL. BANK BLDG. (15132)
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WINTNER, HAROLD, 506 UNION BANK 
BLDG. (15132)
MCMURRAY
NESTOR. PAUL A., 304 CENTER CHURCH 
RD. (15317)
RAGAN. MARTIN J., 130 OLD OAK RD. 
(15317)
STABILE. ROBERT V., 642 E. MC MURRAY 
RD. (15317)
MEADOWBROOK
KRAVITZ. J. MARK. 738 MOREDON RD. 
(19046)
MEADVILLE
BELL AND COMPANY. 403 NORTHWEST PA 
BANK BLDG. (16335)
CARBIS, WALKER & ASSOCIATES. 800 PARK 
AVE. (16335)
KEBERT, ROBERT D., 733 TERRACE ST. 
(16335)
POWER. ROBERT M., 800 N. MAIN ST. 
(16335)
MECHANICSBURG
GREENAWALT & COMPANY. 8 W. MAIN ST. 
(17055)
MEDIA
ELKO. FISCHER AND MCCABE. 524 N. 
PROVIDENCE RD. (19063)
MELROSE PARK
SCHWARTZ. KARSIF & CO., 1329 W. 
CHELTENHAM AVE. (19126)
MILLERSBURG
HOKE, ROBERT E., 313 MARKET ST. (17061)
MONROEVILLE
BUCKLER, MERLE L., 4268 NORTHERN PIKE 
(15146)





LEBEGERN AND BURNS, STOCKHAM BLDG. 
STE. 301 10 SOUTH PENNSYLVANIA AVE. 
(19067)
NICHOLSON, ARTHUR MERRILL, 
PENNSBURY PLAZA (19067)
MOUNT JOY
POLLOCK. GROFF AND WHITE. 17 W. MAIN 
ST. (17552)
MUNCY
ROGERS. JAMES C., 112 SOUTH MAIN 
STREET (17756)
MUNHALL
VIROSTEK, CHARLES D., 3809 MCWHINNEY 
ST. (15120)
MYERSTOWN
GOOD. JOHN. JR., 55 W. MAIN AVE. (17067)
NANTICOKE
STOY. STANLEY J., 410 W. MAIN ST. (18634)
NARBERTH
JACOBS. ARNOLD, 109 LYNARD BLDG. 
(19072)
MATARAZZO, ALFRED F., 916
MONTGOMERY AVE. (19072)
NATRONA HEIGHTS
SODINI. HARTING AND CO., 1517 
FREEPORT RD. (15065)
WASILOWSKI. RONALD F., 1098 BURTNER 
RD. (15065)
NAZARETH






COZZA. JOSEPH J., RM. 210 TEMPLE BLDG. 
(16101)
HILL. BARTH & KING, 350 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (16101)
MARSHALL, RUSCETTI & ASSOCIATES, 420 
TEMPLE BLDG. (16101)
SNODGRASS. S. R. & COMPANY. 432 FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (16101)
STILLWAGON, JAMES R., 474 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (16101)
WALKER, CARBIS & ASSOC., 401-A FIRST 
FED. PLAZA (16101)
WEINER. PHILIP & COMPANY. FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (16101)
WOLFE, C. W. & CO., 704-6 L. S. & T. BLDG.
(16101)
NEW KENSINGTON
BURGART, WILFRED W., 979 FOURTH AVE. 
(15068)
SCHNEIDER, DOWNS & CO., 868 FOURTH 
AVE. (15068)
WILDER AND LONDINO, 344 FREEPORT ST.
(15068)
NEWTOWN
BURTON & BROWSE, 1 S. STATE ST. (18940)
MERSHON, WARBURTON AND MURRAY, 10 
N. STATE ST. (18940)
NEWTOWN SQUARE
BAER, HOWARD H., 39 MARY JANE LN. 
(19073)
KROLL AND TALAMINI, 181 MANSION DR.
(19073)
NORRISTOWN
BROGAN. JOHN E., 506 SWEDE ST. (19401)
DRESLIN AND COMPANY, 547 SWEDE ST.
(19401)
FOLLET, L. H., 540 SWEDE ST. (19401)
FRY. KIMMEL & ASSOCIATES. 2512 W. MAIN 
ST. (19401)
GAMBONE. GEORGE A., 824 DE KALB ST. 
P.O. BOX 458 (19404)
HOFFMAN. LEE J., 517 NORRIS CITY AVE.
(19401)
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JACOBSON. LEONARD. 325 SWEDE ST. 
(19401)
MODICA, ANTHONY F., 1106 W. MAIN ST. 
(19401)
MORGAN. TILLGER, CARR & ENDY, 2000 
SWEDE RD. (19401)
RUSER, JOHN M. & COMPANY. 3118 
GERMANTOWN PIKE (19401)
NORTH WALES
OAKLEY, ALAN C., 431 S. FOURTH ST. 
(19454)
OIL CITY
MAY. JOHN & COMPANY. NATIONAL 
TRANSIT BLDG. (16301)
OLMES & DICKSON. 315 VEACH BLDG. 
(16301)
ORELAND
BERKOWITZ. HERBERT. QUILL AND 
SUMMIT LANES (19075)
PALMERTON
GROSS, HELLER AND KUHN INC., 125 
DELAWARE AVE. (18071)
PALMYRA
KREIDER, RICHARD E., 1 W. MAIN ST. 
(17078)
PECKVILLE
MATKOSKY, ACCOUNTING SERVICES INC., 
1314 MAIN ST. (18452)
PHILADELPHIA
ADLER, FELIX & CO., 500 LEWIS TOWER 
BLDG. (19102)
ADLER, MILLER & CO., 1445 CITY LINE 
AVE. (19151)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., FIVE PENN 
CENTER PLAZA (19103)
ARLAN, SOL, 8400 BUSTLETON AVE. 
(19152)
ASHER AND ASHER, PHILADELPHIA 
NATIONAL BK. BLDG. (19107)
BALEN, A. WARNER & COMPANY, 12 S. 12TH 
ST. (19107)
BARON, SCOTT, 1502 HOPKINSON HOUSE 
WASHINGTON SQ. S. (19106)
BARR, GERALD, 1101 TYSON AVE. (19111)
BAYLSON AND BAYLSON, 1409 FOX BLDG. 
(19126)
BERGER AND BROWNSTEIN, 925 
LAFAYETTE BLDG. FIFTH AND 
CHESTNUT STS. (19106)
BERGER, SANDRA B., 650 COLEBROOK RD. 
(19115)
BERK AND BERK, 1338 WESTERN SAVINGS 
BANK BL (19107)
BERMAN, WILLIAM Z., 8040 ROOSEVELT 
BLVD. STE. 308 (19152)
BERNSTEIN, STANLEY J. AND CO., 810 
ROBINSON BLDG. 42 SOUTH 15TH ST. 
(19102)
BOGOSLAW, OSCAR J., 1420 WALNUT ST. 
(19102)
BOOKMAN, LEON H. & ASSOC., 1 E. PENN 
SQ. 1210 (19107)
BRENNER, WITKIN & CO., 1609 RACE ST. 
(19103)
BREZNICKY, MICHAEL R., 1812 W.
CHELTENHAM AVE. (19126)
BROOKS. FRANK J., PUBLIC LEDGER BLDG. 
2ND FL. (19106)
BROWN AND COMPANY. 1845 WALNUT ST. 
(19103)
BROWN. J. GILBERT. 7217A RISING SUN 
AVE. (19111)
BYRNE. JOHN F., JR., 5717 N. FIFTH ST. 
(19120)
CARROLL. ARTHUR & COMPANY. 2 PENN 
CENTER PLAZA 15 & J. F. KENNEDY 
BLVD. (19102)
CELLI. RUDOLPH L., 2518 S. LAMBERT ST. 
(19145)
CHARLESTON. DON & CO., 403 FIRST 
FEDERAL BLDG. CASTOR & COTTMAN 
AVES (19111)
CIONCI, MAZEN & COMPANY. STE. 204 
FEDERAL BLDG. 1931 COTTMAN ST. 
(19111)
CLEGHORN & COMPANY. 5417 N. FIFTH ST. 
(19120)
COGEN, SKLAR. STEINBERG & CO., 1445 
CITY LINE AVE. (19151)
COHEN, HARRY, 806 ASBURY TERR. (19126)
COHEN, HARRY K. & COMPANY, 703-11 
ROBINSON BLDG. 42 S. 15TH ST. (19102)
COHEN, IRVING L., 1613 E. WADSWORTH ST. 
(19150)
COHEN, MORRIS J. & CO., & PENN CENTER 
PLAZA (19103)
COHILL. THE COMPANY, 12026 TEMPLETON 
DR. (19154)
COOPERS & LYBRAND. 1900 THREE 
GIRARD PLAZA (19101)
CREAMER, MILTON B. & CO., 720 WESTERN 
SAVINGS BANK BLDG. (19107)
CULLETON, WILLIAM F., 2755 AXE 
FACTORY RD. (19152)
DASHE, LEWIS B. & CO., WESTERN SAVINGS 
BANK BLDG. STE. 1405 (19107)
DE VITA, EDWARD A., INC., 1445 CITY LINE 
AVE. (19151)
DEBROW. WEISS & CO., #1604 1801 J. F. K.
BLVD. (19103)
DOMBROSKI, FRANK A., 1920 CHESTNUT 
ST. (19103)
DUFFELL, WILLIAM R., 2 GIRARD PLAZA 
1400 S. PENN. SQUARE (19102)
ELFMAN, I. S., 12 S. 12TH ST. (19107)
ELGART, ELLIS L., 1615 WALNUT ST. 
SECOND FL. (19103)
ENGEL AND FEDELE, 105 W. PARK TOWNE 
PLACE 2200 BENJ. FRANKLIN PKWY. 
(19130)
EPSTEIN. A. G. & CO., ONE E. PENN SQ. 
(19107)
EPSTEIN. MAX & COMPANY, 1024 
SUBURBAN STATION BLDG. (19103)
ERNST & ERNST. 1700 MARKET ST. (19103)
FAHRER, SIMON S., 1700 MARKET ST. 
(19103)
FELDMAN, SKALER & KANFER. TWO PENN 
CENTER PLAZA (19102)
FISHER, SAMUEL M. AND COMPANY, 7300 
CITY LINE AVE. (19102)
FISHMAN & CO., 3 PENN CENTER PLAZA 
STE. 300 (19102)
GANTMAN & ASSOCIATES. 8031 YORK RD. 
(19046)
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GAVRON, ARTHUR M., 183 RENNARD ST. 
(19116)
GLENDENING, FRANK S. & CO., 1401 
WALNUT ST. (19102)
GLICKMAN, BERKOVITZ, LEVINSON AND 
WEINER. 1420 WALNUT ST. (19102)
GOLDENBERG. ROSENTHAL CO., 12 S. 12 
STREET (19107)
GOLDFARB. KIRSCHBAUM & CO., 1530 
CHESTNUT ST. RM. 324 (19126)
GOLDNER, ANDREW PAUL, 1445 CITY LINE 
AVE. STE. 7B (19151)
GORDON. IRVING T., 1405 LOCUST ST. 
(19102)
GOULD. CIONCI, MAZEN COMPANY. FIRST 
FEDERAL BLDG. STE. 204 COTTMAN A 
CASTOR AVE. (19111)
GRANT. ALEXANDER & COMPANY. 5 PENN 
CTR. PLAZA 21 FL. (19003)
GRAY. ROBERT & COMPANY. 202 N. BROAD 
ST. (19102)
GREENWALD. THOMAS S., PENN SQUARE 
BLDG. (19107)
GROSS. KREGER & PASSIO, 1420 WALNUT 
ST. (19102)
HAGNER & COMPANY, 5 E. HIGHLAND AVE. 
(19118)
HAMILTON, RUSSELL. 5231 RIDGE AVE. 
(19128)
HARRIS. FRANK W. JR. & CO., 21 S. 12 ST. 
(19107)
HARRIS. KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 
1530 CHESTNUT STREET (19102)
HASKINS & SELLS. 2500 THREE GIRARD 
PLAZA (19102)
HAVSY, ARTHUR H., ONE E. PENN SQ. STE.
1705 (19107)
HEFFLER & COMPANY. 3 PENN CTR. (19102)
HOFFMAN, EPHRAIM. PARK TOWNE PLACE 
W-105 2200 BENJ FRANKLIN PKWY. 
(19130)
JUNGERS & O’CONNELL. 1415 WESTERN 
SAVINGS BLDG. BROAD & CHESTNUT ST. 
(19107)
KAERCHER, C. W., 1518 WALNUT ST. (19102)
KAHN. L. A. & CO., 932 BANKERS SEC BLDG. 
(19107)
KATZ, H. LOUIS. 1006 LAFAYETTE BLDG. 
(19106)
KEATING, JOSEPH P., 238 W. COLONIAL ST. 
(19126)
KING, MARRYAT & CO., 215 S. BROAD ST. 
(19107)
KLUGER, MAURICE J., 1530 CHESTNUT ST. 
(19102)
KRANTZ, B. SIDNEY. 1315 WALNUT ST. 
BLDG. (19107)
KRAVITZ, JOSEPH & CO., 12 S. 12 ST. 
(19107)
LANDSBURG, JAMES M. & CO., 117 S. 17TH 
ST. (19103)
LASKARIS & DE LUCA, LEVICK A 
BATTERSBY STS. (19149)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 1845 WALNUT 
ST. (19103)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH. 1845 WALNUT ST. (19101)
LEEVY, WAYNE O. & COMPANY, STE. 1905 
BROAD-LOCUST BLDG. 1405 LOCUST ST. 
(19102)
LEIBOWITZ. EDMOND J., 1 E. PENN SQ. 
(19107)
LEITH, DAVID. 215 S. BROAD ST. STE. 601 
(19107)
LIMERICK & MASTURZO, 1723 PINE ST. 
(19107)
LIVINGSTON. MONTGOMERY & SHELDON. 
117 S. 17 ST. (19103)
LIZENBAUM, EUGENE. ONE E. PENN SQ. 
(19107)
LOPEZ AND TEODOSIO, 1420 WALNUT ST. 
(19102)
LYONS. MISHKIN AND COMPANY. 2200 
BENJAMIN FRANKLIN PKWY. (19130)
MAC ALPINE. CARLL, ROSENELLO, 
PUNSHON & CO., 731 LAND TITLE BLDG. 
(19110)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 1313 PACKARD
 BLDG. (19102)
MARCUS, MILTON. 8400 BUSTLETON AVE. 
(19152)
MASSEY. ROBERT S., IMPERIAL TOWERS 
3801 CONSHOHOCKEN AVE. (19131)
MATHIESON, AITKEN & CO., 1401 WALNUT 
ST. (19102)
MCCLUSKEY, WILLIAM D., ARCHITECTS 
BLDG. 117 S. 17 ST. (19103)
MCMICHAEL. ARCHIBALD W., JR., 224 
GREEN DALE RD. (19154)
MERVES AND COMPANY, SUBURBAN STA 
BLDG. (19103)
MILLER, THEODORE D., 723 KENNEDY 
HOUSE (19103)
MYERS, HERBERT, THE PRESIDENTIAL 
APARTMENTS D. 1205 MADISON HOUSE 
(19131)
NADLEY, MICHAEL COMPANY. 854 
SUBURBAN STATION BLDG. (19103)
NEFF, SIDNEY L., 313 ARCHITECTS BLDG. 
(19103)
NIDEN, FRANK D. AND COMPANY, 2 
GIRARD PLAZA (19102)
NIETHAMMER. KURT. 6903 N. BROAD ST. 
(19126)
O’CONNELL. ROBERT A. & CO., 1320 
WESTERN SAVINGS BANK BLDG. BROAD 
A CHESTNUT STS. (19107)
O’NEILL. THOMAS M. & CO., 2222 LEWIS 
TOWER BLDG. 225 S. 15TH ST. (19102)
PAGE, NEAL F., 6421 HEGERMAN ST. 
(19135)
PEAT, MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., 1500 
WALNUT ST. (19102)
PERRICK, ISIDORE. 6 PENN CENTER PLAZA 
RM. 208 (19103)
PINE. SIDNEY J., 3747 LANKENAU RD. 
(19131)
PLOTNICK. MEYER H., 7930 LOWBER AVE. 
(19150)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 
INDEPENDENCE MALL WEST (19106)
RAINESS, CLARENCE & CO., 1 E. PENN SQ. 
(19107)
REMER, PHILIP P., 42 S. 15 ST. STE. 810 
(19102)
RIEDER. ROY B., BANKERS SECURITY 
BLDG. 1315 WALNUT ST. (19107)
ROBINSON. EDWIN N., 1 E. PENN SQ. (19107) 
ROSENBLUTH, STANTON L., 4423 N. 9TH ST.
(19140)
ROSS, LEONARD H., 1445 CITY LINE AVE. 
(19151)
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ROSS, MORRIS H., 6 PENN CENTER PLAZA 
(19103)
RUDERMAN, LEON I., 1704 WALNUT ST. 
(19103)
RUDNEY, RUDNEY, VOYNOW AND CO., 1500 
CHESTNUT ST. (19102)
RUDOLPH, PALITZ AND COMPANY, 1845 
WALNUT ST. STE. 1590 (19103)
SAFREN-SEGAL COMPANY, MALL BLDG. 
325 CHESTNUT ST. (19106)
SALVAT, NORMAN N., 115 S. 21ST ST. 
(19103)
SANDS, A. LYLE, 4000 GYPSY LANE APT 726 
(19144)
SARDINSKY, SOL & CO., 6 PENN CENTER 
PLAZA (19103)
SAVELL, EUGENE M., OVERBROOK HILLS 
146 ROCK GLEN RD. (19151)
SCHACK, HARRY M., 7300 CITY LINE AVE. 
(19151)
SCHARF, HERBERT H., 121 S. BROAD ST.
. (19107)
SCHIAVI, PATTERSON, HORTY AND CO., 506 
WESTERN SAVINGS BANK BLDG. (19107)
SCHINDLER, BEZARK, BENEN & CO., 106 N. 
PARK TOWNE PLACE 2200 BENJAMIN 
FRANKLIN PKWY. (19130)
SCHWARTZ, HARRY, 1141 LAND TITLE 
BLDG. (19110)
SHAPEY, RALPH, BLUE GRASS PLAZA 2417 
WELSH RD. SUITE 10 (19114)
SHAPIRO, HAROLD, 1 E. PENN SQ. BLDG. 
RM. 801 (19107)
SHORE, AVRACH & COMPANY, 1601 
WALNUT ST. (19102)
SILVER, EDWARD L., 2214-2218 GLENDALE 
AVE. (19152)
SIMON, LAWRENCE S., 7516 CITY LINE AVE. 
STE. 9 (19151)
SKLAR, CARMOSIN & CO., 1315 WALNUT ST. 
RM. 500 (19107)
SLOUGH & HORNEFF, 7 PENN CENTER 
PLAZA (19103)
SNYDER, DAITZ & CO., 1617 JOHN F. 
KENNEDY BLVD. (19103)
SPEISER, ALLEN, 1521 WALNUT ST. (19102)
STANGER & ZECHMAN, 2420-27 LEWIS 
TOWER BLDG. 225 SOUTH 15TH ST. 
(19102)
STEIN, GOLDBERG & CO., 2021 BROAD 
LOCUST BLDG. 1405 LOCUST ST. (19102)
STEIN & GREENSPAN, 1405 LOCUST ST. 
STE. 1125 (19102)
STEIN, WEINBERG & WINDERMAN, 215 S.
BROAD ST. (19107)
STEINBERG, EDWARD C., 3 PENN CENTER 
PLAZA STE. 808 (19102)
STOCKTON, BATES & CO., ROBINSON BLDG. 
15TH & CHESTNUT STS. (19102)
STREDLER & STREDLER, ONE E. PENN SQ. 
(19107)
TAIT, WELLER & BAKER, WIDENER BLDG. 6 
FL. (19107)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 1700 MARKET ST. 
(19102)
TRETTIN, WALTER H., 2063 BRANDYWINE 
ST. (19130)
TURTLE, JAMES WILLIAM, TWO PENN 
CENTER PLAZA (19102)
VOYNOW AND DENIKEN, 2465 N. 50TH ST. 
(19131)
WACHTEL, HERBERT F., 804 ROBINSON 
BLDG. 42 S. 15 ST. (19102)
WALDBAUM, ROCKOWER & CO., 1422 
CHESTNUT ST. (19102)
WALZER, HERMAN M., 9756 SUSAN RD. 
(19115)
WEINER. ABRAHAM I., 1129 ENGLEWOOD 
ST. (19111)
WEISS, FREEDMAN & CO., 7601 CASTOR 
AVE. STE. 300 (19152)
WEXLER, DAVID & CO., 1700 MARKET ST. 
STE. 808 (19103)
WHITING, EMANUEL & CO., 1617 JOHN 
KENNEDY BLVD. (19103)
WHITMAN, DAVID, 1120 WESTERN SAVINGS 
BNK BLDG. (19107)
WINDERMAN, CAPLAN & CO., 808 FOX 
BLDG. 1612 MARKET ST. (19103)
WINDERMAN & CO., 6825 GERMANTOWN 
AVE. (19119)
WOLF AND COMPANY, 1616 WALNUT ST. 
(19103)
YAMPOLSKY, LOUIS J. & CO., 1405 LOCUST 
ST. STE. 1800 (19102)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 7 PENN 
CENTER PLAZA (19103)
YULSMAN, S. ALAN, 1201 CHESTNUT ST. 
(19107)
ZELNICK, SOBELMAN & COMPANY, 3801 
CONSHOHOCKEN AVE. (19131)
ZWEIG, JEANNE, 2320 FAUNCE ST. (19152)
PITTSBURGH
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 2200 GRANT 
BLDG. (15219)
ANDERSON, JOHN M. & COMPANY, 966 
UNION TRUST BLDG. (15219)
BALMUTH, NATHAN P., 1025 GRANT BLDG. 
(15219)
BARTLETT, STULL & CO., 426 FRICK BLDG. 
(15219)
BARTLEY, EUGENE E., 145 LINK AVE. 
(15237)
BENSON, WILLIAM C., III, 415 GLEN ARDEN 
DR. (15208)
BERKMAN AND HAUSMAN, 405 PLAZA 
BUILDING (15219)
BIELAU, TIERNEY, COON & COMPANY, 4254 
CLAIRTON BLVD. (15227)
BROOKS, MELVIN M., MAXON TOWERS 6315 
FORBES AVE. (15217)
BROWN, HARRY M., 246 WASHINGTON RD. 
(15216)
BROWN, WILLIAM G., 104 MCKENNA AVE. 
(15205)
CHAMBERLIN AND COMPANY, TWO 
GATEWAY CENTER (15222)
COHEN & HOROVITZ, 900 LAWYERS BLDG. 
(15219)
CONRAD, R. K., 432 MOREWOOD AVE. 
(15213)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 600 GRANT ST. 
(15219)
CRAWFORD & ELLENBOGEN, 1906 
LAWYERS BLDG. 428 FORBES AVE. 
(15219)
DAVIS, JEROME S., 1310 GRANT BLDG. 
(15219)
DEL COTTO, ALBERT. JONNET BLDG. STE. 
205 (15146)
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DI PARDO BROTHERS & COMPANY. P. O.
BOX 13170 (15243)
DULI, ANDREW P., 1517 WOODRUFF ST.
(15220)
EPSTEIN. TABOR & SCHORR. 2400
LAWYERS BLDG. (15219)
ERNST & ERNST. 2500 GRANT BLDG.
(15219)
ESTNER, MILTON, 1104 FULTON BLDG.
(15222)
EXLER, MILLER & COMPANY. 606 LAW A
FINANCE BLDG. (15219)
EY, ELEANOR & ASSOCIATES, 968 A. UNION
TRUST BLDG. (15219)
FREED. CHARLES V., OLIVER BLDG. (15222)
FREY, LEE, 2509 LIBRARY RD. (15234)
GANLEY AND DUGAN. 4724 CLAIRTON
BLVD. (15236)
GARRISON, JOHN B., 201 GRANT AVE.
(15209)
GAUS, L. R., JR., 510 EMPIRE BLDG. (15222)
GLAUSSER AND COMPANY, 1913 
INVESTMENT BLDG. (15222)
GOOD, DAVID B., 306 JOHNSTON RD.
(15241)
GOODMAN, GRAY AND CO., 8980 PERRY
HIGHWAY (15237)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 3730
ONE OLIVER PLAZA (15222)
GRODIN, CHOTINER & HEISLER, LAW &
FINANCE BLDG. STE. 2101 (15219)
HALL, CLARENCE E., 2800 ROBINSON
BLVD. (15235)
HAMERLY, ROY C., 124 IVYLAND DR.
(15235)
HANK AND COMPANY, 2114 INVESTMENT
BLDG. (15222)
HANNA. THE M. COMPANY, 3 RIVERS BANK
BLDG. (15236)
HASKINS & SELLS, 2 GATEWAY CENTER 
(15222)
HEADLEY, ROBERT L., PINES PLAZA 1130
PERRY HWY. (15237)
HOROWITZ, LOUIS L., 1946 WIGHTMAN ST.
(15217)
HOURVITZ & COMPANY, P. C., 2603 SHADY
AVE. (15217)
IZENSON, DAVID L., 908 LAW & FINANCE
BLDG. (15219)
JACKSON, R. W. & CO., 426 FRICK BLDG.
(15219)
JENKINS, CRAMER & CO., P. O. BOX 18058 
(15236)
KANTROWITZ AND KANTROWITZ, 1404 
LAW & FINANCE BLDG. (15219)
KARLESKI, RUSSELL EDWARD, 4137 
BROWNSVILLE RD. (15227)
KATZ & COMPANY, 3400 FORBES AVE.
(15213)
KOMLYN AND COMPANY. 306 FOURTH 
AVE. RM. 1706 (15222)
KOOS. THEODORE L., PO. BOX 8368 (15218)
KROLL. HAROLD P., 612 LINCOLN AVE.
(15202)
LAFRANCE. WALKER, JACKLEY & SAVILLE.
GRANT BLDG. (15219)
LALIKOS, GEORGE, 648 CENTER AVE.
(15229)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY. 301 FIFTH AVE. 
STE. 1100 (15222)
LEDERMAN. BENJAMIN I., 204 S. HIGHLAND 
AVE. (15206)
LEHMAN. ARNOLD L., 1501 LAWYERS 
BLDG. (15219)
LEUIN, MACY L., 433 UNION TRUST BLDG. 
(15219)
LINNERT, FREDERICK C., 400 LAW A 
FINANCE BLDG. (15219)
LIVINGSTON. MARTIN, 2625 MURRAY AVE. 
(15217)
LONG. GEORGE W., P. O. BOX 11625 (15228)
LOVE. P. A. & CO., 1111 PLAZA BLDG. 
(15219)
LOVE, WILSON & COMPANY. 807 GRANT 
BLDG. (15219)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., & GATEWAY 
CENTER (15222)
MCCRORY. K. C., 3737 POPLAR AVE. (15234)
MCGERVY, A. F. & CO., 3170 ONE OLIVER 
PLAZA (15222)
MCKEEVER, JOHN R., TWO PARKWAY 
CENTER (15220)
MCLAUGHLIN, G. E. & CO., 426 FRICK BLDG. 
(15219)
MILLER, JOHN H., JR., 2806 CENTER AVE. 
(15205)
NELSON, G. JAMES. 2247 BABCOCK BLVD. 
NORTH HILLS (15237)
PEAT. MARWICK. MITCHELL & CO., HENRY 
W. OLIVER BLDG. (15222)
PLUNG, LOUIS & CO., 1607 LAW & FINANCE 
BLDG. (15219)
POGOZELSKI, ROGER H., 1228 FRICK BLDG. 
(15219)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., TWO GATEWAY 
CENTER (15222)
ROBERTS, LOUIS CARL. 5937 BROAD ST. 
(15206)
ROSENFELD. GERALD I., 426 FRICK BLDG. 
(15219)
ROSSI, GERALD T., 230 BOWER HILL RD. 
(15228)
RUBIN, GERALD L., STRAND BLDG. 500 N. 
MAIN ST. (15215)
RUNSER, ROBERT G., 201 PENN CENTER 
BLVD. ROOM 404 (15235)
SACKS. LANDO. SILVERMAN & PERL. 6315 
FORBES AVE. (15217)
SCHNEIDER. A. L. & CO., 1604 LAW A
FINANCE BLDG. 429 4TH AVE. (15219)
SCHNEIDER, DOWNS & CO., 2014 
INVESTMENT BLDG. (15222)
SCHNEIDER, RICHARD N., 332 ROCKFIELD 
RD. SCOTT TWNSHP (15243)
SCHWARTZ. NATHAN. THE KENMAWR D-104 
401 SHADY AVE. (15206)
SCHWER, ROTEMAN, SOLKOVY A 
ASSOCIATES. 1740 THREE GATEWAY 
CENTER (15222)
SENKO, JOSEPH T. & ASSOC., INC., THREE
RIVERS BANK BLDG. RT. 51 (15236)
SHEPPARD & CO., 711 OLIVER BLDG. 
(15222)
SISTERSON, D. G. & COMPANY. GRANT 
BLDG. STE. 1804 (15219)
SNODGRASS & COMPANY, 1425 PARK BLDG. 
(15222)
SPERLING. SPERLING AND HENDERSON. 
1114 CLARK BLDG. (15222)
STANNY, N. CALLAGHAN. ST. CLAIR BLDG. 
STE. 407 1725 WASHINGTON RD. (15241)
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STEIN, T. F. & COMPANY, 301 FIFTH AVE.
BLDG. STE. 1626 (15222)
STULL, HAROLD R., 426 FRICK BLDG. 
(15219)
SWARTZ, ALPERN, ROSENTHAL & CO., 908 
LAW & FINANCE BLDG. (15243)
SZELC, ANTHONY P., 1706 CLARK BLDG.
717 LIBERTY AVE. (15222)
TANACK, ELLIOTT, 5940 BAUM SQUARE 
(15206)
TISHMAN, STANLEY. 220 WILLIAM PENN 
HOTEL (15230)
TOMBOSKY & COMPANY, FULTON BLDG. 
(15222)
TORRENCE, ROBT. W., 502 RENSHAW BLDG. 
(15222)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 3232 ONE OLIVER 
PLAZA (15230)
TRAINOR, WILLIAM C., 918-301 FIFTH AVE. 
BLDG. (15222)
TRAUPMAN, FRANK H., 12 N. BALPH AVE. 
(15202)
VOLOVIC, ANDREW, 1900 CLARK BLDG.
(15222)
WANDRISCO, DAVID R., 7 WOOD ST. (15222)
WEBB & DEMARCO, MANOR OAK TWO STE.
140 1910 COCHRAN RD. (15220)
WECHSLER, MYERS AND WOLSH, 1140 ONE 
OLIVER PLAZA (15222)
WELLINGER, NICKEL & CO., 445 LOCUST ST. 
(15218)
WOLK, MARK I., 1500 LAWYERS BLDG.
(15219)
WURTHNER & SCIULLO, 815 LAWYERS 
BLDG. (15219)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 2500 
KOPPERS BLDG. (15219)
YOUNG, RALPH W. & ASSOCIATES, 444 
OLIVER BLDG. (15222)
PITTSTON
CARVER, WILLIAM D., 506 PENN PARK 
BLDG. (18640)
PORT ALLEGANY
ANDERSON, JOEL A., 32 N. MAIN ST. (16743)
POTTSTOWN
DRESLIN AND COMPANY, 1132 HIGH ST. 
(19464)
MAILLIE, MCCARRAHER, LENNON & CO., 
1800 E. HIGH ST. (19464)
MCKEON, PETER J., JR., 939 EAST 
SCHUYLKILL RD. (19464)
WEEBER, BRUCE C., 240 KING ST. (19464)
POTTSVILLE
DOUGHERTY, JOHN E., 110 N. 2ND ST. 
(17901)
MESSERSMITH, R. J., MASONIC BLDG. 
SECOND & NORWEGIAN STS. (17901)
QUAKERTOWN
BARNDT, EDWARD S., 308-A W. BROAD ST. 
(18951)
SULLIVAN, BOOZ & CO., BUSH HOUSE
BLDG. FRONT & WEST BROAD ST. (18951)
RADNOR
FARRAND, RICHARD T., P. O. BOX 68 220 
RADNOR-CHESTER RD. (19087)
READING
BEARD, JOHN A. & COMPANY, 215 N. SIXTH 
ST. (19603)
ERNST & ERNST, 50 N. FIFTH ST. (19601)
FRIES, GALEN H., JR., 106 NEWPORT AVE. 
(19602)
LAMANNA, JEROME A., 534 WALNUT ST. 
(19603)
LONG, JACK W., 130 N. FIFTH ST. (19601)
MARKLEY, GEORGE L., 22 N. FIFTH ST. 
(19602)
MCCULLOUGH, SHULZE & SPEICHER, 417 
DOUGLASS ST. (19601)
MCDEVITT, PAUL T., 320 N. FIFTH ST. 
(19601)
MURPHY, JAMES J., 104 ASPEN AVE. (19608)
PEPE & MARTIN, 308 MEDICAL ARTS BLDG. 
230 N. FIFTH ST. (19601)
SMITH, C. MALCOLM & CO., 720 CENTRE 
AVE. (19601)
VATH, CARL A., 951 N. FOURTH ST. (19601)
WILSON, F. FERRER, 214 N. SIXTH ST. 
(19601)
WOERNER, BARRY F., 526 WASHINGTON ST. 
BOX 292 (19603)
REAMSTOWN
WEINHOLD, MICHAEL L., P. O. BOX 156 
REAMSTOWN DENVER RD. (17567)
RED LION
MCGUIGAN, JOE S., 400 SOUTH MAIN 
(17356)
ROSEMONT
SHEA, OESTERLE, KEOUGH & SIANA, 1062 
LANCASTER AVE. (19010)
RYDAL
WEISS, LEWIS S., 852 BEVERLY RD. (19046)
SCRANTON
ECKERSLEY ACCT. SVCE., SCRANTON 
NATL. BANK BLD. (18503)
EVANS, RICHARD C., CONNELL BLDG. STE. 
506 (18503)
GRIFFITHS, DONALD C., 1010 SCRANTON 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (18503)
IRVING, SICHERMAN & COMPANY, 512 
MILLER BLDG. (18503)
KELLY, ROBERT T., 700 SCRANTON NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (18503)
MCDONNELL, WM. J., 7 FL. SCRANTON 
NATL. BANK (18503)
MCGRAIL, YOUNG & CO., SCRANTON LIFE 
BLDG. (18503)
MULHERIN, FRANCIS X., 125 ADAMS AVE. 
(18503)
PARENTE, RANDOLPH & CO., SUITE 302 
BACHE BLDG. 120 WYOMING AVE. 
(18501)
POLLACK, MARVIN, CONNELL BLDG. STE. 
701 (18503)
SENKER, RICHARD J., 300 MULBERRY ST. 
(18503)
STOWE, WILLIAM D., 997 FAIRFIELD ST. 
(18509)
YANOVER, JACK M., BROOKS BLDG. (18503)
SELINSGROVE
DILDINE, JAMES T., 3 S. MARKET ST. 2ND 
FLR (17870)
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FISHER, CLARK & LAUER, 7 W. PINE ST. 
(17870)
SMITH, LAWRENCE M., 15 E. PINE ST. 
(17870)
SELLERSVILLE
ROCKEL, JOHN H., I. O. O. F. BLDG. (18960)
SEWICKLEY
DAVIS, JOHN K., 525 LOCUST PL. (15143)
SHAMOKIN
HAGGERTY, ROBERT D., 427 N. SHAMOKIN 
(17872)
SHARON
BELL & CO., 310 FIRST SENECA BANK 
BLDG. (16146)
FINUCANE, DAUGHERTY & BAKER, 819 E. 
STATE ST. (16146)
GAMBLE, CHARLES H., FIRST FEDERAL
BLDG. 1 E. STATE ST. (16146)
LALLY, JOHN P., JR., P. O. BOX 100 (19079)
MAGNER-BLACK AND COMPANY, MAGNER 
BLDG. RENO ST. (16146)
SHENANDOAH
MACZEES, WILLIAM J., JR., 135 S. MAIN ST. 
(17976)
SHILLINGTON
ZUBER, ALDERIGI & COMPANY, 26 E.
LANCASTER AVE. (19607)
SHIPPENSBURG
BROWN, JOSEPH V., 77 W. KING ST. (17257)
SOMERSET
BULOW, HOTTLE & CO., LAW & FINANCE 
BLDG. (15501)
DESKEVICH AND YUTZY, 118 W. MAIN ST. 
(15501)
LAMBERSON, C. DAVID, 166 E. UNION ST. 
(15501)
SHOFFSTALL, MYRON L., 124 E. UNION ST. 
(15501)
SOUDERTON
DETWEILER, LIPKIN AND ASSOCIATES, 220 
N. MAIN ST. (18964)
LONG, WILLIAM H., 568 BECK ROAD (18964)
STYER & ROBERSON, 20 S. SCHOOL LN. 
(18964)
SOUTHAMPTON
COSMO, VITO A., 975 WOODLAND DR. 
(18966)
SPRINGFIELD
NICOLELLA, ANTHONY J., 616 BALTIMORE 
PIKE (19064)
STATE COLLEGE
DILL & STANTON, 12 GLENNLAND BLDG. 
(16801)
GETZ, J. DANIEL, 458 EAST COLLEGE AVE. 
(16801)
LICASTRO, RALPH D., 245 S. ALLEN ST. 
(16801)
MITTELMAN, EDWARD M. & CO., 458 E. 
COLLEGE AVE. (16801)
TARICANI, JOSEPH & COMPANY. 1600 
UNIVERSITY DR. (16801)
STEELTON
WIEDEMAN, JOSEPH A., 15 N. FRONT ST. 
(17113)
STRASBURG
RUOSS, THOMAS S., 205 MILLER ST. (17579)
STROUDSBURG
BUTZ. DOROTHY M., 921 MAIN ST. (18360)
COHEN, J. L. & COMPANY. 2 N. SEVENTH ST. 
(18360)
CRANE AND GORDON. INC., 727 ANN ST. 
(18360)
PRICE. GENE D., 706 MONROE ST. (18360)
STONE AND CYPHERS, 930 N. NINTH ST. 
(18360)
WILSON, CHARLES L., 46 N. SIXTH ST. 
(18360)
SUNBURY
AMERMAN, GEORGE F., VALLEY BANK 
BLDG. (17801)
BOGOVICH, EDWARD F., 317 MARKET ST. 
(17801)
ECKMAN, HAGGERTY & CO., SECOND A 
ARCH STS. (17801)
SWARTHMORE
RUDMAN, MELVIN, 631-A S. CHESTER RD. 
(19081)
TAFTON
WENDELL, HAROLD U., STAR ROUTE BOX 
120A (18464)
TARENTOM
WILDER AND LONDINO, 415 FOURTH AVE. 
(15084)
THOMPSONTOWN
CLARK, DONALD L., BOX 104 (17094)
TITUSVILLE
OLMES & DICKSON, 7 ALGRUNIX BLDG. 
(16354)
WINITZKY, ROBERT L., PARK BLDG. (16354)
TOUGHKENAMON
DI FILIPPO, JAMES F., NEWARK RD. (19374)
TUNKHANNOCK
KENIA, DANIEL, 21/2 E. TIOGA ST. (18657)
TYRONE
SCHELL, OLIVER F., 912 PENNSYLVANIA 
AVE. (16686)
SICKLER, HARRY K., JR., PO. BOX 12 
(16686)
UNIONTOWN
HARPER, TAYLOR, STEELE & CLARK. 316 
GALLATIN BANK BLDG. (15401)
LUKAS, FRANK W., 95 WAYNE ST. (15401)
SABER. GEORGE J., P. O. BOX 1083 (15401)
UPPER DARBY
COLES, DIETZ. DOUGHERTY. MUSTARO 
AND PROCOPIO, 7922 W. CHESTER PIKE 
(19082)
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GALANOS, LEONIDAS. 13 KENMORE RD.
(19082)
KADRANSKY, HARRY, 7119 EMERSON AVE.
(19082)
KAIRYS, ZACHARY, 9136 WEST CHESTER 
PIKE (19082)
KAZANJIAN, CHARLES, 7922 W. CHESTER
PIKE (19082)
MARUCCI, ORTALS, ANNETT & CO., 133 
LONG LANE (19082)
O’CONNELL, ROBERT A., II., 8600 WEST
CHESTER PIKE (19082)
PRINCE, ESOCK, 6401 MARKET ST. (19082)
RAINER & CO., 133 LONG LANE (19082)
VILLANOVA
SHEA, OESTERLE, KEOUGH & SIANA, P. O.
BOX 308 (19085)
WARMINSTER
GOLDMAN, JACK, 15 EVERGREEN AVE.
(18974)
STEINER, THOMAS, JR., 65 WEST STREET 
RD. STE. Cl04 (18974)
WARREN
BUNCE, CLAUDE G., 103 E. FIFTH AVE. 
(16365)
COATES, GLASS, WAY & ANDERSON, 304 
FOURTH AVE. (16365)
WHITE, RANDALL F., 113 MARKET ST.
(16365)
WARRINGTON
CURTIS & COMPANY, 859 STALLION RD.
(18976)
WASHINGTON
GWENNAP, R. A., WASHINGTON TRUST 
BLDG. STE. 931 (15301)
LEMLEY, WARREN E., 53 E. WHEELING ST. 
(15301)
STORMWIND, A. L., 338 WASHINGTON 
TRUST BLDG. (15301)
WAYNE
HUGHES, T. MORGAN, JR., 106 N.
ABERDEEN AVE. (19087)
WAYNESBURG
MILINOVICH & CO., INC., 101 N. WOODLAND
AVE. (15370)
WEST CHESTER
HEDBERG, KARL & CO., P. O. BOX 421 
(19380)
MORTON, OXMAN & CO., 40 S. WILMONT 
MEWS (19380)
SAALMANN, KNUTE D., 100 E. GAY ST.
(19380)
SANVILLE & FISCHER, 19 SOUTH HIGH ST. 
(19380)
STITELER, GEORGE & COMPANY, 116 S.
HIGH ST. (19380)
WILKES-BARRE
BARON, STRASSMAN AND CO., UNITED 
PENN BANK BLDG. (18701)
GREENE, ROBERT B., UNITED PENN BANK
BLDG. (18701)
HASKINS & SELLS, 800 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (18701)
JOHNSON, WILLIAM H., 18 PIERCE ST. 
(18704)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, STERLING HOTEL 
MEZZANINE (18701)
LEY, ACCTG, SERVICE, 206 FRANKLIN 
FEDERAL BLDG. (18701)
MANGAN, JOSEPH C., 141 S. WASHINGTON 
ST. (18701)
MARCUS, FARKAS AND CO., 116 S. MAIN ST. 
(18701)
MOAT, HARRY E., BLUE CROSS BLDG. #412 
(18701)
NAVEEN AND NAVEEN, I. B. E. BLDG. RM. 
822 69 PUBLIC SQ. (18701)
PARENTE, RANDOLPH & CO., 426 UNITED 
PENN BLDG. (18701)
SCHULER, ROBERT E., 141 S. WASHINGTON 
ST. (18701)
SLAMON, JOSEPH B., JR., 766 UNITED PENN 
BANK BLDG. (18701)
STAPLETON, JOHN T. COMPANY, 706 I. B. E. 
BLDG. (18701)
TINSLEY, THOMAS VINCENT, JR., 416 
UNITED PENN BANK BLDG. (18701)
WILLIAMS, JOSEPH H., CO., 200 BLUE CROSS 
BLDG. (18701)
ZNEIMER, STEPHEN, 116 S. MAIN ST. 
(18701)
WILLIAMSPORT
COONEY, JAMES F., 48 W. FOURTH ST. 
(17701)
MYERS, LARSON, EBERHART, & SCHRAMM, 
531 W. FOURTH ST. (17701)
SPULER, CHARLES W., JR., 901 MARKET ST. 
(17701)
TADDEO, B. J., 642 PINE ST. (17701)
WEBSTER, GAIL G., 330 W. 3RD ST. (17701)
WOLFE, JOHN E., 143 W. FOURTH ST. 
(17701)
WILLOW GROVE
MONAHAN, JOSEPH F., 1013 N. YORK RD. 
(19090)
WYNCOTE
SHESTAK, BLUMENTHAL & STEIN, 
WYNCOTE HOUSE (19095)
WYNDMOOR
GRONER, HARVEY D., 8812 DELPHINE RD. 
(19118)
WYNNEWOOD
BAYLSON AND BAYLSON, 1300 WYNGATE 
RD. (19096)
MELVIN, JOSEPH P. COMPANY, P. C., THREE 
E. WYNNEWOOD RD. (19096)
MOSKOWITZ, ALAN M., 50 E. WYNNEWOOD 
RD. (19096)
SAMPSON, HAROLD C., 50 E. WYNNEWOOD
RD. (19096)
WYOMING
GILL, THOMAS M., 88 E. 8TH STREET 
(18704)
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WYOMISSING
FREEMAN, LEROY H., 1298 PENN AVE. 
(19610)
HANDWERK, THOMAS P., I. B. M. BLDG. 625 
SPRING ST. (19610)
HERR, NICHOLAS & CO., 920 VAN REED RD. 
(19610)
LEIDIGH & BISBANO, 906 PENN AVE. 
(19610)
SPONAGEL, ALVIN W. & CO., 1330 PENN
AVE. (19610)
YARDLEY
LAIRD, JAMES C., 61 HILLTOP RD. (19067)
YEADON
MAGARICK, HARVEY G., 1031 SERRILL
AVE. (19050)
YORK
EINHORN, BUTLER & CO., 141 E. MARKET
ST. (17401)
FINK. ELMER R., 308 E. MARKET ST. (17403)
FRIEDMAN, PHILIP R. & ASSOCIATES, 36 S.
QUEEN ST. (17403)
KOCHENOUR, EARNEST, SMYSER, & BURG, 
267 E. MARKET ST. (17403)
MILLER, MILLER & CO., 7 E. MARKET ST. 
(17401)
NESS, HARRY & CO., 226 EAST MARKET ST. 
(17402)
PFISTER, FREDERICK W., 2040 E. MARKET 
ST. (17403)
SELIGMAN, FRIEDMAN AND COMPANY, 
2550 KINGSTON RD. (17402)
STAMBAUGH, DORGAN & CO., INC., 2595 S.
GEORGE ST. (17403)
ZELIENPLE
LANE, RALPH E. & COMPANY, 203 E. 
GRANDVIEW AVE. (16063)RHODE ISLAND
CRANSTON
ANDREW, LELAND E., BURLINGAME RD. 
(02920)
CATONI, LOUIS, 1145 RESERVOIR AVE. 
(02920)
COMMETTE AND BUCO, 30 MIDWAY ROAD 
(02920)
DELFINO AND OLIVIERI, 1414 PARK AVE. 
(02920)
FRADIN, GESSMAN & CO., 771 RESERVOIR 
AVE. (02910)
GORMAN, ROBERT, 864 PARK AVE. (02910)
SIPERSTEIN, S. HARRY, 174 MAYFIELD 
AVE. (02920)
TAYLOR & COMPANY, 1005 RESERVOIR
AVE. (02910)
CUMBERLAND
ALGER, EDGAR R., JR., 616 BROAD ST. 
(02864)
FEENEY, GREENHALGH & MORISSEAU, 10 
NATE WHIPPLE HWY. (02864)
EAST PROVIDENCE
CLEGG, EDMUND J., JR., 680 WARREN AVE. 
(02914)
GREENVILLE
MCNIFF, MARJORIE F., 532 PUTNAM PIKE 
(02828)
JOHNSTON
D’ANTUONO, LOUIS M., HARTFORD BLDG.
1239 HARTFORD AVE. (02919)
MIDDLETOWN
DUNNE, JOSEPH P., 1120 AQUIDNECK AVE. 
(02840)
PAWTUCKET
NEWMAN & BRIER, 200 MAIN ST. (02860)
PALMISCAIANO, C. G., 404 SMITHFIELD 
AVE. (02860)
PRIEST AND KORTICK, 200 MAIN ST. 
(02860)
PROVIDENCE
ACCINNO, JOHN J., 354 BROADWAY (02909)
ALLEN, DAVID, HOWARD BLDG. 10 
DORRANCE ST. (02903)
BILOW, JACK, 1016 UNION TRUST BLDG. 
(02903)
BLACKMAN & BLACKMAN, 1209
INDUSTRIAL BANK BLDG. (02903)
BLACKWAY, MILLMAN & CO., 1012 
INDUSTRIAL BANK BLDG. (02903)
CAMPANA, PHILIP J., 170 WESTMINSTER 
STREET (02903)
CARDELLO, AUGUST A., 812 INDUSTRIAL 
BANK BLDG. (02903)
CHRISTIANSEN AND COMPANY, 533 
INDUSTRIAL BANK BLDG. (02903)
COHN, NEWTON B., 15 WESTMINSTER ST.
RM. 810 (02903)
CONNOR, RALPH J., 198 DYER ST. (02903)
CRIBBIN, JAMES J., JR., 612 INDUSTRIAL
BANK BLDG. (02864)
DISTEFANO, THEODORE F., 741 HOWARD 
BLDG. (02903)
ERNST & ERNST, 1702 INDUSTRIAL BANK
BLDG. 111 WESTMINSTER ST. (02903)
FEENEY, GREENHALGH & MORISSEAU, 154 
FRANCIS ST. (02903)
FIELDING, RALPH R., 15 WESTMINSTER ST. 
(02901)
GEREBOFF & COMPANY, 1221 INDUSTRIAL 
BANK BLDG. (02903)
HARRIS & GIFFORD, 815 HOSPITAL TRUST 
BL (02901)
HASKINS & SELLS, 10 DORRANCE ST. 
(02903)
JARCHO & SCHWARTZ & YARLAS, 501 
ANGELL ST. (02906)
JONES, ROBERT T., 17 EXCHANGE ST. 
(02903)
KAPLAN, BENTLEY FELIX, 69 FIFTH ST. 
(02906)
KATZ, JEROME J. & COMPANY, 508 
INDUSTRIAL BANK BLDG. (02903)
KILBERG, ARNOLD, 111 WAYLAND AVE. 
(02906)
KNAPP, JOSEPH F., 533 INDUSTRIAL BANK 
BLDG. (02903)
KRUPA, JOHN J., 812 INDUSTRIAL BANK 
BLDG. (02903)
LABUSH, BERNARD, 501 ANGELL STREET 
(02906)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTE1N, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 40 WESTMINSTER ST, (02903)
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LEVESQUE, COLUCCI & CO., DORIS BLDG.
RM. 403 245 WATERMAN ST. (02906)
LEVIN, LEONARD M., 89 NINTH ST. (02906)
MARDO, ANTHONY & COMPANY, 131
ACADEMY AVE. (02908)
MONACELLI, OVID L., R. I. HOSPITAL
TRUST BLDG. 428 SMITH ST. (02908)
O’BRIEN, E. L. & COMPANY, 2002
INDUSTRIAL BANK BLDG. 111
WESTMINSTER ST. (02903)
PASCARELLA & TRENCH, 612 INDUSTRIAL
BANK BLDG. (02903)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 40
WESTMINSTER ST. (02903)
PICCHIONE, NICHOLAS & COMPANY, 480
BENEFIT ST. (02903)
PRICE, WATERHOUSE & CO., 40
WESTMINSTER (02903)
SELINKER, SOLOMON E., 472 SMITH ST. 
(02908)
SHEA, QUINLAN J., 15 WESTMINSTER ST. 
(02903)
SHOLES, ANDREW G., 40 WESTMINSTER ST. 
(02903)
SILVERMAN, IRVING B., 804 HOSPITAL
TRUST BLDG. (02903)
SISTO, B. & CO., 512 TURKS HEAD BLDG. 
(02903)
WARD, FISHER & CO., 2400 IND. BANK
BLDG. (02903)
WEIGNER, ROBERT A., 170 WESTMINSTER
ST. (02903)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 111
WESTMINSTER ST. (02903)
RUMFORD
COMERY, RICHARD T., 65 REDLAND AVE. 
(02916)
TIVERTON
DOHERTY, JOHN F., 7 MAIN ROAD (02878)
GABOURY, NORMAN L., 80 MAIN ST. (02878)
WARWICK
BENNETT, RICHARD D., 897 WARWICK AVE. 
(02888)
BRINDAMOUR & OTRANDO, 1230
GREENWICH AVE. (02886)
CAIN, WILLIAM J., 21 APOLLO ST. (02888)
CHATTO, HOWARD W., 985 MAIN AVE. 
(02886)
CLEGG, JOHN W., 2395 WARWICK AVE.
(02889)
DOHERTY, JAMES H., 15 MESSENGER DR. 
(02888)
FRIEDMAN, LOUIS, 300 POST RD. (02888)
GOLUSES & BROWN, 1845 POST ROAD 
(02886)
HUMLACK, WILLIAM G., 2000 WARWICK
AVE. (02889)
MALO, ERNEST A., 495 POST ROAD (02888)
MARKARIAN, THOMAS W., 1429 WARWICK
AVE. (02888)
MARSEGLIA, CHARLES A., 1429 WARWICK
AVE. (02888)
SPARROW & JOHNSON, 15 MESSENGER DR. 
(02886)
SWANSON, HOWARD J., 1429 WARWICK
AVE. (02888)
WOONSOCKET
ASMUSSEN, JOHN E., 1274 EDDIE DOWLING 
HWY. (02895)
CHRISTIANSEN AND COMPANY. 77 
FEDERAL ST. (02895)
DUROCHER & ARENBURGH, 9 SOCIAL ST. 
(02895)
FOURNIER, ROBERT R., 645 CLINTON ST. 
(02895)
JONES, H. WEBSTER, 28 MAIN ST. (02895)
MCMURTRIE, ARTHUR J., 28 MAIN ST. 
(02895)
MURPHY, RAYMOND F. & CO., 162 MAIN ST. 
(02895)SOUTH CAROLINA
AIKEN
BROADWELL, ROBERT M., 215 PARK AVE.
SE. (29801)
ANDERSON
ELLIOTT, DAVIS & COMPANY, 210 
SULLIVAN BLDG. (29621)
FRIIS, ESKILD, 1209 NORTH MAIN ST. 
(29621)
LESLEY, MARCHANT L., 308 BROAD ST. 
(29621)
BARNWELL
ROGERS, GREGORY & BRIGMAN, P. A., 1628 
MAIN ST. (29812)
BEAUFORT
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, 
CONGRESS AT SCOTT ST. (29902)
MCKNIGHT, FRAMPTON, BUSKIRK AND CO.,
715 BAY ST. (29902)
VANDERHOOF, J. PATRICK, 1009
CARTERET ST. (29902)
BENNETTSVILLE
LUNDIN & BROGDON, 212 E. MARKET ST. 
(29512)
CAMDEN
BRADHAM, JOSEPH M., JR., 637 RUTLEDGE 
ST. (29020)
BRUCE, ROBERT A. & CO., 512 RUTLEDGE 
ST. (29020)
GREEN, JAMES D. & COMPANY, 608 
LAFAYETTE ST. (29020)
SHEHEEN AND HANCOCK, 1017 FAIR ST.
(29020)
CHARLESTON
BAKER & PASSAILAIGUE, 1-C DANIEL ST. 
(29407)
DANIELL, E. ROY, 7 BROAD ST. (29401)
ERNST & ERNST, THE SARGEANT JASPER 
BLDG. (29401)
GAMBLE, HUMPHRIES, GIVENS, & MOODY,
158 MEETING STREET (29401)
ILDERTON AND SEITHEL, WESLEY DR.
OFFICE CENTER (29407)
KELLER, GEORGE W., JR., 54 BROAD ST. 
(29401)
MCKNIGHT, FRAMPTON, BUSKIRK AND CO., 
P. O. BOX 220 (29402)
MUCKENFUSS, W. F. & ASSOCIATES, 960 
MORRISON DR. (29402)
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SCHLEETER, MONSEN AND DEBACKER, P.
0. DRAWER X. (29402)
CHARLESTON HEIGHTS
MCKNIGHT, FRAMPTON, BUSKIRK AND CO., 
P. O. BOX 7223 (29405)
MEYER, NEAL F., GILBERT BLDG. STE. A.
3962 RIVERS AVE. (29405)
CLINTON
SUTHERLAND, JOHN J., 19 SPRINGDALE
DR. (29325)
CLOVER
ERNST & ERNST, 122 N. MAIN ST. (29710)
HALL, JAMES F., 110 KINGS MOUNTAIN ST.
(29710)
COLUMBIA
BENNETT, PAUL Z., 2604 DEVINE ST.
(29205)
CLARKSON, HARDEN & GANTT, 1611 
DEVONSHIRE DR. (29202)
COLEMAN, BRUCE C., JR.', 208 CANDI LANE
(29210)
COTZIN, I. E., 1412 BULL ST. (29201)
DERRICK, STUBBS & STITH, 2835 DEVINE
ST. (29205)
EDGAR, WESLEY B., 1550 HAYNESWORTH 
RD. (29205)
ERNST & ERNST, 500 CITIZENS A 
SOUTHERN NATL. BANK BLDG. (29202)
FINCH, HAMILTON & CO., 1105 BELLEVIEW 
AVE. STE. 101 (29211)
FLEISCHMAN, BERNARD S., 1732 HAMPTON
ST. (29201)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1010 S. C. N. CENTER
(29201)
HEARD, ROBERT E., 66 PERCIVA PLZ. 
SHOPPING CTR. (29206)
HUNT, J. W. & COMPANY, 1513 
WASHINGTON ST. (29202)
HUNTER, WILLIAM M., 2404 TWO NOTCH 
RD. (29204)
KEELS, SANDERS AND HUGHES, 2712 
MIDDLEBURG DR. (29204)
LEE AND SCHRAIBMAN, P. A., 4431 DEVINE
ST. (29205)
LOVE, WILLIAM J., 2244 SUMTER ST.
(29201)
MATTHEWS AND WASSON, 2230 DEVINE ST.
(29205)
MCGREGOR, C. C. & CO., 1514 PICKENS ST.
(29201)
MONTGOMERY, Z. H., 900 ELMWOOD AVE.
STE. 104 (29201)
PEACE, THERON H., 210 MIDDLEBURG 
MALL 2700 MIDDLEBURG DR. (29204)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 850 S. C. N. 
CTR. (29201)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY, 1040 S. C. N.
CENTER (29202)
ROGERS, GREGORY & BRIGMAN, P. A., 3105
DEVINE ST. (29205)
SINGLE, HERMAN J., 1636 HORSESHOE 
CIRCLE NORTH 20 CTR. (29204)
SUMMERSETT & SCHMIDT, 1410 BLANDING 
ST. STE. 6 (29202)
THOMPSON, RUPERT L., JR., 1413 CALHOUN
ST. (29201)
VAUGHT, MYRON O., 1416 ELMWOOD AVE. 
(29201)
WHITMIRE, JOSEPH E., 1531 MANNING AVE. 
(29204)
WILLIAMS, C. REID, JR., P. O. BOX 11446 
(29201)
WINGATE, JACK 0., 2442 DEVINE ST. 
(29205)
FLORENCE
CHASTEEN, JOHNSTON & WEST, 825 W. 
EVANS ST. (29501)
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, 145 N. 
IRBY ST. (29501)
ERNST & ERNST, 268 W. EVANS ST. (29501)
NORRIS, FRANK C., JR., 139 S. WARLEY ST. 
(29501)
RIVERS, RICHARD L., 268 W. EVANS ST., 
(29501)
GAFFNEY
CLINE & BRANDT, W. FREDERICK ST. 
(29340)
CUDD, JAMES M., BOX 1118 (29340)
MARDIS AND SMITH, 405 N. LOGAN ST. 
(29340)
GREENVILLE
BECKWITH, S. CARY, III, 408 E. NORTH ST. 
(29601)
CLARK, HAROLD C., JR., 1409 S. CHURCH 
ST. (29604)
COOK, SNODDY & RIGGINS, NORTH 
GARDEN BLDG. (29606)
CRESSWELL, DONALD P., 741 N.
PLEASANTBURG DRIVE (29606)
CROCKER, N. THOMAS, 2015 LAWYERS 
BLDG. (29601)
EATON, R. H., 300 UNIVERSITY RIDGE 
(29601)
ELLIOTT, DAVIS & CO., MC ALISTER PLAZA 
110 EDGEWORTH ST. (29606)
HARRIS, MCMILLAN, HUDGINS & CO., 107 
W. ANTRIM DR. (29606)
HASKINS & SELLS, 2210 DANIEL BLDG. 
(29602)
JOHNSTON, CHESTER W., BOX 6686 (29606)
LACKEY, FERRELL & HARRIS, 600 E. 
NORTH ST. 207 (29601)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 300 UNIVERSITY 
RIDGE (29601)
LEIDESDORF, S. D. & CO., 1814 DANIEL 
BLDG. (29602)
MARTIN, JAMES A., GALLERY CENTRE 3110 
WADE HAMPTON BLVD. (29607)
PATTEN, MERRILL C., 7 PENDLETON ST. 
(29601)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., DANIEL 
BLDG. (29602)
ROGERS, GREGORY AND BRIGMAN, P. A., 
803 E. WORTH ST. (29602)
SHORT AND COBB, LAWYERS BUILDING 
STE. 212 (29601)
WINN, WRIGHT & POTTER, 518 E. NORTH 
ST. (29602)
GREENWOOD
ELLIOTT, DAVIS & COMPANY, THE 
GREENWOOD BLDG. (29646)
GRIFFITH, WILLIAM W., P. O. BOX 3104 
(29646)
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HILTON HEAD ISLAND
HORAN, PETER F., GRAVES BLDG. (29928) 
SAZAMA, DONALD R., NEIDLINGER BLDG.
(29928)
JOHNSONVILLE
MCDANIEL, ANDREW J., P. O. BOX 338
(29555)
KERSHAW
STOVER, GEORGE C., JR., 240 N. HAMPTON
ST. (29067)
LANCASTER
CONNELLY, CHARLES K., JR., CONNELLY
BLDG. WILLIAMS ST. (29720)
LAURENS
ROPER, HUGHEY & ROPER, P. O. BOX 153
(29360)
LEESVILLE
CHALK & SHEALY, P. O. BOX 517 (29070)
LEXINGTON
DERRICK, CARL M., 108 N. LAKE DR.
(29072)
PALMER, CHARLES E., RT. 7 BOX 270
(29072)
MOUNT PLEASANT
BAKER & PASSAILAIGUE, 409 COLEMAN
BLVD. (29464)
MULLINS
SHORT & COBB, P. O. BOX 558 (29574)
MYRTLE BEACH
CHERRY, BEKAERT & HOLLAND, 1120 N.
KINGS HWY. (29577)
SMITH, C. FOSTER AND COMPANY, 401
12TH AVE. N. (29577)
NEWBERRY
BEDENBAUGH, JOHN A., 10141/2 MAIN ST.
(29108)
GAHAGAN, NANCY L., 1112 CALHOUN ST.
(29108)
SUMMER, HENRY B., 1216 CRENSHAW ST.
(29108)
NORTH CHARLESTON
GAMBLE, HUMPHRIES, GIVENS & MOODY, 
5600 RIVERS AVE. (29406)
GREINER, HOKE S., 803 REMOUNT RD. 
(29406)
HAMMOND, J. OLIN, GILBERT BLDG. STE. A. 
3962 RIVERS AVE. (29405)
RISER AND MCLAURIN, 5416 RIVERS AVE. 
(29405)
TAYLOR, CHARLES H., P. O. BOX 9826 
(29406)
ORANGEBURG
BEACH, LADSON H., 340 ST. PAUL NE. 
(29115)
WRIGHT & BAILEY, P. A., 303 SUMMERS NE. 
(29115)
ROCK HILL
LACKEY, FERRELL & HARRIS, 1273 
EBENEZER RD. (29730)
MOORE, CARLISLE C., JR., 610 N. YORK
AVE. (29730)
RHYNER, JAMES E., 368 PENDLETON ST. 
(29730)
SCOTT, GEO. G. & CO., 216 E. BLACK ST. 
(29730)
SPARTANBURG
ASHCRAFT, RONALD B., 180 N. DEAN ST.
#204 (29302)
CONRAD, HOEY, EAST & CO., 447 E. 
KENNEDY ST. (29301)
GILMAN AND BRANNON, 175 N. LIBERTY 
ST. (29301)
HARRIS, G. RAY, 841 E. MAIN ST. (29302)
LEE, H. DEAN, 383 S. PINE ST. (29302)
LEIDESDORF, S. D. & CO., 318 
MONTGOMERY BLDG. (29301)
MCRAE, ALLEN M., 481 SOUTH PINE ST. 
(29302)
REED, LOWELL M., 803 MONTGOMERY 
BLDG. (29301)
ROGERS & AUSTIN, P. O. BOX 5803 (29301)
SCOTT, TAYLOR, WHITE & WINGO, 365 ST. 
JOHN ST. (29302)
SKELTON, W. PAUL, JR., 9031/2 N. CHURCH 
ST. (29303)
WATERS, RAYMOND S., 707 E. MAIN ST. 
(29301)
WATSON, HORACE HOMER, JR., 500 
HILLCREST OFFICES (29302)
YOGMAN, HARRY L., 205 HILLCREST 
OFFICES (29302)
SUMMERVILLE
ANDERSON, BRADFORD E., 128 S. MAIN ST. 
(29483)
CHELLIS, CONVERSE A., JR., 128 S. MAIN 
ST. (29483)
GAMBLE, HUMPHRIES, GIVENS & MOODY, 
140 N. MAIN ST. (29483)
SUMTER
BENSON, SAMUEL A., P. O. BOX 817 (29150)
BULTMAN & DEAN, 11 E. CALHOUN ST. 
(29150)
DERRICK, STUBBS & STITH, SHELOR BLDG. 
(29150)
WEST, L. ALLEN, 212 BROAD ST. (29150)
UNION
DERRICK, STUBBS & STITH, KRASS BLDG. 
310 W. MAIN ST. (29379)
WEST COLUMBIA
BRITTINGHAM, DIAL & JEFFCOAT, 501 
STATE ST. (29169)
CHALK & SHEALY, 300 MEETING ST. 
(29169)
WINNSBORO
HOY, ALTON, P. O. BOX 464 (29180)
PATRICK, JAMES A., 214 W. WASHINGTON 
ST. (29180)
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ABERDEEN
CAHILL. KOHLMAN & GUHIN, 210 
BERKSHIRE PLAZA 405 EIGHTH AVE. N. 
W. (57401)
HAGENSON, SYLVAN N., P. O. BOX 60 
(57401)
KEENAN & CRAIG. 22 THIRD AVE. SW. 
(57401)
PETERSON. HARLAN W. & CO., 24 FIFTH 
AVE. S. W. (57401)
BELLE FOURCHE
SAYLER, THORSTENSON & CO., 612 SIXTH 
AVE. (57717)
CANTON
FAIT. RICHARD A., 121 S. MAIN ST. (57013)
HURON
FANGER. WARREN S., I. M. I. BLDG. 126 W. 
THIRD ST. SW. (57350)
JOHNSON. WEST & COMPANY, 210
FARMERS & MERCHANTS BANK (57350)
WOHLENBERG, GAGE & CO., LTD., 53 THIRD 
ST. SW. (57350)
MELLETTE
ROBERTSON. RUTH K., P. O. BOX 185 
(57461)
MOBRIDGE
CAHILL. KOHLMAN & GUHIN. CITIZENS 
BANK BLDG. (57601)
PIERRE
BISSON. LARSON & CO., 115 E. SIOUX 
(57501)
WOHLENBERG, GAGE & CO., LTD., 319 S. 
COTEAU (57501)
RAPID CITY
DUNMIRE, SHORT, TOBIAS & PAULSEN, 529 
KANSAS CITY ST. (57701)
KADEN, J. HERBERT, 1905 W. ST. JOE ST. 
(57701)
KELLOGG, GEORGE E., 2040 W. MAIN ST. 
#209 (57701)
MCGLADREY. HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
6281/2 SIXTH ST. STE. 246 (57701)
SAYLER, THORSTENSON & CO., 810 QUINCY 
ST. (57701)
SIOUX FALLS
DAVIS, JERALD B. COMPANY, INC., 250 
HOME FEDERAL BLDG. 225 S. MAIN AVE. 
(57102)
DOHERTY, CARMODY & CO., 408 S. SECOND 
AVE. (57102)
EIDE. HELMEKE, BOELZ & PASCH, 500 
NAT’L. BANK OF SD BLDG. (57102)
KUTZ AND WRAGE, 200 W. TENTH ST. 
(57102)
MCGINNIS, BERNELL J., 508 NATL. BANK 
OF S. DAK BLDG. (57102)
NELSON, ROLAND A., 14071/2 W. 33 (57105)
SCHOLTEN. HENRY & COMPANY, 100 N. 
PHILLIPS AVE. STE. 410 (57102)
STUART, NOONAN & COMPANY. INC., 208 W. 
NINTH ST. (57102)
WOHLENBERG. GAGE & CO., LTD., 117 E. 
TENTH (57102)
STURGIS
WOOD, DONALD C., 1000 MAIN ST. (57785)
VERMILLION
VOGEL, THOMAS E., 19 MARKET ST. (57069)
WATERTOWN
SCHWEISS & DEWITT. 818 S. BROADWAY 
(57201)
WOHLENBERG, GAGE & CO., LTD., 21 FIRST 
AVE. SE. (57201)
WINNER
WOHLENBERG. GAGE & CO., LTD., 110 W. 
THIRD (57580)
YANKTON
DES JARLAIS AND MUNSON, 1518 
BROADWAY (57078)
WOHLENBERG. DONALD F., 602 E. 19 ST. 
(57078) TENNESSEE
ALCOA
FRANKLIN. RONALD R., MIDLAND TOWERS 
STE. C-6 356 SANDERSON ST. (37701)
KING & KING. 332 GILL ST. (37701)
ATHENS
SEVERANCE AND SHARP, P. C., FISHER 
BLDG. (37303)
BRENTWOOD
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, BRENTWOOD 
HOUSE (37027)
BRISTOL
HILLMAN & KELLY, 309 PROFESSIONAL 
BLDG. (37620)
RICHARDS. RICHARDS & CROSS. 316 
SEVENTH ST. (37620)
CHATTANOOGA
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 734 MARKET 
ST. (37402)
BAKER. LAWRENCE M., VOLUNTEER BLDG. 
RM. 938 (37402)
BOWDEN. LESTER B., JR., SIGNAL OFFICE 
BLDG. STE. L. 243 SIGNAL MOUNTAIN 
RD. (37405)
BROOKS. TRUMAN W. & ASSOCIATES. 6100 
BLDG. STE. 3900 (37411)
CARPENTER, HARRY G., STE. 311 
FRANKLIN BLDG. EASTGATE CENTER 
(37411)
DECOSIMO, JOSEPH AND COMPANY. BLUE 
CROSS BLDG. (37402)
ERNST & ERNST, 400 VOLUNTEER STATE 
LIFE BLDG. (37402)
FROST, JAMES B. AND CO., 631 PIONEER 
BLDG. (37402)
GILL. STUART W., 317 HIGH ST. (37403) 
GUILBERT, BARNES & DUNN, 5900 BLDG.
STE. 2005 (37411)
HASKINS & SELLS, HAMILTON NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. MARKET AT SEVENTH 
(37402)
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HATFIELD, B. EUGENE, 424 VOLUNTEER 
BLDG. (37402)
HAZLETT, LEWIS AND BIETER, 350 
MACLELLAN BLDG. (37402)
HEBERT, S. BEN, P. C., 5014 ROSSVILLE 
BLVD. (37407)
JOHNSON, JERRY CHARLES, 4442 JAMES 
LN. (37416)
LANSFORD, EDWIN G., 914 HAMILTON 
BANK BLDG. (37402)
LEWIS, DIXIE L., JR., 2441 BROAD ST. 
(37401)
LOWRANCE, RICHARD E., 3367 ADKINS 
LANE (37419)
MCGHEE, WILLIAM M., 818 CHATTANOOGA 
BANK BLDG. (37402)
MCKENZIE & MCKENZIE, 243 SIGNAL 
MOUNTAIN RD. STE. G. (37405)
PETTY & LANDIS, 1211 VOLUNTEER BLDG. 
(37402)
RANDOLPH, STEVEN E., 3513 VALLEY 
TRAIL (37415)
RUSH & WHETSTONE, NORTHGATE 
PROFESSIONAL CENTER 4845 HIXON 
PIKE (37343)
SCHWEICKART, RALPH E., 1115 JAMES 
BLDG. (37402)
SLIGER, KNOWLES & HOLLAND, 302 
UNITED BANK BLDG. SEVENTH A 
CHESTNUT STS. (37402)
STONE, BERNARD & COMPANY, 823 
CHESTNUT ST. (37402)
THOMPSON, JACK W. & CO., 922 HAMILTON 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (37402)
TIPTON, UNDERWOOD & SPENCER, 
GATEWAY PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 1001 
CARTER ST. (37402)
TURNBULL, ORR & FOWLER, 905 JAMES 
BLDG. (37402)
WINER & CHRISTNACHT, 6300 BLDG. STE. 
7603 (37411)
WINER, MEYER AND ASSOCIATES, 425 HIGH 
ST. (37403)
CLARKSVILLE
BATEMAN, THOMAS N., 221 S. THIRD ST. 
(37040)
BROWN, DUANE L., BOX 812 (37040)
BROWN, FRED W., NORTHERN BANK BLDG. 
(37040)
STONE & RUDOLPH, 221 SOUTH SECOND ST. 
(37040)
CLEVELAND
DALTON, PENNELL & CO., 85 MOUSE CREEK 
RD. (37311)
RANDOLPH AND KERSEY, 183 FIRST ST. 
NW. (37311)
COLUMBIA
BONE AND HUNDLEY, 307 FARMERS A 
MERCHANTS BK. BLDG. (38401)
HUCKABY, STAN, CAMPBELL PLAZA (38401)
MILLER, CHARLES LEO, 216 W. SEVENTH 
ST. (38401)
STRICKLAND, G. KELLEY, TEN PRESSNELL 
BLDG. (38401)
COOKEVILLE
BAILEY, HUGH E. & ASSOC., 353 N. 
WASHINGTON AVE. (38501)
STANDIFER, DOUGLAS L., 418 FREEZE ST. 
(38501)
THORNE & DRAPER, 204 JERE WHITSON 
BLDG. (38501)
WILLIAMS, HAROLD E., LACY BLDG. 420 
WASHINGTON (38501)
CROSSVILLE
LANSFORD, EDWIN G., 432 E. FIRST ST. 
(38555)
YORK, HASSELL RAY, P. O. BOX 137 (38555)
DYERSBURG
ALEXANDER & HOLMES, FIRST CITIZENS 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (38024)
MOORE, CHARLES F., 426 TROY AVE. 
(38024)
ELIZABETHTON
SAMMONS, RICHARD D., 313 ELK & E 
(37643)
TAYLOR, WESLEY W. ASSOCIATES, F ST. A 
HALSTON AVE. (37643)
FAYETTEVILLE
BAILEY AND PUTMAN, 506 W. COLLEGE ST. 
(37334)
FRANKLIN
COOMER AND PARSONS, WILLIAMSON 
COUNTY BANK BLDG. (37064)
FRAZIER, BOBBY G., 1408 COLUMBIA AVE. 
(37064)
GALLATIN
DUNHAM, GERALD O., 119-A PUBLIC 
SQUARE (37066)
GATLINBURG
HICKMAN, PUGH & COMPANY, FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. 811 PKWY. (37738)
GERMANTOWN
QUINN, CLARENCE A., 7604 ASHWORTH RD. 
(38138)
GREENEVILLE
HENRY, JOE E. & CO., 114 W. CHURCH ST. 
(37743)
SAPP AND HOSS, ASSOCIATES, COMMERCE 
BLDG. 522 MAIN ST. (37743)
YATES, M. M., JR., P. O. BOX 759 (37743)
HARTSVILLE
HOLDER, PHILIP W., 204 COURT ST. (37074)
HENDERSONVILLE
CHIPMAN & MCMURRAY, 108 SAUNDERS 
FERRY ROAD (37075)
HUMBOLDT
GAULDIN, EDWIN 0., 1310 MAIN ST. (38343)
JACKSON
ARNOLD & BADGETT, FIRST NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. (38301)
CRAIN, S. LAWSON, 257 AIRWAYS BLVD. 
(38301)
HAYES. CHARLES J., PO. BOX 1134 (38301)
KIRKPATRICK & NEWMAN, PEOPLES 
PROTECTIVE LIFE TWR. (38301)
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JOHNSON CITY
BAYLOR & BACKUS, 40811/2 S. ROAN ST.
(37601)
BLACKBURN & CHILDERS, 136 PRINCETON 
RD. (37601)
HULL, CARRIGER & WINN, 124 1/2 SPRING
ST. (37601)
PARKER, CHARLES E., 505 PROFESSIONAL 
OFFICE BLDG. (37601)
KINGSPORT
BLACKBURN & CHILDERS, CENTER KEY 
BLDG. 244 E. CENTER ST. (37660)
BURK, DENT K. ASSOCIATES, 149 
COMMERCE ST. (37662)
HANES, WILLIAM C., SOBEL BLDG. (37660)
HARRISON, ROSCOE F. JR., GREENACRES 
SHOPPING CENTER (37664)
STILL, STANLEY W., 3553 CREST RD.
(37662)
KNOXVILLE
ADAMS, RAYMOND K., 1337 WESTERN AVE.
STE. 200 (37921)
ADDICKS, FRANK M., 201 JOURNAL BLDG.
618 S. GAY (37902)
BAKER, FLOYD C., 918 STATE ST. (37902)
BLAIR, TIMMONS & CO., 505 BURWELL 
BUILDING (37902)
BORING, B. L. & CO., P. C., 107 MAIN AVE.
(37902)
BREAZEALE, ROBERT J., 810 BURWELL 
BLDG. 602 GAY ST. (37902)
BROWN, HERBERT L., 707 MARKET ST.
(37902)
BURNETT, INSLEE, 1919 N. HILLS BLVD.
(37917)
CARPENTER, R. A., 1129 W. NOKOMIS 
CIRCLE SW. (37919)
CHAFFIN AND LATHAM, 110 NORTHSHORE 
DR. (37919)
CLARK, JOHN K., 6209 BAUM DR. (37919) 
CURLEE, FRANK L., 18 FOREST CT. (37919) 
CURTIS, ALEX L., 4210 FULTON DR. (37918) 
ERNST & ERNST, VALLEY FIDELITY BANK
BLDG. 607 MARKET ST. S. W. (37902) 
FINN & ROSE, 3408 WESTERN AVE. (37921) 
HENRY, JOE E. & CO., 2817 E. MAGNOLIA
AVE. (37914)
HICKMAN, PUGH & COMPANY, 530 GAY ST.
S. W. (37901)
HICKS, E. L., 918 STATE ST. SW. (37902) 
LARGE, ROBERT G., 2723 MAGNOLIA AVE.
(37914)
LECROY, GORDON G., NORTHSHORE BAUM 
BLDG. 6209 BAUM DR. (37919)
MILLER & CORDELL, 1010 BURWELL BLDG.
(37902)
PICKERING, STANLEY H., P. C., 6408 
CLINTON HWY. (37912)
POWELL AND MCPHETRIDGE, 205 GREATER 
TENNESSEE BLDG. (37901)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY, VALLEY 
FIDELITY BANK BLDG. (37901)
SEVERANCE AND SHARP, P. A., 700 
BURWELL BLDG. (37902)
SIEGEL, MILES, 3434 MC CALLA AVE.
(37914)
TAYLOR & CARRIER, 5015 BROADWAY N.
E. (37918)
UTSMAN, ANDREW J., 234 DAYLIGHT BLDG. 
(37902)
LAFOLLETTE
CARR AND MYNATT, 11314 W. CENTRAL 
AVE. (37766)
LEBANON
HOLLAND, HARRY E., 211 E. MAIN ST. 
(37087)
LIVINGSTON
ELDRIDGE. LARRY E., 2091/2 W. MAIN ST. 
(38570)
MADISON
BELL, ROBERT E., 212 PLAZA
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. (37115)
DANIELS, CAMPBELL & SMITH, MADISON 
BLDG. P. O. BOX 729 (37115)
KEATON, EMERSON T., 201 PLAZA 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. P. O. BOX 274 
(37115)
KNIGHT AND DAVIDSON, P. O. BOX 517 
(37115)
MARTIN, PAUL A., 1303 GALLATIN RD. N. 
STE. 1 (37115)
TONGATE, DENNIS & RYAN, 1114 
GALLATIN RD. N. (37115)
MARTIN
CHEESEMAN, THOMPSON & COMPANY, 306 
N. LINDELL ST. (38237)
MARYVILLE
GILLESPIE AND SHERROD, BLOUNT NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (37801)
MCMINNVILLE
BAILEY, HUGH E. & ASSOCIATES, 101 
SPARTA ST. (37110)
TOTHEROW, LYNN & HAILE, P. O. BOX 697 
(37110)
MEMPHIS
AGEE, ANN W. & ASSOCIATES, 1036 
COMMERCE TITLE BLDG. (38103)
AHLBERG & TAYLOR, 5100 POPLAR AVE. 
(38137)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 165 MADISON 
AVE. (38103)
ANDERSON & UIBERALL, WHITCHAVEN 
FIRST NATL. BLDG. 4230 ELVIS PRESLEY 
BLVD. (38116)
ASHWORTH, THOMAS F., 1835 UNION AVE. 
STE. 302 (38104)
BANKS, FINLEY, THOMAS & WHITE, 
STERICK BLDG. STE. 824 (38103)
BARGIACHI, JOE S., CLARK TOWERS 5100 
POPLAR AVE. STE. 705 (38137)
BELL, BROWDER & BEAN, 4745 POPLAR 
AVE. (38117)
BRANDON, OTHA L., 1318 EXCHANGE 
BLDG. 9 NORTH SECOND ST. (38103)
BROCK, H. B., JR., 4161 AUBURN RD. STE. 
200 (38116)
BURK, QUINN, LUTON & NEWBERN, 1118 
COMMERCE TITLE BLDG. (38103)
CANNON, WATTS & COMPANY, 2400 
POPLAR AVE. STE. 516 (38112)
CARNEY, CLYDE L., 3497 GRACELAND APT 
2 (38116)
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CARROLL, LAMON & ASSOCIATES, 5100 
POPLAR AVE. STE. 808 (38137)
CHEESEMAN, THOMPSON & COMPANY, 4700 
POPLAR AVE. STE. 200 (38117)
CHISM, JACK T., 5050 POPLAR AVE. STE. 
733 (38117)
CLEVENGER, A. CLINTON, 5100 POPLAR 
AVE. STE. 2861 (38137)
COPELAND, GEORGE P., 2090 S. BELLEVUE 
(38106)
DALLAS, MERCHANT & TAYLOR, P. O. BOX 
4945 (38104)
ECKERLY, GEORGE A. & CO., FALLS BLDG. 
STE. 1032 (38103)
ERNST & ERNST, 1300 STERICK BLDG. 8 N. 
THIRD ST. (38103)
FORESTER & MELTON, 848 S. COOPER 
(38104)
FOUTS AND MORGAN, 5118 PARK AVE. STE. 
427 (38117)
FRAZEE, THOMAS & TATE, CLARK TOWER 
BLDG. 5100 POPLAR AVE. STE. 420 
(38137)
GARFINKEL, BERNARD J., 1450 COMMERCE 
BLDG. (38103)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 1400 
FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. 165 MADISON 
AVE. (38103)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 
1254 LAMAR AVE. (38104)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1801 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (38103)
HAYNES, GEORGE W., 5050 POPLAR AVE. 
STE. 400 (38117)
HILL, W. BERNARD, 100 N. MAIN BLDG. 
(38103)
HIRSCH, MICHAEL H., 2555 POPLAR AVE. 
(38112)
HOLT, BRADLEY RAY, 4110 LEWEIR ST. 
(38127)
HUDSON & YOUNG, 2094 UNION AVE. 
(38104)
ISOM, MIKE & COMPANY, P. A., 5050 
POPLAR AVE. STE. 2215 (38117)
JAY, HARRY M. AND ASSOCIATES, 1001 
FIRST AMERICAN BANK BLDG. (38103)
JONES, GEORGE B. & CO., 3256 
COMMERCIAL PKWY. (38116)
JONES, LEWIS ALLEN, 3340 POPLAR AVE. 
STE. 130 (38111)
KELLEY, ROBERT S., 1331 UNION AVE. STE. 
1231 (38104)
LAFRANCE, WALKER, JACKLEY & SAVILLE, 
ONE COMMERCE SQ. STE. 2300 (38103)
LIVELY, CHARLES L., 5119 SUMMER AVE. 
STE. 217 (38122)
MASON, BENSON & CALLICOTT, 3692 
SUMMER AVE. (38122)
MATTHEWS, JAMES A. & CO., 1331 UNION 
AVE. STE. 1231 (38104)
MCCARTHY & DUFFEE, 766 S. HIGHLAND 
(38111)
MCCARTY, COCHRAN AND HOLMES, 904 
FIRST AMERICAN BANK BLDG. (38103)
MCNEER, JAMES W., 302 FIRST NATL. 
WHITEHAVEN BLD. (38116)
NEWMAN, PAGE M., JR., 1061 SOUTH 
COOPER ST. (38104)
NORTHINGTON, H. RONALD, 5100 POPLAR 
AVE. STE. 501 (38137)
OLSON & HAYNES, 5050 POPLAR AVE. STE. 
1430 (38117)
OWENS, ALBERT T., 2400 POPLAR AVE. STE. 
206 (38112)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 100 N. 
MAIN BLDG. STE. 3400 (38103)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., ONE 
COMMERCE SQ. STE. 2600 (38103)
REYNOLDS, BONE & GRIESBECK, 5100 
POPLAR STE. 311 (38137)
RHEA & IVY, 100 N. MAIN ST. STE. 2028 
(38101)
RULEMAN, JACK A., 1000 S. YATES RD. 
(38117)
SCOTT, BRANIM AND BLYTHE, 214 
WASHINGTON AVE. (38103)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, ONE COMMERCE SQ. 
STE. 2500 (38150)
SHEARER AND GALLOWAY COMPANY, 2400 
POPLAR AVE. #234 (38112)
SNODGRASS & KATZ, 4027 KNIGHT 
ARNOLD RD. STE. 100 (38118)
SPAIN AND FISHER, 5100 POPLAR AVE. STE. 
2108 (38137)
SPENCER, CARL EUGENE, 3294 POPLAR 
AVE. STE. 335 (38111)
SULLIVAN, LADY F., 5341 TIMBERDALE 
AVE. (38128)
SULLIVAN AND WOODS, 4515 POPLAR AVE. 
STE. 240 (38117)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 1310 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. 165 MADISON AVE. (38103)
VANCE, WILLIAM ROBERT, 4027 KNIGHT 
ARNOLD RD. STE. 103 (38118)
VAWTER, VILAS V. & ASSOCIATES, 3258 
COMMERCIAL PKWY. (38116)
WALKO, ROBERT V., 663 S. COOPER ST. RM.
1 (38104)
WATKINS & WATKINS, 425 FALLS BLDG. 
(38103)
WEINRYB, PAUL, 1014 N. BARKSDALE 
(38107)
WILLIAMS, JAMES A., 238 MADISON (38103)
WISE, VERNON E., 3290 GETWELL STE. 211 
(38116)
MILAN
SCATES, BILL F., 462-E S. FIRST ST. (38358)
MORRISTOWN
PRATT & COPELAND, INC., 501 W. MAIN ST. 
(37814)
PURKEY, G. KEITH, 241 W. MAIN ST. (37814) 
TAYLOR & RUSSELL, 112 N. HILL ST. 
(37814)
MURFREESBORO
DAVIS & WHITE, P. O. BOX 1215 (37130)
KNIGHT AND DAVIDSON, EXECUTIVE 
BLDG. 307 N. WALNUT ST. (37130)
NASHVILLE
ADKINS, MORRIS B., 1108 17 AVE. S. (37212)
ALLEN & BRADLEY, 333 UNION ST. 4TH FL. 
(37219)
ANDERSON, R. D. & CO., 1414 NASHVILLE 
BANK & TRUST BLDG. (37201)
ASTON, ABERNATHY & CO., 305 ELEVENTH 
AVE. S. (37203)
BLANKENSHIP, SUMMAR & ASSOC., J. C. 
BRADFORD BLDG. FLR 1 FOURTH & 
CHURCH ST. (37219)
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BUMPUS & HALL, 2325 CRESTMOOR RD.
(37215)
CALDWELL & JONES, THIRD NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (37219)
CONTE, WILLIAM T., JR., 6632 CABOT DR.
(37209)
COOMER AND PARSONS, 3221
NOLENSVILLE RD. (37211)
DANIEL, WILLIAM H., 2622 OLD LEBANON
RD. (37214)
DAVIS AND MARTIN, 404 JAMES
ROBERTSON PKWY. (37219)
DEMONTBREUN, WILLIAM & COMPANY, 625
MAIN ST. (37216)
ERNST & ERNST, 600 NASHVILLE BANK &
TRUST BLDG. 315 UNION ST. (37219)
FRASIER, CHARLES E., 407 BARRYWOOD 
DR. (37211)
FRAZIER, JOHN H., 4015 TRAVIS DR.
(37211)
GELFAND, MACNOW, RENNERT A
FELDMAN, 817 16 AVE. S. (37203)
GRANNIS, J. A., JR., STE. 122 1717 WEST
END BLDG. (37203)
GUILLIAMS, WILSON & BUTLER, 721 J. C.
BRADFORD BLDG. (37219)
HARDISON, ERWIN C., JR., 115 GRAYLYNN
DR. (37214)
HASKINS & SELLS, 127 EIGHTH AVE. N.
(37203)
HIRSBERG AND BYRD, BAKER BLDG. 110 21
AVE. S. (37203)
HIRSHBERG, SAM H., 109 29 AVE. N. (37203)
HOFFMAN, IRVING, P. O. BOX 81 (37202)
HOLT, WILLARD W., 722-1719 WEST END
BLDG. (37203)
HOPPER, J. ALAN, 1026 16 AVE. S. (37212)
JACOBS, CHARLES P., 1903 WEST END AVE.
(37203)
JONES, EZRA, 420 FORTUNE BLDG. 311
PLUS PARK BLVD. (37217)
KRAFT BROS., ESSTMAN, PATTON, 
HARRELL & WEHBY, 404 JAMES
ROBERTSON PKWY. (37219)
LAKOFF & CO., 918 EIGHTH AVE. S. (37203)
MCSWINEY, B. ALLEN, 1931 21 AVE. S.
(37212)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., LIFE
AND CASUALTY TOWER (37219)
PHILLIPS, FRANK, STAHLMAN BLDG.
(37201)
PRICE AND ASSOCIATES, 3813 CLEGHORN
AVE. (37215)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., THIRD NATL.
BANK BLDG. (37219)
PURYEAR, WILLIAM & CO., THIRD
NATIONAL BNK BLDG. (37219)
RAINS, EUGENE O., 2209 CRESTMOOR RD.
(37215)
RINGPFEIL & ERVIN, J. C. BRADFORD 
BLDG. SUITE 335 (37219)
RUSEK, CARL G., 4004 HILLSBORO RD.
(37215)
SCOTT & GEARY, 1808 WEST END BLDG.
(37203)
SINKOVICH, ROY E., 2604 FOSTER AVE.
(37211)
SKULLEY, EDWARD W., 1103 SUDEKUM 
BLDG. (37219)
SMITH, LOYD AND ASSOCIATES, THIRD 
NAT’L. BANK BLDG. 19TH FL. (37219)
SMITH, TOM & ASSOCIATES. THIRD NAT’L. 
BANK BLDG. (37219)
THONI, ALBERT J., 1717 WEST END BLDG. 
(37203)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., NASHVILLE BANK A 
TRUST BLDG. 315 UNION ST. (37201)
TUNE, WILLIAM L., JR., 405 SUDEKUM 
BLDG. (37219)
WARREN & ASSOCIATES, 2325 CRESTMOOR 
RD. (37215)
WATSON, CLYDE R., 1717 WEST END BLDG. 
STE. 300 (37203)
WEAKLEY, WILLIAM ROSS, 115 LYLE AVE. 
(37203)
WHITE, W. B., 2620 OLD LEBANON RD. 
(37214)
WILLIAMS, JAMES T., 961 WOODLAND ST. 
(37206)
WITTE, LESTER & COMPANY, 604 
HAMILTON BANK BLDG. (37219)
OAK RIDGE
CARR & MYNATT, 901 OAK RIDGE 
TURNPIKE (37830)
FINN & ROSE, 218 DOCTORS BLDG. (37830)
HAMER, SEVERANCE AND SHARP, TOWN 
HALL BLDG. (37830)
PARIS
WALLACE, ROBERT C., 502-503
COMMERCIAL BANK BLDG. (38242)
PORTLAND
FREEDLE, JOE T., PO. BOX 307 (37148)
PULASKI
BAILEY, PUTMAN, CARY & GROCE. 
BRINDLEY DR. (38478)
ROGERSVILLE
MYERS, JACK R., PROFESSIONAL OFFICE 
BLDG. (37857)
SAVANNAH
WILLIAMS, B. W., P. O. BOX 70 (38372)
SEVIERVILLE
HICKMAN, PUGH & COMPANY 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. COMMERCE ST. 
(37862)
SHELBYVILLE
BASS, MARY V., 205 RIVERVIEW BLDG. 
(37160)
WINNETT, GARNER, LILE & HOLLIMAN, 306 
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (37160)
SPARTA
TOTHEROW, LYNN & HAILE, N. CHURCH A 
BOCKMAN WAY (38583)
SPRINGFIELD
KNIGHT & DAVIDSON, 204 FIFTH AVE. E. 
(37172)
TULLAHOMA
ARTMAN, JAMES E., COOP BLDG. (37388)
UNION CITY
CHEESEMAN, THOMPSON & COMPANY, 624 
REELFOOT AVE. (38261)
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GRASFEDER, LEE R., ROUTE & (38261) 
PARE, PAUL E., ROUTE 3 BOX 245 (38261)
WINCHESTER
ARNOLD & EAKINS, 205 S. HIGH ST. (37398) 
HENSON, GLENN E., 220 N. JEFFERSON ST.
(37398) TEXAS
ABILENE
BARRY, LESTER L., 208 FIRST STATE BLDG. 
P. O. BOX 5047 (79605)
CONDLEY AND COMPANY, 333 ORANGE ST. 
(79604)
DAVIS, BEN M., KINARD & CO., 1052 NORTH
FIFTH ST. (79601)
DUFFEL, BORDEN, 252 S. LEGGETT (79605)
HENDERSON, CURTIS G., 514 FIRST NATL.
BANK BLDG. (79601)
KNIGHT, DARREL & CO., 280 NORTH WILLIS 
(79603)
LESLIE, THOMPSON, LAWRENCE & HOLLEY, 
1865 BUTTERNUT ST. (79602)
MCCURDY, FAUBUS & WRIGHT, 105 
PETROLEUM BLDG. (79604)
MORRISON, DERRELL N., 833 BRIARWOOD 
(79603)
MOUSER & YOUNG, 317 N. WILLIS ST. 
(79603)
RAY, L. GLYNN & CO., INC., 302 CITIZENS 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (79601)
TINDELL, RUTH F., 614 FIRST NATL. BANK
BLDG. (79601)
TODD, BOB L., 2509 BARROW ST. (79605)
WATSON, BEN D., 316 CEDAR ST. PO. BOX 4
(79604)
ALBANY
COTTER, JAMES H., 229 HILL ST. (76430)
ALICE
DONALD, THOMAS P., 300 W. MAIN BOX 
1966 (78332)
NEMEC, JOE R., 1328 ROOSEVELT (78332)
POWELL, W. L., 62 N. CAMERON ST. (78332)
ALLEN
BUCKLEY, R. NEWTON, 103 BUTLER AT 
MAIN (75002)
ALPINE
ANGELOS, GEORGE P. & CO., 212 N. SIXTH 
(79830)
OTTO, KENNETH K. & CO., P. O. BOX 360 
(79830)
ALVIN
SHEPHERD, WM. CLYDE, 106 S. HARDIE 
(77511)
AMARILLO
ALFORD, MERONEY & CO., 704 W. NINTH 
(79105)
BALDWIN & RUCKER, 403 BANK OF THE
SOUTHWEST (79109)
BISHOP, EARL G., 1522 TAYLOR ST. (79101)
BROWN, GRAHAM & CO., 1608 POLK ST.
(79102)
CORNELL & COMPANY, 902 MONROE 
(79101)
CROFFORD, MCWHIRTER, BORGER A
HACKER, 4100 W. 51ST (79109)
DOSHIER, PICKENS & FRANCIS, 510
AMARILLO BLDG. (79101)
GERHARDT AND PUCKETT, 328
PETROLEUM BLDG. (79101)
HALLMAN, CLOYCE E., P. O. BOX 1416 519
N. POLK (79105)
HARVEY, MESSENGER & CO., 1407
AMERICAN NATIONAL BANK (79101) 
HAYS, JACK, 3100 PLAINS BLVD. (79102) 
HOLLAND, MANNING, 313 W. 15TH (79101) 
HOYT, LEON L. & COMPANY, 1600
AMARILLO NATL. BANK BLDG. (79101) 
MARSH, DONALD B., 2301 WESTERN (79109) 
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1510
AMERICAN NATL. BANK BLDG. (79101)
ROBERTSON, H. V. & COMPANY, 900
AMARILLO NATL. BANK BLDG. (79101) 
RUSSELL AND SHELTON, RUSSELL BLDG.
2100 S. POLK ST. (79109)
STERQUELL, U. C., JR., 1001 AMARILLO
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (79101) 
SWAFFORD, W. L., 426 PETROLEUM BLDG.
(79101)
TURNER, MICHAEL T., AMERICAN
AMICABLE BLDG. 800 W. NINTH ST. 
(79101)
VINEYARD, T. T., 3505 OLSEN BLVD.
(79109)
YOUNG, JESSE DALE, 620 W. EIGHTH 
(79101)
ANDREWS
BRANNAN, CUMMINS & COMPANY, 206 NE.
FIRST ST. (79714)
ANTHONY
LAROCK, LAROCK & WHEELER, 232 W. 
WASHINGTON (88021)
ARANSAS PASS
ERWIN, ROBERT H., 139 E. NELSON AVE. 
(78336)
ARLINGTON
BOWLING, ROBERT H., 1309 COCHISE DR. 
(76012)
CRILL, DUANE, NO. 6 MAIN PLACE SUITE 
100 (76010)
ERVIN, PRATER & PICKENS, 511
ARLINGTON BK. AND TRUST BL (76010)
HALEY, WINFREY & VIRDEN, 619 W. MAIN 
ST. (76010)
JOHNSON, R. BARRY, 2510 W. PARK ROW
STE. B. (76013) 
KIBLINGER, E. DOKE, JR., ENGLISH BLDG.
1331 PIONEER PKY. E. (76010)
KIRK, THOMAS E., 2000 E. RANDOL MILL 
RD. STE. 612 (76011)
LIVESAY, JAMES L., PARKWAY CENTRAL
PLAZA 611 RYAN PLAZA DR. STE. 417 
(76012)
LONG, TANNERY, GRAY AND COMPANY, 
504 W. ABRAM (76010)
MCBRIDE, WRIGHT & WRIGHT, 408 
ARLINGTON BANK & TRUST BLDG. 
(76010)
RAY, CHARLES A., 600 E. ABRAM (76010)
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ATLANTA
MEARS, GLADYS G., 514 WEST MAIN (75551)
AUSTIN
BALDRIDGE & COMPANY, 611 S. CONGRESS 
STE. 503 (78704)
BECKER, HERBERT H., 1523 W. KOENIG 
LANE (78756)
BOHLS, MARY C., 201 FIRST FEDERAL 
SAVINGS BLDG. (78701)
BURNS AND WILLIAMS, 400 JEFFERSON 
BLDG. 1600 W. 38 ST. (78731)
CHITWOOD, BUDNICK, URBANOVSKY A 
BELL, 301 PERRY-BROOKS BLDG. (78701)
DIPPEL AND COMPANY, 111 W. ANDERSON 
LN. STE. 212 (78752)
DUKEN, ALEX E., 420 LITTLEFIELD BLDG. 
(78701)
ERNST & ERNST, 900 CITY NAT’L. BANK 
BLDG. (78701)
GAUTIER, RICHARD F., 2611 A. SOUTH 
LAMAR (78704)
GENTRY & HIBBETTS, 209 AUSTIN NAT’L. 
BANK BLDG. (78701)
GIBSON, JOHNSON & CO., 4200 N. LAMAR
BLVD. (78756)
GLASS, THOMAS W„ 4200 N. LAMAR (78756)
HENRY, SHELTON, DUMOND & CO., 1307 
WEST AVENUE (78701)
HUCKABY, JAMES E., 111 W. ANDERSON 
LANE STE. 212 (78752)
JORDAN, TED E., 300 E. HUNTLAND DR. 
STE. 229 (78752)
LYDA, BOYD, STARR AND WILSON, 712 
CAPITAL NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (78701)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 510 MEDICAL PARK 
TOWER (78705)
MCCALL, RANDOLPH DEAN, JR., 800 OX 
EYE TRAIL (78746)
MCWHIRTER, EDWARDS & CO., 1303
CAPITOL NATL. BANK BLDG. (78701)
MUELLER, RONALD G., TWIN TOWERS EAST 
4 FL. 1106 CLAYTON LANE (78723)
NANCE, THOMAS H., JR., 7704 SHADY ROCK 
(78731)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 304 
AUSTIN NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (78701)
PENDLETON, E. L., 301 FIRST FEDERAL 
SVGS. BLDG. (78701)
RAMSEY, RAMSEY A FEHR, 307
PERRY-BROOKS BLD. (78701)
ROBERTS, JAMES L., 4920 N.
INTERREGIONAL HWY. (78751)
SEIBERT AND LORETTE, 308 W. 15 ST. 
(78701)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 1120 CITY 
NATIONAL BK. BLDG. (78701)
SIMPSON, HAROLD V. & CO., 510 S. 
CONGRESS # 302 (78704)
STOCKTON, JACK W., 5202 CREEKLINE DR. 
(78745)
SUBLETTE, FRED J., COMMODORE PERRY 
BLDG. STE. 1024 (78701)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 218 FIRST NATL. LIFE 
BLDG. (78701)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, VAUGHN 
BLDG. STE. 902 807 BRAZOS ST. (78701)
AZLE
LARUE, LAWRENCE, WOOD & KELLEY. 135 
W. MAIN ST. (76020)
BALLINGER
TRAVIS, R. D., JR., BALLINGER 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 708 PARK AVE. 
(76821)
BAY CITY
ALLEN AND ALLEN, 1ST NATL. BANK
OFFICE BLDG. 1800 EIGHTH ST. (77414)
CARSON, J. R. & CO., 2245 AVENUE G 
(77414)
BAYTOWN
GERACE & HULLUM, INC., FIRST 
AMERICAN BANK BLDG. ONE THOMAS 
CIRCLE (77520)
SUESSE, CHARLES W., 623 SCHILLING 
(77520)
TILLER, JEFF W., HARRIS COUNTY FED. 
SAV & LOAN (77520)
BEAUMONT
BURLEIGH & MCCLELLAND, 706 SAN 
JACINTO BLDG. (77701)
COVILLE & FERRELL, 810 SAN JACINTO 
BLDG. (77701)
CUMMINGS, CECIL C., 814 SAN JACINTO 
BLDG. (77701)
DANIELS, LEROY E., PETROLEUM BLDG.
(77701)
EDGAR & KIKER, 3120 NORTH (77702)
FOWLER, LLOYD W., 2261 NORTH ST.
(77707)
GOSLING, FRED W., 417 PETROLEUM BLDG.
(77701)
GREENSPAN, ARTHUR, 1125 SAN JACINTO 
BLDG. (77701)
HEATHMAN & HEATHMAN, 901 GOODHUE 
BLDG. (77701)
JUNCKER-MCMILLIAN, 2965 I. 10 E. (77702) 
KELM, RUSSELL W., P. O. BOX 7475 (77706) 
KEY, WILLIAM C., 3160 FANNIN ST. (77701) 
LAWRENCE & BLACKBURN, 920 BEAUMONT
SAVINGS BLDG. (77701)
LICHEY, CURTIS A., 260 10 ST. (77702)
MASCHEK, HAMBY, MILLER, MILLER A 
FUNCHESS, 1230 PETROLEUM BLDG. 
(77701)
NEUSHAFER & BROWNING, 501 SAN 
JACINTO BLDG. (77701)
PARIGI, SAM V., 410 INTERSTATE 10 N.
(77702)
TAIT, COLLIE ELMER, P. O. BOX 5571
(77702)
THEOBALD, FRED C., JR., 2522 CALDER
(77702)
WALKER, JIM S., 2263 NORTH ST. (77701) 
WATHEN, DE SHONG & HENDERSON, 3160
FANNIN (77701)
BELTON
KALENDA, FRANK J., 110 NORTH
MAIN-OFFICE NO. 6 (76513)
BIG SPRING
BOOTHE, KENNETH C., COMMERCIAL 
CENTER BLDG. 805 E. THIRD ST. (79720)
GREEN, MAXWELL D., 507 PERMIAN BLDG.
(79720)
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HOLLINGSWORTH, WILSON, LEE A 
REYNOLDS, 417 S. MAIN ST. (79720)
THORBURN, GEORGE W., 212 OWENS 
(79720)
BOERNE
DIETERT, CLARENCE E., 438 S. MAIN 
(78006)
ROWLAND, MELVIN C., COLONIAL BLDG. 
MAIN & HOSACK ST. (78006)
BORGER
DAWSON, BOBBY G., 525 N. DEAHL (79007) 
WILLIAMS, LEWIS C., 315 W. THIRD ST. 
(79007)
BOWIE
LUCKEY, JULIUS JOHN., 404 LINDSEY 
(76230)
WHALEY, W. SCOTT, 309 SMYTHE ST. 
(76230)
BRADY
BRYANT, FRED A., 217 S. BLACKBURN ST. 
(76825)
BRECKENRIDGE
MALLON, LAWRENCE M., 117 S.
BRECKENRIDGE AVE. (76024)
MONTGOMERY, HART AND BIRDWELL, 60 
FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. (76024)
BRENHAM
SCHROEDER, ROBERT L., 301 N. PARK 
(77833)
BROWNFIELD
SOMMERS, GEORGE F., P. O. BOX 751 
(79316)
THOMAS, HUGH S., 408 W. TATE (79316)
WILKERSON, CRAIG W., 406 W. BROADWAY 
(79316)
BROWNSVILLE
LONG, CHILTON & COMPANY, 745 E. ST. 
CHARLES (78520)
WHITE, MILTON J., 407 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (78520)
BROWNWOOD
BELL, MARY E. BENITEAU, FIRST NATL. 
OFFICE BLDG. #200 (76801)
COLYER, HENRY D., 201 E. BAKER (76801)
CONDLEY AND COMPANY, FIRST NATL. 
OFFICE BLDG. #100 (76801)
HARRISON, JAMES P., 1211 CAMPA DR. 
(76801)
BRYAN
BREWER, M. GLEN, 2800 TEXAS AVE. 
(77801)
BROWNING, DONALD B., BRYAN BLDG. A 
LOAN BLDG. RM. 401 2800 TEXAS AVE. 
(77801)
DURST, WOOD & INGRAM, 304 POST OFFICE 
ST. (77801)
BURLESON
FAGAN, OTTIS J., 231 W. ELLISON ST. 
(76028)
BURNET
BENTON, HOWARD R., 312 S. MAIN (78611)
CANYON
BROWN, GRAHAM AND CO., 1603 FOURTH 
AVE. (79015)
HOLCOMB, EDDIE G., SR., BOX 269 (79015)
CARROLLTON
BEACH, JAMES C., DALLAS COUNTY STATE 
BK. BLDG. STE. 305 (75006)
CARTHAGE
FRASIER & BATES, 316 W. SABINE ST. 
(75633)
CEDAR HILL
KRUGER, LAWRENCE JOHN, 710 CEDAR ST. 
(75104)
CHILDRESS
INMAN, JOHN, 438 N. MAIN ST. (79201)
CISCO
REEVES, GEORGE LYNN, 707 AVENUE D. 
(76437)
CLEBURNE
RIX, ESTES & KOLANDER, 907-A W. 
HENDERSON (76031)
SESSIONS, GENTRY & SELBY, 5 E.
HENDERSON ST. (76031)
COLORADO CITY
MORREN, JOE H., 345 WALNUT ST. (79512)
COLUMBUS
ARTHUR, WM. PIERCE, JR., 412 WALNUT 
(78934)
CONROE
ADAMS, DAN, 412 W. PHILLIPS STE. 121 
(77301)
BELLET, MARTIN S., 412 W. PHILLIPS 
(77301)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 27117 KANE LN.
(77301)
FITTS, ROBERTS & CO., INC., 302 FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (77301)
MCGEE & MCGEE, INC., 414 W. PHILLIPS ST. 
(77301)
CORPUS CHRISTI
BENNIGHT, KENNETH L., THE 600 BLDG. 
(78401)
CANINE, CHARLES V., JR., 1200 WILSON 
TOWER (78401)
COLLIER, JOHNSON & WOODS, 618
GUARANTY BANK PLAZA (78401)
CROSS AND BAKER, 846 PETROLEUM 
TOWER (78401)
CUMMINS, E. MELVIN, 900 WILSON TOWER 
(78401)
DRYDEN & HOLLOWAY, CO., 700 C. C. 
STATE NATL. BLDG. (78401)
ERNST & ERNST, 1202 THE 600 BLDG. 600
LEOPARD, (78401)
FIELDS AND NEMEC, 801 WILSON TOWER 
(78401)
FLUSCHE & HATCH, 1700 THE 600 BLDG. 
(78401)
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GOWLAND, KINCAID, GUY, FANCHER &
DAVIS, 910 WILSON TOWER (78401)
HACKNEY, WENDT & BARNETT, 1401
GUARANTY BANK PLAZA (78401)
HARRINGTON, GREGORY J., 618 CORPUS
CHRISTI STATE NATL. BLDG. (78401)
JARNAGAN, JOSEPH R., 1620 THE SIX
HUNDRED BLDG. (78401)
KRUMREY, LLOYD W., 1114 GUARANTY
BANK PLAZA (78401)
MILLER, PRATHER, WADE & CANINE, 1200
WILSON TOWER (78401)
MOTE, ALLAN, 760 PETROLEUM TOWER 
(78401)
PEARCE, MARSHAL W., 606 GUARANTY 
BANK PLAZA (78401)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 730
PETROLEUM TOWER (78401)
RAMFIELD, CALVIN, PO. BOX 323 (78403)
RANLY, DONALD J., 4330 S. ALAMEDA
(78412)
RANSLEBEN AND RANSLEBEN, 4707
EVERHART RD. STE. 209 (78411)
RASMUSSEN, W. WAYNE, 1014 AYERS
(78404)
SHOTTS, BILL G., 4308 GOLLIHAR (78411)
SMITH, M. MICHAEL, 1701 THE 600 BLDG.
(78401)
SOUTHERLAND, W. A., 802 WILSON TOWER 
(78401)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 408 GUARANTY BANK
PLAZA (78401)
TURPIN, JOHN R., 312 UNITED SAVINGS
BLDG. (78411)
VASQUEZ, ARTURO, 204 GUARANTY BANK
TOWER (78401)
WHITE, TOM W., THE 600 BLDG. #2004
(78401)
WILLIS, DONALD R., 606 GUARANTY BANK
PLAZA (78401)
CORSICANA
BAILEY, J. HARRY, 621 FIRST NAT’L. BANK
BLDG. (75110)
DE FRANCO, PHILIP W., 306 FIRST 
NATIONAL BK. BLDG. (75110)
CROCKETT
SNYDER, J. L., P. O. BOX 695 (75835)
WALKER, HAROLD M., 500 E. HOUSTON
(75835)
CRYSTAL CITY
MENDENHALL, GRANT D., 219 N. FIRST
AVE. (78839)
CUERO
LUCAS, PAUL R., 13314 E. MAIN ST. (77954)
DALHART
GASKILL & PHARIS, 521 DENVER AVE.
(79022)
DALLAS
ABLON, ARNOLD N. & CO., 1620 REPUBLIC
NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (75201)
ALFORD, MERONEY & COMPANY, 3500
FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. (75202)
ALLEN & GOLDEN, 304 EXCHANGE BANK
BLDG. (75235)
ALLISON, LOD C. & CO., EXCHANGE PK. 
MALL (75235)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 2100 ONE MAIN 
PLACE (75250)
ANDREWS, JOHN T., 6720 WOODLAND DR. 
(75225)
BAKER, BAKER & BAKER, 5327 N. CENTRAL 
EXPWY. (75205)
BAKER, EVERITT E., 7616 L. B. J. FRWY. 
STE. 727 (75240)
BALDWIN, BILLY H., 4225 OFFICE PKWY. 
STE. 102 (75204)
BARNES, DAVID, 6060 N. CENTRAL EXPWY 
STE. 460 (75206)
BARRIER, ROGER L., 10226 HEDGEWAY DR. 
(75229)
BARTON, JOHN W., 6300 N. CENTRAL 
EXPWY. (75206)
BATES, CHARLES G., 6134 MAPLE AVE. 
(75235)
BEEBE, WARD F., 4225 OFFICE PKWY. 
(75204)
BELL, ROBERT RAY, EXCHANGE PARK 215 
GARDEN MALL (75235)
BILLUPS, ARNN & MASCHO, 909 STEMMONS 
TWR. S. (75207)
BIRBARI, C. R., 1021 FIDELITY UNION LIFE 
BLDG. (75201)
BLAND & DUMAS, 3636 LEMMON AVE. STE. 
200 (75219)
BLOCH, DONOHOE & HAMILTON, 1834 
FIDELITY UNION TWR. (75201)
BOCK, JOE, 1110 BROWDER ST. (75215)
BOYD, YOUNG, GANO, STALLINGS, 
CLYATT, ROBERSON & EHRICHT, 3603 
LEMMON AVE. STE. 201 (75219)
BRANCH & ORCUTT, ONE MAIN PLACE 
#750 (75250)
BREITBARTH, HARRY, 400 DAVIS BLDG. 
(75202)
BRIGHT, SHINN & BRIGHT, 950 CAMPBELL 
CENTRE 8350 N. CENTRAL EXPWY. 
(75206)
BROCKETTE, MARION L., 6400 N. CENTRAL 
EXPY. (75206)
BROPHY, JOSEPH D., 3611 OAK LAWN AVE. 
(75219)
BROWN AND RIBBLE, 2900 FIDELITY 
UNION TOWER (75201)
BRUNKEN & COX, 730 GIBRALTAR LIFE 
(75201)
BRYAN. WILFRED A., 1224 DAVIS BLDG. 
(75202)
BURGESS, COMPANY. REPUBLIC NATL. 
BANK TOWER (75201)
BURST, HOPP & COMPANY, 1066 W. 
MOCKINGBIRD LN. (75247)
BUZZELL, JOHN E., 6300 NORTH CENTRAL
EXPRESSWAY (75206)
CAMPBELL. J. W., JR., 3777 FIRST 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (75202)
CAMPBELL. P. W., 1222 COMMERCE ST. 
(75202)
CARMODY, THOMAS J., 1019 DAVIS BLDG. 
(75202)
CAYLOR. DON G. & CO., INC., 214-W 
MOCKINGBIRD TOWERS 1341 W.
MOCKINGBIRD LN. (75247)
CHEATHAM. BRADY, LAFFERTY & COX. 
4209 MCKINNEY AVE. (75205)
CHESHIER & FULLER, INC., 1313 REPUBLIC 
NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (75201)
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CHILDS, DERRELL W., 1210 MERCANTILE 
SECURITIES BL (75201)
CHRISMAN, CROCKETT & CO., 1129 DALLAS 
ATHLETIC CLUB BLD. (75201)
CLARK, LARRY E., 11311 N. CENTRAL 
EXPY. STE. 214 (75231)
COLE, PATTERSON & CO., 6300 N. CENTRAL 
EXPRESSWAY (75206)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 3300 FIRST NATL.
BK. BLDG. (75202)
COUCH, EDWARD E., 4924 GREENVILLE
AVE. (75206)
COX, TRUETT, 4225 OFFICE PKWY. (75204)
CULLER, GEORGE W., 2655 VILLA CREEK 
DR. (75234)
DAVIS, CLARK AND COMPANY, 2705 SWISS 
AVE. (75204)
DAVIS, F. LEONARD, 7616 L. B. J. FRWY 
STE. 727 (75240)
DE NUR, AMNON, 5045 ROYAL LANE 
(75229)
DICKASON, O. O., 11111 E. N. CENTRAL 
EXPRESSWAY (75231)
DOHM AND WOLFF, 720 L. T. V. TOWER 
(75201)
DOOLEY, BERT V., 1215 REPUBLIC NAT’L.
BANK BLDG. (75201)
DRIVER, JACK G., TOWN NORTH PLAZA 
BLDG. 4230 L. B. J. FREEWAY (75234)
DUNLAP, JAMES H., 5543 YALE BLVD.
(75206)
DYKES AND REED, 4408 GASTON AVE.
(75246)
EARLY, ALLEN M., 5934 ROYAL LANE 
(75230)
EGAN, FRANK B., 1145 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (75202)
EINSOHN, FELIX & CO., 511 N. AKARD STE.
1529 (75201)
ELGAN, WILLIAM E., MEADOWS BLDG. RM. 
517 (75206)
ELMS, FARIS, GREEN, SMITH AND SIMS, 
8700 KING GEORGE DR. STE. 102 (75235)
ERNST & ERNST, 1700 L. T. V. TOWER 1600 
PACIFIC AVE. (75201)
ESPEY, JAMES L., AMERICAN BANK BLDG. 
STE. 216 (75208)
EVANS, ROBERT Y., 4300 N. CENTRAL 
EXPY. STE. 101 (75206)
EWBANK, THOMAS B. & COMPANY, 4225 
OFFICE PKWY. (75204)
FARROW, BOB R., 210 CASA LINDA PLAZA 
STE. 33 (75218)
FEIGE, ALLEN H., 2639 WALNUT HILL LN.
STE. 116 (75229)
FINLAY, JOHN W., 1100 FIRST NAT’L. BANK 
BLDG. (75202)
FOX, E. C., JR., LAKEWOOD BANK BLDG. 
STE. 630 (75214)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 1412 MAIN ST.
(75202)
FRANKEL, SHELDON, 13777 N. CENTRAL 
EXPY. STE. 411 (75231)
FRANKLIN, JEROME G., THE 
REGISTRY-STE. ONE 6350 L. B. J. FRWY. 
(75240)
GALLOWAY, BRUCE C., 6019 BERKSHIRE 
LANE STE. 202 (75225)
GENT, ROBERT C., 4230 L. B. J. FREEWAY 
SUITE 125 (75234)
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GOODSON, JAKE B., 1000 MERCANTILE 
CONTINENTAL BLDG. (75201)
GRACE, RAYMOND L., 1949 N. STEMMONS 
FRWY. STE. 518 (75207)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 2100 
FIDELITY UNION TOWER (75201)
GRIFFIN, JACK F., 925 DALLAS FED. SVGS. 
BLDG. (75201)
HALE & CO., 2001 BRYAN TOWER STE. 212 
(75201)
HALL & HALL, INC., 4225 OFFICE PKWY. 
(75204)
HALLA, WARD B., DALLAS FEDERAL 
SAVINGS BLDG. 6019 BERKSHIRE LN. 
STE. 202 (75225)
HARDIN, GENE M., 306 BANK OF DALLAS 
3635 LEMMON AVE. (75219)
HARRELL, JAMES B., 4447 N. CENTRAL 
EXPWY. STE. 350 (75205)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 
1433 MOTOR ST. 304 (75207)
HARRIS, RONALD D., 1949 N. STEMMONS 
FWY. STE. 312 (75207)
HARVEY, MESSENGER & CO., TWO TURTLE 
CREEK VILLAGE #620 (75202)
HASKINS & SELLS, ONE MAIN PL. (75250)
HASSE, JOHN W., 440 NORTHLAKE CENTER 
(75238)
HASSELL, LEONARD R., 1922 DAVIS BLDG. 
(75202)
HASTY, W. H., INC., 2021 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (75202)
HELFAND, ALBERT A., 1210 MERCANTILE 
SECURITIES BLDG. (75201)
HERMANN, HARRY M., 11500 STEMMONS 
FRWY. STE. 114 (75229)
HOFFMAN, GARY S., 2001 BRYAN TOWER 
STE. 2815 (75201)
HOLLOWAY AND BATTLES, 5925 FOREST 
LANE STE. 202 (75230)
HUBER, STEVEN R., INC., LAKEWOOD BANK 
BLDG. STE. 630 (75214)
HUFF, JAMES B., RICHARDSON SAVINGS 
BLDG. STE. & 2824 VALLEY VIEW AT 
JOSEY LN. (75234)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 3020 
FIDELITY UNION TOWER (75201)
HURT, J. R., 714 UNITED FIDELITY BLDG. 
1025 ELM ST. (75202)
HUTCHINSON, RALPH V., 3711 HOLLIDAY 
RD. (75224)
JOHNSON AND WILKINSON, 2906 MAPLE 
AVE. STE. 206 (75201)
JONEN, TEAGARDEN, POWELL & CO., ONE 
LEMMON PARK N. STE. 405-7 3737 NOBLE 
(75204)
JONES, BOBBY M., 13923 CARILLION DR. 
(75240)
JONES, KENNETH LESLIE, 1112 FIDELITY 
UNION LIFE BLDG. (75201)
JORDAN & SCHERER, 3616 HOWELL STE. 
201 (75204)
KAISER, PAUL A., 5952 ROYAL LANE STE. 
118 (75230)
KASSEL, WEINBERG & COMPANY, 6350 L. B. 
J. FREEWAY STE. 234 (75240)
KLEMENT, PAUL D., 2707 FAIRMOUNT 
(75201)
KREATSCHMAN, T. J., 2530 FAIRMOUNT 
(75201)
KRUTILEK, A. E., JR., 7616 L. B. J. FRWY. 
STE. 727 (75240)
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LANE, GORMAN & COMPANY, 2301 N. 
AKARD STE. 210 (75201)
LASKY, COTTLE & COMPANY, ELMBROOK 
GARDENS 8204 ELMBROOK DR. (75247)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH & 
HORWATH, 2440 MAIN TOWER (75201)
LAWHON, DEWEY L. & COMPANY, 777 S. R. 
A L. THORNTON FRWY (75203)
LEATHERWOOD AND WARD, 2001 BRYAN 
TOWER (75201)
LEEPER. JAMES F., JR., 7616 L. B. J. FRWY 
STE. 808 (75240)
LONG, TANNERY, GRAY AND COMPANY, 
248 B. FRITO-LAY TOWER (75235)
MACIVER & BELL, 6060 N. CENTRAL EXPY. 
STE. 444 (75206)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 2001 BRYAN 
TOWER STE. 2880 (75201)
MATLACK, CHARLES A., 3440 S. POLK 
(75224)
MCBRYDE, MARION L., 20001 BRYAN 
TOWER STE. 2815 (75201)
MCCARTHY, ROSE & COMPANY, 3010 
FIDELITY UNION TOWER (75201)
MCCONNELL, W. KENNETH, 210 CASA 
LINDA PLAZA STE. 70 (75218)
MCCULLOUGH, D. J., 262 EXCHANGE PK. 
MALL (75235)
MCKINNON & COMPANY, 222 COTTON 
EXCHANGE BLDG. (75201)
MEINKE, RAYMOND H. CO., INC., 3303 LEE 
PKWY. (75219)
MELTON, JOE D., 4209 MCKINNEY AVE. STE. 
219 (75205)
MIDDLETON & BURNS, 1322 REPUBLIC 
NAT’L. BK. TOWER (75201)
MORRISON, JOHN L., JR., 501 MEADOWS 
BLDG. (75206)
MURRAY, HAROLD R., 216 AMERICAN 
BANK BLDG. (75208)
MURSKI & HAMBRIC, 2001 BRYAN TOWER 
STE. 620 (75201)
NELSON, ISHAM P. & COMPANY, 1410 
DRAGON ST. (75207)
NELSON & NELSON, 3161 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (75202)
NEVELOW, MAURICE D., 710 UNITED 
FIDELITY BLDG. (75202)
NIEMAN, THOMAS A., 7747 EAGLE TRAIL 
(75238)
OHL, GERRIT M., 8605 LEMMON AVE. 
(75209)
PARISH, MURRELL & CO., 2032 REPUBLIC 
BANK BLDG. (75201)
PEARSON, TOBIAS & COMPANY, GREAT 
AMERICAN OF DALLAS BLDG. SUITE 702 
(75201)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1 MAIN 
PLACE (75250)
PEDLER, RALPH, 8609 NORTHWEST PLAZA 
DR. (75225)
PILL, ROBERT, 202 ERVAY STE. 1305 
(75201)
PORRAS, REUBEN, 10025 COPPEDGE LANE 
(75229)
POWELL, AMY DIANE VONDER HOYA, 804 
W. COLORADO BLVD. (75208)
PRESTON, LUCILLE R., 1031 DALLAS 
ATHLETIC CLUB BL (75201)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 1400 REPUBLIC 
NATL. BANK TOWER (75201)
PYKE, WILLIAM A., 4255 L. B. J. FREEWAY 
STE. 187 (75234)
QUEEN, J. BOYD, 4350 N. CENTRAL EXPWY. 
(75206)
RATCLIFF, HAROLD L., 156 MEADOWS 
BLDG. (75206)
RATNER, JOE, 2600 STEMMONS FREEWAY 
(75207)
REEDER, NATHAN, 7263 ENVOY CT. (75247)
REID, JOHN B. & COMPANY, 4225 OFFICE 
PKWY. (75204)
ROTHWELL, W. O., 2112 MERCANTILE BANK 
BLDG. (75201)
ROWE, ROBERT G., 102 MERCHANTS STATE 
BANK BLDG. (75206)
RUDE, RAYMOND, INC., 4225 OFFICE PKWY. 
(75204)
RYAN, WARMAN & COMPANY, 5327 N. 
CENTRAL EXPWY STE. 318 (75205)
SAVILLE, DODGEN & COMPANY, 2001 
BRYAN TOWER STE. 855 2650 ONE MAIN 
PL. (75250)
SCHLESINGER, LACHMAN & KLEIN, 4403 N. 
CENTRAL EXPRESSWAY (75205)
SCHNEIDER AND CRISWELL, 910 
MERCANTILE SECURITIES BL (75201)
SECREST, C. GRADY, II, 2800 ROUTH ST. 
STE. 204 (75201)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, MERCANTILE BANK 
BLDG. (75201)
SHRADER, WELDON B., 6300 N. CENTRAL 
EXPWY (75206)
SILVERMAN, JACK A., 10400 N. CENTRAL 
EXPRESSWAY (75231)
SINES, LOUIS, 210 CASA LINDA PLAZA 
(75218)
SMART & YOUNG, 11500 N. STEMMONS 
FWY. STE. 114 (75229)
SMITH, BAINES AND COMPANY, 188 
MEADOWS BLDG. (75206)
SMITH, GLENN RONALD, 13988 
BROOKGREEN DR. # 2101 (75240)
SMITH, HUDNALL, ANGLIN & CO., 513 
MEADOWS BLDG. (75206)
SMITH, KENNETH F., OAKWOOD TOWERS 
3626 NORTH HALL STE. 723 (75219)
SNYDER, J. ALLISON, 1234 N. TYLER 
(75208)
SOLOMON, IRVING H., 4054 MCKINNEY STE. 
210 (75204)
SPECTOR, BERNARD D., 2633 REPUBLIC 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (75201)
SPEER, M. L., 11300 N. CENTRAL
EXPRESSWAY (75231)
SPRING, JACK, 10300 N. CENTRAL EXPWY. 
(75231)
STRANGE, NORMAN S., 276 REDMAN PLAZA 
SO. 2540 WALNUT HILL LN. (75229)
SUMMER, JOHN G., 5115 PARKLAND AVE. 
(75235)
TANNENBAUM, BINDLER AND LEWIS, 1422 
METROPOLITAN SAVINGS BLDG. (75202) 
TARLTON, RICHARD E., 2355 STEMMONS 
FRWY. (75207)
TEMPLETON AND HEBERLE, 4645 N.
CENTRAL EXPY. (75205)
THARP & THOMPSON, 165 MEADOWS BLDG. 
(75206)
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TOUCHE ROSS & CO., DALLAS FED. 
SAVINGS BANK BLDG. 1505 ELM ST. 
(75201)
TRENT, TRENT & TRENT, TRENT BUILDING 
1330 NORTH INDUSTRIAL BLVD. (75207)
TUDOR, W. G., 810 L. T. V. TOWER (75201)
VOGEL, PHILIP & CO., 800 HARTFORD 
BLDG. (75201)
WAGNER, RUTH M., 3626 NORTH HALL ST. 
STE. 711 (75219)
WALKER, E. IMOGENE, 7037 JOYCE WAY 
(75225)
WALKER, FARRINGTON & CO., 401 TOWN 
NORTH PLAZA L. B. J. FRWY. & MIDWAY 
RD. (75234)
WALLER, JOHN B., 1002 COTTON
EXCHANGE BLDG. (75201)
WEAVER AND TIDWELL, 1130 FIDELITY 
UNION LIFE BLDG. (75201)
WHITE, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 37.27 FIRST
NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (75202)
WHITE & MCGINTY, P. O. BOX 31003 (75231)
WHITEHURST, W. F., 6300 N. CENTRAL 
EXPWY. (75206)
WILSON, I. LEE, 6060 NO. CENTRAL 
EXPRESSWAY STE. 716 (75206)
WINTERS, R. KENNETH, 1520 NATIONAL 
BANKERS LIFE BL. ERVAY & COMMERCE 
STS. (75201)
WOODRUFF, HORACE H., 5640
NORTHMOOR DR. (75230)
WYMOND, WILLIAM S., JR., 1326 
MERCANTILE BANK BLDG. (75201)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 3800 
REPUBLIC NATL. BANK TOWER (75201)
ZELESKEY, WASHBURN & CLARKE, 4225 
OFFICE PARKWAY (75204)
DEL RIO
COOK, W. E., COOK BLDG. 114 W. MARTIN 
ST. BOX 1347 (78840)
HARDIN, JAMES H., 402 DEL RIO NATL. 
BLDG. (78840)
SCHULER, MEREDITH, COLEMAN A 
DALRYMPLE, 111 E. BROADWAY BOX 
1524 (78840)
DENISON
BAILEY, ROBERT E., 304 W. CHESTNUT ST. 
(75020)
BURKS, ISAAC N., 830 WEST CRAWFORD 
(75020)
CROSS, STEPHEN M., 1031 S. FAIRBANKS 
(75020)
DEARMOND, GEORGE L., 206 S. AUSTIN 
(75020)
SCOGGIN, PHILLIP C., 2301 S. AUSTIN 
(75020)
DENTON
BATCHA, J. P., BOX 609' (76201)
HANKINS, POWERS, FERGERSON A 
COMPANY, 902 N. LOCUST ST. (76201)
JOHNSON & HOWE, 516 N. LOCUST (76201)
DIMMITT
BROWN, GRAHAM & CO., 305 W. BEDFORD 
(79027)
SCHAEFFER, STANLEY & CO., P. O. BOX 99 
(79027)
DUMAS
COX, CALVIN O., 214 E. FIFTH (79029)
KEENEY, HEMBREE & COMPANY, 116 EAST 
SEVENTH (79029)
DUNCANVILLE
DILLARD, FRANK , 626 ALEXANDER 
(75116)
EASTLAND
JOHNSTON, E. C., EASTLAND NATL. BANK
BLDG. (76448)
EDINBURG
CAVAZOS, MANUEL, JR., 1121/2 N. 12 ST. 
(78539)
HINOJOSA, EDELMIRO, 1317 S. CLOSNER 
(78539)
KIEFFER, HAZEL F., RTE. 1 BOX 473 (78539)
MARTINEZ, EDUARDO, 219 S. CLOSNER 
BLVD. (78539)
EL CAMPO
HAYNES, COLLIS P., 316 E. JACKSON ST. 
(77437)
EL PASO
ANGELOS, GEORGE & CO., 1701 E.
YANDELL DR. (79902)
BANDY, MANNING, DAVIS & CO., 1314 E.
YANDELL DR. (79902)
BINYON AND STONE, 6400 CONVAIR RD.
(79925)
BIXLER, CARLTON, PITTENGER AND 
RISTER, 2727 MONTANA AVE. (79903)
BOVARD, G. R., 301 DELEON DR. (79912)
CANNON, HARRIS AND COMPANY,
SOUTHWEST NATIONAL BANK BLDG. 
STE. 640 (79901)
COOPER, BURROWS & CO., 701 SURETY 
TOWER (79905)
DUNCAN & CHAVEZ, 1811 MONTANA AVE. 
(79902)
EGER, ALBERT B., AMERICAN BANK OF 
COMMERCE BL. (79901)
FELDT, LEON B., 1440 SOUTHWEST CENTER 
300 EAST MAIN ST. (79901)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 1551 MONTANA 
AVE. (79901)
GAD & LIVELY, SURETY TOWER STE. 801 
6044 GATEWAY EAST (79905)
GEORGES, GERALD A., 4150 RIO BRAVO 
STE. 242 (79902)
GILGER, JAMES R., 1121 SOUTHWEST NATL. 
BK. BLDG. (79901)
HEARD, THOMAS W., JR., 2201 N. STANTON 
P. O. BOX 219 (79942)
KNODELL & GOPIN, 1420 S. W. NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. (79901)
LAUTERBACH & BORSCHOW, 900 RASSETT 
TOWER (79901)
LIPSON, COX, COLTON & CO., UNIVERSITY 
TOWERS STE. 510 1900 N. OREGON 
(79902)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 16 B. EL PASO 
NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (79901)
MAYHALL, WILLIAM F., 1009 FIRST
NATIONAL BLDG. (79901)
NAPIER, MASSEY & CO., 2707 MONTANA 
AVE. (79903)
PALACIO, JORGE J., 1716 MONTANA (79902)
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PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., STATE 
NATIONAL PLAZA (79901)
PISTORIUS, EDWARD C., 1608 STATE 
NATIONAL PLAZA (79901)
ROSEN, BRUCE M., A. B. C. BLDG. STE. 400 
(79901)
ROTH, HERBERT, 1116 S. W. NAT’L. BANK 
BLDG. (79901)
SALAZAR, RAY, 512 SOUTHWEST NAT’L. 
BANK BLDG. (79901)
STONER, PHILIP D. & CO., FIRST AMERICAN 
TITLE BLDG. 5959 GATEWAY WEST 
(79925)
UECKER, DALTON & CO., 12 D. EL PASO 
NAT’L. BK. BLDG. (79901)
ENNIS
HART, DONALD H., 107 S. GAINES (75119)
FALFURRIAS
ROBERT, CURTIS D., 204 HOPPER BLDG. 
(78355)
FARMERS BRANCH
KOLBYE, WILLIAM B., VALLEY VIEW 
CENTRAL BLDG. 2901 VALLEY VIEW 
(75234)
FARWELL
BERRY, JAMES R., 402 THIRD ST. (79325)
FLOYDADA
BURK, NEWELL, 814 W. GEORGIA ST. BOX L. 
(79235)
FORT STOCKTON
BURNHAM, WILLIAM J., 1008 N. KANSAS 
(79735)
FORT WORTH
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 1110 FIRST 
NATIONAL BLDG. (76102)
ASTON, WELDON & CO., 600 MUTUAL 
SAVINGS BLDG. (76102)
BASSINGER, LEE, 4253 STADIUM DR. 
(76133)
BATEMAN, RICHARDS & CO., 1200 W. 
FREEWAY #303 (76102)
BOONE, RUTH ESTILL, 3323 COCKRELL 
(76109)
BRANTLEY, SPILLAR & FRAZIER, 3000 
CONTINENTAL BANK BLDG. (76102)
CAPERS, MILTON B., WELBORN BLDG. STE. 
203 12031/2 LAKE ST. (76102)
CHUD, HARRY S., 1500 W. FIFTH ST. STE. 
16B (76102)
CROSLAND, ROBERT E., 2901 HALTOM RD 
(76117)
DAHLIN AND FITCH, 224 MEACHAM FIELD 
TERM. BLDG. (76106)
DILLARD, JOE A., 1116 CONTINENTAL LIFE 
BLDG. (76102)
ERNST & ERNST, 600 FT. WORTH NATL. 
BANK BLDG. 115 W. SEVENTH ST. (76102)
FINCHER, F. G., 302 RIVERSIDE STATE 
BANK BLDG. (76111)
FREDERICK & REEDER, 1301 
CONTINENTAL NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(76102)
FREEMAN, PAYNE & COFFEY, 806 MALLICK 
TOWER (76102)
FRYMIRE, ROBERT C., 1500 W. FIFTH STE. 
10A (76102)
GANDY, BILL W., INC., P. O. BOX 2121 
(76101)
GEORGE, ALLEN S., JR., 703 CONTINENTAL 
LIFE BLDG. (76102)
GRANDEY & STOVALL, 1200 W. RIO 
GRANDE (76102)
GUINN & HERNDON, 1200 
TRANS-AMERICAN LIFE BLDG. 103 E. 
SEVENTH ST. (76102)
HARTMAN, FRANK J., 5280 TRAIL LAKE 
DR. STE. 1 (76133)
HASKINS & SELLS, FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
BLDG. (76102)
HEAD, BARTON E., 1722 COMMERCE BLDG. 
(76102)
HEATON & SHAW, 3232 W. FOURTH ST. 
(76107)
HILL, EDD LEROY, 2323 ROOSEVELT 
(76106)
JACKSON, BILL M., 401 MUTUAL SAVINGS 
BLDG. (76102)
JOHNSON & LEE, 6745 B. CALMONT P. O. 
BOX 12508 (76116)
JONES AND TEAGARDEN, 2701 RIVERSIDE 
FWY. (76111)
KING, M. DAN, 2701 EIGHTH AVE. (76110)
LARUE, LAWRENCE, WOOD, & KELLEY, 900 
W. T. WAGGONER BLDG. (76102)
LE BLANC, J. O., JR., 1714 COMMERCE 
BLDG. (76109)
LEATHERWOOD AND WARD, TARRANT 
SAVINGS BLDG. & FL. 600 TAYLOR 
(76102)
LOCKHART & CO., 1527 FT. WORTH NAT’L. 
BANK BLDG. (76102)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 901 OIL AND GAS 
BLDG. (76116)
MCKINNEY, WILLIAM H., 2416
CONTINENTAL LIFE BLDG. (76102)
MOSELEY, JOSEPH L., 2061 GRANDVIEW 
DR. (76112)
MUSGRAVE, C. F., 3550 W. SEVENTH ST. 
(76107)
NORRIS, JERRY, 1112 SINCLAIR BUILDING 
(76102)
O’BRIEN & HUKILL, 250 FORT WORTH CLUB 
BLDG. (76102)
PALMROS, ERIC K., OIL & GAS BLDG. 
(76102)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1915 
CONTINENTAL NATL. BK. BLDG. (76102)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 1200 
COMMERCE BUILDING (76102)
PROVENZA, JOE F., 6636 REEVES (76118)
ROBERTSON, RONALD R., 5105
BRENTWOOD STAIR RD. (76112)
ROSARIO, NED R., 1401 BALLINGER STE. 
103 (76102)
RUNNION, V. GEORGE, JR., SINCLAIR BLDG. 
(76102)
SNOW, C. B., 1308 LAKE ST. (76102)
SPROLES, WOODARD, LAVERTY AND RAY, 
505 FORT WORTH NATL. BK. BLDG. 
(76102)
STEIN, FRED A., 1009 SINCLAIR BLDG. 
(76102)
TYLER AND ADMIRE, 1810 CONTINENTAL 
LIFE BLDG. (76102)
WEAVER AND TIDWELL, 1500 SINCLAIR 
BLDG. (76102)
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WETSEL, MALCOM B., 6745-B CALMONT 
(76116)
WILCOX, WALTER G., 605 SEMINARY 
SOUTH OFFICE BL. (76115)
WILLIAMS, ROBERT L., 112 WESTCHESTER 
HOUSE 554 S. SUMMIT AVE. (76104)
WOOLERY, BEN B., 716 SEMINARY SOUTH 
OFFICE BL. (76115)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 1000 
CONTINENTAL NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(76102)
FREEPORT
ROREX, EDWARD L., 202 W. FIRST ST. 
(77541)
FRIENDSWOOD
PELL, JAMES N., 704 S. FRIENDSWOOD DR. 
(77546)
FRIONA
BROWN, GRAHAM & CO., 201 E. EIGHTH ST. 
(79035)
HARVEY, MESSENGER & CO., NINTH A 
MAIN BOX 577 (79035)
GAINESVILLE
HEATON & VIK, 318 E. ELM ST. (76240)
GALVESTON
ANSELL, NESS & MEGNA, FIRST 
HUTCHINGS-SEALY BK. BLDG. (77550)
BAVOUX, MALLOY J., 3729 AVE. P. (77550)
BROUSSARD, BERNARD M., 4227 AVENUE 
51/2 (77550)
HEAD, G. BOBB, 302 COTTON EXCHANGE 
BLDG. (77550)
HERMAN, FRANK W., 415 22ND ST. (77550)
MILLER, PETE S., INC., 622 22ND ST. ROOM 
200 (77550)
WALSH, EDWARD J., JR., 503 FIRST 
HUTCHINGS SEALY NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(77550)
GARLAND
GORDON, RUSSELL GRAHAME, 2623 S. 
GARLAND AVE. (75041)
HART, KENNETH W., 3632 DIVIDEND DR. 
(75042)
MCELHANEY, ROY C., 2301 FOREST LANE 
STE. 308 (75042)
NICHOLSON, L. B., 610 W. GARLAND AVE. 
(75040)
GATESVILLE
GREENSTEIN, RIGGS, DULOCK AND LOGAN, 
117 N. SEVENTH ST. (76528)
GEORGETOWN
COULBOURN, DIXON L., 118 E. EIGHTH ST. 
(78626)
PRICE, CHARLES EDWARD, 706 COUNTRY 
CLUB RD. (78626)
GONZALES
NEWTON, TOM V. & CO., GONZALES BANK 
BLDG. (78629)
GRAHAM
MONTGOMERY, HART AND BIRDWELL, 901 
FOURTH ST. (76046)
GRAND PRAIRIE
BRYAN, FRED B., P. O. BOX 1515 (75050)
KERBOW, ROGER A., 210 S. W. SECOND 
(75050)
GRAPEVINE
PITTMAN, JERRY L., 1340 S. MAIN (76051)
GREENVILLE
JOHNS, JOHNNY F., 5604 WESLEY ST. 
(75401)
SCOTT, WALTER V., 3207 WESLEY ST. 
(75401)
SINGLETON, RONNIE D., 314 FIRST 
GREENVILLE BANK BLD. (75401)
GROVES
BERNHARDT, CARL H., P. O. BOX 425 
(77619)
HAMLIN
RODGERS, JAMES E., 136 S. CENTRAL 
(79520)
HARLINGEN
GARZA, JOSE J., 1314 E. HARRISON (78550)
LONG, CHILTON & CO., 119 TEXAS 
RESERVE BLDG. 306 E. JACKSON ST. 
(78550)
MOTHERSHEAD, HAMILTON, DAY & MAYO, 
113 E. HARRISON ST. (78550)
SCOGGINS, CURRY & COMPANY, 720 E. 
HARRISON (78550)
SIMPSON, W. M., 803 S. 77 SUNSHINE STRIP 
(78550)
SMITH, SEWARD G., 310 E. VAN BUREN ST. 
(78550)
STOWE, LEWIS G., 310 E. VAN BUREN STE. 
110 (78550)
TOPP, LESTER E., 802 E. HARRISON (78550)
TURNER, EDMOND A., 1615 S. 77 SUNSHINE 
STRIP (78550)
WATSON & WATSON, 1222 E. HARRISON 
(78550)
HENDERSON
BRIGHTWELL, RALPH L., 1816 HIGHWAY 79 
SOUTH (75652)
HENRIETTA
COTTON, HAROLD, 107 N. MAIN ST. (76365)
HEREFORD
BROWN, GRAHAM & CO., 132 E. THIRD ST. 
(79045)
HARVEY, MESSENGER & CO., 607 N. MAIN 
(79045)
SCHROETER, ALEX, 242 E. THIRD ST. 
(79045)
SHOLLENBARGER, ALLEN & CO., 614 PARK 
AVE. (79045)
HILLSBORO
SESSIONS, GENTRY & SELBY, 113 S. WACO 
ST. (76645)
HOUSTON
ABRASLEY, ROBERT S., 3100 RICHMOND 
AVE. STE. 508 (77006)
ALFORD, MERONEY & COMPANY, 2001 
KIRBY DR. (77019)
ALLEN & INGLISH, 711 C. & I. BLDG. (77002)
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ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 910 TRAVIS ST.
STE. 1700 (77001)
BAKER, MURPHY & COMPANY, 4141 
SOUTHWEST FRWY 415 (77027)
BARNETT, E. VIRGINIA, 711 MARSHALL ST.
(77006)
BARTON, HOMER P., 1818 PARANA DR.
(77055)
BARZIZA AND JORDAN, 2800 N. LOOP W.
625 (77018)
BATEMAN & CO., INC., 4040 SOUTHWEST 
FRWY. #120 (77027)
BIRKS, GEORGE S., 6065 HILLCROFT BLDG.
STE. 411 (77036)
BLAIR, THOMAS L., KURTH BLDG. 5005
CAROLINE ST. (77004)
BLOMSTROM, DAVID B., INC., 6300 
HILLCROFT STE. 107 (77036)
BOLDING, ROBERT R., 9821 KATY
FREEWAY STE. 1 (77024)
BOOKER, ROY E., 4409 MONTROSE BLVD.
(77006)
BOUGHTON, MARSHALL & CO., 3637 W.
ALABAMA STE. 150 (77027)
BOYD, CHARLES F., 7149 FAUNA (77017)
BOYD, RAYMOND K., 6021 WINSOME
(77027)
BOYD, W. DALE, 2500 DUNSTAN 404 (77005)
BRACKEN, HOPKINS, READ & CO., INC., 621
AMERICANA BLDG. (77002)
BRADEN, JOHN A., 4501 WAYCROSS (77035)
BRANDENBURG, ALLAN H., 1716 C. & I.
BLDG. 1006 MAIN ST. (77002)
BRANUM, G. C. & CO., 1330 BANK OF
SOUTHWEST BLDG. (77002)
BRIGGS, MELTON L., 4660 BEECHNUT ST.
STE. 212 (77035)
BRISCOE, W. M., 2929 BUFFALO SPEEDWAY 
STE. 203-A (77006)
BROCK, B. L., 3303 RICE AVE. STE. 205 
(77027)
BRUNER & STARTZMAN, 1101 S. POST RD. 
STE. 300 (77027)
BRYAN, KENNETH R., 300 JACKSON HILL
STE. 120 (77007)
BUGH & PIBIL, 2301 MORSE ST. (77019) 
BULL, GEORGE H., 1120 W. 43RD (77018) 
BURTON & MILLER, INC., TWO CORPORATE
SQ. (77006)
BUTLER, ETTA JANE, 307 SUL ROSS AVE. 
(77006)
BUTTELMANN, WARREN A., 2625
LOUISIANA (77006)
CANTER, HELOISE BROWN, 1101 MEM.
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. (77002)
CARNEY, MICHAEL H., 10202 INWOOD DR.
(77042)
CARR, CARL M., 1805 HUGE OAKS (77055)
CARTER & HUFF, 1314 TEXAS STE. 101 
(77002)
CARTER, W. DAWSON, 1455 WEST LOOP
SOUTH (77027)
CHAMBLES & CHAMBLES, INC., 3272 
WESTHEIMER (77006)
CHANDLER, LAMAR, 910 BAY AREA BLVD. 
(77058)
CHEATHAM, BRADY, LAFFERTY & COX, 701
SHEPHERD DR. (77007)
CHITTUM, RAYMOND E., 6400 WEST PARK 
STE. 272 (77027)
CLINGER, VERNON V., 806 ESPERSON 
BLDG. (77002)
CLOUDT, CHESTER R., 1630 BANK OF 
SOUTHWEST BLDG. (77002)
CONKLIN, HRUZEK & CO., 800 HOUSTON 
CITIZENS BK. BLDG. 1010 JEFFERSON 
(77002)
CONNER, WILLIAM F., 6420 HILLCROFT 
STE. 210 (77036)
COOGAN, ROBERT C. & CO., 1333 W. LOOP 
SOUTH STE. 1250 (77027)
COOKE, MARIAN A., 2004 WOODHEAD 
(77019)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 1010 JEFFERSON 
STE. 1200 (77002)
COPELAND, JAMES M., FANNIN BK. BLDG. 
STE. 1314 (77025)
COURTADE, EUGENE B., 3100 RICHMOND 
AVE. STE. 500 (77006)
CROUT, FRANK H., 3915 ESSEX (77027)
CROWE, A. F. MIKE, 6300 HILLCROFT 511 
(77036)
CUNNINGHAM, KING & CO., INC., 
BROOKHOLLOW GOLDEN CTR. 2800 N. 
LOOP WEST (77018)
DANIEL, WALTER R., 3212 SMITH ST. STE. 
203 (77006)
DAVIDSON, HOPKINS & CO., 406 RIVER 
OAKS TOWER 2001 KIRBY DR. (77019)
DAVIS, J. V., 2727 ALLEN PKWY. #419 
(77019)
DAVIS & KAMERLING, 433 THE LOMAS 4 
NETTLETON BL. (77002)
DENMAN, JERRY S., 2108 CHAMBER OF 
COMMERCE BLDG. (77002)
DENTON, DUDLEY W„ 1321 CHAMBER OF 
COMM. BLDG. (77002)
DEWBERRY, J. B., 6440 HILLCROFT #415 
(77036)
DICKSON, JOE D., III, 4615 S. W. FREEWAY 
STE. 800E (77027)
DODDS, CHARLES R., INC., 2400 FOUNTAIN 
VIEW STE. 316 (77024)
DOSSEY, T. E., 2240 TWO SHELL PLAZA 
(77002)
EDELSON, MILLER, ELLIN & CO., 1600
FIRST NATL. CITY BK. BLDG. 450 
SEVENTH AVE. (77002)
ELAM, JANE S., 10834 ST. MARYS (77024)
ELDRIDGE, GORDON & CO., 8320 GULF 
FREEWAY STE. 238 (77017)
ERNST & ERNST, ONE SHELL PLAZA STE. 
3500 (77002)
EULENFELD, CLARENCE H., 1515 W. 
ALABAMA AVE. (77006)
FITTS, ROBERTS & CO., INC., 401
GUARANTY NATL. BANK BLDG. (77030
FOSTER, JOHN S., 8990 PARK W. DR. STE. 
103 (77042)
FOSTER, ROBERT W., 4850 GASMER (77035)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, CONTROL DATA 
BLDG. 2000 W. LOOP SOUTH (77027)
FRANKLIN, JOEL I., 7246 WYNNWOOD 
(77008)
FRANKLIN, SYLVESTER & CO., 300 
CRESTPARK OFFICE CENTER E. 6201 
BONHOMME (77036)
FRANKS, H. PRESTON, 3810 WESTHEIMER 
STE. 338 (77027)
FREASIER, R. H., 3600 W. ALABAMA (77027)
FRIEDMAN, J. B. & CO., 513 RIVER OAKS 
BK. & TRUST TWR. (77019)
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FULLILOVE, H. H., 1108 WAUGH DR. (77019)
GANO, HOWARD H., INC., 408 WESTERN 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (77027)
GARDES, A. H. & CO., 1177 SAN JACINTO 
BLDG. (77002)
GARDINER, WM. H., 3215 FANNIN ST. 
(77004)
GARRETT, CARTER, WALLINGFORD & 
FLAVIN, 1600 FIRST CITY BANK BLDG. 
(77002)
GAUT, NEVA A., 5503 HOLLY (77036)
GILLIS, JAMES H., 4615 N. FREEWAY STE. 
180 (77022)
GOLDBERG, J. K. & CO., 3220 LOUISIANA 
STE. 209 (77006)
GRAHAM, HAROLD E., PRUDENTIAL BLDG. 
(77025)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 1200 
MILAM ST. (77002)
GREEN & MCELREATH, 1206 FIRST CITY 
EAST (77002)
GREGORY, A. JACK, 9183 KATY FRWY. 
(77024)
GROVER, SPEIGHTS, OLSON & KELLY, 1304 
MELROSE BLDG. (77002)
HAILL, VERNON C., 5909 FONDREN RD. 
#1403 (77036)
HANER, THOS. E., 1701 BRUN (77019)
HARMON, IRIS F., 4030 LEVONSHIRE DR. 
(77025)
HARPER & PEARSON, CO., 2000 WEST LOOP 
S. STE. 1470 (77027)
HARRIS, EDWIN R., JR., 17200 EL CAMINO 
REAL (77058)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 
1601 C. & I. BLDG. 1006 MAIN ST. (77002)
HARRISON, NORWOOD & COMPANY, 3400 
MONTROSE STE. 707 (77006)
HARVEY, JOHN WM. & CO., 4010 
BLUEBONNET #213 (77025)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1200 TRAVIS (77002)
HAYMES, A. BURKE & CO., 1331 BANK OF 
SOUTHWEST BLDG. (77002)
HELLER, WALTER, 531 LOMAS A 
NETTLETON BLDG. (77001)
HENDERSON, L. D., JR., 4100 SOUTHWEST 
FRWY. STE. 310 (77027)
HERING, H. LEE, 8705 KATY FREEWAY 
SUITE 204 (77024)
HESTER, HOWARD MARTIN, 9800 
NORTHWEST FRWY. STE. 212 (77018)
HIDALGO, HAROLD G., 409 POST OAK BANK 
BLDG. (77027)
HILL AND SIMS, 2400 W. LOOP SOUTH STE. 
314 (77027)
HIRSCHHORN, HARRY, 4507 SA JACINTO 
ST. (77004)
HOFFMAN, DAVID M., 10210 PALM
SHADOWS (77034)
HOLMES, RICHARD J. & CO., 4170 ONE 
SHELL PLAZA (77002)
HORTON, DON C., POST OAK BANK BLDG. 
(77027)
HUBBARD, JAMES D., 3701 KIRBY DRIVE 
BLDG. SUITE 722 (77006)
HUDSON, HARRY H. & CO., 621 POST OAK 
BANK BLDG. (77027)
HUFFMAN & HUDSON, 3223 SMITH ST. STE. 
203 (77006)
HUNTER, FARRIS & COMPANY, INC., 2000 
WEST LOOP SOUTH STE. 1975 (77027)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, 3616 
RICHMOND AVE. STE. 604 (77027)
JEANE, MARVIN E., 204 BANK OF HARRIS 
COUNTY BL. 5400 N. BELT (77039)
JENSEN, H. RAY, 8611 FREEWOOD (77034)
JOHNSON, CHARLES W. & COMPANY, 
HOUSTON CITIZENS BANK BLDG. 1010 
JEFFERSON STE. 1002 (77002)
JOHNSON, GEORGE W., 2410 TANGLEY 
(77005)
JOHNSON, JOSEPH EARL, 4151 SOUTHWEST 
FRWY. STE. 745 (77027)
JOHNSON, RAYMOND O., 1616 W. LOOP S. 
(77027)
JOHNSTON, HARRIS H. & CO., 2012 
COLQUITT (77006)
JONES, LARRY D., 6623 HEFFERNAN 
(77017)
JONES & MENDEZ, 3810 WESTHEIMER #229 
(77027)
JONES, STEPHEN, 10333 NORTHWEST 
FRWY. STE. 519 (77018)
KEATING, RAYMOND B., 1530 BANK OF 
COMMERCE BLDG. (77002)
KENDALL & ADAMS, INC., 2600 SOUTHWEST 
FREEWAY #830 (77006)
KENNER, DODSON & WHEATON, WESTHALL 
BLDG. 1616 WEST LOOP SOUTH (77027)
KING, BURCH & COMPANY, 2500 DUSTAN 
RD. STE. 604 (77005)
KNOX, ERNEST, SUITE 230 SLENDERBALIC 
BLDG. 8320 GULF FREEWAY (77017)
KOSAREK, LESLIE W., 3701 KIRBY-SUITE 
790 (77006)
KOZIELSKI, TAYLOR & CO., 2600 
SOUTHWEST FRWY. STE. 480 (77006)
LACKEY, DONALD L., JR., 2600 SOUTHWEST 
FRWY. STE. 1035 (77006)
LAFRANCE, WALKER, JACKLEY & SAVILLE, 
700 ST. JOSEPH PROF. BLDG. 2000 
CRAWFORD ST. (77002)
LAIRSON, EARL & CO., 1512 BANK OF THE 
SOUTHWEST (77002)
LASSER, J. K. & COMPANY, 5050 
WESTHEIMER RD. #408 (77027)
LAYNE & TINSLEY, 1249 B-BLALOCK STE. 
203 (77055)
LEAVITT, ERNEST E., INC., 600 CENTURY 
BLDG. 2120 TRAVIS (77002)
LEEBRICK, FRED T., 4148 UNIVERSITY 
BLVD. (77005)
LEGER, THOMAS & CO., 1212 MAIN ST. 
(77002)
LESTER, ALBERT W., JR., 12402 MOSSYCUP 
(77024)
LODS, A. E., JR., 6065 HILLCROFT STE. 510 
(77036)
LONG, HAMILTON & COMPANY, 2815 W. T.
C. JESTER BLVD. (77018)
LOVING, J. J., JR., 1002 HOUSTON CITIZENS 
BANK BLDG. (77002)
LOWTHER, S. A. & COMPANY, 1321 
CHAMBER OF COMM. BLDG. (77002)
MAIERSON, ALLAN J., 2600 SOUTHWEST 
FRWY. STE. 945 (77006)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 2190 TWO SHELL 
PLAZA (77002)
MANDELL, KENNETH S., JR., 500 
JEFFERSON BLDG. STE. 1211 (77002)
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MARKWARDT, MCGUIRE & CO., 230 FANNIN 
BANK BLDG. (77025)
MATTISON AND RIQUELMY, 1499 HOUSTON 
CLUB BLDG. (77002)
MCCLENDON, CHARLES N., 8172 RIVER DR. 
(77017)
MCCULLOUGH, WILLIAM D., 13112 EASTEX 
FRWY. (77039)
MCDONALD, JAMES O., 7011 SW. FREEWAY 
STE. 203 (77036)
MCGEE, JAMES H., JR., 5205 S. RICE AVE. 
(77037)
MCGEE AND MCGEE, INC., 2299 TWO SHELL 
PLAZA (77002)
MCGILVRAY, ARCH B., 112 MEYERLAND 
PLAZA MALL (77025)
MCGUCKIN, CHARLES E., 7807 LONG POINT 
STE. 401 (77055)
MCLENDON, THOMAS A., 9090 PARK WEST 
DR. STE. 120 (77042)
MCRAE, ARLINGTON, HIGHTOWER REALTY 
BLDG. 1620 BLODGETT ST. (77004)
MELTON & MELTON, 4040 SOUTHWEST 
FREEWAY (77027)
MENDEL, NEUENSCHWANDER & CO., 3810 
WESTHEIMER STE. 338 (77027)
MILLIGER, PHIL D., ARMCO BLDG. 1455 
WEST LOOP SOUTH (77027)
MINOR, JACKSON & CO., 6200 HILLCROFT 
STE. 517 (77071)
MITCHELL, LESTER H., 3003 YALE (77018)
MOHLE, ADAMS, TILL, GUIDRY & 
WALLACE, 636 BANK OF COMMERCE 
BLDG. (77002)
MOORE, SAM L., 10763 KATY FREEWAY 
(77024)
MOSS, SHAVER & CO., 1108 WAUGH DR. 
(77019)
MULCAHY, DANIEL J., 3115 W. LOOP S. STE. 
12 (77027)
MURPHY, JOSEPH E., 2525 N. LOOP W. STE. 
304 (77008)
NEVILL, QUAINTANCE & CO., 205 THE 
HERMITAGE 2828 BAMMEL LANE (77006)
NIPPER, OSCAR, 7654 PARK PLACE BLVD. 
(77017)
NORSWORTHY, GEORGE W., 4101 SAN 
JACINTO (77004)
O’CONNER, LAWSON & MCGEE, 505 SAN 
JACINTO BLDG. (77002)
OSBORN, JOSEPH C., 6200 HILLCROFT STE. 
114 (77036)
OWEN, LYMAN I., 1331 BK. OF THE 
SOUTHWEST BLDG. (77002)
PARKS, J. P., 3515 OAK FOREST DR. (77018)
PATTERSON, EDWARD L., 3701 KIRBY STE. 
1188 (77002)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 4300 
ONE SHELL PLAZA (77002)
PHILLIPS, FLATO AND CO., 3700 BUFFALO 
SPEEDWAY STE. 802 (77006)
PICKETT, GARLAND D., 611 HAROLD 
(77006)
PITTMAN, NORVILLE AND CO., 6001 GULF 
FRWY. STE. A-104 (77023)
POST, REX V., 7710 HORNWOOD DR. (77036)
POWERS, TOM S., JETERO BANK BLDG. P. O. 
BOX 90233 (77090)
PRICE, SEALE & CO., 8811 GAYLORD DR.
#212 (77024)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 1200 MILAM 
STE. 2700 (77002)
RAFFERTY, CHARLES J., 3701 KIRBY DR.
RM. 790 (77006)
RALPH, WM. F., 3121 BUFFALO SPDWY.
#300 (77006)
REEVES, GUS N., 4902 TRAVIS ST. (77002)
ROBERTSON, HARRY M., 5009 POLK (77023)
ROCHON, REYNARD J., 711 MAIN ST. STE.
802 (77002)
RODGERS & NEWTON, 5619 FANNIN SUITE
201 (77004)
RUISINGER, PAUL L., 3701 KIRBY DR. #462 
(77006)
RUMSEY, BOSSIN AND LERNER, 3120 SW.
FREEWAY STE. 413 (77006)
RUSSELL, CARLA A., 1101 MEMORIAL
PROF. BLDG. (77002)
RUSSELL, WILLIAM L., 927 MERCURY DR.
(77029)
SAWYER, W. G., 2700 S. POST OAK RD. STE.
1728 (77027)
SCHAFER, GERALD J., 3701 KIRBY DR. STE.
790 (77006)
SCHMALZ, E. L., 2901 W. LOOP SOUTH #103
(77027)
SCHULSE, HARTWIG & CO., 3130 
SOUTHWEST FRWY. STE. 204 (77006)
SCURLOCK, S. W., JR., 1818 MEMORIAL STE.
101 (77007)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 1525 AMERICANA
BLDG. (77002)
SELLERS, FRED C., ESSEX BLDG. 3915
ESSEX LANE (77027)
SHEBAY, ANDREW G. & CO., 707 UNION
CARBIDE BLDG. (77046)
SHERWOOD, SIDNEY J., 5400 MEMORIAL 
DR. STE. 505 (77007)
SHIELDS, HAVARD AND ASSOCIATES, 3303
MERCER (77027)
SHOEMAKER. WILLIAM H., SAN JACINTO 
BLDG. STE. 671 (77002)
SHUMAKE, GEORGE C., FOUNTAIN SQUARE 
OFFICE PARK 2400 FOUNTAIN VIEW 
(77027)
SIMS, ROBERT R., SR., 9800 NORTHWEST 
FREEWAY ST. 212 (77018)
SINGLETON, JACK E., 5050 WESTHEIMER
#306 (77027)
SLAY, NYGREN, PEDEN & WIMMER, P. O.
BOX 22840 (77027)
SMITH, LEWIS & CO., 2000 WEST LOOP
SOUTH STE. 1970 (77027)
SMITH, RAYMOND K., 6201 BONHOMME 100
CRESTPARK EAST (77024)
SMITHERMAN, J. P., 1404 DUNLAVY (77019)
SONFIELD, RICHARD H., INC., UNITED GAS
BLDG. 1200 MILAM STE. 446 (77002)
SOUTHERN, P. EUGENE, 6006 BELLAIRE 
BLVD. STE. 118 (77036)
STAFFORD, JOSEPH L., 3810 WESTHEIMER
#125 (77027)
STANTON, MCCORMICK & CO., 3901 
WESTHEIMER #260 (77027)
STEELE, DALE ADDISON, 406 UNIVERSITY 
SAVINGS BLDG. 2500 DUNSTAN RD. 
(77005)
STINSON, NELL D., 1101 S. POST OAK RD.
#200 (77027)
STONE AND STEED, 244 ESPERSON BLDG.
(77002)
STORMS, JOHN W., 3229 D’AMICO (77019)
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STOVALL, JOHN M., JR., 808 CENTURY 
BLDG. 2120 TRAVIS (77002)
SUMMERFORD, WICKER & GANTKA, 1530 
POST OAK TOWER (77027)
THACKER, LESLIE, 1760 HAROLD ST. 
(77006)
THORPE, ALFRED J., INC., 408 WESTERN 
NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (77027)
THROWER, HARRY W., 1336 FM 1960 WEST 
(77090)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., UNITED GAS BLDG. 
30TH FLR 1200 MILAM (77002)
TULLY, WOFFORD, 4151 SOUTHWEST 
FRWY. STE. 745 (77027)
TURNER, DORSEY L., 3519 PENWOOD ST. 
(77023)
TURNER, JOHN S., 3701 KIRBY DR. STE. 
1188 (77006)
VIEBIG & JONES, 2419 FANNIN STE. 206 
(77002)
VIKTORIN, JERRY O., 3400 MONTROSE STE. 
217 (77006)
VOELKEL, CABANISS & ROSS, 2100 TWO 
SHELL PLAZA (77002)
VOGAN & MONTAGUE, 625 CAPITAL NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (77002)
WALBORG, LOCKETT, PAUL & CO., 814 
FIRST CITY NATL. BANK BL. (77002)
WALKER, G. R., 4189 BELLAIRE STE. 204 
(77025)
WALLACE, THOMAS W., 3701 KIRBY STE. 
1188 (77006)
WATKINS, B. B. & COMPANY, 2300 WEST 
LOOP SOUTH STE. 295 (77027)
WEINSTEIN & SPIRA, 1100 CENTURY BLDG. 
2120 TRAVIS ST. (77002)
WEISON & KENNEDY, 844 HOUSTON NATL. 
GAS BLDG. (77002)
WELLER, JEFFERY & GREEN, INC., 717 
FIRST CITY NATL. BANK BLDG. (77002)
WELLS, BAREFIELD & COMPANY, 1022 
EDGEBROOK DR. (77034)
WELLS, JOSEPH T., III, 701 RICHMOND STE. 
207 (77006)
WERNER & ARENDALE, 651 THE MAIN 
BLDG. (77002)
WESTERFIELD, JACK P., 3011 SAN JACINTO 
(77004)
WESTHEIMER, ALAN D., 3220 LOUISIANA 
SUITE 209 (77006)
WHITE, PETROV & MCHONE, 600 
JEFFERSON STE. 1150 (77002)
WHITTINGTON, LAWRENCE AND COMPANY, 
2421 S. SHEPHERD (77019)
WILCOX, JOWYTER J., 2004 WOODHEAD 
(77019)
WILSON, DARRELL D., 975 CORBINDALE 
RD. STE. 205 (77024)
WINKELMAN, DAVIES, JOHNSON A 
WATSON, 742 MAIN BLDG. (77002)
WITTE, LESTER & CO., 318 MELROSE BLDG. 
(77002)
WOMACK, LEO & CO., 354 HERMANN 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. (77025)
WORRELL, PIGUE & NULL, 5051 
WESTHEIMER #1450 (77027)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 4800 ONE 
SHELL PLAZA (77002)
ZIEMANN, ROBERT L., 1407 WINROCK 
#3204 (77027)
ZOLLER, JERSILD AND COMPANY, 6405 
RICHMOND STE. 104 (77027)
HUMBLE
DORSETT, WADE F., 408 MAIN ST. (77338)
GREER, WELEMA, BOX 832 (77338)
HURST
CROWLEY & RAY, 403 BEDFORD EULESS 
RD. (76053)
JONES, JOE EARL, 1315 BROOKSIDE DR. 
(76053)
ROSSITTER, WILLIAM S., 4908 WEDGVIEW 
(76053)
IRVING
BAILEY, TOLE, BURCHAM, TOLE & CO. 711 
IRVING BANK TOWER (75060)
BATTLE, ROY S., 2117 W. CARPENTER FWY. 
STE. 21 (75062)
HARKREADER, RICHARD M., 403
SOUTHWEST BANK BLDG. (75061)
HIPP, BILL C., 602 IRVING BANK TOWER 
(75060)
HUGHES, FILLMORE & CO., 301 SOUTHWEST 
BANK BLDG. (75061)
PRAGUE, THOMAS G., 402 SOUTHWEST 
BANK BLDG. (75061)
WOLFENBARGER, W. FRANK AND 
ASSOCIATES, SOUTHWEST BANK TOWER 
STE. 202 (75061)
WYLIE, RICHARD E., 1517 MAYFLOWER 
(75061)
JACKSBORO
COE, EDGAR B., JR., 104 N. CHURCH ST. 
(76056)
JACKSONVILLE
SMITH, TIMOTHY LEE, 208 AUSTIN BLDG. 
(75766)
JASPER
EASLEY, FRANCES, RT. & BOX 266 (75951)
PULLIAM, BURDETT F., 900 N. WHEELER 
(75951)
JOURDANTON
VALENTA, I. CHARLES, 101 MAIN (78026)
KILGORE
BROWN, BRONSTAD, HABENICHT & 
ROSSON, 1116 N. KILGORE ST. (75662)
HANCOCK, J. D., J. S. Y. BLDG. MAIN AT 
RUSK (75662)
KILLEEN
KIRBY, EUGENE B., 313 EAST AVE. C. 
(76541)
LOTT & VERNON, 109 E. AVE. B. (76541)
WILSON, JAMES M., 1402 E. RANCIER AVE. 
(76541)
LA GRANGE
BAUER, EDGAR L., 145 W. TRAVIS P. O. BOX 
176 (78945)
LA MARQUE
ARRINGTON & ARRINGTON, 808 BAYOU 
RD. (77568)
LA PORTE
HOVEY, EUGENE, 902 W. MAIN (77571)
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LAKE JACKSON
HERNS. HARRIET W., 111 CIRCLE WAY 
(77566)
PAUL. WAYNE. 135 OYSTER CREEK DR. 
(77566)
LAMESA
BIZZELL & STEPHENS. 703 S. FIRST ST. 
(79331)
WEBB. CASKEY & STEPHENS. 212 S. 
HOUSTON AVE. (79331)
WILTON, R. S. & CO., 611 N. SECOND ST.
(79331)
LAREDO
DICKINSON. CHAS. B., SAMES MOORE BLDG.
#411 P. O. BOX 818 (78040)
DICKINSON, JOHN Y., 717 HIDALGO ST. 
(78040)
ERNST & ERNST. 207 LAREDO NATL. BANK 
BLDG. 700 SAN BERNARDO AVE. (78040) 
MARTINEZ, ALBERTO J., 509 SAMES MOORE
BLDG. (78040)
ROSSI. ARTHUR J., 309 SAMES-MORRE 
BLDG. (78040)
SOTO. RUBEN. 1009 SANTA MARIA AVE.
(78040)
LEVELLAND
HALL. LOUISE. 908 COLLEGE AVE. (79336)
LEWISVILLE
CRAIN & GILL, NEWMAN BLDG. 135 AT 
CEDAR LN. (75067)
SMITH, RICHARD C., 1130 WEST MAIN 
(75067)
LIBERTY
HAYNIE, WM. E., 1399 N. MAIN ST. (77575)
ROOT. J. D., 1801 TRINITY (77575)
LIVINGSTON
DOCKENS, B. L., 211 DENHAM (77351)
LONGVIEW
BOURDON. RICHARD H., 406-A MOBBERLY 
(75601)
COKE. CRAWFORD C., INC., 214 LONGVIEW
NATL. BANK BLDG. (75601)
GRAVES, KENNITH E., 422 NORTH GREEN 
ST. (75601)
GREEN. MCREYNOLDS. FORBIS A
BLAKELY, 1223 JUDSON RD. (75601)
HEWELL, BOWN & STONE, 506 N. SECOND 
ST. (75601)
LITTLE, ROBERT W., 1109 JUDSON RD.
(75601)
SANDERS. LARRY E., 1107 JUDSON RD.
(75601)
SANFORD. JERALD B., N. K. 36 LAKE 
CHEROKEE (75601)
SINGER. NOAKES & CO., 1511 JUDSON RD.
(75601)
TAGGART. FRANK. III. 914 JUDSON RD.
(75601)
LUBBOCK
ARMSTRONG. J. C., 1626 17TH ST. (79401)
BEHNER, VERNON L., 2163 50TH ST. (79412)
BOLINGER, SEGARS, GILBERT & MOSS, 1504 
MAIN ST. (79401)
CARAWAY AND HOWARD. 2333 50 ST. STE. 
202 (79412)
DAVIS, A. ARTHUR. 2321 50 (79412)
DOUGLAS, HAROLD J., 1710 15TH ST. 
(79401)
HALLMARK. HEARN, HANSEN & CRISWELL. 
807 TEXAS COMMERCE BANK BLDG. 
(79401)
HANSEN & WARD. 1802 AVE. O. (79401)
HAYNIE, JIMMY D., 1204 AVE. O. (79401)
KELLY. WAYNE L., 213 INSURANCE BLDG. 
2109 AVENUE Q. (79405)
LAWRENCE & LITTLEFIELD. 524 LUBBOCK 
NATL. BLDG. (79401)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., FIRST NATL. 
PIONEER BLDG. 13 FL. (79401)
MASON, NICKELS & WARNER, PLAINS 
NATL. BANK BLDG. & FL. (79412)
MATHIS, PHILLIP M., LA PLAZA BLDG. 3303 
67 ST. (79413)
MERRIMAN. EDWIN E. & CO., 1624 15TH ST. 
(79401)
O'DELL, GENE A., 4616 34TH ST. (79410)
PRATA, SMITH & MOORE, 815 LUBBOCK 
NATL. BLDG. (79401)
PRYOR. CURTIS E., 507 CITIZENS TOWER 
(79401)
RICHTER, A. L., 4402 48 ST. (79414)
ROBERT & MADDEN. 1517 15 ST. (79401)
SAFFLE, LYNCH & CANNON. 912 FIRST 
NATL.-PIONEER BLDG. (79401)
SHELTON, BERRY & COMPANY, 1302 
AVENUE Q. (79401)
TAYLOR, CURTIS L., FIELDS BLDG. 1946 
AVE. Q. RM. 316 (79405)
WALL, ROY, 3610 AVENUE Q. (79412)
WELCH, IRVIN, 1916 AVE. Q. (79405)
WILLIAMS. EASTERWOOD AND CASSEL, 601
TEXAS COMMERCE BANK BLDG. (79401)
LUFKIN
ALEXANDER & ROGERS, 1206 S. FIRST ST. 
(75901)
PARRISH, ALLEN W., ANGELINA BLDG. 
(75901)
MANSFIELD
HOYLE, M. LARRY. 108 S. MAIN (76063)
MARBLE FALLS
WALKER. LAWRENCE R., 308 MAIN (78654)
MARFA
LASSITER. BOBBY B., 102 E. EL PASO ST. 
(79843)
MARLIN
PARRISH, W. M. & CO., P. O. BOX 445 (76661)
MARSHALL
CARLILE, POUND AND FITTS, 305 WEST 
RUSK ST. (75640)
KNUCKOLS AND DUVALL, 100 W. HOUSTON 
(75670)
TAYLOR, JOAN W., 315 E. HOUSTON (75670)
MCALLEN
ALLEN, DEAN AND HALLOCK, 825 QUINCE 
(78501)
ANDERSON. DAVIS. EVERHARD, & HART, 
522 NORTH MAIN ST. (78501)
CARRALES. CARLOS, 1217 PECAN (78501)
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JAIME, A. C., 621 N. TENTH ST. (78501)
JOHNSON, LINNARD & COMPANY, 1320
NORTH TENTH ST. (78501)
PAYTE, PETER G. & COMPANY. 809 QUINCE 
AVE. (78501)
SMITH, FANKHAUSER, VOIGT & WATSON.
3501 N. TENTH ST. (78501)
SWEETEN, DAVID J., 804 PECAN AVE.
(78501)
MCKINNEY
HENDRICKS. SMITH & ROSS, 216 N.
KENTUCKY ST. (75069)
USSERY, LEON, P. O. BOX 64 (75069)
MERCEDES
LAUDER, DREW & VAN BURKLEO, AVISO
BLDG. 325 SECOND ST. (78570)
MIDLAND
BARTHA, LOUIS A., 712 FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (79701)
BILLINGSLEY, JOHNSON, KUBICA & CO., 
1300 MIDLAND SAVINGS BLDG. (79701)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 700 MIDLAND 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (79701)
HENDRICK & EVITT, 610 OIL & GAS BLDG.
(79701)
HILL, R. M., P. O. BOX 177 (79701)
HOWELL, BENTON, 1100 WILCO BLDG.
(79701)
KERR, JAMES W., 1501 W. WALL (79701)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 500 GIHLS TOWER 
E. (79701)
MCCLESKEY, COOK, GREEN & ROBB, 400
GULF BLDG. (79701)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., THE
MIDLAND TOWER (79701)
PONDER, GROVER C., JR., P. O. BOX 5211
(79701)
SCHULZE, MAX GEORGE, 1110 W. INDIANA
(79701)
SPROLES, WOODARD, LAVERTY & RAY, 
WILCO BLDG. STE. 1207 (79701)
TROTT, DON R., 210 WILCO BLDG. (79701)
UNRUH, ANZ & ATCHISON, 507 MIDLAND
NAT’L. BANK BLDG. (79701)
MINERAL WELLS
HUITT, JOHN W., JR., OLD FIRST NATL.
BLDG. (76067)
MYERS, TOM A., 204 FIRST NATL. BANK
BLDG. PO. BOX 87 (76067)
MONAHANS
HOYER & HARDISTY, 104 EAST THIRD ST. 
(79756)
LEE, H . A., JR., 315 S. ALLEN (79756)
MORTON
PAYNE, SHELTON AND HAWKINS, 106 S. W.
FIRST (79346)
MOUNT PLEASANT
BOGGS, PAUL E., 206 S. VAN BUREN (75455)
MCGUIRE. BAKER & MCGUIRE, 407 N.
JEFFERSON (75455)
OAKERSON & RANDALL. 915 N. JEFFERSON
(75455)
MULESHOE
PAYNE. SHELTON & HAWKINS, 111 WEST 
AVENUE D (79347)
SHAFER. JOYCE A., 1622 W. AMERICAN
BLVD. (79347)
WILLIAMS & MERRIMAN. 208 W. SECOND ST. 
(79347)
NACOGDOCHES
REDFIELD. JAMES E., 304 STONE FT. NAT’L.
BANK BLDG. (75961)
NAVASOTA
PATOUT, R. A., JR., 217 E. WASHINGTON 
AVE. (77868)
STONEHAM. JOHN HAYNIE. 107 FARQUHAR 
(77868)
NEDERLAND
GONDRON, GEORGE W., 905 MEMORIAL 
HWY. (77627)
NEW BRAUNFELS
BALDRIDGE & COMPANY. 352 LANDA ST. 
(78130)
ODESSA
ALFORD. MERONEY & COMPANY. 400 N. 
SAM HOUSTON STE. 3 (79761)
BANISKY, WALTER, 800 E. SEVENTH ST. 
(79760)
BRANNAN. CUMMINS & COMPANY, FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. STE. 710 (79760)
CHAPPELL, ROBERT L., 103 MONTICELLO 
DR. (79763)
CHILDERS. CHARLES, 2121 KERMIT HWY. 
(79761)
CHILDERS & TURNER. 219 W. FOURTH 
(79760)
COOK, HOLCOMB & JONES, 3658 N. DIXIE
BLVD. (79762)
ELMS, FARIS, GREEN, SMITH & SIMS, 801
FIRST NATL. BANK BLDG. (79760)
EVANS AND HARMON, AMERICAN BK. OF 
COMM. BLDG. STE. 414 (79760)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., AMERICAN BK. OF 
COMM. BLDG. STE. 600 (79760)
SPROLES. WOODARD. LAVERTY & RAY.
ABC BLDG. STE. 1009 (79760)
STROKA, GEORGE, FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. STE. 418 (79760)
WHISENAND, NORMAN R., 300 N. JACKSON
STE. 106 (79760)
OLNEY
LASSITER & ALTMILLER, PROFESSIONAL 
BUILDING (76374)
ORANGE
EBANKS, OWENS AND BUTLER. 701 FRONT 
ST. (77630)
REED. CHARLES G., 720 W. FRONT ST. 
(77630)
VAUGHAN. S. MALCOLM. 2211 20 ST.
(77630)
PALESTINE
HARRELL. DIAL & RADER, 112 E. OAK 
(75801)
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PAMPA
CHAMBLESS, W. J., STE. 250-A HUGHES 
BLDG. (79065)
DAVIS, JERRY G., P. O. BOX 1758 (79065)
PLUNK, JOEL A., COMBS WORLEY BLDG. 
STE. 206 (79065)
SIMMONS & BROWN, 600 W. FRANCIS 
(79065)
PARIS
MCCLANAHAN AND HOLMES. 400 LIBERTY 
BANK BLDG. (75460)
PASADENA
DAVIS, MOSHER & SCOTT. 909 FIRST 
PASADENA STATE BANK BLDG. (77502)
GLISPIN, VERNON L., 825 E. SOUTHMORE 
(77502)
HOLLIS, FOX H., JR., 803 FIRST PASADENA 
STATE BANK BLDG. (77502)
LAND, PERVIN H., JR., 1720 E. SOUTHMORE 
STE. 106 (77502)
LONGENECKER, THOMAS & JONES, 501 
FIRST PASADENA STATE BANK BLDG. 
(77502)
SPAIN, HAM & CO., 825 E. SOUTHMORE 
(77502)
PECOS
BRADFORD, BOND A., 209 SECURITY STATE 
BANK BLDG. (79772)
PATTEE, JAMES F., 204 SECURITY STATE 
BK. BLDG. (79772)
SCOTT, J. ROBERT, 209 S. CYPRESS ST. 
(79772)
PERRYTON
BECHTHOLD, BORN & WILSON, 320 SE. 24TH 
AVE. (79070)
TABOR, HAAR & MASON, 14 S. E. FIFTH 
AVE. (79070)
PHARR
STRAIT, EUGENE W., 112 E. PARK (78577)
PITTSBURG
SCHUSTER, SARAH HANDY. ROUTE & BOX 
404 (75686)
PLAINVIEW
MCMILLAN, DENZIL, 620 W. SEVENTH ST. 
(79072)
METZGER, J. ROBERT, 617 BALTIMORE 
(79072)
WILLIAMS, COLEMAN, 504 JOLIET ST. 
(79072)
PLANO
SEVERNS & SHOWALTER, INC., 661 E. 18 ST. 
STE. 100 (75074)
PORT ARTHUR
BESHEARS, WAYNE W., 517 WORLD TRADE 
BLDG. (77640)
CAMPBELL, J. MARVIN, 3025 PLAZA CIRCLE 
(77640)
GASSIOTT, SLATHERN E., 541 NINTH AVE. 
(77640)
JACKSON, FRANCES J., 603 FIFTH ST. 
(77640)
MAZUR. LADNER & ALLEMAN, 2931 PARK 
PLAZA (77640)
NEUMANN, CHARLES E., 1403 PROCTOR ST. 
(77640)
RAMSEY. JAMES H., 1535 MARTIN DR. 
(77640)
REED & COULBOURN, 603 FIFTH ST. (77640)
PORT LAVACA
BUMGARDNER, MORRISON & CO., 522 N. 
COMMERCE (77979)
QUANAH
STANLEY, HOWARD L., QUANAH CLINIC 
BLDG. 404 MERCER (79252)
QUITMAN
WILLIAMS, KENNETH L., 308 N. MAIN 
(75783)
RAYMONDVILLE
MORGAN & BUFFO, FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. (78580)
RICHARDSON
BLAND, GARVEY & CO., 1075 EXECUTIVE 
DR. (75080)
JENKINS, JOHN JAMES, 324 N. CENTRAL 
EXPWY. (75080)
SHERIFF, MILLER & COMPANY. 1111 
FLOYD PLACE (75080)
VAUGH, HARRALSON & CO., 725 S. 
CENTRAL EXPWY. STE. B-4 (75080)
VINEZ, GERALD L., 1310 EDGEWOOD 
(75080)
WARREN, KENNETH L., 349 FIRST BK. A 
TRUST BLDG. (75080)
ROSENBERG
POLDRACK, WAYNE O., 1105 LAWRENCE 
(77471)
TUBB, NEUMANN & SHOOK. 2315 AVE. H. 
(77471)
SAN ANGELO
BARNES, L. J., 701 FIRST SAVINGS BLDG. 
(76901)
CARSON, VAN W„ 509 CONTINENTAL BLDG. 
(76901)
CHERRY, ECKERT, STORY & RANSOM, 
PETROLEUM BLDG. STE. 300 (76901)
CONDLEY AND COMPANY, 303 WEST 
HARRIS BLDG. (76901)
HALL, MCCOULSKEY, BACHMAN & WEBB. 
204 SAN ANGELO NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(76901)
HARLOW, L. C., JR., 306 FIRST SAVINGS 
BLDG. (76901)
JONES, HAY, SANDERS & COMPANY, 400 
CENTRAL NATL. BANK BLDG. (76901)
SAN ANTONIO
ALDER & HYDE, 9720 DATA POINT DR. 
(78229)
ALFORD, MERONEY & COMPANY. 830 
MILAM BLDG. (78205)
ALFORD, THOMPSON, DOEBBLER A 
STEGEMUELLER, 6800 PARK TEN BLVD. 
STE. 180 (78213)
BARBER, GENE, 4438 CENTERVIEW STE. 
102 (78228)
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BARBOSA & GONZALEZ, 1405 N. MAIN ST. 
(78212)
BARTLETT, JAMES F., 631 GUNTER BLDG. 
(78205)
BOEHM, EMIL A., 7809 BROADWAY STE. 114 
(78209)
BOYSEN, ALAN R., 1800 PLAZA CENTRAL 
1802 NE. LOOP 410 (78217)
BRUHL AND COMPANY, FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. 636 TRAVIS PARK WEST (78205)
BURSON, M. R., 315 WAXWOOD LANE 
(78216)
CARNEIRO, CHUMNEY & CO., 1820 ALAMO 
NATL. BLDG. (78205)
CHORPENING, JUNGMANN & CO., 803 
ALAMO NATIONAL BLDG. (78205)
COHEN, STANLEY, 1414 MILAM BLDG. 
(78205)
CRUZ & CO., 819 CYPRESS TOWER (78212) 
CUNDIFF & ROGERS, ALAMO NATL. BLDG. 
(78205)
DAVIS & LANCASTER, 136 MAIN PLAZA 
(78205)
DENTON, LLOYD A., 8103 BROADWAY STE. 
102 (78209)
DURFLINGER & ELLEY, INC., 1720 N. B. C. 
BLDG. (78205)
ERNST & ERNST, 2100 TOWER LIFE BLDG. 
310 ST. MARY’S ST. (78205)
FINDLING, MILAM & PYLE, E-115
PETROLEUM CENTER (78209)
FUNK, DONALD D., 8015 BROADWAY STE. 
201 (78209)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, TRAVIS 
PARK WEST (78205)
GROOS, FRED C., 5108 BROADWAY (78209)
GUEST AND BLANKENSHIP, B. 104 
PETROLEUM CENTER (78209)
HANKE AND DOEHNE, 555 TRAVIS PARK 
WEST (78205)
HARDIN, WOLFF & BRADLEY, 4103 
PARKDALE (78229)
HASKINS & SELLS, 711 NAVARRO ST. 
(78205)
HOWARD, VAN H., III, 601 ALAMO NATL. 
BLDG. (78205)
JUNGMAN, HAROLD, 537 MILAM BLDG. 
(78205)
KARPEL, PANFELD & EDELMAN, 1800 NE. 
LOOP 410 (78217)
KELLEY, MICHAEL & CO., TWO EXCHANGE 
PLAZA (78230)
KING, HAHN, SMALL & BATTO, 7801 
BROADWAY (78209)
KING, WILLIAM C., 1802 N. E. LOOP 410 
(78217)
LANDRUM & LANDRUM, 4318 WOODCOCK 
DR. STE. 150 (78228)
LANE, TOM, 8015 BROADWAY STE. 201 
(78209)
LANGE & POTEET, 2109 SAN PEDRO AVE. 
(78212)
LEVY, RENE H., 610 THREE AMERICAS 
BLDG. (78205)
LITTLE AND LITTLE, SUITE 312 
KOGARAMA BLDG. 4438 CENTERVIEW 
DR. (78228)
MASON, WILLIAM G., CONTINENTAL BLDG. 
6836 SAN PEDRO STE. 120 (78216)
MCATEE, ROBERT L., CONTINENTAL BLDG. 
6836 SAN PEDRO (78216)
MCCARTY, THOMPSON, WILLIAMS, 
BIEDIGER & KASTOR, 1747 MICK 
WILLIAMS (78209)
MCDONALD, JOHN H., 5108 BROADWAY 
(78209)
NICHOLS, HARRY E., 636 TRAVIS PARK 
WEST (78205)
PADGETT & STRATEMANN, 1800 N. E. LOOP 
410 STE. 400 (78217)
PARR, THURMOND C., JR., & CO., 2700 
TOWER LIFE BLDG. (78205)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 920 NBC 
BLDG. (78205)
PETERS, FREDERICK B., ONE ROMANA 
PLAZA (78205)
PFLUGHAUPT, FRED E. & COMPANY, 1222 
ALAMO NATL. BLDG. (78205)
ROSOW, ROBERT S., 1420 ALAMO NATL. 
BLDG. (78205)
SEEMAN, NORMAN, 602 TRAVIS PARK WEST 
711 NAVARRO ST. (78205)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 1501 MILAM BLDG. 
(78205)
SINYKIN, EDMUND T., 819 ALAMO NATL. 
BLDG. (78205)
STAFFER & ALLEN, 618 G. P. M. NORTH 
TOWER (78216)
STOLTE, HUGO AND ASSOCIATES, 
PETROLEUM COMMERCE BLDG. S-2 201 
N. ST. MARYS (78205)
STRIEBER, L. JOHN, JR., THE FINANCIAL 
CENTER 10205 OASIS STE. 108 (78216)
SURBER, JOHN L. & COMPANY, 11818 
WARFIELD DR. (78216)
TANNER, DAVID L., 1011 N. W. LOOP 110 
STE. 201 (78213)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 2100 TOWER LIFE 
BLDG. (78205)
TUTTLE & IVERSON, 6100 WEST AVE. 
(78213)
VACEK, GARRY W., 330 W. CHERY DR. 
(78228)
WILLIAMS, GEORGE M., 6228 BANDERA RD. 
(78238)
WOODARD, BRUCE R., 222 BUILDING STE. 
110 6222 N. W. EXPRESSWAY (78201)
SAN BENITO
MOTHERSHEAD, HAMILTON, DAY & MAVO, 
151 W. ROWSON (78586)
SAN MARCOS
BALDRIDGE & COMPANY, 312 W. SAN 
ANTONIO (78666)
HOCH, RUTH ANN BOWES, FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. RM. 211 120 WEST SAN 
ANTONIO ST. (78666)
WILSON, RONALD O., 302 W. HOPKINS 
(78666)
SEGUIN 
MUELLER, JOE A., 113 S. RIVER ST. (78155) 
SEYMOUR
BROOKS, JOHN PERRY, 112 E. REIMAN 
(76380)
SHAMROCK
BRANDON, WELLS & GOWDY, 113 E. THIRD 
ST. (79079)
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SHERMAN
BROWN, ALBERT, JACKSON & CO., P. O. BOX 
940 (75090)
HUDGINS, TOM M. & CO., 302 MAP BANK 
BLDG. (75090)
KELLER, JAMES E., 1111 N. TRAVIS (75090)
REYNOLDS, HARRY R., 320 NORTH TRAVIS 
ST. (75090)
SNYDER
ANDERSON, BUSTER, DIAMOND M. BLDG.
911 25TH ST. (79549)
GRAHAM, WAYNE, 201 BROWNFIELD BLDG. 
(79549)
WEST, MONTE R., COGDELL CTR. P. O. BOX 
406 (79549)
YORGESEN & BLAKEY, 2703 COLLEGE AVE. 
(79549)
SOUTH HOUSTON
LUGINBYHL, 0. WELDON, JR., 801 DUMONT 
(77587)
SPEARMAN
BROWN, GRAHAM & CO., P. O. BOX 306
(79081)
MASON, JETT J., BLODGETT & LINN BLDG.
11 W. KENNETH AVE. (79081)
STEPHENVILLE
CHEATHAM & LANSFORD, P. O. BOX 936 
(76401)
HAGGARD, RICHARD S., RT. 2 BOX 177 B.
(76401)
KELSAY, GLENN H., 209 STEPHENVILLE 
BANK AND TRUST BLDG. (76401)
MORGAN, VIRGIL E., 150 S. LOOP ST.
(76401)
SULPHUR SPRINGS
BURGIN, BOBBY J., 209 CHURCH (75482)
SWEETWATER
HARRIS, JACK W., 202 DOSCHER BLDG. 
(79556)
RIGGS, JERRY D., 303 W. THIRD ST. (79556)
TAHOKA
ABBE, ROBERT E., 1525 S. SECOND ST.
(79373)
TAYLOR
JACKSON, CLARK L., 323 TALBOT ST.
(76574)
TEMPLE
EVANS, A. REGINALD, 505 FIRST NATL.
BLDG. (76501)
KENNEDY, BILL G., 1113 S. 33 ST. (76501)
VANCE & ASSOCIATES, 5 W. CALHOUN 
(76501)
WILSON, JAMES D., JR., 301 W. BARTON 
(76501)
TERRELL
HINTON, JOHN F., P. O. BOX 51 1 (75160)
TEXARKANA
BELL, FLOYD, 303 W. BROAD ST. (75501)
GRIER AND REEVES, 600 TEXARKANA 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (75501)
MARKHAM & WILF, 201 COLLEGE DR. 
(75501)
TRAMMELL, BARFIELD & TROUT, 808 
OLIVE ST. (75501)
YOUNG, BRAD, 712 OLIVE (75501)
TEXAS CITY
CHEATHAM, BRADY, LAFFERTY & COX, 
621-EIGHT AVE. N. (77590)
GUYNES & LANCON, 928 SIXTH ST. N. 
(77590)
PEDERSON, ALTON C., 1203-6TH ST. N. 
(77590)
THOMSON, KENNETH B., MAINLAND 
CONSTRUCTION CO. BLDG. 929 SEVENTH 
AVE. N. (77590)
TOMBALL
BROWN, PRESTON H., 1305 KEEFER ST. 
(77375)
TULIA
BALDWIN AND RUCKER, 200 N. AUSTIN 
(79088)
BROWN, GRAHAM & CO., P. O. BOX 446 
(79088)
TYLER
ARMS, JEFFERS & CO., 3613 S. BROADWAY 
(75701)
COWAN, R. DON, 3027 SE. LOOP 323 (75701)
FRENKEL, I. K., 3200 JACKSONVILLE RD. 
(75701)
HENRY & PETERS, 825 CITIZEN FIRST 
NATL. BK. BLD. (75701)
SQUYRES, JOHNSON, SQUYRES & CO., 688 
FAIR PETROLEUM BLDG. (75701)
STIEFEL, MELVIN J., JR., PEOPLES BANK 
BLDG. (75701)
WILLIAMS, JERRY J., 1128 DOCTORS DR. 
(75701)
UVALDE
MEREDITH, COLEMAN & DALRYMPLE, 105 
N. PIPER LANE (78801)
WINN, JOHN M., FIRST STATE BANK BLDG. 
205 (78801)
VERNON
JOHNSTON AND KING, 2402 TEXAS ST. 
(76384)
VICTORIA
BUMGARDNER, MORRISON & CO., 500
VICTORIA BANK & TRUST BLDG. (77901)
HAMILTON, CHARLES B., 2807 N. BEN 
WILSON (77901)
ROLOFF, HNATEK AND CO., 203 VICTORIA 
BK. & TRUST CO. BLDG. (77901)
SANDHOP, MOORE AND COMPANY, 201 
AMERICAN BK. OF COMM BLDG. (77901)
WILLIAMS, KELLER & HARRISON, 220 
FIRST VICTORIA NATL. BK. BLD. (77901)
WACO
CHAPMAN, LOYD M., JR., 1307 AUSTIN AVE. 
(76703)
GREENSTEIN, RIGGS, DULOCK & LOGAN, 
1900 WASHINGTON AVE. (76710)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., 219 N. EIGHTH ST. 
(76701)
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RESSLER, PARKE E., 3201 FRANKLIN AVE. 
(76710)
SCOTT, CASPER & METZGAR, 1226 
BARNARD AVE. (76702)
TALBERT & WILLIAMS, 1005 COLUMBUS 
AVE. (76701)
THOMAS, C. WILLIAM, 1006 N. VALLEY 
MILLS DR. (76710)
VICKERY, ROBERT & COMPANY, 1825 
AUSTIN (76701)
WILCOX, PATTILLO, BROWN & HILL, 517 
FIRST NATL. BLDG. (76701)
WRENCH, HARRY A., 2115 WASHINGTON 
AVE. (76702)
WEATHERFORD
GEORGE AND MORGAN, 119 N. MAIN ST. 
SUITE 8 (76086)
WEBSTER
LAFRANCE, WALKER, JACKLEY, A 
SAVILLE, WEBSTER STATE BANK BLDG. 
(77598)
WESLACO
HARREN, JOE T., 409 S. MISSOURI (78596)
LAUDER, DREW & VAN BURKLEO, 541 S. 
TEXAS (78596)
WESTFIELD
SANDERS, ROBERT DUDLEY, P. O. BOX 29 
(77377)
WHARTON
HOLLAND, ARTHUR L, 222 W. BURLESON 
ST. (77488)
WICHITA FALLS
ALLRED, ARMSTRONG & BLANCETT, 612 
CITY NATL. BANK BLDG. (76301)
ANTHONY, T. C., 531 FIRST-WICHITA NATL. 
BANK BL. (76301)
CROUCH, HEARD, 211 CENTRAL PLAZA 
(76302)
DAVES, ELDON W„ 1000 CITY NATL. BLDG. 
(76301)
ELAM, THOMAS RAY, 102 WICHITA FALLS 
SAVINGS BLDG. (76301)
FREEMON, SHAPARD AND STORY, 500 CITY 
NATL. BLDG. (76301)
GOOLSBY, MORRIS L., 4203 CEDAR ELM 
B285 (76308)
HOUSER, HOMER, 820 FIRST WICHITA 
NATL. BK. BLD. (76301)
MATHIS, WEST, HUFFINES & CO., 520 OIL A 
GAS BLDG. (76301)
MOORE, DANNY M., 232-A PARKER SQ. 
STATE BANK BLDG. (76308)
SMITH, NAYLAND F., 807 PETROLEUM 
BLDG. (76301)
STEWART, RARIDEN & MILLER, 1220 OIL A 
GAS BLDG. (76301)
STYLES, FLOYD, 202 WICHITA TITLE BLDG.
700 SCOTT ST. (76301)
WINNIE
DUNAWAY, T. GAYLON, 103 GULF COAST 
STATE BANK BLDG. (77665)
UTAH
AMERICAN FORK
HUNTER, SHERWOOD AND LITTLE, 90 S.
CENTER ST. (84003)
BLANDING
COE. SHORE AND LYMAN, 261 S. MAIN 
(84511)
BRIGHAM CITY
LEE, WIGGINS, TAYLOR & BAUGH. 
PROFESSIONAL CENTER (84302)
CEDAR CITY
HUSKINSON, GUBLER & ASSOC., 161 W. 
CENTER (84720)
PICKERING, FLOYD D., 154 N. MAIN ST.
(84720)
GREEN RIVER
WIMMER, PATRICIA S., BOX 153 (84525)
KANAB
WILLIS, NYLE W., 349 N. THIRD W. (84741)
LAYTON
LEE, WIGGINS, TAYLOR & BAUGH, 190 S. 
FORT LANE STE. 5 (84041)
LOGAN
HANCEY, JONES & WATERS, 203 WALKER 
BANK BLDG. (84321)
MOAB
CLAUS, E. J., 94 GRAND AVE. (84532)
MONTICELLO
FELLMETH, R. J., 10 E. CTR. ST. (84535)
MURRAY
JOHNSON, EREKSON & CO., 164 E. 5900 S. 
(84107)
OGDEN
ATWOOD, JOHNSON & COSTLEY, 257 37 ST. 
(84403)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 3755 
WASHINGTON BLVD. (84403)
HANCEY, BLAINE W., JR., 3565 N. 950 W.
(84404)
LEE, WIGGINS, TAYLOR & BAUGH, 2608 
WASHINGTON BLVD. (84401)
NIELSEN AND BOWEN, 3505 GRANT AVE.
(84403)
PATANE, G. LAURENCE, 1210 FIRST 
SECURITY BANK BLDG. (84401)
STOCKDALE, WILLIAM R., 414-420 FIRST 
SECURITY BLDG. (84401)
STOREY, KARL S., 1012 FIRST SECURITY 
BLDG. (84401)
TANNER, GARRETT, BOYCE AND 
PARKINSON, 3350 WASHINGTON BLVD. 
(84401)
WAYMENT, DEE W„ 3480 WASHINGTON 
BLVD. WASHINGTON SQ. STE. 111 (84403)
OREM
CLEMENTS, CLYDE R., 521 E. 550 S. (84507) 
DODGE & DODGE, 218 N. STATE ST. (84057) 
SQUIRE & SQUIRE, 930 S. STATE (84057) 
WHITE, DAVID E., 366 E. 150TH NORTH
(84057)
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PLEASANT GROVE
DRANEY, CYRIL L., JR., R. F. D. 1 BOX 387 
(84062)
PRICE
REVES & PEACOCK, 47 NORTH FIRST EAST 
(84501)
SMUIN, RICH & CO., 54 W. MAIN (84501)
PROVO
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 257 E. CENTER 
ST. (84601)
HAWKINS & BORUP, 120 EAST 300 NORTH 
(84601)
JOLLEY, ARBEN K., 60 EAST 100 SOUTH 
(84601)
OLSEN, RALPH REED, 290 W. CENTER
(84601)
RICHFIELD
GARDNER, WILLIAM T., 180 N. FIRST E. 
(84701)
TASKER, WALTER J., 159 N. MAIN ST.
(84701)
ROOSEVELT
DUNCAN, MCNEIL, JR., 57 N. 1 E. (84066)
SNOW, A. LYNN, P. O. BOX 1356 (84066)
SALT LAKE CITY
BAYES, B. A. & CO., 2809 S. STATE ST. #1 
(84115)
BERRYMAN, MYRON K., 1243 E. 2100 S. 
(84106)
BREINHOLT, DAINES & OKUDA, 1025 E. 
2100 S. # 205 (84106)
BROWN, TWITCHELL, HILL & CO., 520 
NEWHOUSE BLDG. (84111)
BRUNSON, OSBORNE & ASSOC., 890
KENNECOTT BLDG. (84111)
BUNKER & BUNKER, 1055 E. 2IST S. (84106)
CARRIER, CLINTON R., 2220 UNIVERSITY 
CLUB BLDG. (84111)
CATTEN, STAGG, PACHECO & ROCK, 455 S. 
THIRD E. STE. 100 (84111)
COOMBS, DICK E., 1354 EAST NINTH SOUTH 
(84105)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 605 WALKER BANK 
BLDG. (84111)
COWLEY, JOSEPH F., JR., KENNECOTT 
BLDG. STE. 1180 (84111)
DENIRO AND THORNE, 233 E. 3900 SOUTH 
(84107)
DOKOS, ANDREW G., 4621 WALLACE LN. 
(84117)
EGBERT. DONALD L., GRAYSTONE PLAZA 
BLDG. 1174 EAST 27TH SOUTH (84106)
ELWOOD & BARNES, NEWHOUSE BUILDING 
SUITE 1000 10 EXCHANGE PLACE (84111)
ERNST & ERNST, 950 KENNECOTT BLDG. 10 
E. SOUTH TEMPLE ST. (84111)
FOUGHT, JOHN & CO., 460 KENNECOTT 
BLDG. (84133)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, UNIVERSITY 
CLUB BLDG. (84111)
GADD, J. WALTER, 3448 S. REDWOOD RD. 
(84104)
GOFF, BARRY R., 220 EAST 3900 SOUTH 
STE. 2 (84107)
GOLDSBERRY, ROBERT W., 1879 S. MAIN 
STE. 107 (84115)
GOTHARD, JOHN H., JR., 84 WEST 2400 
SOUTH STE. 1 (84115)
HANCEY, ROSS, 2605 SW. TEMPLE (84115)
HANSEN, BARNETT & MAXWELL. 345 E. 
THIRD S. (84111)
HASKINS & SELLS, 800 KEARNS BLDG. 
(84101)
HOGAN, DIMAR G., 1260 WEST NO. TEMPLE 
(84116)
JOHNSON, EREKSON & CO., 164 E. 5900 
SOUTH STE. A-104 (84107)
KARREN & YOST, 466 E. 500 S. STE. 200 
(84111)
LAVER & RAWLINGS, 201 JOHN HANCOCK 
BLDG. 455 SOUTH THIRD E. (84111)
LYBBERT, EVERT D., 1060 E. FIRST SOUTH 
ST. STE. 101 (84102)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., KENNECOTT BLDG. 
STE. 700 (84101)
MAXFIELD, ROBERT G., 4477 S. SECOND W. 
(84107)
MCEWAN, TERRY, WUNDERLI, PRICE A 
ANDERSON, TEN BROADWAY BLDG. STE. 
500 (84101)
MORRISON, RINDLISBAKER AND 
GILCHRIST, 211 KEARNS BLDG. (84101)
NELSON, RICHARD K., 1202 WALKER BANK 
BLDG. (84111)
NEWMAN, S. E. & COMPANY, 905 
CONTINENTAL BANK BLDG. (84101)
NICHOLSON, WILLIAM S., 345 EAST 
FOURTH SOUTH (84111)
NIELSEN, DARREL L., 1123 CHEVY CHASE 
CIRCLE (84117)
NIELSON & RHODES, 818 KEARNS BLDG. 
136 S. MAIN ST. (84101)
NILSON, D. SPENCER & ASSOCIATES, 875 
DONNER WAY (84108)
OGDEN, DAVID M., 6230 SOUTH 1280 EAST 
(84121)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 
KENNECOTT BLDG. (84111)
PICKETT, STEVENS & CO., 363 S. 500 EAST 
STE. 100 (84102)
PINNOCK AND PINNOCK, 336 S. 3 EAST 
#102 (84111)
PRATT, RAMON D., 709 NEWHOUSE BLDG. 
(84111)
RASMUSSEN & COOK, AMERICAN SAVINGS 
A LOAN BLDG. 2727 W. 3500 SOUTH 
(84119)
RICHMOND & JONES, 1970 WEST 2300 
SOUTH (84119)
ROBERTS & CREER, 440 S. SEVENTH EAST 
(84102)
ROBISON, HILL & CO., 447 E. FIRST S. 
(84111)
SIMPSON AND MOWER, 1997 S. 11 EAST 
(84105)
SMITH, BRADY, KENNARD & BUSHMAN, 511 
BOSTON BLDG. (84111)
SPRAGUE, MORLEY R., 253 COTTONWOOD 
MALL (84117)
SUNIVILLE, GRIFFIN & ELLIS, 612 PHILLIPS 
PETRO BLDG. 68 S. MAIN ST. (84101)
SUTHERLAND, RUSSELL L., 345 E. FOURTH 
SOUTH (84111)
TANNER, GARRETT, BOYCE, AND 
PARKINSON. 900 KENNECOTT BLDG. 
(84111)
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TILBY AND COOKE, 525 EAST 3RD SOUTH 
(84102)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 600 CONTINENTAL 
BANK BLDG. (84101)
WALDRON AND DRAPER, 1100 BOSTON 
BLDG. (84111)
WEBB, ANDERSON & COMPANY, 466 E.
FIFTH S. (84111)
SPANISH FORK
HUTCHINGS, DUANE F., 185 N. MAIN (84660) 
ST. GEORGE
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 83 NORTH 100 E. 
(84770)
HAFEN, H. VAL, 956 E. 100 N. (84770)
VERNAL 
DROLLINGER, JAMES G. AND ASSOCIATES, 
447 E. MAIN STE. 5 (84078)VERMONT
BARRE
SALVADOR, JOHN A., 123 WASHINGTON ST. 
(05641)
BENNINGTON
HURLEY, WILLIAM A., 493 MAIN ST. (05201)
BRADFORD
MCCORMICK, BARRY A., MAIN ST. (05033)
BRATTLEBORO
BLAKE, J. L. & CO., 229 MAIN ST. (05301) 
BOUCHER & MARROW, TWO LINDEN ST.
(05301)
CHAMBERLIN, CARTER R., R. F. D. #1 BOX 
51 (05301)
BURLINGTON
BRIGGS, KEYES & CO., 421 SHELBURNE ST. 
(05401)
GOLDBERG, BARNEY Z., 132 CHURCH ST. 
(05401)
HOVEY, ROGER S., 198 COLLEGE ST. 
(05401)
THOMPSON, KELLY, JACOBS A 
GALLAGHER, 239 S. UNION ST. (05401)
CAMBRIDGEPORT
GEIGER, JOSEPH F., P. O. BOX 19 (05141)
MANCHESTER CENTER
SAUNDERS, JOSEPH G., P. O. BOX 38 (05255)
MIDDLEBURY
ROSENBERG, SOL, BATTELL BLOCK (05753)
MONTPELIER
GORDON & SHERMAN, 26 STATE ST. (05602) 
KEYES, JOHN E., 141 MAIN ST. (05602) 
MCCORMICK, BARRY A., 17 STATE ST. 
(05602)
PRAHL, ANTHONY J., 154 MAIN ST. (05602)
NORWICH
PEISCH, ARCHIBALD M. & COMPANY, P. O. 
BOX 369 (05055)
RANDOLPH
MONTGOMERY, RICHARD A., 12 S. MAIN ST. 
(05060)
RUTLAND
FELLOWS, WILLIAM T., 3 STRONGS AVENUE 
(05701)
ROSEN, HOWARD S., 22 WALES ST. (05701)
ROSENBERG, SOL, 561/2 MERCHANTS ROW 
(05701)
TAYLOR, WENDELL E., GRYPHON BLDG. 
(05701)
SPRINGFIELD
BOUCHER & MARROW, 216 RIVER ST. 
(05156)
ST. ALBANS
BRIGGS, KEYES & COMPANY, 9 CONGRESS 
ST. (05478)
ST. JOHNSBURY
MCCORMICK, BARRY A., 42 EASTERN AVE. 
(05819)
SMITH, BATCHELDER & RUGG, 9 PROSPECT 
ST. (05819)
STOWE
VAN BLARCOM, JOHN C., STONE 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. BOX 130 (05672)
WHITE RIVER JUNCTION
KINGSLEY, GEORGE H. & CO., MUNICIPAL 
BLDG. (05001)
WOODSTOCK
WHEELER, PHILIP H., 57 CENTRAL ST. 
(05091) VIRGINIA
ABINGDON




BROWN, DAKES AND HOKE, 901 N. 
WASHINGTON ST. STE. 600 (22314)
BRYANT, R. BRUCE JR., 815 KING ST. 
THIRD FLOOR (22314)
COX AND JARRETT, 901 N. WASHINGTON 
ST. (22314)
HARRIS, ROBERT LLOYD, 6000 STEVENSON
AVE. (22304)
HIGDON, FRANK B., 815 KING ST. (22314)
HOLMES, BOWDEN A., 1801 BELLE VIEW
BLVD. A-l (22307)
JONES, JAMES C., 1014 SEMINARY PLAZA
BLDG. 4660 KENMORE AVE. (22304)
LONG, KERMIT KEITH, 421 KING ST. STE. 
300 (22314)
MENEFEE, HOLTZ AND KLASSETT, 1710 
MT. VERNON AVE. (22301)
ROLLINS, SAMUEL H., BRADLEE MED.
BLDG. 3541 W. BRADDOCK RD. (22302)
SCHOENADEL, TACEY & MARGINOT, 
VALUE ENGINEERING BLDG. 2550 
HUNTINGTON AVE. (22303)
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STANLEY, CHARLES V., 630 N.
WASHINGTON ST. (22314)
STANTON, MINTER AND BRUNER, 100 N.
PITT ST. (22313)
WHITE, OLIVER H., 104 S. COLUMBUS ST.
(22314)
WILLIAMS, KEITH A., 501 S. PICKETT ST.
(22304)
ANNANDALE
CASTNER, NELSON L., 7263 MAPLE PL.
(22003)
GIBBONS, RICHARD F., 8511 PAUL REVERE
COURT (22003)
ARLINGTON
BROWN, DAKES & HOKE, 2030 N. 16TH ST.
(22201)
BURGESS, JAMES E., SECURITIES BLDG. #3 
2007 N. 15 ST. (22205)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, 1911 N. FORT 
MYER DR. (22209)
GASKINS, ALVEN M., 2116 WILSON BLVD.
(22201)
GRAHAM, G. P. & COMPANY, 4600 N.
FAIRFAX DR. (22203)
GREENE, MARY R., P. O. BOX 661 (22216)
HALLIDAY, JOHN T., 2009 N. 14 ST. (22201)
HALQUIST, ROY H., 1515 COURTHOUSE RD.
(22201)
HEJNAL, MAURICE, 103 N. WAYNE ST.
(22201)
HOYT, DONALD H., 1400 N. UHLE ST.
(22201)
MURRAY, JOHNSON AND WHITE, 2009 N. 14
ST. (22201)
NEFF, PAUL F., 6323 LEE HWY. (22205)
PESCOV, IRWIN B., 1850 N. FORT MYER DR.
(22209)
PITTS, ROBERT W., 1800 N. KENT ST. # 1101
(22209)
SIMMONDS, A. G., 1500 N. COURT HOUSE 
RD. (22216)
SOUTHWELL, PAUL M., DIXIE BLDG. 2060 N. 
14TH ST. (22201)
SWART, OWENS & LALANDE, 333 S. GLEBE 
RD. SUITE 100 (22204)
YOUNG, WILLIAM E., P. O. BOX 7231 (22207)
BLACKSBURG
PUSHKIN, ANN B., 1404 LOCUST AVE.
(24060)
WINBERY, GORDON H., 114 ROANOKE ST.
(24060)
BRISTOL
BURK, DENT K., ASSOCIATES, FIRST NATL.
EXCHANGE BANK BLDG. (24201)
FLEENOR, WILLIAM W., REYNOLDS
ARCADE BLDG. (24201)
RICHARDS, JOSEPH W., REYNOLDS ARCADE
BLDG. 510 CUMBERLAND ST. (24201)
VANCE, GLENN E., REYNOLDS ARCADE
BLDG. (24201)
CENTREVILLE
HANSON, FRANK E., 5812 OLD
CENTREVILLE RD. (22020)
CHARLOTTESVILLE
CRESS, ROY L., 502 NATIONAL BANK BLDG. 
(22901)
DULANEY, LINCOLN G., 400 FOUR SEASONS 
DR. (22903)
HANTZMON, WIEBEL & COMPANY. 818 E. 
JEFFERSON ST. (22901)
KESLER, FRANK H., 1224 HARRIS ST. 
(22901)
MORRIS, PRESTON & COMPANY, CITIZENS 
COMMONWEALTH CENTER 407 E. HIGH 
ST. STE. 409 (22901)
MUSSELMAN, ROBERT M., 413 SEVENTH ST. 
N. E. (22901)
ROBINSON, DANIEL A. & ASSOCIATES, 604 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (22901)
SALLEY, WEISSINGER & COMPANY. 1148 
ROSE HILL DR. (22902)
TYNG, JOHN S., 435 PARK ST. (22901)
CHATHAM
HARRIS, HARVEY, NEAL & CO., PAYNE ST.
P. O. BOX 899 (24531)
CHESAPEAKE
MCPHERSON, MILTON LEE, 1209 
POINDEXTER ST. (23324)
ROBINSON, DANIEL A. & ASSOCIATES. 
CHESAPEAKE PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 101 
MT. PLEASANT RD. (23320)
CHRISTIANSBURG
SIMMONS, LEAMON E., 21 E. MAIN ST. 
(24073)
COVINGTON
LINKOUS, WARREN H., 149 N. MAPLE AVE. 
(24426)
PERSINGER, R. L. & COMPANY, E. DOLLY 
ANN DR. (24426)
CULPEPER
HOOVER, S. B. & COMPANY, THE SECOND 
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (22701)
HOTTEL & WILLIS, 138 S. MAIN ST. (22701)
DANVILLE
BOOR & DYE, 568 WEST MAIN ST. (24541)
HARRIS, HARVEY, NEAL & CO., 2321 
RIVERSIDE DR. (24541)
HATCHER, PEYTON R., 631 N. MAIN ST. 
(24541)
MANNING, PERKINSON. FLOYD A
COMPANY, 2012 RIVERSIDE DR. (24541)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY, STE. 1 FIRST 
FEDERAL BLDG. 705 MAIN ST. (24541)
DUBLIN
WEAVER, HOWARD WALLACE. DUBLIN 
OFFICE BLDG. (24084)
EMPORIA
DALTON, PENNELL & CO., P. O. BOX 1113 
(23847)
FAIRFAX
BRADFORD, KENT H., 10560 MAIN ST. STE.
520 (22030)
CODDING, WAYNE C., 10533 MAIN ST. 
(22030)
JOHNSON, MAYER & COMPANY. 4041 
UNIVERSITY DR. (22030)
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MAXFIELD. D. R. & COMPANY, 10560 MAIN
ST. STE. 310 (22030)
SUTTON. ROBERT K., 4085 CHAIN BRIDGE
RD. (22030)
THOMPSON AND GREENSPON, 3930
WALNUT ST. (22030)
FALLS CHURCH
BERARD, OSCAR G., 210 E. BROAD ST.
(22046)
BURKE. MATSON AND KULIKOSKY, 929 W.
BROAD ST. RM. 222 (22046)
DEBES, ARTHUR L., 150 LITTLE FALLS ST.
(22046)
JESTER & REED. 105 N. VIRGINIA AVE.
(22046)
KIRWAN & COOK. 6269 LEESBURG PIKE
(22044)
MEYERS, BURTON K. & COMPANY. 450 W.
BROAD ST. (22046)
SOZA, GEDNEY & CO., LTD., 803 W. BROAD
ST. STE. 306 (22046)
WILHELM, HARRY, JR., 5850 LEESBURG
PIKE (22041)
FARMVILLE
DALTON, PENNELL & CO., THIRD & MAIN
STS. (23901)
FRANKLIN
PEAK AND DRESCHER. FRANKLIN
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. (23851)
FREDERICKSBURG
DERIEUX, BAKER, THOMPSON & WHITT, 
1207 CHARLES STREET (22401)
GALAX
PERSINGER, R. L. & COMPANY, 115 E.
GRAYSON ST. (24333)
GLOUCESTER
VANLANDINGHAM, RALPH K. & CO., COURT
CIRCLE P. O. BOX 370 (23061)
GRUNDY
BURK, DENT K., ASSOCIATES. P. O. BOX 11
(24614)
HAMPTON
CLARK, HENRY S., 5 W. QUEEN ST. (23369)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, P. O. BOX 83 (23369) 
EGGLESTON, SMITH & COMPANY, 222 E.
QUEEN ST. (23669)
HARRISONBURG
BOSSERMAN, ALT, JAMES & STICKLEY, 532
S. MAIN ST. (22801)
BRANNER, J. ROBERT. 320 S. MAIN ST.
(22801)
HOOVER. S. B. & COMPANY. 124 NEWMAN
AVE. (22801)
HUESTON, ROBERT L., 213 VIRGINIA NATL.
BANK BLDG. (22801)
KEELER. PHIBBS & COMPANY. 306 E.
MARKET ST. (22801)
JONESVILLE
HUMPHREYS. EUGENE PASCHAL. P. O. BOX
104 (24263)
KILMARNOCK
SHACKELFORD. WILLIAM C., P. O. BOX 807 
(22482)
LEESBURG
BUSH. FLOYD W., FIRST MERCHANTS NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (22075)
COCHRAN, B. W. INC., 1 S. MORVEN PARK 
RD. (22075)
WALLACE. JOHN A., JR., BARRISTER BLDG. 
P. O. BOX 927 (22075)
LEXINGTON
HARER. C. L., 23 N. MAIN ST. (24450)
SHELTON. JOHN R., 14 E. NELSON ST. 
(24450)
LYNCHBURG
BERRY, DAIL & DRINKARD, 501 
CO-OPERATIVE BLDG. (24504)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, 2306 ATHERHOLT 
RD. (24501)
DALTON, PENNELL & CO., 1801 FIDELITY 
NATL. BANK BLDG. 828 MAIN ST. (24504)
DANIEL, BAILEY & NORVELLE, P. O. BOX 
2279 405 BAY ST. (24501)
JONES, BERNICE M. JR., 927 CHURCH ST. 
(24504)
NEHER, C. R., JR., 310 FIFTH ST. (24505)
SKINNELL AND WINN, CO-OPERATIVE 
SAVINGS & LOAN 1003 CHURCH ST. 
(24504)
MANASSAS
ARRINGTON, PAUL J., 9319 MAIN ST. 
(22110)
DERIEUX, BAKER, THOMPSON & WHITT, 
9113 CHURCH ST. (22110)
SURLES, VIDA & ATKINSON. 9319 GRANT 
AVE. (22110)
WILLS, JAMES C., LTD., 9021 CHURCH ST. 
(22110)
MARION
WALKER, JOHN G., BANK OF MARION 
BLDG. (24354)
MARTINSVILLE
FORD, HOGG & COBBE, 15 CLEVELAND 
AVE. STE. 6 (24111)
MANNING, PERKINSON, FLOYD A
COMPANY, 413 E. CHURCH ST. (24112)
ROTHGEB, MILLER & SELLS, 26 W. CHURCH 
ST. (24112)
YOUNG, ALVIN J., 31 W. MAIN ST. (24112)
MC LEAN
PRISCH, ROBERT M., 8011 BIRNAM WOOD 
DR. (22101)
RENNER, ROWLEY & SCHRADE, THE 
HONEYWELL CENTER 7900 WESTPARK 
DR. STE. 504 (22101)
MECHANICSVILLE
MORRIS, PRESTON & COMPANY. 1020 ELM 
DR. STE. 1 (23111)
MIDDLEBURG
YOUNT. HYDE & COMPANY. P. O. BOX 467 
(22117)
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MONTROSS
BRITTON. DOUGLAS C., 407 THE KINGS 
HIGHWAY (22520)
NEWPORT NEWS
AARON. ROESEN & WOERLE, 2600 
WASHINGTON AVE. STE. 300 (23607)
AMES. J. HUNTER & CO., 711 F. AM. BLDG. 
2600 WASHINGTON AVE. (23607)
BURRUS. COOTES AND BURRUS. 240 24 ST. 
(23607)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, FIRST A 
MERCHANTS BANK BLDG. (23607)
DANIELS. J. A., 227-27TH ST. (23607)
EASLEY. HAROLD T., 300 MEDICAL ARTS 
BLDG. 2901 WEST AVE. (23607)
EGGLESTON. SMITH & COMPANY. 9296-J 
WARWICK BLVD. (23601)
TANNER. ALLEN C., 3101 WASHINGTON 
AVE. STE. 306 (23607)
WEAVER. H. RUSSELL, 6147 JEFFERSON 
AVE. (23605)
NORFOLK
ATKINS, JAMES C., 250 LAW BLDG. 147 
GRANBY ST. (23510)
CANOLES, LEROY T. & CO., UNITED 
VIRGINIA BANK BLDG. FIVE MAIN 
PLAZA E. STE. 616 (23510)
CHAMBERLAYNE. A. B., HOLIDAY 
INN-SCOPE STE. 313 (23510)
CHAPPELL, CAROL T., 6 KOGER EXECUTIVE 
CENTER #108 (23502)
COFER. PAUL D., 509 KRESGE BLDG. 
GRANBY AT TAZEWELL (23510)
COOPER. C. RAYMOND. STE. 206 
EQUITABLE BLDG. 300 BOUSH ST. 
(23510)
COOPERS & LYBRAND. FIRST A 
MERCHANTS BANK BLDG. (23510)
CRAVER. GREEN AND COMPANY. VIRGINIA 
NATL. BANK BLDG. STE. 1520 (23510)
DANIEL, ROBERT D., 700 MONTICELLO 
AVE. STE. 513 (23510)
EDMONDSON. LEDBETTER & BALLARD. 
1940 VIRGINIA NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(23510)
ERNST & ERNST, 1930 VIRGINIA NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (23510)
FEHER, ANTAL. JR., KOGER EXECUTIVE 
CTR. STE. 311 (23502)
FRIEDMAN AND PERRY, 11 KOGER 
EXECUTIVE CTR. #214 (23502)
GABEL, ALBERT A., 332 LAW BLDG. (23510)
GOODMAN & COMPANY. BANK OF
VIRGINIA BLDG. 500 PLUM ST. E. (23510)
HAMILL, GRISSOM AND COMPANY. 1414 
UNITED VA. BANK BLDG. 5 MAIN PLAZA 
E. (23510)
HILL. FREDERICK B. & CO., 850 FIRST A 
MERCHANTS NATL. BANK BLDG. (23510)
HOOVER, L. GEORGE, 11 KOGER 
EXECUTIVE CTR. STE. 262 (23502)
HOWELL, LUTHER J., 3757 E. VIRGINIA 
BEACH BLVD. (23502)
KATZ, CARL J., 6144 SEWELLS POINT RD. 
(23513)
LASKY, M., HOLIDAY INN SCOPE (23510) 
LAVENTHOL. KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 300 MAIN ST. (23510)
MCCOY. CHARLES H., JR., 514 PLAZA ONE 
(23510)
MCPHILLIPS & LIELAND. 333 W. 
FREEMASON ST. (23510)
MEINERS, JANE S., #6 KOGER EXCUTIVE 
CTR. (23502)
MILLER, GRAYSON B., 4505 COLLEY AVE. 
(23508)
OLD. WILLIAM A., 1330 VIRGINIA NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (23510)
OWENS, J. WILLARD, 200 WAINWRIGHT 
BLDG. (23510)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 1 
COMMERCIAL PL. SUITE 1200 (23510)
RAWLINGS. A. LEE & COMPANY, 9 KOGER 
EXECUTIVE CTR. STE. 101 (23502)
ROBERTS & ROBERTS. 4100 GRANBY BLDG.
#705 (23504)
ROBINSON. CHARLES A., 1528 MARITIME 
TOWER (23510)
STRANGE. CECIL B., JR., 609 ONE MAIN 
PLAZA EAST (23510)
SWARTZ, BRESENOFF, YAVNER & JACOBS, 
SUITE 601 PLAZA ONE (23510)
WALLER & WOODHOUSE, 627 WAINWRIGHT 
BLDG. (23510)
NORTON
LEONARD. ROBERT A., THE LAMBERT 
BLDG. (24273)
THROWER. MONROE B., 833 VIRGINIA AVE. 
(24273)
ONLEY
GINSBERG. GARY, FOUR CORNER PLAZA 
(23418)
ORANGE
DOLZER, JOHN F., 1301/2 W. MAIN ST. (22960)
PETERSBURG
DEIBERT, JAMES H., 215 FRANKLIN ST. 
(23803)
ERNY & MASON. 5 HOLLY HILL DR. (23803)
PARKER. V. LEE & COMPANY, 408 UNION 
TRUST BLDG. (23803)
TAYLOR & GREGORY. 14 EAST TABB 
STREET (23803)
PORTSMOUTH
ANDERSON, THOMAS N., JR., 604 COURT ST. 
(23705)
FRANKOS AND MOATS, 420 CITIZENS 
TRUST BLDG. (23704)
HILL. FREDERICK B. & CO., 518 CITIZENS 
TRUST BLDG. (23704)
HOFFLER, N. CURTIS. 1801 AIRLINE BLVD. 
(23707)
SCHNEIDER, JOEL. 317-319 COLONY 
THEATRE BLDG. (23704)
PULASKI
LEMON. ERVIN RAY. P. O. BOX 152 (24301)
MILLER. JAMES DIX, 36 THIRD ST. (24301)
RADFORD
BERRY. DAIL & DRINKARD, 111 THIRD 
AVE. (24141)
RADIANT
LANDIS, THEODORE L., (22732)
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RESTON
SULLIVAN, JOHN, 11480 SUNSET HILLS
ROAD (22090)
RICHLANDS
COOK, ASSOCIATES, 205 LEE ST. (24641) 
PERSINGER, JACK, DRAWER 280 (24641) 
WILSON, E. C. & COMPANY, GATEWAY
SHOPPING CENTER STE. 15 (24641)
RICHMOND
ABERNATHY, FRANK & COMPANY, DANIEL 
BLDG. STE. 506 3805 CUTSHAW AVE. 
(23230)
AMOS, JULIAN E., 8901 BRAWNER DR.
(23229)
ARMSTRONG, MCMILLAN & WEST, 8920 
FOREST HILL AVE. (23235)
BALDWIN, HARRISON S., P. O. BOX 25128 
(23260)
BENNETT, L. GUY, 709 MUTUAL BLDG. 
(23219)
BRYDON, MCREE & SMITH, 2309 
WESTWOOD AVE. (23230)
CARTER, HUGHES & COMPANY, 700 BLDG.
STE. 1515 SEVENTH AND MAIN STS. 
(23203)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, SEVENTH 4 
FRANKLIN BLDG. #1000 (23210)
COX, JAMES B., KOGER EXECUTIVE
CENTER 1501 SANTA ROSA RD. (23229)
DALTON, PENNELL & CO., FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (23220)
DERIEUX, BAKER, THOMPSON & WHITT, 
MUTUAL BLDG. (23216)
ERNST & ERNST, 700 E. MAIN ST. (23219)
FAULKNER, G. D., 700 E. MAIN STE. 1514 
(23219)
FOSTER, JERRY L., 1303 WESTRIDGE RD.
(23229)
GAMBILL, ROBERT J., 102 N. MALL WILLOW 
LAWN (23230)
GARY, STOSCH, WALLS & CO., 1 N. FIFTH 
ST. (23219)
GIDDINGS, HOWARD A. & COMPANY, 1510
WILLOW LAWN DR. 2ND FL. (23230)
HARDY, EDWARD I. INC., 1109 N.
THOMPSON ST. (23230)
HARRIS & DEMONBREUN, WILLOW OAKS 
OFFICE BLDG. 6767 FOREST HILL AVE. 
(23225)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1700 ROSS BLDG.
(23219)
HASTINGS, MOSS & CO., 11001 MIDLOTHIAN
TURNPIKE (23235)
HOWARD, CHARLES BALFOUR, 700 E. MAIN 
ST. STE. 814 (23219)
KUEHL, WILLIAM, 1001 E. MAIN ST. STE. 
322 (23219)
LAMB, CHARLES T., JR., 5421 PATTERSON 
AVE. (23226)
LANE, MURRAY B., JR., 2839 STRATFORD 
HILL SHOPPING CTR. (23225)
LEVIN AND ROCHKIND, SEABOARD BLDG.
STE. 376 3600 W. BROAD ST. (23230)
LUNING, E. B., 13 E. FRANKLIN ST. (23219)
MADDREA, JOYNER, OULD & WOODY, 700 
BUILDING STE. 1401 700 E. MAIN ST. 
(23219)
MANNING, PERKINSON, FLOYD 4 
COMPANY, 3300 W. BROAD ST. (23230)
MCKENNEY, MALCOLM S., 1601 700 BLDG.
SEVENTH & MAIN STS. (23219)
MITCHELL, WIGGINS & COMPANY. 411 ROSS 
BLDG. (23213)
MURRAY, HARRY, 2922 HATHAWAY RD. 
(23225)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 801 E.
MAIN ST. (23219)
PULLEN, A. M. & COMPANY, ROSS BLDG. 
(23210)
RIEGEL, FULTON & LEWIS, 5500-A 
LAKESIDE AVE. (23228)
RISON, J. WADDELL & COMPANY, 1008 
MUTUAL BLDG. 909 E. MAIN STREET 
(23219)
ROCK, WALTER H., 3311 W. BROAD ST. 
(23230)
SAUNDERS, BARRY E., 1910 BYRD AVE. 
(23226)
STITH, MARY V., 3902 STUART AVE. (23221)
STOUT, JERRY R., 1001 E. MAIN ST. (23219)
TALLEY, W. HAROLD, P. O. BOX 8295 
(23226)
TEABO, JAMES WM., JR., 8503 PATTERSON 
AVE. STE. 18 (23229)
TERRY, CHARLES M. & COMPANY, 5001 W.
BROAD ST. (23230)
WELLS, COLEMAN & CO., 1122 MUTUAL 
BLDG. (23219)
WELLS, MARY BYRNES, 1425 W. MAIN ST. 
(23220)
WILKINSON, THOMAS E., STE. 205 
MARYLAND BLDG. 1510 WILLOW LAWN 
DR. (23230)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 801 E. MAIN 
ST. (23206)
ROANOKE
ANDERSON & REED, 1202 THIRD ST. S. W. 
(24003)
ANDREWS, BURKET & CO., 500 
SHENANDOAH BLDG. 301 FIRST ST. 
(24003)
BROWN, EDWARDS & COMPANY, P. O. 
DRAWER 2200 (24009)
HARRISON, ROBERT L., 2132 LABURNUM 
AVE. SW. (24015)
KENNETT & KENNETT, 19A WEST CHURCH 
AVE. (24011)
OVERSTREET, W. BRUCE, JR., 3387 PASLEY 
AVE. S. W. (24015)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 302 
SECOND ST. SW. (24011)
PERSINGER, R. L. & COMPANY, 3615 
BRAMBLETON AVE. SW. (24018)
ROTHGEB, MILLER & SELLS, 
PROFESSIONAL & COMPUTER BLDG. 340 
WEST CAMPBELL AVE. (24016)
THACKER, M. J., 211 COULTER BLDG. 
(24011)
SALEM
BERRY, DAIL & DRINKARD, 106 BLVD. 
(24153)
ROOP, MARVIN L., 329 KEESLING AVE. 
(24153)
SALYER, RONALD L., 425 APPERSON DR. 
(24153)
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SMITHFIELD 
EGGLESTON, SMITH AND COMPANY, 302 
MAIN ST. (23430)
SOUTH BOSTON
CAMP & OAKES, SECURITY BLDG. (24592) 
JOHNSON & BARGER, SEYMOUR DR.
(24592)
SOUTH HILL 
CREEDLE AND HEREFORD, HAZELWOOD 
OFFICE BLDG. RT. 1 BOX 4C (23970)
SPRINGFIELD
WHITE, JAMES C., EXECUTIVE BLDG. 6901
KEENE MILL RD. (22150)
STAUNTON 
PERSINGER, R. L. & COMPANY, 103 E. 
BEVERLY ST. (24401) 
RITCHIE, H. THOMAS, FIRST VIRGINIA 
BANK BLDG. (24401)
YANCEY & ANDERSON, 18 S. MARKET ST.
(24401)
STERLING
ANDREWS, BYRON F., 307 S. IRVING RD.
(22170)
SUFFOLK
GUTTERMAN, MORRIS B., 305 309
NATIONAL BANK BLDG. (23434) 
SHEFFER, FRANK EDWARD & CO., NATL.
BANK BLDG. (23434)
SIMPSON, HENRY G., 203 N. SARATOGA ST.
(23434)
TAZEWELL 
HESS, JAMES D., P. O. BOX 386 (24651) 
TROUTVILLE 
VISSER, CORNELIUS S., P. O. BOX 1 (24175)
VIENNA
HOMES, LOWRY, HORN & JOHNSON, 309
MAPLE AVENUE WEST (22180)
SHAFFER, HARRY L., 10406 TRUMPETER
CT. (22180)
STREAN, RICHARD L., 1914 CONTRALTO
CT. (22180)
WHITE, DONALD R„ 301 MAPLE AVE. W.
SEC. 3 STE. H. (22180)
VIRGINIA BEACH
BROCK AND BEASLEY, 210 25TH ST. (23451)
CARTER, ROBERT R., 5209 VIRGINIA
BEACH BLVD. (23462)
GODWIN, TAYLOR, ASSOC., LTD., 117
BUTTERNUT LANE (23452)
KEE AND LEE, 25 AND ATLANTIC AVE. 
(23458)
KELLY, J. TERRY, 405 S. PARLIAMENT DR.
(23462)
SHERMAN, SPERO & SAFARINO, LTD., 301
BIRCHWOOD PARK DR. (23452)
TIBBITT, NELSON P., JR., P. O. BOX 2124
(23452)
UPTON, ROBERT E., JR., 404 22ND ST.
(23451)
WASSERMAN AND WASSERMAN, 281
INDEPENDENCE BLVD. (23462)
WARRENTON
BARBOUR, DRUNAGEL & RENNER, INC., 
726 NORTHERN VIRGINIA SHOPPING 
CENTER STE. 6 (22186)
SURLES, VIDA & ATKINSON, 65 CULPEPER 
ST. (22186)
WAYNESBORO
HOOVER, S. B. & COMPANY, L. B. & B. BLDG. 
WAYNE AVE. (22980)
O’HARE, CHARLES E., JR., 520 B. W. BROAD 
ST. (22980)
WILLIAMSBURG
FLANARY AND POWELL, P. O. BOX 166 
(23185)
GRANGER, LENT & HAWTHORNE, 1005 
RICHMOND RD. (23185)
THOMAS, R. HALL & CO., 310 N. BOUNDARY 
ST. (23185)
WINCHESTER
BARBOUR, DRUNAGEL & RENNER, INC., 31 
S. BRADDOCK ST. (22601)
BOSSERMAN, ALT, JAMES & STICKLEY, 24 
W. PICCADILLY ST. (22601)
HOTTEL & WILLIS, 314 N. BRADDOCK ST. 
(22601)
PARRISH, ARTHUR R. & CO., 25 E. 
BOSCAWEN ST. (22601)
YOUNT, HYDE & COMPANY, 50 S. CAMERON 
ST. (22601)
WISE
ROBERTS, JOE H., ROBERTS BLDG. 214 
MAIN ST. (24293)
WOODSTOCK
WALKER, RICHARD R., 156 N. MAIN ST. 
(22664)
WYTHEVILLE
COLE AND ARMBRISTER, 370 W. MONROE 
ST. (24382)WASHINGTON
ABERDEEN
AIKEN & SANDERS, 100 W. FIRST ST. 
(98520)
PRESZLER, LARNER AND CO., 527 FINCH 
BLDG. (98520)
ADDY
SIMPSON, DANN, RT. 1 BOX 139 (99101)
ANACORTES
ETTER, BILL G., 913 SIXTH ST. (98221)
WILLIAMS & NULLE, BURTON BLDG. 
(98221)
AUBURN
HALVERSON & FERGUSON, 227 AUBURN 
AVE. (98002)
BATTLE GROUND
SANDSTROM, HARRIET A., 614 E. MAIN ST. 
(98604)
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BELLEVUE
CLARK, NUBER & MILLISON. 1810 116 AVE.
N. E. (98004)
CLOTHIER. KIRK A., 17-148 S. E. (98112)
DAVIS, DAVID T., 10837 N. E. 2ND PLACE 
(98004)
DOOTSON, THOMPSON AND ASSOCIATES. 
INC., P. S., 606 110 AVE. N. E. STE. 310 
(98004)
DROKER, WAYNE M., 1643 103 SE. (98004)
ERICKSON. GEORGE A., RAYMER BLDG. 
STE. 300 606 110 AVE. NE. (98004)
KNUTZEN & PORTER. 10222 NE. FIRST ST. 
(98004)
LEGGATE, JOHN A., BLDG. D. STE. 5 
CROSSROAD SHOPPING CTR. STE. D-5 
(98008)
NELSON. ELIASON. BENNETT. HAMMACK A 
ASSOCIATES INC., P. S., 200 112 AVE. NE. 
(98004)
NELSON, ROLAND T., 1899 77 AVE. N. E. 
(98004)
SEIDEL, JACK & COMPANY. 14040 NE. 8 ST. 
STE. 313 (98007)
SIMONSON. MOORE & SEELYE. 25 102 AVE.
NE. (98004)
BELLINGHAM
LARSON. GROSS & HOOD. SUITE B-4 
BELLINGHAM NATL. BK. BLDG. (98225)
LEHN. RAYMOND A., MOUNT BAKER PROF.
BLDG. CORNWALL & HOLLY ST. (98225) 
OLSEN, OWEN M., 203 B. N. B. BLDG. (98225) 
UNGER & BORGSTROM, 1212 CORNWALL
AVE. (98225)
WILLIAMS & NULLE, BELLINGHAM FIRST 
FEDERAL SAVINGS BLDG. STE. 201 
(98225)
BOTHELL 
RIFFE, NOEL W., 17505 68 NE. (98011) 
BREMERTON
FORHAN, THOMAS W., 211 DIETZ BLDG. 
(98310)
MOSS. ADAMS & CO., 400 WASHINGTON 
BLDG. (98310)
NETZELL, RICHARD O., 412 MEDICAL 
DENTAL BLDG. (98310)
BRINNON
MCGUIRE, MELVIN O., ROUTE 2 BOX 106 
(98320)
CASHMERE 
SOPP, OLIN M., 121 COTTAGE AVE. (98815) 
CENTRALIA
PENLEY, GARFIELD W., P. O. BOX 607 
(98531)
CHEHALIS
YERGEN AND MEYER. P. O. BOX 957 (98532) 
CHELAN
FRANKLIN. HOMCHICK & KOCH. 
COMMERCIAL BLDG. 118 N. EMERSON 
(98801)
SHRADER, JAMES B., INC., P. S., 208 
WOODIN AVE. (98816)
COLFAX
KIRKPATRICK. UTGAARD & PERRY. P. S., E. 
109 WALL ST. (99111)
LEMASTER & DANIELS. NORTH 401 MAIN 
(99111)
DAVENPORT
AVERY, OLSON. CHRISTIE & LYLE. P. O. 
BOX 129 (99122)
DAYTON
CHEEVER, CHARLES H., P. O. BOX 228 
(99328)
EDMONDS
LARSON. DAVID M., 152 THIRD AVE. S. 
(98020)
LOUGHRIN, WILLIAM D., 152 THIRD AVE. S. 
(98020)
ELLENSBURG
BOYD. OLOFSON & COMPANY. FIFTH A 
RUBY STREETS (98926)
MOSS, ADAMS & CO., 416 N. SPRAGUE 
(98926)
ELMA
AIKEN AND SANDERS. P. O. BOX 631 (98541)
ENUMCLAW
HUBBARD. GEORGE D., 1230 GRIFFIN AVE. 
(98022)
EPHRATA
LEMASTER & DANIELS. 232 FIRST ST. N. W. 
(98823)
MORRIS, JONES & PALMER. 256 W. 
DIVISION (98823)
EVERETT
HASCAL, SJOHOLM & CO., P. S., 2929 COLBY 
AVE. (98206)
MAIN LAFRENTZ & CO., FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. STE. 401 (98201)
MOSS, ADAMS & CO., FIRST NATL. BANK 
BLDG. STE. 313 (98201)
PETERSON. LORENZ & COMPANY. 413 
MEDICAL DENTAL BLDG. (98201)
STAVE & GILBERTSON. 2720 RUCKER AVE. 
(98201)
WINTCH, DENNIS ALBERT, MINOR-JONES 
BLDG. RM. 202 1712 PACIFIC AVE. 
(98201)
FEDERAL WAY
MARTINSON, COBEAN & OLDHAM. 31260 
PACIFIC HWY. S. (98002)
WEISS, NORMA L., 623 S. W. 316 (98002)
FRIDAY HARBOR
KERR. FREDERIC D., P. O. BOX & (98250)
GIG HARBOR
COX. JOHN W., JR., 3114 HARBORVIEW DR. 
(98335)
GRANDVIEW
MCQUESTEN & FERGUSON, 312 DIVISION 
(98930)
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KENNEWICK
FRANKLIN, MAYHAN & CO., COLUMBIA 
VIEW PLAZA 7511 W. ARROWHEAD 
(99336)
NIEMI, HOLLAND & SCOTT, 17 N. CASCADE 
ST. (99336)
QUINN, WOOD & CO., CLEARWATER 
CENTRE STE. 3 3400 W. CLEARWATER 
(99336)
KENT
CHATHAM, WILLIAM R., P. S., MARK'S SQ. 
317 W. MEEKER (98031)
HUNT, RICHARDSON & CO., P. S., 10615 SE. 
256 ST. (98031)
JONES, MICHAEL K., 232 S. SECOND (98031)
SHANNON & DODD, 603 W. GOWE (98031)
KIRKLAND
DEMING, VAN E., 121 LAKE ST. S. (98033)
LACEY
JORGENSEN, PHILLIP T., #5 SOUTH SOUND 
CENTER (98503)
LONGVIEW
WHITAKER, LIPP & HEALEA, 1127 
BROADWAY (98632)
LYNNWOOD
SIGLER, BERNARD J., 19721 SCRIBER LAKE 
RD. (98036)
MERCER ISLAND
GRAHAM, RICHARD W., 3236 78TH SE. 
(98040)
MONTESANO
AIKEN AND SANDERS, 136 S. FIRST (98563)
MOSES LAKE
HASTINGS, VIRGIL L., 214 CEDAR ST. 
(98837)
LEMASTER & DANIELS, W. 420 BROADWAY 
(98837)
MORRIS, JONES & PALMER, 504 S. DIVISION 
ST. (98837)
QUINN, WOOD & CO., 1008 W. IVY (98837)
MOUNT VERNON
PARSONS, ROBERT D., 207 RICKETTS BLDG. 
(98273)
REEHOORN, JOHN P., 210 RICKETTS BLDG. 
(98273)
WALLACE & DAVIS, 414 LEGAL BLDG. 
(98273)
WILLIAMS AND NULLE, 205 MOLDSTAD 
BLDG. (98273)
NINE MILE FALLS
DIJKMAN, WIM, RTE. 1 BOX 39 (99026)
OLYMPIA
DAWLEY, RONALD C., RT. 16 BOX 250 
(98506)
FROST AND WOODY, INC., P. S., 2420 S. 
FRANKLIN ST. (98501)
MAILHOT, LLOYD H., P. O. BOX 741 (98507)
PEARSON, CHARLES S., 111 CAPITOL 
CENTER BLDG. (98501)
VADMAN, DIMON & BRIGGS, EVERGREEN 
PLAZA BLDG. STE. 702 711 S. CAPITOL 
WAY (98501)
WHITAKER, LIPP & HELEA, 201 FIFTH AVE. 
W. STE. 300 (98507)
OMAK
SASS, LEONARD L., 25 SO. ASH ST. (98841)
OTHELLO
CALAHAN, JAMES E., 615 E. HEMLOCK 
(99344)
PASCO
BAKER & GILES, 327 W. LEWIS ST. (99301)
FEELY, ARNOLD & ASSOCIATES, 919 WEST 
LEWIS (99301)
PORT ANGELES
AIKEN & SANDERS, INC., P. S., 1108 E. 
FIRST ST. (98362)
LARKIN & BAKER, 1102 E. FIRST ST. 
(98362)
NICKLES, CHARLES E., 201 FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (98362)
TOZZER, LARRIE R., ROUTE 5 BOX 33 
(98362)
POULSBO
BRIX, JAMES A., P. O. BOX 823 (98370) 
ROEHR, CHARLES F., HOSTMARK & HWY. 
305 (98370)
PULLMAN
SCHOEFF, HOWARD B., 240 OLD NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (99163)
SMELTZ, RAY, 204 OLD NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(99163)
ZEHNER, DONALD J., N. 1045 GRAND 
(99163)
PUYALLUP
SCOTT, KENNETH A., 9408 E. 112 ST. (98371) 
SHANNON & DODD, 210 FOURTH AVE. SW. 
(98371)
QUINCY
MORRIS, JONES & PALMER, 715 F ST. S. E. 
(98848)
RAYMOND
AIKEN AND SANDERS, WILLAPA HOTEL 
BLDG. 212 N. THIRD ST. (98577)
REDMOND
LEGG, BOB I., 16275 N. E. 85 (98052)
RENTON
HALLADAY, BEVERLY A., 14444 143 PL. SE. 
(98055)
NELSON, IOLA D., 817 S. THIRD (98055)
NICHOLAS & WOOD. EVERGREEN BLDG. 15 
SOUTH GRADY WAY STE. 330 (98055)
STANLICK, THOMAS, 127 PARK AVE. N. 
(98055)
THEVIK, WATSON & JORGENSEN, 222 
WILLIAMS AVE. SO. (98055)
RICHLAND
NIEMI, HOLLAND & SCOTT, 1201 JADWIN 
BLDG. (99352)
REAMS, VIOLA L., 1337 B. GEORGE 
WASHINGTON WAY (99352)
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ROSALIA
DAMRON, LESTER W., P. O. BOX 243 (99170)
SEATTLE
ALEXANDER, C. E., 13745 PALATINE AVE.
N. (98133)
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., 501 NORTON 
BLDG. (98104)
ANDERSON, GILLESPIE & BEAIL, 1515 
SEATTLE TOWER (98101)
ANGSTEAD, JAMES K., 3237 CALIFORNIA 
AVE. SW. (98116)
ANSELL, JOHNSON & CO., 1330 
WASHINGTON BLDG. (98101)
ARGO, SPARLING, ZAGER & ALLEN, 516 
LAKE UNION BLDG. 1700 WESTLAKE 
AVE. N. (98109)
BAKER, WILLARD 0., JR., 2651 TENTH W. 
(98119)
BALDWIN, CLIFFORD C., 918 W. BERTONA 
ST. (98119)
BALDWIN & HARRISON, 444 NE. RAVENNA 
BLVD. (98115)
BAROH, LOUIS, 2326 SIXTH AVE. (98121)
BAUMGARTNER, NIELSEN, KUECKELHAN 
AND HULL, 221 FIRST AVE. W. STE. 310 
(98119)
BEAR & OST, 700 NINTH AVE. (98104)
BECKER, SUSAN J., 1017 E. REPUBLICAN 
(98102)
BELCH, HERBERT J., 5509 17 AVE. N. E. 
(98105)
BENSON & MCLAUGHLIN, P. S., 401 SECOND 
AVE. W. (98119)
BERCH & BERKMAN, 5125 25 AVE. NE. 
(98105)
BERNBECK & CO., LLOYD BLDG. (98101)
BIRNEY, FROST & TALLMAN, 604 NORTON 
BLDG. (98104)
BOWEN, WEEKS & CO., 7522 20 AVE. N. E. 
(98115)
BRANDT, ELLERY I., 550 MERCER ST. # 104 
(98109)
BRITT, FRANCES D., P. S., 319 LLOYD BLDG. 
(98101)
CASS, S. BRUCE, 1529 RAINIER AVE. S. 
(98144)
CHRISTENSEN & MIDDLETON, 143 SW. 153 
ST. (98166)
CHURCH, EDWIN J. & CO., WEST SEATTLE 
PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 4505 44 S. W. 
(98116)
COOPERS & LYBRAND, SEATTLE FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. STE. 4700 (98104)
CORBETT, THOMAS J., 1539 NW. 200TH 
(98177)
DERRIG, J. F., 710 CHERRY ST. (98104)
DIERS, PAUL A., 2400 DEXTER AVE. N. 
(98109)
ENGER, OTTO R., 2314 FOURTH AVE. 
(98121)
ERNST & ERNST, 2700 SEATTLE-FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (98104)
FEOLA, RONALD S., 528 N. 100 ST. (98133)
FISHER AND WAGNER, 314 FAIRVIEW AVE. 
N. (98109)
FORBES, JOHN F. & COMPANY, SEATTLE 
TOWER (98101)
FROL & PEASLEY, 121 MERCER ST. (98109)
GOLDEN, MARTIN J., 1520 EASTLAKE E. 
(98102)
GORDON, NYALL L., 3419 FIRST AVE. S. 
(98134)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 2220 
SEATTLE FIRST NATIONAL BANK BLDG. 
(98104)
HANSEN, ARNE S. & COMPANY, 1118 
SEATTLE TOWER (98101)
HARRIS, KERR, FORSTER & COMPANY, 606 
NORTON BLDG. (98104)
HASKINS & SELLS, SEATTLE FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. STE. 2100 (98104)
HAYS, JAMES P., 2331 EASTLAKE AVE. E. 
(98102)
HILL, ROBERT B., 337
WHITE-HENRY-STUART BLDG. (98101)
HILLINGER, SAM, 5600 14TH AVE. NW. 
(98107)
ISHII, WILLIAM J., 671 S. JACKSON ST. 
(98104)
JACOBSON, GATTIS & LAWRENCE, 2112 
THIRD AVE. (98121)
JENSEN, GERALD W., 902 LLOYD BLDG. 
(98101)
JOHNSON, ANTHONY, 1500 WESTLAKE AVE. 
N. (98109)
JONSON, ERNEST A. & CO., 216 QUEEN 
ANNE AVE. N. (98109)
KELLY & PAYNE, FIRST WEST BLDG. 200 
FIRST AVE. W. (98119)
KNIGHT, VALE & GREGORY, 200 FIRST 
AVE. W. (98119)
KOBAYASHI & MATHISEN, 2707 N. E. 125TH 
ST. (98125)
KORDA, LOUIS J., 423 HALLADAY ST. 
(98109)
LAVENTHOL, KREKSTEIN, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, PLAZA 600 STE. 1200 (98101)
LAWSON, IRWIN P., 922 SECURITIES BLDG. 
(98101)
LEVY, JOHN D. & CO., LAKE UNION BLDG. 
1700 WESTLAKE AVE. N. (98109)
LOCK ITCH, CLEMENTS & RICE, 1411 
FOURTH AVE. BLDG. (98101)
LYSHOL, ROBERT A., 1405 PARK PLACE 
BLDG. (98101)
MAIER, LOTHAR, 5048 CALIFORNIA AVE.
SW. (98116)
MARTIN, ALVIN, 818 JOSEPH VANCE BLDG. 
(98040)
MARX, WILLIAM H., P. S., 1512 NORTON 
BLDG. (98104)
MATHIAS, WILLIAM N., 1001 FOURTH AVE.
#2929 (98154)
MCKNIGHT & SCHREIBER, 1118 JOSEPH 
VANCE BLDG. (98101)
MCLENNAN, LOVRE & COMPANY, 220 
PLAZA 600 (98101)
MCQUEEN, WILLIAM L., CENTRAL BLDG. 
810 THIRD AVE. (98104)
MELANG, BASHEY, PRITCHARD & JONES, 
P.S., 1404 IBM BLDG. (98101)
MEZISTRANO, DAVID J., 324 15TH AVE. E. 
(98102)
MOLITOR, DOREMUS & HANLIN, 607 
OLYMPIC NATL. LIFE BLDG. (98104)
MORROW, ROBERT E., 600 TOWER BLDG. 
(98101)
MOSS, ADAMS & CO., SEATTLE FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. STE. 3210 (98104)
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MULBERG, CLIFFORD R., 1405 PARK PLACE 
BLDG. 1200 SIXTH AVE. (98101)
MURPHY, JAMES H., 753
WHITE-HENRY-STUART BLDG. (98101)
MYERS, JERRY L., 754
WHITE-HENRY-STUART BLDG. (98101)
NATHAN, LAWRENCE M., 10732 FIFTH AVE. 
N. E. (98125)
NOBLE, THERON A., 710 CHERRY BLDG. 710 
CHERRY ST. (98104)
NORTHEY, T. RICHARD, 10 HARRISON ST. 
405 (98109)
NYBERG, RICHARD M., 5731 40TH AVE. NE. 
(98105)
O’BRIEN, JOHN L. & COMPANY, 1305 
JOSEPH VANCE BLDG. (98101)
OLSEN, KENNETH H., 17027 10 N. E. (98155)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., THE 
FINANCIAL CENTER 1215 FOURTH AVE. 
(98161)
PETERSON & SULLIVAN, 400 PARK PLACE 
BLDG. (98101)
PORTER, BARTON F. & CO., 1808 SEATTLE 
TOWER (98101)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., THE 
FINANCIAL CENTER (98161)
PTACEK, ROY H., 9632 16TH SW. (98106)
PURCELL, ROBERT F., 800 SECOND AVE. N. 
(98109)
REIMERS, MARGUERITE, 418 E. LORETTA 
PL. 116 (98102)
RERECICH, ROBERT A., 401 SW. AMBAUM 
BLVD. (98166)
ROINE, U. HENRY, 2521 SIXTH AVE. W. 
(98119)
SAFSTROM, WILLIAM A., 1411-FOURTH 
AVE. BLDG. STE. 1230 (98101)
SAITO, RAY K., 975 JOHN ST. RM. 208 
(98109)
SHEEHAN, LEO & COMPANY, 754 
WHITE-HENRY-STUART BLDG. (98101)
SIMPSON, W. G., 5717 20TH AVE. NW. (98107)
SKIPTON, JERRY B., 1001 TERRY AVE. # 105 
(98104)
STANFORD & MUNKO, 1910 FAIRVIEW AVE. 
E. (98102)
STIEBER, JOHN L., 224 DEXTER N. (98109)
STOCKTON & WILLIAMS, 710 CHERRY ST. 
(98104)
THOMPSON, KITTOE & KING, 120 BELMONT 
AVE. E. (98102)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., THE FINANCIAL 
CENTER (98161)
VAN DAM, HANS J., 1418 SEATTLE TOWER 
(98101)
VOJTA & LEW, 1216 PINE ST. (98101)
VON HARTEN & COMPANY, 1411 FOURTH 
AVE. BLDG. (98101)
WALL, KENNETH L. & CO., P. S., 1118 IBM 
BLDG. (98101)
WARD, HAROLD R., 120 SIXTH AVE. N. 
(98109)
WEBER, WALTER R., EXECUTIVE BLDG. 
4201 ROOSEVELT WAY NE. STE. 206 
(98105)
WING, TREMPER & SLATER, 1028 IBM 
BLDG. (98101)
WOLF, HENRY E., 818 JOSEPH VANCE BLDG. 
(98101)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 2100 
FINANCIAL CENTER 1215 FOURTH AVE. 
(98161)
SPOKANE
ANDERSON, PERETTI & CO., P. S., 928 OLD 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (99201)
ARICK & ELLIOTT, 401 PAULSEN BLDG. 
(99201)
AVERY, OLSON, CHRISTIE & LYLE. 915 W. 
SECOND AVE. (99204)
BATTY AND FORSGREN, FIDELITY BLDG. 
(99201)
BELL, JACK H., W. 1005 NINTH AVE. (99210) 
COOK, MAX D., 12317 20TH AVE. (99216) 
DAVIN, F. MAURICE, 603 FIDELITY BLDG.
WEST 524 RIVERSIDE (99201)
ERNST & ERNST, 850 LINCOLN BLDG. W. 
818 RIVERSIDE AVE. (99202)
HARNEY, TRACY & ENGSTROM. 
SHERWOOD BLDG. STE. 309 (99201)
HINTZ, PHILIP K., 1231 OLD NATIONAL BK. 
BLDG. (99201)
IRELAND, RICHARD M., 508 PAULSEN 
BLDG. (99201)
KANTJAS, JOHN, NORTHTOWN OFFICE 
BLDG. N. 4407 DIVISION ST. STE. 702 
(99207)
LEMASTER & DANIELS, 212 SYMONS BLDG. 
(99204)
MCFARLAND & ALTON, 152 S. STEVENS ST. 
(99204)
MCKENNA, THOMAS F., 421 SYMONS BLDG. 
(99204)
MORRIS, LEE & CO., 1415 OLD NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. (99201)
MORSE, LAURENCE D., P. S., 1322 O. N. B. 
BLDG. (99201)
ONSTINE, M. W., 1126 S. ASH ST. (99204)
PEUCK, LESTER M., 1710 NORTH CALISPEL 
(99205)
POBST, HARRY E., E. 9417 TRENT (99206) 
RANDALL, EMERY, CAMPBELL & PARKER.
411 PEYTON BLDG. (99201)
RIELLY, WILLIAM J. & ASSOCIATES. P. S., 
610 LINCOLN BLDG. (99201)
ROSE, DON, 417 O. N. B. BLDG. (99201)
SCHOEDEL & SCHOEDEL, 501 WASHINGTON 
TRUST BLDG. (99204)
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 818 W. RIVERSIDE 
AVE. (99201)
SKOG, HAZEL J., 3118 E. 15TH AVE. (99203)
STURMER, DONALD G., 731 LINCOLN BLDG 
(99201)
VAN DYK, ARNOLD P., 2009 NORTHWEST 
BLVD. (99205)
WATTERS, DUANE H., 712 HUTTON BLDG. 
(99204)
WHITE, LLOYD A., 712 PAULSEN BLDG. 
(99201)
WILSON & MOE, 508 PAULSEN BLDG. 
(99201)
SUNNYSIDE
BOYD, OLOFSON & CO., 818 E. EDISON 
(98944)
MCQUESTEN AND FERGUSON. 518 S. 
SEVENTH ST. (98944)
TACOMA
ALLEN. NELSON. TURNER & RUSH. 10 FL. 
PUGET SOUND BANK BLDG. (98402)
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ARGO, MARION C., 10033 BRIDGEPORT 
WAY SW. (98499)
BENTON, LEE A., PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 705
S. NINTH ST. (98405)
BOYLE, RAYMOND A., 8429 PACIFIC AVE. 
(98444)
BRINK, DONALD R., P. S. C., 5127 112TH ST. 
SW. (98499)
BUBB, WESLEY A., TACOMA MALL OFFICE 
BLDG. #150 (98409)
CONGER, TEX, 3831 SOUTH 12TH (98405)
DWYER, MEREDITH & PEMBERTON, 813 S. 
K. ST. (98405)
EDINGTON, RICHARD O., 2607 BRIDGEPORT 
WAY STE. 2C (98466)
ERNST & ERNST, 1800 ONE WASHINGTON 
PLAZA (98402)
GALAGAN, CYRIL J., 3018 SIXTH AVE. 
(98406)
HUNTSMAN, WM. F., 1001 WASHINGTON 
BLDG. (98402)
KNIGHT, VALE & GREGORY, 1500 ONE 
WASHINGTON PLAZA (98402)
LANGLOW & SKIPTON, 1623 CENTER ST. 
(98409)
MELSNESS, LARRY R., 7320 SIXTH AVE. 
STE. 5 (98'06)
MORELAND, HAROLD D., 10241
BRIDGEPORT WAY S. W. (98499)
PEDERSON, RENIE M., 1326 S. TACOMA 
AVE. (98402)
QUINN, WOOD & CO., 543 TACOMA MALL
OFFICE BLDG. 449 CEDAR BLVD. (98409)
SHARP, ROBERT E., 2301 S. TACOMA WAY 
(98409)
SMITH, MARGARET F., 5920 100TH ST. SW. 
(98499)
THOMAS, EVELENE ALLEN, P. S., INC., 253
BROADWAY (98402)
THORSTENSON, J. G., P. O. BOX 1401 (98401) 
WORK, ROBERT C., 5920 100TH ST. SW. STE.
2 (98499)
TEKOA
MCHARGUE, DONALD W., RT. 1 (99033)
TRI-CITIES
FRANKLIN, MAYHAN AND CO., P. O. BOX 
2588 (99302)
VANCOUVER
ANDERSON, ALAN B., 10605 NE. FOURTH 
PLAIN BLVD. (98662)
BROWN, I. ALLEN, CASCADE BLDG. 215 W. 
12 (98660)
FERGUSON & MATUSAK, 1514 BROADWAY 
(98663)
KADOW, KENNETH B., 2004 MAIN ST. 
(98660)
MOSS, ADAMS & CO., 201 ADAMS BLDG. 
1105 BROADWAY (98660)
PETERSON, VERNON F. & ASSOCIATES, P.S., 
7601 N.E. HAZEL DELL AVE. (98665)
SMITH, GERSTEIN & SMITH, 715 C ST. 
(98660)
TYNER, EDWARD R., 7716 NE. HAZEL DELL 
AVE. (98665)
VANDERWAL, JOHN, 215 W. 12TH ST. 
(98660)
WALLA WALLA
NIEMI, HOLLAND & SCOTT. 415 BAKER 
BLDG. (99362)
WAPATO
RASMUSSEN, GLENN J., ROUTE 2 BOX 2257 
(98951)
WENATCHEE
CORNELL, CHARLES A., 321 SAVINGS A 
LOAN BLDG. (98801)
FRANKLIN, HOMCHICK & KOCH, 517 N. 
MISSION (98801)
LEMASTER & DANIELS, PROFESSIONAL 
CENTRE (98801)
MERTES, GARY E., 205 DONEEN BLDG. 
(98801)
MORRIS, LEE & CO., 102 EXCHANGE BLDG. 
(98801)
QUINN, WOOD & COMPANY, 2 S. MISSION 
(98801)
WOODLAND
JOHNSON, DARLENE G., 635 PARK ST. 
(98674)
YAKIMA
BOYD, OLOFSON & COMPANY, 102 S. 
NACHES AVE. (98901)
BROSNAN, DONALD P., P. O. BOX 861 
(98901)
CADIGAN, JOHN F., 309 N. THIRD ST. 
(98901)
CLAUSEN, GERALD S., 1112-A W. LINCOLN 
AVE. (98902)
DAY, LUDWIG & CRIDDLE, 10 N. TENTH 
AVE. STE. 201 (98902)
DOLSEN, SYNOGROUND, SMITH & MARTIN, 
201 E. LINCOLN AVE. (98907)
MOSS, ADAMS & CO., 118 E. YAKIMA AVE. 
(98901)
SHRADER, JAMES B., INC., P. S., 914 
SUMMITVIEW AVE. (98902)WEST VIRGINIA
BECKLEY
HIGGINS & GORMAN, 112 PROFESSIONAL 
PARK (25801)
MASON & CO., RALEIGH COUNTY BANK
BLDG. (25801)
SIMPKINS & ASSOCIATES, P. O. BOX 1028 
(25801)
SMITH, THOMAS E., 111 MAIN ST. (25801)
STEPHENS, NORMAN E., P. O. BOX 830 
(25801)
BELINGTON
WILSON, LOIS K., P. O. BOX 275 (26250)
BLUEFIELD
BROWN, EDWARDS & COMPANY, 204 
COMMERCIAL BANK BLDG. (24701)
CHARLESTON
ARNETT & FOSTER, LEE BLDG. 210 
BROOKS ST. (25301)
BUCY, PAUL T., 413 VIRGINIA ST. W. (25302)
ELLIS & ELLIS, NELSON BLDG. STE. 908 
(25301)
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ERNST & ERNST, 1717 CHARLESTON NATL.
PLAZA (25301)
GOLDBERG. LOUIS I., 1020 COMMERCE SQ.
(25301)
HERMAN & CORMANY, 1033 QUARRIER ST.
STE. 603 (25301)
HOWELL AND PATERNO, 707 KANAWHA
VALLEY BLDG. (25301)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN. 1009
KANAWA VALLEY BLDG. (25301) 
KRISHER AND KRISHER, PEOPLES BLDG.
(25301)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 
KANAWHA VALLEY BLDG. (25301)
ROLLINS, CLEAVENGER AND ROLLINS, 
1113 VIRGINIA ST. E. (25301)
ROSENTHAL, JOSEPH C., 404-6 PEOPLES 
BLDG. (25301)
SARVER, WILLIAM N., KNIGHT BLDG.
(25301)
SMART, MCGINNIS & GABELL, 240 CAPITOL 
ST. (25301)
THOMAS, F. A., JR., P. O. BOX 83 (25321)
TUCKWILLER AND GLEASON, 1131
CHARLESTON NATL. PLAZA (25301) 
WILLIAMS, M. J., 1111 QUARRIER ST.
(25301)
WITSCHEY, HARMAN & WHITE, 1009 
KANAWHA VALLEY BLDG. (25302)
CLARKSBURG
JULIAN, JOHN D., 520 W. MAIN ST. (26301)
MILLER, MARVIN, 917 W. PIKE ST. (26301)
SNIDER, JOHN F., 109 GORE BLDG. (26301) 
TOOTHMAN, RICE & COMPANY, GOFF
BLDG. (26301)
FAIRMONT
CHAPMAN, SHAW & COMPANY, 509 DEVENY 
BLDG. (26554)
WARE, CLARENCE M., 800 FIRST NATL.
BANK BLDG. (26554)
FENWICK
HARRIS, H. F., BOX 128 (26202)
HUNTINGTON
BAGBY, TRAINER AND WRIGHT, THE COAL 
EXCHANGE BLDG. 401 11 ST. STE. 1200 
(25701)
BAUGHAN, R. L. & COMPANY, FIRST
HUNTINGTON NATL. BK. BLDG. (25722) 
COGAR, T. A., 414 ELEVENTH ST. (25701) 
DIAMOND AND TRACY, HUNTINTON NATL.
BANK BLDG. STE. 500 (25701)
HAYFLICH & STEINBERG, PRICHARD BLDG.
PENTHOUSE STES. (25721)
LOCKWOOD, MAURICE W., APPALACHIAN 
LIFE INS. BLDG. 11221/2 FOURTH AVE. 
(25701)
RAMBACHER, GARY L., 629 SEVENTH ST.
(25701)
SMART, MCGINNIS & GABELL, BIERN BLDG.
418 TENTH ST. (25701)
SOMERVILLE & COMPANY, 501 FIFTH AVE. 
(25701)
TAYLOR & CALLAWAY, 900 FIRST 
HUNTINGTON NATL. BANK BLDG. 
(25701)
KEYSER 
MCLAUGHLIN, GEORGE & CO., 126 EAST ST. 
(26726) 
KINGWOOD 
MALONEY, KENNETH E., WEHNER LAW 
BLDG. (26537)
LEWISBURG
ARNETT & FOSTER, GREENBRIER VALLEY 
BANK BLDG. (24901)
LOGAN
AUSTIN, CARL J., SEARS BLDG. STE. 302 
(25601)
BEVERAGE, EARL F., 409 WHITE A 
BROWNING BLDG. (25601)
WRIGHT, ROBERT L., 211A MAIN ST. (25601)
MADISON
LILLY, BARBARA W., P. O. BOX 597 (25130)
MARTINSBURG
COX, PHILIP P. & COMPANY, THE OLD 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (25401)
MORGANTOWN
CAVALLARO, RICHARD S., 212 HIGH ST. 
(26505)
KIRSCH, M. F., 354 HIGH ST. (26505)
PAPPAS, JORDAN C., P. O. BOX 806 (26505)
TANNER AND TANNER, 517 
MONONGAHELA BLDG. (26505)
VECCHIO, MICHAEL A., 265 SPRUCE ST. 
(26505)
WALKER, GLENN E., JR., 312 HIGH ST. 
(26505)
NITRO 
MARTIN & CUNNINGHAM, 1901 19 ST. 
(25143)
OAK HILL
WOOD & CLONCH, 114 S. MAIN ST. (25901)
PARKERSBURG
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN. 
COMMERCIAL BANK BLDG. (26101) 
JOHNSTON, BEN C., JR., 408 JULIANA ST.
(26101)
POWELL, GEO. R., 504 UNION TRUST BLDG. 
(26101)
STARLING, GRAMLICH, HACKETT AND 
ASTORG, 11331/2 MARKET ST. (26101) 
WITSCHEY, HARMAN & WHITE, 
COMMERCIAL BANK BLDG. (26101)
PRINCETON
LIVELY, ARNOLD D., PROFESSIONAL PARK 
RT. #5 BOX 200 (24740)
ROMNEY
SHANHOLTZER, LORAIN W., 290 N. HIGH 
ST. (26757)
RONCEVERTE
WISEMAN, PAUL E., P. O. BOX 493 (24970)
SOUTH CHARLESTON
MARTIN AND CUNNINGHAM, 415 D. ST. 
(25303)
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SPENCER
CRIHFIELD, KEITH, 204 FIRST NATIONAL 
BANK BLDG. (25276)
ST. ALBANS
HALL, CALVIN N., JR., P. O. BOX 169 (25177)
WEIRTON
DUMBAUGH, W. C., 3352 MAIN ST. (26062)
WELCH
JENNINGS, IVAN F., 203 FIRST NAT’L. BANK 
BLDG. (24801)
WHEELING
FRANKLIN, MARVIN, 713 RILEY LAW BLDG. 
(26003)
GESSNER, ANTHONY & CO., 804 MEDICAL 
TOWER (26003)
GOLDBERG, DAVID S., CO., 312 LACONIA
BLDG. (26003)
GRIFFIN, DONALD E., 403-405 BOARD OF
TRADE BLDG. (26003)
SNODGRASS, S. R. & COMPANY, 1300
MARKET ST. (26003)
THIEROFF, FOOSE & MAGER, 500 BOARD 
OF TRADE BLDG. (26003)
WISEMAN, JOHN & CO., 1219 CHAPLINE ST. 
(26003)
WILLIAMSON
BLACKBURN, WILLIAM F., MOUNTAINEER 
HOTEL BLDG. SECOND AVE. (25661)
LOCKWOOD, MAURICE W., STE. 26 
KAPOURALES BLDG. (25661)WISCONSIN
ANTIGO 
BRAUN, KOPREK & PREBOSKE, S. C., 
FIDELITY BANK BLDG. (54409)
SMITS, ROBERT E., PROFESSIONAL BLDG. 
610 SUPERIOR ST. (54409)
APPLETON
BAILLIES, DENSON, ERICKSON & SMITH, 
1000 W. COLLEGE AVE. (54911)
FROEHLICH, HAROLD V., 322 E. COLLEGE 
AVE. (5491 1)
LANDREMAN, RICHARD U. & CO., 1213 N. 
SUPERIOR ST. (54911)
MATTOX, RONALD AND ASSOCIATES. 103 
W. COLLEGE AVE. (54911)
SCHENCK. DERSCHEID, KUENZLI, 
STURTEVANT & JOHNSON, S. C., 1033 W. 
COLLEGE AVE. (54911)
SCHUMAKER, HAASS, BAIER & RIEDL, 309 
E. WASHINGTON ST. (54911)
TIMMERS, THOMAS S., 1711 W. COLLEGE 
AVE. (54911)
ZIVEN, BERNARD P., 1607 CARVER LANE 
(54911)
BARABOO
HOPPE, JOHN A. CO., P. O. BOX 155 (53913)
BEAVER DAM
PARENT, DOTT, RONNING & HAIDER, LTD., 
1017-A N. SPRING ST. (53916)
BELOIT
FAVOUR, RICHARD R., 419 PLEASANT ST. 
RM. 310 (53511)
GERHARD, W. RICHARD, 531 E. GRAND 
AVE. (53511)
POLLARD, CHARLES A., 1820 RIVERSIDE 
DR. (53511)
SIEPERT, H. G. & COMPANY, 401 PARK AVE. 
(53511)
BLACK RIVER FALLS
CHRISTENSEN, SUND & LUND, 1 N. SECOND 
ST. (54615)
BROOKFIELD
FECHTMEYER, HENRY C., 2800 NO. 
BROOKFIELD RD. (53005)
HUSS, JERRY S., 12545 W. BURLEIGH RD. 
(53005)
MUELLER, PETER A., 2620 ARBOR DR.
(53005)
BURLINGTON
EDWARDS, PAUL B., 105 N. DODGE ST. 
(53105)
BUTLER
WERNECKE, HAROLD W., 12714 W.
HAMPTON AVE. (53007)
CHIPPEWA FALLS
ANDERSON, MALCOLM E., 129 W. CENTRAL 
ST. (54729)
CUDAHY
SCHUMACHER, R. P. & CO., 5011 S.
PACKARD AVE. (53110)
DODGEVILLE
VIRCHOW, KRAUSE & CO., 108 WEST 
MERRIMAC ST. (53533)
EAU CLAIRE
BERTELSON COMPANY, 713 KENNEY AVE. 
(54701)
IRWIN, THE COMPANY, 1207 S. HASTINGS 
WAY (54701)
OLSON AND KNUTSON, 1812 BRACKETT 
AVE. STE. 5 (54701)
PITTERLE, ALPHONS, 2507 E. CLAIREMONT
PKWY. (54701)
ELKHORN
VIRCHOW, KRAUSE AND CO., 203 W. 
WALWORTH ST. (53121)
FOND DU LAC
BOSTWICK & KLINZING, 30 S. PORTLAND 
ST. (54935)
HAGEDORN, C. R., 20 SIXTH ST. (54935)
MATTOX, RONALD & ASSOC., P. O. BOX 
1558 (54935)
MICHLER, ARTHUR W., 104 S. MAIN ST. 
(54935)
TIMLER, LAWRENCE PETE, 14 SIXTH ST. 
(54935)
GRANTSBURG
HALLIN, LUFI & REVORD, LTD., P. O. BOX 
32 (54840)
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GREEN BAY
CANNING, JOHN J. & CO., 529 S. JEFFERSON 
ST. (54301)
EVANS & RACE CO., P. O. BOX 1545 (54305)
JONET, FOUNTAIN, VANDE LOO & GLASER, 
MINAHAN-MCCORMICK BLDG. 205 E. 
WALNUT (54301)
KALCIK, MERRIMAN & CO., 220 N. MADISON 
ST. (54305)
MCCOMB, UPHILL & PFEFFER, 727 E. 
WALNUT ST. (54305)
NELSON, ROBERT E., 228 COLUMBUS BLDG. 
(54301)
ROBISHAW & HERMANS, 414 E. WALNUT ST. 
(54301)
SCHULDES, BURNS, ALK & DENIS, 
ACCOUNTANTS BLDG. 414 S. JEFFERSON 
ST. (54305)
VANDERMUSS, KNOX & FULLER, 200 S. 
MONROE AVE. (54301)
HALES CORNERS
ANTHOLINE, R. E., 10120 W. FOREST HOME 
AVE. (53130)
SMALL, JEROME R., 11330 ARROWHEAD 
TRAIL (53130)
HAYWARD
HANSON, MILROY & HANSON, P. O. BOX 231 
(54843)
JANESVILLE
HILBELINK, ROBERT J., 103 S. JACKSON ST. 
(53545)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
101 E. MILWAUKEE ST. STE. 304 (53545)
MCNALLY, JAMES E. & CO., 3001 W. 
MEMORIAL DR. (53545)
VIRCHOW, KRAUSE AND CO., 321 E. 
MILWAUKEE ST. (53545)
KENOSHA
DREW, HARMON & CO., KENOSHA NATL. 
BLDG. 625 57 ST. (53140)
GUNDLACH, HERMAN C., 815 57TH ST. 
(53140)
HOUSTON, NAEGELI & CO., 2106 63RD ST. 
(53140)
HUSER, BERNARD C., 501 KENOSHA NATL. 
BANK BLDG. 625 57 ST. (53140)
SEYMOUR, GORDON A. & JAMES D. 
SEYMOUR, 5820 THIRD AVE. (53140)
LA CROSSE
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, 509 
BATAVIAN BANK BLDG. (54601)
HAWKINS, ASH, BAPTIE & CO., FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. STE. 206 (54601)
MONSON, PREESHL, HELSTAD, SHOUP A 
ASSOCIATES, 501 SCHNEIDER BLDG. 
(54601)
RETZLAFF, WORCHEL, LTD., 324 
EXCHANGE BLDG. (54601)
LADYSMITH
STRAND, DALE E., WEST LAKE AVE. (54848)
LAKE GENEVA
BAILLIES, DENSON, ERICKSON & SMITH, 
CITIZENS NATL. BANK BLDG. (53147)
MADISON
ADAMSON, VERLYN G. & ASSOC., S. C., 3414 
MONROE ST. (53711)
BAILLIES, DENSON, ERICKSON AND SMITH, 
433 W. WASHINGTON AVE. (53705)
CASTLE, JAMES H., 222 W. WASHINGTON 
AVE. (53703)
GILL, DONALD E. & COMPANY, 1210 ANN 
ST. (53701)
GUNKEL, VON HADEN AND CANTWELL, 
S.C., 4646 FREY ST. (53705)
HOUGHTON, TAPLICK & CO., 119 MOMONA 
AVE. STE. 707 (531
JOHNSON & GESBECK, 30 W. MIFFLIN ST. 
STE. 201 (53703)
KIESLING, A. G. & ASSOCIATES. 25 W. MAIN 
ST. (53703)
MATTOX, RONALD & ASSOCIATES, 2 E. 
GILMAN ST. (53701)
MORTON, POPE & NEHLS, 4646 FREY ST. 
(53705)
NEWMAN, MILFORD A., 5011 MONONA DR. 
(53716)
NOLTNER, WILLIAM A., THE MONONA 
BLDG. 5011 MONONA DR. (53716)
REUSCHLEIN, EARL V. ASSOCIATES, LTD., 
2095 WINNEBAGO ST. (53704)
SEGER, JACK E., 313 EXECUTIVE BLDG.
4909 MONONA DR. (53716)
SELBERG & FITZPATRICK. 222 W. 
WASHINGTON AVE. (53703)
SMITH & GESTELAND, P. O. BOX 1764 
(53701)
STRICKLAND, JOHN M., 313 PRICE PL. 
(53705)
SWANSON, HARRY W., 303 PRICE PLACE 
(53705)
VIRCHOW, KRAUSE & CO., 4604 E. 
WASHINGTON AVE. (53704)
WEGNER, ROBERT E. & ASSOCIATES, 2518 
FISH HATCHERY RD. (53713)
WENZLAFF, RUSSELL S., 5718 ELDER PL. 
(53705)
WHITE, REINHOLTZ & PFEFFERKORN, 2326
S. PARK ST. (53701)
MANITOWOC
IHLENFELD, VINING F., 421 N. EIGHTH ST. 
(54220)
KOLLATH, CHARLES E., 815A S. EIGHTH ST. 
(54220)
REICHARD & WHITNEY, 602 N. NINTH ST. 
(54220)
SCHMALZ & STEPHANI, 926 S. EIGHTH ST.
(54220)
MARINETTE
RETTKE, ARTHUR R., 1914 HALL AVE. 
(54143)
SCHRANK, ROBERT G. & ASSOCIATES. 
18201/2 HALL AVE. (54143)
MARSHFIELD
HILL, ALFRED V. & COMPANY, HWY. 97 
NORTH (54449)
KLINNER, ROBERT W., 114 W. SECOND ST. 
(54449)
WIPFLI, ULLRICH & COMPANY. 104 E. 
THIRD ST. (54449)
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MENOMONEE FALLS
BROESCH, DONALD M., N. 88 W. 17015 MAIN 
ST. (53051)
GERLACH. NEWALD & HART. W. 156 N. 8278 
PILGRIM RD. (53051)
STOLZ. PETER E., N. 88 W. 16575 MAIN ST.
(53051)
MILWAUKEE
ANDERSEN. ARTHUR & CO., 777 E. 
WISCONSIN AVE. (53202)
ARONSON. SCHROEDER & CO., 4893 N. 
GREEN BAY AVE. (53209)
BARTZ. DANIEL J., 324 E. WISCONSIN AVE. 
STE. 1041 (53202)
BERSCH & COMPANY. S. C., 615 E. 
MICHIGAN ST. (53202)
BERZOWKSI, M. M., 5233 N. MILWAUKEE 
RIVER PKWY. (53209)
BOEHME, JOSEPH C., 840 N. THIRD ST. STE. 
603 (53203)
BONFIELD. WILLIAM & CO., S. C., 152 W. 
WISCONSIN AVE. (53203)
BOSSERT, THOMPSON & BOERNER, 9203 W. 
BLUE MOUND ROAD (53226)
BRUSS, RICHARD H., 9235 W. CAPITOL DR. 
(53222)
BUEHMANN, ROBERT F., 2835 N. MAYFAIR 
RD. (53222)
CARROLL, THOMAS F., 735 N. WATER ST. 
(53202)
CHORTEK, GEORGES & CO., 152 W. 
WISCONSIN AVE. (53203)
COHEN. ROBERT D., 229 E. WISCONSIN AVE. 
STE. 1001 (53202)
COHN, DAVID. 2040 W. WISCONSIN AVE. 
(53233)
COOPERS & LYBRAND. 111 E. WISCONSIN 
AVE. (53202)
COPPERSMITH & TOBIN. 9137 W. LISBON 
AVE. (53222)
CRANE. ROBERT B. & CO., 7600 W. 
HAMPTON AVE. (53218)
DEINLEIN, G. C., 3368 N. SUMMIT AVE. 
(53211)
DUQUAINE, JAMES W., 11430 W.
BLUEMOUND RD. (53226)
DVORAK, GAYLE R., 6646 W. FAIRVIEW
AVE. (53213)
ERNST & ERNST, 1200 FIRST WISCONSIN 
NATL. BANK BLDG. (53202)
FORREST, EUGENE R., 788 N. JEFFERSON 
(53202)
GERLACH. NEWALD & HART, 135 WEST 
WELLS STREET (53203)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY. 788 N. 
JEFFERSON ST. (53202)
GUENTNER, HARRY F., JOHN MARINER 
BLDG. 411 E. MASON ST. (53202)
HAFNER, JURACK & CO., S. C., 1012 N. 
THIRD ST. (53203)
HAMMEL, KOHLMETZ & ENGELHARDT. S.C.,
10425 W. NORTH AVE. (53226)
HARRIS. ROBERT A., 2500 N. MAYFAIR RD. 
(53226)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1260 MARINE PLAZA 
(53202)
H1ELSCHER, HARVEY W., 736 E.
BRIARWOOD PLACE (53217)
HUBER, EDWARD J., 9205 WEST CENTER ST. 
(53222)
JANKINS, RALPH M. & CO., 229 E. 
WISCONSIN AVE. (53202)
JOHNSON, ROBERT E., JR., 836 N. 12TH ST. 
(53233)
KAREN. ROTH, FRANK & CO., 105 E. SILVER 
SPRING DR. (53217)
KILLAM, DE VALK AND COMPANY, 759 N. 
MILWAUKEE ST. (53202)
KOLB AND LAUWASSER, 2323 N. MAYFAIR 
RD. (53202)
LAUTERBACH, K. H. & COMPANY, S. C., 
11430 W. BLUEMOUND RD. (53226)
LEONARD, GERALD J., 11430 W.
BLUEMOUND RD. (53226)
LEVINE, BURTON H., 536 W. WISCONSIN 
AVE. (53203)
LINDER. ROBYN D., 724 E. MASON (53202)
MADNEK, HYMAN W., 229 E. WISCONSIN 
AVE. STE. 1001 (53202)
MCGLADREY. HANSEN. DUNN & CO., 660 E. 
MASON ST. (53202)
MEIER, CLANCY. GEORGE & CO., 3245 N. 
124 ST. (53222)
MOECKLER, BOOKSTAFF, LEWIS AND RIEK, 
3500 N. SHERMAN BLVD. (53216)
NANKIN, SCHNOLL & COMPANY, S. C., 735 
W. WISCONSIN AVE. STE. 400 (53233)
O’KEEFE, EDWARD J., 2434 N. 94TH ST. 
(53226)
OSTACH, WILLIAM, 135 W. WELLS ST. 
(53203)
PATE, JOSEPH L., 6324 W. NORTH AVE. 
(53216)
PEAT, MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., 735 N. 
WATER ST. (53202)
PETRIE, STANLEY E., 5625 N. 36 ST. (53209)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., 2050 MARINE 
PLAZA (53202)
REILLY, PENNER & BENTON, THE 
LOYALTY BLDG. STE. 300 611 N. 
BROADWAY (53201)
RITZ, HOLMAN & CO., 733 NORTH VAN 
BUREN ST. ST. 220 (53202)
RUPPERT, FRANK P., 6324 W. NORTH AVE. 
(53213)
SAPIRO, KRISTAL & CO., 744 N. FOURTH ST. 
(53203)
SATTELL, MILTON & CO., 211 W. WISCONSIN 
AVE. (53203)
SCRIBNER, COHEN & CO., 1840 N. FARWELL 
AVE. (53202)
SIEGEL, SWEET & CO., 744 N. FOURTH ST. 
(53203)
SMAGLIK, NORMAN J., 4738 W. LISBON AVE. 
(53208)
SOMMERFIELD, EUGENE D., 5058 N. 67TH 
ST. (53218)
STARK, HENRY, 5200 W. BLUEMOUND RD. 
(53208)
STEIN, MILTON P., BROWN-PORT CENTER 
8657 N. PORT WASHINGTON RD. (53217)
THEUERKAUF, ROY W., 4447 N. OAKLAND 
AVE. (53211)
THOMPSON, ARTHUR W., 9203 W.
BLUEMOUND RD. (53226)
TILLMAN & KENNEDY, 125 E. WELLS ST. 
(53202)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 250 E. WISCONSIN 
AVE. (53202)
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TUSHAUS, DONALD & COMPANY, 2835 N. 
MAYFAIR RD. (53222)
VANDERJAGT, GIBSON & COMPANY. 2421 
N. MAYFAIR RD. (53226)
WALICKI, JOHN R., 9431 W. BELOIT RD. RM. 
210 (53227)
WALSH, PATRICK W., S. C., 615 E. MICHIGAN 
ST. (53202)
WETTSTEIN, RICHARD M. & ASSOC., 
GUARDIAN STATE BANK BLDG. 3319 W. 
VILLARD AVE. (53209)
YOUNG, ARTHUR & COMPANY, 780 N. 
WATER ST. (53202)
ZETLEY & PALAY, 778 N. JEFFERSON ST. 
(53202)
ZIEGERT, SMALER, KAMINSKI & 
FREYBERG, 2835 NORTH MAYFAIR RD. 
(53222)
MINOCQUA
WIPFLI, ULLRICH & COMPANY, HERITAGE 
HOUSE (54548)
MONROE
MEYTHALER & CATON, 1005 16TH AVE. 
(53566)
NEENAH
HAVEN, GARLOCK, SCHATZ & CO., WEST 
CECIL BLDG. 219 W. CECIL ST. (54956)
NEILLSVILLE
QUICKER, DONALD E., 631 HEWETT ST. 
(54456)
NEW BERLIN
DICKINSON, VERNON E., 1420 S. RIVER RD. 
(53151)
OCONOMOWOC
LARSON, RONALD C., WHITMAN PARK 
PROF. BLDG. 888 THACKERAY TRAIL 
(53066)
OSHKOSH
HAVEN, GARLOCK, SCHATZ & CO., 404 N. 
MAIN ST. (54901)
PLATTEVILLE
MEYTHALER & CATON, 25 E. MAIN (53818)
PORT WASHINGTON
WOIAK, THOMAS, 309 N. FRANKLIN STREET 
(53074)
RACINE
BUROW, W. E., 1418 CARLISLE AVE. (53404)
CSEPELLA, JOHN P., 220 NINTH ST. (53403)
HAMMILL, EARL W. & COMPANY, 201 SIXTH 
ST. (53403)
HULBERT, DAVID, 829 WISCONSIN AVE. 
(53403)
JOHNSTON, ROBERT E., 1115 N. MAIN ST. 
(53402)
MASTOUS, GUST S., 2904 N. MAIN ST. 
(53402)
SMITH, F. J. & COMPANY, 212 FIFTH ST. 
(53403)
STONE, EDWARD T., 1419 WASHINGTON 
AVE. (53403)
WILSON, IVAN J., 1408 WASHINGTON AVE. 
(53403)
RHINELANDER
SUSMILCH, JACK C., 30A W. DAVENPORT ST. 
(54501)
WIPFLI, ULLRICH & COMPANY, 7A SOUTH 
BROWN ST. (54501)
' RICE LAKE
DURAND, PAUL F., 1221/2 N. MAIN ST. STE. 
104 (54868)
KUBNICK, WARREN & ASSOCIATES, FIRST 
WISCONSIN NATL. BK. BLDG. 138 N. 
MAIN ST. (54868)
RIPON
ROOT, RALPH R., P. O. BOX 104 (54971)
SHAWANO
HAPKE AND MATZ, S. C., 118 E. DIVISION 
ST. (54166)
SHEBOYGAN
DIPPOLD, COOPER & NELSON, 2024 
KOHLER MEMORIAL DR. (53081)
GRAEF & VAN DER JAGT, ERIE BLDG. 708 
ERIE AVE. (53081)
SPARTA
CHRISTENSEN, SUND & LUND, 144 N. 
WATER ST. (54656)
STEVENS POINT
TIMM AND COMPANY, S. C., 1356 COLLEGE 
AVE. (54481)
STOUGHTON
ROOT, JEROME W., 374 E. MAIN ST. (53589)
STURGEON BAY
PARSONS & PARSONS, 211 N. THIRD AVE. 
(54235)
SUN PRAIRIE
VIRCHOW, KRAUSE & COMPANY, 100 E. 
MAIN ST. (53590)
SUPERIOR
HANSON, MILROY & HANSON, 306 BOARD 
OF TRADE BLDG. (54880)
THORP
BECKER, DAN C., 103 E. SCHOOL (54771)
MATZINGER, HERBERT, 305 N. 
WASHINGTON ST. (54771)
TOMAH
CHRISTENSEN, SUND & LUND, 202 
SUPERIOR AVE. (54660)
WATERLOO
VIRCHOW, KRAUSE & CO., ’ 32 W. MADISON 
ST. (53594)
WATERTOWN
VIRCHOW, KRAUSE & CO., 302 N. THIRD ST. 
(53094)
WAUKESHA
LUBNOW, DEMERRITT & COMPANY, 261 
SOUTH ST. (53186)
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SCHLEY, NORMAN E., 204 WISCONSIN AVE. 
(53186)
VRAKAS, RIPLEY & CO., S. C., 300 
WISCONSIN AVE. (53186)
WAUSAU
GASSNER, JAMES L. & COMPANY, 503 
JEFFERSON ST. (54401)
KOENIG, E. C. MARK, P. O. BOX 1265 (54401)
KRAUSE, HOWARD & COMPANY, FIRST 
AMERICAN NATL. BANK BLDG. 500 
THIRD ST. (54401)
WIPFLI, ULLRICH & COMPANY, FIRST 
AMERICAN NATL. BANK BLDG. (54401)
WAUWATOSA
OTTO, CHESTER L. & CO., 3077 N. 
FAIRWOOD CT. (53222)
VOLZ, HOWARD C. & CO., S. C., 7515 
HARWOOD AVE. (53213)
WEST ALLIS
FINK, HOWARD J., 1413 S. 72ND ST. (53214)
KRUEGER, FELD & CO., 402 WEHR BLDG. 
10201 W. LINCOLN AVE. (53227)
PUETZER, HERBERT C., 8626 W.
GREENFIELD AVE. (53214)
SEIBERT, MARTIN J., 7231 W. GREENFIELD 
AVE. (53214)
WEYAUWEGA
STROSCHEIN, A. A., P. O. BOX 457 (54983)
WISCONSIN RAPIDS
BARTLETT, CLAYTON 0., 320 FOURTH AVE. 
S. (54494)
BECKER, HAROLD A., MEAD WITTER BLDG. 
RM. 17-18 (54494)
HAHN, KENNETH C., 265 W. GRAND AVE. 
(54494)
WOLOSEK, EUGENE F., 1111/2 THIRD ST. N. 
(54494)
WOODRUFF
SMITH, AVERY G., P. O. BOX 538 (54568)WYOMING
BUFFALO
CROFF, CHRISTENSEN & CO., 94 SOUTH 
MAIN ST. (82834)
CASPER
BATES AND HOCKER, 130 S. WOLCOTT 
(82601)
FOX, ELMER & COMPANY, GREAT PLAINS 
LIFE BLDG. (82601)
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
CON ROY BLDG. STE. 505 (82601)
RILEY, LEO A., 404 CON ROY BLDG. (82601) 
SAFFORD, A. DERYL, WYOMING BLDG. RM. 
532 (82601)
TANGNEY, HARRIS & HOMAR, 504 
PETROLEUM BLDG. (82601)
CHEYENNE
COOLIDGE, C. B., 100 TETON BLDG. (82001) 
MCGLADREY, HANSEN, DUNN & COMPANY, 
AMERICAN NATL. BANK BLDG. (82001)
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WIRICK, MICHAEL 0., 218 W. NINETEENTH 
ST. (82001)
CODY
BAILEY, ROBIRDS, NICHOLS AND 
ASSOCIATES, SHOSHONE FIRST NATL. 
BANK BLDG. (82414)
DAWSON, OLIVER M., 1147 SHERIDAN AVE. 
(82414)
KRAMPERT, CLARENCE C., 1092 SHERIDAN 
AVE. (82414)
GILLETTE
MEYER, SYLTE AND HOLST, P. O. BOX 1086 
(82716)
GREYBULL
BERGSTROM, BRUCE W., P. O. BOX 511 
(82426)
SHELLEDY, W. R., P. O. BOX 311 (82426)
LANDER
MACY, ROBERT, JR., 550 MAIN ST. (82520)
RECORD & HUBBS, 431 MAIN ST. (82520)
LARAMIE
CHAPMAN, FRANK D., 105 S. FOURTH ST. 
(82070)
JEFFRYES, E. R. AND W. R. JEFFRYES, 212 
GARFIELD ST. (82070)
NEWCASTLE
MEYER, SYLTE & HOLST, 122 W. 
WENTWORTH (82701)
POWELL
BAILEY, ROBIRDS, NICHOLS & ASSOC., P. O. 
BOX 987 (82435)
LEWIS, GLENN R., P. O. BOX 963 (82435)
RAWLINS
HAWKINS & PAGE, FIRST NATIONAL BANK 
BLDG. FOURTH & BUFFALO STS. (82301)
REYNDERS, EUGENE R., 118 FIFTH ST. 
(82301)
RIVERTON
MOORE, CLIFFORD H., 321 E. WASHINGTON 
(82501)
ROCK SPRINGS
LIKES, STEVENS & HENDERSON, 220 B ST. 
(82901)
SARATOGA
WILSON, ARCHIE T., 109 E. BRIDGE ST. 
(82331)
SHERIDAN
BYRTUS AND WORDEN, COLUMBUS BLDG. 
23 N. SCOTT (82801)
CROFF, CHRISTENSEN & CO., 107 S. MAIN 
(82801)
MAC ALISTER, J. GORDON, 50 E. LOUCKS 
ST. (82801)
PRADERE, JOHN M., 24 S. MAIN ST. (82801)
TRACY, JOHN E., GUEST HOUSE P. O. BOX 
6084 (82801)
TETON VILLAGE
WATKINS, PARRY A., P. O. BOX 152 (83025)
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TORRINGTON
BLUNSOM, E. OLAF & COMPANY. 2019 MAIN 
ST. (82240)
SCHAAF. VICTOR. P. O. BOX 28 (82240)
WHEATLAND
MCANNANY, TERRY G., P. O. BOX 447 
(82201)
WORLAND
CHAPMAN. RAYMOND C., 104 S. SEVENTH 
(82401)
COOPER, ALFORD W., P. O. BOX 579 (82401)PUERTO RICO
BAYAMON
DIAZ-CRUZ. HATUEY, G-8 GARDEN 
MEADOW GARDEN HILLS (00619)
RIVERA-MARRERO, RAMON. 20 BETANCES 
ST. (00619)
CAGUAS
ALVARADO. MANUEL, BALDORIOTY AND 
JIMENEZ SICARDO STS. (00625)
MARTIN-JIMENEZ, JORGE A., JIMENEZ 
SICARDO & BALDORITY (00625)
MULERO, MIGUEL A., 74 BETANCES ST. 
(00625)
PACHECO. RAFAEL. 55 JIMENEZ SICARDO 
ST. (00625)
GUAYNABO
SANTAMARIA-MEDINA, JORGE. IV. A. 8 
SIXTH ST. SANTA PAULA (00657)
HATO REY
ERNST & ERNST. 1400 BANCO POPULAR 
CTR. (00918)
FIGUEROA TORO. ARMANDO. PLAZA LAS 
AMERICAS OFFICE 210 (00918)
GRANT. ALEXANDER & COMPANY, PLAZA 
LAS AMERICAS STE. 204 (00936)
HASKINS & SELLS, 1400 THE CHASE 
MANHATTAN BANK BL. 254 MUNOZ 
RIVERA AVE. (00918)
JUSTINIANO, ANGEL L., FOMENTO BLDG. 
STE. 640 (00918)
KRUSE, CARL H., CHASE MANHATTAN 
BANK BLDG. (00918)
LAVENTHOL KREKSTE1N, HORWATH A 
HORWATH, 1701 BANCO POPULAR CTR. 
(00918)
LOZADA, ANIBAL P., PAN AM BLDG. STE. 
906 (00917)
LUCIANO GUZMAN. RUBEN. 108 
DOMENECH AVE. STE. 206 (00918)
MARI-NACER, ANTONIO. 406 FERNANDO I. 
ST. (00918)
PATINO. VICTORIANO, METROPOLITAN 
SHOPPING CTR. STE. 9 (00917)
PEAT. MARWICK, MITCHELL & CO., BANCO 
POPULAR CENTER (00936)
PERDOMO-ALVAREZ, DIEGO, EL MONTE 
SHOPPING CTR. #38-A (00918)
PRICE WATERHOUSE & CO., THE CHASE 
MANHATTAN BANK BLDG. (00917)
REYES, J. BENITEZ & ASSOCIATES, 
MIDTOWN BLDG. STE. 508 420 PONCE DE 
LEON AVE. (00919)
RODRIGUEZ, LUIS A., 823 CHASE
MANHATTAN BLDG. (00918)
SANCHEZ, GONZALEZ & BERMUDEZ, 
BANCO POPULAR CTR. STE. 1111 (00917)
TORRES-VALLES, JORGE, CENTRO II. BLDG. 
STE. 234 (00918)
YOUNG. ARTHUR & COMPANY, CHASE 
MANHATTAN BANK BLDG. 254 MUNOZ 
RIVERA AVE. (00918)
MAYAGUEZ
PAGAN DEL TORO, RAFAEL, 2-B 
CONDOMINIO LAS NEREIDAS (00708)
SEPULVEDA SEDA, JAIME E., P. O. BOX 1105 
(00708)
OLD SAN JUAN
MARCHANY, PEREZ-NAZARIO & CO., 500 
CHASE MANHATTAN BANK BLDG. 
(00901)
PONCE
CASTRO, GONZALEZ & ROIG, MENDEZ 
VIGO #18 (00731)
HASKINS & SELLS, 425 EDIFICIO 
GONZALEZ (00731)
RODRIGUEZ, DOMINGO J., CONDOMINIO 
SAN VICENTE #43 CONCORDIA ST. 
(00731)
RIO PIEDRAS
CORREA, DAVID, DARLINGTON BLDG. STE. 
402 (00925)
HABIBE, T. R. & ASSOCIATES, LA 
ELECTRONICA BLDG. STE. 321 CARR. 
NO. 1 KM. 14 HM. 7 (00927)
MEDINA, FRANCISCO MARTINEZ, P. O. BOX 
20602 (00928)
RAUL, TERCILLA, REGATO, CHASE 
MANHATTAN BANK BLDG. 6 FL. (00927)
RIVERA, ANGEL R., 602 MEDINA CENTER 
BLDG. (00928)
RIVERA, JOSE DEL C., MEDINA CTR. 602 
P.O. BOX 21263 (00928)
VAZQUEZ & FERNANDEZ, EXECUTIVE 
BLDG. FLOOR D. STE. 401 AVE. PONCE 
DE LEON (00928)
SAN JUAN
ANDERSEN, ARTHUR & CO., PAN AM BLDG. 
HATO REY (00936)
CINTRON, LUIS E. & CO., 1510 PONCE DE 
LEON AVE. (00909)
DIAZ BERGNES, ANDRES, G. P. O. BOX 1401 
(00936)
ESPIET-GONZALEZ, JUAN, G. P. O. BOX 3927 
(00936)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, PLAZA 
LAS AMERICAS STE. 204 G. P. O. BOX 
1471 (00936)
HURDMAN AND CRANSTOUN, BANCO DE 
ECONOMIAS BLDG. 221 PONCE DE LEON 
AVE. (00936)
PETERSON, JOHN G., R. F. D. 3 BOX 43-E RIO 
PIEDRAS (00928)
RIVERA, LUIS F., 306 PONCE DE LEON AVE. 
(00919)
SCHULTZ, THADDEUS JOHN, G. P. O. BOX 
4111 (00936)
TOUCHE ROSS & CO., 1600 PONCE DE LEON 
AVE. STOP 23 (00910)
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SANTURCE
ARIAS, WALLACE, THIRD FL. TORMES 
BLDG. 1508 PONCE DE LEON AVE. 
(00911)
ARMSTRONG-RESSY, JORGE. P. O. BOX 
10028 (00908)
CRUZ DE JESUS, ROBERTO. CASO BLDG. 
STE. 703 1225 PONCE DE LEON AVE. 
STOP 18 (00907)
ESTELA, JORGE HERNANDEZ. 506 WILLIAM 
JONES ST. (00915)
FUENTES ADORNO, MANUEL. 1510 PONCE 
DE LEON AVE. (00909)
GARCIA-CRUZ. C. R., STE. 1419 FIRST 
FEDERAL SAVINGS BLDG. STOP 23 
(00909)
GIL, JUAN A., NEW YORK DEPT. STORE 
BLDG. PONCE DE LEON AVE. 1064 
(00907)
GONZALEZ, WILLIAM N., 2428 LOIZA ST. 
(00913)
HAUSER, O'CONNER & HYLIND, 1957 LOIZA 
ST. (00914)
OETTING, RIVERA. COLLAZO & CO., P. O. 
BOX 9173 (00908)
RODRIGUEZ TORRES, FELIX, CONDOMIO 




VILLARINY, JUAN C., 312-CONDOMINIO 
SAN ALBERTO CONDADO ST. 605 (00908)VIRGIN ISLANDS
ST. CROIX
ANDREAS, ESBERG & COMPANY, ROYAL 
STRAND BLDG. CHRISTIANSTED (00820) 
BURT AND BOYLE, #5 MOUNT WELCOME 
CHRISTIANSTED (00820)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, FIRST 
NATL. BANK BLDG. 7 KING ST. (00820) 
SEIDMAN & SEIDMAN, 38 QUEEN CROSS ST. 
(00820)
ST. THOMAS
CHRISTENSEN, HEIN, GRAND HOTEL P. O. 
BOX 780 (00801)
GRANT, ALEXANDER & COMPANY, PALM 
PASSAGE C-5 BOX 2665 CHARLOTTE 
AMALIE (00801)PACIFIC ISLANDS
GUAM
KIM, GEORGE P. G., P. O. BOX 6247 
TAMUNING (96911)
PALMER, WIGGS & HESTON, G. C. I. C. BLDG. 
NINTH FL. AGANA (96910)
PEAT MARWICK MITCHELL & CO., ADA 
PLAZA CENTER AGANA (96910)
WANG, WONG & HALL, JULALE CTR. RM.
230 & AGANA (96910)
MARIANA ISLANDS
PALMER, WIGGS & HESTON, INC., P. O. BOX 
308 SAIPAN (96950)
